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INTRODUCTION

This is the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National

Forest, Missouri. This FEIS incorporates by reference the entire Draft Environmental Impact Statement

(DEIS) for Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri, published in November, 1 987

by the US Department of Agriculture, Forest Service and US Department of Interior, Bureau of Land
Management (BLM).

This document contains a brief discussion of the proposed decision, a listing of people and organization

who commented on the DEIS, the public comments on the DEIS and our response to those comments.
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EIS STUDY AREA AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES

HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST-MISSOURI
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED DECISION

The proposed decision is to offer leases to the Doe Run Company for the two pending Preference Right

Lease Applications (PRLAs) - ES-1 921 9 and ES-1 9220. The leases will contain a stipulation, among others,

which will deny Doe Run the right to develop the leases but conveys the right for further exploration and
developmental drilling. Additional special stipulations will relate primarily to protection of surface resources

from drilling activities. Exploration activities have and continue to occur as authorized in the study area by

previously issued prospecting permits. These activities are consistent with the Forest Plan and EIS.

The "No Guaranteed Development* stipulation is in response to numerous requests that the Forest Service

not consent to development rights because of the potential adverse impacts of development activities on
the lease areas’ complex karst topography and associated potential impacts to groundwater, threatened

and endangered species and the Eleven Point and Current Rivers. Because of their comments and Forest

Service resource information, additional resource studies will be made prior to consideration of consenting

to development rights. The Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management and Cooperating Agencies

will conduct various hydrogeologic and threatened and endangered species habitat studies.
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

The public comment period for the draft environmental impact statement started on November 1 0, 1 987

with the release of the document to the public for review and comment. The comment period, which was
extended several times due to public requests, closed on February 5, 1 988. Three public hearings were
held during the comment period: St. Louis, December 1; Jefferson City, December 2; and Winona,

Missouri, December 3, 1 987.

One hundred and twenty six people testified at the three public hearings and 897 letters were received from

individuals and organizations. These respondents are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Each of these

Tables illustrate three things; 1) respondents number; 2) the individual, group or agency commenting and;

3) the response numbers. The speakers comments and the letters were numbered sequentially in the order

in which they spoke or were received. Alphanumerics (A1
,
A2, etc.) were assigned to speakers at public

hearings while numbers (1 ,2,3, etc.) were assigned to letters. Letters recieved after the comment period

ended were included and assigned a number followed by the letter “L' (1L,2L. ETC.). These appear next

to the commenter’s name in the transcripts of the public hearings and in the upper right hand corner of

the letters. The respondent numbers are used to identify the specific individuals, groups or agencies who
provided comments. The response numbers, shown on the right side of Tables 1 and 2 are used to identify

the response to a particular comment. They also appear in the margin of the transcripts and letters as an

indication of a specific comment. Where more than one response number is shown next to a name, then

that individual, group or agency provided more than one comment that required a response. For example,

Kari Cox, the tenth (1 0th) public speaker at the meeting held in St. Louis, was assigned respondent number
10A and the responses to her comments were addressed by response numbers 8 and 6.

Speakers and letters were numbered in sequence. You will notice a few numbers in the sequence are

missing. The missing number represents a duplicated letter that was recorded twice in the sequence. This

happened when a respondent sent a letter to the Forest Supervisor with a carbon copy to another member
of the staff. Occasionally the duplication wasn’t discovered until both letters had been numbered. In those

cases one number was deleted, hence the missing numbers.

HOW TO FIND OUR RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

1. Find your name, group or agency in Table 1 or 2, and locate your respondent number in the left

hand column next to your name.

2. Turn to the Transcript and Letters section and using your respondent number find your letter or your

section of the transcript.

3. Specific questions or comments requiring a response are identified with a solid bar in the left hand

margin of your letter or transcript along with a response number.

4. Using the response number specific to your comment turn to Table 3 Response to Comments and

locate the response.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS

Table 1. Speakers at Public Hearings

RESPONDENT
NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

01

A

Gordon Buchner, Winona, MO 8

02A Danny Staples, State Senator, Eminence, MO
03A Nancy Bland, Winona, MO 6,

04A Francis Stein, Winona, MO 8,

05A Wayne Gibbs, Van Buren, MO 8

06A Jim Tipton, Winona, MO
07A Ronald Pulliam, Winona, MO 6

08A Jim E. Eskew, Winona, MO
09A Denise Stephens, Winona, MO 8

10A Kari Cox, Winona, MO 6,8

1 1

A

Thomas M. Becker, Winona, MO
12A Jeffrey Ashbaugh, 6,8

13A John Stephens, Winona, MO 8,9

14A Bruce R. Thomas, St. Peters, MO 5,6,7,10

15A R. Roger Pryor, St. Louis, MO 5,6,8,14,16

16A Tom Cosgrove, St. Louis, MO 6,7

17A Joseph W. Klutho, Winona, MO 8

18A David Peterson, Kirkwood, MO 5,6

19A David H. Shank, USDI - National Park Service, Omaha, NE 5,6,8

20A Mark Taylor, Viburnum, MO
21

A

John Carter 5,6,8

22A Eric Hanson, St. Louis, MO 4,6,8

23A Willie D. Smith, St. Louis, MO 6,8

24A George Reitzel, St. Louis, MO 6,8

25A Martin King, University City, MO 6,20

26A Jack H. Harris, St. Louis, MO 6,8,14

27A Christopher Keay, Ferguson, MO 8

28A Drew Spanogle, Ballwin, MO 5,6,20

29A David Grossman, St. Louis, MO 6,8

30A Thomas K. Hadley, St. Louis, MO 6,7

31A Daniel Lehocky, St. Louis, MO 5,6,7,

8

32A Wilma Kennell, St. Louis, MO 6
33A Mark T. Grimmer, Fremont, MO 4,5,6,7,9,17

34A Richard Orr, Fenton, MO 5,6,8,20

35A Dave Schmidt, St. Louis, MO 6

36A Mark Shylanski, Florissant, MO 6,8

37A Charles Reitzel, St. Louis, MO 4,5,6

38A Steve Uffmann, St. Louis, MO 6,8

39A John Karel, St. Louis, MO 6,8

40A William C. Foulk Jr., Manchester, MO 8
41A Bob Crick 12

42A Jack Mullen 6
43A Steve Kidwell, St. Louis, MO 8
01

B

Alex Primm, Rolla, MO 5,6,8

02B Robert W. Kunkler, Columbia, MO 1,3,4,5,6,

8

03B Jeffery Ashbaugh, St. Charles, MO 4,14

04B Hank Ottinger, Columbia, MO 6,7,8

05B Roy C. Hengerson, Jefferson City, MO 6,7,8,14

06B Randal Clark, Columbia, MO 6,7,8

07B Christopher White, Columbia, MO 8
08B John Ludeman 6,8,15

09B David Shonk, USDI - National Park Service, Omaha, NE
10B Scott K. Bowden, Birch Tree, MO 6
1 1

B

Danny Staples, State Senator, Eminence, MO 6,8

12B Patrick Miley, Winona, MO 6,8

13B John E. Carter, The Doe Run Co., Viburnum, MO 6,8

14B Lewis McCann, Jefferson City, MO 5,6,8

15B Ronald D. Hansen, Holts Summit, MO 8
16B Tom Kliethermes, Loose Creek, MO 8
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RESPONDENT
NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

17B Nancy Bland 6,14

18B Loring Bullard, Springfield, MO 4,7,8,21

19B Francis Stein, Winona, MO 6,8,14

208 Don Koller, Summersville, MO
21

B

Kay Stewart, Hartsburg, MO
22B Graig Eldred, Columbia, MO 6,8

23B John Motherson 5,6,10

24B Ron McLinden, Kansas City, MO 6,8

25B W. E. Marlbaker 7

26B Paul Nelson 5,6,8

01

C

William Gordon Buckner, Winona, MO
02C Mark Grimmer, Fremont, MO 5,6

03C Bill Grundmann, Viburnum, MO
Q4C George Rollins, Winona, MO 8

05G Dorothy A. Staack, Alton, MO
06C Paul P. Curci, Willow Springs, MO 6

07C Wesley Bockman, Winona, MO 20

08C James Grasham, Van Buren, MO 6

09C Doyle Simpson, Winona, MO 6,8

10C Denise Stephens, Winona, MO 8

11C Kazie Perkins, Willow Springs, MO 6,8

12G Ronald Pulliam, Winona, MO
13C Otto Foust, Winona, MO 8

14C Dennis Johnston, Winona, MO 6,8

15C Osborne Johns, Winona, MO
16C Robert S. Kielpinski, Winona, MO 8

17C Robert Stein, Winona, MO
18C Danny Staples, Eminence, MO 6,8

19C Mike Lybyer, Missouri State Senator, Jefferson City, MO 8

20C Jim Tipton, Winona, MO
21

C

Don Koller, Summersville, MO 8

22C Dennis Wilson, Winona, MO 8

23C Floyd Cooper, Summersville, MO 8

24C Kevin Heck, Perryville, MO 6,27

25C Ken Her, Winona, MO
26C Nancy Bland 26

27C Tony Sullins, Cape Girardeau, MO 6

28C David Meade, Winona, MO 6

29C Dan Leary, Moody, MO 6

30C Art Boehle 6,8

31C Toni Klutho, Winona, MO
32C Wayne Miley, Winona, MO 8

33C J. C. Kuessner, Eminence, MO 8

34C Michael Greene, Van Buren, MO 6

35C Thomas Kruzen, Mountain View, MO 6,8

36C Kitty Cone, Local Committee for a Lead Free Ozarks, Alton,MO 4,6,8,10

37C Bill Cone, Ozark Organic Growers Association, Alton, MO 6

38C Sam Ledgerwood, Birch Tree, MO 8

39C Becky Horton, Doniphan, MO 6,8,19

40C Don Horton, Doniphan, MO 6,8

41C Francis Stein, Winona, MO 29

42C Kim M. Heise, Van Buren, MO
43C James Blanton 4,6,7,8,14

44C Shane Webb, Highlandville, MO 28

45C Greg Iffrig, Springfield, MO 6,28

46C Linda Rigger, Springfield, MO 8,14

47C Sue Skidmore, Springfield, MO 6,7,8,14

48C Dale J. Johnson, Alton, MO 8

49C Wayne Griffeth, Winona, MO
50C David W. Hild, Willard, MO 6

51C Otis R. Farris, Winona, MO
52C Millie Osborne, Winona, MO
53C Gary A. Price, Winona, MO
54C Earl Bernell 6,17,27

55C Phil McDaniel 6
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PUBLIC COMMENTS

Table 2. Written Comments

RESPONDENT
NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

001 Bill Stratz, Hubbardston, Ml 6,8

002 Jackie Waldrep, Ozark, MO 6,8

003 Karl Kruse, Columbia, MO 6,7,8,39

004 George B. Rollins, Winona Savings Bank, Winona, MO
005 L. B. Cook, Theodosia, MO 6,8

006 Wade L. Bourne, Southern Outdoors, Clarksville, TN 6,8,28

007 Carl E. Freiling, Cedar Creek Landowners Association, Ashland, MO 6,7

008 Ron Goodman, Republic, MO
009 Lester Buch, Duke, MO 5,6,28

010 Regan Kenner, Canton, MO 6

Oil Dean Cox, Shannon Co. Northern Commissioner, Eminence, MO
Oil Jerry Dailey, Shannon Co. Southern Commissioner, Eminence, MO
Oil Loyd Rainbolt, Shannon Co. Presiding Commissioner, Eminence, MO
012 Mildred Stein, Winona, MO 6

013 Davis Biggs, Biggs & Hensley, P.C. Attorneys At Law, St. Louis, MO 6,8

014 Harold B. Bamburg, Clayton, MO 6

015 J. B. Jacks, Wales, Wl 8

016 Bob Soetebier, St. Louis, MO 8

017 R. G. Dickenson, Flat River, MO 6,36

018 Deanna McNew, Willow Springs, MO
019 Wanda Johnson, Willow Springs, MO 6,8

020 Freeda Robson, Willow Springs, MO 8

021 Cathy Pilcher, Willow Springs, MO 8

022 Scott D. Ball, Salem, MO 6,8

023 Virginia Blanche Hutchison, Grandin, MO 7,8,18,27

024 Chris Levery, Jefferson City, MO 8

025 Verna Barber, Cedar Hill, MO 8

026 John W. Williamson, St. Louis, MO 6,8

027 Gil Griffis, Chesterfield, MO 6,8

028 Marjorie H. Williams, St. Louis, MO 8

029 Joseph T. Knoerle, Creve Coeur, MO 7,8

030 Paul F. Larson, USDA Soil Conservation Service, Columbia, MO 5,6

031 Paul Williams, North Kansas City, MO 5,6,8

032 Lester Marsh, Ozark Gateway Audubon Society, Joplin, MO 4,6,8,27,42

033 R. Roger Pryor, Coalition for the Environment, St. Louis, MO 5,6,8

035 David G. Kalz, St. Louis, MO 6,8

036 Allen C. Karcher, Hiram, MO 6

037 Ruth Daures, MO 8

038 Janie Brandel, Eureka, MO 5,6,8

039 Frances S. Storlie, Minneapolis, MN 6,7,8

040 Joseph P. Bachant, Holts Summit, MO 1,4,5,8,9,18

041 Corine Gross, Auxiliaries, Assemblies of God, Springfield MO 6

042 June Hart, Birch Tree, MO 6
043 Betty Ruth Jackson, Higbee, MO 6,8

043 Robert D. Shelton, Higbee, MO 6,8

044 Phyllis Davis Dixon, Rogersville, MO
045 William L. Sewell, Rolla, MO 8
046 Jim Bliss, Jefferson City, MO 6

047 Pat O’Neal, St. Louis, MO 8

048 Corliss & Forrest Schaffer, West Plains, MO 6,8

049 Karen Connolly, Overland, MO 6

050 Michael T. Moriarty, St Louis, MO 6,7,8

051 Marion H. Moriarty, St. Louis, MO 6,8,27

052 Patrick J. Capriglione, Overland, MO 6,8

053 Nellie J. Williams, North Kansas City, MO 6,8

054 Robert M. Doerr, Rolla, MO 7,8,9

055 Carl E. Darigo, University City, MO 6,8

056 Dolly V. Darigo, University City, MO 8

057 James W. Marlow, US Dept. Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock, AR 6
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061

062

063

064

065

067

068

069

070

071

072

073

074

075

076

077

078

079

080

081

082

083

084

085

086

087

088

089

090

091

092

093

094

095

096

097

098

100

101

102

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

111

112

113

114

115

116

116

117

118

119

120

122

123

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

Cindy Biggerstaff, Couch, MO 6,8,27

Mary Hamburg, Farmington, MO 6

Laverne Gilmore, Summersville, MO 6

Isabelle and I. W. Seeyle, Blue Eye, MO 8,27

James E. Brawley, Winona, MO 5,8

David Ray, Kansas City, MO 8

William Cochran, USDI-Bureau of Mines, PO Box 25086, Denver, CO 8

Steven F. Valdes, St. Louis, MO 6,8

John Mulligan, West Plains, MO 4,6,8,27

Hazel Ayers, Gatewood, MO 6,7,8

Ray H. Settle, Jr., Bonne Terre, MO 7,8,39,41

Linda Weston, Ava, MO 6,10,27

Michael Muhs, St. Louis, MO 6,8,10

Daniel P. Bauer, USDI-Geological Survey, Water Resources, Rolla MO 3,4,5,8,10

Del Luedemann, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,8

Ann Summers, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,8

Johnnie O'Dell, Eminence, MO 8

Frances S. Storlie, Minneapolis, MN 6,8,9,27

Loren Putman, Winona, MO
Stevie B. Schenck, Ballwin, MO 6,8,27

Duncan S. Schenck, Ballwin, MO 6,8

Anne Black, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Oral L. Cole, Farmington, MO 6,7,8

Linda Schaffner, St. Louis, MO 5,6,7,

8

M. McDowell, Piedmont, MO 6,8

Katy S. Bizelli, Winona, MO 8

Henry L. Engel, Winona, MO 6,8,27

Larry M. Marcum, Salem, MO 8

Josephine & Eugene Quinn, Ballwin, MO 6,8

Roger Lindrey, Winona, MO 6

Joy & Jim Baldwin, St. Louis, MO 8,28

David Smallwood, Jefferson City, MO 4,5,6,8,9,36

Paul McCune, Springfield, MO 6,8

David C. Karr, Summersville, MO
Don & Debi Larson, Mountain View, MO
R. S. Todd, Piedmont, MO 5,6

C. Rob Armstrong, West Plains, MO 6,8

James Tipton, Winona, MO 6,8

Mrs R. C. Morrison, San Antonio, TX 6,8

Kay Hook, Scenic Rivers Audubon Society 8

Mary Ann Huesmann, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Mark Goodman, Springfield, MO 6,7,8

Greg Iffrig, Sierra Club Ozark Chapter MO 5,6,8,10

Richard & Fran Glass, Crestwood, MO 6,7

Randy K. Hastings, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,8

B. Keith Rauch, Fredericktown, MO 3,5,6,8,9,46

Douglas Rutherford, St. Louis, MO 8

Dave Mosby, Kirkwood, MO 6,8

Craig J. & Diana L. Plahn, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Van Byrd, Holcomb, MO 6,7,8

Esther Myers, Burroughs Audubon Soc.of Greater KC, Kansas City, MO 1,3,5,6,

8

Joli Winer, Burroughs Audubon Soc. of Greater KC, Kansas City, MO 1,3,5,6,

8

Cynthia Egyed, University City, MO 6,8

SthVan Pett, Jackson MO 6,8

Donald W. Maloney, Houston, MO 8

Debra McDonald, Piedmont, MO 7

Dave Sturdevant, Seymour, MO 6,8

Mary Wheeler, Seymour, MO 6,8

Gary S. Fowler, Farmington, MO 8

Doug & Family Brown, Niangua, MO 8

Bill Wyllie, Eldon, MO 8

Danny Crider, Birch Tree, MO 8

Phil McNagny, Springfield, MO 8

Joanne D. Affeld, St. Louis, MO 6,8
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RESPONDENT
NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

124 John D. Low, ASARCO West Fork Unit, Bunker, MO
125 Nadya K. Bleisch, St. Louis, MO 6,8

126 Oliver & Charlotte Wictel, St. Louis, MO 6.8

127 Linda Rigger, Nixa, MO 6,8

128 Rose Marie Essick, Flemington, MO 6,8

129 David Braswell, St. Louis, MO 5,6,7,8,

9

130 Sue Hubbell, Mountain View, MO 8

131 Bill Schember, Neosho, MO 6,8

132 Martin F. King, Kirkwood, MO 6,7.8

133 Heidi Rood, Ellisville, MO 6

134 Jacqueline Froelich, Eureka Springs, AR 6,8

135 Margaret Garrison, Doniphan, MO 6 8,27

136 Rob Gooch, Willow Springs, MO 6

137 Mary Hodgson, Mountain View, MO 4,6

138 Rita A. Stem, Farmington, MO 6,8

139 Bruce A. Hadley, Ozark, MO 6,8

140 Linda Beline, Doniphan, MO 6,28

141 Deborah Browne, Columbia, MO
142 James R. Paxton, Pensacola, FL 5,6

143 John D. Wells, Minerals Exploration Coalition, Lakewood, CO
144 Jennifer Ailor, Ozark, MO 6

145 Robert M. Yourko, St. Louis, MO 8

146 James & Daisy Keene, Doniphan, MO 6,27

147 Charmaine Rehq, Cape Girardeau, MO 8

148 Judith F. Capelli, Virginia Institute of Marine Science,

Gloucester Point VA 6

149 R. Scott House, Missouri Speleological Survey, Arnold, MO 2,3,4,5,6,10

150 Terry Carel, Winona, MO 6,8,27

151 Bill Stratz, Hubbardston, Ml 6

152 Connie Grand, Ava, MO 8

153 Mark D. Williams, Kansas City, MO 6,7,8

154 Jacob Biggerstaff, Couch, MO 6,7

155 Ann & Tom Schneider, Ste. Genevieve, MO 6

156 Junior L. Williams, Ketchikan, AK 8

157 Dean Pennington, Multiple Use Society, Bedford, IN 8
158 Gary Blake, Clark, MO 8

159 Jean H. Keil, St. Louis, MO 4

160 Betsy Gerard, Clark, MO 8

161 Louis Kujawinski, Harrisburg, MO 8

162 Carl Dr. & Mrs. Korschgen, Onalaska, Wl 6,8

163 Mike & Family Williams, Nixa, MO
164 Gerard L. Cramer, St. Louis, MO 8

165 George A. Behrens, Glendale, MO 6,8

166 Jane G. Bennett, Columbia, MO 8

167 Marilou Keil, St. Louis, MO 8

168 Ann Dugan, West Plains, MO 8

169 James F. Devine, Reston, VA 3,5,6,10

170 Linda Schaffner, St. Louis, MO
171 John H. Gallion, Doniphan, MO 8

172 Teresa K, Amber, Cheryl, Jonathan & Lisa Thomason, Madison, IL 8

173 Ted W. Gearing, Billings, MO 6,8

174 Sandra Griffin, Doniphan, MO 6,8,27

175 Tamara J. Cooper, Anderson, MO 6,8

176 Valgard Jonsson, St. Louis, MO 6,8

177 Shane Webb, Ozark Mountain Paddlers, Springfield, MO 8

178 Marv Blosser, Doniphan, MO 8
179 Leslie Hill, Republic, MO 8

180 Regan Kenner, Canton, MO 6.8

181 T. & Teresa Carel, Winona, MO 6,27

182 Allen Brohn, Missouri Natural Areas Committee, Jefferson City, MO 6

183 Laura F. Parkinson, Lecoma, MO 6

184 Alan R. Everson, University of MO-Columbia,

School of Fisheries & Wildlife, Columbia, MO 5,6,7,

8

185 Eric & Arsenia Hanson, St. Louis, MO 4,8
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186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

Ed Stegner, Conservation Federation of Missouri,

Jefferson City, MO
Penny Kujawinski, Harrisburg, MO
Paul Williams, North Kansas City, MO
Charles H. Reece, Greenville, SC
Charles A. Berger, Festus-Crystal City Conserv. Club, Festus MO
George Kenaga, Doniphan, MO
John David Ruhl, Dallas, TX

Bill Choisser, Poplar Bluff, MO
Gary Ford, Herculaneum, MO
Henry Ford, Imperial, MO
Robert Kloessner, St. Louis, MO
Wayne Goode, Missouri Senate, Jefferson City, MO
Paul Duckworth, Springfield, MO
Jan & John Willcox, Kirkwood, MO
Iseles C. Eilert, Steelville, MO
Martin Crafts, Kansas City, MO
Cheryl Collins, Springfield, MO
Donald L. Moyle, Bland, MO
Frank W. Meyers, Missouri Forest Management Company, Potosi, MO
Thomas Aley, Ozark Underground Laboratory, Protem, MO
St. Louis, MO
Howard Brummett, Hollister, MO
Ted Berger, Willow Springs, MO
Lori L. Dodge, Kirkwood, MO
Turk, Elgin, IL

David W. Ostlund, Mo. Park & Recreation Assoc., Jefferson City, MO
J. Biecsle, St. Peters, MO
Austin Knubley, St. Louis, MO
Bill Kranz, St. Peters, MO
Jackie L. Allmon, Winona, MO
George C. Steakle, Alton, MO
Dorothy M. Kranz, 269 Timberbrook Drive, St. Peters, MO
Marilyn Harlan, St. Louis, MO
Ralph E. Topham, Manchester, MO
Steve Eder, American Fisheries Society, Mo. Chapter, Cameron, MO
Olze Chaplin, St. Louis, MO
Marvin & Virginia Bennett, Monett, MO
Peggy Binyon, Cabool, MO
Mike Beard, Ash Grove, MO
Anne Beck, Tecumseh, MO
Peggy Benyon, Cabool, MO
Kay Berger, Willow Springs, MO
Russell & Sherri Boyle, Willow Springs, MO
Rick Braschetti, Willow Springs, MO
Lester Brike, Cabool MO
Heidi Clift, Mountain View, MO
Jon Crickner, Cabool, MO
Carroll Deerue, Mountain Grove, MO
Peter Deerue, Mountain Grove, MO
Paul Dorst, Elk Creek, MO
Jeff Dunshee, Mountain Grove, MO
David Haenke, Brixey, MO
Penny Harter, Springfield, MO
Grass Hecker, Cabool, MO
Teresa Hecker, Cabool, MO
Denise Henderson, Brixey, MO
Judy Hoot, P.O. Box 513, Cabool, MO
Mary E. Hoots, Cabool, MO
Carrie January, Mountain Grove, MO
Ron Jones, Mountain View, MO
Thomas Kruzen, Mountain View, MO

6,8

6,8

3.4.5.6.

8

5,6,7

4

5,6,8,27

8

8

8

8

6

8

6.8

7.8

8

6.8

6,8

5.6.7.

8

8

3,4,5,6,7,8,11,25,38

8

6.8

5 6,8,39

6.7.8

6.8

6,8

6.7.8

6.8

8

6,8

6.7.8

8

6.8

6,8

6,8

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
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RESPONDENT
NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

224 Daniel Leary, Moody, MO 6

224 Darlene C. Marlow, University City, MO 6

224 Kazie Perkins, Willow Springs, MO 6

224 Billy Reed, Cabool, MO 6

224 Arrow Ross, Mountain Grove, MO 6

224 Corliss Schaeffer, West Plains, MO 6

224 George Schaeffer, West Plains, MO 6

224 D. S. Strange, Norwood, MO 6

224 Lola Jo Strange, Norwood, MO 6

224 Gregg Thorsen, Ava, MO 6

224 Kim Thorsen, Ava, MO 6

224 Jebueo Tindel, Cabool, MO 6

224 Shirley Tindel, Cabool, MO 6

224 Glever R. Vaughn, Mountain View, MO 6

225 Darlene C. Marlow, University City, MO 6,7

226 Van C. Cox, Crystal City, MO 8

227 Matt Jravch, Ferguson, MO 6

228 Bill LaCoss, Gatewood, MO 8

229 Marilyn Gottlieb, Prairie Village, KS 5,8

229 Stephen B. Koshland, Prairie Village, KS 5,8

230 Charleen Stendel, Glendale, MO 6,8,9

231 Bernard Mrs. Reichardt, Kirkwood, MO 7,8

232 Blanche L. Allen, St. Louis, MO 6,8

232 Pete Mrs. Chulick, St. Louis, MO 6,8

232 Georgia S. Dinsmore, St Louis, MO 6,8

232 Joseph A. Mrs. Mathies, St. Louis, MO 6,8

232 Mary Parker, St. Louis, MO 6,8

232 Joan Pavlovic, St. Louis, MO 6,8

232 Bessie Riepl, St. Louis, MO 6,8

232 Bill Mrs. Thomas, St Louis, MO 6.8

232 Betty Wagoner, Arnold, MO 6.8

232 Margaret Willson, LeMay, MO 6,8

232 Charles Mrs. Zalaudek, St. Louis, MO 6,8

233 Matthew Diller, Defiance, MO 6

234 Ella Fay Stephens, Dittmer, MO 8

235 Audrey Kendall, St. Peters, MO 8

236 Cherrie Briscoe, Ballwin, MO 6,8

237 Joseph G. Donelan, St. Louis, MO 6,8

238 White River Group, Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 4,5,6,7,8,

9

239 Nadya K. Bleisch, Washington, D.C. 6,8

240 Debbie Rathert, St. Louis, MO 6,8

241 Jerry Haley, Kansas City, MO 6,7,8

242 Melvin, Doniphan, MO 6

243 Mary Albrecht, Pottersville, MO 6

243 Annis Bassler, West Plains, MO 6

243 Linda Brewer, West Plains, MO 6

243 Bryan Carlson, West Plains, MO 6

243 Megan Carlson, West Plains, MO 6

243 Michelle Carlson, West Plains, MO 6

243 Travis DeRedon, West Plains, MO 6

243 Amy Dotson, Glendale, CA 6

243 Clayton Harris, West Plains, MO 6

243 Alan E. Hastings, Mountain View, MO 6

243 Sondra E. Johnson, West Plains, MO 6

243 K. Kimball, West Plains, MO 6

243 R. Kimball, West Plains, MO 6

243 Sandra M. Nagel, West Planins, MO 6

243 Perry M. Pacyelon, West Plains, MO 6

243 Claire Piper, West Plains, MO 6

243 Linda Preston, West Plains, MO 6

243 Robert A. Rae, Caulfield, MO 6

243 Shari C. Rae, Caulfield, MO 6

243 Bob Robinson, West Plains, MO 6

243 Tony Sambarrumth, Huntsville AL 6
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243

243

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

251

252

253

254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

Patrick Tayell, West Plains, MO
L. D. Weaver, West Plains, MO
Marcy Weinbeck, West Plains, MO
Linda Haley, Kansas City, MO
David Carlson, Jamestown, MO
Hank Ottinger, Columbia, MO
Ruth Donelan, St. Louis, MO
Christopher A. Phillips, Hanley Hills, MO
William W. Schenk, Acting Regional Director,USDI-NPS, Omaha NE
David Dr. & Mrs. Brewer, Malvern, AR
Mary R. Eurard

Teresa Matthews, Jasper, AR
Derrick P. Grimmer, Fremont, MO
Gary Harbison, Cape Girardeau, MO
Lisa Goffstein, St. Louis, MO
James E. Stack, St. Louis, MO
Eugene J. Trost, St. Louis, MO
Harold E. & Elizabeth Dobsch, Washington, MO
C. E. Asel, Maysville, MO
William J. Inopb, Olivette, MO
Martha AKis, Kansas City, MO
Tim Altis, Kansas City, MO
Kevin R. Kyle, St. Louis, MO
Rebecca A. Richardson, St. Louis, MO
Mary Troy, St. Louis, MO
Lise A. Streider, Kirksville, MO
James R. Blanton, Springfield, MO
Linda Beline,

Wilma T. Kennell. St. Louis, MO
Wrenae Gilmer, St. Louis, MO
Michele Johnson, Springfield, MO
Benjamin C. Robinson, Bonne Terre, MO
Jack Frazier, Theodosia, MO
Susan L. Dumond, West Plains, MO
T. Rosemasser, St. Louis, MO
Samuel O. Ledgerwood, Birch Tree, MO
Debra A. Thompson
S. Dean Wooton, Glendale, MO
Grace Crosby, St. Louis, MO
Lois & Myron Kozman, Webster Groves, MO
Donald Rust, Tecumseh, MO
Guy Moussalli, Tecumseh, MO
Howard Fenster, Tecumseh, MO
Daniel Opperthauser, Tecumseh, MO
Delia B. Duncan, Crystal City, MO
Holly G. Roberson, Columbia, MO
David N. Stokely, Billings, MO
Jonathan B. Beard, Springfield, MO
Vanessa Elliott, Cabool, MO
Robert Spruell, DeSoto, MO
Philip D. Roos, Jefferson City, MO
Steve Warren, St. Joe Lead Company, Herculaneum MO
Luther Mr. & Mrs. Davis, Farmington, MO
Donna Stevens, Manchester, MO
Ann T. Eggebrecht, Clayton, MO
Steve & Jane Markley, Willow Springs, MO
Mark Knewtson, Springfield, MO
Ada Miller, Willow Springs, MO
Lorraine P. Biang, Norwood, MO
Therese Marie Busselman, Columbia, MO
Robert M. Landman, Kansas City, MO
R. S. Piroschak, Kansas City, MO
Steve Scherrer, St. Louis, MO
Jerry J. Presley, Mo. Dept. Conservation, Jefferson City, MO

6

6

6 .7.8

6.8

8,9

6

6

1
,3 ,

4 ,5 ,
6

,8,42

8

8

8

1,6,8

8

6,8

7.8

8

6 .7.8

6.8

6,8

8

6,8

6,8

6,8

5,6

6,8

6,8

6.27

6

6,8

6
.7.8

8,9

6.8

7.8

6.8

6
.7.8

7.8

5
.6.8

8

6.8

8

6 .7.8

6

6.8

8

6,8

6

6,8

6

6

6
,7,8

8,9

6
.7.8

6.8

5
.
6

.8.27

6,8

6
.
17.27

6,8

8

6,8

6,8

6,8
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RESPONDENT
NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

305 Gilbert F. Horstdaniel, Hazelwood, MO 8

306 Unsigned, St. Louis, MO 8

307 Tom Dixon, Herculaneum, MO 8

308 Martha Schlapbach, St. Louis, MO 6,8

309 Karl Kruse, Columbia, MO 6,8

310 Pauline E. Holtzmann, St. Louis, MO 8

311 Terry L. Sandquist, Camdenton, MO 8,6

312 Herbert J. Day, Kirkwood, MO 8

313 Betty Peters, St. Louis, MO 6,8

314 Emily F. Christensen, St. Louis, MO 6,8

315 Mary M. Estes-Gieselmann, St. Louis, MO 8

316 R. Steven Krogh, Brookline, MO 8,6,17

317 Sue Hagan, Director, Southeast Missouri Grotto, Annapolis, MO 4,6,7,8,15,17

318 Howard Jones, Arcadia, MO 6,8

319 Richard J. Gilbert, Festus, MO 7,8

320 Michael Gan, Herculaneum, MO 8

321 Michael Cawvey, Herculaneum, MO 6,8,9

322 Kennith J. Martin, Herculaneum, MO 8

323 Kathryn Kappus-Beattie, Leslie, AR 8

324 Betty S. Woodworth, Rochester, NY 6,8

325 Oliver H. Roenn, Kirkwood, MO 8

326 Richard Deposki, Florissant, MO 8

327 David Haenke, Brixey, MO 6,8,17

328 Ernest W. Skiles, St. Louis, MO 8

329 Richard L. Martin, Liberty, MO 6,8

330 Tron Peterson, Oronogo, MO 8

331 Charles E. Burnett, St. Joe Lead Company, Herculaneum, MO 6,8

332 Laura L. McPeak, Sycamore Hills, MO 8,9

333 Caroline Pufalt, St. Louis, MO 6,7

334 Carolyn W. Terry, Columbia, MO 6,7,8,17

335 Twila Dieterech, Maryville, MO 8

336 Laura E. Griesedieck, St. Louis, MO 8,27

337 Earl Allen, St. Joe Lead Company, Herculaneum, MO 6,8

338 Robert B. Dawson, Independence, MO 8

339 Barbara A. Vestal, Marshfield, MO 8,27

340 Linda Beline, Doniphan, MO 6,8

341 llalyn Irwin, Columbia, MO 8

342 Eugene N. & Carol G. Lane, Columbia, MO 8

343 Sasha Dancus, Doniphan, MO 6,8,28

344 Lois C. Forrestal, Kirkwood, MO 6,8

345 Larry J. Stoehr 6,8

346 Vearon Corlis, Ava, MO 6,8

347 Dorothy Ellis, Route One, Thayer, MO 8,10

348 Lorraine Schramm, Warsaw, MO 6,8

349 Steven M. Leigh, Lee’s Summit, MO 6,8

350 Sally Marble, West Plains, MO 6,8

351 Jerry V. Dunaway, Carl Junction, MO 8

352 Kathy Bildner, St. Louis, MO 6,8

353 Susan R. Lammert, St. Louis, MO 6,8,27

354 Louise Louden, St. Louis, MO 27

355 Clyde H. Hedgcoth, Middle Brook, MO 6

356 Gregory J. Bischof, Florissant, MO 8

357 Kathleen Farrelly, Dora, MO 6

358 Carol Clivio, Dora, MO 6,8,10

359 Bob & Laura Roscoe, Viburnum, MO 8,9

360 Jim Sample, Salem, MO 6,8

361 Phoenix Weaver, West Plains, MO 6,8

362 Clayton J. Deep, Springfield, MO 6

363 Roger J. Duclas, Nixa, MO 8,27

364 Robert N. Sallade, Springfield, MO 6,8

365 Boyd J. Eye, Potosi, MO 8,9

366 Steve E. Roberts, Kansas City, MO 6,8,27

367 B. Kent Snapp, Kansas City, MO 6,8

368 Robert J. Radomski, Aurora, IL 6,27
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INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

369 Patrick G. Coy, St. Louis, MO 6,8

370 Kenneth E. Evens, Pevely, MO 8

371 Eva Corlis, Ava, MO 5,6,8,27

372 Lori J. McLoughlin, St. Louis, MO 5,6,8

373 Joseph L. Kister, Crystal City, MO
374 Charles Major, Farmington, MO 8,9

375 Doris DeLaRoche, Florissant, MO 6,8

376 Iris Brooks, Melbourne, AR 8

377 Don M. Alday, Ozark, MO 6,8

378 John Gollihue, Bismarck, MO 6,8

379 Mark Turnbough, Potosi, MO 8

380 Bob Estes, Stockton, MO 6,8

381 Derele Campbell, West Fork, AR 8

382 H. W. Mrs. Briscoe, Ballwin, MO 6

383 Mary Nagel, St. Louis, MO 6.8

384 Cleo P. Casady, Springfield, MO 8

385 Ruby F. Gitschner, Flemington, MO 6,8

386 James H. Peterein, Festus, MO 6,8

387 Joseph G. Sueme, St. Louis, MO 8

388 Orville Itichner, Flemington, MO 6,8

389 Milton F. Bradley, Cominco Metals, Bixby, MO 8

390 Nancy Schnell, St. Louis, MO 8

391 James H. Medley, Bixby, MO 6

392 Gary Gillam, Courtois, MO 6,7,8

393 E. George Tapp, Viburnum, MO 6

394 John C. Morrissey IV, Viburnum, MO 8

395 Rose Marie Essick, Flemington, MO 8

396 Iris K. Jarecke, Monett, MO 8

397 Gerald D. Toler, Springfield, MO 8

398 Joan M. Aston, Mountain Home, AR 1

398 Elnora Branscum, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Jeff Branscum, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Barbara R. Dail, Old Joe, AR 1

398 David N. Dail, Old Joe, AR 1

398 Deborah Dail, Old Joe, AR 1

398 Roy D. Dail Sr, Old Joe, AR 1

398 Alathea Daniels, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 David Daniels, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Charles Eldridge, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Steve Eldridge, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Judith M. Elridge, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Paige Henderson, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Willie Horness, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Debbie Jennings, Pineville, AR 1

398 Joe Jennings, Pineville, AR 1

398 Norma J. Killian, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Viola Killian, Calico Rock, AR 1

398 Brigette Pettit, Old Joe, AR 1

398 Fred Pettit, Old Joe, AR 1

398 Joan M. Taylor, Old Joe, AR 1

398 Johanna C. Taylor, Old Joe, AR 1

398 Eleanor Zurn, Boxwell, AR 1

399 John G. Haverstick, French Village, MO 6,8

400 Barbara A. Hines, Fenton, MO
401 Joan Taylor, Old Joe, AR 6

402 Carl Bassler, West Plains, MO 6,8

403 Alice L. Rosse, Neosho, MO 6

404 Thomas F. Currier, St. Louis, MO 5,6

405 Larry J. Ragsdale, Viburnum, MO 6,8

406 Scott A. & Joan Drake Olsen, Columbia, MO 6,8

407 Robert E. Kipfer, Springfield, MO 6,8,10

408 Christopher Andrews, St. Louis, MO 6,8
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409 Barbara Mace, St. Louis, MO 8,27

410 Gordon L. & Brenda L. Messling, Jasper, AR 6,8

411 Alvin Ray McWilliams, Desloge, MO 8

412 Henrietta Starr Fugate, Bolivar, MO 6

413 Roger Blair, Potosi, MO 6,8

414 Randy & Becky Estes, Koshkonong, MO 6,8,27

415 Eric Hamburg, Farmington, MO 6,8

416 Bill E. Lowe, West Plains, MO 6,8

417 Jeff Neisler, Little Rock, AR 6,8

418 Yvonne Moonstorm, Perryville, MO 8

419 Amber M. Bates, Green Island, IA 6

419 Bryson Bates, Green Island, IA 6

419 Elizabeth Bates, Green Island, IA 6

419 Kevin L. Bates, Green Island, IA 6

419 Sue Brooks, Clinton, IA 6

419 Julie Casper, Clinton, IA 6

419 Steve Casper, Clinton, IA 6

419 John Glunz, Green Island, IA 6

419 LeClaire Glunz, Green Island, IA 6

419 Marlene Greae, Clinton, IA 6

419 Carol Haferbier, Green Island, IA 6

419 Lester J. Haferbier, Green Island, IA 6

419 Stephen L. Haferbier, Green Island, IA 6

419 Patti Lafolette Jones, Comanche, IA 6

419 Steve Kammerer, Clinton, IA 6

419 Linda Mangier, Bellevue, IA 6

419 Ron Mangier, Bellevue, IA 6

420 Mark S. Stuppy, Springfield, MO 8

421 John M. Donovan, Springfield, MO 6,8

422 Leona C. Wegman, Belle Vista, AR 6

423 Wayne R. Berkas, USDI-Geo. Survey, Water Resources, Rolla MO 5

424 Treva Parks, Carthage, MO 6,8

425 New Life Farm, Brixey, MO 6,8,27

426 Josette Webb, Highiandville, MO 6,8

427 Wilma & Earl C. Boswell, Thayer, MO 8

428 Gwen Broz, Kansas City, MO 6,7,8

429 Steve Martin, Ozark, MO 6,8

430 Nancy Rosson, Columbia, MO 5,8

431 Vindi Bealle, West Plains, MO 6

431 Barbara Huff, West Plains, MO 6

431 Phoenix Kaffer, West Plains, MO 6

431 T. L. Kessler, West Plains, MO 6

431 Ed Raths, West Plains, MO 6

431 Joseph B. Sahrin, West Plains, MO 6

431 Martha L. Schin, West Plains, MO 6

431 Nancy Stacel, Moody, MO 6

431 Modena M. Thrall, West Plains, MO 6

431 Alan Weaver, West Plains, MO 6

431 Erik E. Weaver, West Plains, MO 6

431 Gene Weinbeck, West Plains, MO 6

432 John H. Bentley, West Plains, MO 6

432 Patrick Benton, West Plains, MO 6

432 Kay Carter, Tecumseh, MO 6

432 K. Chrysalis, West Plains, MO 6

432 Kenneth L. Collins, West Plains, MO 6

432 Laraine Corbin, West Plains, MO 6

432 Carry Dawson, Dora, MO 6

432 J. B. Dawson, Dora, MO 6

432 Sharon Essary, Mountain View, MO 6

432 Richard Finch, West Plains, MO 6

432 Margaret Gieser, West Plains, MO 6

432 Ruth Hale, West Plains, MO 6

432 Viola Harlan, Peace Valley, MO 6

432 Mike Harmon, West Plains, MO 6
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432 Gene Hollingshed, Dora, MO 6

432 Leo H. Lockard, Caulfield, MO 6

432 Margaret Palmer, Gainsville, MO 6

432 Richard Palmer, West Plains, MO 6

432 John Raprers, West Plains, MO 6

432 Nanette Redow, West Plains, MO 6

432 Carrol Spears, West Plains, MO 6

432 Janet Tille, West Plains, MO 6

432 M. A. Vaughn, West Plains, MO 6

433 Ira Bennett, Thayer, MO 6

433 Cindy Culton, Koshkonong, MO 6

433 Bruce K. Edwards, Thayer, MO 6

433 Frankie Harrill, West Plains, MO 6

433 Carol Lair, Caulfield, MO 6

433 Jeffrey Lindquist, Moody, MO 6

433 Cindy Magenot, West Plains, MO 6

433 Jeffrey Ramsey, West Plains, MO 6

433 LaVaughn Waddell, West Plains, MO 6

433 Sherryl Walker, West Plains, MO 6

433 Ann Watson, West Plains, MO 6

434 Suzanne Black, Louisburg, MO 8

435 Kathy & John Zuch, Winona, MO 8

436 John E. Senne, Salem, MO 5,6,8

437 Jerry J. Clements, Boss, MO 6,8

439 Charles J. Farmer, Ozark, MO 6,7,8

440 Joanne Olszewski, Ava MO 6,8,27

441 James A. McClain, Belgrade, MO 6,8

442 Buel Dawson, Bunker, MO 6

443 Granville Chronister, Alton MO 5,6,7,27

444 Donald Lair, West Plains, MO 6

445 E. K. Smitt, Buffalo, MO 6,8

446 Alan Peterson, Eminence, MO 6

447 Barbara Pummill, Van Buren, MO 6

448 Larry D. Parker, Salem, MO 8

449 Elizabeth Ann Seale, Kansas City, MO 8,27

450 Kitty Cone, Local Committee for a Lead Free Ozarks, Alton MO 5

451 Carl Vest, Bunker, MO 8

452 Wayne F. Walker, Mining Industry Council of Mo., Jefferson City, MO 6,8

453 Lois Bronnert, Fenton, MO 6,8,10

454 Jim Adams, Louisa, VA 6

454 Allen Butcher, Louisa, VA 6

454 Isaac Dorfman, New York, NY 6

454 Denis Doyon, Louisa, VA 6

454 Edward Gottlieb, Louisa, VA 6

454 Colleen Higgins, Louisa, VA 6

454 Kai Jocila, Louisa, VA 6

454 Susan Kresner, Louisa, VA 6

454 Bill Lawless, Augusta, GA 6

454 Thea Page, Louisa, VA 6

454 Zheriph Rhand, Louisa, VA 6

454 David G. Schwartz, Mineral, VA 6

454 H. Schwartz, Louisa, VA 6

454 llta Schwartz, Louisa, VA 6

454 Morgan Sweeney, Louisa, VA 6

454 Sandy Thomason, Louisa, VA 6

454 Alexis Ziegler, Louisa, VA 6

455 James F. Bowen, Kirkwood, MO 6,8

456 Claudia Gloyd, Prairie Village, KS 8

457 Paul L. Weygandt, West Plains, MO 8,28

458 Michael P. Gloyd, Overland Park, KS 6,8

459 John Lillyquist, Drury, MO 6,8

460 Gary Wright, Springfield, MO 6,8

461 Paul W. Nelson, Jefferson City, MO 5,8,27,31

462 John Dunn, Columbia, MO 6,8,27
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463 Bart L. Strother, Kansas City, MO 8

464 Jane Russell, Kansas City, MO 8

465 Russell C. Cuchan Jr, Gladstone, MO 8

466 Charlie DeVore, Salem, MO 8

467 T. J. Bowers, Salem, MO 8

468 Terry 1 Mackey, West Plains, MO 5,6,8

469 Ramon Figueroa, Ballwin, MO 8

470 Steve Edgar, Springfield, MO 6,8,30

471 Melvin E. Fry, Galena, KS 6,8

472 B. J. Clinger, Kirkwood, MO 6,8,27

473 M. Marjorie Meredith, Columbia, MO 6,8

474 Jeanmarie Morelli Marino, Stover, MO 6,8

475 Shelly Williams, St. Joe Lead Company, Herculaneum, MO
476 Kirk McFate Springfield MO 8

477 John Schultz, Theodosia, MO 6,8

478 Curney Sutton, Bunker, MO
479 John Joyce, St. Joe Lead Company, Herculaneum, MO 9

480 Dave McDermott, Kansas City, MO 4,6,8,27

481 Johnny Carole Jones, Viburnum, MO 8

482 Walter Burr Jr, Viburnum, MO , 6,8,39

483 Daniel R. Schmidt, Viburnum, MO 8

484 Donald Mr. & Mrs. Buckley, Belgrade, MO 6

485 James H. Haguewood, Potosi, MO 6,8

486 Tom Hertel, St. Louis, MO 8,10

487 John M. Besser, Columbia, MO 6

488 Jim Young, St. Louis, MO 5,6,7,

8

489 Dawn Joyce, Rivermines, MO 7

490 Lisa Bankhead, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Eduard Barbe, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Sheila Bell, Odessa, TX 6,7,27,

490 Nancy Fapso, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Juanita Franco, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Jane Gittens, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Judith Hopkins, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Jerry Jones, Racine, Wl 6,7,27

490 Nora Karach, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Peter Karach, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Tammy Kuchinski, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Tonya Luker, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Bill Lutz, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Michelle Mazur, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Kite Medina, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 William Mercer, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Dorothy Presley, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Craig Rayat, Racine, Wl 6,7,27

490 Mira Rosenberg, Racine, Wl 6,7,27

490 Robert Sheilds, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Kathy Silkwood, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 Mike Silkwood, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

490 K. Stone, Kenosha, Wl 6,7,27

491 Joan Blando, Kansas City, MO 6,8

492 F. Wm. & Charlotte L. Bull, Cassville, MO 6,8

493 Skip Doak, Cassville, MO 6,8

494 S. L. Braden, Parkville, MO 8

495 Jeff & Cheryl Morganm, Kansas City, MO 8

496 John P. Rezentes, St Louis, MO 8

497 Shawn Porter, Little Rock, AR 6,8,27

498 John Brenner, Maryland Heights, MO 6,8

499 David S. Yates, Springfield, MO 6,8

500 Stuart D. Hines Jr, Manchester, MO 8

501 John Alpers Jr, Cabool, MO 6,8

502 Hillary Hutchison, Cody, WY 5,6,7,

8

503 Raymond & Marjorie Thomason, Madison, IL

504 Frederick A. Brunner, Mo. Dept, of Ntrl Rsrcs, Jefferson City, MO 3,5,6,10,11,21,22,34,41,44
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505 Tony Sullins, Cape Girardeau, MO 6,7,8

506 Mary Chipps, Ava, MO 6,8

507 Billie L. Shults, Salem, MO 8

508 Denise L. Stephens, Winona, MO 6,8

509 John Stephens, Winona, MO 6,8,39

510 Jo Wuller 6,8

511 Caroline & Gilbert Early, St. Louis, MO 8,27

512 Daniel F. Leary, Moody, MO 5,6,18,27

513 Pat Chipman, Eminence, MO 6,28

514 Alan W. Rule, Billings, MO 6,8

515 John M. Whittaker Jr, Nixa, MO 6,8

516 Howard & Donna Crews, Alton, MO 8,27

517 John & Jane Pekkala, Columbia, MO 8

518 Buell D. Volner, Salem, MO 6,8

519 Forrest Harrison, Springfield, MO
520 Kenneth & Judith Cohn, St. Louis, MO 6,8,27

520 Eric Naim, St. Louis, MO 6,8,27

520 Linda Percy, St. Louis, MO 6,8,27

520 Julie Vollmer, St. Louis, MO 6,8,27

521 Fred & Frances Appleby, Hazelwood, MO 4,6,8

522 Vicki Latimer, Springfield, MO 6,8

523 Jon Bollinger, Springfield, MO 8

524 R. L. Amistadi, St. Louis, MO 6,8

525 Bernard Hermann, French Village, MO 6

526 James L. Bogler, St. Louis, MO 5,8

527 John F. Bonner, Crystal City, MO 8

529 Jeff Gelles, St. Louis, MO 6,8,27

530 Teresa Kragnes, St. Louis, MO 6,8

531 Carolyn Glenn, West Plains, MO 6,27

532 Freeman A. Hughes, Eminence, MO 6,7

533 Peggy Fleming, Ava, MO 6

534 Bill Echols, Mountain View, MO 6,8

535 Gregg Thorsen, Ava, MO 6,8,27

536 Clyde Charles Stuart, Springfield, MO 6

537 Mike & Julie Donnelly, Seymour, MO 6

538 Norbert Donze, Ste. Genevieve, MO 8

539 Roger 0. Yount, Caledonia, MO 8

540 Gary W. Miller, Caledonia, MO 8

541 Gary L. Botkin, Bunker, MO
542 Larry Grauerholz, Wichita Falls, TX 6,8

543 Elise P. Alexander, Columbia, MO 6,8

544 Gene J. Schoenhoff, Springfield, MO 8

545 Gail L. LaMoreaux-McElhany, Richmond, MO 8,9

546 James S. Brady, St. Louis, MO 6

547 Catherine Jensen, Shawnee Mission, KS 6,8,27

548 Kim Thorsen, Ava, MO 6,8,28

549 Kathleen A. Morris, Kansas City, MO 8

550 Stephen A. Devorss, Blue Springs, MO 8

551 Robert E. Powell, Bonne Terre, MO 6,8

552 Scott Rodzielinski, Springfield, MO 6,27

555 Ace L. & Lisa A. Eye, Boss, MO 8

556 Nancy Kierit, Jamestown, MO 4,6,7,8,27

556 Tony Nenninger, Jamestown, MO 4,6,7,8,27

557 Bill Adams, Summersville, MO 6

557 John Barron, Mountain Grove, MO 6

557 Bill Batterton, Birch Tree, MO 6

557 Stanley Brown, Summersville, MO 6

557 Bonnie Burleson, West Plains, MO 6

557 Shawn Calkins, Birch Tree, MO 6

557 Mary Carlson, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Linda Carter, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Ronnie Christopher, Summersville, MO 6

557 Bobby J. Clubb, Summersville, MO 6

557 Barbara J. Dettereau, West Plains, MO 6
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557 Wm. Farrar, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Thomas W. Fishane, Benton, MO 6

557 Albert Forreste, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Sherrie Franklin, Summersville, MO 6

557 Maria Getts, West Plains, MO 6

557 Bob Greenway, Willow Springs, MO 6

557 Alan Grosso, Alton, MO 6

557 Sue Grunden, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Janice Hale, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Bryan Hogan, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Norma Hunt, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Janet Jamison, West Plains, MO 6

557 David Johnson, Alton, MO 6

557 Wilma Jordon, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Spencer Kennedy, West Plains, MO 6

557 G. D. Krugh, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Gerald Mr. & Mrs. LaMote, Thayer, MO 6

557 Henry Mr. & Mrs. Lee, West Plains, MO 6

557 Cecelia M. Lillyquist, Drury, MO 6

557 Julia Lillyquist, Springfield, MO 6

557 Sheila Moore, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Gary Mustlor, West Plains, MO 6

557 Chris Nale, West Plains, MO 6

557 A. J. Pagano, Couch, MO 6

557 David Phillips, Caulfield, MO 6

557 Rodney Piatt, Birch Tree, MO 6

557 Patty Prell, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Ricky Rinks, Yukon, MO 6

557 Stace Roberts, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Cara Sanders, Willow Springs, MO 6

557 Gaylon E. Sanders, Willow Springs, MO 6

557 Doyce Silva, West Plains, MO 6

557 Clifton Smith, Willow Springs, MO 6

557 Lary Stagner, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Gene Stanley, West Plains, MO 6

557 William M. Stines, Birch Tree, MO 6

557 Mike Stinnett, Birch Tree, MO 6

557 Chris Summers, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Cindy Taber, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Shirley Taber, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Gary Taylor, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Ernest Turner, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Michael Vern, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Sue Wallander, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Michele Warner, Moody, MO 6

557 Thomas Wood, Teresita, MO 6

557 Dennis Wright, Mountain View, MO 6

557 Fred Wykert, Summersville, MO
557 Jim Yates, Mountain View, MO 6

559 Robert S. Staples, Kansas City, MO 6

560 Daniel Lehocky, St. Louis, MO 5,6,7,

8

561 Margaret E. Page, Kingston, AR 5,6,8

562 lla Pauline Layne, Lamar, MO 6,8

563 Norman & Mary Ray, Baxter Springs, KS 8,9,29

564 James & Sally Kulas, Salem, MO 6,8,10

565 Leah Briggeman, Jefferson City, MO 6

566 C. Mr. & Mrs. Zalaudek, St. Louis, MO 6,7,9

567 Katherine Leonard Dorst, Elk Creek, MO 5,6,8,27

568 Orvil Emanuel, Kansas City, MO 9

569 Hank Dorst, Elk Creek, MO 3,5,6,8,10

570 James W. Stanley Jr, Sierra Club Ark. Chpt., North Little Rock, AR 5,6,8

571 Rebecca Schedler, Columbia, MO 5,6,7,

8
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Mary Ann Carr, Willow Springs, MO 6

Linda Settle, Bonne Terre, MO 8

Doug Bowden Sr, Birch Tree, MO
Michael V. Garvey, St. Charles, MO 8,27

Kazie Perkins, Willow Springs, MO 5,6,9

Alan Barker, St. Peters, MO 6,8

Dianne Beazley, Florissant, MO 6,8

Lonnie Bell, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Terry N. Bell, St. Peters, MO 6,8

R. E. Bursbua, Florissant, MO 6,8

Robert Cammack, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Robbie DaVault, Paragould, AR 6,8

Nicholas Dawet, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Louis J. Dier, Troy IL 6,8

Albert Eli, Florissant, MO 6,8

Stephen Espeseth, Florissant, MO 6,8

Vincent P. Fargo, St. Charles, MO 6,8

Jay Galli, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Jim Gilulteere, Florissant, MO 6,8

Barbara V. Glascock, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Dennis L. Hammel, Bel-Ridge, MO 6,8

Ray Heilman, Florissant, MO 6,8

Billy G. Hillis, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Keith J. Hoetman, Richmond Heights, MO 6,8

Richard Holtgrewe, Kansas City, MO 6,8

Mark Huggins, Kirkwood, MO 6,8

David B. Hyypio, Manchester, MO 6,8

Mark Jimsron, Godfrey, IL 6,8

D. B. Johnson, Kansas City, MO 6,8

Julie Johnson, Warrensburg, MO 6,8

K. F. Johnson, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Shirley A. Johnson, Raytown, MO 6,8

Jill Joseph, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Kevin Kehelhn, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Kelly Koch, Florissant, MO 6,8

Rich Leadford, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Ron Miller, Florissant, MO 6,8

L. Mitchell, St. Louis, MO 6,8

J. E. Nehmanseu, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Ron Norm, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Kurt Ottinger, Hazelwood, MO 6,8

Trina Parks, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Henry A. Parrish, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Stephen M. Peters, Pleasant Hill, MO 6,8

Jay T. Powell, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Pam Rohrbach, Florissant, MO 6,8

Manopy Rowan, Florissant, MO 6,8

Douglas Rutherford, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Mark Schuette, St. Charles, MO 6,8

Kent A. Sheeran, St. Louis, MO 6,8

B. Stevenson, St. Charles, MO 6,8

W. Thorne, St. Louis, MO 6,8

Steve Thorsen, Florissant, MO 6,8

Robert Tucker, Fenton, MO 6,8

Joe Vechiq, St. Charles, MO 6,8

Anthony Vitale, Bridgeton, MO 6,8

Tom J. Westhoff, St. Peters, MO 6,8

Lewis McCann, Jefferson City, MO 5,6,8,10

Jim Lickey, Excelsior Springs, MO 6,8

Michael Sutton & Sue Hagan, East Ozark Audubon Soc., Annapolis, MO 1,4,5,6,

8

L. Scott Ellis, Kirksville, MO 6,8

William McConnaughey, St. Louis, MO 5,6,8

Rea Cook, Springfield, MO 6,8

David B. Miller, St. Louis, MO 8
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586 Martin Heuermann, Ballwin, MO 6,8

587 Robert Bailey, St. Louis, MO 6,8

588 A. Carntheu, Ballwin, MO 8,27

588 Cynthia Galbraith Curley, St. Louis, MO 8,27

588 Lise Fordyce, St. Louis, MO 8,27

588 Linda Harsly-Numly, St. Louis, MO 8,27

588 Cartney B. Obata, St. Louis, MO 8,27

588 Tamra Engelhorn Raven, St. Louis, MO 8,27

588 Jennifer Williams, St. Louis, MO 8,27

589 Patricia L. Woodward, Independence, MO 6,8

590 Morris Kay, Regional Administrator, US EPA, Kansas City, KS 3,5,6,

8

591 Wesley Holmes, Springfield, MO 6,8

592 Leonard C. Butts, Sullivan, MO 8

593 Thomas G. Bell, Forest City, MO 6,8

594 Doris Bedinger, Salina, KS 6

594 Patricia R. Boehner, Lincoln, NE 6

594 Bill Davis, Makanda, IL 6

594 Abigale Farfan, Carbondale, IL 6

594 Georgann Hartzog, Carbondale, IL 6

594 Randy Kempa, Salina, KS 6

594 Margaret Morton, Carbondale, IL 6

594 May O’Haver, Carbondale, IL 6

594 Carlos Peralta, Carbondale, IL 6

594 Tom Rediosnal, Carbondale, IL 6

594 Hedy Sherman, Carbondale, IL 6

594 James Smith, West Frankfort, IL 6

595 Jerry L. Weber, Macon, MO 6,8

596 Greg Mihalevich, Jefferson City, MO 8

597 Charlotte Herman, Kansas City, MO 6,8

598 Alesia Dotson, Thomasville, MO 6

598 Kelly Dotson, Thomasville, MO 6

598 Audrey Piatt, Thomasville, MO 6

598 David Piatt, Thomasville, MO 6

599 Mike Ellison, Mountain Home, AR 8

600 Eddie & Jackie Schmid, Patton, MO 6,8

601 Carol M. Fischer, Fredericktown, MO 8

602 Karen Adams, Fredericktown, MO 8

603 Elisabeth Cornelison, Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, MO 8,27

604 Robin L. Doerffel, Kansas City, MO 8

605 Eddie L. Eiffert, Bella Vista, AR 8

606 Katherine P. Chambers, St. Louis, MO 6

607 C. W. Mrs. Dane, Fayetteville, AR 6,8

608 Thomas E. Crawford, Excelsior Springs, MO 4,6,7

609 William A. Davet, Pacific, MO 8

610 Nettie E. Robinson, Kansas City, MO 6,8

611 Nadine Large, Shawnee, KS 8

612 Blaine Coffey, Lees Summit, MO 8

613 Josh Page, Kingston, AR 6,7,8

614 George H. Mrs. Windsor, Windsor, MO 8

615 Catherine R. Schweitzer, St. Louis, MO 8

616 Gary E. Boyer, The Doe Run Company, Viburnum, MO 6,7,8,10,0

616 E. J. Krokroskia, The Doe Run Company, Viburnum, MO 6,7,8,10,0

617 Eric E. Elkins, Kansas City, MO 7,8

617 Christine Wesley, Dunnegan, MO 7,8

618 Lynn Baxley, Kansas City, KS 6,8

619 John Finnegan, Kansas City, MO 6,8

620 Gary Kroencke, Kansas City, MO 8

621 Debra M. Mayers, West Plains, MO 6,27

622 Gloria Minnick, Kansas City, MO 8

623 John K. Lyle, Kansas City, MO 6,36

624 Robert D. Herman, Kansas City, MO 6,8

625 M. E. Mrs. Dowd, Kansas City, MO 8

626 W. M. Shaw, Independence, MO 8

627 Charlotte W. Crabaugh, Kearney, MO 6,8
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Sharlene Lyle, Kansas City, MO 8

Laura J. Ford, Buffalo, MO 8

Doris Landrum, Kansas City, MO 8

Glen L. Whitaker, Kansas City, MO 8

Howard Mr. & Mrs. Hansen, Kansas City, MO 6

M. R. Eucalyptus, Kansas City, MO 5,8

Fred Homps, Blue Springs, MO 8

Becky Hagan, Kansas City, MO 8

Kevin Hogan, Kansas City, MO 6

Ronald Hamblin, Deepwater, MO 8

Alex Primm, Audubon Society, Ozark Rivers Chapter, Rolla, MO 4,5,8

John Androlot, Springfield, MO 6,8

R. Roger Pryor, Coalition for the Environment, St Louis, MO 8

Sue Skidmore, Springfield, MO 6,8

Sue Skidmore, Earth First! Mo. Representative, Springfield, MO 8

Mary Ellen Porter, Platte City, MO 8

Rita R. Bewen, Peculiar, MO 8

Jane Baldwin, Kansas City, MO 8

Pam Benton, Kansas City, MO 8

Mark Berger, Kansas City, MO 8

Jackie Capranica, Kansas City, MO 8

Cater Coef, Kansas City, MO 8

D. S. Cogill, Kansas City, MO 8

Margaret Jensen, Kansas City, MO 8

Mary Kay Kisthardt, Kansas City, MO 8

Fherma M. Larson, Kansas City, MO 8

Doug Linden, Kansas City, MO 8

Steve Matacln, Kanas City, MO 8

Robert E. Parker II, Kansas City, MO 8

Bill Peters, Kansas City, MO 8

Steven Popejoy, Kansas City, MO 8

John Ragsdale, Kansas City, MO 8

Brenda Wall, Kansas City, MO 8

Kimberly K. Warner, Kansas City, MO 8

Micah D. Wells, Kansas City, MO 8

Wes Lloyd, Viburnum, MO 6,8

Mark & Joanne Fuchs, Lees Summit, MO 8,17

Dudley C. Mr. & Mrs. Murphy, Springfield, MO 6,8

Vivian M. Bradford, St Louis County, MO 8

Richard & Mary Loy Brown, Liberty, MO 6,8

L. E. Brawner, Kansas City, MO 6,8

Bonnie Keyserling, Odessa, MO 6,8

Michael Stein, Missouri B.A.S.S. Chapter Federation, Union, MO 5,6,7,8

Sharie Cochran, Lake Ozark, MO 8

Melvin Jolly, Armstrong, MO 8

Cindy Ware, Memphis, TN 6,8

Nancy J. Johnson, Memphis, TN 6,8

Leigh McElwee, Memphis, TN 6,8

Cindie Orange, Memphis, TN 6,8

Mary V. Garibaldi, Memphis, TN 6,8

Gary Simm, Memphis, TN 6,8

Shirley H. Flood, Joplin, MO 6,8

Bob Liebert, Ava, MO 6,9

Joe McCollom, Alton, MO 4,5,6,7,8

Mollie Savage, Alton, MO 6

Teresa France, West Plains, MO 6

Douglas A. Hardy, Nixa, MO 6,8

William Lemax, Ava, MO 6,27

Doris McAnulty, St. Louis, MO 8,9,27

David M. Mr. & Mrs. Gardner, Springfield, MO 6,8,27

Erik E. Weaver, West Plains, MO 8

Gail M. Campagna, Springfield, MO 6

David A. Castillon, Springfield, MO 6,8

Garth M. Hawks, Bolivar, MO 8
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673 Dorothy Hagewood, Springfield, MO 6,7

674 Robert Esther, Springfield, MO 8

675 Mimi Baczewska, Ava, MO 6,8

676 Kathy Rice Parsons, Springfield, MO 5

677 Katharine Donninger, Potosi, MO 6

677 Emmett Elser, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Sue Gallshe, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Edward Kurt, Columbia, MO 6

677 Jon Letter, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Sue Reeves, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Cheryl Sutton, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Bryan Walton, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Kevin White, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Richard Willis, Belgrade, MO 6

677 Sharron Willis, Belgrade, MO 6

678 Ronald D. Hansen, Holts Summit, MO 8

679 Wiley S. Mr. & Mrs. Anderson, Independence, MO 8

680 Minnie & Warren Boyd, Stover, MO 8

681 Kelly Denick, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Lou Dennez, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Chris J. Gilbert, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Andy Hodge, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 D. Hunly, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Dora A. Mitchell, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Larry B. Moore, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Brian Nadine, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Paul Redfern, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Jon P. Reiman, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Stephen Thornhet, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Wallace R. Weber, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

681 Su Yong-ge, White River Sierra Club, Springfield, MO 6,8

682 Wayne Kaiser, Parkville, MO 8,6

683 Susan Wedenoja, Springfield, MO 4,6,8

684 Cherry Taber, Pomona, MO 1,6,8,27

685 Ann Dunham Pickard, Overland Park, KS 7,8

686 Gwen Hill, Kansas City, MO 8

687 W. C. Mr. & Mrs. Miller Sr, Morrisville, MO 8

688 Elizabeth Cosbey, Fenton, MO 6

689 Mary Virginia Lucas, Ozark Soc., Sugar Chapter, Bella Vrtta, AR 6,8

690 Loring Bullard, Ozark Soc., H R Schoolcraft Chpt., Springfield, MO 5,6,8

691 Jim Fahrmeier, Ozark Wilderness Waterways Club, Kansas City, MO 6,8

692 Juli Winer, Ester Myers, Burroughs Audubon Soc., Kansas City, MO 6,7,8

693 Mark Goodman, Greater Ozark Audobon Society 6,8

695 Greg F. Iffrig, Sierra Club-Ozark Chapter, Springfield MO 8

696 Daniel LeHocky, Greg F. Iffrig, Ozark Chapter/Sierra Club 3, 5,6, 8,

9

697 Brad Ackerman, Alton, MO 6,7,8

697 Clara Ackerman, Alton, MO 6,7,8

697 Lisa Allen, Willow Springs, MO 6,7,8

697 Pat Arnsledy, Pottersville, MO 6,7,8

697 John Beem, West Plains MO 6,7,8

697 Marshall J. Biesin, Salem, AR 6,7,8

697 Cindy Borgman, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

697 Rhonda Boyd, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

697 Walter Bradley, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

697 Gary Braun, Alton, MO 6,7,8

697 Gayle Bray, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

697 Richard Brock, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

697 Marlyn Calvin, Dora, MO 6,7,8

697 Norma Chambers, Thomasville, MO 6,7,8

697 Jeanine Christopher, Summerville, MO 6,7,8

697 Lillie Christopher, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

697 Ruth Church, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

697 Lee Ann Clark, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

697 Michael Clay, West Plains, MO 6,7,8
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Kenneth Collins, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

James Cooper, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Mike Dickerson, Couch, MO 6,7,8

Paula Dobs, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Paula Dods, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

James Keith Dotson, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Joe Bill Estes, Ganesville, MO 6,7,8

Joyce Estes, Gainesville, MO 6,7,8

Jessie Farmer, Caulfield, MO 6,7,8

Matt Faulkner, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Allen Flood, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

David Fox, Pottersville, MO 6,7,8

Angie Frakes, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Debra Hale, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Melissa Hall, Moody, MO 6,7,8

Christine Hapst, Birch Tree, MO 6,7,8

Shelly Haris, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Linda Hartog, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Lisa Hartog, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Deborah Henry, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Michael Henry, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Barbie Hodge, Pottersville, MO 6,7,8

K. Hoevelman, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Kim Hogan, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Dan Horton, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

Mike Horton, St. Charles, IL 6,7,8

Lou Howard, Alton, MO 6,7,8

L. H. Hunt, Salem, AR 6,7,8

Trigga Johns, Caulfield, MO 6,7,8

Aletta Lam, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

J. Laner, Couch, MO 6,7,8

Larry Latham, Alton, MO 6,7,8

Skip Laymon, Peace Valley, MO 6,7,8

Chris Ledbetter, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Billie McBride, Alton, MO 6,7,8

Vicki McBride, Alton, MO 6,7,8

Tammy McClellan, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Regina McCullough, Alton, MO 6,7,8

William B. McDonald, Alton, MO 6,7,8

H. Presley, Alton, MO 6,7,8

Rosalie Rasberry, Birch Tree, MO 6,7,8

Brett Rheam, Siloam Springs, AR 6,7,8

Vera Shehorn, Alton, MO 6,7,8

Joe Simpson, West Plains, NO 6,7,8

Cinday Skaggs, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Ronnie Smith, Alton, MO 6,7,8

Shelley Smotherman, Birch Tree, MO 6,7,8

Bonnie Lee Stallings, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Rita Stanley, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Donna Stinnett, Birch Tree, MO 6,7,8

Dora Taylor, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Reba Turner, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Cheryl Tyler, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Charlie Van, Summersville, MO 6,7,8

Alice Voyles, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Mellisa Warren, Alton, MO 6,7,8

Ronnie Williams, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

Don Williamson, Colcord, OK 6,7,8

Dorothy Wisterman, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

Stephen C. Womack, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Judy Anderson, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

Linda Ash, Coldwater, MO 6,7,8

Danell Barks, Hiram, MO 6,7,8

Melissa Barnes, Holcomb MO 6,7,8
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698 Mike Botkin, Poplar Bluff, MO 6
,7,8

698 Tom Brockert, Jackson, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Debbie Buffington, Poplar Bluff, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Patricia Butler, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Freeda Butts, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Qeorgina Byers, Silva MO 6 ,7,8

698 Jonathan J. Byers, Silva, MO 6
,7,8

698 Helen Carden, Greenville, MO 6
,7,8

698 Randy Casey, Piedmont, MO 6
,7,8

698 Blanche N. Cate, Greenville, MO 6
,7,8

698 Carrie Clinton, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Tammy Clubbs, Greenville, MO 6
,7,8

698 Dianne Collins, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Earl G. Collins, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Janis K. Collins, West Plains, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Susan Coughlin, Pomona, MO 6
,7,8

698 Jane Craig, West Plains, MO 6 ,7,8

696 Karen Davison, Dexter, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Debbie Dornin, Doniphan, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Thomas F. Dougherty, Broseley, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Cheryl Duggar, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Pansy Eastwood, Poplar Bluff, MO 6
, 7,8

698 Joey Ederer, Doniphan, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Marilyn Goode, Malden, MO 6
,7,8

698 Roxana Lee Gray, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Kim Gunter, West Plains, MO 6
,
7,8

698 Dianne Guy, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Cheri Hall, Dexter, MO 6
,7,8

698 Johnny Hand, West Plains, MO 6
,
7,8

698 Nancy Hand, West Plains, MO 6
,
7,8

698 Scott Hand, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Tammie Harwell, Poplar Bluff, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Linda Herpst, Thomasville, MO 6
,7,8

698 Sue Hicks, West Plains, MO 6
,
7,8

698 John P. Hillrich, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Larry Hitt, Malden, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Becky Horton, Doniphan, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Leslie L. Ingalls, Poplar Bluff, MO 6
,7,8

698 Reba Johnson, Poplar Bluff, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Jerry Jones, Puxico, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Rhonda Jones, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Della Koenneker, West Plains, MO 6
,
7,8

698 Wesley Koenneker, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Dennis Lindberg, Alton, MO 6
,7,8

698 Karen Lindberg, Alton, MO 6
,7,8

698 Kenbl Luthern, Alton, MO 6
,7,8

698 Cindy McCarver, West Plains, MO 6
,
7,8

698 Cynthia L McDaniel, Clarkton, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Kim McKee, Caulfield, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Kim Meirgle, Kennett, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Bobby J. Milam, Clarkton, MO 6
,7,8

698 Mike Montgomery, Poplar Bluff, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Jerry Morgan, Fagus, MO 6
,7,8

698 Reva S. Muse, West Plains, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Ellen Pettyjohn, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Linda Pettyjohn, West Plains, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Ellen Phelps, Ellsinore, MO 6
,7,8

698 Lynna Pilkington, Koshkonong, MO 6 ,7,8

698 Tommy Pritchett, Thayer MO 6
,7,8

698 Ray Proffer, Poplar Bluff MO 6
,7,8

698 James Ramsey, West Plains, MO 6
,7,8

698 Cheri 0. Ramsy, Poplar Bluff, MO 6
,7,8
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698 Jerry Reierly, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,7,8

698 Gay Roberts, Couch, MO 6,7,8

698 Terry L. Shearer, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,7,8

698 Richard Sigmund, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,7,8

698 Rebecca Somons, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

698 Ida Southwell, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,7,8

698 L. D. Southwell, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,7,8

698 Sandra Standridge, Bloomfield, MO 6,7,8

698 Renee Telker, Malden, MO 6,7,8

698 Laura Thompson, West Plains MO 6,7,8

698 Terri Tirmmer, Ellington, MO 6,7,8

698 David Tyler, Poplar BlufF, MO 6,7,8

698 Pam Tyler, Poplar Bluff, MO 6,7,8

698 Peggy Uchtman, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

698 Scott Varner, Firk, MO 6,7,8

698 Barbara Wallander, Mountain View, MO 6,7,8

698 Lila Welch, West Plains, MO 6,7,8

699 Thomas Kruzen, Mountain View, MO 6,5,7

701 Gordon Watkins, Parthenon, AR 6

702 Michael Adney, Miles, IA 6

702 Tracy Andrese, Miles, IA 6

702 Kim Bahnsen, Boxholm, IA 6

702 Loreta Base, Clinton, IA 6

702 Robin Bates, Dewitt, IA 6

702 Stan Bates, Dewitt, IA 6

702 Mark Beeck, Miles, IA 6

702 Kent Brunre, Mt. Carroll, IL 6

702 Elise Bates Cruise, Dewitt, IA 6

702 Marty Daniels, Green Island, IA 6

702 Betty Jo Dobson, Green Island, IA 6

702 Ellie Dobson, Green Island, IA 6

702 Loras Fettes, Green Island, IA 6

702 Heidi Friedrichman, Clinton, IA 6

702 Mary Gendreau, Savanna, IL 6

702 Vicky Gendreau, Savanna, IL 6

702 Wayne D. Gendreau, Savanna, IL 6

702 Eric Grauer, Sabula, IA 6

702 Tom Hansel, Sabula, IA 6

702 Troy Hansen, Miles, 1 6

702 Jeannie Heise, Green Island, IA 6

702 Judith A. Hensel, Sabula, IA 6

702 Theresa Holdgrsfer, Bryant, IA 6

702 Jennifer Howe, Miles, IA 6

702 Adam Johnson, Green Island, IA 6

702 Harold Jones, Mt. Carroll, IL 6

702 R. D. Kaave, Ottumwa, IA 6

702 Wendy Koch, Miles, IA 6

702 Larry O. Landreth, Savanna, IL 6

702 Billy Martin, Dewitt, IA 6

702 Stephanie Parsons, Clinton, IA 6

702 Krissy Pennfehad, Miles, IA 6

702 Josh Peterson, Miles, IA 6

702 Nicole Pretr, Teeds Grove, IA 6

702 Jake Rathj, Miles, IA 6

702 Ellen Reitz Scales, Mound, IL 6

702 Howard Rice, Chicago, IL 6

702 Lara Schumacher, Asbury Park, NJ 6

702 Jamie Smith, Sabula, IA 6

702 Sonja Smith, Sabula, IA 6

702 Jimmie Stanley, Warrenville, IL 6

702 Mel Wand, Hanover, IL 6

703 Philip H. Can, Willow Springs, MO 6

703 Lisa Fann, Birch Tree, MO 6

703 Diane McNamara, Mountain View, MO 6
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NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

703 Sheila R. Orchard, Teresita, MO 6

703 Steve Shaul, Mountain View, MO 6

703 Sarah Skinner, Mountain View, MO 6

703 Nancy Smith, Birch Tree, MO 6

703 Jill Stephens, Birch Tree, MO 6

703 Judith Wilson, Mountain View, MO 6

704 Mark Grimmer, Fremont, MO 6

704 Emily Holden, Mountain View, MO 6

704 Everet C. Jones, Norwood, MO 6

704 Ron Jones, Mountain View, MO 6

704 Linda Kloessner, Fremont, MO 6

704 Joyce Marderosian, Mountain View, MO 6

704 Kenneth Skinner, Mountain View, MO 6

704 Wayne Skinner, Mountain View, MO 6

704 Cherry Taber, Pomona, MO 6

705 Tyrell Albaugh, Mountain View, MO 6

705 James Boyd, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Dan Cain, Winona, MO 6

705 L. Carel, Winona, MO 6

705 Shirley A. Coor, Winona, MO 6

705 Dale Crittenden, Willow Springs, MO 6

705 Loweta Downey, Summersville, MO 6

705 W. J. Ellis, Willow Springs, MO 6

705 Curtis Farris, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Yvonne Farris, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Patricia C. Fisher, Birch Tree, MO 6

705 Carla Garver, Mountain Grove, MO 6

705 Randy Garver, Mountain Grove, MO 6

705 June Havens, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Pat Hight, Pomona, MO 6

705 Jean Hogan, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Magdalena Iming, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Leta M. Jones, Norwood, MO 6

705 Calvin Kaut, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Linda Kaut, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Debbie Kruzen, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Katie Laceirll, Winona, MO 6

705 Debi Larson, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Don Larson, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Marsha Lyon, Sycamore, MO 6

705 Lillian Meyer, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Elizabeth Noregall, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Shain Peek, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Willie Perkins, Willow Springs, MO 6

705 Sandra Phipps, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Laurell Rice, Ozark, MO 6

705 Ty Richardson, Eminence, MO 6

705 Franz Seese, Lees Summit, MO 6

705 Larry Sellman, Birch Tree, MO 6

705 Jim Seward, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Del Taber, Pomona, MO 6

705 Marty Toll, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Park Toll, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Gail Trevino, Mountain View, MO 6

705 C. Vanbibber, Mountain View, MO 6

705 Leigh Weinous, Eminence, MO 6

705 Ned K. Weinous, Eminence, MO 6

705 Linda Weston, Ava, MO 6

706 Don Buedel, Willow Springs, MO 6

706 Robert Chase, Mountain View, MO 6

706 D. Collins, Pomona, MO 6

706 Robert Collins, Willow Springs, MO 6
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INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

Shelli Cox, Willow Springs, MO 6

Leslie Dainey, Summersville, MO 6

Loretta German, Willow Springs, MO 6

Linda Harrison, Mountain View, MO 6

Mike Harrison, Mountain View, MO 6

George R. Lee, Cabool, MO 6

Margaret Lee, Cabool, MO 6

Brenda Likes, Mountain View, MO 6

Melinda Marcum, Mountain View, MO 6

Luzi Merry, Mountain View, MO 6

Merry Ann Meyer, Willow Springs, MO 6

Richard K. Meyer, Willow Springs, MO 6

Gary Motsenbacher, Mountain View, MO 6

Harley Motsenbacher, Mountain View, MO 6

James Paschall, Willow Springs, MO 6

Voleen Paschall, Willow Springs, MO 6

Gregory Pete, Mountain View, MO 6

Freda Pruett, Mountain View, MO 6

Kathy Pruett, Mountain View, MO 6

Roy Pruett, Mountain View, MO 6

Leon & Shirley Rinear, Willow Springs, MO 6

Sheila Risner, Willow Springs, MO 6

Autumn Roberts, Houston, MO 6

Mariah Roberts, Houston, MO 6

Susie Rowland, Willow Springs, MO 6

Glenda Stafford, Mountain View, MO 6

Sandra Stafford, Mountain View, MO 6

Jody Theleen, Mountain View, MO 6

Linda F. Turner, Willow Springs, MO 6

Ginny Vandekeus, Willow Springs, MO 6

Sally Warrick, Elk Creek, MO 6

Leslie White, Willow Springs, MO 6

Judy Willis, West Plains, MO 6

Vickie Willis, Mountain View, MO 6

Joni Appleton, Summersville, MO 6

Dennis Auherty, Columbia, MO 6

Paula Berner, Mountain View, MO 6

Patricia Bullock, Mountain View, MO 6

Sean P. Corcoran, Mountain View, MO 6

Florence Fowler, West Plains, MO 6

Jonathan L. Holloran, Mountain View, MO 6

Arlene Hoover, Mountain View, MO 6

Jan Johnson, Birch Tree, MO 6

Thomas Kohler, Mountain View, MO 6

Ardriu Kotch, Mountain View, MO 6

Pearl Labine, Willow Springs, MO 6

Chesney Langley, Mountain View, MO 6

Beatrice A. Machan, Mountain View, MO 6

Pauline A. Machan, Mountain View, MO 6

Donald Marian, Mountain View, MO 6

Betty McNamara, Mountain View, MO 6

Daisy Newcomer, Mountain View, MO 6

Dona Parker, Columbia, MO 6

Gail Rawley, Mountain View, MO 6

Toni Rawley, Mountain View, MO 6

James Roan, Mountain View, MO 6

Lois Thomason, Mountain View, MO 6

Brandon Willis, Mountain View, MO 6

Don Wilson, Mountain View, MO 6

Terry R. Young, Mountain View, MO 6

Sam Borgman, Mountain View, MO 6

Melanie Brooks, Mountain View, MO 6

Becky Burks, Mountain View, MO 6

Donna Chandler, Mountain View, MO 6
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NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

708 Kathie Cox, Summersville, MO 6

708 Nancy A. Echols, Mountain View, MO 6

708 James Ellett, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Naomi Ellett, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Gabriela A. Felson, Brookfield, IL 6

708 Raymond P. Felson, Brookfield, IL 6

708 Wickboldt Flossie, Berkeley, IL 6

708 Theresa Gale, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Shelia Heilig, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Susan Heilig, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Mary Hodgson, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Ann Johnson, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Rex Johnson, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Darlene Kenage, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Mary Luh, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Beatrice A. Machan, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Pauline A. Machan, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Ginny K. Nowack, Mountain View, MO 6

708 S. A. Nowack, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Mary A. Perry, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Francis Push, Berkeley, IL 6

708 Louis Push, Berkeley, IL 6

708 Bob Roselfels, Maquoketa, IA 6

708 Terry Rothenbaum, Chicago, IL 6

708 Patsy Roush, West Plains, MO 6

708 Herb Schroeder, Mountain View, MO 6

708 Darlene Terelle, West Plains, MO 6

708 William Wickboldt, Berkeley, IL 6

709 W. E. Anderson, Cabool, MO 6

709 B. S. Colby, Drury, MO 6

709 Deanna Creagor, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Marjorie Curci, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Paul Curci, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Cheryl Day, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Denis Dibben, West Plains, MO 6

709 Carl Fetrow, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Laurel Leitermann, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Roger Luiker, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Ruth Maleweg, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Jane Markley, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Christine Murphy, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Orrin Oldenburg, Elk Creek, MO 6

709 Ann Pulley, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Donna Roberson, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Bruce Roberts, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Jerry W. Smith, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Diana Trullinger, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Lucille Trullinger, Willow Springs, MO 6

709 Marshall Vidoe, Willow Springs, MO 6

710 Thomas B. Kruzen, Mountain View, MO 6

711 Thomas B. Kruzen, Mountain View, MO 6

712 Gail & Tom Rowley, Mountain View, MO 6

713 GFA Board Members 8

714 Dwain L Ogden, Poplar Bluff, MO 8

715 Joseph Landwehr, Santa Fe, NM 6

716 Annne Marie Stokely, Clayton, MO 8

717 Karen Prosser, Neelyville, MO 6.8

718 Jeanne Heuser, Springfield, MO 6,8

719 Richard Kirkey, Rogerville, MO 6

720 Rosanna Day, Springfield, MO 8

721 Steve Pierson, Springfield, MO 6,8

722 Reuben T. Davidson, Springfield, MO 6,8

723 Valerie P. Terry, St. Louis, MO 6,8

724 Jack H. Ray, Springfield, MO 6.8
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NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

725 Barbara K. Leary, Moody, MO 6,8

726 Geo. & Sarah Johnson, Rogers, AR 6,8

727 Richard Starr, Lowell, AR 6,8

728 James D. Blasick, Memphis, TN 6,8

729 Michael Rues, Fulton, MO
730 Tracy Wohl, Springfield, MO 6,8

731 Erika Bledsue, Jefferson City, MO 8

732 Candy S. Gentry, Ava, MO
733 Richard Landers, III, Jefferson City, MO 8

734 John R. Byers, Springfield, MO 6

735 Daniel R. Schmidt, Viburnum, MO 8

736 Jack Field, West Plains, MO 6,8

737 Anne E. Johnson, Webster Groves, MO 8

738 Bill Komedy, North Little Rock, AR 6,8

739 Margaret B. Ptacek, River Bluffs Audubon Soc., Jefferson City, MO 6.8

740 Ann Livingstone, Columbia, MO 5,6,8

741 Bonnie Slaton, Eminence, MO 6,8

742 James D. Wakington, Eminence, MO 6

742 Bonnie C. Slaton, Eminence, MO 6

742 Ed Blunkall, Eminence, MO 6

742 Ruth A. Cowen, Winona, MO 6

742 Richard Center, Eminence, MO 6

742 Mark Slaton, Eminence, MO 6

742 Donna Sikes, Summerville, MO 6

742 Leo Villarreal, Houston, MO 6

742 Randy Rose, Eminence, MO 6

742 Suzanne Rose, Eminence, MO 6

742 E.J. Slaton, Eminence, MO 6

742 L Ray, Winona, MO 6

742 William Atana, Willow Springs, MO 6

742 Vivian Kay Slaton, Eminence, MO 6

742 Danny A. Morrow, Verona, MO 6

742 Dianne L. Silva, West Plains, MO 6

742 Jerry W. Menon, Winona, MO 6

743 Lu Dudley, Brighton, MO 6,7,8

744 Leila Greystone, Pomona, MO 8

745 Rose Marie Essick, Flemington, MO 8

746 Melvin Meinz, Festus, MO 6,8

747 Steve Shomaker, Brentwood, MO 6.8

748 Winifred S. Colwill, Columbia, MO 6,8

749 Nancy Grant, Hartsburg, MO 6

750 John A. O’Hanlon, Potosi, MO 6,8

751 Miles Rodemeyr, Hartsburg, MO 8

752 Marilyn Sharp, Mountain View, MO 7

753 Steve Henderson, Alton, MO 4,6

754 T. Joe Braswell, Alton, MO 6

755 Jean Rodgers, Rogersville, MO 8

756 Charlene Skidmore, Flemington, MO 8

757 Roger O. Huff, Chesterfield, MO 8

758 Bobby Haley, Lebanon, MO 8

759 Roberta B. West, Viburnum, MO 1,6,8

760 Pam Saberton, St. Louis, MO 6,8

761 Karen M. Kamphoefner, St. Louis, MO 8

762 Joy Doerffel, Kansas City, MO 8

763 John Conrick, Stockton, MO 8

764 Lemara J. Confer, Springfield, MO 6,8

765 Joanna M. Turner, St. Louis, MO 6,8

766 John C. Hoyt, Morrisstown, NJ 6,8

767 Steward Noland, The Ozark Society, Little Rock, AR 6.8

768 Edna Easter, Independence, MO 6

769 John Pittenger, Cameron, MO 6.8

770 David D. Joslyn, Kansas City, MO 4,8

771 Charlotte Van Bibber, Mountain View, MO 4,6,8
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OIL Harold Pennington, 8

02L Tom & Marthajane Rodman, Kansas City, MO 8

03L James M. Loehr, Kansas City, MO 8

04L Stan Marcisko, Kansas City, MO 6

05L Doug Gossett, Blue Springs, MO 8

06L Frances Weeks, Leawood, KS 8

07L Jennifer S. Newlis, Kansas City, MO 5,6,8,

9

08L Wm. C. & Neta Niemann, Appleton City, MO 8

09L Jack H. Harris, St. Louis, MO 8

10L Carl & Zola Nantz, Kansas City, MO 8

11L Larry Seitter, Olathe, KS 8

12L Dick & Barbara Van Benschoten, Raytown, MO 8

13L Darwin F. Chapman, Kansas City, MO
14L Marie G. Banning, Kansas City, MO 8

15L James M. Mr. & Mrs. Peeler, Independence, MO 6

16L Jerome W. Keating, Kansas City, MO
17L Melissa Farrand, Kansas City, MO 6,8

18L Wendy M. Trhlin, Olathe, KS 8

19L Robert D. Huff, Welches, OR 5,6,8

201 Robin D. Krause, Windsor, MO 7,8

21

L

Michael B. Dixon, Kansas City, MO 8

22L Vera Gene Hicks, Marshall, MO 6,8

23L James H. Moon, Kansas City, MO 6.8

24L Esther L. O’Connor, Kansas City, MO 6

25L Carla Deadmon, Kansas City, MO 8,9

26L James Hough, Winona, MO 8

27L Roy Bettis, Winona, MO 8

28L Mary F. Adams, St. Joseph, MO 8

28L Jane A. Pertain, St. Joseph, MO 8

29L Richard A. Orr, Fenton, MO 6.8,9

30L William Cone, West Plains, MO 5.6,7,27

31

L

Gayle Harper, Springfield, MO 6,8

31

L

Mike Jungers, Springfield, MO 6,8

32L Robert L. Lovett, Springfield, MO 8

33L Kitty Cone, Alton, MO 6,8

34L Russell Aull, Alton, MO 6

34L Maggie Christian, North Little Rock, AR 6

34L Dore Coat, Doniphan, MO 6

34L Allen Coats, Doniphan, MO 6

34L Chris Cone, Alton, MO 6

34L Kitty Cone, Alton, MO 6

34L William Cone, Alton, MO 6

34L Lawrence Deringer, Doniphan, MO 6

34L Rosemary Deringer, Doniphan, MO 6

34L Floyd R. Gaskie, Doniphan, MO 6

34L Phyllis Gaskie, Doniphan, MO 6

34L Bart Jubhen, Osage Beach, MO 6

34L April Kiley, West Plains, MO 6

34L Teresa Latham, Alton, MO 6

34L Joe McCollom, Alton, MO 6

34L Neva Samel, Doniphan, MO 6

34L Larry K. Savage, North Little Rock, AR 6

34L Mollie Savage, Alton, MO 6

34L Eva Shockey, West Plains, MO 6

34L Carl Stewaart, Cabool, MO 6

35L Barbara A. Conover, Kansas City, MO 6,8

36L Sherry Miles, Creve Coeur, MO 6,8

37L Roseanne Newcomb, League of Women Voters of Mo., St. Louis, MO 6,8

38L J. M. McNaughton, Desoto, KS 6,8

39L John E. Molyneaux, Webster Groves Nat. Stdy Soc.,Webster Groves, MO 6,8

40L W. Randall Washburn, Audubon Scoeity of Mo., Jefferson City, MO 5,8

41

L

Mark M. Delin, Jefferson City, MO 6,8
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42L R. Hughes, Winona, MO 6,8,27

43L Peg Hughes, Winona, MO 8

44L Donald & Shirley Coon, Winona, MO 6,8,28,36

45L Norman Gallatin, Springfield, MO 6,8

46L Daniel & Dorothy Staack, Alton, MO 8

47L Lee & Marilee Howell, Columbia, MO 6,8

48L Edward & Connie Maples, Bella Vista, AR 6,8

49L Paul Stupperich, St. Ann, MO 6,8

SOL Douglas H. Anderson, Ste. Genevieve, MO 6,7,8

51

L

Jim Swain, Springfield, MO 5,6,7

52L W. Randall Washburn, River Bluffs Audubon Soc., Jefferson City, MO 8

53L

54L

Katherine L. Adam, Ozark Area Community Congress, Fayetteville, AR
W. Randall Washburn, Audubon Society of Mo., Jefferson City, MO

8,27

SSL Barbara Helen Harmony, National Water Center, Eureka Springs, AR 6,8

56L Paul & Marcie Roberg, Springfield, MO 8

57L Patricia Lee, Springfield, MO 8

581 Cindy Hanks, Springfield, MO 6,8

59L Charles E. Glenn, West Plains, MO 5,6,7

601 Jeanette Baker, Murphysboro, IL 6

SOL Christopher Best, Kirkwood, MO 6

60L David Breen, Carbondale, IL 6

SOL Robin Butler, Carbondale, IL 6

SOL Ellen Cypher, Makanda, IL 6

SOL L Gucciardo, Carbondale, IL 6

SOL Michael Loucls, Desoto, IL 6

SOL Lawrence C. Matthew, Carbondale, IL 6

SOL Funcio Menopace, Herkimer, NY 6

SOL Robert H. Mohlenbert, Carbondale, IL 6

60L Doris Robinson, Makanda, IL 6

SOL Greg Searle, Cabondale, IL 6

60L Donald Uzert, Carbondale, IL 6

SOL Kevin Winship, Carbondale, IL 6

61

L

Belinda Beline, Doniphan, MO 6,27

62L Charles Adams, Van Buren, MO 6,7,8

62L Sherron Adams, Van Buren, MO 6,7,8

62L Debra Aronson, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L David E. Beaty, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Earnest Beline, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Ernie Beline, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Jody Beline, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Mary Beline, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Kathy Bennett, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Norma J. Bennett, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Tau Bennett, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

621 Thomas C. Bennett, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Mau Blossom, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Art Boehle, Fremont, MO 6,7,8

62L Dee Dee, Fairdealing, MO 6,7,8

62L Barbara Cannon, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Cecil Cannon, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Rosemary Claus-Gray, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Dawn Cochran, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Homer Coe, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Ron Cundall, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Marian Dalton, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Sasha Dancus, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Daniel S. Dohoeck, Fairdealing, MO 6,7,8

62L Sarah Dohoek, Fairdealing, MO 6,7,8

62L Florence Downing, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Jody Friar, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Janice Griffin, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Sandy Griffin, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Leslie Harris, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Marvin B. Harris, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8
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62L Lisa Hudson, Fairdealing, MO 6,7,8

62L Lori Hudson, Fairdealing, MO 6,7,8

62L Mary Isaacs, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Chris Jenkin, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Sonya Kidd, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Ed Klepzig, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Floyd Lenxwiler, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Lydia Mabbitt, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Stephen Malliot, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Kathy Martin, Naylor, MO 6,7,8

62L Marvin Martin, Naylor, MO 6,7,8

62L Larry McClintock, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Larry E. Meadors, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Deanne Mickle-Greer, Fremont, MO 6,7,8

62L Richard Miller, Briar, MO 6,7,8

62L Claudia Mobley, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Glenn F. Mobley, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Ken Montgomery, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Bob O’Neal, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Gene O’Neal, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Mert Rebstock, Kennett, MO 6,7,8

62L O. R. Richardson, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Mary Jo Sheckles, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Carl B. Smith, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Bruce Stewart, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Jerry Stewart, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Stephen Young, Doniphan, MO 6.7,8

62L Judith Zola, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

62L Sheldon Zola, Doniphan, MO 6,7,8

63L Mau Blossom, Doniphan Coalition for Birth Defects, Doniphan, MO 6,9

64L Don & Becky Horton 4,5,6,7,15,21

65L Thomas W. Morris, Cape Girardeau, MO 6,7,8,21

66L

67L

Wendy A. Bie, Rolla, MO
Jim Courier, Congress of the United States, Washington, DC

5,8

681 Anna Gacich, Fenton, MO 6,8

68L Gary Gacich, Fenton, MO 6,8

691 Leo A. Drey, St. Louis, MO 5,7,8

70L Peter Goldman, Kirksville, MO 5,8

70L Mark C. Neuman, Carbondale, IL 5.8

70L Raymond Smith, Carbondale, IL 5,8

71

L

J. Donovan Larson II, St. Louis, MO 6,7,8

72L Patricia M. Waterston, Clayton, MO 6,8

72L Robert H. Waterston, Clayton, MO 6,8

73L Stephen A Hodge, Summersville, MO 4,6,8

74L Patricia McNaughton, Desoto, KS 6,8

75L Dana Barhard, St. Louis, MO 6,7,8

76L Cordelia Farrelly, San Antonio, TX 6

77L Paul Williams, North Kansas City, MO 4,5,6,7,8,

9

78L Ramona Barker-Thompson, Lincoln, AR 1,6,8

78L Margaret Davis, Pettigrew, AR 1,6,8

78L Leonidas McCoy, Pettigrew, AR 1,6,8

78L Louise McCoy, Pettigrew, AR 1,6,8

78L Bob Morison, Pettigrew, AR 1,6,8

79L James H. Arneson, Kansas City, MO 4,6.8,39

801 Virginia L. Bretzke, Lees Summit, MO 6,8

81

L

Richard D. Hagni, Rolla, MO 8

83L Ronald L. McLinden, Kansas City, MO 6,7,8

85L Mark Monet, USDI - Fish & Wildlife Service, Twin Cities, MN 1,3,4,5,6,8,17,23,24,

30,34,35,37,40,43,44

86L Monte C. Phillips, Kansas City, MO 4,5,6,8,13,14

87L Rose Ary, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Delilia Asta, Myrtle, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Joseph C. Asta, Myrtle, MO 6.7,8,27

87L W. G. Barbie Jr, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27
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87L Denny Biggerstaff, Couch, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Bruce K. Edwards, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Jane Edwards, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Kathy Garrison, Myrtle, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Tom Garrison Jr, Myrtle, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Loran Gayton, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Sandra Gayton, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Charles W. Gower, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Jean K. Kerns, Cherokee Village, AR 6,7,8,27

87L Truman Kerns, Cherokee Village, AR 6,7,8,27

87L Billie Martin, Couch, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Dale Martin, Couch, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Chris Matty, Couch, MO 6,7,8,27

87L John Matty, Couch, MO 6,7,8,27

87L lindy McBride, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Robert P. Mitchine, Couch, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Leon Moore, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Dennis & Gail Murphy, Couch, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Bill Nelson, Albuquerque, NM 6,7,8,27

87L Lloyd Nelson, Cedar Crest, NM 6,7,8,27

87L Lloyd E. Nelson, Aurora, IL 6,7,8,27

87L Mary Nelson, Albuquerque, NM 6,7,8,27

87L Chris Payton, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Donald Payton, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Hoss Puyean, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Fran Sims, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Lee Mason Smith, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Ida Stackhouse, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Mildred Sundun, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

87L Leo Wood, Thayer, MO 6,7,8,27

88L Don H Castleberry, USDI - National Park Service, Omaha, NE 5,6,37

891 E. Earl Durnell, Cabool, MO 4,5,6,7,8,9,26

89L Marion Sills, Environmental Defense Fund, Washington, DC 4,5,6,7,8,9,26

90L James C. & Carol B. Garrison, Shawnee, KS 6,8

91

L

Russ Titus, The Wildlife Society-Missouri Chapter, Columbia MO 5,6,8,21

91

L

Donald Wirtshafter, Athens, OH 5,6,8,21

93L Michael Chapman, Kansas City, M 6

94L Douglas Anderson, Springfield, MO 6,8

95L Dorothy Ellis, Thayer, M
96L Patricia Hight, Audubon Society - Grand Gulf, Pomona, MO 6

97L Carice Pingenot, Springfield, MO 6,8,9

98L Randy Waggoner, Overland Park, KS 6

99L Dan Bucham, Blue Springs, MO 8

IDOL Esther Myers, Audubon Society - Burroughs, Kansas City, MO
Delia B Duncan, Crystal City, MO
Orville Gitschner, Flemington, MO
Jim & Margie Reiners, Mountain View, MO

9

101

L

Ellen K. Brooks, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101

L

Mark Garland, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101

L

Patricia Hawpetos, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101

L

Mark O. Hobbins, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101

L

Susan Lenhardt, McGregor, IA 6

101L Joe Liolert, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101L Rebecca Milford, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101L Shirley Northern, Soldiers Grove, Wl 6

101L Maura Otis, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101L Donald L. Sterling, Gays Mills, Wl 6

101L David Swasko, Gays Mills, Wl 6

102L Kitty Cone, Local Committee for a Lead Free Ozarks, Alton, MO 6

103L Bill Emerson, Congress of the United States, Washington, DC 5,6

1C4L Lynda L. Richards, Rolla, MO 5,39

105L Lloyd Rainbolt, Shannon Co. Presiding Commissioner, Eminence, MO
106L Robert E. Cobb, Forelaws On Board, Welches, OR 8

107L R.O. Huff, Chesterfield, MO 8

108L Jerry M. Sugerman, St. Louis, MO 8
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RESPONDENT
NUMBER

INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR AGENCY RESPONSE NUMBER

109L Ray and Darlene Patrick, Morrilton, AR 6.8

109L Gladys Crow, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Maxine C. Bolin, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Dr. C. H. Mannasmith, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Dr. Theodore Hutchcroft, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Augusta J. Dahlke, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L W. Nell Harris, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Virginai Laxton, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Margaret R. Hower, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Elsa Shaw, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Henry Elz, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L C. L. Harris, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Bill and Fern Bess, Morrilton, AR 6,8

109L Paul Bess, Morrilton, AR 6,8

110L Thomas M. Kelly, Melhville, MO 6,8

1 1 1

L

Martin B. Hayden, St. Charles, MO 6,8

112L Carole D. Heiland, St. Louis, MO 8

113L John Willy, Florrisant, MO 8

114L Doris L. Wolfe, Springfield, MO 6.8

115L Morris French, Sikeston, MO 6

116L Christopher T. Wiley, St. Charles, MO 8

117L Robert D. Shaw, M.D., Willow Springs, MO 6,8

118L John P. Flaherty,

119L Scott Thompson, O'Fallon, II 8

120L Eric Ratcliff, O’Fallon, II 6.8

121L Claire Cochran, Ranchos de Taos, NM 8

122L Paul R. Ovaitt, Augusta, MO 8

123L Carrie, Springfield, MO 8

124L Springfield, MO 8

125L Paul McKinney, Trabuco Canyon, CA 8

126L Gary Smith, Mo. Society of American Foresters, 8
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TRANSCRIPTS AND LETTERS

The following pages are a compilation of all the testimony and letters from individuals, groups and agencies

who commented on the draft environmental impact statement. As previously stated, the alphanumeric

codes identifying speakers at the public meetings appear next to the speaker’s name in the transcripts of

the public meetings. The numbers used to identify written comments appear in the upper right hand corner

of each page. The numbers that appear in the margins are response numbers. The responses to com-
ments are listed in the Response section by these numbers. These are the same numbers referred to in

Tables 1 and 2. Regarding the testimony from the public meetings, the letter A" was used to denote

speakers at the St. Louis meeting, B" at the Jefferson City meeting and "C at the Winona meeting.
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PROCEEDINGS
(The proceedings began at 7:00 p.m. on

December 1. 1987.).

MR. KRIDELBAUGH: I want to begin by thanking

everyone who came out on a cold December night to be with us

tonight and offer us comments.

We're here tonight to listen to your comments

on this document. This is a draft Environmental Impact

Statement. Hardrock Mineral Leasing. Mark Twain National

Forest.

I would like to remind you now if you haven’t

already registered to make a comment and you wish to make

such a comment, we’d like for you to go to the back of the

room and register up there with Inus. On the other hand, if

you don’t want to make a comment but you would like to be

placed on a mailing list so that you get future copies of

the material that we’re going to be mailing out, we would

ask for you to register and leave your mailing address with

Inus up there, too.

We’re going to begin by introducing the team

that’s been working pretty hard this past year to put this

document together, and over here on the righthand side we

have Chuck Tryon. Chuo* is a hydrologist. He works for the

Forest Service down at Rolla, Missouri.

Sitting next to him is Jody Eberly Jody is a

2
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1 wildlife biologist. She works for the Forest Service. She

2 is located at Winona. Missouri.

3 Next to her is Wink Hastings. Wink is a

4 planner, and right now is on detail from the Bureau of Land

5 Management to the Forest Service.

6 I’m Leon Kridelbaugh. I’m co-chairman, and I

7 work for the Forest Service out of Rolla.

8 Over here on the left is Vince Vogt, and Vince

9 is the) co-chairman working for BLN out of Rolla.

10 Next to him is Dain Maddox. Dain is a mineral

11 specialist, and he works for the Forest Service out of

12 regional office, and that's located in Milwaukee. Wisconsin.

13 Next to him is Bob May. Bob May is a

14 recreation specialist. He works for the Forest Service at

15 Rolla.

16 And next to him is John Scheumbauer. John is

17 a mining engineer. He works for the Bureau of Land

18 Management out of Rolla.

19 And finally is John Woerheide. John is our

20 public information specialist for the Forest Service, and he

21 works at Rolla.

22 I want to give you a little background here to

23 begin with. There may be some folks who haven’t had a

24 chance to look over some of this material, and those of you

25 that attended meetings last year bear with me a minute,

1 because we’ll be giving you some of the same material that

2 you heard last year, but in 1979 U.S. Steel applied for two

3 prospecting permits on the forest. They were located on a

4 3700 acrea area south of Winona, Missouri.

5 Forest Service reviewed that prospecting

6 permit and it was granted, and the company prospected there

7 until 1983. At that time they had already extended the

8 permit one time, and that’s the end of that, they are not

9 permitted to extend it again, and they have to give the

10 prospecting permit up unless they have found some

11 mineralization.

12 Well, they have found mineralization that met

13 the minimum requirements of the Bureau of Land Management,

14 and that permitted the company to apply then for a lease.

15 And during this period of time the company had transferred

16 all their interest to the Doe Run Company that currently

17 holds some mineral interest down there.

18 Based on that application the Forest Service

19 prepared an environmental assessment, and we went out and

20 looked for some public comment, and what we found out in

21 that process was that this is a very controversial decision,

22 so we decided to take a much closer, more detailed look at

23 the decision to be made.

24 So one year ago the Bureau of Land Management

25 and the Forest Service determined that we would prepare a

3
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1 Joint Environmental Impact Statement, and that we would also

2 enlarge the area to take care of any future applications

3 that we might get in the area.

4 Now during the past year we've been working on

5 this draft, and basically we wanted to answer two questions:

6 One is, Should the Forest Service consent to a lease, and

7 the second question is. Should BLN issue the lease?

8 In the draft proposal, the answer that we

9 presented is we would consent to the lease and also issue.

10 Now, we’re here tonight to listen to your

11 comments on that particular proposal. We’re looking forward

12 to some constructive criticism of what we’ve done, and we’ve

13 found a few errors in the document already, and we would

14 encourage you if you find some, to let us know tonight or

15 3end us a note in the mail, and point any out to us.

16 There are some inconsistencies that have crept

17 into it because we did have to put it together on a tight

18 timeframe, as you all know. If we overlooked any

19 information that’s available out there, we would like to

20 know about that, too. And our primary goal is to improve

21 the document.

22 Now. I remind you that this is a draft. The

23 draft could have been presented without any position

24 whatsoever, Just a series of alternatives, and we could have

25 listened to comments, but the agencies prefer to give an

5
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1 satisfy the issues that were developed in the scoping

2 process

3 And following that we’re going to provide some

4 time then for--the rest of the meeting, in fact, will be

5 devoted to listening to your comments, so I call on John

6 now, and get our summary started here, John.

7 MR. WOERHEIDE: Four things here I would

8 really like to cover as far as the public involvement is

9 concerned. I think they’re all pretty Important to this

10 entire process, and the first of these is scoping and what

11 is its purpose; the second is gathering the public comments.

12 and the uses of these comments in scoping; and then analysis

13 of public comments and how we went about that; that, and

14 then the public issues and management concerns that resulted

15 from the scoping process.

16 These are the same management concerns and

17 public issues that are in the summary document and also in

18 the draft document as well. The Council of Environmental

19 Quality regulations require that during the initial

20 preparation stages of environmental impact statements there

21 be early and open process for gathering information and

22 scoping the issues related to the proposed action and to be

23 addressed in the environmental impact study, and that

24 process itself is called scoping.

25 Scoping has four major objectives, to identify

1 Indication of the direction that the decision makers are

2 headed in, and that's what we’ve done, so on this particular

3 draft we’ve indicated a preferred alternative. But I remind

4 you that that’s not the final decision.

5 Now, at the end of the comment period, which

6 has been extended now to January 8, we’ll consider all

7 comments. The team will come back together and revise the

8 document where appropriate, and present that to the decision

9 makers, and they will review that and come to a final

10 decision, which may be one of the alternatives that’s in the

11 plan, it could be a modified alternative, or it could be an

12 entirely different alternative, and we hope to have our

13 final document out then sometime in the spring after the

14 final decision is made.

15 Now, there may be some here, as I said

16 earlier, that haven’t had a chance to read the documents, so

17 we thought it would be appropriate for some of the team

18 members to take a few minutes and tell what you we’ve done

19 this past year and to briefly summarize the document, and

20 we're going to call on John Woerheide to tell about the

21 scoping process and what we did with the comments that we

22 heard from our public comment period during the scoping

23 process, and then we’ll call on John Scheumbauer to tell you

24 about the mining proposals that were developed, and then

25 Dain will tell you how we developed some alternatives to

6
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1 the effects of public and agency concerns, and to facilitate

2 an efficient EIS process, and to identify and to define the

3 issues and alternatives to be examined in detail, and to

4 save time in the overall process by assuring that the EIS

5 adequately addresses relevant issues.

6 Numerous comments and concerns about the

7 original environmental assessment, as Leon indicated, were

8 that it failed to consider future leasing, and it did not

9 adequately address specific resource issues.

10 So in October of 1986 the Forest Service

11 embarked on the scoping process that was involved in this

12 environmental impact statement. A notice of intent was

13 published in the Federal Register on November 7, 1986, and

14 the 60-day scoping period began at that time

15 We held two public meetings during the scoping

16 process. One was in Jefferson City on December 10, and the

17 other at Winona, Missouri on December 11. Written comments

18 were received during the entire scoping period.

19 The information gathered during the scoping

20 process was used to guide the preparation of the draft

21 environmental impact statement and will be considered fully

22 in the decision processes of the Forest Service and the

23 Bureau.

24 Gathering of the public comments when

25 something like this, comments from each of the 110 persons

7
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expressing their thoughts on the original environmental

assessment were used as a basis for scoping. In other

words, we took all of those comments that were received in

that original environmental assessment period and used those

as a basis.

20

of the 110 persons expressing their views

lived within the six county area surrounding the study,

while 69 lived at other Missouri locations, and 15 lived out

of the state. And from those 110 original persons we

gleaned 241 comments from letters and petitions submitted by

these folks, and formed the basis for the EIS preparation.

During the scoping process a total of 117

responses were received, representing 583 persons. There

were 43 oral statements that were made at the two public

meetings, and written responses included 68 letters, 4

petitions or resolutions in the report.

The local 3ix counties surrounding the study

area were well represented, with 48 first responses totally

representing 513 persons, many of whom had signed one of

many petitions that we received. 63 responses were received

from other Missouri locations, and 6 from persons outside of

the state. 79 of the 117 responses were from individuals.

Other responses came from the mining industry, various

organizations, professional societies, elected officials,

and public agency individuals.

9
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for additional Jobs and Income that mining related activity

would bring to the area. Some expressed concern that Jobs

and income related to mining would be of a temporary nature,

and would effect local lifestyles and other industries,

including recreation and tourism.

Threaten endangered species was another issue.

The public voiced concerns that mineral activities would

adversely impact habitats and populations of wildlife and

plant species, many of which were federal and state

endangered or threatened species.

The lead market was another issue. The public

commented on current and anticipated future lead market

conditions. They questioned the need for additional lead

sources, and whether it was economically mineable.

Adversely, some comments defined the need for additional

lead sources to assure a stable, long-term supply for the

nation

.

Land use purpose was another issue. The

public expressed concerns that mineral production and

development is not consistent with the purpose for which

natural forest lands were acquired The mineral activities

would either preclude the use and enjoyment of other

national forest resources, or that the Forest Service and

the Bureau would not exercise their authority to adequately

protect such resources.

1 A content analysis used to summarize the major

2 points of concern from each of the responses received. 633

3 comments were identified during the EIS scoping process,

4 enmassed with the 241 comments gathered early during the EA

5 process. Comments were catergorized and displayed by effect

6 on environment by the EIS study team.

7 Using the scoping information, the EIS team

8 identified eight major issues and two management concerns.

9 The term issue refers to a topic that was raised by the

10 public, while the term management concern refers to a topic

11 raised by federal land managers.

12 The issues were as follows:

13 Water was one of the issues. The public

14 expressed concern that mining would degrade water resources,

15 creating hazards which would affect public health, safety,

16 wildlife, tourism, and the quality of Ozark life.

17 Land character, the second issue, the public

18 expressed concern that mineral activities would unacceptably

19 change the lifestyles and experiences of the residents and

20 visitors to the study area The land provides an abundance

21 of natural resources in the rugged, remote, and scenic

22 setting, and the quality of life is often bettered by these

23 natural resources.

24 The third issue was jobs, economy, and

25 lifestyle. Many individuals expressed considerable interest

10
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1 Areas of national significance was another

2 concern of the public, and that concern was that the mining

3 activities would adversely affect the currently designated

4 Eleven Point National Scenic River and the Ozark National

5 Scenic Riverway. the Irish Wilderness and its excluded

6 lands, the administratively designated Cupelo Pond, and

7 other designated national scenic or geologic areas,

8 including Greer Spring

9 The EIS schedule was another issue that came

10 up from the public, and the public was concerned that the

11 schedule did not provide sufficient time to adequately

12 analyze the possible effects of mining in the study area.

13 This issue was not carried forward in the analysis, because

14 it was not an issue around which alternatives could be

15 developed and evaluated. It is a criterion by which the

16 public can evaluate the entire analysis, however.

1 7 Management concerns were compatibility with

18 the Forest plan, whether possible raining activities in this

19 area would be compatible with the Forest plan, and land

20 available for development, whether there are sufficient

21 federal lands available for lease and development to ensure

22 a continued flow of mineral commodities.

23 After the issues and concerns were developed,

24 they were used throughout the entire study team process in

25 the preparation of the EIS, and if you get to view a copy of

11
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1 this document, you’ll notice that they are carried through

2 in all of the sections of the document, and there is in the

3 full document the summary of all of the scoping information

4 in the back, and the appendix material, and also a list of

5 response to the comments that are received from the public.

6 Content analysis for the comments that we

7 received during this draft environmental impact statement

0 process will follow about the same pattern as far as the

9 analysis of comments is concerned, and now I guess we turn

10 this over to John.

11 MR. SCHEUMBAUER: Let me start out by saying

12 there's no mining proposal at the present time by the

13 Applicant. Being that was the case, we had to come up with

14 three hypothetical scenarios for this area down here, based

15 primarily on the way things are done in the Lead Belt and

16 the Viburnum Trend these days.

17 The low development scenario was essentially

10 an exploration program. They first go into an area, it’s

19 done with a core ring, which essentially they drill 2000

20 foot in this area to take out approximately a one-inch

21 cylindrical core out of the rock.

22 Originally when they start out most of the

23 drilling is done along ridge tops at spacings up to a mile

24 or so. Upon hitting mineralization, this pattern generally

25 narrows down to 250 to 300 feet.
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Roads generally are used that are in existence

now, but as the panel knows, roads do have to be built.

Most drill sites are used on existing OBs where possible.

Some of them can get up to a size of about 100 by 100. which

is a quarter of an acre in size.

In order for them to prove out a mine, the

first scenario we developed was they would need

approximately six years to tell whether or not there would a

mineral deposit, and we felt in six years it's a pretty much

known fact these leases can be drilled out for the existence

or nonexistence.

In order for them to go on to what you would

call a low development scenario, they would essentially have

to put in 100 holes, and get approximately a 20 to 25

percent success ratio of a pay hole to have enough tonage.

1500 tons, in order to put in one mine.

The minings we had to base on is essentially

the technology today, which is essentially a double shaft

mine. These are generally 12 to 15 foot, sometimes 20 foot

diameter shafts, drill down to the ore, which is roughly

200 feet below the surface.

Mining is done by room mining, essentially.

Rooms are roughly 30 feet wide. They can be up to 100 feet

high. Ore is simply drilled, shot, and loaded out with a

front end loader, and taken to the shaft.

13
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1 There it is loaded to the surface, processed

2 in a mill and disposed of. We went through several

3 scenarios on waste disposal which are in the document, but

4 the primary one is a tailings pond.

5 The development time when you’re looking to

6 get into this low development scenario, if they prove out,

7 roughly it will take them 3 to 5 years to actually put the

0 physical mine in. This is after they explore for it and

9 after they get the proper permitting processes.

10 After this we also analyzed the possibility,

11 because the area is so large, the possibility that you

12 could have another Viburnum-type Trend. There have been two

13 mining fields like that in the history of mankind, and

14 they've both been in Missouri, the Old Lead Belt, and the

15 Viburnum Trend, but we did analyze that, and that

16 essentially i3 no different than the 3ame process you go

17 through with one mine, but we put up the possibility that

10 you could have 7 to 0 mines and produce the tonage they do

19 today.

20 The three scenarios are going to go from a

21 time frame from roughly, we estimated a minimum of 6 years

22 to find out whether or not there’s anything there, and

23 possibly 15 years after the lease originated to possibly

24 mine one mine out, and if you get to the high scenario,

25 you’re looking at a lead mine that may last 40 years.

15
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1 MR. MADDOX: I want to go back Just a moment

2 before I explain the analysis process, and try to focus a

3 little .more and exactly what this document tries to do. As

4 John Scheumbauer just said, there is no proposal to mine.

5 But what we're wrestling with, what all of us are wrestling

6 with is trying to figure out what would be the conditions of

7 the lease if a lease was to be granted.

0 And what we did in the analysis process, based

9 upon the issues that were a result of the environmental

10 analysis that we did, as John Woerheide explained, is we

11 were trying to focus in on what would be the impacts of

12 mineral development as described by John, and again we don’t

13 have a proposal, so we had to conjure one up based on what’s

14 happened in the Viburnum area, what would be the impacts to

15 those issues, to those things that are of concern to you and

16 to us as we try to manage the National Forest.

17 Once we had tried to describe environment,

10 those parts of the environment that might be impacted by

19 these potential mineral activities, we then look to the

20 regulatory environment, the state water quality laws, the

21 laws that have to do with mining, the Forest Service laws

22 and regulations on the different types of use that are being

23 permitted, the Bureau of Land Management laws on the types

24 of activities that can occur under mineral lease.

25 In addition to the state water quality law3,

16
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there's a variety of mining and safety laws that need to be

complied with.

All of these created the environment that this

activity might occur in. and sort of set the framework of

impacts that might result from.

Once we had described that, then we were left

with impacts that hadn’t been mitigated, issues of land

character, potential Impacts to water quality.

We proceeded, and the bulk of this document

tries to describe that environment, tries to describe

potential impacts that might occur to some of these things

that we're concerned about, water quality, visual quality,

and then tried to develop, or did develop mitigation

measures as to reduce those impacts to some level that was

acceptable to us managing the National Forest.

In some case the impacts weren't acceptable.

The water issue, which is probably the most complicated and

controversial of all the issues, is one where the state has

a very stringent regulatory environment in place, that for

most purposes would protect— if met. would protect the water

quality.

That was one of those issues that was not

responded to in the alternatives, because we felt the

regulatory environment was strong enough, and if complied

with, would protect the water quality.
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And then the last alternative is a combination

of the fourth alternative where we would change the visual

quality standards, but we would also permit road density to

be increased in a special management area I don’t know if

you’re familiar with the Forest Plan, it’s all a 6.2

management area.

But each of these alternatives was developed

in response to the issues that were identified through the

scoping process. They were developed in response to

mitigation measures and trying to reduce the potential

impact of mineral activities, hypothetical, but still those

things that might occur if the lease were consented to.

MR. VOGT: My part in this program is to serve

as the moderator for the public comment period. We've got a

few ground rules I’d like to go through first. Thi3 meeting

is being recorded over here so I would like to encourage the

use of the microphone over here and the podium for the

benefit of the recorder and the other people here at the

meeting.

And we've got 31 registered commentors that

would like to talk, so we’re going to have to limit the time

period to five minutes per person. And what I’ll do is I’ll

call the names in the order of the sign up, and I will also

indicate which person is next up, and we would appreciate it

if the person that is next up would start making their way

19
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1 The other issues such as land character or

2 protection of special areas like Cupelo Pond, or the Irish

3 Wilderness, we tried to develop mitigation measures based

4 upon the things that we've learned from managing the

5 national forest that would mitigate those impacts, and in

6 doing that we ended up developing five alternatives.

7 Very briefly, one alternative is that we would

8 not consent to any leases. Simply, we cannot accept the

9 impacts that might result, and we, the Forest Service, would

10 not consent to the issuance of the lease, and couldn’t

11 grant a lease, couldn’t consent to a lease.

12 The second alternative was to permit leasing

13 to occur throughout the area, similar to the kinds of

14 mineral activities that are occuring in the Viburnum area.

15 The third alternative was to permit mineral

16 leasing to occur, but with the Forest Plan standards that

17 are presently in place.

18 The fourth alternative, which is sort of a

19 compromise alternative with the third one, was to permit

20 mineral development to occur, but to change some of the

21 standards that are involved in the Forest Plan, to permit

22 more activities to occur over a larger area. In essence.

23 the visual quality standards would have to be exchanged to

24 permit road building, to permit power lines, to permit mill

25 sites to be developed.
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1 over towards the podium when they hear their name called.

2 And at the end of each comraentor’s period, or

3 actually during the 5 minute period we will allow questions

4 to be asked of the panel. We are mainly here to listen to

5 your comments, but if there are any questions, or if

6 somebody doesn't understand what the EIS is saying, or they

7 want to point out some data that was overlooked or misstated

8 or is just incorrect, they can do it at that time.

9 If you have any handwritten material you would

10 like to include, pass them to me when you're done talking.

11 And as time permits we will open the floor at the end of the

12 registered comment period for additional oral comments.

13 I would like to start out with Gordon Buchner,

14 who will be first up, and the person following him will be

15 Danny Staples.

16 MB. GORDON BUCHNER: The first thing I'd like

17 to do is introduce myself. I’m Gordon Buchner, mayor of the

18 City of Winona, Missouri, which is located in Shannon

19 County, and right in the heart of this proposed mining that

20 we're here to talk about tonight.

21 I would like to say that I spent 11 years of

22 my life working in a lead mine. I worked there until 1969

23 when I lost my leg. The loss of my leg was not mine

24 related. I feel like I’m knowledgeable about safety

25 procedures and government restrictions that apply to mining.
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1 I’m Ozark native, born and raised in Winona,

2 and I want to take time now to applaud the U.S.D.A., Forest

3 Service and Bureau of Land Management. I feel like they

4 done a supurb Job in drafting this environmental study.

5 There’s been a lot of time and professional people working

6 on this thing.

7 Of the five alternatives that they proposed,

8 myself, I like alternative B, the full leasing. I feel like

9 we should let our professional people who work for the

10 United States Forest Service, Department of Natural

11 Resources, the Environmental Protection Agency, and our

12 state and federal mine inspectors do their Jobs of making

13 sure that our water and land use is never misused or abused.

14 We have people who are well qualified to do

15 this. As far as Jobs goe3, no place in Missouri needs the

16 Jobs any more than Shannon. Carter, and Oregon County. We

17 love the Ozarks , and we’d like to see our children have

18 something to look forward to after they get out of high

19 school or college.

20 The mining area also produces new housing

21 construction, business expansions, and a much better

22 standard of living, and I don’t feel that any of these

23 things would take away any of the luster or charm of our

24 beautiful Ozark Mountains or streams.

25 You will hear a lot of reasons, and in my
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1 want to take up too much of your time, because I know

2 there’s others who would like to speak, but I would like

3 everyone to know I am for the proposed mining in Shannon.

4 Oregon, and Carter Counties, and I support the United States

5 Forest Service 100 percent in their endeavors. If I can be

6 of assistance, call me. Thank you.

7 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker will

8 be Danny Staples, and following him will be Nancy Bland.

9 2A MR. DANNY STAPLES: Mr. Chairman, thank you

10 for the opportunity to speak to your panel. As some of you

11 know and some of you are not aware. I represent the 20th

12 Senatorial district in the State of Missouri that makes up

13 Shannon County, along with eight other counties.

14 Also in my Senatorial district I have Reynolds

15 and Iron County, and the first six years of my service in

16 the Missouri General Assembly was in the House of

17 Representatives, and during those six years I was the vice

18 chairman of the mines and mining committee in the House.

19 In those six years we worked very, very

20 closely with the mining industry, especially that in

21 Reynolds County that was in my district.

22 I don’t know of anyone in those years that the

23 lead industry was booming there that worked any harder to

24 keep the environment sound and clean as did St. Joe Lead.

25 COMINCO, Ozark, and those other lead industries.

1 opinion, most of them are unwarranted a3 to why we don’t

2 need a mine, but if you will talk to the native people of

3 this proposed mining area, you’ll find that they will not

4 agree with this kind of propaganda.

5 They’ll tell you we desparately need mining

6 and the new businesses that will come to our area. I

7 believe in the freedom of speech, and I also believe that we

8 all have enough common sense not to let a few special

9 interest groups or so-called environmentalists tell us

10 Ozarkers how to live or how to take care of our native home-

11 land.

12 You can be granted one thing for sure, no one

13 loves the Ozark Mountains or streams any more than we do.

14 We live there. And in thousands of cases over the years we

15 Ozarkers have fought for our country and defended it with

16 our lives, and have always done that with pride.

17 Now all we’re asking is for the right to mine

18 lead and zinc and have a chance to enjoy some of the better

19 things in life that we feel we’re entitled to. and we’ll

20 earn.

21 St. Louis has a large number of our Ozarkers

22 who would jump at a chance to return home to a Job if the

23 opportunity was there, and we would love to have them back

24 home.

25 I’ve said about all I need to say. I don’t
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1 I want to comment about the hard work that

2 this panel has done in putting this together. We appreciate

3 it very much. Most of us that are here tonight believe in

4 protection of the environment. It's very fragile, and it

5 needs the closest care that we can give it.

6 Also I would like to make a statement that the

7 five lead mines that are in Reynolds County come from up on

8 the headwaters of the Black River. The Black River is one

9 of the clearest, cleanest streams in not only the State of

10 Missouri, but the Midwest.

11 Jacks Fork, Current River and the Eleven Point

12 are three other beautiful streams that we have that are

13 closer to the area of Winona and northern Oregon County than

14 the Black River, but I think if you compared the

15 environmental quality of the Black River along with the

16 three federally owned streams, the Current, the Jacks Fork,

17 and the Eleven Point, without a lead industry there already,

18 I think you’ll find that the Black River is probably about

19 as safe and about as clean a river as the other three.

20 As far as the plan goes, I think the Forest

21 Service has done a 3uperb Job and the Bureau of Land

22 Management on putting this together, and I would agree with

23 the mayor of Winona that the lead industry is needed, it’s

24 warranted.

25 If you look at the assessed valuation of
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1 Reynolds County, that at one time before the lead industry

2 came to Missouri, was one of the poorest counties in the

3 State of Missouri, but because of St. Joe Lead, and because

4 of Ozark Lead, because of the mining industry that they have

5 there, they have quality schools, a hospital.

6 And of course the lead industry has been

7 depressed over the last few years, but I think we’re coming

8 back to lead, and I would urge that this panel and whoever

9 the makes the decision give the permits, the leases to the

10 mining industry that’s interested in it. and continue with

11 the good work that the Forest Service has always done.

12 Thank you.

13 MR. VOGT The next commentor will be Nancy

14 Bland, and following her will be Francis Stein.

15 3A MS. NANCY BLAND: My name Is Nancy Bland. 1

16 was raised in Maplewood of St. Louis County. I moved to Van

17 Buren in 1979 and am now a five year resident of Winona,

18 Missouri.

19 I am at this time an unemployed school teacher

20 and a partner with my husband in our business of gunsmithing

21 and related retail sales. The main reason mo3t people in

22 our area, including myself, are in favor of hardrock mineral

23 leasing is because of the economical boost it offers our

24 area

25 We realize that there is a lot of opposition
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1 due to the possibility of detrimental effects on our natural

2 resources As a newer resident of the area I can honestly

3 say that I truly appreciate the beauty of our area. I would

4 be the first to complain if I couldn’t catch a fish or enjoy

5 the beauty of the Current or Eleven Point Rivers because of

6 mineral contamination to the water.

7 As a United States and Missouri citizen, I

8 place my confidence and trust in the Missouri Department of

9 Natural Resources, Forest Service, and Bureau of Land

10 Management. I believe that they will do their Jobs in

11 monitoring the tailings impoundments and thus prevent

12 leakage to these and any other surrounding water sources.

13 I consider this risk in comparison with the

14 decision of a person to have surgery. There is always risk

15 in surgery, but you take it in order that your body may

16 function better, and thus trust your surgeon. In this case,

17 the mines are the patients. Going forward with them would

18 enable our area and our country to function better.

19 The environment is the risk, but place your

20 faith in the surgeon, or in this case, the legislative

21 organizations previously mentioned

22 It has also been argued that the Forest

23 Service and the Bureau will not exercise their authority to

24 protect the resources. The very thought of this makes me

25 laugh out loud. Why, the state authority that is already
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down there does such a good Job, for example, that my

husband was checked three times over deer season. When we

fish, we are frequently checked for registration of our

boat, fishing permits, and legal catch. I am sure if the

state Bureau had the authority they would do their Job to

spare embarassment upon themselves

As for the destruction and/or alteration of

some species, there is no doubt in my mind that this will

occur. The questions to me then are how much, and is it

worth it? Again, I say that our legislation is capable of

keeping these changes to a minimum.

There is also no way of getting around a

visual change, but in a maximum usage plan, we’re only

talking about 3,335 acres out of a 119,000 nationally owned

acres, not to mention the privately and state owned acreage

that is offered. Of the 3,300 acres, most will not be

changed on the surface and will still leave an enormous

amount of areas as to enjoy, appreciate, and tell your

children about.

If visual detriment is really your concern,

maybe the thousands of canoeists should start returning each

year to participate in the annual trash pickups that go on

on our rivers. No. that is locally sponsored and widely

supported by locals only.

This indicates to me that your real concern is

1 not with total beauty. Instead, your visual interest only

2 involves what you see when you come in, not what you see

3 when you turn your backs and head for home.

4 The most important issue to me is the economic

5 boost the mines offer to our area. I remember my first

6 class, as many teachers do. One of the things that has

7 always stuck out in my mind is that I had 29 students in my

8 classroom, 26 which were on the free lunch program, 2 of

9 which were on the reduced, and 1 that paid full price for

10 their meal. At that time an elementary lunch at full price

11 cost 60 cents per day, and at reduced price cost 30 cents

12 per day, thus meaning that 26 of my students could not

13 afford to pay $3.00 per week to eat, what in most cases, was

14 their only balanced meal for the day.

15 I have many times witnessed long lines that

16 went on all day in order for people to receive commodities

17 from the government, consisting of cheese, powdered milk,

18 honey, rice and et cetera.

19 I check out at the grocery store and see more

20 people paying with food stamps than U.S. cash. I have known

21 families with children that did not have water and/or

22 electricity, that live in travel trailers or school buses on

23 a permanent basis.

24 I realize that no company can offer Jobs to

25 everyone I also realize that there will always be those
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1 people who don’t want to work, no matter what, although I am

2 confident that there are many people in our area that are

3 willing to work In a mine or on a construction crew in order

4 to enjoy the pride of feeding his family out of his own

5 pocket

.

6 Hardrock mineral leasing can help provide a

7 better economy in our area, where the main, but unreliable

8 economy of lumber is becoming a thing of the past. I am

9 confident that the people in our area do appreciate the area

10 we live in and understand the paradise of natural resources

11 we have surrounding us. All we ask is a better economy to

12 enjoy them by.

13 I believe that the mines and nature can have a

14 positive working relationship together.

15 MR. VOGT: Francis Stein will be the next

16 speaker, followed by Wayne Gibbs.

17 4A MR. FRANCIS STEIN: My name is Francis Stein.

18 I am a purebred and proud to be Shannon County hillbilly. I

19 grew up at a small farm south of Winona, Missouri and spent

20 a great amount of my time in my grandfather’s small store in

21 town.

22 I am now the third generation owner of that

23 store. I have two sons. One is a college sophomore, one i3

24 a high school sophomore. Both are honor students and are

25 listed as having high potential, but like students and young
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1 pollute. Where is there an environmentalist who leaves a

2 river or stream to urinate? True, one such act is probably

3 safe, but when several people do it over a period of time,

4 and further down the stream someone drinks the water, the

5 results could be tragic.

6 As far as the opening of the mines, if nothing

7 is intentionally destroyed, why all the fuss? Why condemn

8 and sentence a way of life and those living it to a slow

9 death when there is enough unemployed people living in the

10 three county area needing life’s necessities, and their

11 intelligence is high enough and sharp enough to quickly

12 adjust to whatever training is needed and required, and most

13 were willing to do it?

14 To sum it all up, we natives are not

15 developers. We have lived here all of our lives. We

16 treaure our gifts from God, and we have fought and struggled

17 to stay here in the land our forefathers homesteaded God

18 gave us the beauty and serenity of our community. He put it

19 here for all of us to use enjoy.

20 If God put the large deposits of minerals in

21 the paradise, he put it there for all of us to use and

22 enjoy, not for us to destroy, but for us to use. If he did

23 not do these things, then why did he give man the

24 intelligence, the knowledge, and the power and ways to

25 explore and locate these treasures, if not for man’s
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1 people before them, they will have to go elsewhere for

2 employment, and a business that was organized in 1924 will

3 die with me.

4 As a lifelong resident I not only know, but

5 have experienced the heartbreak and despair of having no

6 employment. We are again facing difficult times.

7 Unemployment in our area is not accurately counted. Once a

8 person has collected all of his unemployment benefits, he is

9 no longer counted as unemployed. All that remains for some

10 is some form of welfare. Some fathers go so far as to

11 divorce their wives so that the wife can collect Aid For

12 Dependent Children and feed their children.

13 We are not the selfish and destructive

14 ignorant people that in environmentalists envision us to be.

15 We are warm, considerate, and friendly people that do not

16 necessarily need the luxuries that other people possess. We

17 willing to share our natural, unique, and beautiful country

18 with them, but we do resent those people who come to worship

19 and enjoy our gifts, return home to downgrade us as poor,

20 ignorant, and needy, a queer group of people, leaving with

21 us our rivers, streams, and forests littered with beer cans

22 and broken glass, trash and human waste upon the forest

23 trails.

24 We, the natives and the Forest Service, must

25 clean it up. We are not destructive, and most of us do not
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1 benefit?

2 In God or nature’s plan, one species of His

3 kingdom needs a portion of another species to survive. All

4 of us eat, but when we eat we're eating a species of some

5 kind, whether it be meat, or vegetables, or fish.

6 We, the Shannon County hillbillies, are only

7 asking for our portion of God’ 3 gift to U3. We will gladly

8 assist in any way, except destruct and destroy nature’s

9 beauty, to get our part. We are now an endangered species,

10 and will soon be on the extinct list if we are denied a way

11 to build a future for our decendents

12 The three counties in the mine survey are

13 broke, partially because of welfare handouts. We need a way

14 to raise ourselves above this welfare existence. We are

15 sick and depressed and cannot pay our long overdue debts to

16 our neighbors and friends, so that they may in turn pay

17 theirs.

18 Is it the environmentalists who plan to

19 destroy those of us they tend to call the dumb, ignorant,

20 queer, and uneducated hillbillies? Can they not enjoy it

21 with us and try to make our life here better as God had

22 planned?

23 If we were the dumb, uneducated, and queer

24 hillbillies that we are considered to be, the Cupelo Gum

25 Pond that has been mentioned, the Cupelo Gum Pond (phonetic
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spellings) that has been mentioned, we have lived through

two timber booms in our area, this timber and beauty would

be gone, it would no longer be there. It would have been

destroyed had we not in our own way been environmentalists

also, and been wanted to protect something unusual and

different in our area.

We also realize that this is not a permanent

solution for our economic problems, but it does give us a

chance to find additional work, additional companies,

additional something to help us survive in the rural

depressed area.

Thank you very much for your time. I do

support Proposition B. and I wish to thank the Forest

Service and the Bureau of Land Management for all of the

effort and time put into the environmental impact 3tudy.

MR. VOGT - The next speaker will be Wayne

Gibbs, followed by Jim Tipton.

MR. WAYNE GIBBS: I'm Wayne Gibbs, Van Buren,

Missouri, and I would like to comment and commend the panel

there on a Job well done on this environmental impact

statement

.

I would also like to say that I am 100 percent

for the development to the fullest potential of our area.

With all the checks and balances in place that have already

been established and are warranted, mining is not anymore

8
1

1 destructive than any other modern day industry in my mind.

2 Service development will take only a few acres

3 out of this vast--wildlife habitat will be improved to a

4 great extent. We do not want to build a large city down

5 there. We want a chance to develop the Jobs in our area.

6 We don't want to burden the cities with our children and our

7 grandchildren, when with development we can provide Jobs at

8 home for them.

9 There’s probably a little bit of

10 environmentalist in all of us. Environmentalists are

11 basically really good people who want the same things we do,

12 a warm home, food on the table, and a Job to support their

13 families. And I'm sure a large percentage of

14 environmentalists have a good Job and a good way of life.

15 However, I would challenge an environmentalist

16 to come into our area and sit down without his fabulous

17 income, and make a living. I'll guarantee you, he’ll eat

18 his environment.

19 To the environmentalists, I welcome their

20 support, their help, they go hand in hand. Let us develop

21 this area, do it right the first time, and with cooperation,

22 together we can build a better place for all of us.

23 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Jim Tipton will be the

24 next speaker, follow by Randall Puliam.

25 6A MR- JIM TIPTON; My name i3 Jim Tipton, and
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1 I’m a from Winona originally, and when I got out of high

2 school, instead of having a place to go to work and know it,

3 I had to come to St. Louis, and I spent about 35 years here

4 before I could go back and enjoy the beauty of that

5 community down there, and I’m strictly for the mines,

6 because I think it will give Jobs and help people down in

7 there.

8 And the things we do need is for when the kids

9 get out of high school they don't need to go off two or

10 three hundred miles to go to work. Let them have the work

11 there in the community, and this is all I have to say.

12 Thank you.

13 MR. VOGT: Randall Pulliero will be next,

14 followed by Jim Eskew.

15 7A MR. RANDALL PULLIAM: I’m Randall Pulliam from

16 Winona, Missouri, and I’m a logger, and logs is getting hard

17 to find, so we need some work to come in and help people

18 have a Job so they can support their families.

19 I don’t figure it’s going to hurt anything,

20 the mine. We don’t want it tore up. We like to fish, too.

21 I'd fish on Saturday and Sunday and five other days a week

22 if I could afford it. and we don't tear the river up. We do

23 catch a lot of fish and kill a lot of deer, and stuff like

24 that.

25 We take care of our wildlife, and like I said,
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1 it’s gone for us. We're cutting scrag blocks because we

2 can't find timber big enough for saw logs, and that’s all

3 I’ve got to say. Thank you.

4 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Jim Eskew will be next,

5 followed by Denise Stephens.

6 8A MR. JIM ESKEW. My name is Jim Eskew, and

7 Pastor of Church of God of Prophecy in Winona, and also

8 President of the Ministerial Alliance

9 I would like to also commend the panel and the

10 workers for this fine Job. I would like to Just give a

11 little bit of input here. Work is desperately needed in our

12 area.

13 We Just incorporated a program in our alliance

14 in November for nonperishable foods to be collected for

15 those that no longer can get government help, so we do need

16 the Jobs. I represent a lot of people, and a lot of them

17 that are out of work, so whatever you can do to help us

18 would be appreciated.

19 MR. VOGT: Denise Stephens will be next,

20 followed by Carl Cox.

21 9A MS - DENISE STEPHENS; I would like to

22 establish the fact the people of Winona. Missouri and the

23 surrounding area are in 100 percent agreement that we do not

24 want to pollute our area in any way. We love the Ozarks,

25 and I want to stress the word love. If we didn’t, we would
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not still be living there.

I feel that the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau

of Land Management are fully capable of leasing, in this

case, Alternative B, in thi3 area for the purpose of lead

mining and regulating it to the highest degree to enable us

to reap the rewards of the ore that is buried there, and at

the same time make sure that we do not lose any of our

natural beauty.

According to the impact study, this can be

achieved if we only give them a chance to do the job that

they're trained to do. I feel that it is our area and our

decision. We do not go to other areas of the state or

country and try to dictate what is done there, and we wish

that the outsiders would show us the same courtesy.

MR. VOGT: Thank you. Kari Cox will be the

next speaker, followed by Thomas Becker.

10A MS. KARI COX; My name is Kari Cox. and I’m

from Winona. First off, I would like to let you know I do

appreciate the efforts of the Forest Service and Land

Management, and everybody involved in the environmental

impact statement.

I want to see the proposals for the lead

mining in Shannon County, Oregon County, and Carter County

approved. I have read the environmental impact statement,

and I’ve also dug for more information pertaining to this
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whole issue.

I am well aware of the different techniques

mining companies use to prevent the environmental hazards

everyone is so worried about. I really don’t 3ee why this

has been such a big deal. The lead is there, the Jobs are

needed, and there are ways to prevent environmental hazards.

To me that sums it up.

It’s so easy, but yet we have people who want

to keep this from happening for their own personal reasons.

I’m tired of hearing the stories about city people coming

to our area for their vacations and going back home only to

make remarks about the poverty, low income, et cetera, in

our area.

We have good, honest people in my hometown

area, who could be taken off the unemployment rolls if the

mining jobs were made available in our area. We do not

consider our area to be a city park for major cities.

Our area is made up of people who just want a

chance to better themselves, just like anyone else anywhere.

Really, if you think about it, we’re the lucky ones. We can

have the beauty of Ozarks along with lead mining industry.

We can have both. Thank you.

MR. VOGT: Thank you. Thomas Becker will be

next.

1 1 A MR THOMAS BECKER: My name is Tom Becker, and
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I’m from Shannon County, and I have here an environmental

impact statement concerning lead mines coming into our area

.

It covers in depth the impact on our environment down to the

finest point, to the effect on vegetation, animals, rivers,

trees, and air.

It seems that the impact on the ecology of

this area and surrounding areas are minimal. When you weigh

the minimal possible bad effects on our ecology against the

benefits of the jobs that we so badly need, the scales are

overbalanced in favor of the jobs.

Shannon County is the second largest county in

the state and the least populated. We have 1000 square

miles and only 8000 people. We're talking 8 people to the

square mile. Two/thirds of Shannon County is government

Forest land, which in turn highly limits our bondable area

to raise money for schools, roads, and so forth.

There aren't many Jobs in this area, and these

jobs are low pay. Many of the people who have jobs don’t

have enough money to support their families and are on some

kind of relief. Even though they work, many are still

eligible for food stamps. 60 percent of our children are on

a free or reduced lunch program.

Now this is ridiculous. If these lead mines

open up it will give many of them a chance to get off of

relief. It is said that 975 families, or three or four
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1 thousand people of our 8000 people in this county are on

2 relief, and unemployment runs over 15 percent. There’s

3 hardly any doubt that we need these lead appliance mines.

4 It's been said that one-and-a-half million

5 people spend their vacations down here. You can’t even find

6 them in our cities. They bring their own food, beer, and

7 camping equipment. If they spend any money, it’s to rent a

8 canoe. When they go home they leave their trash down here.

9 Every year at the end of the season we police the rivers and

10 streams and pick up their broken bottles and beer cans and

11 their trash and haul it away.

12 We are not polluting our rivers and streams,

13 they are. We are proud of our area, proud enough to clean

14 up after them. These ecology people in the big cities don’t

15 have anything to brag about. Their air isn’t fit to

16 breathe, and they've got the Mississippi River to where it

17 isn’t fit to fish, swim, or even boat in.

18 What makes them think that they are

19 knowledgeable enough to dictate what happens down here?

20 It’s mighty fine of you ecology and nature lovers in the

21 cities to want to protect our area for your pleasures. I

22 don’t blame you for wanting to get away from here. I would,

23 too, you’ve done such a lousy job in your own area.

24 The mines will benefit everybody . It will

25 give jobs to our people and get them off of relief and save
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your tax dollars. Thank you.

2 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Jeffery Ashbaugh will

3 be next, followed by Joh Stephens.

« 12A MR. JEFFERY ASHBAUGH : My name is Jeffery

5 Ashbaugh. I’m chairman of the Missouri Bass Chapter

6 Federation Conservation Committee, and we feel it’s our

7 responsibility to oppose any type of mineral leasing in the

0 Mark Twain National Forest.

9 (Applause.

)

10 The 3hort term loss of the area's national

11 beauty to campers, hikers, and fishermen, we feel is in

12 direct opposition to reasons the National Forests were

13 formed. As far as the long term effects of the stream and

14 ground water contamination and forest destruction,

15 endangering wildlife is unacceptable the Missouri Bass

16 Chapter Federation.

17 We would like to restate our opposition to the

10 mineral leasing of the area, and we believe that if you

19 continue to trade off the natural resources for economic

20 gains you will end up with neither.

21 We are trying to do things to improve the

22 water areas. We're looking at a stream rebuilding project

23 for this year. We have a new committee and we’re trying to

24 do the best we can to help out Thank you.

25 MR. VOGT; The next speaker will be John
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Stephens, followed by Bruce Thomas.

13A MR. STEPHENS: First of all. I would like to

compliment the group. That was the most thorough study that

I've ever had the pleasure of reading. And looking at it

has convinced me that the lead can be brought out of those

hills safely. And nobody loves the beauty of the rivers and

the hills of Shannon and Oregon County more than myself.

I'm not here representing any group. I’m

speaking strictly for myself. I would like to mention a few

things, a short history of the area. Since 1960 local

residents lost control of 134 miles of Jacks Fork and

Current Rivers in the name of the Ozark National Scenic

Riverways

.

Sometime in the '70s I believe 42 or 45 miles

of the Eleven Point River was designated as a National Wild

and Scenic River.

Both of these designations on the three rivers

has hurt the local area insofar as what we consider

recreation. We feel like these rivers have been turned over

to people from the cities. Our Irish Wilderness, 17,500

acres, was removed from timber production in the favor of

hiking trails, and all that acreage has hurt our local

economy because timber is our most important industry in

that area.

We’ve seen roads closed going into favorite
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1 places in the National Forest A lot these roads go to

2 favorite spots that the local people we feel like were

3 disregarded. When the decisions were made to close these

4 roads, we feel like that was done mostly for the outside

5 people who would like to control our area

6 Most recently Anheuser-Busch announced plans

7 to buy Greer Spring, a very beautiful spring. I think it’s

0 the most beautiful spot in the Midwest. They had plans to

9 bottle not over one percent of the water and provide 35 to

10 40 local Jobs. Apparently Anheuser-Busch wasn’t ready to

11 butt heads with the national environmental groups, because

12 as quick as they began to put up a fuss, Anheuser-Busch

13 dropped the plans, and we lost, like I said, the potential

14 for 35 to 40 Jobs. There would have been no impact on the

15 spring. Anybody who’s familiar with the spring would have

16 known that.

17 You add all this up, and it has really helped

10 deteriorate our local economy It's deteriorated to the

19 point that it is actually unbelievable to really drive

20 through and know these people, you know, and know what they

21 go through and the things that they have to do Just to keep

22 their families going.

23 I resent the involvement of national

24 environmentalist groups who have been lately spreading

25 stories of ruin and destruction in area newspapers. I

2

3

4

5

6

7

resent the actions of people whose actions are orchestrated

by these national organizations.

I feel these people are mostly interested in

their getaway weekends and what they describe as their Ozark

experience. My Ozark experience began the day that I was

born in the Ozarks. I’ve seen the poverty. I’ve seen

families lose their homes when there would be a downfall in

the timber business or whatever. I've seen the exodus of

people who were desperate for work.

Our high school graduates have very little

chance of being able to stay in the area. There are people

who would have this continue, and they would like this to

continue for their own selfish reasons. Even though they

may live a hundred miles away, they’re worried about their

Ozark weekends. They’re unconcerned about our plight.

After reading the survey, I’m totally

convinced that by following existing laws and guidelines we

can have the mines and maybe Shannon County will no longer

be one of the poorest in the state.

I am totally opposed to Alternative A and I

favor Alternative B. Thank you.

MR VOGT: Bruce Thomas will be next, followed

by Mike Russell.

14A MR. BRUCE THOMAS: I’m a native Ozarker, but

generation before last we moved to St. Louis for enhanced
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1 educational and Job opportunities. I'm going to try to

2 stick with talking about the statement itself.

3 The first point I would like to make deals

4 with a couple of contradictions. On Page 16 we read that

5 every lease issued, regardless of which alternative is

6 selected, will include the following stipulation, mine

7 tailing impoundments will not be permitted within the lease

8 area unless additional studies conclusively show that such

9 additional facilities can be constructed in an

10 environmentally sound manner.

11 Webster talks about conclusively meaning

12 decisive, convincing, final. We go on to read a few pages

13 later that in spite of good engineering and design there is

14 a potential for either chronic leakage or a catastrophic

15 collapse of a tailing impoundment which would result in an

16 adverse effect to the water resource.

17 That's one contradiction I would like to point

18 out.

19 The second one deals with Page 35, it's

20 possible conceptually to know how groundwater behaves in the

21 study area and where shallow groundwater in different parts

22 of the study area resurfaces. It's impossible to know,

23 however, the exact underground flow routes water follows

24 from one point to another.

25 Also in that same area we read that
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groundwater extends uninterrupted from near the earth’s

surface to well below two thousand feet, depths likely

to be reach by mining. A few pages later we read that the

Missouri DNR regulations permit the discharge of

uncontaminated mine waters, but forbid any type of mill

effluent discharge to the Eleven Point and the Ozark

National Scenic Riverway, and waters draining thereto.

The fluids which enter the aquifers must meet

stringent water quality requirements. The Current and

Eleven Point Rivers are designated as outstanding national

resource water with any degradation of existing water

quality expressly prohibited.

Again, contradiction.

I would like to make a second point, and this

deals with a phrase that crops up quite often in the draft

statement, and it reads, design and locate facilities to

reduce disturbance and facilitate reclamation, and it shows

up in quite a few places, and it shows up as a way to

mitigate certain supposed impacts. I think it doesn't go

very long in telling us what you're going to do. It's more

like Just a catchall phrase. I would like to see those

things pinpointed as opposed to resort to that phrase.

Another point I would like to make deals with

why are we doing this? Page 59, considering probable import

levels, the expected slow growth in demand, and the
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1 anticipated increase in the percentage of U.S. lead

2 consumption which will be met by the recovery of old scrap,

3 demonstrated resources and primary lead deposits already in

4 production should clearly be sufficient until sometime

5 beyond the end of the century

.

6 For the rest of the world lead resources also

7 appear to be adequate to satisfy cumulative demand, at least

8 until the year 2000. Why are we doing this?

9 I don't see why we should sacrifice

10 irreplaceable national resources on this basis.

11 One more point deals with outcomes. On Page

12 25 we reed that implementation of Alternative B would affect

13 the social and economic environment, resulting in an

14 increase in loyal employment and income as well as

15 additional dollar returns in the form of royalties to the

16 federal government and profit to the mineral industry.

17 Implementation would require a major revision of the Forest

18 Plan.

19 While this paragraph deals with Alternative B,

20 the impacts listed are similar to Alternatives C, D, and E.

21 There’s a difference in adjectives being used though. For

22 example, risk, not significant risk; revision, not major

23 revision. However, the key ideas are common to all

24 alternatives, first Job3 and income.

25 My personal opinion i3 that we’re dealing with
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a boom and bust issue, and Just like the timber, when the

timber runs out there's no money to be made to support

families. I feel the same thing will happen with the lead

industry.

Profits for local, state, and federal

governments. The one that bothers me the most is the

federal government. While we have to be beholding to the

federal government, for example, letting us be here tonight

through your auspices, it galls me that profits from

minerals that are taken out of the Ozarks could be used to

support--well . for example, the current administration has

absolutely no desire to support environmental issues, and

that would just really gall me to see profits used to

support antienvironmental issues.

One other point deals with profits for mineral

industry. The mineral industry is not a conceptual item.

It’s people. It’s diggers, it's drivers, it’s washers, it’s

middle level management, it’s people that sit on the top of

the company, and I’ll bet you they’re the ones that are

going to get the mo3t out of this whole deal.

Finally, Forest Plan revision. What concerns

me is precedent. I get this sense out of here that the earth

isn’t sacred, we’ll just amend laws to suit progress and

development. This has got to stop. We've got progress and

development coming out of our ears. Not one inch of this
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Irreplaceable natural resource should be given up for

so-called progress and development.

A line has to be drawn now. If our country

faces a national emergency that needs mining lead in the

Ozarks . maybe we ought to do it, but the basis for doing so

now is not convincing. Thanks.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Mike

Russell, followed by Roger Pryor. Is Mike Russell here?

(No response.)

He doesn’t appear to be here. The next

speaker will be Roger Pryor, followed by Tom Cosgrove.

15A MR. ROGER PRYOR: Some of you may not be from

Shannon County. I’m not as familiar with the area as some

folks, but this is the area in question. (Referring to a

map. )

I have a question first. My name is Roger

Pryor. I'm representing the Coalition for the Environment.

Correct me, isn’t there a hearing night after tomorrow down

in Winona?

MR. KRIDELABAUGH: Thursday.

MR ROGER PRYOR: Well, I think frankly this

hearing is here, I think partly to accommodate comments

from the St. Louis area, and whereas I welcome hearing the

views from down in Winona. I think it is unfortunate that so

many of their comments have dominated the early part of
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this hearing.

I have not heard anyone 3peak in a derogatory

fashion about people who live in the Ozarks. In fact. I do

envy you. You do have a rare privilege.

The Coalition for the Environment appreciates

the opportunity to comment on thi3 draft EIS. The Coalition

previously commented on the environmental assessment on June

30, 1986, and on the EIS scoping proces December 22, 1986

on this proposal.

Since receiving the draft environmental impact

statement November 12, we've undertaken to look at the

various resources of the expanded study area outlined here

in orange. It’s proven to be no small undertaking. We have

not finished that. We’re still looking at the various

things, trying to compile information that we can, so our

comments tonight are preliminary in nature. We expect to

submit more detailed comments in writing to you before the

comment period expires.

Speaking of the comment period, the original

deadline was Christmas Eve, and now it’s been extended to

January 8. Frankly, we believe that given the fact that the

EIS was almost a month late coming out from what we were

told originally, middle of October, we recommend and

strongly urge that the comment period be extended at least

until the end of January, and perhaps even longer. A lot of
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people only received this statement in the last week or two.

and quite frankly, you have done a lot of work here, and I

don’t think you deserve, and certainly the resources don't

deserve the short shrift review that would be necessitated

by such a short time period.

Having gone through the statement in rather

brief fashion, the Coalition remains skeptical of the

findings and recommendations. We remain concerned that a

region of outstanding national amenities might be sacrificed

to extract commodities of unproven need or value

We are alarmed that the total draft

environmental Impact statement process has been convoluted

in such a way as to defeat the Forest Service’s own

detailed resource management plan for the Mark Twain

National Forest.

A couple of comments. Leon, you commented

your primary goal is to improve the document. Our primary

goal is to the protect the resource. To hell with your

document

.

A couple points I would like to make, the

environmental quality of the study area is clearly at peril.

Your statement even points that out, especially water

quality. No more sensitive groundwater area in the state

could be found. The die testing experiments reported in the

draft impact statement show the threat to groundwater is
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paramount.

While surface water generally flows into the

Eleven Point River from the lease area down Hurricane Creek

and other smaller creeks, most of the water actually goes

underground, it’s a losing stream, and as the die tests

show, much of that water comes out over in Current River, so

you're actually dealing with two watersheds here.

This is the area of some of the largest

springs in the state. Big Spring has been mentioned, and so

has Greer Spring. Whether the nation needs the minerals

that lie under the area is uncertain at best. And I say the

nation, not Doe Run, because my concern is the nation’s

need for minerals, not one company’s.

The importance of the area’s natural qualities

and recreation demands are all too evident, and that's of

national importance. Congress has seen fit--now 3ome people

may disagree with what Congress has done--but Congress has

seen fit to designate these streams as federal rivers. In

'64 and '68 they seen fit to designate the Irish Wilderness

Area as a wilderness preserve.

The Forest Service and other agencies of the

federal and state government are working to put the Ozark

Trail, which shows on this map through this area, through

the study area, coming very close to the lease area. These

are proven resources of proven national significance.
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1 They’re being weighed against mineral resources of unknown

2 quantity, and certainly unknown national significance.

3 These and many other resources have been

4 dedicated for the enjoyment of future generations. Should

5 they now be despoiled for short-term profiteering?

6 The National Forests in Missouri were

7 acquired in the '30s under the authority of the Weeks Act

8 to protect the watersheds and restore the forest resources.

9 This land was severely abused by large timber and mine

10 companies back at the turn of the century, totally overcut,

11 eroding, and much of the beauty of this area is a direct

12 response to the federal government’s actions of acquiring

13 land in the area, protecting the watershed, and the forest

14 resources.

15 This very area was the nugget from which much

16 of the deer and wild turkey population was restored in the

17 old Eleven Point Game Refuge down here. The mineral leasing

18 proposal is not in keeping with the reason these federal

19 lands were acquired, nor is it compatible with the

20 conservation history of the area.

21 It’s interesting to note that Alternative C.

22 which closely approximates the prescriptions of the Forest

23 Plan, would not allow mineral exploration or exploitation

24 rather, over most of the study area, and none over the

25 proposed lease area. To our knowledge, no one, in the
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mineral industry or anyone else, appealed or protested the

Forest Plan in respect to minerals. There have been appeals

on other issues, on the Eleven Point River, on the fort, on

timber cutting, and wildlife, but no one appealed, as far as

I know, correct me if I'm wrong, on the mineral issue.

Given that, the alternatives. Alternative C

which purports to represent the Forest Plan, would not allow

mineral activity in this area. So the Forest Service

basically is retreating from that plan

The preferred alternative. Alternative D, is

nothing more than resource gerrymandering We do

gerrymandering in our city, political gerrymandering to make

sure someone gets elected to office, but what I see here

are lines drawn on a map to accommodate a process which will

not stand the scrutiny of true resource management planning.

This is a political decision, not a cogent resource

decision

.

Much of the information base I think is

deficient in the plan. The EIS process is a wonderful

process, and it’s much maligned by people, and people

shouldn’t make Jokes about it, but the EIS process is one of

full disclosure. What I or anyone else in this room should

be able to do is read that statement and be able to reach

the same conclusion that you folks reach, preferred

Alternative D.
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1 But it cannot be done. You cannot read this

2 document and reach that conclusion. There are so many

3 unanswered questions in this document, this document

4 presented. How you could even have the temerity to even

5 offer a preferred alternative in this situation is beyond

7 Based on what we've seen so far. the

8 Coalition for the Environment has no choice but to support

9 Alternative A, with no mineral leasing.

10 We will send additional comments later, and we

11 hope to get more information out of the Forest Service

12 later. The one thing I would like to a3k, would it be

13 possible to obtain a list of the attendees of tonight’s

14 meeting? That should be public record, I understand.

15 MR. KRIDELBAUGH: Are you talking about the

16 attendees of everyone that's here?

17 MR. ROGER PRYOR: Everyone that’s here.

18 Everyone signed cards.

19 MR. KRIDELBAUGH: The list of the commentators

20 would be available, but we did not register everyone that

21 attended the meeting.

22 MR. ROGER PRYOR: But everyone that signed a

23 card you have their names somewhere, don’t you?

24 MR. KRIDELBAUGH: Yes, we do. That would be

25 available, but there may be people here tonight who elected
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not to register. We do not require registration to attend

the meeting.

MR. ROGER PRYOR: Fine. One last comment,

if we could manage to get the same percentage of people in

St. Louis and St. Louis County and this area who are

concerned about this issue to come down to Winona as the

percentage of people from Winona that came up here, you

would see an economic boom you would not believe, and you

wouldn’t have a place down there big enough to hold them.

Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Tom

Cosgrove, followed by Joseph Klutho.

16A MR. TOM COSGROVE: Good evening. My name is

Tom Cosgrove. I live here in St. Louis and I've been a

Missouri resident all my life. I want to thank you for the

opportunity to address you this evening.

I’m here really to exercise my democratic

right in speaking out against the results of this study.

Though the issues we’re dealing with are complex, I feel

that the facts are simple. In 129 pages and 11 appendices

this environmental impact statement, and I stress the word

environmental, admits that the proposed development

recommended in this report will, and I repeat, will most

likely damage the environment of Mark Twain National Forest.

And yet inconceivably you still recommend to
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proceed. Though this is an environmental impact statement,

you decide to proceed for economic reasons. As we saw here

tonight, jobs are a very emotional issue, and I personally

agree every person has a right to honest employment.

However, I question the assumption that the economic

conclusions are based, and I feel that the false hope Jobs

is being used to gather support for this issue.

Unless I missed during the introductions this

evening, there was not an economist on this panel. Am I

correct?

MR. VOGT: Well, the economist is not here

because he wasn’t able to make it, but there was an

economist who put together the economic section in the EIS.

MR. TOM COSGROVE. Okay. I'm only an

economist by education, not by trade. However. 1 have the

following observations. Lead production peaked in 1970 with

572,000 tons mined.

In 1985 514,000 tons were mined. The mines

were closed in the Lead Belt, not for lack of lead, but

because there was no demand for the lead that was mined.

Currently over 70 percent of the lead mined is

used in car batteries and gasoline additives. The trend in

the fuel industry to eliminates lead, and research is

attempting to improve battery technology by removing the

lead. In effect, demand has historically dropped, and
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future demand, projected demand, is weak.

The fact i3, if demand would increase, or

reserves were sufficiently depleted, it would in all

likelihood be more economic to open the old mines rather

than develop new

In conclusion, the uncertain and debatable

economic benefits in no way Justify the risk of

environmental damage. I ask for a full and accurate

economic analysis be done in order to support your

conclusions. Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Joseph

Klutho, followed by David Peterson.

17A MR. JOSEPH KLUTHO: Hello panel. Thank you

very much for allowing me the opportunity to speak tonight.

My name is Joseph Klutho. I was born and raised here in St.

Louis. In March of this year I moved to Winona, Missouri.

My wife and I are both pharmacists, and we have a drugstore

there

.

The fact that we’re both pharmacists allows

one of us to go out to other areas and work, which we do

quite a bit. A3 a matter of fact, we work at seven other

drug- stores in the Ozark area. At our store in Winona, one

out of three people that come into our store to get

medication is on Missouri Medicaid. In Thayer, Missouri,

three out of four are on Medicaid.
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I don’t claim to be a mineral expert. I read

the impact study, and I am in support of Alternative B. I

feel that the Forest Service, if they’re given the

opportunity to protect our forest and our land and our

water, they will do so.

Backing up a minute, at our drugstore I have a

high school student that works for me. He’ 3 a very

intelligent boy. He has skipped one grade in school

already. He is a senior and he will graduate this year. He

has been offered numerous scholarships throughout the

country. He's going to go to school, that’s great, but he

won’t be returning to our area because there won’t be a Job

there for him It’s a shame, because an area that is so

economically depressed as the Ozarks can use minds like this

for the future, because that is a resource, too, by the way,

and we won’t have that resource.

I have two little boys. One is four, and one

will be three next month. When they are old enough to enter

the Job market, I would like an opportunity for them to stay

in the Ozarks if they choose. If they choose to move

someplace else to work, that’s their decision, but I would

at least like the opportunity for some type of Job there for

them.

Our high school students were touched on

before. Many of them, they have to leave, to find the work

1 elsewhere. The ones that stay, there is no work for them sp

2 they end up on some form of relief. That’s a shame because

3 these are good people. I haven’t lived here very long. I

4 only lived down there seven or eight months, but I’m proud

5 to call it home, and the people there have been very open to

6 us , my wife, and my family.

7 I don’t really have anything else to say. I

8 just hope that the decision that's reached is good for

9 everyone, for us in Winona, for the Ozarks, Missouri, and

10 federal government, and once again, I do support Alternative

11 B Thank you.

12 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker will

13 be David Peterson, followed by David Shonk.

” 18A MR. DAVID PETERSON: I want to thank you for

15 the opportunity to speak here tonight. I have not had a

16 chance to read the Environmental Impact Statement. I Just

17 received it this evening, so I can't comment on what a good

18 job it was, like some of the people have. I’m sure there

19 will be a lot of good things in there when I read it.

20 Most of the information I have is based on

21 articles in the St. Louis Post Dispatch, which may or may

22 not be accurate, but I wanted to point out that— I guess I’m

23 one of those bad environmentalists you talk about. I'm not

24 a professional environmentalist. I represent nobody here

25 tonight except myself, and maybe my family, but I want to
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1 take exception to one remark that was made. We St.

2 Louisians do participate in Operation Clean Stream. We do

3 go down and help clean the streams.

4 I have never been on the Job on the Eleven

5 Point because that's a lot farther from home, but a lot of

6 us do go out and collect many ton3 of trash from the streams

7 each fall.

8 The Ozarks are a beautiful area, one of the

9 most beautiful areas in the country I think I'm familiar

10 with the area My father-in-law grew up down there, and his

11 mother ran a small shop in Winona. My father-in-law grew

12 up in Winona. I’ve been there. I spent time there. I know

13 the area And unlike some of the things that were said, I

14 do spend money over there. Sometimes we camp, but sometimes

15 I spend night3 in hotels, motels. I do buy groceries,

16 restaurant meals, gasoline. I rent canoes. So I do spend

17 some money there.

18 But I know there’s not enough money being

19 spent there. The area i3 economically depressed, and I

20 sympathize with the people. I don’t know why my father-in-

21 law left the area, but it was during the Depression, and I

22 presume it was for employment. Some people can't live where

23 they want to because of a lack of Jobs.

24 One of the statements made tonight though is

25 that there are 8,000 people the county and a 15 percent un-

1 employment rate. That adds up to exactly 1,200 people

2 unemployed, and according to the article in the Post

3 Dispatch, this mine would form about a hundred mining Jobs,

4 approximately half of which would be from local people, and

5 the other half would be brought in from other lead mining

6 areas.

7 Well, since the people in the area are not

8 lead mining now, these would not be highly skilled Jobs, but

9 50 low skill, which therefore would probably mean low pay,

10 out of 1,200 unemployment would put a very, very small

11 amount. Admittedly, there would be probably a few other

12 Jobs in restaurants, stores, and so forth. It might be more

13 than Just the hundred, but it wouldn’t be very much greater.

14 In the article in the Po3t Dispatch the mining

15 engineer, the chief geologist for Doe Run Mining, Harold

16 Meyers, has pointed out--when asked about concern over water

6

6

17 pollution, Mr. Meyers acknowledged that problems remain to

18 be solved.

19 One problem i3 putting the tailings someplace

20 and keeping it in place. We don't know yet how to deal with

21 that. He pointed out in some places it’ 3 held back earthen

22 dams. He also pointed out in the areas they’re raining now

23 there's not the porous and the karst topography you have in

24 this area, and it’s much easier to hold back tailings and

25 heavy metals in them where the surface water goes down into
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1 the ground.

2 We talk about Greer Spring. I would like to

3 point out that I read recently that nobody knows where the

4 water coming out of Greer Spring comes to I do agree

5 Greer Spring is probably the most beautiful spot in the

6 State of Missouri.

7 Another thing Mr. Meyers pointed out, where he

8 said that the if the ore is high grade the company could

9 afford to spend money on environmental protection measures.

10 If the ore is low grade, 3uch measures might be too

11 expensive. So what is he 3aying i3, they not only don’t

12 know how to solve the problem, but even if they do know how

13 they may not be able to afford to. I don’t think under

14 circumstances like that that it should be considered,

15 allowing them to mine there.

16 As far as the small number of acres actually

17 being mined or taken over for tailings piles, and I might

18 add. you’re not only talking about thousands of tons of

19 tailings, you’re talking about thousands of cubic yards of

20 tailings, at somewhere around a hundred pounds per cubic

21 foot. Thousands of tons makes lots of cubic yards.

22 As far as the small areas that are covered,

23 it’s not just the areas that are covered, it’s just one pile

24 of rubbish, or tailings I should say, like you see down near

25 the original raining area, lead mining area, you can see them

for miles. It destroys the scenery for a far bigger area

than Just the area covered by the tailings themselves.

I would Just like to conclude to say that as

is true of the timbering industry in that 3ame part of the

state a couple generations ago, I think the loss of the

scenery, the tourism in the area, is all far. far too great

a price to pay for about fifty temporary Jobs. Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is David Shonk,

followed by Mark Taylor.

19A MR DAVID SHONK: I am David Shonk, Associate

Regional Director for Cooperative Activities for the

National Park Service’s Midwest Region. My comments

represent the views of the National Park Service, not the

Department of the Interior.

The National Park Service acted as a

cooperating agency during this environmental statement

process, mainly out of concern for the possible impacts that

mining could have on Big Spring and the Current River, both

part of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. Research

funded by the National Park Service has indicated that

pollutants entering the groundwater in the study area are

likely to reappear in the flow of Big Spring.

Although the National Park Service is a

cooperating agency in the EIS, we do not endorse the

preferred alternative, Alternative D, identified in the
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document
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MR. VOGT: Mark Taylor will be next
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From the information presented in the

document, it appears that any mining activity in the lease

area has a high likelihood of contaminating Big Spring, the

Current River, and possibly Jacks Fork within the Ozark

National Scenic Rlverways. Although the EIS indicates that

impacts can be adequately mitigated, we do not believe that

the mitigating measures presented will eliminate the

possibility of groundwater pollution in the areas proposed

for lease.

Also, no monitoring measures, such as a leak

detection system for the tailing ponds, have been presented,

which allow for the early detection of leakage into the

groundwater.

We therefore recommend Alternative A, the no

lease alternative. It is the only alternative presented

that will assure the protection of Big Spring and the

Current River within the Ozark National Scenic Riverway.

If an action alternative is ultimately chosen,

we highly recommend that further environmental documentation

and opportunity for public review and comment be provided at

the mining plan stage to ensure that the then-current

technology is adequate to eliminate all possibility that

these national significant water resources would not be

adversely affected. Thank you.

2 speaker, followed by John Carter.

3 20A MR. MARK TAYLOR: Mr. Moderator, panelists,

4 ladies and gentlemen, I’m here as a representative of the

5 Viburnum Area Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber has prepared

6 the following statement in response to the draft EIS

7 regarding the potential mining on forest lands in Carter,

8 Oregon, and Shannon Counties.

9 Both the Doe Run Company, which is the lease

10 applicant, and COMINCO American are business members of the

11 Chamber, and many of our individual members, including

12 myself, are employed in the mining industry.

13 You will find that our statement starkly

14 contrasts the comments you’ve heard from the people from

15 Shannon, Carter, and Oregon Counties tonight. We feel

16 Viburnum is a success. Viburnum is a truly exceptional

17 community. It’s nestled in the heart of the Salem Potosi

18 unit of the Mark Twain National Forest, and it provides its

19 thousand residents with a quality of living that’s commonly

20 associated with large city suburbs.

21 Comfortable homes, a modern school, shopping

22 center, and a country club that serves as a recreational

23 facility to virtually everyone in the area are among the

24 many features that distinguish Viburnum from other small

25 towns.
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1 It is important to recognize that Viburnum

2 grew out of an economy that is based on the local mining

3 industry. In fact, one of the mine-mill complexes lies

4 within the city limits, and mine workings extend under the

5 city streets, including the one that I live on.

6 In Viburnum attractive, well-maintained houses

7 line wide avenues. Children walk and bicycle to school

8 without the threat of congested traffic. Groceries.

9 pharmaceuticals, general merchandise, and building supplies

10 are available to the shopper.

11 The Viburnum center also houses a motel and

12 restaurant, a bank, a bowling alley. A weekly newspaper

13 serves the four county area. Seven churches are available

14 for Sunday worship.

15 The Iron County C-4 School District is one of

16 Missouri's best small school systems, and I will emphasize

17 small. We are 2A going to 1A. 23 of 55 professional staff

18 members, or 42 percent, hold advanced degrees. About 1/3 of

19 Viburnum’s graduates attend four year colleges and

20 universities, and an additional ten percent enroll in two

21 year college or vocational programs.

22 Since graduating its first class in 1970,

23 Viburnum has produced two national merit semifinalists.

24 Recent academic accomplishments include a first place in the

25 Junior High District Math Competition, two firsts and a

1 second in the Regional Knowledge Bowl, first place at the

2 District Science Fair, two delegates to the Missouri

3 Scholars Academy, and All-District band and choir members.

4 The elementary school was especially honored

5 that its special choir was asked to perform for the 1987

6 Missouri Music Educators Convention. Blue Jay athletic

7 teams regularly achieve recognition at the state level.

8 Most recently the cross-country team won the 1986 State

9 Championship, and the 1987 team sported the individual

10 champion.

11 Recreational opportunities such as floating

12 and fishing abound in the Viburnum area. Nearby Dillard

13 Mill is one of Missouri’s best-preserved and most

14 picturesque water powered grist mills. It is truly

15 remarkable.

16 Seven Forest Service campgrounds are located

17 in the area, as you well know. The region is known for

18 excellent deer and turkey hunting. Fishermen and floaters

19 alike enjoy clear, gravel-bottom streams. Closer to town

20 golf, swimming, and tennis facilities are available at the

21 country club.

22 Viburnum has grown and prospered as the home

23 of the Missouri lead mining industry. The hard work and

24 dedication of its citizens are evident throughout the town,

25 on the Job, at school, in the churches.
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1 Viburnum is proof that mining and a high

2 quality of life are mutually compatible. We believe that

3 the people of Carter, Oregon, and Shannon Counties deserve

4 the opportunity to share in the benefits provided by the

5 mining industry.

6 The Viburnum Area Chamber of Commerce Invites

7 all of you, many of the panelists have been to Viburnum,

8 many of you all haven’t, to visit our area, to enjoy its

9 natural beauty, and to meet its people. We are a proud

10 community for many very good reasons. Thank you very much.

11 MR. VOGT: John Carter will be the next

12 speaker, followed by Eric Hanson.

13 21A MR. JOHN CARTER: Good evening. My name is

14 John Carter. I’m an environmental engineer for the Doe Run

15 Company in Viburnum, Missouri. I would like to compliment

16 the preparers for the depth and thoroughness and overall

17 quality of this EIS, while at the 3ame time I do have some

18 comments and disagreements with certain portions of it.

19 Overall, this document satisfies NEPA,

20 National Environmental Policy Act, requirements. The EIS

21 will be a crucial guideline and useful reference for the

22 Doe Run Company while we attempt to find and develop ore

23 body in the lease area. It should also be useful to the

24 public in increasing the awareness of the lead mining

25 industry in Missouri, the specific issues affecting it, and

1

2

3

5

6

the importance of it to the economy and the security of our

country.

The first issue I would like to comment on is

the establishment of the corridors around trails, roads, and

highways, in which the development of the mine/raill

facility, haul road and tailings pond would be limited in

order to protect visual quality. Since my livelihood

depends upon the mining and processing the minerals, I

obviously do not find the sight of the mine/mill, the haul

road, or tailings pond to be objectionable.

I can see mine/mill facility, a haul road, and

a closed tailings pond from my yard. Part of a mine is

under my home. I not only work for the minerals industry,

I live with it. All of the Doe Run mine/mill facilities

at the Viburnum Trend, and those of the other companies, are

well built and well kept. Most are sited so they do not

intrude upon the landscape.

A facility on the lease area could be sited

and built in an unobtrusive, aesthetically pleasing manner

within a visual quality corridor without detracting from the

scenic nature of the area. I believe the EIS should be

changed to allow this possibility.

Mineral deposits are rare in nature. Ore

bodies are much rarer. The EIS as presently written could

prevent the development of an ore body because of the
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1 existence of trails, roads, and/or highways from which a

2 portion of the facility might be seen. Trails, roads, and

3 highways can be moved. Ore bodies cannot. Trails, roads,

4 and highways have been moved in the past for reasons much

5 less pressing than the existence of an ore body. Therefore,

6 the EIS should be changed to reflect the possibility of

7 moving trails, road3, and/or highways away from the

8 proposed facility that cannot be moved.

9 The second issue I would like to comment on is

10 tailings disposal. The tailings produced as waste by the

11 Doe Run Company are relatively inert, consisting primarily

12 of particles of dolomitic limestone, with trace amounts of

13 mineralization. This view is supported by the research

14 report entitled, A Study On the Possible Use of Chat and

15 Tailings in the Old Lead Belt of Missouri for Agricultural

16 Limestone. This is by Drs . Wixson, Gale, and Davies of the

17 University of Missouri at Rolla, and was submitted to the

18 Missouri Department of Natural Resources December. 1983.

19 This study concludes, and I quote, that

20 dolomitic limestone tailings in southeast Missouri in both

21 the old and new lead belts could be used as a cheap,

22 convenient substitute for agricultural limestone with

23 resultant environmental benefits, end of quote.

24 As we can surmise from such a conclusion, the

25 tailings produced by the Doe Run Company mills are not
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toxic. The tailings disposal methods chosen for use at a

potential operation on the lease area has yet to be chosen.

It cannot and should not be chosen until all of the site

specific conditions are known, and the size and richness of

the ore body has been determined.

The economic viability of any ore body on the

lease area will be determined mainly by the cost of tailings

disposal. All tailings disposal methods, no matter where

the operation is located, must now meet stringent regulatory

requirements regarding the siting, design, construction,

operation, and closure and post closure inspection and

maintenance.

Under the provision of the Comprehensive

Environmental Response. Compensation and Liability Act of

1980, the acronym being CERCLA, more commonly known as

Superfund, a mining company must consider the perpetual care

and maintenance of all tailings disposal facilities.

CERCLA makes the company generating a

contaminant, and any successor company, forever responsible

for the cleanup of any releases. The release of tailings

anywhere could be a business threatening disaster for a

mining company. Any tailings disposal method used on the

lease area, or anywhere else, will be evaluated by Doe Run

to ensure that the future existence of Doe Run, or the

parent companies, will not be threatened by a failure.
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Fiscal and environmental responsibility are

therefore on the same side of the ledger. Regulation and

self interest assure that any tailings disposal method

implemented will be responsible and reliable. All present

Doe Run operations are located in Missouri. The future of

the company is dependent upon the finding and development

of another lead deposit in Missouri. The best sites for

finding another such deposit are in the National Forest

lands in the southern part of the state.

The Doe Run Company will continue

prospecting in that portion of the 3tate, irregardless of

the presence or not presence of an ore body on the lease

I have some other minor editorial type

comments that I will submit in writing. I thank you for the

opportunity to participate and comment in this public

meeting.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Eric Hanson,

followed by Willis Smith.

22A MR. WILLIS SMITH: Good evening. My name is

Eric Hanson. I live here in St. Louis and I represent

myself. I would like to thank the panel for allowing me

this evening to make comments on the draft environmental

impact statement concerning Doe Run’s application for

mineral prospecting on the Mark Twain National Forest.
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The Mark Twain National Forest has just gone

through an extensive process of adopting a long range

forest management plan, which certainly outlines in great

detail the standards that the Forest Service wants to use

to manage each area of the Mark Twain National Forest for

the next ten or fifteen years.

Now, almost immediately after adopting this

forest plan, the Forest Service turns around and proposes

weakening the forest management plan so that Doe Run

essentially can be given an opportunity potentially to make

a lot of money by digging some' lead out of our forest land.

Now, the Forest Service’s plan, its forest

management plan, certainly isn’t perfect, but it was an

attempt and is an attempt by the Forest Service to balance

the multi uses of the forest. The plan is a compromise, a

compromise worked out over several years of public input,

and this public input was gained, and over this period of

time trust was developed between the public and between the

Forest Service.

If the Forest Service is going to modify this

compromise now, what that’s going to do I feel is put the

Forest Service in a position of losing a lot of public

trust, and that is very difficult to regain over a period of

time.

The present forest plan that has been adopted
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certainly recognizes the proposed lease application area,

along with the whole Eleven Point River drainage as an area

of historical, national, scenic significance, and hydro-

logic significance, certainly with the crown Jewels being

the Eleven Point and Greer Spring.

The present forest plan prohibits tailings

ponds, transmission corridors, gravel roads, mines, and

mine facilities in the proposed lease application area. So

the Forest Service by that very planning several years ago

admits that this area is important, and it is important to

protect it from mining. Now it has turned around and

changed its mind with the modified proposal, and along with

that you put your public trust into Jeopardy, I feel.

I certainly think that the reason the Forest

Service originally in their Forest Plan decided that this

area should be protected from mining was that they 3aw it

significant. Why did you change your mind? What has

caused this change to happen? I don't know, but it causes

an erosion of trust, because if we can’t trust that part of

the plan, if I can’t trust that as a citizen, then what

part of the forest plan can I trust?

It is a plan to manage the forest over a

period of time. If it’s going to be adopted radically

right in the beginning, then one wonders what one should

trust with respect to that plan.
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On Page V in the background portion of the

executive summary, there is a sentence, and I quote.

The Viburnum Trend is expected to produce at the present

levels to the year 2000, at which time it will rapidly

decline, end quote. I personally don’t have that data. I

don’t know where that data comes from. I don’t really know

that I am to accept this on faith. I've heard of

problems. There are many scare tactics. There are many

implications of shortages in many different resources.

There have been over many years, whether it be natural

resources, food, whatever.

Economics being what they are, I doubt that

that's the case. Also, just because Doe Run thinks it can

make money by opening a new lead mine in the proposed lease

area, that does not necessarily imply that the country

faces a lead supply shortage in the year 2000. There's no

relationship at all there, I contend. That would be like

saying that since a new shopping center is being built down

here on the corner right now that we have a national

shortage of shopping centers. I am not sure there’s any

correlation at all between the fact that Doe Run wants to

put a mine in and that there might be a possible national

shortage of lead here along the line someplace.

All I can see with respect to this is that

Doe Run thinks it can make some money, and that’s okay, but
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I don’t think It should make that money In the national

forest land at this time. The Forest Service Is charged

by the Weeks Act to protect the forest. Certainly timber

supply Is important, wildlife protection is Important, but

first and foremost the Weeks Act says that the land should

be protected.

I think lead mining does not necessarily best

protect the land. I urge that the Forest Service reject

Doe Run’s lease application, and if necessary, reconsider it

in ten or fifteen years. There might be time at that

instant to reconsider. Thank you for your time.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Willis

Smith, followed by George Reitzel.

23A MR. WILLIS SMITH: I live here in the St.

Louis Area, and I belong to one of the local gem and mineral

societies, and we believe in the conservation of our

natural resources, and education for the public for general

use, and I’m speaking for myself, not necessarily for

the Society.

I am real familiar with the area. I have

canoed on the Eleven Point, the Jacks Fork, and the Current

River. I’ve done a lot of fishing down in that area. I

am an avid hunter. I hunt the Mississippi, all over, as

well as all over the state. I’m also an avid rock hound,

and I have an extensive mineral collection, of which a lot
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of minerals from the Viburnum Trend are in that collection.

I have read a lot of the study reports from

the Viburnum Trend and some of the mining areas of the

state. I really think that the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management and the State people who were

involved in this study should be commended for this study.

I have never seen a more thorough study in draft form of

anything I’ve come across.

Also, I would like to comment, there was a lot

of misstatements in the Post-Dispatch. The Post-Dispatch

said there was only going to be a hundred Jobs, but the

study itself said there was going to be--it could lead to

800 mining Jobs, and if you count the indirect Jobs, there

was over 2000 Jobs, and I really think that studies of this

kind really ought to look more towards economic use of our

natural resources, and I think we ought to also look towards

more uses of resources. If we have these areas, we should

be able to hunt and fish there, and if there's other

economic uses of the area, I think that should also have a

prime consider- ation, and I really think we ought to

proceed with Alternative D. Comments on the report itself,

the economics section I think could probably be expanded,

and I heard several comments of others thinking that this

section ought to be expanded a little bit. I think I would

like to know, you know, what is the mineral needs forecast
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1 for maybe the next twenty, twenty-five years. I still think

2 we ought to proceed— if there is minerals in the area, know

3 that they’re there. Thank you.

4 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be George

5 Reitzel, followed by Martin King.

6 MR. GEORGE REITZEL: I live in the City of St.

7 24A MR. GEORGE REITZEL: I live in the City of

8 St. Louis, and I belong to NACCCA, it's the organization

9 of the old Civilian Conservation Corps. We have 130

10 chapters across the country, with a membership of about

11 33.000. Of course we were well represented in the Clark

12 National Forest back in the beginning.

13 I’ve been to Greer Springs and most of the

14 areas in that particular unit where the mining is going to

15 be. It’s a beautiful area, and we remember it well. Page

16 9 on your report, there above the number of mines, purpose

17 and need I think it is, it has listed nine mines, I think.

18 and only four of these is producing.

19 I’ve been to the West Fork mine lately, and

20 it isn't producing very much. It’s listed as producing.

21 Now, if the need--lf we need new lead mines I think we

22 could all agree we would be more than willing to go along

23 with it. but it seems to me that so many of the now open

24 mines in the area, mines that were open, were shut down, and

25 not the Fletcher Shaft especially. It’s one of the richest
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1 mines in the world. It’s shut down. It’s near West Fork.

2 I didn’t know whether any of the EPA people

3 knew about it, but there is the--ore is being smeltered at

4 the Glover smelter. I don’t know if that's Just for trial.

5 but it’s being smeltered there. We don’t feel— I happen to

6 have a small place downwind from the Viburnum smelter, and

6
7 I don’t feel I’m ready to take any of the fallout from

8 that ore that’s being smeltered there.

9 It seems that they picked one heck of a

10 place for this area. Isn’t that close to the McCormick

11 Recreational Area, that surrounds it, according to this

12 map I’ve got here? It looks like it ’3 right in the middle

13 of it.

14 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: It’s about three

15 miles north of it.

16 MR. GEORGE REITZEL: It was built expressly

17 for recreational purposes, and it’s outlined in the center

18 here, reference right lease application area. I don’t know

19 what that means, but it could mean that it’s right in that

20 area.

21 Well, anyway, I tried to mount some

22 opposition to this, and I was told that we should cool it,

23 that we wasn’t trying to make any enemies. Well, it’s

24 true, we wasn’t trying to make any enemies, but I have vote

0| 25 counted at our last meeting, Friday night, we had 40 people
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1 in attendance, Chapter 12 meeting. St. Louis, NACCA. 39 to

2 1 in opposition of the mining.

3 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Martin

4 King, followed by Jack Harris.

5 25A MR. MARTIN KING: My name is Martin King. I

6 live in St. Louis, but I moved here from Kentucky, who has

7 somewhat the same problems that these people have in the

8 coal mining area. But I speak as a fisherman, and I'm

9 quite concerned about the impact of any mining on the

10 aquifers, and also the runoff water that goes both into the

11 Eleven Point and into the Current River particularly.

12 Our fishing resources, particularly cold

13 water fishing resources, are extremely limited in the

14 State of Missouri, and I think anything that we do to

15 further curtail them is very injudicious, so that’s one

16 thing.

17 I keep hearing the people from the area

18 refer to the National Forest as though it was theirs. I

19 believe that that area was bought and paid for by the

20 taxpayers and it belongs to all the taxpayers. That’s the

21 end of my remarks. Thank you.

22 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Jack Harris,

23 followed by Christopher Keay

.

24 26A MR. JACK HARRIS: Good evening Mr. Chairman.

25 ladies and gentlemen. My name is Jack Harris, I'm the
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8| 25

chairman of the Ozark Chapter of the Cierra Club. That’s

the chapter that includes the State of Missouri. We have

4.500 members that are very interested in our natural

resources and environment. We would like to say we

appreciate the opportunity to comment this evening on the

draft EIS on hardrock mining.

As you know, we have requested an extension

of time to submit written comments, because we haven't had

time to thoroughly go through and examine all of the

details of this plan.

I’ll just give you a brief summary of some

of our concerns so far. We strongly urge formal adoption

of Alternative A, no mining. The national mineral situation

certainly does not require any additional risk of our

natural resources at this time. The most obvious of our

great resources have already been mentioned, but let me go

over again, they have been nationally designated of great

and serious value to all the entire nation, the whole

country, perhaps even the world, the Eleven Point National

Scenic River. Greer Spring, the Irish Wilderness, Ozark

Wilderness. Ozark National Scenic Riverways, and Big

Springs, and many of our open, undeveloped areas that we

need to further continue to develop as you have mentioned

in your management plan for the Mark Twain National Forest.

We would strongly recommend that you leave
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1 the plan like it is. As mentioned before, the plan does not

2 allocate management of mining in that particular area.

3 The draft EIS, within the time we’ve had to

4 look at it, clearly states that all of these values are

5 going to be subjected to various degrees of degradation or

6 threat, almost every one of them. And some of these, in

7 case some of you didn't get that far. are labeled by your

8 panel here, your experts, as unavoidable adverse effects,

9 which are permanent, many are permanent, some are long-term,

10 some are short-terms.

11 So there is not a question, even in your

12 minds, that this can be done without any impact to this

13 particular area. We concur that these are nationally

14 critical resources, that they are all at stake. We cannot

15 agree with the conclusion that mining is the best way to

16 manage them.

17 So we would just like to conclude that we

18 adopt Alternative A, no raining for this particular area.

19 Thank you.

20 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Christopher

21 Keay, followed by Drew Spanogle.

22 27A MR CHRIST0PHER KEAY Good evening. I

23 would like to state my opposition to Plan B. I don’t see

24 that the market Justifies the risk to the environment. The

25 only people who are going to make anything off of this are
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St. Joe Minerals and a few people who live in the area.

The few jobs that the mine would generate

are not going to lift the counties out of the depression,

and it’s not worth taking the chance of long-term damage to

the environment which could destroy the tourist industry

down there and maybe cost them more Jobs than they would

get out of a mine. I support Alternative C under the

present forest manual plan. Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Drew Spanogle,

followed by David Grossman.

28A MR. DREW SPANOGLE: My name is Drew Spanogle.

I’m speaking as a private citizen, and I think I have more

questions to ask than to suggest answers or anything.

It’s my impression that the U.S. Forest

Service represents all of us, and it is not a chamber of

commerce for one county. I would like to a3k the U.S.

Forest Service, ha3 a benefit cost analysis been done

regarding this plan? Any comment? A benefit cost analysis,

has one been done, something which is analytical, some

numbers rather than this subjective sort of thing we have

in this publication? Do we have an analytical approach?

Apparently not.

MR. KRIDELBAUGH: There is none.

MR DREW SPANOGLE: Is one intended to be

done? This is a pretty standard procedure with the Corps of
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1 Engineers, for example, when they’re going to put in a dam

2 or something, a BCA is usually done.

3 MR. MADDOX: One off the problems- -I don’t

4 If one was done or why not, but one of the things that’s

5 incredibly difficult to do is to quantify--well , as we

6 talked earlier, a lot of the issues had to do with

7 qualitative things, like quality of life in the Ozarks. and

8 it’s impossible to quantify. How would you put that into a

9 benefit cost analysis?

10 Sometimes--I ’m not saying whether we’re going

11 to do one or not, I don't know, but sometimes some of the

12 things that we’re wrestling with in this proposal are not

13 easily quantifiable, and that may make it very difficult to

14 do the classic quantitative benefit cost analysis.

15 MR. DREW SPANOGLE: I do agree. However.

16 there are certain aspects which can be quantified. For

17 example, if we have a certain number of Jobs created, a

18 certain income, this is a quantifiable thing. On the other

19 side, if there are negative aspects to the tourism industry.

20 these are quantifiable things. I do think that this would

21 be worthwhile.

22 Let me speak about the economic aspects. I

23 know each project, each mining operation is different. One

24 thing we have to go by is the historical, what has happened

25 to former lead mining operations.
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1 Has anyone ever been to Pitcher, Oklahoma, or

2 Galena, Kansas? These economic boom towns are really

3 roaring. I believe somebody mentioned a country club. I

4 think the country club in Pitcher. Oklahoma consists of

5 sliding down a tailings pile on a piece of scrap metal.

6 This is something which I think should be

7 reflected. Lead mining is a primary metal, subject to

8 world prices, and fluctuation in world prices tends to cause

9 rapid fluctuation in employment and local economic benefits.

10 Another issue I would like to mention is we

11 have assurances of protection of local water supply. Were

12 these assurances in place when we had a 3pill in Big

13 River? Does anyone have any knowledge of that? We had a

14 tailings pond flow into the Big River. Chuck, are you

15 familiar with that one?

16 You still aren’t supposed to eat certain

17 fish out of the Big River because of heavy metal

18 contamination.

19 MR. TRYON: Tom Lang, (phonetic spelling)

20 are you still here?

21 (No response.)

22 MR. TRYON: Tom Lang, for those of you who

23 don’t know him. is at least one of the Department of

24 Natural Resources representatives who was here tonight but

25 did not speak. You had better address your question to a
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1 Department of Natural Resources water quality person,

2 Drew

.

3 MR DREW SPANOGLE: You know, what happened

4 at Big River has happened, and do we have any assurances

5 that something like this won’t happen again? I don’t know.

6 I couldn’t get it out of the report.

7 Again, the U.S. Forest Service is supposed

8 to represent all of us, not a local area, not a regional

9 area, and I would like to see an analysis which gives us an

10 indication, is it the best for all of us. Thank you.

11 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is David

12 Grossman, followed by Thomas Hadley.

13 29A MR. DAVID GROSSMAN: Hello. My name is

14 David Grossman. I think a lot of people have testified

15 already as to the incredible scenic beauty of this area

16 of the Ozarks. an area of national significance because of

17 that beauty, because of the scenic resource, environmental

18 resource it offers

19 And yet what this panel is suggesting that we

20 do is spin that roulette wheel and gamble it all away for a

21 resource of unknown value, and I think that’s really what

22 the final issue is here, is taking a known resource, a

23 known value, and trying to replace it or trying to spend it

24 on something whose value we do not know.

25 The Environmental Impact Statement itself

1

2

3

4

5

indicates that there is a significant danger, that there

are significant risks to the enterprise it is suggested we

endeavor in. It admits that there is an uncertainty of the

value of the lead, and the recoverability of the economic

value of that lead.

I would further like to reiterate a previous

comment that there is no reasonable way to arrive at the

preferred conclusion on the basis of the arguments

presented in the statement. I think the question becomes

really, would we gamble away other scenic resources?

Would we dam the Grand Canyon if we could

make fifty jobs? Would we harness the power of

Yellowstone? And would we drill oil in the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge?

I think these are all questions that we deal

with here on a regular basis, and they are questions to

which the American public resoundingly responds, No, and I

would like to suggest that there be no leasing in the

proposed area.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Thomas Hadley.

30A MR. THOMAS HADLEY; I haven’t had time to

really look the proposal over, but I have a question of the

panel. I want to know what assurance will these people here

from the local area get the 800 jobs? Have you

investigated that? It don't look like you have.
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Here's these people up here that are wanting

Jobs, and you've done everything except what’s really

important to them. That schoolteacher over there is wanting

a Job. Doe Run will come in down there, and they’ll hire

people from other states and other places and not hire

these local people, unless you assure them.

Now. that’s what I want to know. The

question should be in when you write a contract, will you

be assured that the people in the area in those counties

affected will get those jobs? You can do that when you

write your lease. It’s Just like all contracts, because I

work for a contractor, and I'm faced every day with

requirements for equal employment, from the federal

government no less, and I want to be sure that you consider

this in your report.

I don't trust Doe Run to do this. You’re

going to have to make them do it. I would like to see you

add something like that to your report, to give us some

basi3 or some assurance before I can support one way or

another the mining activities and something that’s very

important to our people in this country Thank you.

MR. VOGT The next speaker will be Daniel

Lehocky, followed by Donovan Larson.

31A MR. DANIEL LEHOCKY: I am a resident of

St. Loui3. I’m not a native, however. I came to Missouri
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1 from Wisconsin in 1972 to get a Job. I didn’t care to

2 leave Wisconsin. Wisconsin is a beautiful state, rolling

3 hills, forests. I grew up there. I enjoyed the

4 environment there. I grew up outside of a little town

5 near Milwaukee.

6 Unfortunately, the countryside 1 used to

7 enjoy as a child is no longer there as a result of economic

8 development destroying it.

9 I would like to confine my comments to some

10 points about the draft EIS itself. In the draft EIS the

11 Forest Service identifies Alternative D, limited leasing,

12 as the preferred option from a range of five alternatives.

13 A great deal of detail is provided in describing each of

14 the alternatives and their impacts. This is entirely

15 appropriate in view of the stakes involved in the potential

16 scale of mining activities, and I certainly would like to

17 compliment the authors of these different descriptions. I

18 found them quite interesting, and actually very upsetting.

19 But for the same reason, you would also

20 expect equally detailed information on the choice made, a

21 section by itself where an explanation is given of how the

22 Forest Service came to choose Alternative D as the preferred

23 option rather than any of the other four. No where did I

24 find 3uch a section explaining the Forest Service's choice.

25 And such a section is needed, because to me
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at least, the plain and most obvious conclusion to draw

from the study is Alternative A. no leasing.

Two aspects of the document stand out in

support of this view. First, the nearly forty pages,

seemingly endless pages, describing the hair-raising

possibilities of environmental impacts that could result

from mineral exploration. It should be noted, and it has

not been emphasized in previous comments, that many of these

impacts are possible even after mitigation. This is some-

thing totally acknowledged and identified by the Forest

Service itself

.

So if you look at this alone, you wonder why

the leasing is being considered at all. So here you expect

to find some help by looking at the section on economics.

The presumed need for doing all this is the need for lead

But when we turn to the section where we expect to find a

roaring defense of the need, we actually find a whimper.

The facts cite at all points to a weak

future market, and the gentleman before quoted the

concluding paragraph of that section, which clearly

indicated this fact.

You might also note that projected increases

in demand is stated in a very tentative fashion. It says,

Thus, on a whole--this is on Page 58, by the way—a rate of

increase in domestic lead demand of something less than one
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percent per year would not be surprising. That’s not a

very strong statement

But even though it is the Forest Service

itself which presents these considerations, it comes to

nearly the opposite conclusion, allow leasing on over 50

percent of the study area Why? What criteria and weights

were used in making the decision?

Now this issue to some extent has already

been addressed by previous speakers, and it was noted

before, and I can appreciate this fact, it's difficult to

quantify, it’s difficult to identify those particular

factors that the Forest Service is supposed to look at in

making a decision.

Nonetheless, this is something very important

to do, and the Forest Service does seem to come somewhere

close to that. On Page 24 there is a figure, which is

called, Summary of Environmental Impacts by Alternatives.

Under it they have a key. They have unmitigated effects,

mitigated effects, no effect, positive effect, and then

they list them for each alternative, B through E, which

represent development scenarios.

At the close, or at the very end of this

chart, there are two columns called, Summary of Effects.

Cumulative Effects. If you look under each of those

headings for these alternatives, they come out, unmitigated.
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1 unmitigated, unmitigated, unmitigated, unmitigated,

2 unmitiaged, unmitigated.

3 If the Forest Service is using any kind of

4 criteria for deciding, and this table certainly seems to

5 suggest it, what you want to conclude from this table is

6 no leasing development.

7 If, however, you read the associated text

8 that accompanies this section, to me the tone of it

9 suggests the following principle is at work in the thinking

10 of the Forest Service. I will state it in this fasion.

11 Except perhaps for timber production, mineral development

12 has priority among uses of the forest. And this seems to

13 be contrary to the position of the Forest Service as a

14 multi use agency.

15 Therefore, the role of the Forest Service and

16 the Environmental Impact Study process is not to decide

17 whether mineral leasing should or should not occur, but

18 simply to decide how to minimize its effect. And this, it

19 seems to me, is inappropriate for the Forest Service to do.

20 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Donovan

21 Larson, followed by Wilma Kennel 1.

22 (Mr. Larson apparently was not present.

)

23 32A MS. WILMA KENNELL: My name is Wilma Kennell,

24 spelled with two "Is". The desire for lead mining

25 undoubtedly is due to the doubling of the price of lead
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1 from 19 cents a pound in 1985 to 42 cents a pound currently.

2 Considering business coming to Shannon and

3 Oregon Counties. I would like to see an analysis of money

4 gained from tourism in these counties as opposed to the

5 money gained from the mining Jobs, which would not last

6 forever. What would be the cost of lead development in the

7 loss of tourism when the trend is mined?

8 Why is it that several places in Arkansas

9 made the list of best places to retire to? Could not some

10 town is southern Missouri develop places in which people

11 from Chicago, et cetera, would like to retire to? Mining

12 isn't the only activity to provide Jobs. Sometimes one

13 wonders if it is because we are strangers that the people

14 in out state Missouri do not welcome us.

15 Considering the need for lead, there are some

16 questions that I have. Is the increase in the price of

17 lead and the possible desire to increase battery exports the

18 motive behind this? Right now we export 2,233,000

19 batteries. Each battery has 20.6 pounds of lead. The lead

20 we export in these batteries is 22,000 metric tons.

21 Compounds for gasoline U3e 98,000 metric tons

22 of lead. These additives are being phased out, reducing

23 this demand. In 1985 80 to 82 percent of lead batteries

24 were being recycled. In 1986 566 metric tons of lead were

25 refined from scrap
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1 I would like to see an analysis of what

2 percent of possible lead sources were recycled to get this

3 566 metric tons. What is the potential for recycling?

4 What will be the impact of developments such as rapid

5 rayo (phonetic spelling) in cities such as St. Louis,

6 Portland. Oregon, Pittsburg, San Francisco, et cetera, on

7 the demand for lead batteries?

8 There was an article that appeared in the

9 paper--well. it was quite a few years ago, namely 1974, by a

10 researcher at the University of Columbia, who found

11 retardation of children in the Lead Belt. This was

12 stopped- -his studies were stopped, and nobody knows why.

13 Several of us on a local committee tried to contact him.

14 If I were living in that area, lead mining is

15 the last thing I would want my children exposed to.

16 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Mark

17 Grimmer, followed by Richard Orr.

18 33A MR. MARK GRIMMER: My name is Mark Grimmer.

19 As I look around at my neighbors, I think I’m the only

20 person here who lives in the study area itself. I came up

21 here to make a statement, and I've been listening to other

22 people talk and kind of writing things down.

23 I have a couple of questions. This guy who

24 was from Viburnum went on about how good it was there. Is

25 this the town where they take the water from an old mine and
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use it for their drinking water?

UNIDIENTIFIED SPEAKER: It meets State

specifications

.

MR. MARK GRIMMER: I would Just like to make a

comment about this. This is just secondhand. I don't

really know this for sure, but the superintendents of the

Winona school Just the other day told me that Viburnum does

have the highest rate of mental retardation in the State of

Missouri, and that the Missouri Mental Health directly

located that the source of this was lead in the water of the

City of Viburnum. That's one point.

My neighbors down here are pretty hard on

these city people about littering the rivers and trashing

the woods I’ve been living down here for 14 years, and I

have to say that some of you guys are a little rude, get a

little drunk, and aren’t really fun to be around. But in

general, most of you folks pretty all right

I don't understand why the locals are so

trusting of the government now to take care of us. We've

never trusted them before, and one of the guys that was here

was a timberman. and I watch the trees go out all day long.

When I first lived down there the trees that went out were

this big around. (Indicating.) Now the trees that go out

are this big around. (Indicating smaller.) I don’t know

what that means, but it doesn't seem like the government is
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doing too good with that.

There was a mistake in the book, or an

omission in the book. It’s not very important, but I would

like to make a note of it. about wildlife, you didn’t

include Eastern Diamondback Rattlesnakes. Not that that

matters, but they’re there.

I was involved in the Irish Wilderness fight,

and a lot of the locals didn’t like it because of the

timber, and whatever And my friends and neighbors who 3aid

they love the woods so much are the same guys that are going

in there and burning the woods, because they can’t have it

for themselves.

But all things considered, I love ray

neighbors. I think they're good folks. I think they need

Jobs, I really do think they need Jobs, but I don’t think a

lead mine is going to give us jobs. I really don’t.

Now I would like to read my statement. I am

here as a representative of the people who live in the study

area We were willing to trade the economic advantages of

urban life for the life of solitude and unpolluted air and

water.

It is obvious from a review of this draft that

there will be a definite negative reaction on the study

area, and that our government is willing to risk the strong

possibility, and I think that ’
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environmental disaster for an even much larger area. If

this happens, there’s not going to be anymore suckers

gigged. Nobody's going to eat anything out of those rivers

anymore. In fact, tourists aren’t going to want to float in

their inner tubes or whatever. They’re not going to bring

anymore money down here.

But the importance of this draft, what I

really came here to say, is not what this draft is saying,

but what it fails to say. First of all, it doesn’t

demonstrate the side-by-side dollar comparison of the

long-term timber and tourism potential versus the short-

term boom and bust economy of mining.

In our fight for the creation of the Irish

Wilderness, our figures, which I gave a long time ago to our

so-called representative. Bill Emerson, show tourism will be

a source of income that will become more and more valuable

with time for our kids and our grandkids and everybody else

that lives there, and that mining would actually be an

economic loss to the area.

I think that this next draft or this final

should do what this other fellow said, let’s have some sort

of economic evaluation.

Second, it doesn’t tell us that the existing

mines right now are on public land because the leases are

cheaper than they would be on private land. Why doesn’t the
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mine look on the private lands between the forest lands that

they’ve got mining on now and the forest lands that they

have coveting eyes cast upon? Furthermore, why aren’t these

test results from bore holes on public land made public?

They should be public information if they come from public

land

Also, what percentage of the mining profits

actually go to the people of the area, as compared to the

share of the profits that the mining company takes out of

the area.

Third, it doesn’t tell us what the actual

twenty-year lead reserves are. The U.S. Bureau of Mines

estimates 16 million metric tons, while the mining company

says it’s only 6.6 million tons. Who do you draft

endorsers believe? Do you believe your fellow government

people, or do you believe Doe Run?

Besides, what will the needs for the lead be

in the future? Will batteries still be made from lead, or

will they be from nickel, iron, or plastic? That’s the

new technology. Twenty years from now they probably won’t

even be using lead in batteries anymore.

We need to have an independent study and

evaluation of the future needs and the current reserves of

lead before we allow the destruction of an irreplacable

natural resource. 9| 2

I’m not endorsing any plan. I think this

thing should be checked out. I don’t think anybody has

checked it out. I think you guys have written a report

that says it's going to be a disaster, and just go on ahead

and do what you want

.

I’m a guy who lives in the study area. I’m

going to have a mine for my neighbors. Finally, it doesn't

address the fate of the study area residents. Will the

mining company be willing to compensate the people’s losses

who live in the study area?

Mining will be a total perversion of the life-

style goals, and a definite threat to their mental health

and well being. Man, I mean the ISIS (phonetic spelling)

report says that it’s going to kill the trees in the area.

What do you think it’s going to do to us?

Will the mining company be willing to

relocate us to another area of comparable unpolluted

environment?

So in summary, this draft has not demonstrated

the need for a hasty finalization of the study. It offers

no solution to the problem of tailings storage, and it

hasn't revealed a need to lease land at this time, unless

its real purpose is to try to get these leases issued while

the Reagan administration is still in power.

This administration’s record on environmental
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1 issues is bordering on criminal. In short, we don't want

2 the last vestige of unpolluted land in Missouri to be

3 sacrificed to the corporate lawyer's god of greed.

4 Thank you

.

5 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Richard

6 Orr. followed by Dave Schmidt.

? 34A MR. RICHARD ORR: Boy. talk about a tough act

8 to follow. My name is Richard Orr. and I'm going to make

9 some fairly general statements about this whole issue, and

10 later on submit some more detailed criticisms of the draft

11 EIS statement, which I do feel is severely flawed.

12 I am a resident of a rural part of Jefferson

13 County, Missouri, and a life-long Missouri resident. I've

14 also been a resident of Crawford County for many years, and

15 I recognize the concerns of a lot of the people of the

16 local area down around the area in question. It is tough to

17 make a living in such areas. I know firsthand this is true.

18 I stuck it out for about five years in Crawford County and

19 finally had to give it up and move closer in.

20 But I would like to remind these people of a

21 couple different points, one of which is they should accept

22 the fact that the Mark Twain National Forest in that area

23 is owned by all the citizens in the United States, and not

24 just the ones who live close by.

25 I would also like to make a point that there
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are people, such as the previous speaker, who live in the

area, and undoubtedly has a difficult time of making a

really good living by city standards, but does persevere

and try to do what's best for the area as a whole. I did

the same thing. I fought for the trees around Crawford

County when the Meramec Dam controversy was raging.

Now, being a resident of Jefferson County, one

of the local recreational resources that we have is the

Big River, which has been mentioned earlier by a couple of

other speakers. One of the speakers also mentioned what a

wonderful river the Black River in southern Missouri is

despite the presence of numerous mines in the watershed.

Well, I feel while that is a valid

observation, another one should surely be the terrible

shape of the Big River from the lead mining that ha3

occurred in that area. And to make a little more specific

my thoughts on that, I would like to say the history of lead

mining in Missouri has left us with the sad legacy of

thousands of acres of ruined land, polluted streams,

poisoned fish, wildlife, and undoubtedly people.

Even the most casual observer cannot help

but see the havoc wrought on the landscape of the now

mostly completed lead belt district, with its towering

slag heaps, huge expanses of dirty tailings, contained

behind shoddy dams with a long history of leakage, and
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breaking, and permanently fouling the once pristine Big

River for many miles downstream, probably all the way to

St. Louis.

Many area residents have found, as have I,

that the Big River is one of the very best fishing rivers in

the state. Unfortunately, we cannot eat our catch without

taking the very real and great risk of poisoning ourselves

with lead. Sadly, many people take such risks regularly.

The Eleven Point River, which will end up with

much of the runoff from the proposed mining sites in the

3tudy area, is a nationally famous, federally designated,

wild and scenic river, as well as a blue ribbon trout

stream. Do we really want to take such a risk with such a

national treasure? I don't think so. I believe we are

playing with fire here, and playing is probably the right

word since I see no evidence that the Forest Service has

acted responsibly in this matter.

Such risks seem all the less warranted since

the demand and prices for lead are, and expected to remain,

comparatively low in the foreseeable future. It’s not as

though we were talking about national security here.

One would have to be living in a vacuum not

to be aware of the tremendous political pressure being

exerted on the Forest Service and other government agencies

charged with protecting our federal lands to lean strongly

towards the demands of pro-development groups and

Industries who have a long history of trashing our national

heritage, a boom and bust, grab and run, get rich quick

scheme

.

Proposals such as the one we are posing today

are being repeated in thousands of other places in the

country, and only by speaking our minds clearly and loudly

can we as private citizens stand a chance of being heard by

those in power, whose decisions have such a profound impact

on the pristine natural beauty left in our national forest.

Just such a place is the area in question,

parts of Oregon, Carter, and Shannon Counties, which

contain all the historic, but not officially recognized,

true Irish Wilderness.

Finally, I don’t feel that from a thoughtful

reading of the draft EIS one can conclude that mining

should be carried out in this area. Therefore, I would like

to go on record as stating that I believe Alternative A is

the only one that can seriously be considered at this time.

Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Dave

Schmidt, followed by Mark Shylanski.

35A MR. DAVE SCHMIDT: My name is Dave Schmidt,

but tonight you can look upon me as John Q. Missourian. I

think I represent a wide cross-section of Missourians when
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I state that I have no connections with mining interests.

I do not own land or businesses in the Mark Twain National

Forest area which would benefit from raining. I have a

Missourian '

3

proven respect for the environment, and I am

a voter.

Now I've made this outline of the average

Missourian, and I think a good majority of the people here

fit that outline. But I want to stress that this is not a

socioeconomic issue. The central issue, the central issue

we’re talking about tonight is not achievements of high

school teams . nor the percent of residents on Medicaid, or

even the possible uses of tailings of dolomite.

The central issue is what effect mining on

the area will have in our national park wilderness.

Some years ago I visited a friend’s southeast

Missouri land. There was a quarry operation nearby. An

entire hilltop was inundated with dirt roads on which

traveled several trucks. Trucks filled the air with dust,

and the rumble was heard for kilometers around. The

surrounding area could only be called spoiled wilderness.

I maintain that it was a scene only enjoyable

by an industrial research development company, such as Doe

Run Mining Company. A similar situation would happen if

mining interests were allowed to take over Mark Twain

National Forest, based on apocryphal economic benefits,
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undeniable environmental damage and projected decreasing

lead uses.

I would like to leave you with a statement.

When the last tree is burned, the last fish dies, the last

spring runs black, you will realize you can't eat money.

Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Mark

Shylanski, followed by Charles Reitzel.

36A MR. MARK SHYLANSKI: Hello. My name is Mark

Shylanski . I have been a resident of Missouri most of my

life. I have seen various areas around the country, though,

in extensive travel, and I think we’ve got a real Jewel here

in Missouri.

I would 3ay if I were trying to describe to

someone from another part of the country what I thought

best exemplified what Missouri had to offer. I would point

to those pure Ozark streams and those wooded hillsides.

I have a particularly fond spot in my heart for the area

we’re talking about.

Yet it sounds like the Forest Service is

ready to sell out the unique beauty of the Missouri Ozarks

at a pretty cheap price. The damage to this national

treasure could last forever, worsening the lives of whole

generations of Americans.

The benefit to a mining company and its
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prospective employees is miniscule in comparison. If the

Forest Service responds to the interest of its full

constituency, which consits of 250 million Americans and

their future descendants, instead of mining company

lobbyists, they will reconsider what their leasing plan is.

Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Charles

Reitzel, followed by Arthur Muhs

.

37A MR. CHARLES REITZEL: I'm a St. Louis

resident, and I’ve lived here about seven years. Prior to

that I lived on the East Coast. And I’m sure it’s a

problem. I’m not quite as well informed, but on the East

Coast town after town for the last ten years has been

finding out that their groundwater is polluted by heavy

metals or toxic waste.

And certainly they have complex hydrology on

the East Coast, but none to compare to the hydrology of

Missouri. The geology here is of a particularly unique

character. And as people have said tonight, the ground-

water goes right down to sources which we don't know and

from places we don’t know.

It seems to me that in spite of the strength

of federal regulations, in spite of the best intentions and

good management of the Doe Run Company, to which I know

nothing about, things could happen for which we could never
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recover from. Once lead has spread throughout the aquifer

that lies beneath this region, there's no way to get it

back. There’s no way to get the lead back into the neat

pile it started in.

I guess I feel much the same as Dave

Grossman, who spoke earlier, we’re trading a known quantity

for a big risk, which many people have said tonight, and

it seems reasonable, the risk is not a good one. It

doesn’t seem like there’s much to be gained, and why do it?

Thank you.

MR. VOGT; The next speaker is Arthur Muhs,

followed by Steve Uffmann. Arthur Muhs doesn't appear to

be present, so Steve Uffmann is up next then.

38A MR. STEVE UFFMANN: I'll be brief at any rate.

My name is Steve Uffmann. I’m presently a resident of St.

Louis. I’ve lived elsewhere. I have a rural background. I

previously worked for the USDA. I’m a natural resource and

agricultural economist. If anything, I'm representing

myself and the profession of natural resource economists.

I don't like what I saw in the EIS. I am, by

the way, and adamant supporter of the EIS provisions. I

would like to thank you all for being here, and thank you

for the opportunity to speak. This hearing is a celebration

of democracy, especially on the anniversary of our

constitution.
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1 What w© need here is a complete economic

2 analysis that's been previously mentioned. That’s

3 dictated by the need for objectivity. We have to make a

4 socioeconomic decision. And in doing so. we have to

5 appraise reality.

6 What we do in that kind of analysis is we make

7 a comparison of the gainers and losers on a national level.

8 We’re talking about marginal increase in production in a

9 mineral resource which is very little or very slowly

10 increasing in demand, and those trends are expected to

11 continue in the foreseeable future.

12 In that comparison we account for all costs

13 and benefits over time. Typically the federal government

14 is required to do that over fifty years, as stated in the

15 principles and guidelines. What you'll find if you look

16 closely is that tourism has surpassed agriculture and

17 extraction industries in Missouri and nationally as a whole.

18 What we would be doing perhaps is

19 jeopardizing the growth of tourism, with once again, a

20 marginal increase in the extraction industry. I would also

21 like to point out that those hard to quantify things are

22 possible. I suggest you look in the principles and guide-

23 lines and review the section entitled, Contingent

24 Valuation.

25 A great deal of what's been said tonight
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deals with contingent valuation or option demand, what most

of the environmental people have been talking about here

tonight. I suspect that some of the people that authored

the document have not done their homework.

One thing I would like to point out is the

Forest Service has made the mistake in the recent past of

preserving or engendering local economic activity out West.

I’m sure you’re all familiar with the co3t of timber

extraction as opposed to the value of the timber. That's

exactly what we’re dealing with here. We don’t need to

make that kind of mistake in Missouri.

Once again, back to the basics, we’re

comparing gainers and losers. We’re talking about

publicly-owned resources, so we have to consider the

economy, and every man, woman, and child in this country,

not just the voters. We have to talk about contingent

valuation, option demand, and generations to come.

This is a very, very precious and valuable

natural resource. Just because of your studies involved,

we don’t want to throw away objective analysis. We don’t

want to throw it out the window.

So that’s about all I have to say. In that

regard. I suggest Alternative A. and send the people back

to the drawing board.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be John
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1 Karel, followed by our last registered speaker, William

2 Foulkis

.

3 39A MR. JOHN KAREL: Thank you very much. I

4 appreciate the opportunity to be here. I had not intended

5 to speak originally, but the events of the evening have

6 inspired me to make a comment or two. Basically, because

7 of the latene33 of the hour, it will be very brief. Three

8 general observations.

9 First of all, in regard to the work that you

10 the panel has done, I had the privilege and opportunity to

11 comment on it at an earlier time when you were doing some

12 scoping, and I have several discussions that I want to Just

13 record for the benefit of those that still remain in the

14 audience that I felt like you treated the public very

15 responsibly and very fairly, and I appreciate that very

1 6 much

.

17 Having gotten that out of the way, however,

18 I think you should be aware that out of that process there

19 has been very little dissent over the basic fundamental

20 facts that face us on this issue. The resources that have

21 been identified by Congress and by the State of Missouri,

22 by the people of the United States, as being outstanding in

23 that area, are outstanding for their natural, historical,

24 and cultural value. That is a consensus that has been

25 built up, starting with the Weeks Law acquisition of those

1 lands, continuing through the passage of the Clean Water

2 Acts and Clean Air Acts, the designation of the Ozark

3 National Scenic Riverways in 1964. the designation of the

4 Eleven Point River as a charter member of the National Wild

5 and Scenic River System in 1968, and the designation of the

6 Irish Wilderness in 1984.

7 That is a consensus that you have sent into

8 that panel, admitted that your proposed development would

9 degrade those resources, and ladies and gentlemen, you don’t

10 have the legal right to do that. You have reached a

11 conclusion that in my opinion is not only a bad resource

12 decision, it’s illegal.

13 Now, I hope that you take some of that input

14 that you’ve received here tonight and weigh it in.

15 The second observation I would like to make

16 to the good people of Shannon County that have come down

17 here, or up here I should say, I feel that we probably have

18 a difference of opinion, and I don’t think that there’s

19 anything necessarily wrong with that, but I do feel that

20 before you make a strong commitment, being 100 percent in

21 favor of this lead development, you need to go and take

22 that fellow up there's advice from Viburnum, and go and

23 talk to the people of Viburnum. And talk to the chamber

24 of commerce types, and talk to the lobbyists for the

25 mineral industry, but also talk to the welfare agents in
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1 Iron County.

2 And if you really want an eye-opener, go talk

3 to the welfare agents in St. Francis County and Washington

4 County. Find out if it took all the people off the welfare

5 rolls when a mining industry blessed those counties with

6 their presence and their exploitation.

7 And then talk to the people who have been told

8 by the State Health Department that they can’t eat the fish

9 in the Big River because it’s been polluted from the lead

10 tailings. And then make your final decision.

11 The final observation I would like to make is

12 to all those urban environmentalists out there who have

13 heard themselves described in various ways in the earlier

14 part of the evening, including a description as being

15 organized pressure groups. Well, ladies and gentlemen, I

16 submit to you that you don’t even know how to begin to be

17 an organized pressure group.

18 I was handed tonight a copy of a newspaper

19 from Shannon County called the Current Wave, the masthead

20 of which reads, Shannon County First, The World Afterwards.

21 The lead story in this was a description of how there was

22 going to be a bus organized to take people to St. Louis to

23 help to ensure that this mining thing came through.

24 Now, I would defend to the death the right of

25 the people anywhere in the State of Missouri or any other
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state in this great country of ours to do exactly that, but

you're not the only people who are in the business of

defending your interests, and you shouldn’t be ashamed of

it.

In fact, I think you should be encouraged by

the fact that there is a consensus, not only in this state,

but in this country, to protect these resources, and these

ladies and gentlemen have made a very bad mistake. It’s

not a final mistake. They can still go back and redo that

draft. It is a draft Environmental Impact Statement, but

stick together and keep the faith, because you’re right

and they're wrong, and we can still win this battle.

40A MR. WILLIAM FOULKIS: My name is William

Foulkis, and I am definitely against mining in any national

forest, as are most of the people here, but then again,

I’m not from Winona.

I’ve heard a lot of Us versus Them since I

got here. In all conscious you can't do something that

although will save the national forest from any kind of

destruction, might leave these people high and dry.

You have to look at it for some sort of

solution that will help those people get along and get the

situation resolved. And so if you write a letter to the

Forest Supervisor, write a letter to Texas Instruments, or

if you write a letter to the Forest Supervisor, write a
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letter to IBM. Write a letter to someone who can do

something else besides mine in this area, something that

won’t cause hazardous effects to your health.

Have the chamber of commerce, have the Forest

Supervisor, have the state legislature write IBM. or have

them write Honda. We buy them, we can build them. There

are a lot of solutions that will let them have the Jobs they

need and won’t affect the environment adversely. Thank you.

MR. VOGT: That is the end of the

registered comments. Is there anybody here that would like

to make a comment now that didn’t sign up before? I would

like to open the floor for additional comments if anybody

would like to. Go ahead, sir.

41A MR. BOB CRICK (Phonetic spelling): My name

is Bob Crick. My comment was only this, I think that there

are a lot of people here in this audience that didn’t

realize, that maybe have never been to anything like this,

and didn't realize that their comments were going to go on

record.

I think a lot of people felt it would be much

more informal than this, and they didn't know that they

would be recorded by a court reporter, and that they would

be written down, as you people are doing.

I have a question for the panel, are the

comments of these people--are you going to be assessing
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these comments on the numbers of these comments, or on the

quality of these comments, or how? Has it become like a

referendum, that the more people that express an opinion,

either verbal or written to you, one way or another, how

does that affect the outcome of thi3?

MR. VOGT; The comments are all weighed by

the value of the individual comment, not by the number of

people that have voted one way or the other.

MR. BOB CRICK: So it’s more of a quality

type of situation rather than a quantity?

MR. VOGT: True.

MR. BOB CRICK: I think that a lot of people

here probably don’t know that, and would feel that

perhaps even a 3hort note to that address, or to whomever,

one way or the other--if you really want to express an

opinion one way or the other, I think that some sort of

note to that address would be welcome, and probably would

do a lot of good, whichever way you feel on this issue.

I just wanted to bring that up, because I

think a lot of people here, like myself, were not aware

that this would be a3 formally structured as it is.

Thank you.

42A MR. JACK MULLEN: Mr. Chairman, Panel, ray

name is Mullen, Jack Mullen. I am also a member of the

CCCs of long ago. And I just want to bring out a point.
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The pollution of noise, of the trucks, of the mills, of

everything else down in the area, and I’m thoroughly,

completely against any mining in that beloved area of mine.

I feel like I own it personally. I love it

down there. I try to get there every chance I get. I'm a

St. Louisian. I am indeed. I have a family of four, and

my youngest one now, as compared to what they were saying,

if you pollute the area, he’ll fight you. He’ll tear your

Jaw apart. He will. The other three feel the 3ame way.

I don’t think they’re that combative, though. Myself, the

same way. I taught them that, because we were camping down

there all over the area, and my buddy and I, when we went

fishing down that way, we left it better than the way we

found it. We did indeed.

We didn’t pollute at not time, nowhere. And

the mining, to my way of thinking, because I was up in

Wisconsin, I lived in a mining area there, and I was down

in the lead mine, and I remember as a young boy the noise,

the noise of that stamping mill, the noise of everything

else, including the trucks. What do you think those noisy

trucks day in and day out are going to do to the

roads down there?

What do you think it’s going to do? It’s

going to destroy those roads down there to where the people

who really enjoy the area now will not be able to get into
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polarized group this evening. There have been a lot of

people for Proposition B, there have been a lot of people

for Proposition A, and not a lot of talk about the Forest

Plan itself.

I was involved in some of the Forest Plan

development in the national forest in Wisconsin, and we

faced a lot of the same questions there, so I’m sure that

the process down here was a long, drawn out compromise

with a lot of different interests.

I personally feel strongly that Proposition

A is best in the long-term for the most amount of people,

but I also see the need for compromise. This is a

democracy. We inherently compromise, so we get to the

point where not all of us are happy. Probably none of us

is very happy at all.

It’s been interesting tonight. There’s been

a lot of applause. I’ve applauded for people for

Proposition A. I haven’t applauded for anyone for

Proposition B, but I have heard a lot of applause for both

of them, and not a lot for C. That speaks to me as a

pretty good compromise, probably.

I also haven’t heard any good reason for

scuttling a plan that has already cost the taxpayers of

this country I don’t know how many thousands of dollars.

So I guess what I leave you with is, we Just

1 it, because that’s very hilly country. Some of you have

2 been down there. It’s bumpy It’s a hard place to get

3 into.

4 And not only that, but the effect on those

5 lovely, lovely springs like Big Spring and Round Spring.

6 and Greer, the Eleven Point River, they need to be left

7 alone. They float on it. yes, and they pollute it, too.

8 but maybe they can learn as they go along. I thank you

9 very much

.

10 MR. VOGT: Does anyone want to comment?

» 43A MR. STEVE KIDWELL: Thank you for

12 accommodating me. My name is Steve Kidwell, and I am a

13 resident of this neighborhood, a couple blocks away. Just

14 a couple comments about this evening and about the EIS

15 process in general.

16 I’m not quite as naive I guess as some people,

17 having worked for the Department of Natural Resources in

18 Wisconsin. I’ve seen this sort of thing several times.

19 environmental impact statements, especially in its draft

20 form. It comes out with a bunch of impacts, and then

21 somewhere at the end a prefereed alternative, and there's

22 no logical link between the two. It’s a normal occurrence,

23 and I hope that some rectification comes out in the final

24 document.

25 This has seemed to me to be a fairly
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1 haven't heard anything this evening that is compelling for

2 us to scrap a process that took, I’m sure, several years to

3 develop down here. Don’t scrap the plan you’ve already got.

4 Thank you.

5 MR. VOGT: One more, okay.

e 44A MR. DALE JOHNSON; I'm Dale Johnson from down

7 at Alton, Missouri. I’m not here representing a group of

8 33,000 members, or a group of 4,500 members, but I am from

9 Oregon County, with a total population of somewhere around

10 10,000, with an unemployment rate of 11 percent.

11 There have been several things mentioned here

12 tonight. For example, one fellow who spoke, pardon me.

13 Reverend, said, What in the hell are you people doing up

14 here, anyway? We want it like we want it.

15 It’s also been referred to that the people

16 down in that area say that Mark Twain National Forest

17 belongs to them. Well, my feeling was the environmentalists

18 and self interest groups were saying. No, it belongs to

19 us Do what we want to do with it.

20 It’s also been referred here tonight about

21 3ome articles in the Post-Dispatch. I live three miles

22 from Greer Spring, and I'll give the Post-Dispatch credit,

23 they admitted to me when the controversy over who would buy

24 Greer Spring, the bottling plant down there that Anheuser-

25 Busch proposed, one of the fellows on the editorial 3taff
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of the Post-Dl3patch admitted to me that their main concern

was to make Anheuser-Busch back off.

There was an article in the Post-Dispatch, an

Associated Press article, dated--I have the date here--but

to the effect they feared--dated 9-28-87--they feared the

development of amusement parks and hotels on adjacent

private land.

I questioned him, did they really believe

that. He said, No, but we had to put out that propaganda

in order to get our point across. We intended to make

Anheuser-Busch back off. That propaganda was for that

purpose

.

Also another article, October 11, that they

feared improvement of roads and bridges in that area. It

wa3 mentioned here a few minutes ago about the roads down

there. I would like to point out that we pay the same fuel

tax per gallon when we buy fuel that you people do in

St. Louis. We would like to have some road improvements in

that area, the same as you would like to have a new

interstate through the City of St. Louis.

It’s been questioned here about destroying

tourist business in that area. It was also pointed out

that the main tourist business was about the only income in

that area was canoe rental, which is very true. It was also

questioned here tonight about only generating 800 jobs.
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1 That might be true, but we're looking at revenue coming

2 into our county. How do you propose a budget to operate a

3 county government or public school system in that area

4 without some revenue?

5 We’re not looking only at 800 Jobs, we’re

6 looking at the revenue that it might generate for that

7 area. I support Alternative B.

8 MR. VOGT: That appears to be all the

9 commentators. Like Leon said at the beginning here, this is

10 only a draft document, and the team is going to take the

11 oral comments, as well as all written comments, back to our

12 offices and study them, and revise the document as

13 appropriate.

14 A final decision will be made by the

15 Regional Forester of the O.S. Forest Service and the State

16 Director of the Bureau of Land Management, prior to a final

17 EIS being put out in the spring.

18 Thank you all for your comments.

19

20

21

22

23
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25
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2 (The proceedings began at 7:00 p.m on

3 December 2, 1987.)

4 MR. KRIDELBAUGH: We have 7:00 o’clock here,

5 actually a minute or so after, so we would like to get

6 started. Everyone come in and take a seat, please

7 I remind you if you haven’t registered there

8 in the back of the room, or actually out in the lobby, I

9 guess, I would encourage you to do that. Register if you

10 want to make a statement, and also if you simply want to

11 get on the mailing list so that you receive information

12 about the project in the future.

13 I want to thank all of you for coming, and

14 remind you that we’re here tonight to discuss this

15 document, the draft Environmental Impact Statement, hardrock

16 mineral leasing, on the Mark Twain National Forest.

17 To get started. I would like to introduce the

18 team members first that have been working pretty hard this

19 past year to put this document together. On my far right

20 here is Chuck Tryon. Chuck is a hydrologist. He works

21 for the Forest Service at Rolla, Missouri.

22 Next to him is John Scheumbauer. John is a

23 mining engineer, and he works for the BLM in Rolla

24 Here on my right is John Woerheide. John is

25 a public information specialist. He works for the Forest

3
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Service at Rolla.

Myself, I am Leon Krldelbaugh. I’m co-

chairman of the team, and I work for the Forest Service in

Rolla.

On my left here is Vince Vogt. Vince is co-

chairman for the Bureau of Land Management

Wink Hastings is next to him. Wink is

actually on detail to the Forest Service from the BLM. He’s

located at Atlanta, Georgia.

Next to him is Dain Maddox. Dain is a mineral

specialist. He works in our regional office for the

Forest Service in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Next to him is Jody Eberle. Jody is a

wildlife biologist She works for the Forest Service in

Winona. Missouri.

Bob May is a recreation specialist. He works

at the Forest Service at Rolla.

Let me give you Just a brief background on

some things that happened prior to the time we started on

this draft document. In 1979 U.S. Steel applied for two

prospecting permits on an area of about 3700 acres down

south of Winona, Missouri, on the Mark Twain National

Forest

The Forest Service reviewed that permit and

granted it. and the company explored there until 1983.

1 Now after they had finished that exploration, they had to

2 give up the permit unless they had found some

3 mineralization, and at that point they had found a minimum

4 amount of mineralization that was required by BLM, and that

5 permitted the company to then apply for a lease to continue

6 their prospecting and find an ore body, if in fact, one

7 exists there, and then to extract the minerals later.

8 So the Forest Service then prepared an

9 environmental assessment based on that application, and in

10 that process we sought some public involvement and comment,

11 and we learned in that process that this was a very

12 controversial decision, and we decided to take a more

13 detailed, closer look at the decision to be made.

14 A year ago at a meeting in Milwaukee the

15 Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service decided to

16 prepare a Joint Environmental Impact Statement, and at that

17 time we decided also to enlarge the area to take care of

18 any future applications that we might get in the vicinity

19 of these prospecting permits.

20 So during the past year the team here has

21 been preparing this draft, and we’ve been doing it basically

22 to answer two questions. One i3, should the Forest Service

23 consent to this lease? And the second question is, should

24 the Bureau of Land Management issue the lease?

25 In the proposed draft the proposed answer is

4
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that we would consent and issue the lease. So we’re here

tonight to listen to your comments on that proposal. We’re

looking for some constructive criticism. We’ve found some

errors and inconsistencies in the report ourselves. If

you’ve found some, we hope you tell us about them.

If we've overlooked some existing information,

we hope you will tell us about that, too, so that we can

incorporate it. At the present time we’re interested in

improving this document.

I would remind you that this is a draft, and

following this public comment period, which now ends on

January 8th, by the way. it’s been extended, we will

consider all your comments. We’re going to change the draft

where it’s appropriate. We’ll finalize the document, and

then the decision-makers will make their final decision.

Now that could mean a different alternative than is proposed

at the moment. It could be a modified alternative. It

could be a new alternative.

We hope to have the final document published

in the spring. There may be some of you here that haven’t

read the summary or the draft, and for the benefit of you,

we thought we'd ask some of the team members to give you a

little summary of what we’ve been doing this past year, and

summarize the document briefly.

We’re going to call on John Woerheide to tell

6
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time

.

We held two public meetings at the very

beginning. One was here in Jefferson City on the 10th of

December, and one was at Winona on the 11th of December.

Written public comments were received during the entire

scoping period. Information gathered during the scoping

process was used as a guide for preparation of the draft

Environmental Impact Statement.

Comments from each of the 110 persons

expressing their thoughts on the original environmental

assessment were used as a basis for scoping The 241

comments summarized from letters and petitions submitted

by these folks that formed the basis for the EIS

preparation as well.

During the scoping process a total of 117

responses were received, representing 583 persons. There

were 43 oral statements that were made at the two public

meetings that we held, and written responses included 68

letters, 4 petitions, a resolution, and a report. 79 of

the 117 responses were from individuals, and the balance

came from the mining industry, various organizations,

professional societies, elected officials, and agency

individuals

.

A content analysis was used to summarizze

the major points of concern from each of the public, and 633

8
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1 you what we did with the comments that you made last year

2 in our scoping sessions, and John Scheumbauer will tell

3 you about the mining proposal itself, and then Dain Maddox

4 will tell you about how the alternatives were developed.

5 After that we’ll use the balance of the

8 meeting for anyone who has any comments to make. So we

7 begin with John.

8 MR. WOERHEIDE: I’ll brief you a little bit

9 about the scoping part of this. It was the beginning part

10 of the EIS study team’s work. Council for Environmental

11 Quality regulations required that during initial preparation

12 of an Environmental Impact Statement there be early and

13 open process for determining the scope of issues related to

14 the proposed action. This was done, and this process is

15 called scoping.

16 Scoping has four major objectives actually,

17 to identify affected public and agency concerns, facilitate

18 efficient EIS preparation process, to identify and define

19 the issues and alternatives to be examined, and to save

20 time in the overall process by assuring that the EIS

21 adequately addresses relevant issues.

22 The notice of intent for the Environmental

23 Impact Statement was prepared and published in the federal

24 register on November 7, 1986, and this was the beginning

25 of the actual 60-day scoping period that commenced at that

7
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1 comments were identified from the EIS scoping process,

2 enmassed with the 241 comments gathered earlier during the

3 EA process. Comments were categorized and displayed by

4 effected environment for the EIS study team to use.

5 Using the scoping information, the EIS team

6 identified eight major issues and two management concerns.

7 The term issue refers to a topic that was raised by the

8 public, while the term management concern refers to a topic

9 raised by federal land managers.

10 Those issues, very briefly, they are listed

11 in the document, you can read them in there in their full

12 length, but one issue was water, and would mining degrade

13 water resources, creating hazards to the many different

14 resources within area and public as well.

15 Another was land character, concern that

16 mineral activities would unacceptably change the lifestyles

17 and experiences of residents and visitors to the study

18 area.

19 Another was Job3, economy and lifestyle.

20 Considerable interest for additional Jobs and income that

21 mining-related activity would bring to the area.

22 There was also concern that mineral activities

23 would adversely impact habitats and populations of wildlife

24 and plant species, many of which are on the federal and

25 state threatened and endangered list.

9
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Another issue was the public commented on

current and anticipated future lead markets and market

conditions, and they questioned the need for additional lead

sources and whether it was economically mineable.

Another issue was public concern over mineral

production and development not being consistent with the

purpose for which national forest lands were acquired.

The public also voiced concern about the EIS

process, not having sufficient time to complete the process,

but this was not carried forward as an issue on the draft

Environmental Impact Statement because it’s not something

that can be addressed with alternatives to be developed

around it.

Management concerns that were mentioned were

whether possible mining activities in the area would be

compatible with the forest plan, and whether there are

sufficient federal lands available for leasee and develop-

ment to assure continued flow of mineral commodities.

The comment period for the draft

Environmental Impact Statement public review is now in

progress, and written and oral responses received from the

public are an important part of that review. Responses

will be analyzed not for the intent of vote counting, but

for substantive comments about the statement, its

alternatives, its affected resources, and the proposal it

10
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mineralization. This would give them approximately 15

million tons of ore to mine, which would be a minimum

consideration to put in the mine.

Should this take place, what we would switch

to next would be the low development scenario, which

essentially is one mine. This mine was modeled on the

present mines that are in effect at the Viburnum Trend at

the moment.

These are essentially room and pillar mines

that would be approximately 2000 feet deep. They probably

will ential a minimum of sinking two shafts down into the

ore body. Ore is simply extracted by drilling, blasting,

loaded with a front-end loader, the ore is shipped to the

shaft, shipped to the top, where it is milled and disposed

of

.

We address tailings ponds and disposal,

because that is state of the art at the present. Whether

that will be so in fifteen years or not, that is something

else

.

From there we went on to the possibility that

because the study area is so large, that the possibility

could exist that we could have a major field such as

Viburnum. The possibility is very remote, but we went with

a scenario of the possibility of up to eight mines could be

developed in this area, essentially a field the size of the

12
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1 addresses.

2 Decision makers will be guided by public

3 comments received in this involvement period, as well as

4 the original scoping comments.

5 MR. SCHEUMBAUER: Let me start out by saying

6 that there’s no mining proposal proposed by the Applicant

7 at the present time. What we had to do was to come out and

8 develop three scenarios that possibly could take place if

9 these leases were issued, any other leases were issued in

10 the study area.

11 The original scenario is an exploration

12 scenario. This essentially involves core drilling about

13 approximately 2000 feet in the area, which is a simple

14 removal of approximately a one-inch cylinder of rock,

15 tested for favorable geology and mineralization.

16 Originally this is done with a core rig. which

17 essentially follows existing Forest Service roads, generally

18 along the ridge tops, at spaces up to a mile or more apart.

19 As mineralization is encountered, these can narrow down to

20 as close as 250 to 300 feet

21 We estimate it will take approximately six

22 years for the Applicant to drill this out and either prove

23 or disprove the possibility of developing a mine. This

24 probably will entail a minimum of at least 100 holes,

25 approximately 20 to 25 would have to have to hit

11
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1 Viburnum Trend.

2 This is essentially a multiple of eight times

3 as much activity in the area.

4 MR. MADDOX: We spent the last nine months

5 analyzing proposed action, which is what John has Just

6 described, varidus development scenarios as they might

7 affect the issues which the other John Just described, and

8 very basically what we’ve done is we took that proposed

9 action, we put it on the landscape, 119,000 acres, and we

10 identified the impacts that would occur. Impacts to the

11 specific issues that were the result of the comments, and

12 our concerns and long range management objectives for that

13 land.

14 Very basically we identified the laws and

15 regulations that would be in place that might reduce some

16 of the impacts, water quality standards, threatened and

17 endangered species acts, cultural resource act, those other

18 things that are in place that will protect or possibly

19 mitigate possible impacts.

20 Then we looked at what impacts were left over,

21 what things that might occur that might not be mitigated,

22 or what kinds of activities might result in impacts that

23 weren’t accceptable. Then we started to try to develop

24 mitigation measures, and that’s what the document is

25 primarily about, is the identification of mitigation

13
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1 measures, the identification of alternatives that are an

2 attempt to address the issues and reduce the possible

3 impacts.

4 And what we need to do tonight, and what we

5 need to do over the course of the next four or five months,

6 based on tonight and other public meetings and your

7 comments, is to make certain that we have identified all of

8 the issues, to make certain that we have accurately

9 described the impacts, to make certain that we’ve

10 identified a reasonable range of alternatives, and finally.

11 that we come up with an acceptable decision.

12 It may be a compromise It may be no lease.

13 As Leon said we don’t know what that final decision is

14 going to be We won’t know until we get your input and we

15 go back and we do some more work, and we do more work with

16 our cooperating agencies.

17 So in the analysis process we're sort of mid-

18 stream right now. We’ve made our best shot at trying to

19 summarize what you’ve told us and what we have come up with

20 in the past few months, and now we need to go back after the

21 public comments are in and continue that process and come up

22 with a final answer, or at least what we think is the

23 answer.

24 MR. VOGT: My part in the program is to serve

25 as the moderator for the public comment period, and the

14
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1 first thing I would like to point out is a few ground rules.

2 The meeting is being recorded, so we would like everybody to

3 come and use the podium up here for the benefit of the

4 recorder and so all the people here can hear what they have

5 to say

.

6 What I’ll do is I’ll call the names in the

7 order of signup, and I’ll also indicate who is next up

8 so that person can be ready to come up to the podium when

9 the other speaker is finished.

10 The commentators will be allowed to ask

11 questions of the panel following their statements. And as

12 time permits, we will open the floor to oral comments at

13 the end of the registered oral comment period for people

14 who decide they want to say something, but didn't register

15 at the beginning.

16 The first speaker will be Alex Primm,

17 followed by Robert Kunkler.

18 10 MR- ALEX PRIMM; My name is Alex Primm. I am

19 president of the Ozark Rivers Chapter of the National

20 Audobon Society. We have 200 members in the seven counties

21 around the Current, Meramec, and Gasconade Rivers. One of

22 our counties is in the impact area, Shannon County.

23 I’ve read the report quickly. I spent about

24 four hours on it. I Just have a lot of questions. I have

25 a few comments, but I mainly have questions. Is it okay

15
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1 to ask more than one question?

2 MR. VOGT: Sure.

3 MR. ALEX PRIMM Good. Okay. My first

4 question is, this report makes a recommendation,

5 Alternative D. Why was this recommendation made?

6 MR VOGT: That was a decision by the state

7 director of BLM and the regional forester for the Forest

8 Service to choose that alternative out of the five

9 alternatives that were identified in the EIS.

10 MR. ALEX PRIMM: What were the criterion used,

11 and how was this decision reached? I didn’t see the

12 reasoning process here, and it seems crucial to understand

13 that.

14 MR. HASTINGS: The reasoning isn’t in the

15 document, and it’s not there for a specific reason. After

16 the team finished the analysis identifying the impacts, we

17 had a decision meeting, with the director of Eastern States

18 Office of the Bureau of Land Management and the forester

19 whether or not we should indicate the preferred alternative

20 in the draft impact statement.

21 And at the time it was recommended by the

22 Forest Service folks that are most familiar with NEPA

23 requirements, National Environmental Policy Act. it’s not

24 a requirement to identify a preferred alternative in the

25 draft statement, but it’s desirable, and a few decision

16
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1 makers decided that given the issues and all of the

2 concerns, that it would best be to identify in preliminary,

3 if you would, preferred Alternative D.

4 That’s not a final decision by any means. It

5 Just indicates that given the information that those two

6 decision makers had at the time, that is the alternative

7 that they would prefer to go with at that point. And they

8 did it, as I said, to identify what at that point in time

9 they were thinking, so it would focu3 the public’s

10 attention onto a particular alternative as being one that

11 the agencies had discussed more than the other alternatives.

12 There is no analysis for that decision per se.

13 It was a discussion and a summary of all of the impacts that

14 was presented by the team members. There will be a decision

15 analysis, a much more detailed analysis, done at the end

16 of the final impact statement when we have all of the

17 information available, and then based on that analysis, the

18 decision makers will make their final decision.

19 Does that answer your question?

20 MR. ALEX PRIMM: Partly. Could you give us

21 some indication why they reached that decision, what

22 criterion they used?

23 MR. HASTINGS: It’s best if we refer to a

24 table in the draft impact statement. It’s in Chapter Two.

25 It’s on Page 24, and it’s a small chart that looks like

17
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1 this, and what it is is really a summary of the impacts that

2 all of the team members had identified by alternative, and

3 we prepared those in terras of whether or not, principally,

4 whether or not the impact could be mitigated.

5 In other words, if there is an impact but we

6 identified a mechanism to reduce or eliminate that impact

7 to a level that we felt pretty much resolved the issue, then

8 we said it was mitigated.

9 If it’s unmitigated, as is indicated by the

10 letter "U", then it means that either we couldn't identify

11 a mitigating measure, or we couldn’t identify one that we

12 felt would reduce the impact to a level where the impact

13 really wouldn’t affect whatever issue or concern was

14 involved.

15 And that really was the basis of selecting the

16 preferred alternative. That was kind of a group exercise

17 that the team went through, and we spent several hours going

18 through the impact assessment and coming up with that

19 table, and then we had the decision making with the BLM and

20 the Forest Service. That’s how it came about.

21 MR. ALEX PRIMM. Okay. Thank you. I’ve got

22 a few more questions here. My general feeling is that I

23 want to hear what happens tonight, and I’m sure I’ll be

24 talking and all of us will be learning more about this, and

25 I want to submit a written comment later. I feel that

2

3

5

6

5 7

8

9

limited mining should be allowed, but the highest rates of

protection should be employed.

I was wondering if there is going to be

further study on bird breeding habitat. There are several

species apparently that require maybe dozens to hundreds of

acres in order to breed. I’m particularly thinking of

woodcock, whippoorwill, warbling, woodpeckers. Has there

been any kind of breeding bird atlas done on this region?

MS. EBERLE: There hasn’t been any specific

population studies or breeding atlas done in this particular

area. It is involved in the breeding bird survey that’s

going on in the state, I'm sure.

What we have to do when we do documents like

this is use the best available information, and I don’t know

if there will be future studies to do. That’s partially

based on what you tell us you want us to do. and what you

feel is necessary in that regard, so it’s possible that

there could be, but again, it’s also possible that there

wouldn't be any further studies prior to this decision or

some of the activities that might take place.

MR. ALEX PRIMM: I would personally like to

see such a study done of what species are using what

habitats for reproduction, because I know some of these

birds we take for granted are getting to be in short supply.

What is going to happen with reclamation of

18
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1 mines in the Viburnum Trend area? Will there be tailings

2 piles left over? I know that’s not directly related. Is

3 the Forest Service going to monitor any type of reclamation

4 efforts?

5 MR. TRYON: I think perhaps the best answer to

6 that question, Alex, is what reclamation will get done is

7 what the various regulatory agencies require be done. Those

8 agencies include not only the Forest Service and BLM, but

9 acting through totally independent authority, the State

10 Department of Natural Resources, the Environmental

11 Protection Agency would be indirectly involved through the

12 DNR in most cases. Most EPA authority ha3 been delegated to

13 the State DNR. I guess that’s most of the answer, whatever

14 is required.

15 MR. ALEX PRIMM: Well, I’ve got another one

16 here for you, Chuck. Have the spring and groundwater

17 recharge zones been mapped in this area?

18 MR. TRYON: Most of them have, in fact. Now,

19 to say that we know the limits of those zones down to the

20 nearest hundred yards, or anything like that, would be

21 misleading, that’s not so. But in fact, we do have, not

22 only through Forest Service efforts, but the efforts of

23 other agencies as well. over--oh, gosh. I guess this work

24 started back in about 1965, defined in large measure, yeah,

25 where those spring recharge zones are. You bet.
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MR. ALEX PRIMM: Would there be any buffer

around these recharge zones? I didn't see any mention in

the mitigation.

MR. TRYON: Describe a buffer to me.

MR. ALEX PRIMM: Well, it talks about buffers

around caves and wetlands, and it would seem that

groundwater--

MR. TRYON: Maybe that's enough These

recharge zones for certainly larger springs like Big Spring.

Greer Spring, Huff Spring, and the other big ones in the

area, cover in fact in totality 100 square miles. It's

tough to draw a buffer zone of that sort around 100 or 150

square mile area

So I guess what it all boils down to,

specifically what you asked, I guess the answer is no, as

such. That’s not to say, however, that other protective

measures would not be required, but they would not be in the

form of buffer zones as such.

MR. ALEX PRIMM: I’ve heard sink holes are

often recharge zones.

MR. TRYON: That’s quite true. In fact, they

are invariably recharge zones, sure. But all land, that’s

not so. Much, most, and in some cases, all, of the land,

in between those sink holes is also a recharge zone.

MR ALEX PRIMM Would it be possilbe to put
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buffers around the sink holes?

2 MR. TRYON: Well. I think that would be

3 possible. My suspicion is, though, that would go a very

4 small percent of the way of protecting groundwater

5 resources, a very small percentage.

6 Actually, visually obvious sink holes in the

7 area are quite uncommon, but the groundwater recharge

8 mechinisms which act like sink holes are exceedingly

9 common. And those need to be protected as well as the sink

10 holes.

11 Am I making any sense at all? If I'm not, for

12 gosh 3akes throw a brick at me or something.

13 MR. ALEX PRIMM: No, that makes sense.

14 That’s what Dr. Wixson says in some of his studies, that the

15 groundwater i3 the greatest problem in lead mining.

16 MR. TRYON: Yeah. And without trying to make

17 this thing go until midnight, it's very easy for all of us,

18 those of us up here, and I'm sure many of you out there, to

19 conjure up all kinds of horror 3tories about what might

20 happen to the water resources.

21 Some of those that have been thought of do

22 indeed have some basis in fact. They’re possibilities.

23 Some of them that we’ve heard simply have no foundation in

24 fact whatsoever. Not because I say so, or we say so. or

25 someone else says so, but because the laws of the universe
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that make the planets spin and all this sort of thing Just

don’t allow these things to happen, at least as best we

understand them.

But many things are possible, and what we as

regulatory agencies try to do, what we tried to express in

the EIS, is that there are ways to prevent these things

from happening by and large.

Now, I’m one of those people who believes

nobody should ever 3ay never. That’s Just not the way the

world works. The best we can do is bring down the

probability, not the possibility, but probability of

something going wrong down to some who knows what

probability. Okay on that one or not?

MR. ALEX PRIMM: Well, we’ll get together

over a beer.

I wanted to ask about this 1000 feet from

caves and the five acres around lakes. That seemed a little

small. Do you know anything about that?

MR. TRYON: I’m going to dodge this one and

let somebody else have that. Jody, is that your shot?

MS. EBERLE: I think probably what we did was

take the forest plan standards for cave protection and tried

to make sure that there was a zone where there wouldn't be

surface activity that would cause noise to disrupt the cave

creatures that might be around the entrances.
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MR. ALEX PRIMM: Okay. Once a lease is

granted, if it is granted, will the firms have the right to

fence their lease property and keep the public off, and if

so, for how long would they have the right to control

access?

MR. KRIDELBAUGH: No. the lease area is not

fenced, and the mining operation that takes place there is

coordinated with all the other surface uses in the area.

On the Viburnum Trend, for instance, we have several

thousand acres under lease to various companies, and their

use of the surface for developmental drilling or for a vent

shaft, that's all coordinated with the other surface uses

that go on in the area, and there’s hunting and fishing and

other activities that take place right alongside the mining

operation.

MR. ALEX PRIMM: I wanted to ask about this

this forecast of increased demand for wood products, and

for recreation. Aren’t both of these uses of the forest

likely to increase in the future? Has the Forest Service

done any studies that would indicate otherwise?

MR. KRIDELBAUGH: Ask that question again,

Alex, because I’m not clear on the answer.

MR. ALEX PRIMM: Is it likely that the demand

for wood products from the national forest and for

recreation is likely to increase?
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MR. KRIDELBAUGH: You’re getting into an area

that I may not be able to help you very much on. You’re

talking about the forest plan and the projections that were

in the forest plan.

If you won’t quote me and hold me to it, as I

recall, the wood products was going to increase in the

forest plan, as I recall. I’m not sure about recreation.

MR. WOERHEIDE. I’m pretty 3ure recreation was

projected to increase, too.

MR. ALEX PRIMM; The only reason I brought it

up was Just to get to my— I guess my comments. On Page 86

of the summary it talks about recreational users who like to

get away, way back into the woods. And it says, People

requiring a high degree of solitude and little interaction

with other users would be likely to go somewhere else

to find the experience they value.

And I guess my concern is. this part of the

national forest, this district seems to be one of the most

wild districts in the state, if not the Midwest, and that

there's few other places for people who do value solitude

to go to. So I guess that's a concern I have, that if the

leases are approved, that they are developed in such a way

as to maximize roadless areas.

Another concern I have is that it seems that

underground disposal of tailings would result in the least
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amount of possible environmental damage. I wonder if that's

a possibility that the Forest Service could require if a

lease is granted.

MR. TRYON: I suppose it’s certainly

within our powers to. It may or may not be within the

authority of the State DNR to. They’ll have to answer for

themselves on that one. I guess that’s as far as I can go

with it.

MR. ALEX PRIMM: Okay. Well, my final

conclusion is that I support at this time a combination

of Alternatives C and D. It’s not clear to me why the

larger percentage of the forest is being opened to mining,

and maybe at a later date it will be, so it seems like

perhaps the original forest plan of 30 percent of the

district being made available is reasonable.

But there is one aspect I liked about

Alternative D, and that is the opening of certain areas,

mainly the areas along the highways, to mining activities

in lowering the visual quality standards.

I feel that if the mining is allowed that the

main impact should be kept away from the interior of the

forest and be put alongside the roads to minimize the

impact of the mining and related activities to areas that

are already impacted by human use, and I think anything that

can be done to decrease the impact on the natural

6
|

environment, the better.

So I think that people should learn to live

with the effects of mining, and I don’t think they should

be hidden behind a hill, if that’s what the people need.

So that’s basically my comments. Thank you very much.

MR. VOGT'- The next speaker will be Robert

Kunkler, followed by Jeffery Ashbaugh.

2B MR. K0BERT KONKLER: My name Is Robert

Kunkler. I’m a resident of Columbia, Missouri. I hope

that my comments might be valuable, because I spent a gooa

deal of my life in the study area. I used to live in

Riverton. Just east of Riverton on Highway 160. And I am

fairly familiar with the area, the lifestyle, and the

people down there.

Quite frankly, with my background, I was

stunned when I read your recommendation in your summary.

I couldn’t fathom how someone could come to that conclusion

when you looked at the facts , and then I read the summary

and found out why.

You basically, I think, have made two errors.

You’ve made errors of assumption, and you’ve made errors of

fact

.

As far as errors of assumption goes, you

identified eight areas in your scoping process that you

thought that that a mining proposal could impact. Then you
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went on to decide that four of those areas were not

critical to this process. I would encourage you in your

review to reconsider the opinion that you have that these

areas are not critical.

One you mentioned was the Jobs, economy, and

lifestyle in the area was not critical in making your

decision Indeed, the supporters of your proposal are

saying that is a reason this should be approved. But

additionally, I would want to remind you that these Jobs

would be considered temporary Jobs I would think. The mine

is not going to last forever.

A good example of that would be the City of

Bon Terre. That’s virtually a ghost town. And the types of

Jobs and lifestyle changes that we saw in the old lead belt

I think we would see in this area if we opened it to mining.

Additionally, and I guess one of the main

stays of the area down there, has been the tourism that's

been growing. Recreational use of the forest is projected

to increase. And if we ruined it with mining for 20. 30,

40 years, however long it takes to get it out, we would have

impact on the long- lasting, or the base of Jobs that exist.

Secondly, you determined that concerns about

the purpose of the land use was not critical in making your

decision.

I’m not familiar in any great deal with the

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Weeks Law and the acquisition acts that this piece of the

forest was acquired under. I don’t really think that that's

the purpose that most of us think the forest is there for.

We know that there are some places in this forest and

others where mineral use is of consideration. I don't think

that that’s the best use of this particular part of this

forest, and I would like you to reconsider that.

Thirdly, you’ve determined that areas of

national significance are not critical in making this

decision. This would be the protected rivers, some of the

state areas that have been--geologic areas that have been

identified as significant. To say that the mining proposals

would not adversely impact those areas, or that they could

be sufficiently mitigated, I don’t think that the very

nature of the mining activity and the very nature of these

significant areas go hand in hand with each other. There’s

no way that you can do the mining without adversely

impacting these areas. So please reconsider that one as

well

.

Finally, you had two management concerns that

you didn’t consider were critical. First there was a

concern of how good a Job of protection you would do, you

meaning the protecting agencies. I think that that is an

issue. I think that we can, and we will here in a moment,

look back at some of our past failures with some of the
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1 rules and procedures that were supposed to protect us at

2 the time, and they weren't effective.

3 We have got a lot higher state of the art

4 protection than in other industries, nuclear industries

5 and so forth, chemical industries, that don’t Just involve

6 putting stuff in a pit and hoping you don’t leak it out,

7 because that’s pretty low tech. We have high tech methods

8 that have failed in other industries, so I don’t think that

9 we can come up and say that just because something is--we

10 plan on protecting it in a suitable fashion that we have

11 good reason behind doing it. That’s not enough to say it's

12 not a critical concern.

13 The most important thing, and I guess because

14 I have had a little bit of a background as a biologist, the

15 things that concern me the most in this report are what I

16 call the errors of fact. I think you've made several

17 substantial errors, or at least overlooked them.

18 My review and my comments are based on the

19 summary, and I haven’t had a chance to review your

20 literature search. Is one of you or more up there a

21 biologist? Jody, was that you name?

22 MS. EBERLE: Yes

23 MR. ROBERT KUNKLER Did you cover the biology

24 part of this?

25 MS. EBERLE : Yes.
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MR. ROBERT KUNKLER- So I'll probably be talk-

ing most directly to you. One thing that concerns me is on

the water resource protection, our concerns there. In the

summary someone states, The risks to water resources are

limited to the effects of sediment loading from the

accidental release of tailings. As though that’s no big

deal

.

Well, it is, and as I’m sure you know, that

certainly some others that have tried this killed the

benthos, and impacts adversely reproduction that involves

the rocky bottom of the stream.

So even though you’re claiming it's limited

to sediment loading, that alone would be a serious problem.

In fact, we have many, many projects throughout the forest

and nonforest areas that we try to reduce sedimentation in

our streams because of the problems that it presents.

Secondly, you state that very little if any

heavy metal or milling reagent could be in the tailings

because current state water quality standards restrict

effluent levels. Boy. I’m glad to know the state's taking

such good care of us. But as we know, Jody, the state,

current state requirements, are not doing the Job. That’s

not to say it's the state's problem. Let's Just say it’s

impossible to keep these levels out of here.

I'm going to give you the citation. This will
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1 give you maybe a little bit of knowledge that will help you

2 determine that we do have problems with water quality in

3 our streams near mining areas currently, and they’re covered

4 by the same water quality standards.

5 Finally, you report, that reserach in the

6 Viburnum Trend has found that dissolved metals are

7 securely bound by clay particles and are not available for

8 biological update. Well, that's simply not true, and I can

9 give you a bunch of reasons why.

10 As you know, the tailings piles consist of

11 rather high concentrations of heavy metals. Schmidt and

12 Finger reported that in 1982, Novak and Hasselwander

13 reported that in 1980, Jennett and other in 1981, Barks in

14 1977, Wixson in 1977, and Proctor and others in 1974,

15 determined that these high concentrations resulted in the

16 contamination of stream eco (phonetic spelling) systems,

17 reduced standing crops of benthic organism, and elevated

18 levels of heavy metals have been reported in streams in the

19 Old Lead Belt, reported by Jennet and others in 1981,

20 Buchanan in 1980, and the Missouri Water Pollution Control

21 Board in 1964.

22 As you know, in 1977 a tailings retaining

23 wall dam on the Big River near Desloge broke, resulting

24 in an estimated 90,000 cubic yards of tailings entering the

25 Big River. So as you stated, sir, horror stories of what
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might happen do indeed happen.

I know we’re going to try to plan this new

mine with advanced techniques so this kind of thing doesn't

happen. Well. okay. But I don’t think that we can

completely ignore the catastrophic things. They still will

be likely to happen.

Czarnezki reported in 1985 that erosions of

tailings into the Big River from that particular site

continue to this day. well at least in 1985. Wixson in

1977 and Ryck in 1974 reported that mining operations have

caused significant changes in water quality and stream

ecology in the New Lead Belt, where we supposedly have used

better methods and standards than we had in the past.

And finally, Czarnezki in 1985 reported lead

and other heavy metals in our streams in the New Lead Belt,

from smelters, mills, mine water, and tailings ponds. So

we know that they enter them. Now you're claiming that

they're tightly bound to clay particles and not available

for biological update. That again is simply not true.

There's a study that I've cited twice now

by Jame3 Czarnezki with the State Department of

Conservation, in the Bulletin of Environmental Contaminants

and Toxicology. 1985, he had an article entitled.

Accumulation of Lead in Fish in Missouri Streams Impacted

by Lead Mining. And in fact, it is so prevalent that in
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1 1980 these contaminations resulted in a Joint recommendation

2 by the Missouri Department of Health and the Missouri

3 Department of Conservation that suckers should not be

4 consumed from a 40 mile section of the Big River downstream

5 from the ruptured tailings pond.

6 So if it is true that these lead particles are

7 so tightly bound to clay, are not available for biological

8 update, why have we decided to suggest we not consume

9 suckers from that part of the river?

10 Well, quite simply, the comment that the

11 heavy metals are not available is simply not true. I’m not

12 certain again from my review of the summary what sort of

13 literature search you used. If any of these sources are

14 unfamiliar with you, I’ll provide the full documentation.

15 I am going to submit a written comment that

16 will include photographs of some of our current disaster

17 over on the Big River. But I will include a brief

18 literature search on this for you. I suppose we could go to

19 expense of doing a computer search and running the whole

20 thing off, but I know you guys have got the resources to

21 do it.

22 So if any of these sources that I cited are

23 unfamiliar, I’ve got the bibliography here, and I can go

24 over them with you and help you get a little better feel

25 for the facts.
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Essentially what I’ve said is I think we have

the two errors that led us to the wrong conclusion, the

errors of assumption, and hopefully in your review process

you can go back through these things and determine maybe

those things you determined weren’t critical are important

enough to reconsider.

And secondly, the errors of fact, and in

particular the effect on water resources, there’s other

things in here that some of the other folks I’m sure are

going to talk about, but the biology was what I was the

most concerned with.

You know, in a letter that I got from you

folks, and I think a lot of us did. asking for comment, it

was on United States Department of Agriculture stationery.

It said the Forest Service, Mark Twain National Forest.

And in quotations on the far righthand side it said,

Caring for the land and serving the people for over fifty

years.

I would encourage you to do that. I would

hate to have to amend that saying, saying it ended in 1988

with the approval of the mining proposal. Thank you very

much

MR. VOGT^ The next speaker is Jeffery

Ashbaugh, followed by Hank Ottinger

3B MR- JEFFERY ASHBAUGH; My name is Jeffery
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1 Ashbaugh. I’m chairman of the Missouri Bass Chapter

2 Federation, Conservation Committee, and we're Just a small

3 part of the Bass Angler’s Sportsmen’s Society, which has

4 been in business for over twenty years . We cover more than

5 forty states and have 1600 chapters.

6 Most of you probably know Ray Scott of Bass

7 Masters. He started this, the tournaments and the

8 magazine. I would like to explain the purpose of our

9 society. Its purpose is to promote the public awareness of

10 bass fishing as a major sport, to offer our assistance and

11 support to the State Conservation Wildlife Commission,

12 promote wildlife codes, organize and promote new fishing.

13 nationwide cleanups, as well as in our own state, which

14 we have, I don’t know if you guys have been involved in it,

15 and our one main goal is to demand adequate water standards.

16 to detect, record, and call attention to any public

17 polluter, and that’s basically what it’s about.

18 I talked to you last night and I failed to

19 bring this up. and being chairman of this committee, I think

20 we need--or we are requesting--a 60-day extension for public

21 comments so that we can get the information that you’ve gone

22 to the trouble of getting to our members. And since this

23 is national forest, we’d like to get it to all of them over

24 the forty states, and it’s going to take us the better part

25 of what we’ve got left to do so.

1 That’s what we’d like to see happen. Later

2 we will get together as a committee for the Missouri

3 Chapter, with the other presidents of our clubs in the

4 state, and we’ll form a written proposal.

5 We would like to state that we are for

6 Proposal A. We believe the economic gains by a few in no

7 way outweigh the risk of the loss of an area of the nation

8 Just for those few people

9 I have a question. Is it possible that we

10 could take the money that would be spent to regulate this

11 area and clean it up after they’re done and provide Jobs

12 in the Forest Service for the people in the areas around it?

13 I feel quite sure that Doe Run or any company of that sort

14 can take care of itself, as far as making profits and

15 finding lead. There’s plenty of private lands they could

16 use.

17 We feel that the national forest should

18 remain for everyone. That's all I’ve got to say.

19 MR. VOGT: Hank Ottinger will be the next

20 speaker, followed by Roy Hengerson.

21 4B HR. HANK OTTINGER: Thank you. My name la

22 Hank Ottinger and I’m representing the Osage Group of the

23 Cierra Club, a group which includes over 500 members in

24 central Missouri, extending from Eminence down to Winona.

25 although I should freely admit we have very few members in
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that area. I appreciate the opportunity to make the

opinions of our group known regarding this important issue.

Our study of the EIS--which I would like to

say is really quite a remarkable document. I find it very

interesting, and it's really an amazing document to read.

Our study of this document, together with our knowledge of

the natural resources contained in this study area, and our

abiding love of that land leads us to strongly support

Alternative A, as it is presented in the EIS, namely, that

no mineral leasing of 119,000 acres of the study area

should be allowed.

Having studied the EIS, we are in fact

surprised that the Forest Service would reach any other

conclusion than that, but in fact it does. The fact, and

it is a fact, that there already exists a more than adequate

supply of lead from currently operating mines in the State

of Missouri, and of mines elsewhere, Idaho and Colorado

for example, makes development in this sensitive area

entirely unacceptable

.

In fact, mineral leasing and development in

this area is not even consistent with the existing forest

plan, and your document frankly admits this. Yet having

done so, the Forest Service goes on to recommend weakening

its own plan to accommodate these requests from the mine

industry

.
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If it la the intention of the forest plan to

provide guidelines for better protection of the environment,

this hardly seems rational. Listen to the litany of

environmental impacts and risks that are associated with

this sort of development. We did not invent these. They

are all in the document, increased soil erosion, decreased

soil productivity, degradation of water resources due to

the effects of drilling effluents, increased sedimentation,

mill waste tailings, heavy metals contamination, milling

reagent contamination, petroleum spills, herbicide

contamination, dam failures, degradation of neighboring

wetlands, impacts on flood plains, reduced air quality,

major impacts to additional resources, decreased recreation-

al opportunities and quality because of the noise, threat

to the local flora and fauna, and on and on and on.

I dug around and found a copy of the November,

1977 issue of the Missouri Conservationist, and it showed

pictures of what happened at Big River. I wish I could

blow these up and show them all to you. But I urge you to

seek out this document.

If somebody had handed me this document

without captions, I would have surmised that I was looking

at Mt. St. Helens, or perhaps the surface of the moon. It’s

a true environmental disaster that is pictured here, and

yet we’re told that there are ways of mitigating these
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circumstances by new technologies.

It strikes me that perhaps people thought that

there were new technologies at work at Three Mile Island.

What about Union Carbide's technology at BoPal, and the

technology that boosted the Challenger into space?

One more point, by repeated acts in the United

States Congress this area has been noted for its national

significance. The Current and Jacks Fork Rivers were made

part of the Ozark Scenic Riverways in the '60s, the Eleven

Point River in the '70s, the Irish Wilderness set aside as

a designated wilderness in 1984, other nearby areas of

environmental significance, which are again documented in

this publication, Big Spring, Cupelo Gum Pond, Tupelo Pond,

and the incredibly beautiful Greer Spring.

There are countless other spots of fragile

beauty and wonder in this land riddled with clear, free

flowing springs, limestone bluffs, and white and blue-green

rivers and creeks.

Clearly the development of lead mines and the

activities associated with them, land clearing and road

building for example, is in no way compatible with the long-

term protection of this precious natural resource.

Consequently, we believe the only reasonable

and the only prudent and fundamentally right course of

action for the government to take i3 Alternative A, no

1 mineral leasing on the study area.

2 If I may, I would like to conclude with a

3 personal comment, that does not, strictly speaking, reflect

4 the Cierra Club. One thing that pops up when this issue

5 arises is the notion of Jobs, that somehow Doe Run mining

6 will go in and there will be an economic renascence in these

7 counties.

8 I think personally that this is a moldy

9 carrot that's hung out. It’s almost unethical to hold out

10 the hope of long-term economic development for this area

11 on the basis of mining. Your document cites that there

12 47 Jobs created. 47 Jobs, I daresay, and I would like to

13 hear what Doe Run has to say about this, those 47 Jobs would

14 not be highly skilled Jobs. When those Jobs become

15 available, they will go to people who have lost their Jobs

16 in mines already closed, who would be moved into that area,

17 I would warrant.

18 They’re not going to go to these people who

19 are in legitimate and heartfelt dire straits economically.

20 I would also ask, I saw the Honorable Senator Staples here

21 earlier, and if he is here, perhaps he could address the

22 fact why local officials don’t in an imaginative, creative,

23 and vigorous way, seek economic opportunities for thi3 area,

24 which is in such dire straits. Thank you very much.

25 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Roy
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1 Hengerson, followed by Randal Clark.

2 §0 MR. ROY HENGERSON: Good evening. I’m Roy

3 Hengerson. I’m from Jefferson City, and I appreciate the

4 opportunity to comment. I’m planning on submitting written

5 comments, so I will make my remarks brief in the interst of

6 time.

7 One of the things I would like to mention is

8 that I noticed at the beginning of this presentation you

9 indicated that the comment period was extended to January

10 8th. It previously had been Christmas Eve. I don't

11 believe that that is an adequate extension of the comment

12 period. First of all, the document was in fact late in

13 coming out and being mailed to all of the public interested.

14 Also, in between Christmas Eve and January 8th are a

15 number of major holidays and family gathering periods

16 where obviously most people will be tied up with other

17 things, and so essentially you’re not really giving the

18 public more time. I think more like a 60-day extension

19 would be more reasonable in regard to such an important

20 matter as this.

21 Basically, I would like to support what the

22 previous speakers have said. I have a strong preference

23 for Alternative A, no leasing for hardrock minerals in the

24 study area. That would be my very strong preference.

25 My basic reasons are one, the significant
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national natural resources of the area that will be

impacted if mining occurred there; the major and significant

environmental impacts that are described in the draft

EIS; and the fact that even under the best mitigation

circumstances, these impacts will still occur to a certain

degree; and then third, that there is no need for lead

raining in this area. There are ample lead supplies in the

rest of the state and other areas that are open to mining.

And so basically, for all those reasons, and

a lot of other detailed reasons, I strongly support

Alternative A. And also I would like to point out that the

Forest Service spent a long period of time and a lot of

detail public comment in developing the forest plan. The

forest plan indicated that lead mining was not compatible

with the plan in over 70 percent of the area.

So this study is now seeking to weaken the

forest plan, and I think that is a trend that is not in the

public interest.

So for all those reasons, I think that it

would be much better for the government to pursue and adopt

Alternative A. Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Randal Clark,

followed by Christopher White.

6B MR. RANDAL CLARK: Hello. I'm Randal Clack

I live at 29 Bearfield Road, Columbia. I have read the
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1 Environmental Impact Statement, and I believe that the main

2 issue is, can you protect the complex geology, biology, and

3 recreational value of the area, and of course Congress

4 itself has determined that many areas of the study area are

5 of national and international significance.

6 I've talked to a number of my friends in the

7 state and federal government, and specifically the

8 Department of Natural Resources and the Department of

9 Conservation, and these are people who are responsible for

10 overseeing a lot of these regulations if there will be

11 raining in that area.

12 And they have told me that they just simply

13 cannot give me a guarantee that the area can be protected

14 from the mining impacts, simply because of insufficient

15 staff, the great amount of cost that this would add to

16 their programs, and also simply due to the insufficient

17 background information on the water quality and geology of

18 the area.

19 And also in reading the Environmental Impact

20 Statement, I find it a very generic impact statement. I do

21 not see many specific examples of ways in which the

22 mitigation would be handled. You essentially say that

23 mitigation will be done, but you do not give us very many

24 assurances on how it is to be done.

25 I essentially 3ee the Environmental Impact
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8

8

Statement as sort of an office exercise. Therefore, this

Environmental Impact Statement does not assure me that the

area can be protected. Therefore, I would prefer

Alternative A, of course.

Also I feel that if lead mining in the area

in the future has to be done, at least it should be done in

compliance, at the minimum, of the forest plan protection,

if not greater protection

I also have Just one question of the panel,

and that is. where did you get the information that lead in

the Viburnum Trend would run out by the year 2000?

MR. VOGT: There are various figures on the

future demand for lead and the existing reserves, and the

figure that the lead will run out by the year 2000, we're

not just saying that, we’re saying by the year 2000 lead

production will start to level off and tail off in a down-

ward direction, and that’s just the compilation of the

various things we've heard and read about the situation.

MR. RANDAL CLARK: Is that with the current

mining production?

MR. VOGT: At the current production rate it

will last until the year 2000, and then will start to tail

off at that point.

MR. RANDAL CLARK: Okay. I have no further

questions or comment. Thank you.
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MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is

Christopher White, followed by John Ludeman.

7B MR- CHRISTOPHER WHITE: I hod a question

concerning those figures. Were those received from Doe Run?

Where were those figures from?

MR. VOGT: We have various sources. We got

these from the Bureau of Mines. We got figures from the

companies, that are proprietary figures. State Geological

Survey has made estimates of the remaining reserves. So

there are various sources, and they don’t all quite agree,

so it’s a hard number to pin down.

MR. CHRISTOPHER WHITE: My name is Chris

White, and I’m here as an individual. I wish to make a

comment. For six years I lived and worked in the Van

Buren, Missouri area, and I’ve canoed the area, I’ve fished,

I’ve hiked, and I find it a very beautiful area.

In the late 1960s I worked for a large lead

and zinc mining company in northcentral Tennessee as they

established a new lead/zinc mine. It was on private

property, but I watched as thousands of tons of tailings

gradually filled up what was previously farmland and wooded

land.

I just personally feel that the best use of

that area is to preserve it, it is an environmentally

sensitive area both surface and subsurface, and that a lead

1 mine, while it might bring short-term economic benefits, in

2 the long run the tourism, the people that come down and hunt

3 and fish and canoe have much less impact, but economically

4 have a much greater impact over a longer term.

5 And if anybody goes up right now to

6 Ellington, Missouri, you can see what happens when a lead

7 mine closes down. They don’t know a recession, they know a

8 depression in that area. The long-term Jobs such as the

9 Park Service and the state agencies provide are the way to

10 go, I think. Thank you.

11 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is John Ludeman,

12 followed by David Shonk.

13 0g MR. JOHN LUDEMAN: My name Is John Ludeman.

14 We have our residence in Columbia and we own property in the

15 Viburnum area. We’re familiar with both Viburnum and the

16 old mining area that is described in the report. I also

17 grew up in a small mining town in the east. I learned to

18 appreciate what mining might do from the numerous cases of

19 silicosis that occurred in that community, people slowly

20 dying, and having to struggle to find some compensation from

21 the companies which continued to mine, but didn't seem to

22 have much social responsibility.

23 I suppose you would say, Well, that’s all

24 changed. I’m a little skeptical, if I may say so. My

25 wife whispered to me Just a moment ago, and she said, Who on
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the panel up there represents us? Who represents the people

who don’t want lead mining in that area?

You all seem to be hard hat people who come

at your Jobs from your professions, and I understand that

you probably are all honorable people. It’s hard not to

feel that we may be looking at lots of foxes in the chicken

house as we look ahead of us at this panel.

I don’t want to be too unfair, but on the

other hand, the recent pattern of decision making of the

Bureau of Land Management and the National Forest Service

are not very reassuring. We are finding more and more

evidence in the Alaska forest of a very bad practice of

destroying forests that will probably never be replaced,

certainly not in your lifetime, or my lifetime, or our

children's lifetime.

The western rangelands, we know from our long

history what has happened to the western rangelands under

the management of the Bureau of Land Management. So, I

think you need to understand that not everybody comes to

hearings like this with the assumption that you people are

on our side, and I think you must take that into account.

Now, what real evidence is there that lead

mining in a new area in Missouri, and particularly in that

area, needs to occur at all? It seems to me that there’s

nothing that you've demonstrated so far that suggests that

anyone should feel a need to support other than Alternative

A in your proposal. I’ve Just now looked at those

alternatives. I'm sorry I don’t have a more detailed sense

of it.

I want to Just say a few more words, and I

want to say largely around the area of social co3t. I may

have missed hearing this in the introductions, but I’m not

sure I heard of any social scientists on your panel. Is

that an error on my part?

MR. VOGT: There was a sociologist that wrote

up the socioeconomic impact section in the EIS, but he’s

not able to be here tonight.

MR. JOHN LUDEMAN: I do intend to write a

written statement, and I will look particularly at what he

has to say. But it seems to me, as someone earlier

mentioned, that as you look at the old lead mining area that

already exists, and represents an example for all of us,

it's not very encouraging, and you people ought to recognize

that there are other concerns besides those of the large

corporations that seem to dominate so many of our decisions.

As someone else has mentioned, most of the

jobs are short-term Jobs. Our neighbor in the Viburnum

area moved from Viburnum to Cuba. He was a lead miner for

fifteen years. They closed some of the mines. He'll never

go back. He’ll never be a lead miner again. Not because
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1 he doesn’t want to be, but because he’ll never have the

2 opportunity to be. So he gets to drive an hour or an hour

3 and a half one way every day to another Job that isn’t

4 very attractive, but to a community that has undertaken to

5 try to renew itself.

6 The people in Viburnum are already worried

7 about what happens when lead is no longer available in

8 Viburnum. Look at the high social cost of destroying in

9 any way at all an area that probably can’t be duplicated

10 anywhere else in the United States. The area has already

11 been pointed to several times tonight.

12 We recognize that a hundred years from now

13 all of those natural features that you described and we’re

14 all familiar with, will be there, and they’ll still enhance

15 that area. They'll still provide an economic base for that

16 area. Are you prepared to tell me that a hundred years

17 from now those lead mines will be there? The tailings may

18 be there. The lead mines won’t.

19 Now, finally, it’s certainly been the history

20 of human experience that we have made our decisions on the

21 basis of single variables or very few variables. So we

22 almost always get fooled. Something happens that we

23 weren’t counting on. Then we get all excited and try to

24 remediate in sort of a man-made way what we could have

25 avoided by not undertaking what may have been an
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unnecessary action in the first place.

So my only central point, and the one that I

would make by way of a summary and closing statement, is

that there are some very real social costs that are not

being fully taken account of in your recommendation, and I

think that until you have fully taken them into account

you are not performing public service which the rest of us

have a right to expect from you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is David Shonk,

followed by Scott Bowden.

^13 MR- DAVID SHONK: I would like to preface

these comments first off as being comments that were also

provided at the hearing in St. Louis last night.

I am David Shonk, Associate Regional

Director for Cooperative Activities for the National Park

Service’s Midwest Region. My comments represent the views

of the National Park Service, not the Department of the

Interior.

The National Park Service acted as a

cooperating agency during this EIS process, mainly out of

concern for the possible impacts that mining could have on

Big Spring and the Current River, both parts of the Ozark

National Scenic Riverways Research funded by the

National Park Service has indicated that pollutants

entering the groundwater in the study area are likely to
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1 reappear in the flow of Big Spring.

2 Although the National Park Service is a

3 cooperating agency in this EIS, we do not endorse the

4 preferred alternative, Alternative D, identified in the

5 document. From the information presented in the document,

6 it appears that any mining activity in the lease area

7 has a high likelihood of contaminating Big Spring, the

8 Current River, and possibly the Jacks Fork River within

9 Ozark National Scenic Riverways.

10 Although the EIS indicates that impacts can

11 be adequately mitigated, we do not believe that the

12 mitigating measures presented would eliminate the

13 possibility of groundwater pollution in the areas proposed

14 for lease.

15 Also, no monitoring measures, such as a leak

16 detection system for the tailings ponds have been

17 presented which would allow for early detection of leakage

18 into the groundwater.

19 We therefore recommend Alternative A, the no

20 lease alternative. This is the only alternative presented

21 that would assure protection of Big Spring and the Current

22 River within Ozark National Scenic Riverways.

23 If an action alternative is chosen, we

24 highly recommend that further environmental documentation

25 and opportunity for public review and comment be provided
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at the mining plan stage to ensure that then-current

technology is adequate to eliminate all possibility that

these nationally significant water resources could be

adversely affected. Thank you.

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Scott Bowden,

followed by Danny Staples

10B MR. SCOTT BOWDEN: My name is Scott Bowden,

and I was born and raised in Birchtree, Missouri, Just

about five miles north of where the lease area is.

Currently I'm a chemistry major at the University of

Missouri at Columbia.

CYB, an NBC affiliate, made a statement early

this spring that somehow the locals had once again been

caught in a tug of war between the Cierra Club and between

lead mining companies. I for one appreciate this

opportunity to stand up and have the views of at least part

of the area known.

One thing that comes to mind very quickly

from listening to all these comments is that nobody in this

room really wants to see the land harmed. The major

argument is over to what extent lead mining will affect the

land, and if it can be leveled off to an acceptable level,

if any harm is caused at all.

I’ve got a question for the hydrologist. I

was studying the impact guide and most of the drainage area
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1 of Greer Spring seems to be due west. I know it’s

2 impossible to chart all of Hurricane Creek because it goes

3 back and forth.

4 MR. TRYON: That’s quite true. Most of the

5 Greer Spring recharge area is as we know it. and as I said.

6 we don’t know it perfectly, but we do know it pretty well,

7 lies to the west. We know that the City of Willow Springs

8 is included in it. From there it kind of trends off to the

9 south, and then cuts back east to the spring itself.

10 MR. SCOTT BOWDEN: Okay. Thank you. I was

11 Just curious about that. One major point that has not been

12 brought up here at this discussion yet has been the

13 impoverished nature of the people. I grew up in this area.

14 I grew up without libraries, and eventually became scared

15 to even walk across town because I didn’t know what was

16 going to happen, and no police protection.

17 I know what it's like to look down your roads

18 and 3ay , Hey. these things need work, no matter how small.

19 And the concern is not on whether they can or whether they

20 should be done, but that they’re done responsibly, and this

21 being the Job of the Cierra Club and the environmental

22 groups in passing strict law3 and in seeing that they are

23 governed and taken care of responsibly.

24 I can speak I feel for most of the people in

25 Shannon County and Oregon County and the other people in
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1 Carter County I assume would be affected somewhat by this,

2 that even this one glimmer of hope for my children and the

3 children to come--it’s not a full cure answer by any means,

4 but by the same process, it's necessary, that this one

5 glimmer of hope can mean the end of starvation in some small

6 degree, in some small extent, which is going on down there.

7 The average person earns five to 3ix thousand

8 dollars a year. That’s a national tragedy, comparable to

9 West Virginia or Mississippi or any other places that we

10 might compare to. I cannot .speak for all the people in my

11 area. I don’t try. But I can see the need and the

12 necessity of this.

13 As one person put it, you can look at it like

14 lead mines have money and the environmentalists have a

15 certain amount of money, but the lead mines have a whole lot

16 more.

17 It’s not foolproof. The responsibility lies

18 on the area also to go out and seek Jobs and to build

19 another basis besides lead mining. This has been the

20 failure at Viburnum. This has been the failure to a

21 certain extent at Ellington. This is where the emphasis

22 should lie.

23 I thank you for your time.

24 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Danny Staples will be

25 next, to be followed by Patrick Mi ley.
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1 1 IB SENATOR DANNY STAPLES: Thank you, Mr.

2 Chairman. I am a state senator from the 20th senatorial

3 district that makes up nine counties. Four of those

4 counties now have lead industries in them.

6

15 live in Shannon County, and I'm here tonight, as I was last

16 night, to ask that you adopt Plan B.

17 There's 150,000 people who live in my

18 senatorial district, and as their state senator it is my

19 Job to speak for the wants and desires of that constituency.

20 I think that the majority of the people that I represent

21 would be in favor of a lead industry in Shannon or Oregon

22 County.

23 One of the gentlemen that spoke here

24 earlier tonight, I think from Boone County, who I do not

25 know, asked this panel why I didn’t work to bring other

5 I would like to refer to Ozark Lead, the

6 Sweetwater Bridge that is approximately fifteen miles from

7 Current River. It’s been there for a number of years, as

8 you well know. Also there's a creek called Saken (Phonetic

9 Spelling) Creek. There’s also a creek called Big Creek.

10 They run from the upper regions of Reynolds County into

11 the Current River.

12 The water sampling that’s tested by the

13 National Park Service in the Current River is above

14 standards, I understand. I represent the 8200 people who
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types of industry into the State of Missouri, especially

into my district.

In answer to that, I, in the last four years

that I’ve served the 150,000 people in the nine counties

that I represent, I think I can go on record as saying that

I’ve attracted more industry, more Jobs, and more money for

construction into the 20th senatorial district than any of

the other 33 state senators that make up the state senate,

approximately $125 million in construction, approximately

two thousand Jobs.

I'm here tonight on behalf of the citizens of

Oregon and Shannon Counties and the rest of the Ozark area,

asking you to please adopt Plan B, putting more industry

and more Jobs and a better tax base into one of the most

depressed counties in the State of Missouri, that being

my home county of Shannon

Again, I plead with you to adopt Plan B.

MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is

Patrick Miley, followed by John Carter.

12B MR. PATRICK MILEY: I’m here first to

recommend that you adopt Plan B. Being a businessman from

Winona, Missouri, which is in Shannon County, I can see

the advantages to having a work force that’s working instead

of a work force that’s on welfare.

I’d like to go back to 1966 when the Eleven
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1 Point Wild River was formed, and remind the Forest Service

2 of some of the things that they were mandated to do at that

3 time. Lyndon Johnson was President, and in his mandate he

4 said. Our conservation must not be Just the classic

5 conservation and protection from development, but a

6 creative conservation of restoration and innovation. Its

7 concern is not with nature alone, but with the total

8 relation between man and the world around him.

9 That is the opening statement in. The Eleven

10 Point, a Wild River and its Country, put out by the Mark

11 Twain National Forest. In buying up the land, the Forest

12 Service went into a pacification program to keep there from

13 being hard feelings between landowners and the people that

14 were trying to buy the land.

15 A great deal was said at the time about what

16 had been achieved in the past by cooperation between the

17 local citizenry and governmental agencies. And in this, it

18 says in 1936 the Missouri Conservation Commission was

19 established. In the ’30s, too, the Missouri legislature

20 sponsored the establishment of the two national forests in

21 Missouri, and in 1943 the Missouri Resources and Development

22 Commission was created for the general purpose of advancing

23 the economic welfare of the people and the state’s natural

24 resources.

25 County residents and local residents of the
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1 Ozark hills exemplify this attitude, that the spirit

2 thrives, as shown by the thirty years of noteworthy

3 cooperation among the Missouri Conservation Commission.

4 local residents, and the Forest Service, U.S. Department of

5 Agriculture. Cooperation is the key to unlock the full

6 potential of the Eleven Point country. It is a prerequisite

7 to turn this Forest Service program into a dynamic, viable

8 plan.

9 The Eleven Point River can be an avenue to

10 new horizons. Of course the major cooperative thrust rests

11 where it should, with local residents, and particularly

12 those in the business community. Private initiative and

13 investment will be needed to accommodate the anticiapted

14 heavy visitor load.

15 And then they go into tourism. It says,

16 There will be a steadily increasing need for motels, hotels,

17 and trailer courts. Restaurants will be required. A

18 small private airport will be needed. Service stations,

19 canoe and John boat outfitters, bait stores, riding stables,

20 souvenir shops, and craftsman items will flourish.

21 Well, I have yet to see an airport come in.

22 I don’t know of any trailer parks that have come in

23 because of the Eleven Point. And really. I think the

24 Forest Service has a little bit reneged. Instead of

25 opening access to the river for this supposed tourism that
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1 was coming, most of it has been closing the river down for

2 access.

3 At Greer Springs, which is the closest little

4 town to the area, there is one John boat and canoe rental

5 place, and I think he sells a little beer and soda pop, but

6 that’s about all the advancement as far as the business of

7 the community that’s happened in that area.

8 Now down at Riverton there's a store that's

9 been allowed to stay there, but I think somewhere the

10 Forest Service has gotten a little off track of where we

11 were going.

12 But in the closing of the original plan it

13 says the Forest Service, D.S. Department of Agriculture,

14 is dedicated to the principle of multiple use management of

15 the nation's forest resources for sustained yields of

16 water, wood, minerals, forage, wildlife, and recreation.

17 Through forestry research, cooperation with the states and

18 private forest owners, and management of the national

19 forest and national grasslands, it strives, as directed by

20 Congress, to provide increasingly greater service to a

21 growing nation.

22 Well, we have all the elements there where

23 we could be helped. We've got the wood, the water, and

24 the minerals, and the forage and the wildlife, but it 3eems

25 that under this mandate that we started out with, it would

1 be a shame to push the forest and push the wildlife and not

2 do the rest of it. Push the wood. Push the minerals.

3 Department of Agriculture, that’s farming. You've got

4 something there to farm, and I would like to see it farmed.

5 If you don’t reap your crops, well, you don't

6 make a profit. We're showing enough government spending

7 now, everything seems to be going out and nothing coming

8 back in. Will the Forest Service get anything back per

9 ton on any of this? Will the government get anything on

10 this?

11 MR. VOGT: On the mineral leases, if they’re

12 issued, there’s usually a 5 percent royalty paid on the

13 value of the metal concentrate.

14 MR. PATRICK MILEY: Okay. Well, that's what

15 I wanted to know. Thank you for letting me speak.

16 MR. VOGT: Thank you. John Carter will be

17 the next speaker, followed by Lewis McCann.

18 13B MR. JOHN CARTER: My name is John Carter.

19 I’m an environmental engineer from the Doe Run Company,

20 Viburnum, Missouri. I would like to compliment the team

21 on the overall quality of the EIS. As written, the EIS

22 satisfies the National Environmental Policy Act require-

23 ments.

24 I do have a couple things I disagree with in

25 the EIS. On the D alternative, the establishment of the
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1 visual corridors to protect visual quality could prevent

2 the siting of the mine/mill facility on the lease area.

3 A facility on the lease area could be sited

4 and built in an unobtrusive manner, aesthetically pleasing.

5 without detracting from the scenic nature of this area.

6 All the existing Doe Run mine/mill facilities on the

7 Viburnum Trend are well-built and well-kept facilities.

8 Most of them are sited in such a manner they do not intrude

9 upon the landscape.

10 Mineral deposits are rare in nature. Ore

11 bodies are much rarer. Trails, roads, and highways can be

12 moved. Ore bodies cannot. Trails, roads, and highways

13 have been moved in the past for reasons much less pressing

14 than the existence of an ore body.

15 Therefore. I believe Alternative D should be

16 changed to allow the siting of the mine/mill facility, haul

17 road, and tailings ponds within the areas that are now

18 called visual quality corridors.

19 The second issue I would like to comment on

20 is tailings disposal. The tailings produced as waste by

21 the Doe Run Company are relatively inert, consisting

22 primarily of particles of dolomitic limestone and minor,

23 trace amounts of mineralization.

24 This view is supported by the research report

25 entitled. A Study on the Possible Use of Chat and Tailings

2

3

4

5

6

7

from the Old Lead Belt of Missouri in Agricultural

Limestone. The study is by Drs. Wixson, Gale, and Davies

of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It was submitted to

the Missouri Department of Natural Resources in December of

1983.

In the conclusion it states, and I quote,

dolomitic limestone tailings in southeast Missouri in both

the old and new lead belts could be used as a cheap and

convenient substitute for agricultural limestone, with

resultant environmental benefits, end quote

It can be surmised from such a conclusion

that the tailings produced by Doe Run mills are not toxic.

The tailings disposal method chosen for use at a potential

operation area has yet to be chosen. It cannot and should

not be chosen until all the site specific conditions are

known and the size and richness of the ore body has been

determined.

The economic viability of any ore body on the

lease area will be determined mainly by the cost of tailings

disposal. All tailings disposal methods, no matter where

the operation is located, must now meet stringent regula-

tory requirements regarding siting, design, construction,

operation, closure and post closure inspection, maintenance.

Under the provisions of the Comprehensive

Environmental Response. Compensation, and Liability Act of
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1 1980, the acronym CERCLA, more commonly known as Superfund,

2 a mining company must consider the perpetual care and

3 maintenance of any tailings disposal facility. CERCLA

4 makes a company that generates a waste, and any successor

5 company, forever responsible for the cleanup of any

6 releases.

7 A release of tailings anywhere could be a

8 business threatening disaster for a mining company. Any

9 tailings disposal method used on the lease area or anywhere

10 else will be evaluated by the Doe Run Company to ensure

11 that the future existence of Doe Run or of the parent

12 companies will not be threatened by a failure. Fiscal

13 and environmental responsibility are therefore on the same

14 side of the ledger. Regulation and self interest assure

15 that any tailings disposal methods implemented will be

16 responsible and reliable.

17 One of the earlier people commented on what

18 tailings areas look like. These are pictures from the Old

19 Lead Belt in Missouri. The initial pictures were taken

20 back in 1971 and '72, and show a tailings area that has

21 been closed, and the company, St. Joe Minerals, is

22 preparing to seed and fertilize the tailings area.

23 I found these pictures in the files. I went

24 back to these areas in 1981, searching for approximately

25 the same location. I took pictures of what it looked like

1 at that time. The company, St. Joe Minerals Corporation,

2 did this seeding and fertilizing work pre-regulation, and

3 with no help from the government.

4 All Doe Run operations are located in the

5 State of Missouri. The future of the Doe Run Company is

6 dependent upon the finding and development of another lead

7 deposit in Missouri

8 St. Joe Minerals Corporation began in

9 Missouri in 1864. It became the dominant mining company in

10 the Old Lead Belt of Missouri. When the ore reserves in

11 the Old Lead Belt became close to ending, they started

12 prospecting, and they found the Viburnum Trend. For many

13 years in the Viburnum Trend mining companies were finding

14 every year, either through surface drilling around an

15 existing deposit or while mining underground, enough ore to

16 replace what was being mined.

17 We’re no longer doing that. There i3 a

18 finite level, or finite amount of mineralization, ore. left

19 in the Viburnum Trend. We do have one mine that is shut

20 down. We have one mine that is on reduced production. We

21 have other mines that have five years or less life remain-

22 ing. When they are shut down, we will be moving to open

23 the Rush Creek Mine, increase production at Fletcher, and

24 our projection of the amount of ore there takes into

25 account the operations that are of reduced capacity or at
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1 the present time are shut down.

2 If something is found over in the Winona

3 area, there are no guarantees that anyone from Winona will

4 be getting a Job. There is a very distinct possibility we

5 will not get very many of our people to drive that far to

6 work, since a good portion of them are already driving

7 fifty miles to Viburnum. Another fifty miles down the road

8 is going to be a lot to ask.

9 While the people at Winona who could be

10 employed would start out in an entry level position, our

11 entry level positions pay right now $11.43 an hour. We do

12 have good medical benefits. Our average salary we pay is

13 $13.80 an hour.

14 Therefore, there would be a significant

15 impact to the area if we came in. I do have some other

16 minor editorial type comments, and I’ll submit them in

17 writing later. I thank you for the opportunity to comment.

18 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Lewis McCann is next,

19 followed by Ronald Hansen.

20 14B MR. LEWIS MCCANN: My name is Lewis McCann.

21 I'm from Jefferson City, Missouri, representing only

22 myself. Before I start my comments, I would have one

23 question to ask. At the very beginning someone asked about

24 the decision making process. I think you’re the one that

25 explained it. Can you describe how your team met with the
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1 regional supervisors, or whatever you call them, of BLM

2 and the Forrest Service, and you presesnted the statement

3 and they made the decision; is that right?

4 MR HASTINGS: They made a preliminary

5 decision.

6 MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Alternative D, right.

7 At that time did your team make a recommendation to them?

8 MR. HASTINGS: No, I don’t recall that we did.

9 We put together that maintenance that I referred to on

10 Page 24 in the draft EIS, and presented that, but the team

11 itself did not make a recommendation.

12 MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Is that usual?

13 MR. HASTINGS: In this case, it was Just as I

14 said earlier, it was Just a preliminary identification of

15 preferred alternative of public comment. The team didn’t

16 make a recommendation. I think the team felt that we

17 probably wouldn't identify a preferred alternative in the

18 draft EIS, and we didn’t formally recommend any one

19 alternative over another.

20 We simply put together the matrix that are

21 referred to in the draft EIS. That pretty well summarizes

22 what we felt the impacts would be to various components of

23 the environment, and that information was presented to the

24 decision makers, and on that basis they made their

25 preliminary identification of Alternative D as the
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1 preferred alternative.

2 MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Are those people that made

3 that decision, are they here tonight?

4 MR. HASTINGS: No. they’re not here. They

5 will be the people that actually make the final decision

6 when the times comes to make a decision. Those people are

7 not here. They've been involved through the process,

8 primarily in briefings that we’ve held for them, and we’ve

9 conveyed information from the public and from the team to

10 them in briefing format.

11 MR. LEWIS MCCANN: I’ll continue. I would

12 think they would want to be here to hear what the public

13 wants. It’s one thing to hear it in person and another

14 thing to read a synopsis of it on the back page of some

15 report.

16 At the very beginning in the introduction the

17 gentleman in the middle there asked that we point out

18 errors and inconsistencies, and I’m going to attempt to do

19 that. The main emphasis of what I’m going to do. I’ll be

20 reading a variety of quotes from both the Environmental

21 Assessment last year and this draft Environmental Impact

22 Statement, and pointing out what I see as a shift in the

23 scientific emphasis between the two.

1

24 On Page 37 of the Environmental Assessment

25 it says, The best professional Judgment is the use of

1 technology developed in the Viburnum Trend will not be

2 directly transferable to the lease area vicinity.

3 And your mining expert at the beginning of

4 this session also stated that this was a Viburnum type

5 mine being considered.

6 On Page VIII of the Environmental Impact

7 Statement it says. The evidence generated during years of

8 mining on the Viburnum Trend indicate the majority of

9 potential impacts may be eliminated or reduced.

10 That seems to be a contradiction.

11 On Page 37 of the Environmental Assessment it

12 goes on to say. Profound geohydrologic differences exist

13 between the Viburnum Trend and the lease area. On and

14 around the lease area, however, water is virtually

15 impossible to contain in any sizable quantity on the

16 surface, and the excessive escape of mill tailings, heavy

17 metals, and mill reagents into the groundwater system is

18 inevitible.

19 On that same page it goes on to say, Tailings

20 disposal methods used in the Viburnum Trend possess an

21 extremely high probability of catastrophic collapse of the

22 tailings pond bottoms.

23 And then the Environmental Impact Statement

24 states on Page 119, The risk of release of tailings or mill

25 waste into the environment is very small.
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1 Again, something changed between those two

2 reports.

3 On Page 36 of the Environmental Assessment,

4 although subsidence is a possibility on the lease area, if

5 a mine/mill complex is developed, there is no way to

6 accurately predict what the probability is or what

7 facilities would be affected.

8 Page 11 of the same document, Hailey, et al.

9 1972 cites numerous cases of land surface collapse and

10 subsidence in the general region, many of which are within

11 two miles of the lease area proper.

12 Then in the Environmental Impact Statement on

13 Page 73 it 3ays, Site investigations using geophysical and

14 hydrologic methods would have to establish beyond a doubt

15 that it would not subside, collapse, or leak, et cetera.

16 First of all you say you can’t predict this.

17 and then you go on to say that you do have methods to

18 predict it.

19 You go on on Page 75. Assuming all laws,

20 regulations, forest plan standards, and mitigating measures

21 were complied with, the danger of dam failure and its

22 resultant consequences would be virtually nonexistent.

23 Once again, this doesn’t make sense to me.

24 They’re Just contradicting each other.

25 On Page 7 of your Summary of Comments, dated
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June, ’87, in response to a comment that you had

inadequately studied the geology of the area, you

responded, The area’s hydrogeology has been intensively

studied since the mid-sixties and is accurately portrayed

in the Environmental Assessment.

Well if it was, why did you change your stand

on so many of these issues? It does appear from what I’ve

pointed out that you did change your mind regarding the

geology of the area. The tone and content of the

Environmental Impact Statement is much more optimistic and

charitable than the Environmental Assessment.

On Page 33 of the Environmental Assessment

it says, If lead does exist under the land applied for it

will remain unexcavated and will not contribute to the needs

of the country.

From your Summary of Comments you sent out

la3t summer . many people, including myself, asked that you

prove this need or demonstrate this need. On Page 107 of

the Environmental Impact Statement you state. The domestic

resources of lead appear more than adequate to accommodate

expected cumulative primary demand in the United States for

at least the next twenty years.

Considering the favorable nature of relations

between the U.S. and the countries listed in Table 37,

concern about the security and stability of supply should
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1 be minimal.

2 I’ve answered your first question in that

3 there is no foreseeable demand for this lead.

4 On the question of tailings disposal, I

5 quote from Page 118 of the Environmental Impact Statement,

6 There would be one possible effect of stope backfilling.

7 Wells penetrating below the Davis Formation could be

8 tainted. The nearest known such well is in Ellington,

9 thirty miles to the northeast, and well beyond any danger.

10 Now, to me, this is frankly a beautifully

11 worded example of what’s wrong with this country. The

12 philosophy you’re stating is, if it’s not being utilized

13 by someone else, it’s all right to pollute it for short-

14 terra financial gain.

15 This is the first environmental impact

16 statement I have ever looked over. This may be the way

17 they are all written. To me there wa3 a shocking lack of

18 detail regarding the geology of the area. The general

19 philosophy seems to be. Although we know it won’t be easy

20 to run a clean mining operation here, let’s let them try,

21 and if they don’t succeed we’ll stop them.

22 I may not be a bureaucrat, but this seems to

23 be a back-ass-wards way of thinking. You know it’s

24 impossible, or at least highly unlikely, that you can mine

25 here without fouling the environment. Why even let them
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try? As your statement stated, you evidently do know that

it’s not possible, or at least is highly unlikely that it

can be done.

In summation, I would Just plead with you to

change your minds and go to Recommendation and Alternative

A. That concludes my statement.

Just two questions. Do you have more dye

tracings for this area than what is shown in the

Environmental Impact Statement? On one page, Page 37, you

stated you had like thirty years’ worth of data for that

MR. TRYON: The answer is no. Everything

that’s been done, certainly with some exceptions that might

have been done in the past couple of months, recently by

other people, all the information is presented there in the

report

.

MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Well. I know Spring Creek,

the one going right through the area has had one tracing.

That’s what your map shows.

MR. TRYON; Going through which area?

MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Through the area in

question

.

MR. TRYON: Well, we have two areas in

in question, in fact, not to cut you off or anything. I’m

not here to argue. Much of the difference--
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MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Well. I Just

2 understand what the problem is in figuring out what area

3 we’re talking about.

4 MR. TRYON: There are two separate lease

5 areas being discussed. That in large measure accounts for

6 the differences between what was said in the EA and what

7 has been said in the EIS.

8 MR. LEWIS MCCANN: You mean what was true for

9 a small area is not true for the big area?

10 MR. TRYON: Not necessarily, no, sir. That

11 would be incorrect. It's possible, but as a blanket

12 statement, that would not be correct.

13 MR. LEWIS MCCANN: That Just doesn’t make

14 sense to me. You're saying there’s a high probability of

15 collapse on the small area, and the bigger area around it,

16 all the sudden there’s no chance?

17 MR. TRYON: Well, certainly, but it is not an

18 equal chance in all portions of the larger area.

19 MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Well, from your dye

20 tracings I don’t think you’ve got the data to prove that,

21 frankly. I know you guys are the experts.

22 One other questions. It mentioned in the

23 Environmental Impact Statement that Tom Hailey had visited

24 the site last summer.

25 MR. TRYON: Oh, sure. Tom ha3 known the area

2

3

4

5

6

7

for years.

MR. LEWIS MCCANN: Did he make a report? Is

it in here and I missed it?

MR. TRYON: No, he made no written report.

We hired him to take us to various portions of the study

area and point out features of hydrologic and geologic

significance which would be important to any decision.

MR. LEWIS MCCANN: You people, frankly, all

have a bias here. You hired him to look at the site. I

would think--

MR. TRYON; No, we did not hire him to look

at the site.

MR. LEWIS MCCANN: He didn't go out on your

behalf? Did you request that he go out there? You have

a list of field trips back there, which I assume would be

official. But he made no written report?

MR. TRYON: No written report, no, sir.

MR. LEWIS MCCANN: That’s all I have.

MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker will

Ronald Hansen, followed by Tom Kliethermes.

15B MR. RONALD HANSON: My name is Ron Hanson. I

live in Holts Summit, Missouri. A lot of environmental

concerns have been raised here this evening, and I support

these concerns. I Just want to state for the record that I

am opposed to any additional leasing in the Forest Service
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1 lands, and that I will submit a letter to you highlighting

2 my concerns so you will all have them before you when you

3 make your final assessment, and I hope that assessment will

4 be for Plan A. Thank you.

5 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is

6 Tom Kliethermes, followed by Nancy Bland.

7 16B MR. TOM KLIETHERMES: My name i3 Tom

8 Kliethermes. and I'm from Loose Creek, Missouri. I Just

9 have some short comments to make. I’m in agreement with

10 the comments from the man from Columbia and the man from

11 the Cierra Club and their views of it.

12 I think that the short-term economical gains

13 of the people of that area are far outweighed by the

14 environmental damage. I’m in favor of Alternative A.

15 Thank you.

16 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker will

17 be Nancy Bland, followed by Loring Bullard.

18 17B MS. NANCY BLAND: My name is Nancy Bland. I

19 was raised in Maplewood in St. Louis County. I moved to

20 Van Buren in 1979, and am now a five-year resident of

21 Winona, Missouri. I am at this time an unemployed school-

22 teacher and partner with my husband in our business of

23 gunsmithing and related retail sales.

24 I attended the public hearing in St. Louis,

25 and at this time I would like to address some of the
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1 comments made. First of all, there was a man, the one who

2 brought the map, I don’t remember his name, he expressed

3 his concern of so many Winonians attending the meeting. He

4 said he thought this was a St. Louis meeting.

5 This statement came as a shock to me. The

6 letter I received called these public hearings, and

7 comments could be made at any of these three hearings. Are

8 we not part of the public because we’re from Winona? The

9 Webster’s Dictionary defines public as, of, belonging to,

10 or concerning the people as a whole, and also as, openly,

11 not in private, or in secrecy.

12 Well, that’s why we were there, are here,

13 and will attend tomorrow, because we are public and we care

14 enough to find a way to be in attendance.

15 I would further like to say that I respect

16 his and anyone else's opposition on this matter to the

17 point that I welcome the opposition to the Winona public

18 hearing.

19 There was also a man that brought a portion

20 of the Current Wave Newspaper down when he spoke . During

21 his comments he pointed out that the environmentalists had

22 been accused of being high-pressure organized groups, but

23 that they shouldn’t be ashamed, because we were also high-

24 pressure. He supported this by pointing out a short

25 article on the front page of the newspaper that told of the
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bus that was going to St. Louis.

What he didn’t point out was that this

particular article did not, I repeat, did not say, Only

ride if you’re in favor. In fact, this article said.

Anyone wishing to attend may ride the bus. This is not

pressure, but instead, an example of free speech to its

fullest potential.

He also did not explain why that made the

front page. That particular newspaper always gives front

page billing to not-for-profit happenings in the area.

They do this by not charging for any article that is put in

as a public activity, whether it be Halloween activities,

a bake sale, or in this case, a free ride on a bus to attend

a public hearing, and then placing these articles on the

front page in a color other than white so that the articles

stand out.

Again, this is not pressure, but letting its

readers know what organizations are doing what and where,

so if they want to attend they can attend.

Many times during last night’s hearing I heard

boom and bust economy. We realize that the mines won’t

last forever, but neither does any type of business. Right

now we already live in a boom/bust situation with our

tourism, our lumber, and our factory work.

The peak of tourism goes from Memorial Day
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so we can handle the bust, if and when it comes.

My final attempt is to address an issue that

we should ask for something else. Well, we are. Every time

a new economical boost has a probability of coming in, we

work hard to see it here. Most of the time they take one

look at our deprived area and run.

Since the lead is here, the mine should be

here. The money can be recycled for individual and

community betterment. Then maybe another industry might be

willing to come in. and thus in turn would serve as a

buffer if there is a bust.

Thank you for preparing the EIS. Thank you

for allowing everyone on both sides the opportunity to

speak. A special thanks to Current Wave and the Winona

R-3 School District for supporting the local speakers by

their bus and article.

Last night I said I was for the mines, but I

didn’t state which alternative. I am against Alternative A

and in support of any of the others, but do feel the

bigger the alternative, the better.

I have a couple of notes related to things

that have been said tonight that I would like to add in.

First of all, I do agree that a fuller economic impact

evaluation should be done, especially if the mines don’t

hire anyone from the area.

1 Weekend through Labor Day Weekend. The timber industry

2 works like this, loggers cut the timber, bring it in, and

3 then they have to quit working while the saw millers saw

4 the logs. Then the saw millers have to quit again while the

5 loggers bring in another load, because of the supply and

6 demand ratio. There’s never enough demand to keep them

7 both working full-time. And then also, since it is outdoor

8 work, everyone is off every time there’s bad weather.

9 Another example of boom when you work and

10 bust when you don’t is our factory industry. We have a cap

11 factory in Winona that will work six days one week and turn

12 around and work as little as one or two the next, depending

13 on the order load of the factory.

14 There is a shoe factory in Birchtree that has

15 been closed down for approximately two years. I know

16 someone with children that did without electricity and

17 water during a major part of that time, or as you say, bust.

18 Now she’s back at work at the shoe factory and another boom

19 ha3 occurred in her lifestyle.

20 This is another reason you can’t scare us with

21 the short-term life expectancy of a mine. All forms of

22 business have their peaks, like rollercoasters. Some just

23 boom more and bust less. We see the mines as a longer term

24 of boom, and we see income that will benefit in many areas.

25 Right now we boom and bust more like a flashing red light,
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1 You know, all these new people would need a

2 place to live, a school to go to, more groceries to

3 accommodate the larger population, et cetera, and then also

4 from the point of view of if all the positions were filled

5 by locals. I think the economic statement should be

6 divided into both areas.

7 I also think a more accurate study should be

8 done on unemployment, so we’re better represented in our

9 plight. Unemployment now is based on the collection of. I

10 am part of the unemployed race down there, but I wouldn’t

11 be in that percentage because I no longer collect unem-

12 ployment.

13 Since there were so many comments and concerns

14 about boom and bust, I recommend and evaluation on how the

15 people that are affected by a boom and bust economy would

16 feel about it. as opposed to the bust only economy we now

17 live in.

18 I now would like to refer you to Page III of

19 the summary. The reason I’m referring to thi3 is in

20 particular to the man from the Audobon Society. He said

21 something like 40 Jobs--okay, he's from the Cierra Club and

22 he said 37. It say3 right here in this Environmental

23 Impact, The low development scenario would employ up to 170

24 workers and disturb 451 acres. The high development

25 scenario would employ 1,360 workers.
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1 I am requesting a more accurate study on

2 employment. I know you cannot give a concrete number,

3 because that's not a guaranteed prediction. But 37 to

4 1,360? Somebody's wrong, and I think we need to know who

5 and get a more accurate number there. Because if in fact

6 we are having a moldy carrot, as he referred to it, hanging

7 in front of our face, we need to know that. too.

8 But if in fact this many jobs can be offered,

9 everybody needs to know that, too, because that’s

10 important in making this decision.

11 My final comment is that I agree with the

12 people that have mentioned the extended period. I don’t

13 know what the illiteracy rate is in your area, but where I

14 come from it's pretty high. You know, from a teacher’s

15 point of view I do know it’s there. There are people that

16 are interested in this but can’t read it, and they need

17 time to be sat down with and talked to, and then if they

18 want to make any written comments, they need the time to

19 have somebody sit down and help them write it, because they

20 can’t.

21 We can’t do that by the 3rd or 8th of

22 January. There is no way. So I also request an extension

23 on that because of the illiteracy rate in our area.

24 Thank you.

25 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Loring
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Bullard, followed by Francis Stein.

18B MR. LORING BULLARD: My name is Loring

Bullard. I’m here representing the Ozark Society. We also

would like to request an extension of at least 60 days on

the comment period to give us time to fully study the

document, and we also at this point would support

Alternative A for many of the reasons that have already

been mentioned, and I’m only going to touch on a couple of

additional points.

Several government agencies, especially those

concerned with public health, are recommending that we

reduce the amount of lead in the environment. The EPA, for

example, is recommending phasing out all lead in gasoline.

Lead is also being reduced in products like paint, and we

would question the wisdom of risking substantial

environmental damage, and possibly the health of the miners

and their families from lead dust for the development of

new sources of a metal whose future markets are in doubt.

One additional point, since mitigation is

such a key part to the acceptance of the preferred plan, it

seems to me that we should have a representative from the

Department of Natural Resources, Division of the

Environmental Quality, on the panel to answer questions that

the audience might have about those particular parts of the

draft. Thank you.
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1 MR. VOGT: Francis Stein will be next,

2 followed by Don Roller.

3 19B MR. FRANCIS STEIN: Good evening. First I

4 would like to compliment you on the work you’ve done on the

5 draft, and let me stress draft, of the Environmental

6 Impact Statement. My name is Francis Stein. I am a

7 merchant from Winona I’m a lifelong resident of Shannon

8 County

.

9 Last night I made several comments and

10 statements which may be off the wall. I don't know.

11 Tonight I’ve been listening to a lot of the comments made.

12 Number one, there’s been a lot of talk about the tailings

13 pond that ruptured and busted. This was built in 1977.

14 Don’t we have any better sense in 1987 than we did then?

15 Has there been one ruptured since then? If

16 so, where? This is a question I’d like answered. What

17 streams in the Viburnum Trend have been afffected that

18 you’re not allowed to eat the suckers out of? Is it the

19 Black River? The Current River? The Jacks Fork? I've

20 ate suckers out of every one of them, and I love to eat the

21 suckers from them. We gig them every year. They’re still

22 gigging them probably tonight while this is going on.

23 A comment was made somewhere by someone about

24 why should the mines be on the government land. Well,

25 number one, in Shannon County, two-thirds of the county is
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owned by the federal government and state agencies. So

where in Shannon County and in the impact area are you

going to find enough private land to put the mine on? I

do not know personally.

You know, there’s a lot of questions asked,

and again, like I said, this is a draft Environmental

Impact Statement. It goes on and says in this statement,

if I can find the page, it's Page 3. If and when a lease is

issued, the lessee must submit a plan of operation for

approval before developmental drilling or production can

occur.

This isn’t the final statement. I know that.

But I can’t understand what the big battle is in a lot of

respects. Another thing I would like to comment on is the

Ozark National Scenic Riverways that came out in opposition

to this because of possible pollution.

The question I have there, is there waste-

water treatment systems at the national parks, at Alley

Spring, at Big Spring, and at Round Spring, is there a

lagoon type treatment system? Is there no possibility of

polluting the rivers from those treating systems?

I think there is. I am a treatment plant

operator, also, by the way. from Winona. I carry a Class B

operator’s license I have to follow the DNR requirements

and the EPA requirements at my treatment plant. It
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1 empties into a losing 3tream, the Current River, which is

2 directly connected with Big Spring. There is no question

3 whatsoever.

4 They say that the suspended particles,

5 suspended solids, cannot be controlled. My permit

6 requirement is 10 milligram per liter, maximum. I run at

7 2 constantly. So they can be handled. We’re not on the

8 lagoon system, but the National Park Service is. There’s

9 not a city involved in this impact area that is on the

10 lagoon system, but the National Park Service is, and yet

11 they’re in opposition.

12 There’s been several quotes from the impact

13 statements. I do not believe all the quotes that was made

14 was quoted in their entirety. I believe it was just a

15 portion picked out for the benefit of certain facts. I do

16 support mining. I do agree there’s things in the

17 Environmental Impact Statement that needs to be worked on

18 in many respects. I would like to see the extension.

19 You know, jobs is very, very important to us.

20 people. I live in a town of a thousand people. I can

21 count in the timber industry alone three saw mills and

22 three operations that have shut down since 1985 that

23 amounted to 100 jobs out of a thousand people. 100 jobs

24 that’s gone because the timber industry is not there to

25 support them.
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1 150,000 people. I won’t be any different. I have

2 30,594 constituents at the last census.

3 I’m not foolish enough to 3tand here and tell

4 you that all 30, 594 are in support of any plan that you

5 have here, for or against, but the majority of my

6 constituents are in favor of the mines in this area. And

7 therefore, to represent them, I am very much in favor of it

8 also.

9 Simply what I would like to ask you people

10 to do is to give us an opportunity to make more than $7,000

11 a year, as that happens to be the average income per capita

12 in my district, which is kind of tough to live on, and you

13 don’t have to drive through the area more than twice to see

14 that.

15 I would like to have the opportunity for my

16 people to make more money than that and live at a higher

17 standard rate, and also take the advantage of protecting

18 the environment as they have for the past hundreds of years

19 in thi3 immediate area, without anyone's help.

20 I am not saying we have not faltered in

21 areas, such a3 sewage systems, as was brought up by

22 Mr. Stein, but I Just returned from a five day trip to

23 north Missouri today, and I noticed that a lot of the

24 testimony was from the Columbia area, and as I drove

25 through there I commented to the fellow that was with me
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1 I agree, the mines isn’t a permanent solution,

2 but right now our little community is also working on

3 another possible project to come into our community to give

4 us 40 jobs, 40. Not 150, not 800. We want the mines to

5 help. We need them.

6 In closing, I support the mines 100 percent.

7 I'm in favor of all propositions except A. Thank you very

8 much for your time.

9 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Don

10 Koller, followed by our last speaker, Kay Stewart.

11 20B REPRESENTATIVE DON KOLLER: Thank you. For

12 the record, my name is Don Koller. I’m a state

13 representative from the 148th district, in which the area in

14 question is located, and quite a large area around the area

15 in question is also in the disctrict.

16 What I would like to see in this area is

17 employment. We have been very well taken care of as far as

18 environmental issues, and with respect to several areas in

19 my district, I contributed this not to the Cierra Club,

20 not to the Friends of the Earth, but to the people that live

21 there.

Our ancestors have taken care of it for years.

23 We're proud of our area. I hear numbers tonight quoted

24 about who represents who, all from one gentleman that

25 represented himself up to the senator who represented
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1 about the terrible soil erosion problem that they have

2 from there to the north Missouri line.

3 I wasn't really aware of that, but we

4 commented that the people did react to this several years

5 ago and went to the polls and voted 1/10 of 1 percent sales

6 tax to try to remedy this. They have mistakes there just

7 like we do in southern Missouri.

8 We try to take care of ours , they try to take

9 care of theirs, and the whole state works together with

10 the elected officials, the constituents, as well as the

11 agencies. That’s not to say that we won’t make a mistake

12 if we have a mining operation there, but I’m saying that

13 we are mature enough in the area, with the help of the

14 state, the federal agencies, and the Conservation

15 Federation and their organization, to correct these

16 situations.

17 I think we need to work together and give

18 all the people in the state the same opportunity to enjoy

19 the livelihood that we so much want and need in southern

20 Missouri. Thank you.

21 MR. VOGT: The last signed up speaker will be

22 Kay Stewart.

23 21B MS. KAY STEWART: I made a few notes, but in

24 the interest of time I’ll submit my comments in writing.

25 I will say, however, that I do teach school,
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1 and dealing with children, I have to support Alternative A.

2 I’m appalled. I lived two years in the Big Bear area, and

3 I Just can’t believe that we’re even having these hearings,

4 talking about such a sensitive area.

5 I support A. Thank you.

6 HR. VOGT: Thank you. That concludes our

7 commentators that signed cards when they came in. We would

8 like to open the floor for anybody else that would like to

9 speak that didn’t 3ign up initially. We would like you to

10 come to the microphone if you would like to speak.

11 22B MR. GREG ELDRED: My name is Greg Eldred. and

12 I’m from Columbia. I Just picked up your summary statement

13 tonight, and it’s interesting to me to note that the last

14 few paragraphs of this are an explanation of why you

15 reject Proposition A, Alternative A.

16 The reasons that are stated there deal with

17 returns to the U.S. Treasury, future domestic lead

18 reserves, independence on foreign sources of lead. Now

19 that’s something we haven’t heard at all tonight. We’ve

20 heard about very local problems, and what you're giving is

21 reasons for rejecting A as a global problem.

22 Globally lead consumption is going down. The

23 projection that the Viburnum Trend will run out in the year

24 2000 is based on current use, current production levels.

25 We’ve eliminated lead from lead pipes. In World War II--
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1 before World War II they used lead for shielding

2 communication cables. That’s no longer used. Lead piping

3 in households is gone. Lead in gas, lead in bird shot,

4 you name it, lead consumption is going down.

5 I’m a research scientist, and I keep up a

6 little bit with as much technology as I can, and lead

7 storage batteries are on the wane They are trying to come

8 up with new technologies to eliminate lead from storage

9 batteries.

10 By the year 2000, the need for lead may be

11 very, very, very much reduced. This is a shrinking world,

12 and one of the resources that’s shrinking is natural areas.

0
13 This is a very valuable natural area to lose. There may be

14 lead there. Nobody knows. We don’t know. But we may not

15 need it.

16 Are you going to sacrifice the shrinking

17 natural world for the promise, the potential promise, of

18 a lead resource that may not be needed?

8

|
19 I’m in favor of Proposition A, Alternative A,

20 and if these are the reasons that you’re rejecting A, I

21 think that you really need to consider those reasons again.

22 Thank you.

23 MR. VOGT: Anybody else?

24 MR. BOB KUNKLER I have one or two comments

25 that I wanted to follow up on. I’m Bob Kunkler. I 3poke
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1 earlier. Both the Honorable Senator Staples, and John

2 Carter of Doe Run I think tried to impeach my comments as

3 far as the toxic effects of lead and its bioavailability.

4 I wanted to talk about a couple of things

.

5 Mr. Staples pointed out that mining within 15 miles of the

6 Current River had not degraded, in his opinion, the

7 Current River. The studies I cited, and we can review

8 them, will show conclusively that there are problems in the

9 New Lead Belt.

10 The Polish study from Mr. Czarnezki pointed

11 out, and I'm quoting, Current lead mining operations in the

12 New Lead Belt are adversely affecting Missouri streams.

13 That's the New Lead Belt. He's not talking

14 about the Old Lead Belt. The study goes on to state,

15 Present milling processes are more efficient at removing

16 lead from the ore, thus lead levels in tailings from the

17 New Lead Belt are lower than those in the Old Lead Belt.

18 Stricter environmental laws have also helped to lessen the

19 impacts of the lead mining industry on streams in the New

20 Lead Belt.

21 So in spite of the new technology, and the

22 comparisons we have to the Old Lead Belt, they still

23 rendered the conclusion. Current lead mining operations in

24 the New Lead Belt are adversely affecting Missouri streams.

25 Maybe it’s not a3 bad as it used to be, but

1 we still have those adverse impacts.

2 Mr. Carter pointed out that the tailings are

3 largely dolomitic limestone. That is true. I have a

4 study here, if I can find the exact figure, it will tell

5 us exactly h’ow many parts per million of lead are in that

6 dolomitic limestone. Allow me Just a second here.

7 They found that the concentrations of lead

8 in the tailings ran from 1400 to 2200 parts per million.

9 That was by Schmidt and Finger, 1982, the source I

10 previously cited.

11 Now, Mr. Carter said that some research done

12 by some gentlemen at the University of Rolla said that

13 those tailings, because of their high limestone content,

14 were suitable for agricultural application. That may well

15 be true, but where we’re going to have the problem is when

16 they wash into the stream. That's where we're going to

17 have the problem.

18 Dump it on the ground and use the limestone,

19 that’s fine if it’s safe. But that doesn’t address its

20 bioavailability in a stream, through the benthos, those

21 organisms on the bottom, they get picked up by those

22 suckers everyone likes to eat, and that’s how we

23 accumulate the bioavailability of the lead.

24 So those were two comments that were made that

25 I think maybe we didn't address exactly the same issues, and
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1 I hope that tied them together for you.

2 23B MR JOHN MATHERSON My name is John

3 Matherson. I live in Jefferson City. And as it’s late. I

4 don't want to belabor a lot of the points that have been

5 made already.

6 I would like to say that I sympathize with

7 a lot of the environmental concerns that have been

8 expressed, and I appreciate the concerns that the residents

9 of the area have expressed for jobs and trying to attract

10 an industry to the land. I 3ee where they have a point,

1 1 too

.

12 I really would only like to make a couple of

13 points with regard to the EIS. First, one of the purposes

14 of the EIS is to document as closely as is possible the

15 anticipated impacts that proposed activity will have on

16 the environment. In find just in the short review that

17 I’ve done in the impact statement, that there are a lot of

18 questions that have been left unanswered, and a lot of the

19 earlier speakers have addressed that already, will there

20 be fifty Jobs, will there be over a thousand; will the

21 tailings escape into the groundwater; will they be

22 contained?

23 The impact statement really doesn’t answer

24 those questions. It raises a lot of possibilites . and

25 in the short time that you’ve been charged with pulling thi3
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off, I can appreciate the problems that you’ve had trying

to answer these questions.

At the same time, though, this is a decision

document, and is a decision that will be made for this

area, and essentially for the lifetime of the forest plan,

and who knows what else is based on this document itself.

We cannot afford to make such a grave

decision that will affect the environment, the residents,

a natural resource, based on these unanswered questions.

A lot of the other statements in the impact

statement I found somewhat questionable, Just from my own

education and training One of the areas an impact state-

ment is supposed to address is what are the anticipated

effects, and what action will be taken to offset those,

leading to the further question, what are the ultimately

unaddressed environmental conseequences?

In reviewing the area on water impacts, with

which I’m most familiar, I found recurrent in there the

statement that adherence to the forest plan and state

regulations will adequately safeguard the water resources.

That’s a precondition. It’s not a mitigation.

It says, essentially, assume that you have

100 percent compliance to the plan and the standards, and

everything will be okay. That’s not the real world. The

real world is that you don’t have 100 percent compliance to
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1 environmental statutes. With regard to water statutues

,

2 you’re closer to 50.

3 From that point, what I would suggest would

4 be that the authors go back, review the different laws that

5 are applicable, the anticipated environmental consequences

6 of noncompliance with those laws, and from that, determine

7 what effects you will expect and how you will deal with

8 those, how you will reduce those effects. And after

9 addressing those effects, how you will compensate or

10 otherwise allow for those effects which will not be miti-

11 gated.

12 That’s all I have to say. Thank you.

13 24B MR. RON MCLYNDON: (Phonetic spelling.) My

14 name is Ron McLyndon. I’m a resident of Kansas City,

15 Missouri.

16 I’m familiar with the Winona area as a back-

17 packer and as a canoeist for the past ten years or so. I

18 had not anticipated making a statement at this time, and

19 will submit a statement in writing, but I would like to

20 make a couple of comments.

21 It's plain to everyone that we’re not creating

22 any new lead deposits, we're not creating any new natural

23 resources. On the contrary, we’re consuming both. We’re

24 mining our lead deposits, and we’re depleting our supply of

25 natural resources.

1 If this area has only two resources, let's

2 say, and one of those is the lead deposits and one of

3 those is the natural beauty of the area and its wilderness

4 area and its wild and scenic rivers, and it is clear that

5 the lead deposits can be consumed. Once they are mined,

6 they are gone forever, and the economic possibilites that

7 are connected with that mining are also gone forever.

8 The natural resources, the natural beauty,

9 can continue forever. Those resources can be sustainable.

10 They can, if properly developed, and I hesitate to use the

11 word, but they can be exploited by the population of this

12 area, and they can provide a sustainable source of Jobs and

13 well-being in the future.

14 We live in an age of information. Famous

15 authors have described us as the Information Age. The

16 Information Age, they say, is succeeding the Industrial

17 Age, Just as the Industrial Age succeeded the Agricultural

18 Age. Now that’s not to say that we’re all going to become

19 computer operators, whereas we once were factory operators,

20 and before that, farmers.

21 We still have farmers. We still continue to

22 have industry, but more of our productive population is

23 going to be involved in the information area. As I 3aid,

24 the Information Age doesn’t mean that we’re all going to

25 become computer operators, or programmers, or users, but it
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1 does mean that we're going to become better users of

2 information. We’re going to start better using the

3 faculties of our heads in deciding what is best for all of

4 society in the long run, rather than what can be gained in

5 short-term exploitation of natural resources through

6 industrial processes.

7 I suggest that long-term development of the

8 natural beauty of this area, preservation of that natural

9 beauty, and avoiding even the possibility that that natural

10 beauty and fragile environment could be destroyed by an

11 industrial process such as lead mining.

12 I believe that the decision to preserve the

13 natural beauty over the short-term benefit of the

14 industrial mining process would be an application of

15 intelligence in the truest sense of the Information Age.

16 I support Alternative A, and I expect to

17 submit written comments. Thank you.

18 25B MR W.E. MARBAKER I hadn't intended to say

19 anything tonight. My name is Bill Marbaker. I'm

20 secretary of the Mining Council of Missouri. That makes me

21 a biased commentator, but I wanted to set the record

22 straight on a few things here.

23 The nature of the lead industry itself has

24 received a certain amount of short shrift here. The

25 nation, the United States, consumes about a million. 1.3
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tons of lead of year. Of this, better than 50 percent is

recovered through recycling of lead. We recover the lead

out of the batteries and they are recycled into new

batteries

.

But we don’t recover it all, and we have to

make up close to five hundred to six hundred thousand tons

with this production and this demand that we have in this

country. If we don't produce it here, it’s going to have

to be imported

.

Now why is the Missouri area so important in

this picture? The Viburnum Trend is the number one lead

district in the world. It is one of two that I know of for

sure areas in the world where lead is the primary ore. All

these ores are what they call complex ores. In Missouri we

have lead, zinc, silver, and copper. And every other area

that was mentioned earlier, count as a source of lead.

We have to accept the fact that the society

we live in demands a certain quantity of this material.

And we are in a position to supply it here in Missouri.

Another point that bothered me was a statement

that we only have enough lead to see us through until the

year 2000. At the present rates of consumption, I think

that's a little bit pessimistic. But the thing I think that

is being lost in the process here is that the year 20000 is

only twelve years away. I think it’s important to dwell on
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1 that a little bit.

2 And if we approve a lease and a mining plan

3 for one of these mines, you're looking at almost twelve

4 years to come on-stream, and that in my mind means that

5 you’re going to be running awfully close to disaster in

6 terms of the supply of lead in this country.

7 I presume that everybody drove here tonight,

8 and every one of the cars they drove probably had Missouri

9 lead in the battery. And when that lead is no longer

10 available, I don’t know how you’re going to get your car

11 started. Or if you do get them started, it’s not going to

12 be with a fifty dollar battery. It’s going to be with a

13 much more expensive battery.

14 I think these considerations need to be

15 borne in mind when talking about this issue.

16 And then one other thing, and that is about

17 the economic impact in the areas. If you will get out the

18 records that show you what the assessed valuation is down

19 there in southeast Missouri where these lead mines are

20 located, you'll discover that for a long time the Viburnum

21 School District had the second highest assessed valuation

22 for eligible students in the State of Missouri.

23 I watched the assessed valuation in Reynolds

24 County go from somewhere around three million dollars to

25 55 million, I believe is the last count. Iron County is
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1 at a similar escalation.

2 When the lead mines were first opened up in

3 the Reynolds County area, that would be Sweetwater and

4 Fletcher and Brush Creek and the West Fork Mine, I believe,

5 going back to 1960, the population in Reynolds County was

6 down to about five thousand people. It’s back up now to

7 over six thousand. But what wa3 happening down there was

8 that the people were moving out. Not the old people, the

9 youngsters, and there was no future for them. They were

10 leaving the area.

11 With the development of the lead industry in

12 this area they found a reason to stay home, and I think

13 that is of infinite importance. I think those people who

14 live in that area need to be heard, need to be listened to.

15 It’s just being overlooked, at least by a lot of people

16 that are commenting on this issue.

17 They Just don’t seem to think that those

18 people are important. I think Senator Staples thinks

19 they’re important, and I think Representative Koller

20 things they’re important, and I think that on sober

21 reflection every one of us thinks they’re important.

22 Just because you live in Winona, that does

23 not make your life less important than the person that

24 lives in Columbia or Kansas City or St. Louis.

25 I think that just about covers what I had on
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1 my mind. 1*11 let it go at that.

* 26B MR. PAUL NELSON: I may be last, but not

3 least. My name Is Paul Nelson. I'm from Loose Creek,

4 Missouri, and I wanted to say that I also represent an

5 important group of people, and I'm going to talk

6 specifically about an area that I had an opportunity to

7 look at in the Environmental Impact Statement that I think

8 needs to be heard and studied, and that’s the field of

9 botany

.

10 I am a botanist by profession, and I was

11 taught botany and studied botany in the State of Missouri.

12 I did a Masters thesis study of a particular area in the

13 Ozarks, and it’s been documented extremely well, and many

14 Missourians know and those of the botanical profession are

15 proud to know and understand the botanic significance of

16 the State of Missouri, and that in particular, the Ozarks

17 is one of the most botanically rich areas in the State of

18 Missouri, and that's quite well documented as well.

19 I would also indicate that in the interest of

20 a lot of Missourians, and many individuals who belong to

21 botannical societies, such as the Missouri Native Plant

22 Society, that they’re willing to spend a great deal of money

23 to travel long distances to certain regions of the state to

24 Just look at one particular unusual or rare flower, and

25 that’s an important part of our economic base as well, is
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the money that’s spent by people who go out to look at

nature and study it.

But I also would like to speak more

specifically about the botanical information that's

addressed in the study. First of all, as a botanist and a

scientist. I very much agree also with the approach that

was used by John Matherson on how Important it is to gather

information, and we are an information society, and it's a

part of the decision making process, and a decision such as

this it is extremely Important to have all the information

available with which to make a decision. It’s important to

have as much information available as possible.

As a scientist in the research and study that

I did it was well accepted, I think, the best information

was based on intensive botanical studies, comprehensive

information, that by Just quickly glossing over the existing

information you have, I cannot accept that what information

does exist for a 157,000 acre tract of land, that that’s

all the information available from which we should make a

decision, and on the basis of that decision be able to

assess the consequences of the impacts that possibly lead

mining is going to have on the flora of this particular

region.

I have had. from a variety of experiences,

many different opportunities to go into the area in
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1 question. I visited the Irish Wilderness, had an

2 opportunity to study some of the flora. I have canoed the

3 Eleven Point River from Greer Spring all the way down to

4 Riverton, and have, along with many other botanists, been

5 extremely impressed with the wide diversity and uniqueness

6 of the flora that’s found there.

7 And many people, because of that access along

8 roads, and particularly along river corridors, have had the

9 opportunity to come in contact with the unusual and rare

10 plants that are found there. Again, those are documented,

11 but I think simply when you have the opportunity to get

12 access to an area, easy access, then you can make those

13 observations, and the observations are clear when you take

14 a look at the inventory location of plants that are found

15 in this part of the state.

16 My study and intensive inventory, I consider

17 it at least to consist of two or three years to look

18 repeatedly at habitats in a 2000 acre area, and the results

19 of those studies have been able to show that when you do

20 botanical inventories of areas of that nature over that

21 period of time you can increase the knowledge about rare and

22 endangered plants by nearly 70 percent.

23 And I think the Information that we have that

24 exists that’s indicated in the EIS is far inadequate to

25 address that concern.
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Secondly, I think it’s very important that you

again address the relationship of the potential ground-

water quality impacts on wetlands. Because again, this

particular area, and it’s very easy to document this, all

you have to do is take a canoe trip down the Eleven Point

River and see all the numerous types of wetlands that

depend on groundwater seepage that are habitat for many rare

and unusual plants in the state.

Again, I contend that in looking at the list

of alternatives here that there would only be one alterna-

tive here, that really in my view, from what I’ve heard

thus far and what I’ve seen in the draft EIS, that would

protect those resources and those wetland communities,

particularly along the Eleven Point, and that's

Alternative A. Thank you very much for the opportunity.

MR. VOGT: That was our last commentator.

As we've stated before, this is a draft document and we’re

going to take the oral comments, along with all the written

oomments, back to our offices and analyze the comments and

change the document as needed.

A final decision will be made by the regional

forester of the Forest Service and the State Director of

the Bureau of Land Management, and a final version of this

draft document should be out sometime in the spring.

I want to thank you for all your comments.
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1
1 PROCEEDINGS

2 2 (The proceedings began at 7 p.m. on

3 U.S. STEEL 3 December 3, 1987.)

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
4 PUBLIC MEETING MR. KRIDELBAUGH: It's 7 o’clock. We’ll get

5 5 started. I would like to remind everyone that wants to
oOo

6 6 make a comment to register with Inis over here at the

7 December 3, 1987 7 registration table not only if you want to make a comment,
Winona High School

S 8 Gymnasium but also if you would like to get on the mailing list so

l Winona, Missouri 1

£
9 that you receive additional information about this project.

s 10 oOo s 10 Fill out one of those cards and that puts you on a mailing

s 11
5 ll list to receive future mailings.

BEFORE:

: 12 ? 12 I want to begin by thanking all of you for coming
1 Vince Vogt

: 13 Leon Kridelbaugh ! 13 out tonight. The purpose for this meeting is to listen
5 Wink Hastings

Jody Eberle 14 to your comments on this document here. This is a

Chuck Tryon z

Dain Maddox
2 15 draft Environmental Impact Statement, hardrock mineral

Bob Mav <

John Scheumbauer 0 16 leasing in Mark Twain National Forest. I want to begin
John Woerheide ;

* 17 by introducing the team members here that have been
PANEL MEMBERS. <

1
18 2

18 working this past year to put this document together.

19 oOo 19 I'm going to begin over here on my right-hand side.

20 20 John Woerheide. John is our public information specialist.
REPORTED BY:

21 John works for the Forest Service at Rolla, Missouri.

Lori A. Knollmeyer
Certified Shorthand Reporter 22 Sitting next to him is John Scheumbauer.
Bredeman & Associates, Inc.

P. 0. Box 866 23 John is a mining engineer. He works with the Bureau of
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102

24 24 Land Management at Rolla.

25
oOo

1

25 Sitting next to him is Jody Eberle. Jody is a

—
2

1 wildlife biologist. She works for the Forest Service 1 and at that time they had found the minimum mineralization

2 here in Winona. 2 necessary to meet the requirements of BLM, and that permit-

3 I am Leon Kridelbaugh. I'm the co-chairman of 3 ted them to apply for a lease to continue their operation,

4 the team. I work for the Forest Service at Rolla. 4 to continue to explore to see if there is an ore body

5 Over here on my left is Vince Vogt. Vince is 5 there, and then finally extract it.

6 the other co-chairman of the team, and Vince works for 6 Shortly thereafter the Forest Service prepared

7 the Bureau of Land Management at Rolla. 7 an environmental analysis. We went out for some public

8 Next to him is Wink Hastings. Wink is on loan i 8 involvement on that. What we learned in that

9 to the Forest Service from the Bureau of Land Management. 1 9 process is that this is a very controversial decision, so

10 His office is in Atlanta, Georgia.
;

10 we decided to take a more detailed, closer look at the

11 Next to him is Dain Maddox. Dain is a mineral 5 11 decision to be made.

12 specialist. He works for our regional office for the
1

12 So one year ago the BLM and Forest Service met in

13 Forest Service in Milwaukee.
;

13 Milwaukee and we decided to prepare an Environmental

14 Next to him is Bob May. Bob May is a recreation V 14 Impact Statement and at that time we enlarged the area

15 specialist. He works for the Forest Service at Rolla.
2 15 from the original 3,700 acres to 119,000 acres. We did

16 Finally Chuck Tryon at the end of the table there.
1

16 that to take care of any future applications that might

17 Chuck is a hydrologist, and he works for the Forest Service « 17 be in the area. Now during the past year that we put this

18 at Rolla. 8 18 draft together, basically they answer two questions. One

19 Just a brief background on why we're here tonight. 19 is, should the Forest Service consent to a lease? And

20 In 1979 U.S. Steel applied for two prospecting permits 20 secondly, should the Bureau of Land Management issue it?

21
for an area of about thirty-seven hundred acres just south 21 In the draft proposal that we have here the

22
of Winona here. That permit was reviewed and granted. 22 proposed answer is to consent to the lease and to issue it.

23
and the company explored there from 1983. 23 Now we're here tonight to listen to your comments

24
At this time they are required to give up their 24 on this proposal. What we're looking for is some con-

25 1 prospecting permit unless they found something worthwhile. 25 structive criticism. We found some errors in this
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1 document already. If you found some, we hope you will 1 some of the team members explain what we've been doing

2 tell us either tonight or send us a note in the mail. 2 the past year and to summarize very briefly the report.

3 If we've overlooked any information that the people are 3 We're going to call on John Woerheide, and

4 aware of that we should know about, we hope you will tell 4 John will tell you what happened to the comments that

5 us about it. We're primarily interested in improving the 5 you made last year at this meeting, and then John

6 document. 6 Scheumbauer is going to talk about some mining proposals.

7 We would remind you that this is a draft. This 7 and Dain Maddox will tell you how the alternatives were

!
8 is not a final decision by any means. Following this 1 8 developed. And following that we're going to open the

9 period of public involvement that we're in right now—by
:

9 meeting then to public comment. So we'll call on

S 10 the way, we've extended that to January 8 th, if not
|

10 John Woerheide.

* 11 everyone has found out about that—but at the close of 5 11 MR. WOERHEIDE: I’ll go back and tell a little

l
12 that period of time, we'll consider all the comnents that : 12 bit about what happened in the beginning of this process.

;
13 we received, not only in these three meetings, but all

;
13 back in the scoping period. Probably some of you are

14 the written comments that are submitted also. 14 familiar with the meetings that we had last December in

i is We're going to change the draft where it's ap-
S 15 1986. The Council on Environmental Quality Regulations

s
16 propriate, and we're going to finalize the document and

§
16 required that during initial preparation stages of an

• 17 take it to the decision-makers who can make a final • 17 Environmental Impact Statement that there be early, open

0 18 decision. The decision they make may mean a different
0 18 process for determining the scope of issues related to

19 alternative could be selected, it could be a modified al- 19 the proposed action, and this was addressed in the

20 ternative, or it could be a new alternative. Our plan
20 environmental impact study at the very beginning, and

21 now is to have the final published sometime in the spring.
21 that process is called scoping.

22 There may be some of you here tonight that
22

Scoping has four major objectives, and these are

23 haven't had a chance to read the document or the summary.
23 to identify the affected public and agency concerns, to

24 and for the benefit of you we thought we would spend a
24

facilitate an efficient EIS preparation process, to

25 few minutes at the beginning of the meeting here to have

5

25 identify and define issues and alternatives to be

— 6

1 examined, and to save time in the overall process by 1 professional societies, elected officials, and public

2 assuring that the EIS adequately addresses relevant issues. 2 agency individuals.

3 A Notice of Intent for the Environmental Impact 3 The content analysis was used to summarize the

4 Statement preparation was published in the federal register 4 major points of concern from each of the responses re-

5 on November 7, 1986, and at that time the 60-day scoping 5 ceived. Six hundred and thirty-three comments were

6 period began. Two public meetings were held at the 6 identified from the EIS scoping process, and these were

7 beginning of that, one in Jefferson City on December 10, 7 added to the 231 comments gathered earlier during the

8 and one at Winona on December 11. Written public comments
1 8 EA process. The comments were categorized and displayed

9 were received during the entire scoping period. 9 by affected environment for the EIS study team, and from

10 The information gathered during the scoping
}

10 the display of these comments
,

issues and concerns that

11 process was used to guide the preparation of the draft
5 11 appeared in the Environmental Impact Statement were

12 Environmental Impact Statement. Comments from each of the
\

12 derived.

13 110 persons expressing their thoughts on the original
! 13 Using the scope and information the EIS team

14 environmental assessment were used as a basis for the
14 identified eight major issues and two management concerns.

15 scoping. The 241 comments summarized in letters and
S 15 The term issue refers to a topic raised by the public,

16 petitions submitted by those folks have formed the basis
l

16 and the term management concern refers to a topic raised

17 for the EIS preparation.
i

17 by federal land managers. This is a short synopsis of

18 During this scoping process, a total of 117
l 18 the issues and the management concerns.

19 persons gave us their responses. We had 117 responses
19 Number one being water, concern was expressed

20 representing the total number of people of 583 persons.
20 that mining would degrade water resources, adversely

21 There were 43 oral statements made at two public meetings.
21 affecting health, safety, wildlife, tourism, and quality

22 and written responses, including 68 letters, four petitions.
22 of the Ozark life.

23 a resolution, and a report. Seventy-nine of the 117
23 Number two was land character. The public

24 responses were from individuals, and the remainder were
24 expressed concern that mineral activities would un-

25 from the mining industries, various organizations,

7

25 acceptably change the lifestyles and experiences of the
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1 residents and visitors in the study area.
1 Scenic Riverways, the Irish Wilderness, Cupola Pond, and

2 Jobs, economy, and lifestyle was issue number
2 Greer Spring.

3 three, considerable interest for additional jobs and
3 The EIS schedule was another concern. The

4 income that mining-related activities would bring to the
4 public was concerned that the schedule did not provide

5 area. Some expressed concern that mining would be a
5 sufficeint time to adequately analyze the possible effects

6 temporary duration affecting lifestyles other than the 6 of mining in the study area.

7 industry, including tourism.
7 I mentioned two management concerns. These

\
6 Threatened and endangered species was the next

\ 8 were compatibility with the forest plan, whether mining

c
9 issue. There were concerns that mining would adversely

9 acitivities would be compatible with the forest plan.

\
10 affect wildlife and plant species, including some

S 10 and land available for development, whether there was

1

11
threatened and endangered species.

5 11
sufficient federal land available for lease and development

\ 12 The lead market was an additional issue the
: 12 to assure the flow of mineral commodities.

:
13 public commented on, and anticipated future lead market

! 13 After the issues and concerns were developed.

i 14 conditions, and questioned the need for additional lead
14

a response to public comment was sent to all individuals

« 15
mining, and whether the discovery would even be economically

2 15
who participated and who could be contacted by mail. The

1
16

minable. Other comments defined the need for additional
S 16

comment period for the draft environmental impact public

• 17
lead sources to assure a constant supply.

• 17
review is now in progress, as Leon mentioned, and written

l 18
Land use purpose was the next issue, and the

S 18 and oral responses received from the public are important

19 public expressed concern that mineral production and
19 as a part of this review. Responses will be analyzed.

20 development was not consistent with the purposes for which
20 not for the intent of vote counting, but for the sub-

21
National Forest land was acquired.

21
stantive comment about the statement itself, its alternatives

22
Areas of national significance was another issue.

its affected resources, and the proposal it addresses.

23
There is a concern that mining activity would adversely

23
Decision-makers will be guided by public comments

24
affect the congressionally designated areas like the

received in this involvement period as well as original

25
Eleven Point National Scenic River, the Ozark National

25
scooing comments.

1 MR. SCHEUMBAUER: Let me start off by saying
1 by drilling, blasting, loading with front-end loaders,

2 there is no mining proposal at present by the applicant. 2 shipped to the shaft, hoist to the surface, milled, and

3 the Doe Run Company. What we did we developed three 3 waste disposed of in the tailings ponds. The concentrate

4 hypothetical scenarios in case these leases were issued 4 would be transferred to an existing smelter elsewhere in

5 or any other leases were issued in the study area. The 5 the state.

6 three scenarios are exploration, low development, high 6 Because of the size of the area we had to

7 development

.

7 address one more development, because there is a remote

8 The exploration scenario was essentially a 1
8 possibility that a field the size of Viburnum Trend could

9 continuation of the exploration from the permit. The 9 be developed in an area of this size. That estimate

10 core drilling rig essentially would drill 2,000 feet down. 1 10
essentially involved approximately eight mines would be

11 extract approximately a one-inch cylinder of rock. 5 11
developed in the area. The mines essentially would be

12 Originally the drilling takes place on ridge tops. As 12
same as one mine, just that it would be a multiple of them.

13 the geology mineralization is localized, drilling is
{

13
MR. MADDOX: We're in the middle of the analysis

14 narrowed down and spaced 250 to 300 feet. This entails
5

14
process, and as John said, a year ago we listened to com-

15 additional drilling of holes and such. Approximately l 15
ments that you had, both here and in Jefferson City, and

16 one-hundred holes would have to be drilled. It is 16
from these we developed some issues, and we developed

17 estimated by the team this would take approximately six
\

17
some alternatives and evaluated impacts that might result.

18 years to do, to prove a mineral deposit, or to relinquish s 18
But it's important that what we do now we continue that

19 the lease. In other words, it would not be a mine.
s

19
process, and that we get your comments on whether or not

20 The low development scenario is essentially 20
we have accurately described the area herein, and whether

21 based on the mining done in the Viburnum Trend. Approxi- 21
or not we've accurately described the impacts that mining

22 mately two shafts will be sunk. Associated with the 22
might have on your lives.

23 mining facilities, a mill and a tailings pond would be 23
So it's important that the analysis process is

24 developed on the site. The shaft is approximately 24
still underway and that the comments that you have tonight

25 two-thousand feet deep. The ore is simply extracted 25
are going to be very important in the work that we do to

11 — 12
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. finish this analysis. 1 a five-minute time period on each individual at that point.

2 MR. VOGT: My part of the meeting is to serve 2 Right now I would like to start off with

3 as the moderator for the public comment period. 3 Gordon Buckner, who will be followed by Mark Grimmer.

4 The first thing I would like to do is set out 4 10 MR * 001100,4 BUCKNER: I've got a couple of

5 a couple of ground rules. The meeting is being recorded. 5 things I want to say tonight. I addressed the panel in

6 so for the benefit of the court reporter and the people 6 St. Louis the night before last, so I feel like it would

7 in the audience, we would like you to use the microphone 7 be selfish of myself to go through the same thing again.

1
8 for all the comments. | 8 They know how I feel. Before I say anything else, I

9 We have 33 registered commentators, so I am going i 9 would like to welcome everybody to Winona tonight. On

s 10 to have to try to enforce a five-minute time limit. We
;

10 behalf of the Chamber of Commerce, myself, and all the

11 will allow questions regarding clarification of the EIS * 11 residents of the City of Winona, I want to welcome every-

[

12 document, which are things within the EIS document itself.
:

12 body, no matter which side you're on. Everybody has the

13 but these questions will cut into the individual's five- ! 13 freedom of speech. That’s one thing we still have. I

f 14 minute time period. y 14 would also like to welcome the news media.

15 I will be sitting down during the comments, and
2 15 I would like to make a couple of brief remarks.

\
16 when I stand up, that would be the indication to you, the

l
16 and I will try to make them as brief as possible. You're

17 commentator, that they should be wrapping up their talk. • 17 going to hear a lot of opposition. Of course everybody

l
18 What I will do is I will call their names in order of

S 18 knows that I'm not opposed. I'm for mines. I've spent

a
19 sign-up, and I'll also call the next person up so that 19 11 years of my life in one. But you're going to hear

20 the next person up can get ready to begin speaking. And 20 some constructive criticism, which I am for constructive

21 I plan to call a five-minute stretch break around nine
21 criticism, but you're also going to hear a lot of criti-

22 or nine-thirty. 22 cism, and not very kindly spoken, that I term as bullshit.

23 At the end of the registered oral comment period. 23 But if anybody gets up and tells you we don't

24 if time permits, we'll -open the floor for oral comments
24 have the people to work these mines, when they tell you

25 for anyone who has not already spoken. We'll have to have

!3

25 it's going to create 50 jobs, listen to it. I can show

14

1
you a stack of applications two or three inches thick of

1 I personally couldn't figure out what the rush

2 people needing work. 5 2 was all about, and I recommend further study as to what

3 And I would like to say one other thing. I'm 3 the real economic future of mining be. Another thing

4 so bad disappointed with the Park Service. I bent 4 I couldn't figure out was why my neighbors were so

5 over backwards to get along with the Park Service, but 5 willing to trust the government. We never trusted them

6
I'm going to really encourage the local people that when 6 before, why are they so willing to trust them now?

7 the Park Service needs all of our help next year, let 7 I overheard a fellow sitting next to me at the meeting

8 them clean that damn mess up themselves. 8 whisper. Boy, these people are really stupid. They'll

9 MR. VOGT: The next up will be Bill Grundmann 9 let their kids drink lead for a job.

i 10 after Mark Grimmer. | 10 Well, when I was driving home and thinking

11 2<Q MR. MARK GRIMMER: My name is Mark Grimmer and 11 about all of this, it finally came to me. These people

12 I live inside the study c.rea. I was at the meeting in 12 aren't stupid at all, and they don't have to trust the

\
13 St. Louis this past Tuesday night where I've heard people 13 government. Their kids don't have to drink polluted

v 14 speak out both for and against mining. 14 water or breathe contaminated air, because Winona's air

15 It's obvious from the draft that there would be • 15 and water won't be contaminated, and neither will Alton's.

16 air, water, and noise pollution in the study area, and 16 All you have to know is how the underground water flows

:6 •6

J
17 a strong possibility of a disaster that would destroy 17 and which way the wind blows to see that neither Alton

1
18 the water quality in a much larger area. l 18 or Winona have lead in their water or air. Both the

o

19 Most of the people at that meeting wanted to
*

19 air and the water flow towards Van Buren and the Current

20 adopt Plan A, no mining, but some of the people were 20 River, that is, after it flows through our fauna.

21 willing to damage the environment for the money that 21 So these people's water and air won't be con-

22 could be made. The local businessmen are anticipating 22 taminated, but Van Buren' s will be, and so will mine.

23 more business, unemployed timbermen are hoping for a 23 I don't trust Ronald Reagan's government to

24 job, and politicians are satisfying the past and ensuring 24
protect my health. It's the Reagan regime's EPA that

25 future campaign contributions. 25 keeps Los Angeles' air so clean and makes sure the

LL. ...
x;>

16
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1 Mississippi River doesn't have any pollution. I trust
1 commonly associated with the large suburbs. Comfortable

2 Reaganism about as far as I can throw this building.
2 homes, a modern school, a shopping center, and a country

3 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: You can't throw it too
3 club serves as a recreation center to virtually everyone

4 far neither.
4 in the area, are among the many features that distinguish

5 MR. MARK GRIMMER: You've got it, brother.
5 Viburnum from other small towns.

6 In closing, it's a short one, my public statement tonight
6 It is important to recognize that Viburnum

7 is that if necessary I plan on filing a lawsuit against
7 grew out of an economy that grew out of the local mining

8 the mining company and the specific government officials S 8 industry. In fact, one of the mine-mill complexes lies

S
9 responsible for adopting any plan other than Plan A in . 9 within the city limits, and mine workings extend under

s 10 the final EIS. Thank you. S 10 the city streets.

11
MR. VOGT: After Bill, we would like to have $ 11 In Viburnum attractive, well-made houses line

\
12 George Rollins up.

5 12 wide avenues. Children walk and bicycle to school without

$

; 13 0(0 MR. BILL GRUNDMANN: Mr. Moderator, panelists. ! 13 the threat of congested traffic. Groceries, pharma-

i 14 ladies and gentlemen, I am here as a representative of 14 ceuticals, general merchandise, and building supplies are

S 15 the Viburnum area Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber has S 15 available to the shopper. The Viburnum Center also

8 16 prepared the following statement in response to the o 16 houses a motel and restaurant, a bank, and a bowling alley.

J

17 draft EIS regarding potential mining on the forest lands
j

17 A weekly newspaper serves a four-county area. Seven

1 18 in Carter, Oregon, Shannon Counties. Both the Doe Run O 18 churches are available for Sunday worship.

19 Company, which is the lease applicant, and COMINCO 19 The Iron County C-4 School District is one of

20 American, are business members of the Chamber, and many 20 Missouri's best small school systems and I will emphasize

21
of our individuals are employed in the mining industry. 21

small. We are 2-A going to 1-A. Twenty-three of the

We feel Viburnum is a success. Viburnum is 22
55 professional staff members, or 42 percent, hold advanced

23
a truly exceptional community. It's nestled in the 23 degrees. About one-third of Viburnum's graduates attend

heart of Mark Twain National Forest, and it provides 24
four-year colleges or universities, and an additional 10

25
its thousand residents with the quality of living that's 25

percent enroll in two-year colleges and vocational programs.

18

1 Since graduating its first class in 1970, 1 Viburnum has grown and prospered as the home

2 Viburnum has produced two national merit semi-finalists. 2 of the Missouri lead raining industry. The hard work and

3 Recent academic accomplishments include a first place 3 dedication of its citizens are evidenced throughout the

4 in the junior high district math competition, two firsts 4 town, on the job, in the schools, and in the churches.

5 and a second in the Regional Knowledge Bowl, first place 5 Viburnum is proof that mining and a high quality of life

6 at the District Science Fair, two delegates to the 6 are mutually compatible. We believe that the people of

7 Missouri Scholars Academy, and all district band and 7 Carter, Oregon, and Shannon Counties deserve the op-

f 8 choir members.
{

8 portunity to share in the benefits provided by the mining

• 9 The elementary school was especially honored . 9 industry.

2 10 that its special choir was asked to perform for the 2 10 The Viburnum Chamber of Commerce invites all of

$ 11
1987 Missouri Music Educators Convention. Blue Jay * 11 you, many of the panelists have been to Viburnum, many

\
12 athletic teams regularly achieve recognition at state 5 12 of you haven't to visit our area to enjoy its natural

;
13 level. Most recently the cross-country team won the

;
13 beauty, and to meet its people. We are a proud com-

l 14 1986 State Championship, and the 1987 team sported the 14 munity for very many and very good reasons. Thank you

: 15
individual champion.

S 15 very much.

l 16
Recreational opportunities such as floating and 0 16 MR. VOGT: George Rollins will be next.

\ 17
fishing abound in the Viburnum area. Nearby is one * 17 followed by Dorothy Stoack.

0 18 of Missouri's best preserved, most picturesque water- ° 18 40 MR ’ GE0RGE R0LLINS: Mr * Chairman, friends.

19 powered grist mill. It is truly remarkable. 19 guests, my name is George Rollins and I'm a full-time

20 Seven Forest Service campgrounds are located 20 resident of this community and have been since I was

21
in the area, as you well know. The region is known for 21 two years of age and we moved here from Pulaski County,

22
excellent deer and turkey hunting. Fishermen and floaters 22 Missouri, and my father was a major stockholder in the

23
alike enjoy clear, gravel-bottom streams. Closer to 23 City of Winona Bank.

24
town golf, swimming, and tennis facilities are available 24 I have been connected with banking and still

25
at the country club. 25 am for 62 years. I have always maintained a good

/
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1 relationship with the U. S. Forest Service in Winona.

8

1 that the Forest Service issues a lease and lead mining

2 Every few years they ask permission to establish several
2 companies go in working. We are the ones that live here

3 lines on our farm east of Winona, and this is always given.
3 and pay taxes. I am for and endorse Alternative B.

4 I've heard the arguments, both pro and con, and
4 Thank you.

5 I trust this meeting doesn't develop into a shouting
5 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Dorothy

6 match or a feud like the Hatfields and McCoys, using
6 Stoack, followed by Paul Curci.

7 lead for ammunition. I was surprised to learn today
7 5C HS - D0R0TH* STOACK: I'm a fairly newcomer to

i 8 that the Forest Service had cut approximately fourteen
8 this part of the country. However, I am on the Eleven

:
9 thousand acres on the Mark Twain National Forest and

9 Point River. I am in the Scenic River area. I have

S 10 reset with short-leaf pine. I believe it will be many 10 worked with both the Illinois Department of Conservation

^ 11 years before the short-leaf pine can be marketed. 11 and the Missouri Department of Conservation. I have

: 12 We do have one constant employer, the
f

12 only good things to say for the people I have worked

;

13 Paramount Cab Company, employment figure, 15.
13 with lately.

* 14 We have several good vacant homes here in u
14 Now, we do have a problem. In our counties

S 15 Winona due to the fact that people who were employed s 15 the average income is 56,000 a year. That is one-half

i
16 had to leave. Therefore we need jobs. Many of them. s

16 the state and federal income. We also pay low taxes, but

I
17 We have at least four vacant business houses

• 17 our houses are four-room houses, not mansions. We love

18 on the Square that have had to close. I was very impressed
\

18 nature. If we didn't, we wouldn't live here. We do every-

19 by the gentleman from Viburnum who told us just what the 19 thing we can to preserve it, and I am sure that the people

20 lead mines had done for his town, which was built by a 20 from the Forestry Department who have worked with us for

21 St. Louis mineralization corporation. It seems to me 21 the past 10 years know that we do everything to keep the

22 they have all the nice conveniences any city would desire. 22 Eleven Point River what it was when we first bought the

23 We believe we have the know-how and expertise 23 property alongside of it.

24 to keep our rivers clean, our forest green and beautiful. 24 Now of course following all the publicity which

s|
25 This community should have the first priority in saying

21

25 we have had here, and both sides have been talking about,

22 —

1 we had a lot of people on the Eleven Point River. You'll
1 thing I would like to say is the reason I chose to live

2 get the same thing here. You got it at Greer Spring. 2 in the Ozarks, I was a traveling man, I seen a lot of

3 Mother Nature has cooperated with us and the
3 countries, a lot of states, and the reason I chose the

4 river is down so low that nobody can float on the 4 Ozarks was because the people here are the closest thing

5 river. 5 to spirit that I have ever seen on the face of this

6 Now one of the things that mining does do, 6 earth, and that's the only reason I chose to live here.

7 is it supports our schools. Take a look around you here.
7 Now if anyone wants to sell out the environment

8 and at the Alton school, and see how badly we need help

k
8 for the sake of what they call their family, their family

9 with our young people, who would want to live here
9 will suffer. I suffer today from disease from organic

10 eventually when they have had their education. We don't
10 substances that comes up through these rivers.

11
want them to have to go to St. Louis or Chicago to earn

11 Now are you going to suffer your children's

12 a living. We would like to have them stay here, the
12 children? Or are you going to speak boldly to them

13 same as we have done.
13 about how you sold out?

14 Now I have one thing to ask the dear environ-
f 14 I did not come to this country to be sickened

15
mentalists. They have a lot of energy, a lot of you have -

15 any more than I am. I guarantee you today that I will

16
a lot of money. If they don't want mining, if they don't

£ 16 leave this country, leave the Ozarks if these things are

17
want Anheuser-Busch to buy Greer Spring, would they

17 brought forth. I used to work in a lead refinery, and

18
please spend their time bringing us industry that we can

18 they give you masks so the acid wouldn't eat up your lungs.

19 use and that they would approve of. 5

19 They had chain link fences. It was eating up a foot around

20 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Paul Curci is next. 6
20 the whole place. It went for a quarter of a mile around

21
followed by Wesley Bockman.

21
the chain fences. Can you imagine what it does to the

22 0Q MR. PAUL CURCI: I would like to thank you all
22

soil? Can you imagine what it does to the trees? Can

23
for this opportunity. I worked very hard in the Ozarks

23
you imagine what it does to the soul of man?

24
for seven years. None of my friends make a lot of money Now come on, let's give ourselves a break.

25
and they're all concerned about the environment. One

23

25
I'm not asking those to change, but I'm asking those that

24
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1 have the capacity to change to awaken, because I believe 1 develop and all, these people put their lives on the

2 the Ozarks are the last of the strong spirit. Thank you. 2 line by putting their land and farms in such as that.

3 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker will 3 We all know that there's only a small portion of farms

4 be Wesley Bockman, followed by James Grasham. 4 within the Forest Service now as there was before.

5 TO MR ‘ WESLEY B0CKMAN: 1 am Wesley Bockman, 5 But anyhow, didn't that have an implication that the

6 retired from Winona. I was born about the time that the 6 Forest Service would also try to serve and keep things

7 big lumber mill finished up here and a lot of the people 7 such to help the people.

8 stayed, and a lot of them went on to similar jobs. I've 8 We are I believe directly also keepers, and

9 seen the growth most of the years, and I've been a part 20 9 conservators of the Forest Service, locally, even though

10 of it. 10 it is for all the people in the country.

11
This old world is changing. It has always

11 One thing that hasn't been mentioned yet is

12
been from the beginning. It will later. This is a good

12 we've heard about the need for better wages and things

13 example here of how we are going to utilize the places of
13 and that sort, and the low income. By its very nature

14
this earth and how we are going to take care of it.

14 the making of a tree into fine products or furniture and

15
We right now are hearing a good bit that the

15 other things, the basic part of the logging and sawing

16
future economic development system is going to be

16 of that is a very low income type of business.

17
through services. But for the life of me I can't see

17 The mineralization is a different situation.

18
how services can exist indefinitely without the basic 5 18 Although it is not renewable like the Forest Service,

19
treasure and wealth to support it to begin with. But 5

19 there is a value there and the point seems to be that

20
anyhow, we know that there's going to be change.

20 it's not a question of whether the mineral is or whether

21
It has been said and talked about that this

21 it should be mined or something, but of the environment.

22
Forest Service land does not belong to the people here,

22 and it seems to stand particularly on the water, and

23
it doesn't belong to anybody, and statements such as

23 in reading the manual on this and watching, it seems

24
everybody owns it. You've heard all of those, but when

24 that this is going to go through the process of many

25
the Forest Service came in and began to buy land and

25 different agencies.

25 26

1 So why not let that go through the process
1 survived World War I and World War II was because

2 and see if they’re able. If we could put a man on the
2 of our supply of raw material. Much of tomorrow's

3 moon, can we have mines like this? 3 history will be determined by the nations that possess

4 These people are a resource, just the same as 4 mineral riches needed for modern industry and technology.

5 minerals. We have people scattered all over the nation 5 For that reason, we cannot waste our natural

6 from Winona, as well as the other places have, who are 6 resources, neither can we fail to progress with

7 doctors, scientists, educators, accountants, executives. 7 technology and industry. The Current and the Eleven

\
8 and many other types of jobs. If it is determined i s Point Rivers are the two most beautiful rivers in America.

*

9 that the technical aspects are such that these things 9 I realized that in the late fifties and early sixties.

| 10 can be mitigated by our technical knowledge, then cer- \
10 That's why I gave my own time and money and fought to

11 tainly the using of that wealth in the area out there 5 11
establish the first scenic river, the Current River.

12 would be a boost for this area here, and would also pro-
|

12 I certainly want my grandchildren to enjoy

I

13 vide more basic wealth and value on which services
;

13 the river as much as I have, but I also want them to

| 14 and other things could be done all over the country. V 14 live in a free America, and to enjoy the freedom that

15 I believe that's about all I have to say on • 15
all of us know. If they do, it will depend on God's

16 the subject.
l 16

will and America's technology.

17 MR. VOGT: Thank you. James Grasham will be
\ 17

America has the capability of putting men

18 next followed by Darrel Mayberry. s 18
on the moon. We also have the capability to extract

19 80 MR ‘ JAMES GRASHAM: Thank you. My name is 6 19 minerals without destroying what God gave us and gives

20 James Grasham. I'm from north county. I feel honored 20
to us. There must be a proper balance between the use

21 to have the opportunity to speak to you. 21
and protection of natural resources, not only for Carter

22
Let's take a few minutes to think about the 22

and Shannon Counties, but the whole U.S.A.

23 events that have made it possible for us to be here 23
Mining is vital to all of our needs. We all

24
discussing the pros and cons of exploration and mining. 24

like our automobiles, but what would be if manufacturers

25
It is a known fact that one of the main reasons Winona

2 7
—

25
could not get lead for our car batteries?

1 8
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1 Lead is used in many, many ways that affect 1

At St. Joe Lead I was shown tailings ponds, the inside

2 our daily lives. Lead is important and vital to the 2
and outside of the mine, and I was shown the entire mining

3 United States. Missouri leads the nation in lead 3
operation. I was very, very impressed with the complete

4 production. 4
operation

.

5 If we deny exploration in mining, we are 5
I believe that the same kind of mining operation,

6 denying the growth of Carter and Shannon Counties, as 6
or Alternative B, would be the best plan for this study

7 well as in Missouri. In the longrun, it will affect
8

7
area and would not have a harmful, bad effect on water

8 new discoveries and use of lead. It can affect 8
quality, any special areas, or any endangered species.

9 America's growth and technology. We cannot afford to 9
I base my opinion on the fact that no bad

10 deny mining. Thank you very much. 10 problems happened in the Viburnum area to my knowledge.

11
MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Darrel 11 I am a firm believer in good management practices and

12
Mayberry, followed by Doyle Simpson. 12 close monitoring and these jobs, these mines, would be

13 MR. DARREL MAYBERRY: (The remarks of 13 a very good boost to Shannon and the surrounding counties,

14
Mr. Mayberry were unintelligible by this reporter.) 14 as well as the United States.

15
MR. VOGT: Doyle Simpson, to be followed by

2
15 I would like to read a couple of paragraphs

16
Denise Stephens.

|
16 in summary of the executive EIS. I believe it's on page 10

17 00 MR - D0YLE SIMPS0N - 1 am Doyle Simpson from • 17 of the executive summary.

18
Winona. I would like to compliment the U.S. Forest

l
18 Alternative A would not permit any mineral

19 Service and the Bureau of Land Management for this draft o

19 development in the study area. This would preclude the

20
Environmental Impact Statement. I think there is a lot

20 potential production of lead and associated metals from

21
of good information throughout it. 8 21 one of the most promising areas in the country. The

22
A few years ago I had the privilege of touring

22 decision to deny leasing and subsequent development

23
two mines on two different occasions; mines of the

23 would forego potential future local jobs and income,

24
St. Joe Lead at Viburnum and at that time Ozark Lead

24 returns to the U.S. Treasury, and payments to affected

25
Northwest Development Company, that Sweetwater Mine.

8
25 countries. A decision to implement Alternative A would

29 30

l eliminate the availability of an area characterized 1 and I am speaking tonight in behalf of the Winona area

2 as having the highest potential for future domestic lead 2 Chamber of Commerce. Most of what I have to say has

3 reserves. This could affect long-term domestic lead 3 already been gone over by people before me, but I do

8
4 supplies and the nation's existing infrastructure to 4 have issues I would like to bring up. I think that one

5 process metal. Further, and I want to emphasize further, 5 of the major issues in this controversy is the fact that

6 this would require greater future dependence on foreign 6 some of the people are not educated as to what the

7
sources of lead. 7 mining company can do. I would like to point out that

8 As a lifetime resident of Winona and Shannon I 8 we do have some information on this here this evening

S

9 County, I spent several years on the board of education ; 9 if anyone is interested. This will clear up a lot of

10
and saw the young men and women graduate year after year,

s io the scare tactics from the environmental people and put

“
11

only to have to leave this area to make their homes due
5 u our minds at ease.

12
to the fact no jobs are available in this area. Even if

\ 12 I would also like to address the U.S. Forest

i

13
they continue their education and graduate from college,

;
13 Service and the Bureau of Land Management. I believe

! 14
there are still no jobs here.

1 14 that if the Forest Service will allow mining into this

15
There is no doubt in my mind the Mark Twain

2 15 area they will help balance the scale.

\ 16
National Forest is to be used as a multiple-use forest

l
16 We have been accused of calling this land our

« 17
as any other national forest, and mineralization is very • 17 land. Afterall, Ladies and Gentlemen, it was our land

i 18
much a part of this multiple-use forest. Now, whether

3 18 in the beginning. We have records where the Forest Service

o

19
we're called hillbillies, environmentalists, or bird- 19 has purchased the land from the people of the Shannon and

0
20

watchers, I strongly feel that we can have mining and 20 Oregon County area. We have been willing and most grateful

21
still have a beautiful, clean forest that all of us can 21 for the environmental people to come in and enjoy this

22
use and be proud of. Thank you very much.

22 with us, but we feel now is the time for the Forest Service

23
MR. VOGT: Following Denise will be Kazie 23 to balance the scales and give us back some of what we

24
Perkins.

24 would like to call as ours.

25 100 MS. DENISE STEPHENS: My name is Denise Stephens,

8
|

25 In respect to that, I would like to, on behalf

32

31
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8
1 of the Winona area Chamber of Commerce, support 1 sparsely-populated region with a high percentage of

2 Alternative B. Thank you.
fi

2 public lands may never easily support all the people who

3 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Following Kazie Perkins 3 want to live here, and this is no reason to or excuse

4 we will have Ronald Pulliam. 4 to destroy its character.

5 11C MS - KAZIE PERKINS: Nothing said here tonight 5 The tourist economic issue here is the im-

6 is likely to phase the Forest Service and the BLM. 6 measurable and unfortunately, irreversible, loss for a

7 The extraordinary lands here at unacceptable risk are 7 significant number of the local population with the

|8
8 already recognized as special, and they're already under 8 transformation of these lands into mining country. Those

9 protective legislation. We will probably find out just
1

9 of us living in the southern counties who are opposed

10 how well those laws work. The terms "wild and scenic"
| 10 to these leases are committed to finding alternative ways

11 and "lead mining district" are mutually exclusive, and
11

to alleviate our suffering, here and right now, not in

12 I think we all know this.
12

10-year lease time to a lead mine.

{
13 Mining in our karst ecology, and the key word

13 We must have faith in our ability to do it

? 14 here is karst, k-a-r-s-t, which evidently isn't very
I

14
ourselves and we will and we can, especially if we share

\
15 well understood here, mining in karst is a terrible idea, ~

15
ideas, information, and time. Grandin Audobon is putting

F 16 and if we read the Environmental Impact Statement, and
16

scenic routing maps of the staggering number of wonderful

• 17 if we actually understood, we would know this.
« 17

places along and around the routes between Big Spring and

5 18 Trading something unique, something of unending
\ 18

Branson. Our tourism potential is humongous and virtually

19 value for every single citizen for a short-term fix for -

19
untapped

.

6
20 a relative few of us borders on criminal stupidity in

20
This morning I noticed this ad in the adver-

21
any terms you care to use, especially economic.

21
tiser mailer that most of us in this area get in our

22
My husband and I live over in Mark Twain and

22
mailbox. It says, Aransys (phonetic spelling) National

23
are part and parcel of the chronic poverty dogging the

23
Wildlife Refuge where the whoppers, I knew they meant

24
southern counties. But living here has compensations

24
whoopers, whooping cranes, Aransys National Wildlife

25
and consolations beyond material satisfaction. A

25
Refuge where the whoopers wintered is only a short

34

1 distance from Rockport, Texas. Information on burning

2 and other activities call 1-800.

3 Well, could anything be more simple? I called

4 the 800 number and got the Rockport, Texas Chamber of

5 Commerce. Not only does this ad, which is sent to this

6 type of paper all over the Midwest, pay and support an

7 800 number, the lady was wildly enthusiastic about how

| 8 successful this was and how great the results. Bird-

£
9 watchers, it seems, really spend a lot of money, and she

S 10 suggested I definitely talk to the people who handle

* 11 their advertising campaign. Of course what we really

\ 12 need here is for our only real money merchant banker

;
13 class to bring some capital home, a sausage plant so

f 14 we can do hogs again ^but with value added this time.

S 15 Pool capital, perhaps. One high class luxury resort in

I
16 this gorgeous part of the country done perfectly is a

] 17 whole lot better money machine than the historical scourge

2
18 of the poor, which is hardrock mining.

19 There is one person who might have been here

20 tonight had he not met up with a train on a country

21 crossing just three weeks ago. Our community is crushed

22 by the loss of my boss and my friend Dr. David Halus,

23 veterinarian of Willow Springs. He was here in this room

24 about a year ago at the first scoping meeting speaking

25 eloquently of his roots i:>. Oregon County, his independent

35

1 love of this land and his early kinship with the Eleven

2 Point, McCormick Lake, Hurricane Creek, and Greer

3 Spring.

4 He and his wife Elizabeth came back here after

5 school to live, knowing full well that they were trading

6 professional money for just a living the Ozarks. It was

7 worth it to come home to the rivers.

| 8 I dedicate my efforts in the struggle to keep

9 these beloved lands intact to two veteran floaters,

)
10 Andy Halus, age eight, and Ben, age six, with every deter-

5 11 mination that they will continue to float unspoiled waters.

\ 12 and be able to pass their father's legacy onto their own

; i3 offspring

.

V 14 I am beginning work to establish in Doc's name

i 15
scholarship grants for independent study of natural history

l
16 and ecology in all the schools in the southern counties.

\ 17
to encourage creative learning processes in our young

o 18 people that we may finally let go of the false notion we

19 hold that we can separate ourselves from each other, or

20 from our fellow beasts, and the wind and air and water.

21 Thank you.

22
MR. VOGT: I would like to have Ronald Pulliam

23
up next, followed by Otto Foust.

24 12C MR * R0NALD PULLIAM: My name is Ronald Pulliam.

25
I'm a native of Winona. The people that don't like this

36
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1 country ought to stay away from it. That’s the way I feel. 1 who are talking our environment. We have the best environ-

2 We’ve got a lot of poor people and a lot of people on 2 ment in the State of Missouri, and we have it because we.

3 welfare who would get off it if they had something to do. 3 the people who live here, have made it that way. Most

4 There’s very few people that won’t work. Most got 4 of the problems that we have with the environment on our

5 sense enough to work, and I don’t belive a mine is going 5 rivers is people who come in from St. Louis, Jeff. City,

6 to hurt this country a bit, not near as much as will the 6 Springfield, and other places, float the rivers, and leave

7 big city people coming in here and floating the river 7 their trash in our rivers.

8 and throwing their beer cans in it and polluting it up. | 8 I think all the people who live along the river

9 They won’t give you no room to float, but we’ll
:

9 in Howell County, Oregon County, Shannon County, and

10 teach them this year, by damn, what they got to put up
S 10 Carter County, all of these people who live here, who

11
with. If we got boats and motors, we’re going to float $ 11 are affected here, would be the first ones to stand up

12
that river and we’re going to have our fun ourselves.

\ 12 and yell if our rivers were being polluted. We will stand

13 They've had enough fun down here, and we intend to have
! 13 for clear water, because we like to go down and catch a

14 ours. That's all I got to say. 14 bass once in a while.

15
MR. VOGT: Thank you. Otto Foust will be next up.

£ 15 We need finances for education right here. Too

16
with Dennis Johnston following him.

i
16 many times our people have to get up and leave Winona and

17 130 MR * 0TT° F0UST: I,m Otto Foust from Winona. < 17 go someplace else simply because they cannot live here.

18
I have lived in this community for 26 years. I do live

2 18 and many of our people live here as senior citizens,

19 close in by the impact area, and from time to time I've 19 are burdened with taxes, and a lot of the young people,

20
had to leave here in order to find employment because I 20 but we use those taxes for good reason and good purpose.

21
simply couldn't make a living here. 21

We do need employment. We have somewhere between 15 and

22
I am for all the native beings on the worksheet

22
20 percent unemployment in Shannon County. Most of the

23
here. I am for better employment here. I am for better

23
people here work in timber and work for a minimun wage.

24
education. I am for the environment here.

24
which is approximately six-thousand dollars a year. I

25
And I would like to simply say one thing to some

25
think someone else already said that.

J ' 38
—

1 A lot of these people who complain the loudest 1 I have seen many types of wildlife at the actual mine

2 probably live in a lot nicer homes than we do, surely do, 2 location, so I don't feel that mining would have a

3 and I think we here in Winona, most of the people, are 3 negative effect on the ability of wildlife to flourish in

8 4 for Plan B, and mining in the Winona area. And to some 4 this area.

5 of those who worry 30 miles away about the birds dying, 5 As for the scenery in this area, I would like

6 I would like to tell them to go up to North Missouri 6 to say that when you drive down B Highway near the mine

7 where the Missouri River is polluted, the Meramec River 6 7 that I worked at you'd never know that you passed a lead

8 is polluted, the Osage is polluted, the Gasconade is 8 mine about one mile away.

9 polluted, the Mississippi is polluted. I would just like 9 For all of these reasons, along with the

10 to ask them to start at their own front door. 18 10 economical impact on the area, I am in favor of Alternative

11 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is 11 B. Thank you.

|
12 Dennis Johnston, followed by Osbourne Johns. 12 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Osbourne Johns,

13
14C DENN * E JOHNSTON: My name is Dennis Johnston, 13 followed by Robert Krelpinski.

14 and I'm an alderman for the City of Winona, and I also ? 14 150 MR ‘ OSBOURNE JOHNS: I'm from Winona, and I've

)
15 worked in the lead mining industry for a period of nine

; 15 lived for 37 years in Dent County, which is not far.

S 16 years. And as a witness to the lead mining process for I 16 and worked in St. Louis, and if this was going to be a

* 17 that period, I feel that the environment can and will be
l

17 closed mine that they have to put a shaft down, why I

£
18 protected. It occurs to me that many of the people who

s 18 would probably be concerned, but I worked with the mining

“
19 are in opposition to mining in this area do not know the

"

19 companies and the drillers for about twelve years down

20 many regulations that will have to be followed if the 20 here, and they are careful, particular, along with the

21 mine is allowed to operate.
21

Forest Service, as particular as they are, and there's

22 I know that the mining companies take these
22

no doubt in my mind that they will make this as

23 regulations very seriously, and that they take pride in 23
safe as it can possibly be. I'm sure there won't be

24 the development of the environment. During my employment
24

no water problems of any kind or nothing else. Thank you.

25 I had the opportunity to work on the surface for a few years. 25
MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is

40
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1 Robert Krelpinski, followed by Robert Stein.

2
1 6C MR - R0BEBT KRELPINSKI: I too am a relative

3 newcomer in the Shannon County area. I retired from the

4 Army after 23 years in 1979. I settled here because

5 I wanted this way of life. It's laid back, it's slowed

6 down, it's what it was when I was a kid. I think I can

7 have that and sound economy at the same time.

| 8 After listening to arguments on both sides of

:
9 the fence now, everything the environmentalists say.

2 10 the other disagrees with. Why can't we two live together?

5 n All the arguing we do is not going to make any difference

r 12 because you're the people who have to make this decision.

:
13 You have the expertise to do it. In the 1800' s this

T 14 area was raped of its timber. It came back. It came

; 15 back because of the National Forest Service, the Missouri

i
i6 Department of Conservation, and the Missouri Forest

• 17 Service.

5 18 You have the expertise to make the mine work.

19 You have the expertise to keep the environment clean.

20 Do both at the same time. Thank you.

21 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker will be

22 Robert Stein, followed by Danny Staples.

23 MR - R0BERT STEIN: Hello. My name is Robert

24 Stein. I'm in the tenth grade. I'm a sophomore. I

25 personally feel that I can speak for the majority of the

41

1 high school. We believe that we would like to be able

2 to come back to this area after college and be able to

3 see our parents. If this mine does not go through, then

4 we won't be able to come back.

5 I can remember when the town was a little bit

6 bigger, not very much bigger, but my grandpa told me it

7 was bigger. I don't remember my grandparents, but I can

8 remember the store up here was a lot more prosperous, and

9 that was because the timber area was a lot more prosperous.

| 10 But now the timber is starting to fall down. Ninety

11 percent of the area at least around here is timber. When

12 timber goes through there's nothing. We need jobs.

*
13 Shannon County, from the way I hear it, is

14 about the first ranked in Missouri on unemployment. So

\
15 what happens when timber falls through? Does it become

0 16 first ranked in the world? This is unfair, because every

• 17 other area has a chance to prosper and grow. How come

|
18 we don't?

5
19 That's all I have to say. I'm in favor of

8
20 Plan B and very much against Plan A.

21 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Following Danny

22 Staples we'll have Mike Lybyer.

23 “| SENATOR DANNY STAPLES: Good evening again.

24 First of all, I want to take this opportunity to commend

25 the members of this panel and the co-chairman for the

42

1 outstanding job that you've done in running the meeting.
1 of America. We have the party system that we can vote.

2 Being a member of the Missouri Senate for the
2 either way we want, without being afraid of what's going

3 past five years and a member of the House of Repre-
3 to happen to us.

4 sentatives for six years before that, I know what you're
4 Tonight we've heard from people for the mining

5 going through night after night conducting these hearings.
5 system and against the mines. As a native of Shannon

6 I was in St. Louis with you and I was in Jefferson City
6 County for the past 52 years, a man that was born on

7 last night, and then tonight is the last hearing we're 7 the Jacks Fork River 52 years ago, and hopefully will die

| 8 going to have, and I would like to again commend this
8

on the Jacks Fofk River sometime in the late future, I

i 9 panel and the National Forest Service and the Bureau of 9 submit to you Plan B, the plan that would allow the leases

I
10 Land Management on the job that you have done in conducting 2 10 to be issued and the shafts to be sunk in the Ozarks, is

* 11 these hearings. Also, I would like to commend those peo- $ 11 a safe plan.

:
12 pie that traveled to St. Louis from Winona and Oregon \ 12 As a sixth year member of the House of

;
13 County, along with the citizens of St. Louis, Missouri ! 13 Representatives, as I said last night in Jefferson City,

o

Y 14 and other places that were there to testify either for or 14 and Tuesday night in St. Louis, I worked with St. Joe

« 15 against the mining industry. S 15 Lead as vice-chairman of the mining and mines committee.

I
16 Last night in Jefferson City out of approxi-

1
16 I've worked for Ozark Lead in Reynolds County, and the

\
17 mately sixty to seventy people we heard from both sides. * 17 mining industries across the State of Missouri.

i 18 Tonight in Winona, Missouri, we are hearing from both
s

18 As I said in Jefferson City last night, Ozark

19 sides. That's what makes the United States of America 19 Lead is approximately 12 to 15 miles from the Current River

20 the greatest country in the entire world, because we have 20 That's owned by the National Park Service. It’s also

21 the opportunity to meet and to assemble and to talk about

6
21 about six miles from Big Spring, that the upper region

22 problems that arise in this country without worrying about 22 from Ozark Lead country and St. Joe Lead country. Also,

23 the United States government coming in and putting us 23 from the secondary creek that comes in above Round Spring

24
in jail. 24 on Current River. These are the cleanest streams in the

25
We have a two-party system in the United States 25 State of Missouri, or almost the cleanest streams
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1 probably in the United States. The water quality of
1

of Missouri made a sizable commitment the last two years

2 Ozark National Scenic Riverways is tested daily by the
2 to the mining region of the state. They just opened a

6 3 National Park Service, and I would say that there has
3

building in Rolla, something like twenty-million dollars

4 been a water quality in the Current River at or above
4

for the facility has been raised in Missouri, reflecting

5 average streams anyplace in the world.
5

the future importance of mining in the state.

6 A lot of you don't know that 85 percent of all
6

Something like three-thousand jobs on the

7 lead taken from the ground in the United States of

7
Viburnum Trend are directly related to minino. Out of

| 6 America comes from the Viburnum Trend. Also 15 percent
1 8

that there's something like a fifty-million dollar payroll.

*

9 of all lead that is mined in the world comes from the

9
As Senator Staples stated earlier, Missouri ranks 90

| 10
Viburnum Trend.

i
percent of lead in the nation comes from Missouri, zinc

11
So I plead with this committee, the Bureau of

about twenty-five percent. Also we've got copper and

12
Land Management, the National Forest Service, and every

silver.
I

13
other American, as a senator that represents 150,000

l I realize the importance of clear and clean

| 14
people in a senatorial district, and speaks for those

« streams, and we certainly want to keep that and I'm

i 150,000 people daily on the floor of the Senate chamber
i confident that we have the technology to assure that.

of Jefferson City, I say to you tonight that the 150,000 s 15

I am in sunport of B, and the reason why is that I

n £ 16
* people that I represent in the State of Missouri, 75 to

5
think we can do that and at the same time the people in

;8
18

80 percent of them would be in favor of the lead industry 58 17

this area need jobs, and I think it's important that we

18
0

19
in Shannon and Oregon Counties. Thank you.

I go ahead and find the resources we have available in this

20
MR. VOGT: Thank you. Following Michael

country. I've got people at Rolla, Missouri right now.

21
Lybyer we'll have Jim Tipton.

and we're trying to build a building for all these core

22 19C SENATOR MIKE LYBYER: First of all, let me 21

samples, and I've got to work to get an appropriation

identify myself. I'm Mike Lybyer. I represent the 22

23

24
16th Senatorial District. This includes Oregon County,

Certainly it's something you don't do overnight

25
and also a portion near Rolla, Missouri. The State

25
and something we'll be looking at maybe 10 or 15 years

1 down the road to develop mining. So it's important the 1 Don Roller, followed by Dennis Wilson.

2 companies know, and at the same time, we provide a future 2 210 REPRESENTATIVE DON ROLLER: Thank you. For

3 for this area. I appreciate the opportunity to testify 3 the record, again, my name is Don Roller, State Repre-

4 with you tonight. Thank you. 4 sentative from the 148th District that does include

5 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Jim Tipton, 5 Oregon, Shannon, Reynolds, Taft, Carter and Ripley Counties.

6 followed by Don Roller. 6 I again last night and tonight would like to endorse

7 20C HR ' JIM UPTON: I just want to say that I

p
7 Plan B for the simple reason being that as a representative

8 went to high school here about thirty-five years ago 8 I try to live up to my title and represent the district

9 and thirty-five years ago I left here. There was no jobs 9 which sent me to Jefferson City to do that.

10 when I got out of high school. I had to go to St. Louis. l 10 I feel that approximately eighty percent of the

11 I didn't go to St. Louis because I wanted to, and I didn't 5 11 people in these counties I mentioned are in favor of

12 stay there thirty-five years because I wanted to. 12 Plan B, to mine the National Forest in this particular

13 So I think what we should do is look at the
{

13 area. I am also included in that very much so, for

14 Forest Service and the study now and what they have done. f 14 several reasons. Number one, the building that we're

15 When I was in high school you could go from Alton all l 15 in here today would be able to be replaced much easier if we

16 the way up 19 to Highway 44. It was a beautiful, scenic
i

16 had the tax money provided by industry.

17 place. You could drive through there and it was beautiful.
i

17
Number two, our income per capita as stated

18 And if these people think that we don't appreciate the i 18 last night is nearly seven thousand per year per family

19 nice jobs that's done here around this country they ought S

19 for this region. That's not much money, folks, and it's

20 to look at it now. 20 not a lot of fun to live on, but we do it because we enjoy

21 We've got clearcuts, it's all along the road.
21

the environment and the quality of life that we have here.

22 And to me, that is not beautiful from what it used to be.
22

And the reason that environment and that quality of life

23 So I think we should go ahead and get this mining in
23

exists today is that our ancestors that lived here pro-

24 here, because we do need the jobs. Thank you.
24

vided for us, and we're doing the same for our children.

25 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is
25

and certainly do not want to do anything different to that.
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1
I think with the technology we have today the 1 little bit just to live here. But we love it and we feel

2 mining industry would be completely safe under Plan B. 2
like you all have the knowledge and regulations and the mind

3 I commend you, the panel, the Forest Service, and the 3 and the technology to take care of our water.

4 Bureau of Land Management, and everyone involved in this. 4 Water seems to be the big issue. You know,

5 and am very much in favor of it. Thank you. 5 the lead mining has been around all the years, and we

6 MB. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is 6 pump our water right out of there and drink it every day.

7 Dennis Wilson, followed by Floyd Cooper. 7 As far as some of the environmentalists that

8 220 MR - DENNIS WILSON : Over the years the people i 8 I've seen speak here tonight, I've lived here 13 years

9 in Shannon County have given up hundreds of thousands of
j

9 and I don't even know these people, and they say they're

10 acres to the government and it just come a time now that S 10 my neighbors. I don't know how they are making a living.

11 they're wanting something in return, they're wanting a S 11 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Floyd Cooper is up next.

12 few jobs, some work in this area. If I understand, the
1

12 followed by Kevin Heck.

13 current lease applications are only for thirty-seven ! 13 230 MR * FL0YD C00PER: MY name is ployd Cooper.

14 hundred acres. Compared to the thousands and thousands of V 14 I lived around here for 30 years. I represent the Labor

15 acres we've already given them, what is this little bit
i

is of Local 840 in Rolla, Missouri and I'm an area business-

16 of 3,700?
l

16 man. Fourteen counties we represent, and I represent

17 In the high scenario that you gave over there,
• 17 this area. This area is the lowest area we've got in

18 there's over 2,300 jobs potentially available in the long-
S 18 14 counties as far as work.

19 run under the high scenario. We need every one of them. 19 I'm sure there's lots of people had to leave here

20 We could use them. 20 on account of no work in this county. I had to leave here.

21 We people have skimmed by, and we've tried to
21 I had to go to Springfield, stay 16 years, tried to come

22 live here, and we love this land. Everyone in this room
22

back, and when I come back I tried to cut cordwood, and

23 that lives here is an environmentalist , and protects our
23 couldn't hardly make it. Then I went to work on constructio .

24 country. We love it, we don't want to leave it. We have
24 It's hard on construction. The only jobs we've got going

25 to skim by, and sometimes have to give and take just a

49

25 in 14 counties right now that are anything is the jobs

50

1 in Rolla, and it sure won't take care of all of us.

8
|

I'm for the mine. We definitely need the work.

3 You ask these people if they probably don't know four or

4 five people sitting at home right now that don’t need

5 to go to work. We need the work bad, or some type of

6 work, so I'm for this mine. We need it bad.

7
Thank you.

1 8 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Following Kevin Heck

! « we have Ken Her.

! 10 24C MR. KEVIN HECK: I'm from Missouri, born and

4 11
raised, generation upon generation. I spent my childhood

r 12
here. Learned to appreciate nature and appreciate life.

}

13
I would like to ask a question, though. Does

i

V 14
what we say here really make a difference?

« 15
MR. VOGT: It does. We're going to be

g 16
analyzing these comments and we will make a appropriate

• 17
changes to the draft EIS. So we appreciate the comments.

S 18
MR. KEVIN HECK: Thank you. I can tell from

19
the feedback from other speakers on the pros of the mine.

20
it appears people here are for it. What I am about to

21
say isn't going to be well-liked, but I'll say it anyway.

You all come in here and say we got it, we

22

just don't know what it's going to cost you. Every form
23

of refuge has its price, and I think this is a little

high price to pay for what we have here in this area.

25

— 51

1 Every day in this country there is twenty-three

2 billion dollars changes hands. Twenty-three billion

3 dollars. These people here just have not been shown

4 themselves in that spectrum yet. This area here is so

5 beautiful they can go out and take pictures and sell it

6 and make a living. That's a fact. It might sound silly.

7 but at least the more you work, the more you make. These

|
8 people are worried about little pieces of paper or a few

28 9 cans in the river. Yeah, that looks bad, but that doesn't

! 10
look near as bad as seeing a friend die in bed from cancer

5 11
or something like that, from mining and what comes out

12
of the mine and stuff.

f

13 I've been in them. I know they do make you

i

14
wear masks, because they know it's bad for you, and you

15
yourself know it's bad for you. I don't think any of

jj 16
you people would work in a mine if you had to.

• 17
These people talk about jobs. There's a lot of

s is
jobs everywhere else. The old saying goes love it or

19
leave it. There's nobody making nobody stay anywhere.

20
They can always come back here and enjoy it.

21
There's something about this lead bringing so

22
much money into the area, with promising these people

23
jobs. I would say for every aollar here that's given to

24
these people there is going to be a few, probably ten or

25
twenty dollars put in somebody else's pocket, and they

52
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1 are just going to be happy as hell about it. 1 resident of Winona, Missouri. I am at this time an

2
I really do believe there are a lot better ways 2 unemployed schoolteacher, and a partner with my husband

3 of doing this than destroying and raping the land of 3 in our business of gunsmithing and related retail sales.

4 what it has given us so far to become what we are today. 4 It has come to my understanding that many

5 That's about all I have to say. Thank you for your time. 5 people were able to watch my recording at Tuesday's night

6 MR. VOGT: Ken Her will be next, followed by 6 meeting. I apologize for my lack of experience, and I

7 Nancy Bland. 7 hope that those of you who watched it were inspired to

8 250 MR " KEN ILER: Good evenin9 *
Ladies and

f 8 speak. For the benefit of the people I have tried to

9 Gentlemen. My name is Ken Iler. I'm kind of a transplant
; 9 make different statements each night so that I may cover

10 here in Shannon County. I lived in Carter County years
! io as many areas as possible.

11 ago, but my family moved away from here. They couldn't
5 li I know many of the watchers were enraged by

12 make a living here. Well, I'm back. I love this part
: 12 some of the speakers, and hoped to rebut some of these

13 of the country. I've heard it said that we're going
I

13 areas.

14 to rape the county, we're going to rape the country. I
14 Before I make my first comment, I would like

15 don't believe that.
2 15 to summarize my statement at last night's meeting in

16 I believe we have the ecology, and we can have
\

16 Jefferson City. First of all I directed comments to the

17 the economy. All we got to do is work at it together.
1

17 panel on the subject of the man who commented Tuesday

18 There's no reason that lead mining and the environmentalists
i is night at the St. Louis meeting. In Wednesday's comments

19 can't get together. I thank you very much. 19 I said that according to Webster's definition, Winonains

20 MR. VOGT: The next speaker following Nancy
20 are public too, and had a right to be there.

21 Bland will be Tony Sullins.
21

As far the man that brought a portion of the

22 26C MS * NANCY BLAND: 1 have a prepared statement
22

Current Wave newspaper, I pointed out that riding the

23 and I have some comments again tonight. My name is
23

bus was a public invitation, not an invitation restricted

24 Nancy Bland. I was raised in Maplewood of St. Louis
24

to people only in favor of the mine, but in fact, open

25 County. I moved to Viburnum in 1979 and am now a five-year

5 3

25
to everyone.

1 I also pointed out that this article made front 26
1

i directly related to mental handicaps in the area, or

2 page because it was sponsored by a nonprofit organization. 2 in fact that any study at all has been done on the mental

3 and all such activites get front-page billing.
3 retardation in that area, including numbers and comparisons.

4 I also addressed the supposed concern of the 4 My suggestion to you is that if you really

5 boom and bust economy. I did this by pointing out that 5 are concerned about mental handicaps that are influenced

6 tourism, the timber industry, and factory work in this 6 by lead poisoning ask the panel to do an evaluation on

7 area are all on a boom/bust level, the main difference
7 that very subject but for God sake, don't use the poor.

I 8 being like a flashing light, as opposed to the longer 1 8 unfortunate, and unknowing children as a scare tactic

9 boom offered by the mining industry. I told them that 9 to sway the opinion, when I would guess most of you that

10 we're not frightened by boom/bust, we're actually ac-
10 made these statements have no facts to back it up.

11 customed to it.
11 I would also like to praise Senator Staples

12 Finally, I addressed the suggestion that was
12 on his comments last night. He was very strong in his

13 made that we find other industries. I let them know we
13 request for Alternative B of the EIS. In this day and

14 have tried and we'll keep trying.
f 14 age of politicians who have their opinions but are careful

i 15 At last night's meeting I tried to support ‘

15
not to speak too loudly, it was refreshing to watch and

s
16 the previous statements with fact. I hope these rebut-

jj 16 listen to Senator Staples take a strong stand and speak

1
17 tals made some of you feel better about the St. Louis

17
loudly on our plight. Last night I applauded him with

1

18 statements. It certainly did me.
i 18 my hands, tonight I applaud him with my words.

19 Tonight I would like to address the mental 5

19 I've got a couple of requests of the panel now.

20 retardation rate of Viburnum. I realize everyone takes
20 The first thing, I talked previously to some of you, and

21 things out of context in order to support their own
21

I would like it on the record, I have heard many requests

22 means, but I feel this issue has been used out of context in the three nights of meetings on extension of the

23 more than any other, and I wonder if any research has
23

writing period, and I too made a suggestion on that behalf

26 24 been done in that area to conclusively prove that lead
24

last night.

25 poisoning and the Viburnum Trend water consumption is
25

I'm concerned about when we would know whether
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1 you've made that decision because as was pointed out by
1 My opinion on this matter is based on the ground rules

2 other people, with the holidays coming up, it makes a
2 of Tuesday and Wednesday night meetings. Tuesday night

3 difference whether we have to hurry and get our letters 3 I made the mistake of signing up early and being a first

4 in, or whether we're going to have time and be able to
4 speaker. In your ground rules the remainder of the

5 take the holidays as a breather to consume and absorb 5 meeting was for people who hadn't spoken, so even though I

6 everything that's gone on in these three meetings, plus 6 wanted to get up, I didn't. I saved my rebuttal for

7 within our community. 7
Jeff. City. At Jeff. City, you said that the left-over

6 So I don't know if you can answer that or not ! 8 time was for, and I quote, people that didn't register

9 but I would like an estimate of when we will know yes. ; 9 in the beginning.

10 we have an extension, or no we don't, when we'll know if 1 10
Mr. Kunkler obviously registered in the begin-

11 there is or isn't one, just an approximate. * 11
ning because he was the second speaker, yet he got up

12 MR. VOGT: We talked about the extension today. \ 12
and spoke again. First of all, this is a violation of

13 but it has to be approved by the regional forester of
;

13 your ground rules and should have been stopped before

14 the Forest Service and the state director for the Bureau i 14
he started. But more importantly is that he too could

15 of Land Management. Vie expect to have an announcement • 15
have attended the other meeting.

16 out on that in a week to two weeks.
l

16
Lastly, because I felt the purpose of the

17 MS. BLAND: Thank you. I would also like to
\ 17

ground rules was to help keep us from being there all

18 make a statement concerning a speaker last night. The S 18
night. After I heard other people, I could rebut them,

19 most important request I have tonight is to have Bob 19
and they me, and me them, and on and on and on. Please

20 Kunkler's, which is spelled K-u-n-k-l-e-r
,
second set 20

treat us fairly by doing as I request. I would appreciate

21 of comments stricken from the record and not considered 21
some correspondence on your decision, and the informtion

22 in the evaluation unless they are submitted in writing 22
you used to make it, whichever they would decide.

23 by him. 23
I would also like to cite just a few short

24 I don't feel that you should re-read them or 24
things about some of the things people have said tonight.

25 reproduce them as part of the public hearing or record.

57 —
25

I heard something about material gains. The people in

58 —

1 this area are not asking for material gains through an 1 When I was in the 11th grade my dad was a logger.

2 economical rise. We're talking about necessity gains. 2 He lived in Doniphan, Missouri, and he got laid off.

3 We're talking about people that don't have electricity 3 We didn't have any money, nothing, It was bad, so we

4 and water in their homes being able to have that by having 4 heard there was a lot of work in Florida, so that's where

5 a better job. That's not a material gain. 5 we went.

6 I believe that same person suggested the pos- 6 I have two sisters, and the five of us lived

7 sibility of putting in a high-class resort. That to me 7
in a motel room at Fort Lauderdale, Florida for two weeks

8 seems preposterous. That's more building and more land 8 until we finally got a trailer house. Two other summers

9 clearing than what the mines want to do. 9 I lived in Texas in a mobile home—not a mobile home, but

10 And I also have a question. I would like to 10 a travel trailer, one you pull behind your car, with my

11 know if Mr. Shonk is here from the Park Service? Is he 1 11
entire family, and it's not easy.

12 here anywhere? If he is, I would like him to acknowledge 12
Right now I'm going to college so that I can

13 himself. Is Mr. Shonk here tonight? 13
try, to change that situation. At this very moment my

14 (No response.)
I

14
dad lives in Poplar Bluff, or near there, and is unemployed

15 Well, I have an opinion on the Park Service
-

15
and the situation doesn't look a whole lot better for

16
I would like to share. They are against the mines, and

jj 16
around here.

17
it's interesting to me that they have the guts to go : 17

However, I want to say that by mining in this

18
to St. Louis and to Jefferson City but they don't have the : 18

area you are destroying probably the best economic oppor-

19 guts to come here and tell us. Thank you.
'•

19
tunity that you have, and that is tourism. You nay not

20 MR. VOGT: Tony Sullins is next, followed by
20

realize, but tourism is the second- leading revenue

21
David Meade.

21
generating industry in the State of Missouri.

22 27C MR * T0NY SULLINS: MV name is Tony Sullins.
22

I've heard people talk bad about the National

23
I've lived in this area all my life except for two years.

23
Park Service. I'm not a member of the National Park

24
I spent that two years in Florida, and I'll tell you why

24
Service nor have I ever been but from information that I

25
in a minute.

25
have obtained, Ozark Scenic Riverways, for example, in

1906 there were 1,886,000 visitors to the Ozark National

59 60
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1 Scenic Riverways, that's Current River, Jacks Fork River. 1
I don't want to go there and see mine buildings.

2 This year, through October, there have been approxi- 2
roads, and huge trucks running up and down. I don't want

3 mately two-hundred eighty-seven thousand, seven hundred 6 3
to not be able to go hunting around here because wildlife

4 and thirty-six visitors. There are 46 small businesses 4
is scared away by this. What you need to do is develop

5 which operate right around the Current River that 5
what you have. Lead mining is not the answer, and it's

6 specialize only in concessions, canoe rental, type of 6
a big mistake if that were to occur. I guess that's all

7
thing, make their living directly off of that. Their 7

I can say. Thank you.

8 gross revenue 1.25 million dollars. Are you going to
| 8

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is David Meade,

9 stab your neighbor in the back? Are we that selfish? 9
followed by Dan Leary.

10
Why don't we concentrate on developing the 10

28C MR - DAVID MEADE: My name is David Meade. I

11
resources that we have? The natural beauty of this

11
thank you for the opportunity to be able to speak and to

12
area is something that we take for granted living in it.

\ 12
share my feelings. I was at the meeting last year, a

13
We're here every day. Sometimes we can't see the beauty

!

5 13
resident of Winona, as I was then. We were not prepared

14
of a place until you go away. I went to Florida and one

1 14
for the meeting last year. We still don't have the

15
thing we always missed was the country and the people.

15
organization that some people do, but at least we're more

16
I don't think that there's a man in this

S 16
aware of what to expect when we come to the meeting, and

17
building right now unemployed that wouldn't work if he

• 17
I think we woke a few people up who have come.

18
had a job, and when I look around here I see faces of

S 18
We've been accused of acting like these natural

19
people who need jobs, people who are hurting, and your

19
resources belong to us. I believe they do as much as they

20
heart goes out to these people, mine does, because my

20
do anyone else. We have as much right to express our

21
dad, any time I look at him, he's young, only 38 years

21
feelings as to how they should be used as anyone else does.

old, and he has lines showing from all the worry, all the We love this area. That's the reason we live here, we
22 22

23
hard work, but one of the most important things that we ever

23
make our homes here.

do is to get away together to Mark Twain, whatever. Current I don't believe that anybody has any intentions
24 24

River, and spend a little time. The solitude is hard to beat of seeing it destroyed. It's disturbing to be told
25 25

1 that we don't know how to take care of the beauty we see 1 The meager standard of living here has already been

2 around us. I watched some of the action that was filmed 2 established and verified over and over. We need industry.

3 from St. Louis, and some of the fellows in St. Louis and 3 I'm a pastor in this area, and I watch every

4 people there told us we didn't know how to take care of 4 Sunday as poor children are bused in, brought to our

5 what we have here, and yet I find them escaping every 5 church. They go to our children's church. Most of the

6 chance they get from what they have to come and see what 6 time our workers provide cookies and Kool-Aid. My wife

7 we've got. 7 is one of the workers, and she's come away heartbroken

8 I wonder who should be giving who advice. l 8 sometime because those little children we are providing

9 Somehow, someway, we've managed to keep this area beautiful
i 9 cookies for want to stuff the extras in their pocket.

10 where other people have failed with their own. One thing 10 because when they go home for Sunday dinner all they're

11 that disturbs me is that sometimes people try to have or 5 11 going to have is the cookies that they take with them.

12 make the impression that we're like the Jed Clampett clan
\ 12 I've seen the strong financial base in other

13 or the Beverly Hillbillies, don't have any sense, but * 13 areas that mining provides. I was born and raised in

14 we do have one thing in common with them. The little
v 14 the Lead Belt area. The mining there is ever. The mining

15 song that they sing at the beginning of that program, » 15 industry is gone, but the financial base is still strong.

16 that you can still watch in reruns, said that he barely
16 In fact, I did a lot of Christmas shopping the day after

17 kept his family fed, and that's happening a lot around
l

17 Thanksgiving, and there's a lot of people spending a

18 here. If you try to do it on less than seven-thousand
l 18 lot more money than I see spending around here.

19 dollars a year, you'll barely keep yourself fed too. 19 Now, I believe that those who have been entrusted

20 But I think the comparison stops there. We
20 the responsibility of making a decision on this issue are

21 are not people who don't understand. We are people who
6 21

under obligation to take into consideration the benefits

22 have managed, before the government came in and since
22

that mining would bring into this area where it is needed

23 the government is here, to keep this land as a beautiful
23 so badly.

24 place to live.
24

If you fellows have the time later, it would

25 And I don't believe we want to change that.

6 3

25 do you good to take a moment to drive around some of
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1 our country roads and some of our areas and see how our 1 or not, but I would like for everybody in this place that's

2 people live. We have some very poor people, and if
2 in favor of mining to stand up, and let's give them a

3 there can be a mine here and the environment still be 3 round of applause.

4 protected, which I believe it can be, then it should be 4 (Applause.

)

5 allowed. 5 MR. VOGT: Dan Leary will be followed by

6 You have the obligation to the people that you 6 Art Boehle.

7 serve to allow what is best for those people. The last 7 200 MR * DAN LEARY: I'm Dan Leary. Thank you for

8 time we had our meeting here we didn't know what to | 8 the opportunity of participating in these hearings tonight.

9 expect. I didn't know what to expect. I had never been 9 We're all here tonight sharply divided on the issue of

10 to this kind of meeting before. But we know what to expect § 10 lead mining in the National Forest. But I believe that

11 now. The last time almost all of the time was taken up $ 11 we all agree on at least one very important aspect. None

12 by opposition to mining, who was very prepared to dominate
\

12 of us here tonight would willingly allow our own personal

13 the meeting and discuss it. ! 13 well to be contaminated with lead.

14 I went home, I watched the news, and of course 14 I think that's a very reasonable and prudent

15 most of the information said there was a lot of opposition
s

15 position. It’s well established that lead is a highly

16 in that area to the mining coming in.
\

16 toxic material. In fact, recent research findings indicate

17 I appreciate the news coming. It’s a lot of 17 that lead is far more toxic than was previously recog-

18 expense, a lot of effort. But I think we have shown
i 18 nized. As an example of this new recognition of the

19 tonight that there is support for mining in this area,
°

19 dangers of lead. I'll cite the examples of the Safe

20 and we have outnumbered opposition, at least tonight, and 20 Drinking Water Act as amended in 1986, which bans all use

21 it shows that in the area that will be most affected
6

21
of lead in the plumbing installation of new construction.

22 people are more in favor than are against, and I think
22

Also as a result of new information on toxicity of lead,

23 that needs to be known. 23 the Environmental Protection Agency is re-evaluating the

24 I'll conclude my remarks, but I would like to
24

level considered to be safe in drinking water.

25 do one thing. I don't know whether the camera is moving

6 5

25 At present, it is considered to be 50 parts
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1 per billion. It is likely that it will be revised down- 1 will lead contaminate your individual well? Nobody can

2 ward in the near future to 20 parts per billion, although 2 give an assurance on that point. Tracer studies have

6 6
3 some experts believe that it should be even lower, in 3 found that there is a vast network of underground water

4 the vicinity of 10 parts per billion. 4 channels that course through the area in question.

5 Is lead really that toxic? Let me shed some 5 It is known that water moves at least as far

6 information by referring to the testimony of Dr. 6 as 50 miles into this underground water channel, but

7 Silvergell , (phonetic spelling) who is a scientist who has 7 exactly how this will affect any given individual well.

i 8 researched on the effects of lead on the central nervous \
8 nobody knows. What it amounts to then is that you're

9 system of human beings and has gained international recog- 9 playing a form of Russian roulette with regard to whether

u

I
10 nition. According to Dr. Silvergell 's testimony before 10 or not your well will be contaminated with lead.

11 the Environmental Protection Agency, a single molecule 11 What happens if you lose the gamble? Well,

12 of lead is sufficient to disrupt the normal function of 12 of course you individually pay a price, but those that

{
13 a living cell.

|
13 will pay an even heavier price are your children, for two

s

14 If then none of us want lead in our drinking ? 14 reasons. First of all, children are far more susceptible

15 water, let's take a look at what the Environmental
\

15 to lead poisoning than are adults. The younger the

1
16 Impact Statement says about guarantees that lead will not I 16 children, the more susceptible they are. Information

}
17 enter our drinking supply. I would like to quote very

\
17 from the U. S. government indicates that four percent of

5 18 briefly from page 71 of the Environmental Impact State- l 18 all children in the United States under the age of six

"

19 ment, heavy metals might escape from the mine/mill site °6 19 presently suffer lead poisoning. Eighteen percent of all

20 to off-site water resources several ways. Although 20
black children under the age of six living in urban areas

6
21 good industrial practices can minimize these losses they 21

presently suffer from lead poisoning.

22
cannot eliminate them completely. So the Environmental

22
The cost to society of this epedemic is in

23
Impact Statement acknowledges that lead will enter the 23

billions of dollars. There is no way to evaluate the cost

24
environment.

24
in terms of ruined lives as a result of lead damage.

2 S
The next question you might want to ask is,

6 11

The second reason the children may suffer more
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1 than the adults is once this lead enters the environment

6 2 it may remain there for years. Perhaps far longer than

3 you will.

4 Let's look again at what the Environmental

5 Impact Statement says about lead once it enters the

6 environment. Again I quote from the Environmental Impact

7 Statement, If animals or humans are exposed to heavy metals.

8 it is possible that acute toxicity could occur. It is

9 more likely, however, that chronic effects would result
|

10 in genetic disruptions, eventual heavy metal poisoning
S

5 11 manifested in the form of nervous disorders and contami-
!

12 nated flesh of game fish.

* 13 Contamination of the wildlife has already been i

B
i 14 demonstrated in the Viburnum area. Deer as well as some i

15 species of fish in the streams that course through this
i

i
16 area have already been demonstrated to contain elevated \

B 17 levels of lead in their bodies. Big River, which flows
j

l 18 out of the Old Lead mining district, some species of
;

s

19 fish are so heavily contaminated with lead that the
l

20 state has found it necessary to issue a health advisory

21
warning against eating these fishes. 8

22
I would like to emphasize the point I want

23
to make by leaving you with a question. As a background

24
to the question let me, point out that early in the

25
Reagan administration the Environmental Protection Agency

1 considered abolishing the limits of lead in gasoline.

2 Fortunately for all of us there was an overwhelming

3 avalanche of information showing the harmful effect of

4 lead in the environment.

5 As a result of this information, the Environmental

6 Protection Agency completely reversed its stand. Instead

7 of deregulating the amount of lead allowed in gasoline.

8 as of now, as of 1986, the Environmental Protection Agency

9 caused the reduction by more than 90 percent of the lead

10 allowable in gasoline.

11 The question I would like to leave you with is

12 simply this. If lead is not safe to be in your gasoline.

13 do you want it in your water supply and in the water

14 supply possibly of your children?

15 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Art Boehle will be next,

16 and following him we'll take the five-minute break.

17 300 MR " ART I have learned that mining

18 companies will work to protect the environment only as far

19 as it is forced to and only as far as it's proper. I

20 also remember that chemicals are used in the process of

21 mining and milling. Although the technology exists that

22 would make mining and milling processes relatively safe.

23 I have serious doubts that all that is necessary will be

24 done to protect the environment. If the mines are

25 allowed to operate, the local people must insist that the
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1 utmost safety precautions will be used all the time, not

2 just when it is proper. Please remember that mining is

6 3 a dangerous industry. Accidents can and will happen,

4 and the environment will be changed.

5 We need jobs and we need environment. Can

6 we have them both? We need clean water. We need jobs.

7 It will be up to the people of this area to see that we

8 get both. A mining company can be very formidable to

9 deal with. If mining is allowed we must assure that

!8 10 elected officials do their utmost to see that environmental

?
11 safety laws are obeyed to the letter every day. If not.

!

12 we could live to regret it.

! 13 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Toni Kluthe.

Y 14 31C DR - TOt,:I: KLUTHE : Hello. At the St. Louis

i 15 meeting the question was raised as to whether the quantity

I
16 or quality of the speakers would be used in the decision-

z
17 making process. The given answer was quality. I

1
18 sincerely hope that because somebody wearing a three-piece

19 suit and has a college degree his comments are not given

20 greater oonsideration than those in this area that cannot

21 afford either.

22 The Mark Twain National Forest is extended over

23 the southern half of Missouri. The study area is a small

24 portion of the Mark Twain national Forest. Recreation

25 and tourism is not a major factor in this proposed area.
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1 If you'll look on your study sheet, the proposed area is

2 south of Winona on Highway 19 on the west side. It does

3 not include the Current River. It does not include the

4 one-million dollar recreation industry that the earlier

5 speaker mentioned. There aren't 46 canoe rentalists on

6 the Eleven Point River. There's only one that I know of.

7 All five alternatives mentioned water quality

1 8 in the Eleven Point Scenic River. We are all environ-

: 9 mentalists here and we will all stand together to make

I
10 sure that it is protected. We do not want lead in the

1

11 water, and we will ensure that it is not. Thank you.

\
12 MR. VOGT: Thank you. We're going to take

: 13 the break now. When we come back the next speaker

i 14 will be Wayne Miley, followed by J. C. Kuessnel.

i 15 (A short break was taken.)

i
i6 (Back on the record.)

\
17 320 MR * WAYNE MILEY: I,m a native of this area,

S 18 and my great grandfather owns land about five miles from

19 here. I am presently in the business of security,

20 stocks, bonds, and I would like to start off by saying

21 the environmental protection laws were passed by Congress

22 in the last 20 or 30 years. These laws, as I said, are

23 the reason that we're here tonight. And the purpose of

24 these laws, as I understand it, our environmental pro-

25 tection laws, is to keep us from killing or harming
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1 ourselves as we go about our daily work, to try to make . you before, those people were tickled the lead mining was

2
a better life for everyone by increasing our productivity. 2 going on. They would love to have it back today. In fact.

3 But to increase that productivity, we sometimes 3 just mention that the lead mines are going to come back

4 bring new methods, such as dangerous chemicals, which 4 and they want to talk about it. They are excited about

5 become hazardous to our health. However, as we go along 5 it.

6 we learn how to control these things where there are no 6 These ghost stories about the lead pollution

7 longer hazards. Likewise, with the proposed mining 7 and people's lead problems, we haven't heard them. Five

8 south of Winona, we have learned from others, other mines | 8 years and no comments. In the meetings in St. Louis and

9 around the country and the world, how to mine without . 9 Jeff. City, a lot of our local pedple, good friends of

10 producing dangers that are hazardous to your health. S 10 mine, went to those meetings. I wasn't able to attend.

11 Thus it appears that we should be able to 5 11
but they came back not understanding the so-called en-

12 operate a mine or mines in our area without any injury
\

12
vironmentalists

, people from the Cierra Club and these

13 to ourselves or our fellow creatures, and therefore.
;

13 different organizations, were testifying like they were

14 I would recommend to all of you Alternative B in the 14
against this. Because of the Park Service and trying to

15 Environmental Impact Statement draft. Thank you.
j 15

propose this master plan that they have, I attended

16 MR. VOGT: J. C. Kuessnel will be next,
1

16
several of these meetings, and I've dealt with these

17 followed by Michael Green. • 17
people. In fact, I recognized a lot of their faces on

18 00Q MR. J. C. KUESSNEL: Last year I had a business l 18
the video tape that I scanned, and I would like to bring

19 in Reynolds County in the lower part of the lead mining 19
out a few points that even members of those organizations

20 area for four years, and of course now I've been there 20
may not realize, because they don't have the experience

21 five years. I made it through another year. 21
of dealing with them on a one-on-one basis that I have

22 There's still, with 150 customers a day, no 22
had through the years.

23 proof, no negative comments from any of our customers 23
A lot of their testimony were for more tests.

24 about the lead mining in that area, and the lead mining 24
That's the same as the Park Service. They want more tests.

25 is approximately twenty years old in that area. I told

7 3

25
Let's do more tests. Let's check about the flowers,
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1 let's check about the birds, let's check about the fish. 1 Now, these are the same people who wanted us

2 This is for a good reason. In Missouri we're overloaded 2 to use tourism. They're also on record with the Park

3 with biologists. There's a high employment rate among 3 Service making this same statement. I'm talking about

4 biologists in the State of Missouri now. One way to 4 the larger organizations, the Cierra Club, the Audobon

5 create a job for a biologist is to create a problem for 5 Society, Friends of the Birds, several different

6 him to investigate and usually it will go on for long 6 organizations

.

7 enough that he can get a pretty good income out of it. 7 I know it's a motivator that they have in

8 A lot of these testifying may not be biologists. 8 their testimony that if the lead mine would be stopped

9 but they are friends of biologists. Check them out.
1

9 here tonight, let's say something would happen, the

10 I have a video tape of the lobbyist from Jeff.
| 10

lead mining would be stopped, then these people who have

11 City who represents the Cierra Club. He is pleading l 11
spoken and can prove they have spoken and have testified

12 in this meeting, which is held by an interim committee
}

12
that belong to these different organizations, would be

13 from the House of Representatives in Jefferson City, 13
recognized nationally by this organization. They would

14 on river use and management. These meetings went o;i
? 14

be put up on a pedestal to be made a hero of.

15 about a year ago, and were held in St. Louis, Jeff. City,
1 15

My children get the magazine Ranger Rick.

16 Fulton, and in Van Buren.
jj 16

I don't know if any of you read it or not, but I skim

17 This testimony that I've begun to share with : 17
it every once in awhile. It's interesting, every year

18 you from this lobbyist from the Cierra Club, he says he i 18
in it they'll have a picture. Well this fellow here he's

19 is for limiting the use of the river, limiting the canoes. 1
19

a great hero. He stopped the dam. They was going to

20 the inner tubes, and the floaters of any kind on the
20

dam up this river and these little fish were going to

21 river, putting some kind of limit on there because they
21

go extinct, so he stopped this, and they make a hero out

22
are ruining their wilderness experience. That's what

22
of him. It's hard for me to believe, and it's hard for

23 they call floating down the river. Here we call it a
23

the people here to believe that anyone could be motivated

24
float trip. They call it a wilderness experience. Now

24
to get rid of jobs to do something like this but this

25 that means they don't see anybody else.
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25
just happens to be their thing.
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1 The tourist business is decreasing. The 1 and local people.

2 canoe rentals and other concession areas are showing a 2 Winona in 1986 was declared the neediest

3 loss in business. Now you can check this with the Park 3
district in United States in regard to the need for

4 Service, and their reseach shows this. The tourism 4
educational facilities. On that basis, we received an

5 business will never be the industry that we need. I am 5
impact aid grant to build a new high school. And how

6 for proposition B. We need the mining. Thank you. 6 did we receive that distinction? Through poverty,

7 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is
7

abject poverty. Over 80 percent of our children are

8 Michael Green, followed by Thomas Kruzen.
| 8

eligible for free or reduced lunches. Many don’t take

9 340 MR. MICHAEL GREEN: Thank you. I’m speaking 9
them because of pride, or it would be much higher.

10 tonight as superintendent of the Winona district, and
10

The average family income, as it has been

11 I realize that there are broad perspectives on this i
11

mentioned, in the district is under $7,000.

1

12 issue and there are narrow perspectives. I'm repre-
: 12

We have a large number of elderly and retired

13 senting the local jobs, economy, and local life-style
1

13
people on fixed incomes. We have a disproportionate

14 issue.
f 14

number of elderly and retired people when you consider

s 15 We know that the economy, the standards of the £

15
state averages. Current unemployment figures for the

l
16 economy, and the quality of education go hand in hand.

l
16

district have been as high as 22 percent in the last 18

]
17 Our district includes portions of Shannon, Oregon, and

17
months. This month it stands at 14 percent. The state

s 18 Carter Counties, the proposed mining area. It's already
s 18

level is 5.5 percent. The drop-out rate among our students

5
19 been mentioned that you only have to look at this s

19
in the years K through 12 is 40 percent. Only 40 percent,

20 gymnasium tonight to see what kind of school facilities
20

approximately of the people in our district over 25 years

21 and what conditions that we have in our educational of age have completed 12 years of education. This com-

22 programs

.

pares to roughly 70 percent at the state level. Those

23 You have all been in immediate danger of losing
23

who graduate have limited opportunities for educational

24 your life tonight, because this building has been con-
24

or vocational training and must leave the area, and when

25 demned as unsound and unsafe by federal, state.
25

they are trained for a profession or trade, they cannot

1 return because there aren't enough jobs. 1

The county courts and county governments of

2 Our school struggles to offer an adequate and 2
Shannon, Oregon, and Carter face an economic crisis

3 equitable education in spite of an extremely low tax 3 and have had to cut back on all government and local

4 base due to the economically-depressed conditions. 4
service levels in the past one to three years. Some

5 Last year we received $36,000 in local taxes, enough 5
suspended operations entirely. We are underserved

6 to run a school for about three days. We have an in- 6
proportionately in the areas of health, law, and education.

7 ability to attract and maintain quality teachers due to 7 The only hope, economically speaking, on the

ao the incompetitiveness of the salary, benefits, and S 8 horizon for the local community is in utilizing the

i 9 teaching environment. 9 remaining natural resource, which is the mineral deposits

! 10 Seventy percent of the land in our district
;

10 that we are discussing tonight. It's all the community

? n is exempt from taxation. Out of 137,360.23 acres. ^ 11 and surrounding communities have to sell or trade or

\ 12
i

64,757.17 are owned by the federal government, and = 12
i

barter. It is easy, perhaps, for many people here tonight

; 13 28,947 acres are owned by the state. These lands are
:

13 to come from Springfield, St. Louis, Kansas City, farther

l 14 exempt from taxes. 14 away, even locally, who have a secure economic status.

~i
15 In January of 1986 the Harvard University School

S 15 comfortable home, good medical and health insurance,

i
16 of Public Health and Physicians' Task Force on Hunger

l
16 a dependable automobile, and some hope for progress.

• 17 identified eight Ozark counties as hunger counties.
i

17 and wishing to make a strong stand to keep this beautiful

S 18 That study takes in the Winona district. Average weekly 5 18 pristine-like country just as it is, to want to conserve

19 wages for those employed in the district were under 19 and preserve the natural beauty and relative purity of

20 $150, and many of these people work on a seasonal or 20 the soil, air, and water in this Ozark region. It is

21 part-time basis. At the time of the publication of the
21 commendable, but do not make the assumption that our

22 report, the statistics compiled by the Employment
22 local citizenry does not share the same appreciation

23 Security Division of the Missouri Department of Labor 23 for this country in as great or greater proportion than

24 and Industrial Relations showed an unemployment rate of
24 the rest of you.

25 18.9 percent in Shannon County.
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25 Most of these are fifth and sixth generation
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6

1 descendents of the original settlers who moved here during 1 There is a difference in the mine that is

2 the westward expansion of the nation. Their roots have 2 being proposed here. I would like to point out, and I

3 held in the soil in the worst of times. 3 hope the legislators are still here, there's a difference

4 Like you, however, they would like to rise 4 in this mine, if it is ever put into production, and

5 above the poverty cycle. Many who now don't have it 5 the mines, for example, near Buckner and Ellington.

6 would like to have running water in their homes. Many 6 That is, they are built on private land, and they go

7 would like to nave electricity in their homes. Many 7 under assessed valuation in the county as new con-

8 would like to be able to have adequate health care for l 8 struction and raise the assessed valuation tremendously

9 the families. Many would like to be able to have dental j.
9 to benefit the schools.

10 service for their children before their teeth decay and 1 10 This mine would be built on federal property.

11 fall out. Many would like to be able to keep ten-year 11 There would be no increase in assessed valuation due

12 old vehicles running to be able to afford the needed
\ 12 to the facility, and we would need our legislators to

13 tires, gas, and insurance. Many would like to see their ! 13 make sure that some monetary compensation to the school

14 children receive standard education and be able to go 14 district was provided.

15 to college if they possess the potential. Many would • 15 I would like to clear up a point that I may

16 like to know that their children can grow up and not
1

16 be partially responsible for. I made a comment in an

17 have to leave home permanently in order to get a decent
l

17 informal discussion regarding the fact that someone

18 job. O 18 from the state department had mentioned that Potosi had

19 The Winona community desperately needs the 19 a mental retardation rate of three times that of the

20 economic boost that the proposed mineral mining would 20 state average, and that they suspected it was due

21 provide for the next 20 or 30 years The community also 21 to lead toxicity. However, when this comment was taken

22 wants assurances that the mining activities will not 22 to the forum in St. Louis, I called the state department

23 destroy or pollute the area, and that the several hundred 23 and talked to the person who had given me that infor-

24 jobs that would be created will indeed be open to 24 mation and found that this was simply conjecture.

25 persons in the local community. 25 There's been no longitudinal study on it, and there has

been no investigation by any health service, and it is 1 And so I would like to see something come from

2 strictly projections. 2 this, not a separation between environmentalists and

3 To conclude, those who oppose all mining in 3 local people, because I think everybody who lives here

4 the area want to enjoy what the local citizenry does have, 4 is an environmentalist, who goes to Greer Spring, goes

5 access to the beauty and recreation that the area offers. 5 to the Eleven Point to fish, goes to Rock Falls,

6 But they should also be concerned about the cultural 6 something I just discovered recently. Gem's Jewels,

7 isolation, the poverty, illiteracy, and the lack of 7 little pockets of beauty that are not found anywhere

1 8 hope that you perpetuate on the local community in your l 8 else in the midwestern part of this country. You have

. 9 efforts to block mining proposals. 9 to go many a mile before finding something comparable

I
10 As an educator, and from a local perspective.

i io to the Eleven Point River.

5 li I must speak on behalf of what is indisputably our most 5 11 I have two prepared statements, one I'm going

1 12 precious natural resource, our children. r 12 to give for the Greenwood Forest Association, which I

! 13 MR. VOGT: We'll take a little break while
! 13 am representing, and one for my personal statement.

i 14 they unplug the system here. The next speaker will be V 14 This is for Greenwood Forest Association.

; 15 Thomas Kruzen, followed by Kitty Cone.
S 15 Seven years ago 43 families bought nearly one-thousand

S 16 (A short break was taken.)
l

16 acres bordering the Jacks Fork River in Southwest Shannon

« 17 (Back on the record.)
\

17 County. Some bought the land for permanent residences;

i 18 0^^ MR. THOMAS KRUZEN: My name is Thomas Kruzen,
S 18 others were vacationers. We all bought for the beauty.

19 and I live near Mountain View. I can't help but be 19 the air quality, and the incredibly clean water.

20 affected by the statements made tonight on both sides.
20 The Greenwood Forest Association is a Missouri

21 because I live here. I live in a three-room shack. I
21 not-for-profit corporation that maintains over half of

22 don't have electricity and I don't have running water.
22 its acres as a wildlife refuge. We also co-manage with

23 I also do seasonal work, and I've gone as far as Iowa
23 the Missouri Department of Conservation one of this

24 or Alabama to make my living to stay here, because it
24 area's geobiological wonders, the Old Mill Pond, an

25 is beautiful.
25 upland sinkhole pond that contains several endangered
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1
plants, and is home for a host of more common organisms.

1 would be grossly overshadowed by the long-term disruption

2
We are private individuals from all over the

2 and destruction caused by the mining operation. Most of

3 United States, many from Missouri, who have built homes 6
3 the profits from the mining operation would end up in

4 using local material purchased from local sources.
4 the hands of a few companies and stockholders who would

5 Whether permanent residents or vacationers, we buy
5 not have to drink our future poisoned waters or live

6
locally and support local industries and businesses. We

6 with the other scars of lead mining. They don't live

7 all pay taxes on our unimproved land and unimproved property 7 here. They live in New York or other major cities.

S 8
and some of us vote here. 8 Once the lead is gone so will the companies be

£
9 Several members have started local businesses 6 9 gone, and the jobs, and the quality of life will go

|
10 and have hired local help. More of our members are 10 as well. A short visit to Southern Illinois, Kentucky,

js 11 planning to move here or retire here. This is a non- 11 Southwest Ohio and West Virginia will show any reasonable

: 12
t

polluting source of income for this area. It, or ideas 12 being what mining does for an area. Those areas are

f 13 like it, could be repeated in other areas. The mining 13 physically and economically disspirited and devastated.

l 14 of lead in the Mark Twain National Forest will degrade 14 The land is virtually unusable, and the lives of the people

- 15 the land, water, and air quality here, three of the most 15 are often wrought with disease directly resulting from

1
16 important factors that attracted residents who are 16 mining.

• 17 retirees

.

17 For these reasons and more, the Greenwood Forest

o 18 Places like Greenwood Forest help support the b 18 Association and its board of directors oppose lead mining

19 local economy in many subtle ways. We increase the state
o

19 at Winona.

20 land values because we help create a more desirable place 20 My personal statement. When the explorers

21 to live. It is a sustainable source of income. People 21
Marquette and Jolliet floated down the Mississippi River,

22 usually build homes for the long haul. Their investment 22
they wrote in their diary that they drank freely from the

23 may be extended for several generations. 23
river's clear water. Today if you drank from the

1

24 If lead mining were to be introduced here, 24
Mississippi in that way it would be suicidal. It now

®
I

25 the small increases of a few residents' net income 25
carries sewage, radioactive waste, factory effluent,

36

1 insecticides, herbicides, and tons of Midwestern topsoil.
6

1 What if the tailings pond collapses or their super

2 As a boy running along the shores of Lake Erie, 2 technology leaks?

3 I watched companies like U. S. Steel, Hooker Chemical, 3 We have only to look at the Challenger ex-

4 and Mobile Oil Company destroy the once-clean waters 4 plosion or Chernobyl to see how infallible technology

5 from the Lake along with the once-clean air. 5 is, and how protected life was in those instances.

6 In the 1970 's the Lake was declared biologically 6 With not much invention or creativity, our

7 dead. By that time, so was the fishing and tourist industry, 7 existing politicians and community leaders could invite

8 basically dead. | 8 several non-polluting industries to provide us with

9 Last summer my family and I visited our former 1 9 one hundred to three hundred new jobs that lead mining

10 .home of 12 years in Eastern Iowa. We were surprised to l 10 would offer. If we here set some fires under our leaders'

11 find everyone we knew drinking bottled, distilled, or 5 11 seats, the same alternatives could be realities here.

12 filtered water. Virtually all major aquifers in the \
12 and I'm thinking specifically of alternative forms of

13 state are now contaminated with fertilizer and farm
:

13 agriculture, many of which were just discussed in a

14 chemicals. Many grocery stores now filter or distill l 14 meeting—and I should have got the information with me.

15 water for their customers. This is happening in many other
: 15 I didn't bring it, it's in tonight's newsletter, it was

16 areas of the country as well. 16 in Kansas City last night—alternative forms of agricul-

17 One cannot help but ask, are we really free 17 ture, alternative crops we should grow on our very poor

18 in this land of the free if we can't drink the water
l

18 soil, but they are in demand and bringing very good

19 or breathe the air without harm? Why is it the federal 19 prices. We don't have to just sell our trees or our lead.

20 government, which removed lead from our paint and our 20 There are many other things to grow here.

21 gasoline for our protection, is now asking us to permit 21 Also, if we pooled our collective wells of

22
the potential lead poisoning from some of the last clean 22 creativity we could offer this area sustainable, meaningful

23 water in the country? Will those who own the lead 23 work instead of dull, dangerous, and undependable work

24
companies and those who decide that the lead mining in

24 of mining. One last thought from Ben Franklin, "Wealth

25 Winona should be here help us drink the lead wastewater?

87

25 and contentment are not always bedfellows. Wise men
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1 learn by others' harms. Fools learn by their own." 1 group. A fair analysis of the October 1987 draft

2 I just wish that you gentlemen and ladies would consider 2 Environmental Impact Statement leads us to strongly endorse

3 everything you hear tonight, but consider it as a whole 3 Alternative A for quality reasons. The damage to the

4 picture, because I think there's something here that 4 entire area will greatly outweigh any benefits that

5 represents what's happening in the country at large. 5 have been promoted by those in favor of mining in the

6 We need to think about the quality of life 8 6 Mark Twain National Forest. To take the risk leasing

7 for our people. If there is no quality of life for our 7 proposes is a great violation of the public trust given

8 people, there is no freedom for our people. There's no f 8 by the people to the National Forest Bureau of Land

9 freedom if there's poverty, but also there's no freedom 9 Management for the protection of the Mark Twain National

10 if there's poisoned wells, poisoned bodies, and poisoned 10 Forest, the Eleven Point National Scenic River, Ozark

11 minds. Thank you. 11 National Scenic Riverways, the Irish Wilderness.

12 MR. VOGT: Kitty Cone will be the next speaker. 12 Why threaten perhaps our greatest asset or

13 followed by Bill Cone.
{

13 resource in this part of the country, particularly in

14 36C MS ' KITTY CONE: My name is Kitty Cone. I f 14 light of the Environmental Impact Statement on page 24,

15 was born and raised in Howell County. I now live in
:

15 I quote. Alternative A will not result in a significant

16 Oregon County on the banks of the Eleven Point River.
6 16 threat to the security of lead supply to the United

17 I'm very touched by the speakers tonight, the 17 States. Reason two, even the lowest possible development

18 comments by Michael Green, and I wish there was some way
|

18 scenario risks far too much in potential adverse effects

19 I could give him support, and yet I feel inadequate with 19 from mining activity on water resources. These risks

20 my statement, which is against the mining, to say what 20 include, to quote from the EIS, quote. Contamination of

21
we are trying to say tonight.

21
surface water and groundwater by drilling effluent.

22
I am representing a group, a committee, repre-

10 22
sedimentation, sanitary sewage, tailings, heavy metals.

23
senting Greenwood Forest, Ozark Area Community Conference,

23
milling reagents, petroleum products, and herbicides.

24
and other interested local individuals. We are a special

24
impoundment failures, altering of surface water, ground-

25
interest group. We live here, and we are a special interest

25
water flows, and lowering groundwater levels, end quote.

1 According to a study on groundwater problems in 1 topography of the Mark Twain National Forest is karst

2 an issue of Science, June 20, 1986, a journal published 2 which is defined as an area of limestone formations

3 by the American Association for the Advancement of the 3 characterized by sinks, ravines, and underground streams.

4 Science, the contamination of groundwater is a particularly 4 That means groundwater leaks cannot be absolutely con-

5 troublesome problem because unlike the pollution of air 5 tained or totally predicted. In effect, all of us in

6 or lakes, groundwater is inaccessible, making cleanup 6 this area are living downstream.

7

8

virtually impossible.

To deliberately invoke the possibility of ground- b

7

8

Our third reason for endorsing Alternative A

reflects our feelings that the economic benefits and

9 water contamination is inconceivable, even if the 9 employment opportunities of lead mining is overblown.

10 activity takes place on private land. To invite disaster 10 that in actuality the risk to alternative agricultural

11 by mining lead in the Mark Twain National Forest would •
11

projects and the disruption and destruction of the

12 be even more foolhardy. 12 high quality recreational experience many seek here

13 We here locally depend heavily if not com- 13 will cause far greater economic hardship locally than

14 pletely on groundwater for drinking, and increasingly, 14
the loss of mining revenue.

15 for irrigation. The detailed enumeration in the EIS -

15
The EIS itself seems to indicate that most

16 of the mitigation measures and effects after the miti-
£ 16

jobs would be filled by Imported workers. Common sense

17 gation does not relieve our minds concerning the effect I 17
tells us the same story.

18 of mining operations on groundwater. 1 18
MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Bill Cone,

19 To quote again from the EIS on mill waste s
19

followed by Sam Ledgerwood.

20 tailings, the successful application of mitigation
20 0^0 dr. BILL CONE: I want to start by commending

measures would reduce the risk of tailings escape. How-
21

the Forest Service for the material they have provided

ever, if an impoundment failed the effects described above for us. For those of us who live in the area, it showed

may occur. The history of lagoons and impoundments
23

us some things maybe we didn't know in terms of statistics.

24
breaking through in this area is well known.

24
I am a physician, a psychiatrist, the first

25
Our committee wishes to remind everyone that
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25
psychiatrist to move into this area, and the only one
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1 practicing throughout the Ozarks. In addition, I'm 1

2 a blueberry grower. My wife and I own the largest organic 2

3 blueberry farm in the State of Missouri, which is just 3

4 south of the study area. We live on the banks of the 4

5 Eleven Point River. 5

6 I'm speaking primarily as a representative of 6

7
the Ozark Organic Growers Association. I am a member

7

| 8 of the board of directors of that group. We are on the
l 8

:
9 threshold of an agricultural revolution in this area. 9

S 10
I am aware, most of you don't understand or know what

S 10

$ 11
happening, but I need to tell you that we just received

* 11

l 12
550,000 from the Levi Strauss Foundation, we received

r 12

l

5 13
another similar sum from the Rockefeller Foundation,

s

! 13

l 14
and we're in negotiation for about a million and a half

i 14

S 15
over the next five years to set up a program for sus-

• 15

1
16

tainable organic agriculture in the Ozarks.
16

l 17
This region is particularly important and

: 17

l 18
desirable for that kind of activity, partly because of

i 18

19
its central location, but mostly because of three things. 6

19

20
clean water, cheap land, and good farmers. And that

20

21
means that there is a possibility for developing a way

21

22
to make money here that we've never had before.

22

23
When I listen to the people who oppose lead

23

24
mining, I think they've had the best of it tonight, at

24

25
least in human terms.

25
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I can't help but think, listen to what the

preacher said, listen to what the superintendent said,

listen to what the other people said about the human

need in this area, and I have to add my own voice, because

as a physician and as a psychiatrist, I have served the

people who have fallen through the safety net, and I

know what it does to them, and I know that more than any-

thing else we need jobs in this area.

What concerns me, and I would gladly give up—

—

not gladly, I would sadly give up every tree and deer

and bird and fish, but I won't give up the clean water

because without the clean water, we're not going to have

anything growing. Unless the Forest Service can tell us

absolutely we can mine this area, for sure no problems at

all, without contaminating the groundwater, then it

scares me to death, frankly, because I think, and 1 know,

our projections in terms of alternative agriculture in

this area over the same period of time as planned for

lead mining will produce as much money for the Ozarks as

you'll get from the lead mine.

Now it's true that the lead mine is concentrated

in one area, but when we're talking about alternative

agriculture, we're talking about the whole Ozark region.

A man on 10 acreas of an organic farm, certified, that

knows what he's doing, can make as much money as his
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1 neighbor running a thousand acreas of conventional farming. 1 Of the people who stood up when the parson asked

2 and in our program, we're setting up marketing programs. 2 them to, I don't think they were standing for lead mining.

3 techniques for picking up food from local growers, 3 I think they were standing for a chance for a decent

4 financial instititutions to support the development of 4 life in this area. That's what I think they want. They

5 alternative agriculture, and an organic extension service 5 want some money for that, and who can blame them? I mean

6 to train people in this area and other areas of the 6 certainly you can't say that just an aesthetic point of

7 Ozarks to produce food that the country is crying for. 7 view is more important than the human beings down here.

8 You all know it, that the issue of contaminated \ 8 but let's make sure that we get the real information

9 food is a good one. You see it in every magazine, you 9 from the experts so we know what we're doing when we

10 see it on television. You see it all over. I agree with l 10 make this decision. And let's remember, we've got some

11 people who say recreation alone can't do it down here. 5 11 alternatives. We don't have to depend fully on the big

12 I understand we've got to have jobs, but I'm saying to r 12 business form of welfare. We can do something ourselves

13 you that there is an alternative that can develop from : 13 if it turns out that it's too dangerous to touch.

14 local control and local initiative, and I too wish our “ 14 Thank you very much .

15 representatives were here. They made a hell of a speech.
:

is MR. VOGT: Sam Ledgerwood is next, followed

16 every one of them, but I wish they'd help us get this
jj

i6 by Becky Horten.

17 kind of group together. If we can get together like this • 17 330 MR ' SAM LEDGERW00D: 1 appreciate this opportunity

18 to fuss at each other, by God, we ought to get together
S 18 to review a few facts. I have studied up on this, and

19 to do something for ourselves. 19 also listened to all of other people talk. If you take

20 So I think we ought to do a lot of hard work. 20 the facts and figures, which maybe some of you have already

21 and I hope this panel does a lot of hard work, and I 21
looked at, I'm sure you have, the federal government now

22
hope they come back and tell us the truth about what our

22
owns in the State of Missouri, 1,456,845 acres. Of this.

23 liabilities are. I don’t think any one of us here can
23

over 03,000 acres are in Shannon County, another 89,000

24
say for sure at this stage in the game what we know about

24
in Carter County, and 97,000 in Oregon County. Now this

25 what's going to happen to us.

95 —
25

does not include the approximate acreage that's in the
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1 National Park Service along the Jacks Fork and Current 1 Not too many years ago we lost another battle
2 Rivers or the 88,000 that the Department of Conservation 2 in Oregon County. We lost 16,500 acres of the Irish
3 for the State of Missouri owns. 3 Wilderness to friends of the forest, because of the
4 Now based on these figures, is it too much for 4 Cierra Club environmentalists. We can't even go in there
5 the local people here to ask for use of 4,000 acres for 5 and cut a tree off of it. Trees are allowed to rot, die.
6 mining so they can have a few jobs? People have said 6 and fall down on the ground. This is a waste of the

7 well, the mining will be distracting. It will be a blot 7 natural resources which could be used. This cuts back on

I 8 on the landscape. Well, unless you drive up to it, you i 8 a job. If you can't cut trees, you can’t work.

!
9 probably won't ever see it because most of it will be 9 This year Anheuser-Busch wanted to buy Greer

i io underground anyway.
10 Spring. A lot of noise was raised by the environmentalists.

i

11 As far as the land along rivers is concerned.
11

thSy were going to destroy this spring. Have any of them

r 12 which form the Scenic River Riverways for the environ-
12 been in Busch Gardens or Grant's Farm in St. Louis? These

! 13 mentalists and whatever you want to call them, families
j

13 are very well- cared- for protected grounds.

Y 14 were raised on this land, taxes was paid on it. Now,
V 14 I heard somebody mention well, we need to

S 15 to enforce this or develop this wild riverway, these
2 15 encourage tourism. Well, who knows, maybe Busch would have

1
16 people were forced to sell their land to the government

l
16 put in a Busch Gardens of the Ozarks, and had all the

• 17 to create this wild area for these people to come down
1 17 natural beauty on that land, but it's gone now. The

S 18 and float on. Is this the American way? I mean, I don't
s 18 people that's raising such a fuss about this, if they should

19 believe so. I don't believe this is what it was meant for 1

19 look around at themselves and what they've done to their

20 that we can take and force people that lived on a farm
20 environment, I wonder why they're coming down here and

21 for generations, might be their family's homestead,
21

trying to tell us what we ought to be doing.

22 off of it so that people from St. Louis can come down and
22

The point to all of this is, as far as I’m con-

23 float. Another thing was, why did they have to take so
23

cerned, based on a study that you people have made, and

24
much? I mean half a mile back from the river you can't

8 24
knowing the state regulations that the mining would have

25 see the land there, but they took it all the way back.
25

to be operated under, I feel that there would be a minimum
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1 amount of damage to the local environment. The mine 1 I have statements to make on behalf of myself,

2 would be very beneficial, a great asset to this depressed 2 and on behalf of future generations. My first comments

3 area, which would more than offset the damages. 3 have to do with water quality. The National Academy of

4 All the people around here want is a chance to 4 Sciences in an article titled Mineral Resources and

5 make a decent living for their family. If the environ- 5
Land Use states the following. Of all the ecological

6 mentalists are so deadset against the mining, and I'm 6 changes brought about by lead mining, none are more

7 sure some of them that are so deadset against it are 7
damaging or affect a wider area than water pollution.

8 managers of corporations, let them move some of their
| 8 Through the release of millions of chemicals into streams

9 plants to our area. The work force is here. All they
6

9
and the entrance of toxic elements in the groundwater.

10 got to do is come down here.
10

the life associated with those water sources are poisoned

11 As far as the lady awhile ago that said that
11

by increasingly lethal concentrations of lead, zinc.

12 she wanted Plan A because under Plan A in your study
12

and copper.

13 there would be no endangerment to endangered species.
13 In reading Chapter 4 in the EIS, on environmental

14 well this is quite true. I agree with that. But there's
| 14

consequences, I was appalled at the potential effect of

15 one thing she missed out on. The endangered species
15

mining on water resources. You state that contamination

16 under Plan A may be the working man, because they won't
ft

16
of surface water and groundwater will be caused by

17 have a
j0 fc>.

y
17

drilling effluents, and you admit that the toxicity of

18 MR. VOCT. Thank you. The next speaker is
18

this whole formula is not known.

19 Becky Horton, followed by Don Horton.-
19

You state contamination could be caused by

20 390 MS - BECKY H0RT0N: My name is Becky Horton.
20

heavy metals through mill waste tailings and milling

21 I live six miles south of the study area, downstream,
6 21

reagents. Those metals you talk about are lead, copper.

22 downwind. I'm also one of the poor of this area. I

22
and zinc. In the report on the human environment, experts

23 have no plumbing, I have no electricity, I have no color
23

warn this lead, copper, and zinc is toxic and lethal.

24 T.V., and yet I would not see lead mining kill the river
24

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines lethal as

25 for a job for myself.
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25
related to or causing death, grave damage, destruction,
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1
and toxic means poison. Your study states that water 1 she has to say.

2
quality degradation would occur if articles escaped from

2 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: How about the five-minute

3 impoundments, and that discharge of metals would occur 3 time limit?

4
along with those tailings. 4 MS. BECKY HORTON: Another gentleman stood up

5
You tell us in the Environmental Impact Statement 5 here for 10 minutes.

6
that if animals or humans are exposed to heavy metals,

6 MR. VOGT: She’s only actually gone three-and-

7 accute toxicity could occur. In other words, there is 7 a-half minutes so far.

8
poisoning. You report that the greatest possibility for |

8 MS. BECKY IIORTON: You state that mining

9 the escape of heavy metals and mining chemicals is im- i 9 chemicals are highly toxic to humans, animals, and other

10 poundment collapse, and and the flushing of tailings with s 10 organisms. In the scenario that you provide on dam

11 toxic metals into the groundwater.
1

11 failure, you say that the consequences of such a failure

12 Your mitigating measures are not reassuring. \
12 ranges from the filling of streams with tailings and the

13 and you plainly state that there is no guarantee that
;

13 uncontrolled release of heavy metals into groundwater,

14 collapse would not happen during the life of the mine. l 14 to possibly property damage, and even loss of life.

15 Given the karst topography of the study area and the
S 15 Other sources of possible contamination that

16 description of the impoundment, you're talking about two
I

16 you mentioned are from sewage, petroleum products, and

17 to three hundred acre impoundment with 15,000,000 tons.
i

17 herbicides, and you state that these could have a

18 Collapse seems highly likely.
l

18 devastating effect on the Eleven Point and Current River

19 Your own study admits that chronic effects of 19 water levels.

20 heavy metal contamination could result in genetic 20 You talk of monitoring flood waters and spill-

21 destruction. In other words, birth defects, and eventually 21 ways to prevent the rushing of water downstream all at once.

22 heavy metal poisoning in the form of nervous disorders. 22
and rather than end up having them gradually drain.

23 MR. VOGT: Excuse me. I just want to ask the 23 The bottom line sounds to me like it's kill the river

24 people over here on the -second floor to be quiet. We 24
and poison the water quickly, or slow accumulation of

25 can't hear Becky's talk, and we would like to hear what

101

25 poison over time.
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1 What about the question of acceptable limits 1 the Eleven Point River was put out some years ago by

2 of contaminants? They are measured in parts per billion 2 the Mark Twain National Forest and the United States

3 and parts per million. Given what we know about concen- 3 Department of Agriculture. It espouses the value of

4 tration and the tendency for toxic metals to magnify and 4 the river and the need to protect it. It tells us of

5 change, any type of acceptable limits are meaningless. 5 the diversity of the life, the plants, and animals unique

6 How much heavy metal is too much? Who sets the limits. 6 to the area, and of its unspoiled history. It tells us

7 what are they based on? We all know that when it rains 7 of the clear, clean, and uncompromised quality of the river.

8 water washes over the surface, picking up whatever is ! 8 It tells us about the karst topography of the region,

9 there, and washing it into streams that empty into rivers.
£

9 of the beautiful delicacy of the environment, and that the

10 or through the soil into groundwater. i 10 water here is pure, and especially susceptible to pollution.

11 Allowing lead mining on any level is a ludicrous
i

11 This says, and I quote. This is the Eleven Point,

[8 12 proposition. The only possible conclusion and the only
\ 12 free and vigorous, and so it shall remain for generations

13 reasonable decision is Alternative A, no mining. ! 13 to come, and will be protected by the U.S. Forest Service.

y 14 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Did you ever see Adam
? 14 The concept for the future that you have here

s
15 and Eve? « 15 is best summed up by reading directly from the booklet.

|
16 MS. BECKY HORTON: I let proponents for your

l
16 Management therefore will be geared specifically for the

* 17 side speak without booing them. I would appreciate
\ 17

benefit of the environment, maintaining its scenic

l
18 the same consideration.

O 18 beauty, and encouraging the continuing health and vigor

°

19 Now I would like to talk about this on behalf 19 of the natural community which thrives there.

20 of the future generation, one of which I have right now. 20 Water is the first priority and the formation

21 two of which are at home at my house. This regards land
21

upon which other management alternatives will depend.

22 use purpose.
22

This booklet's parting comment says, and I quote. This

23 The Forest Service must determine whether leasing
23

then is the Eleven Point, and so it shall continue

19 24 is consistent with the purposes for which the lands were
24

through wise and compassionate management into the future.

25 acquired and are being administered. This booklet on 25
My appeal to the Forest Service on behalf of
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1 the future generations is to live up to the words you
1

to plant and animal life, including man, it doesn't seem

2 wrote in this. Be consistent with your stated objectives.
2

much to mitigate matters. You are in effect saying

3 Don't be swayed by corporate dollar signs. Don't be fooled 3
that rather than to poison us a lot, you will just

4 by unworkable, untried mitigation measures, and don't 4 poison us a little. Given what we are hearing tonight

5 be compromised by political pressures. Don't let lead 5
about the food chain, the accumulation of toxic metals.

6 mining take our river. Maintain your integrity, and 6
any amount is too much. Mitigation is meaningless.

7 say no to Doe Run

.

7
Some of your mitigation measures include the

8 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is Don 8 alternative tailings disposal methods. Each one has its

9 Horton, to be followed by Cindy Biggerstaff. 9 own problems, ranging from being too expensive, too

10 4QC MR * D0N H0RT0N: Just say no - This sign 10 impractical, to being inept, to being as potentially

11 didn’t come from Times Beach, it didn't come from St. Louis, 56 11 destructive as the conditions you are trying to mitigate.

12 it came from Alton, Missouri. This sign came from Alton,
1

12 You plainly state even with mitigation measures

13 Missouri

.

l 13
there will be many unavoidable, irreversible, and adverse

14 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Bullshit. 14 effects.

15 MR. DON HORTON: It came from Alton, Missouri.
j

15 One of the premises you use to assume mitigation

16 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Where at?
l 16 throughout your report is the idea of assuming compliance.

17 MR. DON HORTON: Everybody from Alton knows
l

17 It goes like this, assuming that the requirements and

18 where it came from. They're right in the back row. My
s

18 the regulations are complied with, there will be no

19 friends were dismayed with the mitigation measures 19 contamination of water resources. Assuming compliance?

20 described in the Environmental Impact Statement. First 20 The quality of life of uncounted people rests on the

21 let's be clear about what mitigation is. According to 21 assumption that the lead industry will comply. Not much

22 Webster's, mitigation is defined as an action that 22 comfort when regulations and restrictions are already in-

23 softens, causes to be less harsh or hostile, so mitigate 6 23 adequate and not in force. What assurance do we have

24 means not to eliminate, just to make less severe. 24 of compliance? What is their previous record? Not good

25 When you're talking about metals that are deadly 25 from the evidence of the Old Lead Belt in Viburnum,
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1 Who will police them? What about after-hours dumping and 1 He will be followed by Kim Heise.

6 2 human error? The premise that compliance can be enforced 2 MR. GEORGE ROLLINS: I would like to say that

3 would be laughable if it were not so potentially harmful. 3 a group of us went up to St. Louis and to Jefferson City

4 The more of your so-called litigation measures I read. 4 to give our views of what we thought about this problem.

5 the more disgusted I become with your apparent lack of 5 and while we were up, they were polite enough to be

6 regard for the people who live here. You must think 6 quiet and listen to us in a mannerly manner. And it

7 we're all idiots. Your selection beginning on page 59 7 would seem that the least that we could do would be give

l 8 all but says so. According to you, we are all poor. S 8 them the same consideration.

9 uneducated, and unemployed. 9 •4*10 MR * FRANCIS STEIN: I will have to agree with

|
10 Well, it ain't necessarily so. The poor, un- 2 10 him in the statement he just made. I attended both

i

11 educated, and unemployed are concerned about their
i

11 meetings in St. Louis and Jefferson City both.

:
12 environment. We don't buy what you’re saying about this

;
12 Good evening, my name is Francis Stein. I am

\

! 13 Environmental Impact Statement, and you can't pull the ! 13 a purebred and proud to be hillbilly from Shannon County.

f 14 wool over our eyes. This lead mining proposal is a 1 14 After listening to many of the comments and statements

h 15 threat to our lives. We say no to the mining in the
2 15 regarding the mines, I once again feel compelled to

16 Mark Twain National Forest. You know here tonight I've
i

16 speak in favor of mining in the study area.

3

17
had people threaten me. I have had people say they • 17 The opposition continuously states that the

S 18 were going to stick this. This came right from Alton,
l

18 mine is only a temporary fix. They say that tourism

s
19 Missouri. Is it going to be in your back yard next? 19 is a solution to our problem, but I have not heard even one

20 I live 600 yards away from the river, 600 20 of them offer to come to our area and invest the money

21
yards. How far away from it do you people live? 21 to build motels, campgrounds, and stores that go along

MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Cindy Biggerstaff, 22
with the tourism trade. If this is our salvation why

23
followed by Francis Stein. Is Cindy here? 23 are they not here building these things and getting rich

24
(Lio response.) 24

from the tourism which is to be our salvation?

25
Okay. Francis Stein is next up then. 25

There has been a lot of opposition to mining
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1 because of the possible degradation of our beautiful
i so they can enjoy it, but not for us to enjoy.

2 streams and rivers and fresh water. Is it not also 2 You know, I now know how the American Indian

3 possible that mining will improve our streams and rivers?
3 must have felt when he was forced from his homeland,

4 Again, we are told of tourism. The mines will benefit
4 because this is my homeland, my father’s, my grandfather's.

5 all the towns and counties around the impact study, not
5 and my great grandfather's before me.

6 only Winona, not only Alton, but all of the towns around.
6 We are willing to share what we have. Why are

7 Freemont, the whole community of Greenwood Forest, because
7 they not willing to compromise so that we may continue

6 some of the people that live there would be able to go
| 8 to live and exist on this land in the future? Is it

9 out and get jobs with the mines to help support their 1

9 because they want it to become a national park extending

10 community

.

| 10 from Interstate 44 to the north, from Interstate 40 to

11 I would like to take this opportunity to clarify
k 11 the south, from Interstate 35 to the east, and to the

12 a point that was made last night when asking for an ex-
12 Kansas/Missouri border on the west? So that they may

13 tension on public comment. The point was regarding the
13 see it as what it used to be instead of what it is?

14 illiteracy in our area. This was also referred to by our
? 14 And Ladies and Gentlemen, I for one wish to

15 superintendent of schools. It is not because of poor *

15 say thank you for the outstanding work that you the panel

16 schools or poor education and not having an opportunity
jj 16 have done the draft EIS. I hope and pray that your work

17 to get this education, but because who needs a high
: 17 is outstanding on the final Impact Statement. I am

18 school education to run a chain saw or wash dishes? And
I 18 in support of the mines. I would also like to extend an

19 that's all there is to it.
19 invitation to all of you, as we nay in Shannon County,

20 I, and I believe I can speak for a great
20 come stay a day or lifetime, and enjoy our time with us.

21 majority of the people here, and who have been here and
21

Thank you.

22
left because of the extended length of this meeting.

22
MR. VOGT: Kim Heise is the next speaker.

23 get the feeling that the opposition wants us to move
23 followed by James Blanton.

24
out of our homes, off our rivers, and when I say ours.

24 42C DR- RIM HEISE: First o£ all, I would like to

25 I mean yours and mine, and everybody's, out of our forest,

25
thank everybody who's still here for bearing with us.

l no10 J

1
I know everybody's tired and a lot of people have a lot 1 the issue of the proposed mining in the Mark Twain

2 of really important things to say tonight, and I know 2 National Forest was discussed. I must say that a wide

3 there's probably a long list after me, and I appreciate 3 variety of opinions were expressed by individual chamber

4 the fact that you're still here. 4 members, much as we've heard here tonight, all the way

5 My name is Kim Heise, and I'm a veterinarian. 5 from the complete ban of mining to unrestricted mining.

6 I live in Van Buren and I operate River Hills Veterinary 6 As a group, however, we all agree on certain

7 Clinic, which includes a full service animal hospital in 7 points. We are concerned about the effects mining would

8 Van Buren, and a staffed clinic here in Winona. s 8 have on water quality, scenic beauty, and the peace and

9 Tonight, however, I am speaking not for myself. 9 quiet that people come here to enjoy. Two-thirds of the

10 but for the Van Burer. Chamber of Commerce. The Van § 10 chamber members over in Van Buren or near Van Buren make

11 Buren area Chamber of Commerce consists of 54 members at 11 the majority of their income from tourist-related

12 present, most of these people being area businessmen,
1

12 businesses. And as a matter of fact the economy of

13 businesspeople I should say, and about half a dozen

!

13 the entire area is closely dependent on tourism, even

14 individuals. A few of our members are as far away from 14 for those of us like myself who are not directly tied

15 Van Buren as Poplar Bluff, Doniphan, and we even have a 15 to the tourism industry.

16 member in Mountain View. 16 So we are concerned, when I say we I mean

17 Our group recognizes that there is a great
j 17 Chamber of Commerce, we are concerned when the Environmental

18 need for economic development in the Eastern Ozarks,
s 18 Impact Statement says that the water quality would be

19 and we generally favor anything that will bring outside
8

19 adversely affected, and there are certain quote unavoidable

20 money into the area. We also appreciate our area is 20 adverse effects. We are aware that dye tracing has

21
unique in Missouri and yes, unique in this country for 21

been done in the study area, and that the dye tracing

22
its clear, free-flowing streams, its rugged hills and 22

indicates that all the drainage from the study area re-

23
bluffs, its caves, its birds and wildlife, and its

23 surfaces one or two places, and that's Big Spring and

24
plant life.

24
Eleven Point River.

25
At our regular meeting on Tuesday of this week
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25 Now I want to be sure you understand that the
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8

8

1 Van Buren Chamber of Commerce is in favor of growth and . Alternative C, the forest plan, seems to have

2 prosperity in the area. However, before any mining 2 been rejected because the mining interests contend this

3 permits are issued, we would like to feel safe that 3 alternative would be economically infeasible. Such a

4 mining will not harm the beaches that set this area apart 8 4 claim should be reconsidered. Economists frequently point

5 and make it special, the things that draw tourists back 5 out that raw materials such as lead are mined according

6 year after year, even from other countries—we had 6 to supply and demand. If the demand exists, prices will

7 people there from Australis last summer—the things that 7 rise, making mining operations economically viable.

8 we enjoy daily because we are lucky enough to live here. 8 If these lead deposits are needed, the price of lead will

9 the things that many people's lives are already dependent 9 climb to meet the higher costs inflicted by giving

10 on. The Van Buren Chamber of Commerce favors mining. 10 maximum environmental protection as provided for in the

11 as long as the proper safeguards will be taken. 11 current Forest Plan.

12 Thank you. :7 12 If the price does not rise because the lead

13 MR. VOGT: Than you. The next speaker is
j

13 resources are available, the only benefit is to those

14 James Blanton, following by Shane Webb. 14 who would profit from development. National interest

15 430 MR * JAMES BLANT0N: Good evening. My name is
s 15 would not be served.

16 James Blanton. I'm from Springfield, Missouri. I 16 The selection of Alternative D means to be

17 represent the Ozark Environmental Coalition, Ozark 8 17 reexamined. This document claims that existing agencies

18 Society, National Audobon Society, and the Cierra Club.
S 18 can protect natural resources through the existing laws.

19 I have a prepared statement which I will submit to you °

19 The test of that claim would seem to be the Viburnum

20
upon reading it. 20 model. That area has a long history of mining. Conse-

21
The draft Environmental Impact Statement

21
quently, some ecological comparisons can be made to the

22
hardrock mineral leasing of Mark Twain National Forest

4
22

area covered in the EIS. In fact, this EIS frequently

23
recommends Alternative D as the most appropriate.

23 refers to Viburnum in its discussion of mining operations

24
That decision should be reconsidered. First, Alternative

24
which are likely to occur, but nowhere does this document

b A, no leasing, may not have been seriously considered.
25 discuss the environmental impact of mining in the

4
i

Viburnum area. Without that analysis, this document is
1

440 MR. SHANE WEBB: Good evening. My name is

2 incomplete, and if those studies have been done and not
2

Shane Webb. I'm the conservation committee chairman for

3 included, this report is biased. Such comparisons should 3 the Ozark Mountain Baptists. We're a community organi-

4 be made before the EIS is finalized. 4 zation with members throughout Southwest Missouri.

5 Finally, this document does not address the 5 We have great concern for the water quality of our streams,

6 question of lead mining in a larger context. How many 6 and the threat of hardrock mineral exploration and

7 workers from Viburnum would end up in these mines? 27 7 mining no doubt will have adverse effects on the natural

s 8 In relationship to that, how many new jobs would actually 8 resources of the National Forest. We base this decision

9 be created? What would the health impact be on the 9 on the facts stated in the Environmental Impact Statement.

b 10 miners and their families? Do the Viburnum miners suffer \
10 Areas of concern are the threat to public

11 any ill effects from exposure to lead? Is there even * li health, impact on wildlife, and air quality. We feel

12 a future market for lead since many federal agencies : 12 there has been inadequate time to familiarize ourselves

1
i

13 are trying to remove lead from gasoline, paints, and ! 13 with the issue at hand and request a reasonable ex-

14 most consumer products? 1 14 tension, 60 days, to respond. We intend to follow up

: 15 At this point, the study is inadequate for : 15 on this hearing with an official response from our

h
16 the Forest Service to take any position except for

§
16 organization, and that's why we're asking for this

17 recommending no leasing. The natural resources are
i

17 extension.

18 much too valuable to gamble on inadequate leasing. S 18 MR. VOGT: The next speaker is Greg Iffrig,

19 In conclusion, I would like to say on behalf
°

19 followed by Linda Rigger.

20 of the Ozark Environmental Coalition as also as Chairman 20 430 MR * GREG IFFRIG : My name is Greg Iffrig,

14 21 of the Ozark Society, that we would formally like to 21 and I'm here representing the membership of the Cierra

22 request a sixty-day extension for the purpose of 22 Club which has its membership in the southwestern quarter

23 public inquiry and comments. Thank you very much. 23 of Missouri. I wish to thank the Forest Service for

24 MR. VOGT: Thank you. After Shane Webb, we'll 24 allowing the public to comment on this document. We

25 have Greg Iffrig.
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25 have held a long interest in forest planning in Missouri
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1 over a good number of years. We have closely followed
27

1 an unavoidable and adverse effect to water resources.

2 activities that have led to the Irish Wilderness 2 and I think we're very concerned about that.

3 designation and protection of the Eleven Point River. 3 We have expressed our opinions, both in

4 The issue here tonight goes far beyond 4 St. Louis and Jefferson City, and here tonight, and

5 any discussion of specific areas, whether it be Greer 5 I won't take up any more of your time or the people's

6 Spring, the Irish Wilderness, or the Eleven Point. 6 time here. I have written comments which I'll deliver

7 I think the Cierra Club, and in my mind personally. 7 to you and the chapter in Missouri intends to follow

i 8 there's several basic very fundamental issues that are 1 8 this up with a fuller review and fuller written comments

9 critical and seem to be at stake here from our review
\

9 to the Forest Service. Thank you.

1 10 of this plan. 10 MR. VOGT: The next speaker will be Linda

11
As citizens of Missouri and citizens of the 11

Rigger, followed by Sue Skidmore.

12 country, everybody in this room, all the people that

|

12 460 ME - L*NDA RIGGER: My name is Linda Rigger,

t

13 left, have to depend on state and federal agencies to * 13 and I live in Dixon now. I was born and raised in

14 provide them with much more than jobs, with much more
2

14
DeSoto. I'm with the environmental group of Southwest

l 15
than scenic resources, places to recreate. All that is

Jj 15
Missouri State University. I'm here to ask you to

0
16

irrelevant if we don't have clean air to breathe and
I
4

16
extend your comment period today. We need more time to

;

17
clean water to drink. 17

look over the report. The issues are very important

1 18
I think that the Forest Service in their

s 18
and we would like to comment on them. This has been

S
19

summary of the Environmental Impact Statement, which 1

19
real interesting tonight. This is the first time I've

20
in itself was a little intimidating, covers 125 pages

20
been to one of these and I've learned a lot. I think that

of what appears to be good, solid information. The
21

there's has got to be a compromise. I don't think mining

22
Forest Service abstract, which is an attempt to 8

22
is the answer to the problem. There is a problem, I

23
summarize the document, approximately one-third of the

23
realize that, but I don't think mining is the answer.

24
summary the Forest Service indicates that any imple-

24
I think the people here are capable of finding another

27U mentation of acts towards mining would result in
25

way to deal with the problem in the county, but I am here
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1 to ask for an extension of the comment period. Thank you. 1 Another example is of a sewage lagoon in

2 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Sue Skidmore will be 2 West Plains leaking through to underground waterflows

3 next, followed by Ricky Martin. 3 and consequently polluting Mammoth Springs and water-

4 MS. SUE SKIDMORE: Thank you for giving me the 4 wells south of West Plains for miles. Once the water

5 opportunity to speak. I'm Sue Skidmore of Springfield, 5 is polluted, it cannot ever be completely purified again.

6 and I'm representing Earth First! of Springfield. 6 There is a health advisory incurred in 1980 at Big River

7 Earth First! of Springfield supports Alternative 7 from Leadville to Mammoth Access which is a 40-mile

8 A for complete protection of the wilderness as the only 8 stretch that 7 bottom-feeding fish not be consumed. This

9 alternative presented in the draft EIS prepared by the 9 was from a tailing dam rupture.

P 10 Forest Service and the BLM which is compatible with 10 From all this pollution and from working

11 Mother Earth and her inhabitants, and that is no mineral
11 directly with lead there is danger to people's health

12 leasing on a 119,000 acre study area in Carter, Oregon, 12 and well-being. The continued intake of small levels of

{
13 and Shannon Counties in Missouri. 13 lead for long periods may result in a type of poisoning

14 There are many concerns and considerations
14 similar to that which follows the injection of a large

; 15 involved. The water pollution would be a real threat
15 amount at one time. This is because lead is stored in

|
16 to the health and well-being of the people of the

16 the body in the bones and may be released into circulation.

• 17 surrounding area as well as the wildlife and fish. The
P 17 Children are especially susceptible to lead

|6
18 water pollution is a definite cause for alarm here, not

18 that is injected. For adults and children all solid

“

19 just due to the groundwater runoff, and possible tailings
19 particles of lead that are inhaled are trapped in the

20 dam breakages, also due to the karst topography and sink-
20 lungs and the lead is absorbed in the bloodstream. Lead

21 hole phenomenon. For example, north of West Plains in
21 may damage the kidneys, liver, reproductive system, blood

22
Howell County, the Missouri Conservation Commission

22 creation, and basic cellular functions.

23 scouted carefully for a spot to put a lake. They found
23 T.n the face of all of that, the question arises.

24
a good site and built a dam, but it will not hold water.

24 do we really need lead? We are removing it from paint

25
It is known as the Dear-Davis Lake. 7

25 and gasoline, and now batteries are being developed that
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7
l don’t require lead. Why don’t we just recycle what we 1 Porest Service and the Bureau of Land Management for

2 have. Is the Bureau of Mines protecting special interests 2 the time they have spent in making this study and pre-

3 when they say lead raining is safe here? I say yes. 3 paring this Impact Statement for public consideration.

4 Lead raining is hazardous to our health and to the 4 By this late hour, I'm thoroughly confused.

5 environment. There is sadly no guarantee that the jobs 5
I think back several months ago when the discussion

6 the local people seek will be theirs. Why not look 6 was about seventeen-thousand acres down here. At that

7 seriously into safer jobs, both for the people and the 7 time there was a person who spoke and said that if we

3 8 environment, jobs such as pride in the beauty and clean 1 8 would just make that area desianated the Irish Wilderness

9 environment.
:

9 the tourist dollars would come flowing in.

1 10 I would like to share a quote with you by ! 10 Well, I'm president of the chamber of commerce

11
Joseph Woodkrutch, Wilderness and the idea of wilderness

1

11 of Alton, and we haven't seen it. Yet tonight that same

12
is one of the permanent homes of the healing spirit.

|

12 speaker comes back here to this meeting and says, if

13 Without spirit and without health and well-being, what
:

13 you will just ban this mining the bird-watchers' dollars

14
else does one have?

i 14 will come flowing in. Well, I question whether that

!

15
We feel that this is inadequate time allowed to • 15 may happen.

1 16
become familiar with the ramifications of this issue.

l 16 Also, there's been several speakers here tbnight

I
4

17
Please extend the comment period 60 days to allow time

;
17 that have spoken their concern about clean water, yet

18
beyond the holidays for public review. Thank you.

i 18 many of those same people oppose bottling a small

5

19 MR. VOGT: Ricky Martin will be next. 19 percentage of the water in Greer Spring in order that

20
followed by Dale Johnson. Is Ricky Martin still here? 20 some of our fellow mankind might have some good drinking

21
(No response.) 21 water.

22
MR. VOGT: Dale Johnson will be next, followed

22 Now, would they rather see some of that water

23
by Wayne Griffeth.

23 bottled, or that water flow into the Gulf? Also, it's

24 48C MR * DALE JOHNSON: I'm Dale Johnson, and I'm
24 been pointed out that this is a tourist area. If we

25
from down at Alton. I would like to commend the

25 could import enough tourists in that area to generate

12 2

i the income that 800 jobs would provide, and pile those 1 Oregon, Shannon, and Carter Counties. We don't claim

2 people all up and down the Eleven Point River, we would 2 to have all the answers, but I would just like to point

3 see what pollution in the Eleven Point, Current, and 3 out that you have not heard these local people criticize

4 Jacks Fork Rivers would be like. Maybe we could scoop 4 this draft tonight. This is not to say that we agree

5 up the human feces and use it for that organic farming. 5 with all your policies and decisions, but we do feel

6 I'm not here representing any organized group 6 that if the mining were to come in this area, that the

7 or club that can boast about their hundreds or thousands 7 Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management have

8 of members that they might have, and they seem to be the 8 the expertise to supervise the proper protection and

9 ones to oppose everything that might create some economic 9 handling of the are.ri.

10 benefit for this Ozark area. Just last week I was 10 It *8 been pointed out by several people here

11 visiting with a young gentleman from Alaska, and he told 11 earlier in the evening that we local people have been

12 me that he had offered to pay membership to one of these 12 accused of saying that Mark Twain National Forest

13 environmental groups. He was actually seeking membership. 13 belongs to us. This is false and foolish, as many of

14 They told him, we'll accept your membership but you'll
'

14 you realize.

15 not have any input in what we stand for. That will '5 I was hoping some of the news media would

16 all be set by the higher echelon. 16 still be here. I wanted to challenge some of the articles

17 Just last evening visiting with a local 17 they have been publishing in the paper. For example.

18 resident here in Alton I mentioned about one of the 18 in Tuesday's paper of this week—Wednesday's paper

19 speakers at the meeting in St. Louis Tuesday night. 19 rather, the article says, The tract, speaking of the

20 and what organization he said he was representing. 20 study area, says the tract is bordered by the Irish

21 and what they stood for, and that resident's answer to 21 Wilderness area and includes Greer Spring. To my

22 me was, if that's what they stand for, my membership
22 knowledge, Greer Spring is still privately owned. I

23 will cease. 23 challenge the paper. However, I will admit that this

24
However, I am part of some of the finest

24 is an Associated Press release, but this is the kind

25 people on God's earth, and that's these people here in 25 of false propaganda that we receive from our news media
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1 trying to promote their cause- 1 in reducing this national deficit.

2 A lot of us may not be as well educated as 8 2 I would like to strongly recommend that this

3 some of these environmental speakers who have indicated 3 panel consider Alternative B. Thank you.

4 they are economists, engineers, et cetera, but we're 4 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is

5 proud of this Ozark area. We helped to preserve it 5 Wayne Griffeth, followed by David Mild.

6
for many years, and we will continue to do so, but at 6 490 MR. WAYNE GRIFFETH: Tonight Ladies and

7 the same time we do not believe that it is wise to 7 Gentlemen I would like to make a point to the gentleman

8 set aside these thousands of acres just for a playground | 8 who was so bold with his sign. I believe that it is

9 for the urban environmentalists. 1 9 the right of every individual in America to voice his

10 We've heard much concern expressed about the 10 opinion, but this gentleman's sign seem to be a anti-

11 protection of our wildlife and the fish in our streams. 5 11 drug commercial. As you know, it said just say no,

12 and we all share this concern, but I read in my Bible S 12 which is the slogan they use on anti-drug commercials.

13 in the Book of Genesis where God created the heaven and “ 13 and it also said Times Beach, and Love Canal, which

14 the earth, and after the creation of all living creatures,
? 14 are both contaminated by dioxin- which is a pesticide

15 God blessed them with instructions to be fruitful and
• 15 used to treat these organic blueberries and so forth.

16 multiply and replenish the earth and subdue it.
l

16 these alternatives to the mining that we were supposed

17 The same God that created this universe put
l

17 to do to make our money. I believe it is very hard to

18 the minerals in the Mark Twain National Forest, and
J 18 pull dioxin out of a lead mine, myself.

19 also gave man the ability to utilize these valuable 19 Also, I'm a senior here at Winona High School.

20 resources. Also when you turn on your T.V., read your 20 I came here my freshman year. My mother went to business

21 daily newspaper, the concern is over the huge national
21 college in Springfield for one year so we could move

22 deficit. Not only would mining in this area help
22

up there and she would have a job to support us. At

23 the local economy by providing much-needed jobs. 23 the end of her college we went up there, for two years

24 generating some much-needed revenue for our local govern-
24

we lived there, and my mother and father split up

25 ment and public school system, it can also be helpful

125

25 because he could not stand the city life, and I came
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1 down here with him because I love this country. Now 1 David Hild, followed by Otis Farris.

2 we live in a mobile home camper, a camper like you 2 50C MR - DAVID HILD: My name is David Hild. I live

3 would drive to go on vacation somewhere. There's three 3 near Springfield , Missouri, Box 43, Willard, Missouri.

4 of us in there and we find it very difficult to make 4 First I want to say I moved here from Kentucky. I

5 ends meet, and we have no way of income besides what 5 consider myself a Kentucky hillbilly. I've got a high

6 my father makes on union dues where he went to St. Louis 6 school education and I'm proud of that. I never had the

7 to work to make this union dues. He's retired, he draws 7 opportunity to go further. I'm not a corporate executive.

8 social security, and I draw social security. That's S 8 and I don't have a corporation. I'm not a bank president

9 the only income that both of us have. It amounts to i 9 or anything like that. I'm a past and presently an

10 right around $900 a month, plus we have to pay rent. S 10 officer in the White River Group Cierra Club based in

11 utilities, and so forth, and all of that.
1

11 Springfield. As I say, I'm not a corporate executive.

12 I want to stay in this area, but there is : 12 I pick up after animals. I've done that for 13 years.

13 no job future here, so I signed on for four years in
J

13 One of the things that burns me here, and

14 the Army, because when I did this, I went in on the late £ 14 really one of the reasons I joined the Cierra Club a

15 entry, there was no hope of jobs in this area, and now
i 15 few years ago was my concern for the environment. I

16 that there's hope coming in, these ladies and gentlemen
1

16 grew up in Kentucky in a moderate-sized city with big

17 which oppose this are trying to shut us out of these
j

17 pollution and things. I used to spend the summers and

18 jobs, and without these there is very little hope of l 18 spring break with my grandpa, and talk about animals and

19 very many of our graduating class staying here. 19 woods and learned to appreciate it, and one of the

20 These ladies and gentlemen sit in their plush 20 miseries that I experienced was living in a city in

21 offices, these middle-range taxpayers, they're all griping 21 suburbia.

22 about paying on welfare. Now we have a chance to go out 22 For seven years I made a lot of money as a

23 and earn our own living and get off of welfare. Why 23 public employee. I hated it because this was a state

24 don't they let us take it? 24 that had nothing left, virtually nothing left at least

25 MR. VOGT. Thank you. The next speaker is
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25 in that area, those natural areas. It was a monoculture
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1 of corn. I didn't like living there, so I took a big
1

Just try going 24 hours without anything to eat.

2 cut in pay when I saw a job available in the Ozarks to
2

There's people here that do it every day. That's all I

3 come and live closer to a community like this.
3

have to say.

4 MR. VOGT: Thank you. The next speaker is
4

MR. VOGT: Millie Osborne is next, followed

5 Otis Tarris, followed by Millie Osborne.
5

by Gary Price.

6 510 MR ’ FARRIS: i would like to let you know
6 520 MS - MILLIE OSBORNE: I'm a resident of Shannon

7 that my great great grandfather was the first of my family 7 County. I too am concerned with quality of life as well

8 to come to this area. Since then every generation has 8
as the water in this area. For that reason, it disturbs

9 been born here. I myself have a young son and another on the 9 me greatly that the biggest concern expressed by the

10 way. I heard about this lead mining so I went to look 1
10 environmentalists is protecting the water so it will

11 at the lead mining. I looked at the lead mining in 11 continue to appeal to the tourists.

12 Ellington. As long as the federal government is checking 12 I agree that tourism has been a boost to the

13 on the safety precautions, why should we have to worry?
“ 13 economy of a selected few, namely the hotel and motel

14 As long as we trust our government, what's to worry about? 14 owners, canoe rentalists, and liquor and convenience

15 They're going to make sure it's safe for us.
! 15 store owners, and grocery stores. I will tell you, one

16 They always have. We haven't died yet of nothing, so
i

16 dollar of tourism has put a loaf of bread on my supper

17 why should we start worrying now? I wouldn't take a
z

17 table. How many of you environmentalists would be willing

18 chance with my children, and I'm not worried about the
f

18 to drink from the Jacks Fork River at the end of August

19 mines coming here. I'm in favor of it, because we need 19 when it is contaminated by beer cans, urine, et cetera?

20 the jobs, not me personally, I'm ready to retire, but 20 And the Times Beach sign back there with the skull and

21 there's people up here starving. The environmentalists 21 crossbones, to us it represents not the environment being

22 don't live here. They don't understand that. Let them 22 damaged, to us it represents that we die of starvation, and

23 go hungry for a week. Let them see their child crying 23 lack of medical and health facilities. So to most

24 because they're hungry, and then let them tell us not to 24 of the tourists that come down here for their wildlife

25 have jobs, not to let the mines come in. You try it.
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25 adventure I suggest, and I suggest it strongly, if they
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1 want a wildlife adventure, let them go look up Marlon 1
I have one favor to ask. I ask them to quit

2 Perkins, and he will be glad to accommodate them. 2 trying to protect us from ourselves, because that's

3 Thank you. 3 what we are here to do.

4 MR. VOGT: Our last speaker is Gary Price. 4 MR. VOGT: Thank you. That was the last of

5 530 MB ' GARY PRICE: As everyone else must 5 our registered speakers. We would like to open the

6 realize, extremely few of the so-called environmentalists 6 floor for people who didn't register. I would like to

7 actually reside here. Almost all of the real pull 7 make sure the people have not already spoken. Does

6 for the mining opposition comes from the groups that I 8 anybody wish to make a statement?

9 live and lobby with the legislature of our state and 9 MR. EARL BERNELL: My name is Earl Bernell.

10 nation. These groups, the Cierra Club, the Audobon 5 10 I'm a farmer. I have lived near Cabool, Missouri on a

11 Society, and others, are the ones with the real voice ^ 11 farm in the northwest corner of the Mark Twain National

12 of opposition, but they don't live here. : 12 Forest. I was born and raised here. I lived here my

13 Many representatives of these groups try to
s

13 entire life, and over the years I've had associations

14 supposedly inform us of the danger that we are trying T 14 with the Forest Service and am pretty well acquainted

15 to invoke on ourselves. They keep trying to tell us
i 15 with the Mark Twain National Forest.

16 that we are incapable of understanding we're hurting
S

16 During those years I've harvested in the

17 ourselves. I'm here to tell you we're not. Personally
\

17 Mark Twain National Forest, and I currently lease a

18 I do have my doubts about the safety of lead mining.
l

18 farm from the U.S. Forest Service, I have heard that

19 but I am capable of gathering the facts at meetings 19 the Forest Service has done a remarkable job as far

20 like these and others and making and forming opinions 20 as restoring these forests, restocking, and returning

21 relevant to this decision, as is everyone else in this 21 it back to his native habitat. They've done a good

22 room and everyone involved in the document. 22 job.

23 Everybody is capable of taking into account 23 But at the same time, I must say that I have

24 and deciding whether it is going to be right for them or 24 apprehension of the way that I feel they are handling

25 not

.
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25 mining issues here in this area in the Mark Twain

1.32
—
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1 National Forest. For instance, in running livestock the i it would accumulate 4,500 tons, not pounds, but tons from

2 U.S. Forest Service is very particular that these cattle 2 one mine. He goes ahead and mentions that in a 30-acre

3 do not pollute the water, and as I read the Environmental 3 area they plan to have a complex of nine mines, so you

4 Impact Statement, the first one and the last one, I

6
4 calculate the waste that comes from the complex of nine

5 feel that they are running roughshod over me, and that 5 mines, and you're generating ten million tons of toxic

6 they are not making a specific decision at this time as 6 waste per year. If they're active for 15 years, you're

7 to some of the ways we're going to handle this waste 7 generating 150,000,000 tons of toxic waste.

8 and protect the underground water supply from this waste. i 8 And I'm not sure from what I see in the

9 The waste is a big drawback of mining. I 9 environmental analysis that you peole know where you're

10 •run a dairy herd, and there's waste that goes along i 10 going to put that. I know there's four or five different

11 with it, and you have to take care of that waste. You 11 alternatives. One, they're going to build a pond.

12 have to do as it occurs, and mining is the same thing. 12 That's one alternative, a 300-acre pond that's going

13 There's a lot of waste and it's toxic waste. It's 13 to hold 115 billion pounds of toxic waste. Well, I

14 dangerous. Any mine in that area is susceptible to 14 can take you to a pond on my farm that's 20 years old.

15 collapse, and if there's a pond collapses or a natural
15 It's never held a drop of water. It doesn't hold it

16 catastrophe, then your underground water supply could 16 today and it will never hold it. I can refer you to

17 be polluted. 17 Don Brown over by Summersville . He and his son were

18 Now, I'd like to mention the magnitude of this
18 fishing one Sunday and suddenly there in the middle of

19 waste that's going to be generated from this lead 19 the pond was a little whirl, just like he had pulled a

20 mining, and I would to quote Harold Meyer, a geologist 20 stopper from a bathtub, and the pond drained.

21 with the Doe Run Mining Company. He mentions in the
21 And I don't see no guarantee, I don't see no

22 St. Louis Post-Dispatch that with each 5,000 tons of
22 assurances where this is not going to happen with one

23 ore mined per day, out of this 5,000 tons of ore, they
23 of these tailings ponds. You're not dealing with back

24 will receive or they will perhaps get 250 to 500 pounds
24 water and you're not dealing with—pardon the expression-

25 of lead. The rest of it would be waste. Each day 28 l» cow manure, you're dealing with toxic wastes that can

28 1 pollute your underground water. 1 that we might export it. That's a pile of garbage.

2 Then you have another alternative. If this 2 that's all it is. It is toxic waste. It's a pile of

3 looks too risky they're going to pump it back into the 3 garbage. Who's going to want it? Who's going to

4 earth. This tremendous volume of material comes from 4 want a pile of toxic garbage in their back yard?

5 the earth. You've got to pile it and stack it out there 5 Do you recall the barge that drifted up and down the

6 on a fragile rock formation for storage. Then simultaneous- 6 East Coast last year with garbage on it? I think if

7 ly as you pull it out of the earth you create a void in 7 we mine here we're going to have the garbage, we're

8 there, a chamber. It makes your rock formation more 8 going to have the toxic waste. It's going to be here,

\
9 susceptible to failure. But if that doesn't happen. 9 and it's going to be here for an eternity, and we

10 then there is a second alternative, it's going to be l 10 had better be sure that we have a system for it so that

11 pumped back in, toxic -material down in the base rock 11 our water is safe.

je
12 between two aquifers. Of course it's safe there if you 12 It doesn't just affect this area, it affects

13 don't drill a municipal well through it, or if the
{

13 the adjacent areas. It doesn't just affect these

f 14 New Madrid quake doesn't strike. 14 people here. It affects others. That's an important

• 15 They had an experience last summer over by 15 aspect.

g
16 Pacific. It only measured 4. -something on the Richter

I 16 Another important aspect of it is Mark Twain

|
17 scale, but that is a possibility and you're dealing

\
17 National Forest public land. It belongs to all the

f
18 with lead poisoning, and I think it should be considered.

1U 18 people. It's not to be polluted or mutilated for any

19 We have had them, we've always had them, and we'll
1

19 specific group. It's here for the enjoyment and enter-

20 continue to have them. We don't know where, but they're 20 tainment of everybody. It should be supervised and

21 there. We're on a fault line. We'd better take that into
21 maintained. Sure enough, you could come up with the

6 22 consideration when we pump toxic material back into
22 technology and the data that you can mine in this area.

23 the earth. It's a hazard, maybe not in our generation.
23 and mine as safely as they do over in Viburnum. But

74
but for the next one.

24 I think you're dealing with a different type of rock

25 Then there's another alternative I noticed

135

25 formation here than they are in Viburnum, and I think
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1

2

you need to take that into serious consideration when

you consider a lagoon at West Plains failed and con-

1

2

politician does, but you'd better beware, because he may

not have read this environmental analysis. I would

3
taminated wells. A few miles up the road the Conservation 3 encourage everybody to read 119 through 122, and see

4
Commission went to a great deal of expense and engineering 4 if you can say in your heart and your mind that this

5
expertise. They built a lake up there and it didn't 5 mining thing is a safe adventure, because we're dealing

6
work. You're dealing with a question mark if you 6 with a different area. We're dealing with a different

7 depend on tailings ponds. If you put it back into the 7 set of problems here within this section of Missouri

8
ground you're dealing with a question mark. You're 8 than they are like in Joplin or like in Viburnum.

9
dealing with toxic wastes, and it's dangerous and 9 The Forest Service is the security. They're

10 hazardous

.

36
10 the army of the people. This is public land. You're

11 This will create an economic high for a 11 the people that are to protect, preserve, restore, and

12 certain length of time, and that will be good, -but 12 keep it intact as we inherited it. It's a birthright

13
then it will be gone, and you've got these toxics left 13 that we inherited; it's a birthright that we should

14 continuing.
i

14 pass on. The bottomline is in your lap. Thank you.

15 But that would be my primary charge to you.
s 15 MR. VOGT: Thank you. Does anybody want

16 the Forest Service, and this distinguished panel, to look
i

16 to talk?

17 beyond emotion, look beyond the pleas of the public * 17 55C MR - PHIL McDANIEL : My name is Phil McDaniel.

18 officials that were here today, and made their comments.
1

18 I am from Southwest Missouri State University, and

19
I mean I'm a Christian, I admire their foresight, they

D

19 I guess I am a member of the environmentalists that

20 got a lot of votes down there, but also they could 20 were talked about tonight. I think we all agree that

21 pass on a debt to the future generation of a stockpile 21 there are no easy alternatives. But I think there are

22 of toxic materials. 22 some misconceptions. I'm not like the environmentalists

23 These gentlemen here represent the State 23 these people were talking about. I'm not working in

24 of Missouri, they're not accountable for the federal 24 a plush office, I don't have money to burn. Times are

25

L

debt. And you better beware, it sounds good, the

137 L

25 hard for me also. I think times are hard for a lot

133

1 of people. We'll all admit to that. 1 situation. One more point is, the people in St. Louis,

2 I get the feeling like we're looked upon as
2 Missouri come down here and stop us from mining, and

3 trying to keep these people having their jobs, and I
3 then go back. I didn't quite get the point of that.

4 think we're trying to offer alternatives. We don't 4 but I think what they're saying is let's try to keep

5 have the answer. I think an answer is something we 5 this area from becoming the same thing as the front

6 all have to work at finding, it's not for us to give 6 porch of the people in St. Louis.

7 to them. I hear a lot of people who lived here for 7 I guess that's all kind of vague, but I just

8 a long time, generations, and I think of toxic waste 1 8 think it's interesting that the environmentalists are

9 that will be a byproduct of this mining is going to 9 being viewed as the ones in plush offices instead of

-6
10 be lasting much longer than the generations that have

j
10 the owners of the mines. I think they're the ones who

11 lived here. $ 11 would be in the plush offices, and not the environmentalists

\
12 And also, one more point is, I hear them \

12 Thank you.

! 13 talking about the cans and garbage in the rivers. I
“ 13 MR. VOGT: Anyone else?

5 14 don't believe the environmentalists who are truly con- 1 14 56C UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I'm from Alton. I

\
15 cerned, who call themselves environmentalists could S 15 was born and raised here. I've been in this gymnasium

§ 16 really be blamed for the trash that's going down the
1

16 many times. I am one of the lucky ones from Alton,

\ 17 river. I think that's a concern of all of ours, not • 17 my father owns a funeral home. I was able to go home.

l
18 to be putting the blame on just one group. I think this

|
18 I won't touch on the economic side that has

19 is an issue we all have to look at instead of these 19 been touched on but even though I could go on and on

20 two groups that are separated. 20 of stories of hardship. I won't get into that.

21 I think things have got to be looked at a 21 One point I would like to touch on is as far

22 little more carefully. It seems like an issue of who's 22 as the impact, I can go back as long as I can remember

23 right and who's wrong, and I think it goes beyond that. 23 and tell stories of what the government has done for us.

24 We have to look at the effects. I lived in counties 24 whether it was damming the Eleven Point, the Irish

25 like this, and so I'm not totally ignorant to the whole 25 Wilderness, up to Greer Spring, everything in-between.
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24
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Every time something like this comes up, you hire . CERTIFICATE
experts and do studies. Almost always before the 2

STATE OF MISSOURI )

people wanted one thing, or the people of Oregon, Shannon 3 ) S3.
COUNTY OF OSAGE )

and Carter Counties wanted one thing, and the impact

—

4

the people of the government wanted something else. 5 I, Lori A. Knollmeyer , Certified Shorthand

For once in our lives we're on the same side. 6 Reporter of the firm of Bredeman & Associates, Inc.,

You all are experts. You hire experts saying it's safe. 7 and a Notary Public within and for the State of Missouri,

Finally we agree on something. Let's go with that.
|

8 do hereby certify that I was employed by the United States

Thank you. 9 Department of Agriculture, Mark Twain National Forest,

MR. VOGT: Anybody else? Okay. This is only 10 to record by machine shorthand the proceedings herein,

a draft statement and we're going to take all the oral
11

and thereby became the official reporter for the

comments we have, and the written comments, and
{

12
Department in this matter; and that I was personally

analyze them and change the draft as need be to a final
j

13 present at said proceedings and reported said proceedings.

document, and a final decision will be made by the
I

14
and the machine shorthand notes so made at the time and

regional forester of the Forest Service and the state -

15
place mentioned on the title page hereof were transcribed

director of the Bureau of Land Management, and we hope
16

under my supervision; and that the foregoing 141 pages

to have the final out in the spring.
\

17
constitute a true, complete, and accurate transcript of

We want to thank you all for coming here and
\ 18

my said shorthand note to the best of my skills and ability

telling us your views. We want to thank you for your l

19
WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL this

participation. Have a safe trip home. 20

21

day of January, 1988.

My commission expires April 27, 1990.

oOo

22

23 —Q ' tliAAi&J
^

Lori A. Knollmeyer, CSR J ‘

24 Notary Public, State of Missouri

25

Commissioned in Osage County

14 2
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Dear fflr. morse,

I wish to be put on the mailing list for any add all information

pertaining to the proposed hard rock mineral leasing in the National forest

south of Winona.

This letter is also to inform you that I am completely against

any drilling in the above mentioned forest, if there is anything that

should be self-evident in this day and age it is that NOBODY can guarantee

that there mill not be enviromental damage resulting from mineing, regard-

less of horn advanced the technology is. I find it incredible that the

Forest Service would consider giving a permit to mine in such fragile and

porus structure of missourian geology, six years ago I could get four

dollars for a scrap car battery. Today I can get thirty cents for the

same battery. So much for the need for another lead mine! As for the econ-

omic reasons that have been advanced, the people of southcentral missouri

can live without a lead mine (they have been doing so for decades now);

what they cannot live without is clean water. I can only conclude that

either USX has nothing better to do than waste time and fossil fuel energy

on this fiasco, or they are taking the Forest Service for a ride while

they dig for something other than lead. The idea of a mineing permit

next to the Eleven Point river is a pitiful farce.

Sincerel

Bi
Shannon County Landowner

mailing address: 8356 S. County Line Road
Hubbardston, michigan 48845

3

\jfickie U/iMrep
Rf 2. Box 6S46
Ozark Wo 6572/

Yr
RPCbia/citj
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November 13, 1907

Eric Morse, Supervisor
United States Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morsei

RFCItIVHD

NOV 1 6 1987

nationalmu»r
SO! LA mo

I would like to express my concern about the proposed mining
of the Mark Twain National Forest, apparently near the
Greer Spring area. I don't suppose I need to go into all
the reasons why I am opposed to this, as I'm sure that you
have heard all the arguments many times.

|

I just wanted to go on record, as an ordinary citizen who
Ol has time for about one float trip and one camping trip per

B year, as opposed to any mining in this area. I think
I this is the most beautiful part of Missouri and I would hate

D| to see it's naturalness spoiled in any way.

Thank you for listening.

1505 Windsor St.
Columbia, MO 65201

o o roliu.s.n««s 10int*o..«man MEMBER OF F. D. I. C
&AMUC10 LCOCCRWOOO.eMCUTivI VlCi Pots

WINONA SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL ANO SURPLUS. $320,000.00

WINONA. MISSOURI 65588

November lij.th, 19$7

the two copies of your draft
the mail yesterday .Last night
give it -,uite a study as I
future growth of our area.

I would appreciate it very much if it would be possible for me to make
a few comments at the meeting here in Winona the night of December 3rd.

For your information I am eighty-five years old, have been in Banking
here in Winona for sixty-two years and am still active at the Bank
for a few hours in the morning, meeting the customers , etc . although
I am not a computer expert .

I get along real well with all your Forest Service Personnel and every
few years they ask permission to run some lines down at the farm East
of Winona and I always tell them they are at liberty to go and come
as they wish. I am looking forward to meeting you and other people
at this very important meeting and you will hear from me further after
I have studies the plan Curbfmc-.

Sincerely

Mr. B.Eric Morse,
Forest Supervisor,
Mark Twain National Forest,
401 Fairgrounds Road,
Rolla, Missouri 6540 1

Dear Mr. Morse:

-

This letter is to acknowledge receipt of
Envlormental Studies which I received in
I read a portion of the study and I will
am very much interested in promoting the

I**
”

1*4

Nfw 1 6 1987

national foasar
ROLLA HO.

P.S. Enclosing our bank statement of June 30th, 1907 of which we are
Justly proud.
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November 16, 1987.

Mr. B. Eric Morse,

Forest Supervisor,

Maak Twain National Forest,

401 Fairgrounds Road,

Rolla, Missouri 65401.

PA
_ REC€IVPOW

j

NOV 1 8 1987 I

v UAKh'i ~

NATIONALFOHEOT

ROLLA MOL

Dear Mr. Morse:

I would like to express my opposition to any mining orf any kind on

the Mark Twain National Forest.

I have known the mining area around Joplin - - Galena, Kansas,

Oronogo, Missouri, Miami, Oklahoma, Duenweg, Missouri, Picher,

Oklahoma, etc., and I definitely don't think what happened after

mining ceased in those (And other) areas should have any part of the

operation of the Mark Twain. The scars and polluted waters in these

areas, after many years, are still visible today.

One additional thing. I have noticed in the news media (Springfield

and others) statements saying that the Mark Twain National Forest

has taken in so many acres (thousands in some cases) of land in certain

Missouri counties "which used to be tax-paying lands and which does

not pay anything to these counties now since the government owns it".

I believe the Mark Twain should provide a news release to the media

explaining that "these" counties do receive payment from the government

for the land taken in by the Mark Twain, from sales of timber, etc.

In some cases I am certain that these counties receive more today in

this manner than they did when the land was tax-paying. That probably

is one reason for it now being in the Mark Twain National

Thank you.

Mr . B . Eric Morse
U.S. Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I

I would like to register my unalterable opposition to any
hardrock mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. I do so both
with an intimate familiarity with the Ranger Districts where
leasing Is proposed, and also with the potential for
environmental damage in these districts should mining proceed.

A
My overriding concern here is the threat to water quality of the
Current, Eleven Point and other rivers and streams in this
region. These are among the most pristine waterways in the
country. Also, they are immensely valuable to the Ozark economy
because of the tourist revenues they generate. To allow them to
be threatened by mine runoff is not in the regional or national
interest. I'm aware that safeguards for these streams'
protection are proposed. But past history shows that such
safeguards routinely fall, and streams and groundwater supplies
are spoiled despite all good intentions and plans.

I

I urge you to deny the application for hardrock leasing in any
degree or form. The Mark Twain National Forest should remain
ungouged and its waters unspoiled. In my opinion, not
maintaining the forest's environmental integrity will be a

failure on the U.S. Forest Service's part, and it will represent
a sad loss for the American public at large.

Thank you for the opportunity for allowing me to make these
comments. Also, my comments represent my personal views on this
matter, not those of SOUTHERN 0UT000RS Magazine.

i i ncere
i y

,

Wade L j5cfiourriBENTON rd • Clarksville Tennessee 37040 • (6is> 647-7S19

7 8

Our membership is generally supportive of USFS management.
Over the past decade the management in the Cedar Creek
Unit has been quite responsible. Our membership includes
a number of professional forestry, fisheries and wild-
life people. Our membership in general is knowledgeable
about both the outdoor and conservation issues. As a
consequence, I suspect that the perspective of our
Association is closer to that of the general population
in Mo. than to that of most rural landowner groups.

And we are uniformly amazed by the current proposal.
If I didn't know better, I'd suspect that some enemy
of the Forest Service slipped this plan in to make the
Service look bad. It is hard to imagine a way to shoot
yourselves more squarely in the feet.

I am not knowledgeable enough to address the technical
data presented in the draft to address specifics.
However, simple common sense and basic knowledge of
karst geology and the world lead market are enough to

I indicate that the proposal to mine in the heart of the
6 I Scenic River/big spring area is both environmentally

I risky and hard to justify by need for the mineral.
The only position which appears to be rationally aided
by this proposal is that of the industry. At a time
when there is a growing public perception that Federal
agency resource management is pro-industry to a fault,
the Mark Twain has provided considerable fuel to feed
that perception with this proposal. Even among other
resource agency personnel in the State there seems to
be surprise and opposition to this proposal.

In short, we oppose the consideration of any leasing
of this nature without a clear demonstration of need
for the mineral. We further oppose the leasing without
a consensus among the various resource agencies that
there will be no risk a t all to the ground and surface
water resources in the area. They have far more value
than the lead.

7

6

HUNTMG MISSOURI'S

US Joneninp Senviae

Winona, !*UaoluuL f/overiSe/i 17, 19&7

S>n nepand to mining in the. National Jonent, Lot 'a not do it
j m Aune. thene.

r
A a lot mone. than Lead in the. Jorient that, could 6e

taken out. Con pnofit, and. if. we. Let. induntnp pet a foot in the doon

S'n atnaid thene. wild. 6e no Atoopinp it.

fiep

The Complete, Condensed Handbook For All Missouri Deer Hunters.

WHITETAIL
P.O. Box 207 • Republic, MO 65738
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Eric Morse
United States Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

NOV 2 4 1987

ItAnn im.i.V
NATIONAL FOBfifiTT

""A MO.

6
!

Dear Mr. Morse:

Re. Lead mining in Mark Twain Forest.

The very thought of a FOREST service even considering
mining of lead in regards to the National Forest

is an outrage.

This area is the heart of the Ozarks with the watershed

of many wonderful streams involved. This exploitation

by the very FEW for their own profit at the expense

of the MANY has to stop.

May I remind you Mr. Morse, that the word SERVICE

appears in your title, think on that a bit, and

act against the mining.

(f?*- l\@/l2(j2h

11 12

County Court Cf

Shannon County Cmm*»c». JKu*<mn &J4H

MAE RUTH MEADE
COUNTY CLERK

FERN O'DELL

DEPUTY CLERK
PRESIDING JUDGE

EMINENCE. MISSOURI

JERRY DAILEY

SOUTHERN COMMISSIONER
WINONA. MISSOURI

RECEIVED

NOV 2 4 1907

NATIONAL FOafiOT

ms uoj

DEAN COX REGULAR TERMS.

NORTHERN COMMISSIONER FIRST MONOAY IN FEBRUARY. MAY.

EMINENCE. MISSOURI AUGUST. NOVEMBER

LOYDRAMEOLT

United States Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Sir,

We, the Shannon County Ocnmission, wish to let you know that we are
in favor of the Hardrock Mineral Leasing in our area

.

We feel this would be a great benefit to Shannon County.

Ling Caimissioner

Dean Cox, Northern Camy&sioner

Jerfy DavleyTSbuthern 6rrmissioner

KbijX
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Mildred Stein
PO Box 335
Winona, Missouri 65588
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telex soeaeo

November 24, 1987

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

prrctvco

NOV 2 5 1987

NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA MO.

PM. n_9
pcr'en/cr)

NOV 2 7 1987

NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA MO.

8104 Stratford Drive
Clayton, Missouri 63105

November 25, 1987

National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

I have received a copy of the Draft Environmental Im-
pact Statement Summary with respect to the Hardrock Mineral
Leasing proposal.

Re: Lead mining in the Mark Twain Forest

Gentlemen:

For whatever it is worth, I have a few comments. Some
years ago I attended a meeting that was addressed by a hydrolo-
gist and I think he may have been an employee of the Mark Twain
National Forest. I don't remember his name but in any event I

do remember that he said they had put dyes in several creeks
that drained into the Eleven Point above Greer Spring and that
the dyes had surfaced in Big Spring at Van Buren. We all know
that the Ozarks are a honeycomb and so I think there is a real
danger of contamination of the ground water. Alternative C as
proposed in the statement indicates that it would protect the
water quality. I don't know how they do that but it seems to
me that this could be a very serious problem if there is any
mining activity in the proposed area.

I also have some question about the location map, which
indicates that the area under study is south of Winona and as
located on the map it would seem that Highway 19 would run
right through the center of it. The description of the area
says that it is bordered on the southeast by the Irish Wilder-
ness. I don't know the exact boundaries of the Irish Wilder-
ness, if they have ever been established, but I have camped out
in the Irish Wilderness, and it seemed to me that it actually
bordered on the east side of Highway 19. At least once you
turned off 19 in that area, you immediately run into what is
commonly known as the Irish Wilderness. That is a unique area
and I don't think there is any other uninhabited area in Mis-
souri like the one which extends along Highway 19, and it would
be very unfortunate to allow any development in that area.

As to the rest of the
have done a good job.

study, it seems to i

Sincerely yours,

7.WX

I can't believe that the U. S. Forest Service or
the Bureau of Land Management would recommend any mining
of any type in a national forest — let alone an increase
in the amount of mining that might be permitted.

If the ordinary citizen — I consider myself to be
one — cannot rely on the Forest Service and the Bureau
of Land Management to protect our public lands against
such incursions, we, as a nation, are in bad trouble.
What it means is that the handful of people that are
active in the environmental organizations must once again
be burdened with the job of trying to preserve the pub-
lic's lands for the benefit of not only this generation,
but of all future generations as well. This is not as
it should be. The government itself generally, and your
departments, particularly, should carry this burden.

This letter is based on the facts as reported in
the press ( St. Louis Post-Dispatch , November 23, 1987).
I have no reason to believe the facts of the matter are
not as stated in the paper. Some specific comments:

1. is the national need so great with respect
to the production of lead that we should allow our public
lands to be spoiled by exploration followed by exploita-
tion (30 acres) if lead is found? Do all the automobile
batteries in the world have enough importance to justify
even the smallest amount of damage to our national lands?
If the need for lead is so vital, it will be mined on
private lands at nice profits to the mining companies. Of
that, you can be sure. And, incidentally, that has not
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National Forest November 25, 1987
Rolla, Missouri 65401 Page Two

been the case. St. Joe Lead has gone out of business and
the lead-mining towns of Missouri are hopelessly depressed
communities. Isn't this so? You must surely know that it
is.

2. Jobs. Everyone feels sorry for the unemployed

I

that want to work. That having been said, must this and
future generations be compelled to provide employment for
a few people (50, according to the article) by sacrificing
treasured national lands? Have these 50 people done
everything they could reasonably be expected to do before
suggesting, or urging that mining be permitted in one of
our national forests so they can have jobs? Did they get
all of the free public schooling that was offered them so
that they might maximize their employability? Have they
sought training or re-training in fields where the likeli-
hood of employment is better than what, if anything, they
are now trained for? If they cannot obtain employment in
the communities in which they now live, why haven't they
moved to other communities where the prospects of employ-
ment are better, as so many other Americans have had to
do?

Is it right to ask us, for ourselves and for future
generations, to give up some of our national treasures
in order that these 50 people can be allowed to live
where they want to, as they want to, and have jobs
brought to them?

As an ordinary citizen, speaking for himself, but
probably representing the views of most thinking, con-
cerned Americans, I want your two departments to protect
our public lands. I want you to have your heads on
straight. I want you to regard yourselves as protectors
of the public land and to oppose any use that would in-
terfere with our right to pass our national land on to
the next generation in as good condition as we, our-
selves, received it.

Sincerely yours

Harold B. Bamburg

HBB/jh

8 f r \c Agorae fa twit Supervisor
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NOV 2 7 1907

N*Soi*i.roEE3r

rOi.IA -Mil

312 Lancewood
Flat River, MO 63601

November 23, 1987

Forest Superintendent
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairground Road

Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sir:

It is my understanding that interested citizens may forward a comment to

your office regarding the consideration of mining in the Mark Twain Forest.

My comments are in the form of questions:

1. Why would the report acknowledge significant environmental risks, yet

ignore these environmental concerns in your recommendation?

2. Why would the U.S. Forest Service ignore the recommendations of the

Mark Twain National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan? It seems to me,

the formulation of that plan cost taxpayers money and yet your recommendations
ignore their study.

3. Why would you place a priority on the economic impact of 100 jobs when

there would be an environmental impact on thousands of acres? There are
numerous industries sitting on less than five acres of ground employing hundreds
of people.

-I 4. Why would you recommend allowing a mining company to blight yet another
6 I area in Missouri such as they have left in the Flat River area?

5. Why would you ignore the recent "public comment" regarding Greer Spring
being made a somewhat commercial area by Anheuser-Busch? This would not have
impacted the area anywhere near the impact of a mining operation.

I would hope the above questions indicate my earnest opposition to the
ill-advised recommendations of the U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land
Management.

I-!/?

ids, /no.

Sincerely,

R. G. Dickenson

cc: All state and federal legislators
Missouri Conservation Commission
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November 28, 193?

Forest Supervisor
lark Pv/ain National Forest
401 Fairground Rd
Rolla , Mo. 6f401

tlS -
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Dear Sir:

These comments are to be part of the public record dealing
with Hardrock ..ineral Leasing in the i.ark Twain national
Forest, your file 2320.

First of all it should be noted the relatively short response
period (December 24; for all written comments. This, no doubt,
will place undue burdens on many people interested in this case.

I

I<iy primary concern is water quality, since it is becoming quite
apparent that much of our underground water supply is being
poisoned from several sources. All of these sources are the
direct and indirect results of human activity. Gnce this water

.
|

supply is contaminated , tnese appears to be no technical way to
4 J

restore it to it's original composition.

On page 68 of the SIS, you deal with water resources and the

I

possible contamination by drilling effluent, .'.hile you provide
the chemical formula for agents used in the drilling process,
you conclude that the toxicity of these combined agents is not
known. You do reveal the tolerancelimits on the first two
ingredients for bluegills as provided by irocter 6c Gamble in

1

1979. It does not seem prudent to accept the manufacturer's
test results in this matter. Furthermore, the entire formulation
has never been analyzed for toxicity. I have observed that many
times we do not find any evidence of certain chemicals simply

^
j

because we do not test for them.

Youhave pointed out all of the strict regulations that will
accompany this lease agreement and that these mining methods
will be rigorously enforced by State and Federal regulatory
agencies. All of the strict regulations in the world will be
absolutely worthless if there is no enforcement. In view of
what has transnired during the past 5 or 6 years with regard
to regulations, I cannot feel confident that the body politic
will allow strict enforcement. Our entire regulatory process
is gradually being dismantled.

politicians, at any time, could decide to reduce the inspection
task force because of budgetary constraints and there simply
would not be enough personnel to see that the regulations are

being followed. Oversight will .not exist.

V $ i /

32 33

*zakk Gateway
Audubon Society

Mark Twain National Forest,

8 |

page 2

Efforts to reduce the budget will make enforcement impossible.
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COALITION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
100 HITT ST INTERSTATE BLDG.

COLUMBIA MO 63201 1300 LOCUSTST.
KANSAS CITY. MO &4I06

(116) 471-1450

December 1, 1987

INITIAL COMMENTS ON THE HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING DEIS, MARK TWAIN NF

6

The Coalition for the Environment appreciates this opportunity to com-
ment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Forest
ervice and the Bureau of Land Management respecting the proposed mineral
leasing on the Fristoe Unit of the Mark Twain National Forest. The Coali-
tion has previously commented on the "environmental assessment" on June 30,,Qn6

' and the EIS "scoping process" on December 22, 1986, on this USX (now’
Doe Run Corporation) preference right lease proposal.

Since receiving the DEIS
the various resources of the
ons. This has proven to be no
tonight's comments should be
submit more detailed comments
I understand has already been
deadline of Christmas Eve was
almost one month later than p
line should be extended even
folks have only recently rece
the holiday season, more time

on November 12, we have undertaken to look at
expanded study area and its surrounding envir-
small undertaking - it is still ongoing. So.

considered preliminary in nature. We expect to
before the deadline for public review, which
extended until January 8, 1988. The original
no longer practical as the DEIS was mailed
lanned. We respectively submit that the dead-
further until the end of January, as many
ived the DEIS, and given the hectic nature of
would seem only appropriate.

The Coalition remains skeptical of
tlons. We remain concerned thac a regloi
might be sacrificed to extract commoditi
we are alarmed that the DEIS process ha:
to defeat the Forest Service's detailed
Mark Twain National Forest.

:hc DEIS findings and recommenda-
of outstanding natural amenities
•s of unproven need or value. And
been convoluted in such a way as
-esource management plan for the

The following points are made In no particular order:

1) The environmental quality of the study area is clearly at peril, espec-
ially water quality. No more sensitive groundwater area could be found in
Missouri. The dye-testing experiments reported in the DEIS show that the
threat to groundwater is paramount. While surface water generally flows
into the Eleven Point River, much -if not most - of the water flows under-
ground into the Current River. The largest springs of the Missouri Ozarks
- Big and Greer - may be affected.

2) Whether the nation needs the minerals that might underlie this study
area is uncertain at best, but the importance of the area's natural quali-
ties and recreational demands are all too evident. Congress has acted to
preserve the outstanding scenic, environmental and recreational resources
of the Ozark National Scenic Rivervays (in 1969) and the Eleven Point
National Scenic River (in 1968). Congress has also established the 16,500
-acre Irish Wilderness. The Forest Service, cooperating with other federal
and state agencies and private interests, is routing the Ozark Trail right
through this study area and very close to the actual lease area. These and
many other resources have been dedicated for the enjoyment of future gener-
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November 27, 1987

B. Eric lorse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
*401 fairgrounds Hoad
Holla, Mo. 65401

Dear Sir:

After having reouested a full Enviromental Impact Study
earlier this year, and now after having studied your Craft
—IS

,
I am shocked that the Forest Service is recommending

mineral leasing in the ark Twain National Forest.
I read through the entire Draft EIS, but concentrated my

studies on Chanter 4 (Znviromental Consequences). This is
the largest chapter in your survey, filling nearly one half
of the entire book. That is a lot of consequences! I believe
Chapter 4 is the most important chapter of the summary when
we are talking about such an important and enviromentally
sensitive area as the study area. Veil, I believe these
possible consequences add up to an unacceptable risk of long
term damage to the study area and neighboring areas.
Studying your "Effects after itigation" headings in Chap-

ter 4, I see too many "Ifs", such as "If the sites are re-
claimed properly" and "if adequate landscape .Planning occurea".
Also, it appears to me that too much assuming is being dene,
such as ..."Assuming mineral activities would be conducted
in comoliance with the Forest Plan Standards and State Vater
Quality criteria" and "Assuming EFA reouirements, and State
lav/s and regulations were complied with" and on and on. Also,
too many mitigating leasures result in only reaucir.:: . not
eliminating risAS of -consequences such as. . ."reduce t.ie ris^.
of tailings escape" anu “These measures would reduce, out not
eliminate, tne possibility of heavy metals entering the water
system". I could go on and on quoting areas in your summary,
but surely you know the contents of the book and can realize
the consequences outweigh the benefits.

Also, I can't help mentions a few ludicrous suggestions in
the TIC. Vr.en discussing the effects on the r "-3 l

, the statement
is made "Probably the most acceptable and effective easure
would be to advertise recreation onrortunities which arc
avaiiaole elsewhere". Don't tell me to go somewhere else, you
can take your incs somewhere else. Anu when speaking cf approx-
imately 22CC acres tr.at coule nrobably r.ot be returned tc
their mrc— lining conuitions, it is suggested that maybe i. tse
areas coulu be used for off-roau recreation vehicles or os
a sanitary landfill; nriir.e use of our ational Forest!

PJ2 R-0
©p«<=n/of=5)

NOV 3 u 1987

NATIOKM. ro3XST

ROOA MO

22 23

O The ark Twain National Forest is as much mine as it is any
° mining comnany, and my vote is lor no mining in this area!

It saadens me that the II. S. Forest Service has changed under
the Heagan administration from managers of our National

6 Forest Lands for multiple i.se, to developers, loggers, road

builders and miners of our National Forests. Fur forests
are in trouble.

Sincerely,

Scott D. Ball
Salem, Mo.
PO Box 170

puren

NOV 3 U 887

1 KATifflUJ-raarar

IrOLLA -sa
B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Winding Hill Farm
Box 225
Grandin, Missouri 63943

26 November 1987

Dear Sir,
I am writing you concerning the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement for Hardrock Leasing on tha Mark Twain National Forest
in Carter, Oregon, and Shannon Counties.
Oil support Alternative A for the following reasons:

I - The lead market is very depressed now, and several
mines in the Viburnm Trend are already closed causing
a severe depression in that area. This is especially
grim since property reappraisal took place during
the boom years when the lead mines were going full
blast

.

II- There io currently and for the foreseeable future

a glut of lead or the market, keeping lead prices
depressed.

III-There is a policy among mining and oil companies
to exert pressure on land that excludes and restricts
their mining, exploration and drilling sothey will have

a foot in the ground, so to speak, and therefore
cannot be excluded in the future because communities
lured by the promise of economic gain will exert
political pressure to keep these lands available for

exploitation in the future regardless of whether or

not there is need or profit.
IV- The people of this area have lived without lead

mining for generations, therefore, they will never

miss what they have never had.
V - That you, the Forest Service, a responsible govern-

mental agency, intrusted with the care of some of

the wildest, most beautiful land remaining in the

Eastern Ozarks, should even consider any agreement
with any other governmental agency or private group
or company chat would in any way threaten this
national and state treasure, is disgraceful. Private
companies mostly look for company profit, and the

Bureau of Land Management is notorious for its

mismanagement of land.
VI- It is a Known fact that pure uncontaminated water-

not lead- will be the worldwide shortage of the

future, and just because we here in the Ozarks are
supplied withsuch a wonderful abundance is not a

reason to threaten any of our watersheds. That
you could even consider any drilling or mining

27
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anywhere in the watershed of Greer Springs, Eleven Point
or Current River, that would in any way threaten to
pollute the water with heavy metal tailings, is
beyond comprehension. For instance, what would
a major earthquake in the New Madrid Fait do to
your dams? You can give no guarantees to insure non-
polution of these waters as a result of mining,
except that certainty obtained by never allowing the
threat to materialize.

VII- Mr. Leo Drey has been negotiating an agreement with
the Denning family to purchase Greer Springs and
the surrounding land to give to the National Forest so it
may be preserved as a national asset. How can
you, the Forest Service even think of doing something
that could even threaten it? Better to have Anheuser
Bush bottling the water than to have US Steel and
St. Joe Minera'.. dumping mine tailings anywhere in
the watershed.

I have one suggestion to offer. Why don't you and the
Bureau of Land Management creat a National Lead Reserve of the
area involved, to be developed only in times of national
emergency or dire need?

I should also like to know just when Section 402 of the
Reorganization Plan No. 3 took effect, and why the National
Forest Service gave up the right to control mining and mineral
leasing on Forest Service Land to the Bureau of Land Management
which is notorious for mismanagement. I hope that the Secretary
of Agriculture has his veto ready.

I should also like to comment at this time that it seems
to methe National Park Service and the Forest Service are using
Draft Environmental Impact Statements to circumnavigate their
own Management Plans

.

Once again, I support Alternative A of the DEIS

Sincerely.

(Mrs) Virginia Blanche Hutchison
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GIL GRIFFIS
14329 Windcreek Drive

Chesterfield, MO 63017

November 23, 1987

Supervisor
U.S. Forest Service
Rolla, MO

RFCFnmo

NflV 3 0 1987

NATIONAL FOAEAT '

KOI LA MO/

Good morning.

Marjorie H. Williams

430 SUNNINGWELL DRIVE

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63119

The purpose of this letter is to oppose the development of lead
mining by the Doe Run Company in the Mark Twain National Forest.
Not only will mine buildings and tailings be unsightly to

0 travellers on Route K, to hikers in the Irish Wilderness and
canoers on the Eleven Point River, there is every possibility
that mine tailings will pollute the river. This is contrary to
the interests of those that canoe on the river and to the

0 maintenance of its status as a part of the Ozark National Scenic
Riverways.

I would oppose the granting of a mining permit even if Doe Run
offered so-called guarantees that, there would be no pollution
from its tailings. However, when the company’s chief geologist,
Mr. Harold Myers, admits that "We don’t know yet how to deal with
that.” especially on the porous limestone that underlies much of
the forest, I believe that they should not be allowed to initiate
any operations in the area. Considering the many years of lead
mining in the area, if the industry doesn’t have that knowledge
now, I doubt that they will gain it.

My concern is further increased by additional statements from Mr'

Myers who is reported to say that environmental protection
measures may be too expensive if low-grade ore is found. Does
this mean that no efforts will be made to contain tailings and,
therefore, we can fully expect the river to be polluted? Even if
high-grade ore is found, what guarantees does the public have
that pollution will not occur? As suggested in Mr. Myers above
noted statement, we have none.

I

In summary, I strongly oppose the granting of any mining
licenses to the Doe Run Company or any other firm tor lead mining
in the Mark Twain National Forest.

Gil Griffis

November 27

U. 3. Forest Serri.ce
Gentlemen

s

The Mark Twain Natonal Forest belongs
to the people, not to some mining company,

I

It would be wicked to turn over large
areas Tor destruction Just so some few
people can Make a few bucks,

Plerse reconsider.

Yours truly,

A/ UlMuM-i

pe**eiw*n

NOV 3 U 1987
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555 Vandiver Drive
Oolunbia ,

'Missouri

55202

Novertoer 23, 1987
?001 2tie

ll-^8-87°
SaS 01t

'7 ’ K0 6 '*116-2'557 PH (816) 471-5852

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
"lark TVvain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road

Sol la ,
*11 ssour i 65401

Dear Erics

pe^cn sdft

NOV 3 U 1997

I national sobxbt

Iroiia HCK

Thank you for your letter of Novarber 2, 1987. The sinrnary Draft
Envirormental Inpact Statement entitled Hardrock Mineral Leasing, "lark

T\valn Mational Forest, Missouri is a well organized dociment. However, it

is difficult to ccnment on the irrpacts of the proposed alternatives.

Reference needs to be made to the availability of the detailed
Bivirormental Inpact Statement.

The detailed Qiviromiental Inpact Statanent is very ccrprehensi ve and

addresses most of my staffs concerns. The chief concern raised by my
I staff was the possible disruption of groundwater frem underground mining

D| and potential groundwater contamination from groundwater contacting fresh

I rock. A lingering question is: '.'.hat are the lessons learned and
technology acquired from existing development in the Viburnun trend and

previous activities in the Old Lead Celt?

Sincerely,

Paul F. Larson
State Conservationist

-^ric Morse, Forest Supervisor
I-iark Twain National I orest
401 Fai rewound 8 Road
Rolla, HO 6^401

Dear Mr. horse:

per "to

DEC 1 887

NATIONAL. UttfiSf

ROLLA HO.

Thanlta for sending me a copy f the 2saf.t -jurt rm..nt. i
^mpect Statsuapt

, Oct. 1987. While not perfect, it ii~impressive in the amount of work, the large number of
^m

S
i
dera

J4°?j’
the thoroughness and expertise needed in

duties
US fields

’ and fcbe °bvious intent to fulfill your

1 think a mining lease is a policy of nationalpoverty. If we are reduced to mininm one of our f ; n“stnatural treasures, we are a poor nation indeed.

8
|

I favor Alternative A, No Lease, and only Alternative a.

A few of my reasons are below. I'll send others, with alist of specific comments on the Draft 31S, in another letterI have enclosed a list of plants from another reoort.

0063 a!5ainst the Presidential Commis-sion on the outdoors report which recommends that moregreenbelts and wilderness be protected.

-,.i
2Vr

i
e "inin^ proposal is profit-oriented, not oeople-onented
, for public lands. With the expected influx of
?
urreat trends in unemployment in the area, and the

thill
nurn?® r of ^ obs to '> e created (even with hirh develooment) tthere would je more unemDloyment

, not less, esoecially for

i£
e
t-£iJ

S
^

th
T

ee
r°

-7
!u

r3 (about 400 nore n® 0T)le unemployedin that nine). on the other hand some 300,000 visitors would
the?

6
?? h^ ° f Dart:j °r !:he National 1 orest, and the beautythe/ mip-hw enjoy would be degraded by lowered ot-n-ardsUs set by your national a.rency) of visual beautv.

t>) aaoitat disturbance is too great a risk to themirratiny bald ea^le, our national symbol, and other animalsand slants. An area of unusual variety might be degraded

Ur
W
ri®rosai

r
mH -hy

6^ 10^ 91 nUalit7 * ‘-onev £ ^ent examining
U K

1 mi bt be efcter spent restorin' the cougar andthe black bear to the habitat.

A

31 31

I feel let down that I must take time and effort to
protect this area from the Forest service, which should
be doing so. I think many people feel anguished about
the need to do that, to try to watchdog federal agenoies,
I think most peoole do.

This proposal seems to me to amount to a reouest for
welfare by a wealthy company for use of land that oolongs
to all. I'm unemployed, but receive no welfare, and
can't get it. So 1 understand the lure of such a
project, bUG cannot support it at che expense of living
public resources.

Please recommend alternative A and deny Dermission to
make a lease.

Thank you for your time.

Paul Williams

cc: plant list

Plants listed in Pare Plants of the Ozark Plateau ...
a Field Identification Guide ."Tiorth Central rorest
Experiment Station, Forest Service, USDA, 1973, that
are found within or near the proposed minin ft area in the
*’*ark Twain National Forest.

Mr. Horse, this survey is from a quick search of the
book, and no doubt v/ill contain errors. I find 30 plants
found in the three counties. Bine more listed in Kowell
or Ripley.

Perhaps this book has been superseded by the dreft report
listed on pg 9-18 of the EISj you will know better than
I do. I made this before I found the plant list in the
SIS; I've tried to shorten it, by shortening the listings
of plants you have mentioned.

•• Within the iraoact area
• Within the National Forest area
*? grobly in the KTNF, but not fodnd on a road map
? May be v/ithin the MTNF

() Fonnd in Howell or Ripley

FT — Federally threatened list, according to Rare Plants . . .

MoE — Listed by Missouri as endangered
MoR — Missouri list, rare
0 — found in other counties besides the imnact area
1-0 — found in one other location besides the imoact area

Woodland
ozark Wake Robin, Trillium pusillum . Michx. var

ozarkanum (Palmer & Steyerm.) bteyerm. —
FT; MoE; 0

Loesel's Twayblide; see EIS
Groen Adder's iiouth, Mai axis unifclia . Michx. — MoR; 0
False Bugbone, Trautvetteria carollnlcnsls (Walt.) Vail

— MoR; "one of the rarest wildf lowers in Missouri'
Tall Larkspur, Delphinium exaltatum Ait. — Mo R
Eastern Witchhazel. namaraelis vircriniana L. — uncommon; 0

(Black Snake Hoot, Sanicula sroallii Bickn. — Undetermined:
Ripley Only)

Low-bush Blueberry, Vacclnlum vacillans var. missourlense
Ashe — FT; C

Climbing nilkweed, Hatelea oblioua (Jacci.) Woodson —
MoR; 0

Carolina Phlox, Fhlox Carolina L. — undetermined
Harebell or Bluebell, Campanula rotundifolia L. — MoS; (reli
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Nancy Bland in Favor of Hardrock Mineral Leasing

ac Ions • Should they now be despoiled for short-term profiteering.

3) The national forests in Missouri were acquired In the 1930' s under the

authority of the Weeks Act to protect watersheds and restore forest resour-

ces. Much of the area In question was originally designated a game refuge,

and it Is from this reserve that much of the deer and wild turkey were re-

I

established throughout the state. The mineral leasing proposal Is not In

keeping with the reason the federal lands were acquired, nor Is It compati-

ble with the conservation history of the area.

8

8

4) It is interesting to note that Alternative C, which closely approximates

the prescriptions of the Forest Plan, would not allow mineral exploitation

over most of the study area (and none of the proposed lease area). To our

knowledge, no one (from the mineral industry or the environmental organi-

zations) challenged the Forest Plan in respect to mineral activity. Yet,

here is the Forest Service (and BLM) retreating from that plan at the first

opportunity. The preferred Alternative D Is nothing more than resource

gerrymandering. By redrawing the lines -whether for haul roads, power

lines, tailings or mine facilities - along parameters not consistent with

the Forest Plan, the DEIS recommends opening at least 50Z of the study area

to mining activity. This Is a political decision, not a cogent resource

decision

.

fl 5) More specific information on the resource base should be presented for

public review. For example, the DEIS reports that the Forest Service has

prepared a cave inventory for the Mark Twain, but the number and location

of the caves in the study area is not presented In any usable way as to

help the public's assessment. We can assume chat most of the known caves

are located in the Gasconade formation «here it Is exposed along the Eleven

6 Point and its tributary streams. But can rhe general public assume anything

from the Information given?

Based on what we have seen so far, the Coalition for the Environment

8 has no choice but to support Alternative A with no mineral leasing.

We will send additional comments later.

For your information, the Coalition for the Environment Is a statewide

environmental organization founded in 1969. With offices In St. Louis and

Kansas City, the Coalition has more than 30,000 members.

For fjrther information, contact:

R. Roger Pryor
Program Dlrector/St. Louis

(314) 727-0600

My name is Nancy Bland. I was raised in Maplewood of St.

Louis County. I moved to Van Buren in 1979 and am now a five year
resident of Winona, M0. I am at this time an unemployed school
teacher and a partner with my husband in our business of gunsmithing
and related retail sales.

The main reason most people in our area including myself are
in favor of Hardrock Mineral Leasing is because of the economical
boost it offers our area. We realize that there is a lot of oppasition
due to the possibility of detremental effects on our natural resources.

As a newer resident of the area I can honestly say that I

truelly appreciate the beauty of our area. I would be the first to
complain if I couldn't catch a fish or enjoy the beautyof the
Current or Eleven Point Rivers because of mineral contamination to
the water. As a U. S. and Missouri citizen I place my confidence
and trust in the Missouri Department of Natural Resources, Forest
Service, and Bureau of Land Management. I believe that they will do
their jobs in monitoring the tailings impoundments and thus prevent
leakageto these and anyother surrounding water sources. I consider
this risk in comparison with the decision of a person to have sur-
gery. There is always a risk in surgery but you take it in order
that your body may function better and thus trust your surgeon.
In this case the mines are the patient. Going forward with them
will enable our area and our country function better. The environment
is the risk but place your faith in the surgeon or in this case
the legislative organizations previously mentioned.

It has also been argued that the Forest Service and the Bureau
will not excercise their authority to protect the resources. The
very thought of this makes me laugh outloud. Why the state authority
that is alreadydown there does such a good job that my husband was
checked three times over deer season. When we fish we are frequently
checked for registration of our boat, fishing permit, and legal
catch. I am sure if a State Bureau had the authority they would
do their job to spare embarrassment upon themselves.

As for the destruction and/or alteration of some species there
is no doubt in my mind that this will occur. The question to roe then
arehow much and is it worth it. I again say that our state legislation
is capable of keeping these changes to a minimum.

6
There is also no way of getting around a visual change but in the

maximum usage plan we're only talking about 3,335 acres of the 119,000
nationally owned acres not to mention the privately and state owned
acreage that is offered. Of the 3,300 acres most will not be changed
on the surface will still leave an enormous amount of areas to enjoy,
appreciate, and tellyour children about. If visual detrement is
really your concern maybe you thousands of canoeists should start
returning each year to participate in the annual trash pickups that
go on on our rivers. No that is locally sponsored and widely supported
by the locals only. This indicates to me that your real concern is
not with total beauty . Instead your visual interest only involves
what you can see when you walk in not what you see when you turn your
backs an head forhome.

34 35

The most important issue to me is the economic boost the mines

offer to our area. I remember my first, class as many teachers do.

One of the things that has always stuckout in my mind is that I had

29 students in my classroom, 26 of which were on the free lunch program,

2 of which were on the reduced and one that paid full price for their

meal. At That time an elementary lunch at full price cost .60 cents

per day and at reduced price cost .30 cents per day. Thu3 meaning that

26 of my students could not afford to pay $3.00 per week to eat what

in most cases was their only balanced meal for the day. I have many
times witnessed long lines that went on all day long in order to
recieve commodities from the government consisting of cheese, powdered
milk, butter, honey, rice and etc. I check out at the grocery store
and see more people paying with food stamps than U. S. cash, I have
known families with children that did not have water and/or electri-
city, that live in travel trailors or school busses on a pemament
basis. I realize that no company can offer jobs to everyone. I also
realize that there will always be those people who don't want to work
no matter what. Although, I am confident that there are many people
in our area that are willing to work in a mine or on a construction
crew in order to enjoy the pride of feeding his family out of his
own poceket. Hardrock Mineral Leasing can help provide a better
economy in our area where the main but unreliable economy of lumber
is becoming a thing of the past.

I am confident that the people in our area do appreciate the
area we live in and understand the paradise of natural resources we
have surrounding us. All we ask is a better economy to enjoy them
by. I believe that the mines and nature can have a positive working
relationship together.
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December 2, 1987

Forest Supervisor's Office
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo 65401

(and)
District Ranger
U.S. Forest Service
Rural Route #1, Box 182
Winona, MO 65583

To Whom It May Concern:

I WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT IN A PRELIMINARY FASHION
CONCERNING THE HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING EIS AND THE HEARING
PROCESS ASSOCIATED WITH IT. IT WAS ONLY BY COINCIDENCE
THAT I WAS INFORMED ABOUT TOMORROW'S PUBLIC HEARING
REGARDING THE FINAL FORM OF THE EIS. I HAVE YET TO READ A

copy. Nonetheless, three things appear clear. Firstly,
THERE ARE MANY PEOPLE WHO FEEL AFFECTEO BY THIS ISSUE, WHO
ARE UNAWARE THAT A MEETING IS BEING HELD. WHILE IT IS TRUE
THAT PROFOUND EFFECTS IN TERMS OF ECOLOGY AND ECONOMY EXIST
FOR PEOPLE IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF THE PROPOSED MINE,
NONETHELESS, WE ARE DEALING WITH THE USAGE AND POTENTIAL
CONTAMINATION OF A PUBL I

C

RESOURCE. ADDITIONALLY, THOSE
PEOPLE WHO MAY POSSESS THE GREATEST ABILITY TO ANALYSE THE
FINDINGS BY WAY OF OCCUPATION ANO EXPERIENCE MAY, BY NON-
PROXIMITY BE EXCLUDED BY THE PROCESS. IT IS DISTRESSING
THAT I HAVE SEEN LITTLE MENTION OF THIS HEARING IN THE
Wayne-county Journal Banner (a distress shared by people
in Bollinger and Cape Girardeau counties with whom I am
acquainted). It would also seem to me that the period of

PUBLIC SCRUTINY IS DISPROPORTIONATE TO THE DOCUMENT PREPAR-
ATION TIME, WORKING TO THE DETRIMENT OF AN EFFECTIVE PUBLIC
INPUT. I WOULO ASK FOR AN EXTENSION OF THE PUBLIC COMMENT
PERIOD BEYONO THE JANUARY DEADLINE. THE FOLLOWING PERSONS
WOULD DESIRE A COPY OF THE EIS AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE:

Allen C. Karcher
Star Route 2 Box 8
Hiram, MO 63947

David Jaegers
2608H Southfield Crossing
St. Louis, MO 63129

Gary Harb i son
1316 Good Hope
Cape Giraroeau, MO 63701

The Zengels
2882 Robinette Drive
Orange Park, FL 32073

The Trimbles
Box 243
Burforosville, MO 63739

The Martins
Route 2 Box 9
Hiram, Mo 63947

Despite the diversity of adoresses, all are frequent users
OF THE AREA.

My SECOND COMMENT CONCERNS THE PROPOSED UTILIZATION
OF A RESOURCE - LEAD -WHICH IS CURRENTLY UNDER SCRUTINY
AS A POTENTIALLY MORE HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE THAN WAS
ORIGINALLY THOUGHT. WITH FEDERAL ATTEMPTS TO INCREASE
PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE HEALTH HAZARDS POSED BY LEAD AND
NEW GUIDELINES BEING ISSUED, IT FEELS DECIDEDLY PREMATURE
TO BE CONSIDERING THE OPENING OF YET ANOTHER SOURCE OF
THIS SUBSTANCE. THE DEPRESSED CONDITION OF THE MARKET IN
RECYCLED/RECOVERABLE LEAD ALSO SUGGESTS THAT MARKET FORCES
HAVE FAILED TO INDICATE THE NEED. WHILE I REALIZE PROJECTIONS
FOR THE FUTURE MAY SUGGEST THIS NEED, SIMILAR PROJECTIONS
LIKEWISE INDICATE AN EVER GREATER NEED TO LIMIT ITS PRESENCE
IN THE ENVIRONMENT.

Finally, I fail to see, at this juncture, why opening

I

FURTHER PUBLIC LANOS TO LEASING IS ADVISABLE. IT WOULD SEEM
IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF COST EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT TO RETAIN
PUBLIC CONTROL OF A PUBLIC RESOURCE UNTIL A MAXIMUM DOLLAR
AMOUNT IS REALIZEO. WHAT CAN POSSIBLY BE THE ADVANTAGE
OF ALLOWING THIS LEASING WHEN PRIVATE HOLDINGS REMAIN UNDER
UTILIZED? Let THE STRATEGICNESS OF THE RESOURCE COMPEL
LEASING AFTER PRIVATE HOLDINGS ARE EXHAUSTED.

These comments are at best preliminary. I look forward
TO FURTHER OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT AFTER A THOROUGH PERUSAL
of the EIS. Thank you for your work and prompt attention
TO THIS MATTER.

Sincerely,

Allen C. Karcher
Star Route 2 Box 8
Hiram, MO 63947

OEC 3 887

NATIONAL FOBBST

SOI LA MO.
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November 30, 1987

Director
U.S. Foreet Service
Rolla, MO

Dear Slri

I was very upset to read In the St. Louis Post-Dispatch that
lead mining may be allowed in the Mark Twain National Forest.
It would be a grave mistake to let this happen. This is a
national forest and must be preserved as such.

I It would be so dlsheartnlng to be floating on the beautiful
O I

El® ven- Point River (after driving 200 miles to "get away from
I it all") and see ugly mill sites, roads, and buildings. It's
|

bad enough seeing beer cans and litter.

We really must preserve what is left of our forest lands and
wildlife. Ve cannot keep chipping away at it or there soon

I

won’t be anything left. The few jobs these mines will produce
cannot be compared to the Importance of preserving our national
forests. Please do everything you can to prevent mining in

q|
the Mark Twain National Forest. Thank you.

Sincerely,

RFrprveo

DEC 3)987

Ida. (

N?Tluf*AL fUHMffr
"O'-IA- fin I

Janie Brandel

3539 Wlnnifred Drive
Eureka, Mo, 63025
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1921: Drew Avenue, So.

Minneapolis, Mn. S5U16
December 5,

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
liOl Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65hOl

Dear Mr. Morse:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Mineral Leasing in the
Mark Twain National Forest is remarkably well done and complete. After
studying it, my earlier fears about the impact of hardrock mining in
this fragile area have been Intensified. I note the Secretary of Agri-

pi culture has the power to veto mining to protect National Forest lands.

I I trust this impact study will convince him a veto is necessary.

fET

DEC 1 v 1907

NATIONAL FORB0T

I ROLLA MOL

Route 2, Box 2064
Holts Summmit, MO 65043
December 1, 1987

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Re: 2820
Summary
Hardrock Mineral Leasing

Dear Mr. Morse:

Fa. ft-®

RECFIV^O

OEC 41987

NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA MOL
DEIS'

The lead market is declining, and we have good import sources, if needed.

Opening up new mines would seem uneconomical. Less and less safe uses
for lead are found, and it is extremely toxic. The DEIS points this out,

and I quote: "Heavy metals might escape from the mine/mill site to the

off-site water resources in several ways. Although good Industrial prac-

tices can minimize these losses, they cannot eliminate them completely ."

In addition, oil, diesel fuel and gasoline would be used and could be

released into water and soils.

I

No more dangerous terrain could be found for hardrock mining than this,

with its sensitive aquifer and groundwater system, extensive springs,
sink-holes, caves and creeks. The DEIS points out that dye tracings
show how quickly ground waters move through the area, so the whole sys-

tem could easily become polluted by mine shafts discharges, tailings im-

poundment leaks or spills. Three nationally famous rivers lace the area-

Current, Jack's Fork and Eleven Point, and all could be seriously damaged

by loss of water levels and/or poisonous releases from mining activities.

The jobs mining would bring in are not permanent - when the mines run out,

they are lost. Recreational jobs would be fewer as the forest clearings,

roads, noise, change of wildlife habitat and commercial altering of land-

scape patterns would drive away many of the thousands of annual visitors

who only come to enjoy the Mark Twain's natural beauty and pristine

waterways

.

As a Shannon County taxpayer, I protest the issuing of leases for any

mining in this section of the National Forest. Once mining is allowed

here, its degrading effects would be everlasting.

Thank you for providing a summary of the draft Environmental Impact Statement for
the proposed Hardrock Mineral Leasing. In view of the complexity of the subject
and the resource consequences associated with this issue, I find the summary
document inadequate for reaching an informed opinion.

18

There are two major areas that heighten my concern. The cover letter states that
"this summary and the DEIS documents the decision reached by the Regional
Forester—and the Director of the Eastern State Office..." My reading disclosed no
conclusive decision. Even if it had, reaching a decision or even indicating that a
decision on the action had been reached during the draft impact statement stage
and prior to the public hearings flies in the face of the NEPA process and can only
call to question the Forest Services' credibility. The semantics of this statement, I

surmise, are unfortunately misleading. Secondly, the summary DEIS states on page
II that there are two decisions to be made: (1) whether or not to issue leases for

all federally owned minerals if leasing is consistent with the organic act pursuant
to acquisition; and (2) if yes, under what conditions and terms. The administrative
relationship between the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management, the
Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of Interior are briefly described in the
Background section. However, the concerned citizen is not provided sufficient

information about the Weeks Law and subsequent changes under the Reorganization
Plan to reach an opinion or adequate background to understand any agency decision
reached concerning the legality of a lease arrangement.

4

5

While I agree that the scoping process identified the proper issues, the summary
draft statement does not provide sufficient information on these issues. Hopefully,
this Inadequacy is not embodied within the draft impact statement itself and only
reflects editorial style. My reading begs more information on the Karst nature of
the region, the knowledge of various vertical aquifers in relation to the ore bodies
and the recharge areas associated with these aquifers; the juxtaposition of recharge
areas to potential mining areas and the relationship of these three topics to endan-
gered species residing within these affected groundwaters.

1

Most Missourians have been sensitized to the many environmental ills associated with
the old lead area within the Big River drainage. A comparison of differences, if

40 41

Mr. B. Eric Morse
December 1, 1987
Page Two

any, between the mined area and the one under review would have met that public
perception head-on. The summary also notes that the new lead mining area was
opened in 1955 and will be played OJt by the year 2000. Critics wQl logically
point to the long-term alternatives of preserving the nature of the study area
versus the relatively short term advantage of mineral exploitation. This argument Is

enhanced by the summary DEIS which is silent or. any speculation of the longevity
of these reserves under any of the scenarios. The advantages to the nation of
long-term strategic reserves versus short-term exploitation are not explored.

Assuming that mining of these resources is Indeed In the best public Interest, the
inadequacy of the summary provided will likely lead most unbiased concerned citi-
zens to favor the more conservative course of action—Alternative A—simply because
of the many questions raised by the document.

I appreciate the opportunity to review and comment.

Southern Missouri "District

528 West (Battlefieli $oa) Springfieli, Missouri 65807-4122
(417) 881-1316

November 23,1987

Richard Thom
Missouri Conservation
Natural Areas Coordinator
Jefferson City, Mo.

OEC 4 1987

mahk twain
NATIONAL FOREST

nni.LA i

Dear Mr. Than:

My husband receives the Missouri Conservationist magazine which our whole family
enjoys very much. I especially enjoy your articles on Wild Flowers as well as this
last issue on Living Museums. After hearing the news lately on opening the Mark
Twain forest open to lead mining, I can’t help but wonder how effective your
article is. IXie to my job I travel alot thru the whole state of Missouri which
takes me thru lots of the Mark Twain Forest areas. Each year that I go I enjoy
each seasonal change as I seem to hit them all just at the right time and ray

heart Just praises God for His wonderfully colored and beautiful created country
that I have the privilege to travel thru and enjoy. I truly love the out of doors
and I contribute that love to my Father who is an out of doors man, who taught ne
and my Son to love, protect and appreciate God's gift to man His creations.

So I am really disturbed that all of the beautiful trees, flowers, hills and
D| the animals will be destroyed if lead mining is allowed in the Mark Twain Area.

| Is there any possible way to stop this? Where will the animals go for shelter, food
and freedom, if man takes it all away from then. Can't we as humans have some
respect for their freedom as so much is being taken from us by others who don't
appreciate it and seemly doesn't want any one else to have it or enjoy it.
We like them can no longer enjoy the woods because of destructive people.
Oh how I wish others loved the forest, a nice quiet walk in the woods, listening
to the breeze thru the trees, the birds singing and the scurry of animals. What
a welcome relief from the sound of cars on the highways, sirens and disgruntled
people voices.

My purpose for writting was not the above in the beginning but suppose it needed
to be said. I would like to receive a copy of " A Directory of Missouri Natural
Area" that was mentioned in your article.

If you feel my letter would be benefical in saving the Mark Twain Forest ftan
lead mining PLEASE pass it on.

P.S. Many of my lady leaders have received must helpful information from your

magazine for Nature Badge wor#., Corte/r W.i

'/AWr tfunsfru t .
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Deoember c, 1987

Ma. Corine Gross
- ./'•-Auxiliaries

‘T—'^Taseoblles of God
528 West Battlefield Road

' -^^Springfield, MO 65807-4122

' Deaf Ms. Gross:

Thank you for your letter and for your concern for our environment. As

"“—ycm requested, I am forwarding your letter to the appropriate person, Hr.
Erlo Horse. Mr. Morse is the Forest Supervisor of the Mark Twain National

’‘Fopest, P.0. Box 937, Rolla, MO 65401. You may want to correspond
dlreotly with him on this subject.

We are sending you a copy of the Natural Areas Directory . Also, thanks
for the kind remarks about my articles and the Conservationist .

Sincerely,

•'•iwen

DEC 41987

MnSuinBisr
HOLLA MO,

RHTrbss

Richard B. Thom
Natural Areas Coordinator

co: Mr. Eric Morse

Forest no place to get the lead out
There's "gold” in them thar hills!

— lead ore. South of Winona, Mo.,

on public lands in the Mark Twain
National Forest, untapped deposits

of lead are buried beneath the forest

Some favor moving heavy indus-

trial equipment into one of the few
undisturbed natural garden habitats

left in the world to remove this un-

derground wealth.

The U S. Forest Service and Bu-

reau of Land Management are inter-

ested because it represents a trans-

ferring of fued public assets into

liquid revenues helping offset irre-

ponsible government spending.

supplies.

The Karst topography surround-

ing the Winona area complicates

protecting groundwater quality

compared to other lead mining sites

in the state.

Caves, sinkholes and porous lime-

stone deposits allow water to travel

rapidly into underground veins that

run more vertical than horizontal

The soil absorbs moisture or waste
like a sponge, transporting fluid di-

rectly to underground reservoirs.

Furthermore, the area is notorious

for collapse of water impoundment
construction. Numerous farm ponds,

a lagoon near West Plains and a lakedamage to private and municipal _
Public officials from the area favor drinking water, tba wildlife popula- constructed by the Conservation

mining because Job opportunities tion, to domestic farm animals and Commission testify to the hazards of
buy votes. USX Steel (Doe Run Co.) to the tourist industry would be as- impoundment failure,
is thrilled at the prospect of fatten- tronomical should toxins accompa-
ing the purses of remote stockhold- nying the mining process penetrate

era from mining leases that do not underground water supplies,

encounter competitive bids.

There are those opposed t

Nevertheless, 300-acre ponds de-

signed to withhold IS million tons of

Tl* (irot environmental analyla m'ietwmmd »?ter

> the warned water pellntion was "inev- “»“*•. •“* ?!
ight mines. The alternative would

^ uitii •
pump poisons back into under-

time. Local residents, enviroamen- week offered little relief from such ^
l

^
C
^,
C
J^

lt>€re ne>r 1116 New

talists and the public that owns the inevitability except to present a
~

Mark Twain National Forest are not number of waste disposal aitema-
all intrigued by the budding econom- fives with varying degrees of feasi-

Ic romance between the U.S. Forest bility, cost acceptability and ques- q g arl Oumell lives on a dairy farm
fionable deterrence to near Cabooi. His c

'

Madrid fault line.

From the milk parlor ,it appears
that all that glitters is not gold.

OE? 8 887

I
/D-BJ-’i

national forest

e< anomic contamination of groundwater Friday in The News-Leader.
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I *-? 3a5nit41y opposed to allowing mining

on tWffiitlonal Forest.

lU. *•
Rprwn/«0

DEC 7 >987

^ ~‘-7> | tl.Ul4

1 NATIONAL FORSfT

irolla HfiJ

William L. Sewell

101 Aintree
Rolls, MO 65401

,hl«

0fr*i-n/t*f|

OEC 71907

locai^eduestiqn3 ^ ser 'i^es?
nHA^iaaAiiatBgrn i nq

Speaking from an educational standpoint.

What effect will lead mining have on the quality of
The important difference between the Winona locatio i

activities is that it would take place on public laWfll.UUnds which aMQ^at
subject to advalorem taxes or real property taxes. Thus, we have the prospect
of a number of jobs being created, families moving in from Viburnum, Bon Terre,
Leadwood, etc,—the skilled jobs will go to old lead mining hands—not the
locals and yet the school will be required to educate the youngsters of these
people with no concomitant increase in local resources. Don't talk to me about
Federal Impact Aid. Sure there is a Section 2 of P.L. 874 that covers land
bought by the federal government since 1938 but the feds actually pay very
little, do so only on the basis of similar rough acreaqe-not the developed land
value-and are in the legislative process of either abolishing Section 2 or
creating so many administrative blocks as to make it worthless. First, they are
proposing a $30,000 minimum. If the school doesn't qualify for 30,000 or more
they don't get any. Let's say that we had 10,000 acres at $150 per acre and the
assessed valuation was 12 percent of that, then we could have $180,000 X the
District's tax rate of .81 = $1,458. BIG DEAL! The cost of educating a pupil
is about $3,000 and we're talking more than one pupil. The Impact Aid program
is also employing stratagems to use after Rollback Prop "C" tax rates and
offsets against state aid to further reduce Section 2 payments— result; we can
forget any federal assistance particularly with Graham Ruddman.

Next you might way what about federal forest money? There are lease payments
made to the federal government. The federal government send some to the state.
The state government sends some to the county. The county keeps a portion for
roads, bridges, and other county works and passes on some to the schools. By
this time its gone through so many hands it doesn't amount to much-2.3 percent
of Winona school's annual budget.

s
So we have the influx of 45 pupils at a cost of 2,993 = $134,671. This is to
say nothing of the additional classrooms to house them and the fact that Winona
is already up to its bonding capacity because of a construction project to
replace their run-down school. So far we have focused on Winona but the same
can be said about other school districts in the area-a new burden being created
but no increase In local tax revenue or in federal or state taxes in lieu of
local taxes.

Finally, let's change the subject to the pupils themselves. How are they going

I

to be affected by the mining? It is virtually impossible to prove beyond a
shadow of a doubt that these activities are harmful to human health. Look at
the years and studies on smoking. The tobacco industry still says that a
connection cannot be proven between smoking and lung cancer. They are probably
right but inference and experience tells most of us otherwise. I would ask you
to look at the percent of pupils in lead mining areas identified as educable
mentally retarded. I believe you will find in the lead mining areas the second
highest concentration in the state. I'm not saying casualty— it might just be
Ozark inbreeding as some wags have suggested— I doubt that. In any event, the
social/cultural ways in the Winona area aren't that different from Bunker or
Virburnum. Would you want to gamble the future of your children if there were
any connection?

In sunroary, the Impact Statement fails to consider the impact on one of the most
important local institutions, the public school and has not adequately looked
into nor disclosed adverse health consequences to residents, workers,
children. s "n

V.U/
fu*s 0r\A

f •/. ls/
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December 3, 1987
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CEC 7 1987

NATIONAL FOREST

101 LA M(7
Forest Supervisor
USDA Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla, Missouri

Sir:

I have read your draft envirnomental impact statement on the proposed mineral
leasing of lands in Oregon county, Missouri. For the protection of this

81 scenic area, I urge you to wot grant a permit for prospecting and mining in

|
this area. As stated in your environmental impact statement this would result

271 in pollution and destruction of the water quality of this area.

Furthermore, I seriously question the economic feasibility of this mining
venture. Results most probable would be destroyed envirnoment without any
real economic aid to the area.6

I

/)*) (L\a*^ ai iv\

Marion H. Moriarty
315 Oak Valley
St. Louis, Mo 63131
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39 McFarland Drive
Rolla, MO 65401-3028

December 4, 1987
(314) 364-1275

Mr. B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse*

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIS on Hardrock
Mineral Leasing - Mark Twain National Forest - Missouri.

For various reasons, this is an exceedingly bad time to permit
extensive mineral exploration in the National Forest.

The price of lead, the principal non-ferrous metal mined in
Missouri, is extremely low, and has been so for years. NOT adjusting for
inflation, the price is less than 30 percent of its high of the past ten
years. Extracting lead at a time of such low price means that the mining
company cannot afford adequate mitigation.

The low price of lead is a direct an indicator of the low demand
for the metal at this time. That implies that any damage to the natural
values in the National Forest would be for the recovery of a metal for
which there now is little need.

Zinc contributes significantly to the viability of mining these ores
in times of low lead prices. But, surely, the Nation's need for zinc will
continue into the next era of high lead demand.

Missouri copper concentrates are relatively poor, and the quantity
is such that the success of mining operations does not depend on the
price of copper. Indeed, AMAX avoids producing copper concentrates.

Fart of the reason for the heavy burden of heavy metals in the
tailings is the need for the concentrators to reject, to the tails, not
only as much as possible of the dolomite gangue, but also as much as
possible of the contaminating elements, particularly iron. In rejecting
these contaminants, a higher proportion of the desired heavy metals is
also rejected. When metal prices are again higher, the mining companies
may be able to afford to develop and apply improved technology for
recovery of the now-rejected values.

Even now, non-selective bulk flotation of heavy metals from the
tailings is technically possible. This would greatly reduce the burden of
toxic heavy metals in the tailings, and very significant values could be
recovered from the flotation product. But the technology remains to be
fully developed, and present low metal values hinder its development.
One can readily envision benign tailings comprised of little other than
dolomite, with separate disposition of irony wastes.

The timing of exploration and mining is important both to the
Nation and to the mining companies. But ideal timing strongly differs
between National interest and the bottom lines' of the mining companies.
From the company standpoint, money spent for exploration must be
recovered promptly; the laws of compound interest are immutable. From
the standpoint of the Nation, however, except for emergency situations,
the best rule of thumb is “the later, the better.”

A vast quantity of rich mineralization was abandoned when the
Indian Creek mine was dosed. The mine having been opened too early, the
technology for recovery of the values was not available in time for use
there before the more-usual minerals had been exhausted. Now, it will
remain uneconomic to re-open the mine and rebuild a concentrator.

When the Pilot Knob (iron) mine was closed, much ore was abandoned.
This is a real loss to the Nation, for, again, it will not be economic to
re—open the facility to recover the remaining values.

There is an atrocious smelter in operation at Glover. Unlike the
competing Herculaneum and Buick smelters, the one at Glover has no
facility for abating air pollution. Tons and tons of sulfur (as dioxide)
are simply discharged into the air, leading to acid rain. Directly or
indirectly, mining lead ore in the area in question would bear on the
smelter at Glover, which continues to obtain exceptions to the air
pollution laws. Delay would serve either to bring the lead concentrates
to the smelter only after it is equipped with a scrubbing system or to
speed the day of its well-deserved shut-down.

8
1

Therefore, I urge that Alternative A be the Preferred Alternative.

You'll no doubt be hearing some poor-mouthing from the mining
companies, but let them be reminded of the installation of a costly
shaft and headframe to mine a small, but rich, zone that could better
have been mined by Cominco or AMAX, who already share the orebody,
with no new shaft. Indeed, had Magmont mined and concentrated the ore,
the haul road that was built could have been avoided. Perhaps there
were economic incentives, but the Nation is the poorer for it.

At this time, the cobalt present in the ore is treated as such a
contaminant. Given time, technology will be developed to recover the
cobalt, for which there is a critical national need. Cobalt and other
values, once rejected to tailings, will almost certainly never be
recovered. The technique used to separate minerals is froth flotation,
which depends substantially on surface phenomena associated with
freshly-ground ore.

Please do not ignore the real possibility that the company only
wants to demonstrate its unhindered-ness, that it can over—power those
who seek to protect the National Forest.

Very truly yours,

Robert M. Doerr
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553 MAPLEVIEW DRIVE
UNIVERSITY CITY, MISSOURI 63130

DECEMBER 5, 1987

FOREST SUPERVISOR
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA, MISSOURI

rfppi\/ci3

DEC 7 1987

NATIONAL- POftWT

om n WO-

1

8

6

SIR

AFTER THOROUGHLY READING YOUR DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ^ATEMENT ON

HARD ROCK MINING IN THE MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST, I DO NOT FEEL THE

DATA JUSTIFIES ALLOWING ANY MINING IN THE FOREST ; I DEFINITELY FAVOR

ALTERNATIVE *A*—NO MINING.

IT IS INCONCIEVABLE TO ME HOW A MINE CAN BE OPERATED IN THE MIDDLE OF

A NATIONAL FOREST WITHOUT DOING SOME DAMAGE SOMEWHERE, ALL OF YOUR

STATISTICS AND MITIGATIONS NOT WITHSTANDING.

THE ISSUE OF MINING JOBS FOR LOCAL RESIDENTS IS A SMOKE SCREEN THE

NATIONAL FOREST BELONGS TO ALL USA CITIZENS, URBAN OR RURAL. LOCAL

RESIDENTS SHOULD HAVE NO MORE INFLUENCE IN DECIDING WHETHER MINING

SHOULD BE ALLOWED IN THE MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST THAN A RESIDENT,

FOR EXAMPLE. OF HAWAII. MANY PERSONS HAVE MOVED THEIR RESIDENCE IN

ORDER TO OBTAIN BETTER EMPLOYMENT. THE LOCAL RESIDENT CONCERNS SHOULD

BE WHETHER MINING WILL HARM THEIR ENVIRONMENT, NOT WHETHER MINING JOBS

WILL REDUCE UNEMPLOYMENT.

I ATTENDED THE DECEMBER 1, 1987 ST. LOUIS HEARING. AT THIS HEARING,

THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE WENT ON RECORD AS OPPOSING ANY MINING IN THE

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST, DUE TO CONCERN FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

OF THE ADJACENT NATIONAL SCENIC RIVERWAYS. HOW IN THE WORLD CAN YOU

CONVINCE ORDINARY CITIZENS OF YOUR POSITION WHEN A VERY CREDITABLE

FELLOW GOVERNMENT AGENCY FINDS THE DEIS FAULTY?

IN MY OPINION ENOUGH TAXPAYER MONEY HAS BEEN WASTED ON THIS GOOFY

PROJECT ALREADY, AND THE WHOLE IDEA SHOULD TRASHED.

SINCERELY,

CARL E. DARI. GO ^

oeMen/en

Ore 7W
MATtOMAL Ft)HAST

*01 LA MO.

553 MAPLEVIEW DRIVE
UNIVERSITY CITY, MISSOURI 63130

DECEMBER 5, 1987

SUPERVISOR
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA, MISSOURI

SIR

I HAVE TRIED TO READ YOUR RECENT DRAFT ENVIROMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
CONCERNING LEAD MINING IN THE MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST.

WHILE MUCH EFFORT APPARENTLY WENT INTO PREPARING THIS DOCUMENT, IT IS

(

LARGELY REPETITIVE AND GIVES NO SOLID FACTS. I SUSPECT THAT THE ALTER-
NATIVE *

D
* MINING OPTION WAS DECIDED FIRST, THEN THE DEIS WRITTEN LATER

TO JUSTIFY THE DECISION.

HOW ANYONE WOULD WANT TO TEAR UP A NATIONAL FOREST TO EXTRACT LEAD
WHICH IS FACING DECLINING DEMAND, IS NOT A STRATEGIC MATERIAL AND MOST
LIKELY WILL BE EXPORTEDtSEE P.51 OF THE DEIS), IS BEYOND ME.

I

ENOUGH TAXPAYER MONEY HAS ALREADY BEEN WASTED ON THIS SILLY PROJECT.
I FAVOR CANCELLING THE ENTIRE INVESTIGATION IMMEDIATELY AND ADOPTING
ALTERNATIVE *A*— NO MINING.

PS I HAVE A SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE PUBLIC HEARINGS WHEN A CONTRO-

VERSIAL SUBJECT IS INVOLVED, SPEAKERS SHOULD BE REQUESTED TO

RECORD THEIR POSITION WHEN REGISTERING. THEN, SPEAKERS COULD

BE ALTERNATED; WITH YOUR CURRENT PROCEDURE OF SPEAKING IN

REGISTRATION ORDER, ONE SIDE COULD ARRIVE EARLY AND COMPLETELY

BLOCK OUT THE OPPOSITION.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LITTLE ROCK OISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203-0867

November 25, 1987

Con—Ops Dlv
Permits Branch

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

This Is In response to your Draft Environmental Impact
Statement Summary (DEIS) for Hardrock Leasing on the Mark Twain
National Forest and accompanying letter (2820) dated
November 2, 1987. This project has been assigned number 5567;

all future correspondence concerning this project should include
this number.

pr-eH/en

OEC 71907

NATIONAL FOREST

I ROLLA MO.

6

By letters dated June 26, 1986, December 22, 1936 and
March 6, 1987, responding to the USX DEIS, you were Informed
that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulates the discharge of

dredged or fill material into waters of the United States in
accordance with Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). Based
on the information available to this office, this project may
involve such discharges (i.e., placement of dams, cofferdams,
clay liners, access fills across streams or fills in wetlands,
even those wetlands which may be Isolated from tributary
systems, etc.) and may require Department of the Army (DOA)
permits prior to any fill activities into waters of the United
States. If the applicant proposes to utilize or construct any
of these fills or discharges, now would be an opportune time to
Include a Section 404(b)(1) evaluation in the DEIS.

6

The tailings impoundments themselves may be considered as
the disposal of solid waste and may require a determination as
to whether they will be regulated by the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) pursuant to Section 402 (NPDES Program)
of the CWA or by the Corps of Engineers pursuant to Section 404
of the CWA. It appears EPA may regulate this particular portion
of your activity', i.e., certain homogeneous solid wastes (mine
tailings)

.

In accordance with the Memorandum of Agreement as published
in the Federal Register on March 14, 1986, between the Corps of
Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency concerning the
regulation of discharges of solid waste under the Clean Water
Act, the Corps of Engineers hereby notifies you of the
prohibition against such discharges into the navigable waters as

provided in Section 301 of the Clean Water Act. Also, EPA has
administrative procedures to control the discharge of solid
waste (mine tailings), if necessary.

6

Furthermore, in accordance with the Memorandum of Agreement,
the Corps of Engineers cannot accept an application for the
disposal of solid wastes for possible requirements under Section
404 of the Clean Water Act until an applicant has provided a

determination signed by the State or appropriate interstate
agency that the proposed discharge will comply with the
applicable provisions of State law including applicable water
quality standards, or evidence of waiver by the State or
interstate agency.

When the applicant is ready to make application for a DOA
permit, our Permits Branch will be available for a

pre-application consultation, if needed. The applicant will
need to submit an application with detailed drawings depicting
plan and cross-sectional views of the project and their
relationship to the ordinary high-water mark of the stream or
adjacent or isolated wetlands for Inclusion in a public notice.
Also, under normal circumstances, our permit processing
procedures average 60 days to complete unless 3 controversy
arises in which case processing may take up to a year or more.
We strongly advise any permit applicant with a potentially
controversial project to allow sufficient lead time for

completion of our procedures prior to any constructiou starting

Please feel free to address any questions you may have
regarding this matter to our Permits Branch point of contact,
Mr. Glen Justis, at telephone number (501) 378-5295 or PTS
740-5295.

Sincerely,
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t C 'HiLUW HPMAH HEALTH HAZARD
foauaed by presence of toxic wastes)

The cost of Lead production Is not entirely paid by
those who lease and produce minerals, whose wastes
find Ahway Into streams, rivers, and groundwater.

It Is largely borne by the users of water down-
stream.
It is paid iaocw. Eeavlly by those whose wells
are poisoned.
The cost Is borne by those who must llve£ work
In areas effected by wind blown particles
containing metals KNOWN to be lethal I

The Environmental Impact Statement that you have
prepared. Is shamefully Inadequate when an Issue
as Important as Human Health

, Is treated so lightly.
You are talking about the possibility of poisoning
the water, the air and even the food of over
105 tho sand ar a people for more than half
a decadel

1 thlnlc an Issue of such magnitude deserves more
than the brief paragraphs you have given It.

2

While the Environmental Impact statement does mention
In brief the fact that toxic material could make their
way lnot the food chain - the Implications of It are
Ignored.

HEAVY METALS WILL enter the food chain;
- they will travel thru the air, land on the soil,
and wash Into streams, rivers and groundwater.

- they will accumulate In the soli and water.
- they will cling to plant tissue

TOXIC metals and chemicals will be ingested by plant
feeders

:

- In the water, by fish
- In vegetation by grazing animals

These become food for humans.
The poisons are are concentrated as they pass thru
each successive trophic level of the food chat*_j.
Each step In the chain Ingests and concentrates
a heavier dose than the previous one- with the
top level carnivores recievlng the greatest amount.

HUMANS

3

For example)
The chickens In my poultry yard will feed on

plants that are dusted with toxic metals, and eat
Insects that have eaten contaminated plants. The
more vegetation andlnsects my chickens eat, the higher
the concentration of poison In them. They lay eggs -

poisoned eggs. Some become Sunday dinner on someones
table. Eggs or fried chicken? Either way they are
food - human food.

-Who will buy my poisoned eggs and meat?
*»How could I market them In good conscience?

Another example:
What of the cows on my neighbors ranch, who

eats the grass dusted with heavy metals and drinks the
water from a contaminated pond or stream?

- will YOU drink that cows milk?
- will You eat the hamburger of steaks?

Who will buy the fruit from my orchard, covered with
poisonous residues - or the vegetables from my garden
grown In contaminated soil? Will you eat them?

4

Your study says there will be fish still In the river-
- yes... poisoned fish.

How long before we have eaten enough contaminated fish
to exceed "acceptable" levels of toxic metals?

How many contaminated food products (fruits, veggies,
eggs, milk, meat) can we consume before accumulations
of deadly poisons are high enough to cause the side-
effects you mention like:

- "birth defects"
- and "nervouse disorders"

How much contaminated water can we drink before

the poisons build up In our bodies, to levels that

can .-,111 us?
You tell us the. Implications of mining on all manner

of threatened and endangered species. 'Where Is the

expert wno can tell us EXACTLY what lead poisoning

does to HUMANS?

58

5

You have neglected this highly Important and comglex
aspeot of mining lmpaots on the environment - the

human oost of mining leadl
wiiiRE is

-
Tour data for the human costs of mining lead?

The Washington DO Office of Science and Technology,
The National Academy of Sciences and the Clearinghouse
for Federal 8clence and Technological Information
maintains: that these toxic metals and chemicals
used In lead mining - are highly persist snt, and

resistant to biological degradation. That means-

They don't break down or go «vay. They remain poisons

In the environment for hundreds of years. Maybe foreve

Therefore, the long terms costs must be borne by

later generations as well. Who will speak on behalf

of future generations?

THE HUMAN COSTS OF LEAD MINING ARE INCALCUABLEI
(perhaps that Is why you omitted It?)

6

Mining exacts a heavy penalty on the people of the

area - for the poisoning of the environment is

passed on to the people as a HEALTH HAZARD -

created by the presence of deadly wastes.

The only conclevable decision. In this regard Is:

ALTERNATIVE A

NO MINING II
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I. W. SEE LYE
H. C- ROUTE 2. BOX 251 * BLUE EYE, MISSOURI 65611 (<I17> 779-4947

December 6, 1907

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
4.01 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65 I4.OI

Dear Mr. Morse:

We have read the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
Hardrock Leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest in Carter,
Oregon, and Shannon counties. We appreciate receiving a copy of
this publication from your office.

8
I

27

We believe that it would not be in the best Interests of the
vast majority of Missouri residents to permit mining operations in
the area. We fear that raining would contaminate the ground water
and destroy valuable natural resources. This area is part of the
public domain. We are in favor of keeping it in the present state.

In reply to those who argue that local residents will be denied
employment should permission to mine not be granted, we suggest that
those people seek employment elsewhere.

ps. R-e

DEC 1 <1 1987

NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA MO .

1

(Mrs.) Isabelle H. Seelye

and

I. W. Saelye
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College of Arts and Sciences

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY Department of English

Dec. 5, 1987

H

Dear Dr. Morse,

I write you with two concerns.

The most urgent regards the proposal to lease

protected lands for lead mining. I very much hope

you will not allow this desecration of the land.

The second is to urge that you consider an artists-

in-residence program for your facilities where possible

and appropriate. Several federal facilities such as

the Painted Desert and Grand Canyon areas have done

so. Writers have written about these beauties, and

painters have painted. All these arti.its need is time

and oasic accomodations. Y-u'd be doing a great service,

particularly for an area as culturally deprived as

Missouri, and I think the results would bo far more

inspiring than those of lead mining.

Respectfully submitted,

err 1 u 1907

NATIONAL FOREST
»0LLA MO
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United States Department of the Interii

BUREAU OF MINES

P. O. BOX 25086

BUILDING 20. DENVER FEDERAL CENTER
DENVER. COLORADO 80225

Intermountain Field Operations Center

December 7 , 1987

Your reference:
2820

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road,

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), Hardrock Mineral
Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri

As requested by the Director, Office of Environmental Project Review, person-
nel of the Bureau of Mines reviewed the subject document to determine whether
mineral resources and mineral-production facilities would be adversely impacted
by the proposed project.

The National Forest involved Is in an area that is one of the most productive
lead-producing regions in the United States. Byproducts of area lead mines
include copper, silver, and zinc. Because the area is on the southern exten-
sion of the Viburnum Trend, the potential for discovery of additional ore
deposits is enhanced. Also, exploration drilling has provided indications
that facies changes propitious to deposition are Indeed present in the sub-
surface. This, along with geochemically determined trace elements found in
recovered drill core, indicates that the possibility of mineral discovery is

favorable. The DEIS recognizes the above factors and is practical in suggest-
ing that although no mines are presently proposed in this area the time will
arrive when such reserves, as might underlie the area, will be needed. The
study adequately discusses the situation with regard to minerals, and we have
no objections to the document as written.

Sincerely yours.

Wilriam Cochran, Chief
Intermountain Field Operations Cente
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Mildred Stein

PO Box 335

Winona, Mo. 65588

401 Pairgrounds Rd.

Rolla 110 . 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I have read with interest the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement on the hardrock mineral leasing being considered for

the Mark Twain National Forest area south of Winona and near Greer

Spring.

27

It is an interesting and thorough document. Although slightly

slanted in tone towards favoring leasing, it remains truthful and

apparently no fact has been omitted. I would like to amplify on same

of the facts that struck me as I read.

First of all, there are concerns that the mining area will

become contaminated by wastes, and that the water quality of a

wide area will be adversely affected In the DEIS this is an admitted

possibility. We read that it is possible for contaminants to leak into

the water supply and that it is" .. .usually impossible to predict

with certainty whether or not any water well might b« contaminated.” (p.35)

Apparently, the biggest problem seems to be the possibility

of groundwater contamination by poisonous heavy metals. V* read that in

similar mining projects near 3onne Terre,Mo., "...erosion on the down-

stream face of tailings impoundments has been a significant source of

67

water contamination by tailings." (p.70)We also read, on the next page,

that "heavy metals might escape from the mine-mill site to the off-site

water resource in several ways. Although good industrial practices can

minimize these losses, they can not eliminate them completely.” (p.71)

The effects of heavy metals on humans are explained also:

"If hunans or animals are exposed to heavy metals, it is poesiblA that

acute toxicity could occur. It is more likely, however, that chromic

effects would result in genetic disruptions, eventual heavy metals

poisoning manifested in the form of nervous disorders, and contaminated

flesh of game fish." (p.71)

Then there are roccomended procedures for minimizing these

effects, all of which sound very hopeful. These measures, according

to the DEIS, "...would reduce but not eliminate the possibility of

heavy meta]s entering the water system." (p .72)

Apparently the tailings dam would be built according to very

strict existing Federal standards. Again, I quote the DEIS: "Dam

design and construction specifications would have to oe such that the

structure could safely withstand destruction by the most severe fllods,

earthquakes and other natural forces that conceivably could occur.

"Operation and maintenance of the dam ...would have to be

around the clock as long as it exists." And how long is that? According

to the nex> paragraph" .. .in perpetuity...". That means forever, (p.75)

It is true that if the proposed mining could be carried out

perfectly, and maintained perfectly, that the risk of contamination

of a body of groundwater that covers a large and unpredictable area

could be minimized, but would still remain as a serious possibility.

p :
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However, if anything is done imperfectly very serious

consequences will follow, mainly long-term water contamination with

long-term effects. Furthermore, this area has a history of sinkholes

and unexpected phenomena such as the sudden draining, by natural causes,

of the West Plains sewage lagoon about fifty miles from the study area.

There are also many failed ponds around here, ponds that leak constantly.

It appears to be the case that accepting lead mining in the

area means accepting sane level of heavy metals poisoning in our water,

with degrees of potential contamination ranging from light to very heavy.

Neither level is acceptable.

It is my considered opinion that no guarantees of water

quality can be made due to a number of ungovernable factors, existing

in the situation, and that any lease application, whether for explo-

ration, development, or operation of mining facilities, should be denied.

Sincerely,

fxeti L<

John Mulligan, Director

qcp. \ U tQB7
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B. Eric Morse, PoresC Supervisi
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Pairgrounds Road
Bolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

FA f

„ RFrFn/cn
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DEC 1 0 1987

NAT10NAL 'FOREST

I was unable to attend the public hearings held recently, concern-
ing the Environmental Impact Statement that has been prepared for

Hardrock Mineral Leasing in Mark Twain National Porest, in Missouri.

After seeing what the "Environmental
Project, I feel that I must speak up

the Meramec Lake

this matter.

I feel strongly that it i

lease rights to prospect and
mental Impact Statement. I t

in that area are supportive,
dictating what

s essential to let the mining companies
mine in the area affected by the Environ

Iso feel that the majority of the people
I'm tired of so called Environmentalist:

If it comes down to making i

between a rare salamander, bat, etc., or my ability to provide
for my loved ones. I'll do whatever is necessary for my family. The
majority of people feel the same way. We've never hugged a bat.

I have also noticed how the "Environmentalists" cloud the issues

with inaccurate statements and down right emotional lies. The lead

industry in Missouri is making a profit. They are concerned about the

environment - why else do they have environmental specialists on staff
and put up with all the hassles of operating on government land. There
are many new and exciting uses for lead metal being discovered and

tested. The mining companies are producing at increased capacities.
The end product is being sold. Metal prices are up and have been for

some time. Employment is rising - which means more tax payers and
fewer welfare recipient's. Does this sound like a dying, no longer

needed industry.

Another point I would like to make, before getting away from my

irrational thoughts, is that the Current River in the summer time is

like a zoo. It is no longer a place to take your family to enjoy an

outdoor experience. The drinking, language, and abusive behavior of

its' occupants would earn it a "R" rating if it were a movie. All it's

good for now is to get drunk and pick up or observe members of the

opposite sex. The people "enjoying" the rivers are going to ruin them

long before any industry.

G>
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To be more subjective. Let's Look at what industry, in this case
Lead mining, has to offer. It is oy understanding that Missouri, in

particular the Viburnum Trend, produces 902 of the primary Lead in the

United States. This industry pours millions of dollars annually into

the local. State, and Pederal economies. This is hardly the sign of a

dying business as the Environmentalists wouLd have us believe. The

taa base and employment alone should justify the industries existence.

It is a given that when the ore runs out, the mining companies
either fade away or continue business in another area. They can't just
wait and shut down one day and move their operations the next. It

takes years of planning and prospecting to find new ore bodies.

Probably the majority of the prospecting is futile - all it does is

establish the fact that another area has been found that is not econom-
ically feasible to mine. The various companies have been prospecting
all over the mid-west for years now, spending considerable money. It

would seem that if they had already found a better area to prospect/
mine, they would have already gone to it. If the area in question
holds the most promise, then we have to allow them to prospect it.

According to the papers, the current Viburnum Trend will run out in

about 20 years, and it takes close to 10 years to develop a new mine.

Any company worth being in business has at least a 10 year plan, so it

looks like now, not tomorrow, is the time to act.

As for all the environmental concerns, there are probably over a

dozen each. State and Pederal laws concerning mining on Government (as

in public) property, dozens or hundreds (maybe thousands) regulating
mining and industry in general, plus a dozen or more government

agencies to monitor and enforce all the regulations. Add all this to

an industry that has proven itself to be an outstanding and environmen-

tally concerned citizen, and we have a formula for success. If this

industry can spend what it takes to comply with all these regulations,

and still make a profit (which they are doing), then give them a chance
to continue the good work.

Along the same lines, it is my understanding that a typical mining

operation would only occupy about 300 surface acres. At the conclusion
of operations the surface site would be reclaimed in a regulated
manner. What harm can there be in this? At least one of the current

companies has operated in Missouri for over LOO years. This is hardly
a fly-by-night operation that can't be counted on to live up to it's

obligations! If they say the site will be reclaimed, then I'm sure it

will be.

qji; 1 C 1987

R0i LA_

When looking at the companies environmental records, don't go back
twenty-five to fifty years. Mo one, industry, public, or government
was seriously concerned with the environment back then. Instead, look
at what is being done today. Are regulations being met? Do the
companies have all the necessary permits? Do current operations have
less impact on the environment than their predecessors? If the answer
is yes, and I'm sure it is, let them plan now for the future!

A

®l

In summary, we are dealing with modern, competent, well regulated,
and conscientious organizations. The employees, Local/State/Pederal
Governments, vendors and tax supported agencies need the mining indus-
try. The mining industry needs to be abLe to plan, prospect, and
operate. We can't afford to lose another industry. We don't want a

small, remote, well organized, narrow minded group of environmentalists
dictating and destroying our future. Let the companies prospect - let

them mine - and let us all prosper from their endeavor.

File _
__
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9159 Overton Dr.
St Louis, Missouri 63123

United States Department of the Interior

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Water Resources Division
1400 Independence Road

Mail Scop 200
Rolla, Missouri 65401

December 7, 1987

Eric Morse
USDI, Mark Twain National Forest
P. 0. Box 937
Rolla, Missouri 65401

ATTN: Leon E. Kridelbaugh

Dear Mr. Kridelbaugh:

P-3- R-8
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DEC 1
;7 1987

NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA M0^

We appreciate the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
"Hardrock Mineral Leasing Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri". Leo Emmett re-
viewed the document with assistance from Wayne Berkas of the Missouri District
staff. Because they were not familiar with the style necessary for an EIS, they
only made comments and corrections on the technical quality of the report. Our
agency's primary area of expertise is hydrology and, therefore, we paid particu-
lar interest to topics related to hydrology.

We would like to delete the citing of our agency in the report as a cooperating
agency. Our involvement to the present time has only been review on various
drafts and we do not see that as denoting a cooperating agency. Cooperation to

us implies being actively Involved in a project such as helping write the report.

8

5

5

5

Our office does have a large concern over the selection of the preferred alterna-

tive at the presept time. As noted in previous letter to you dated 2/13/87

covering "Affected Environment" we strongly noted a need for additional ground-

water and surface-water data to be collected in the study area. At present time

very little data exists for the area and it appears that none is readily planned

in the future. In a mining situation three time horizons of data are needed,

namely: premining baseline data, data collected during the actual mine operation,

and post mining data. It is our strong perception that without adequate premining

baseline data, it would be impossible to ascertain any impacts during the mining

or post mining conditions. We would be happy to assist you in designing and ac-

quiring this vitally needed hydrologic information. Please contact myself or

Jim Barks if you have any comments or questions.

The review comments are enclosed. Each comment has a page number, paragraph

number, or sentence number where appropriate to locate what the comment refers to.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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Comments concerning the USFS Draft EIS, October 1987, "Hardrock Leasing
,

Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri "

Page 28 and elsewhere throughout the report Che following changes should be

Jefferson City Formation should be Jefferson City Dolomite

Gasconade Formation should be Gasconade Dolomite

Eminence Formation should be Eminence Dolomite

Potosi Formation should be Potosi Dolomite

Derby-Doerun should be Derby-Doerun Dolomite

Lamotte sandstone should be Lamocte Sandstone

Page 29, Karst Terrain — add the word "springs" to the first sentence.

Page 32, second column, para. 2, second sentence — I suggest you rewrite

"... the top of the saturated zone rises above the ground surface

. . .". This sounds as though the saturated zone is levitating.

Wouldn't this also result in a ground-water flood?

Page 34 — Porosity and permeability are not Che same. Porosity refers to

the presence of pores or openings in a rock. Primary porosity comprises

the original openings created when a rock or soil formed. Secondary

porosity are openings formed by fractures, bedding planes, or solution

of carbonate rocks

.

Permeability is a measure of the ability of a rock or soil to transmic

a fluid under a hydraulic gradient. It is a measure of the inter-

connection of Che pore space in a rock.

For example, rocks may be porous, such as clay, but need not be permeable.

I suggest you delete the paragraphs concerning porosity and permeab.lity

.

If you decide to retain them, then rewrice so that they are correct.

Page 34, second column, para. 2, third sentence — Shouldn't the word "discharge

read "recharge". In any event, this sentence cannot be taken as a hard and

fast general "law".

There are instances cited in the geohydrologic literature on karst where

ground water does spread out in all directions. I suggest that you

qualify this sentence and the one chat follows it in the text.

I suggest you delete the third and fourth paragraphs.

Page 37 — Tables 9 and 10 should have Che time frame cited for the dates of

collection of the water samples.

References are mentioned in the text thac are not listed in the "Reference
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1605 Seifert Drive
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
December 9, 1987
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
U.S. Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr . Morse

:

I am deeply concerned about the prospective mining operations by
St. Joe Mining Company being considered by the U.S. Forest Service
in the Ozark Foothills.

The Current River Valley is one of the most, if not the most,
valuable natural assets in this state. Any threat, however minute,

6
to this area's natural beauty, particularly the river system, is
too great. Possible short term economic gain will surely be off
set in the long run many fold.

I

Please register my strong opposition to this plan as a resident of
the area, a landowner bordering Forest Service property in Carter
county, and a U.S. taxpayer.

Sincerely

,

Del Luedemann

cc: Bill Emerson
Jack Danforth
Kit Bond
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December 8, 1987

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I am opposed to the mining proposal filed by Doe

Run Company. I strongly feel that any mining in Carter,

Shannon, and Oregon counties could affect our Missouri

streams and ground water and woodland habitat, and must

g|
therefore be prohibited.

Mrs. Ann Summers
Route 6, Box 145-A
Poplar Bluff, Missouri 65201
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192L Drew Avenue, So.
Minneapolis, Mn. 55U16
December J>, 1987

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
liOl Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65U01

Dear Mr. Morse:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Mineral Leasing in the
Mark Twain National Forest is remarkably well done and complete. After
studying it, my earlier fears about the impact of hardrock mining in
this fragile area have been intensified. I note the Secretary of Agri-
culture has the power to veto mining to protect National Forest lands.
I trust this impact study will convince him a veto is necessary.

The lead market is declining, and we have good import sources, if needed.
Opening up new mines would seem uneconomical. Less and less safe uses
for lead are found, and it is extremely toxic. The DEIS points this out,
and I quote: "Heavy metals might escape from the mine/mill site to the
off-site water resources in several ways. Although good industrial prac-
tices can minimize these losses, they cannot eliminate them completely ."

In addition, oil, diesel fuel and gasoline would be used and could be
released into water and soils.

No more dangerous terrain could be found for hardrock mining than this,
with its sensitive aquifer and groundwater system, extensive springs,
sink-holes, cave3 and creeks. The DEIS points out that dye tracings
show how quickly ground waters move through the area, so the whole sys-
tem could easily become polluted by mine shafts discharges, tailings im-
poundment leaks or spills. Three nationally famous rivers lace the area-
Current, Jack's Fork and Eleven Point, and all could be seriously damaved
by loss of water levels and/or poisonous releases from raining activities.

/>| The jobs mining would bring in are not permanent - when the mines run out,
they are lost. Recreational jobs would be fewer as the forest clearings,
roads, noise, change of wildlife habitat and commercial altering of land-
scape patterns would drive away many of the thousands of annual visitors
who only come to enjoy the Mark Twain's natural beauty and pristine
waterways

.

I

As a Shannon County taxpayer, I protest the issuing of leases for any
mining in this section of the National Forest. Once mining is allowed
here, its degrading effects would be everlasting.

A
9

|

6
|
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Stevia E. Schencl:
381 Sorrento Dr.
Balluiin, MO 63021
5 Dec. ’87

Duncan S. Schenck
381 Sorrento Dr.
Ballwin, MO 63021
5 Dec. ’87

27|

6
|

27i
6’

Forest near the
Dear Sirs:

To allow lead mining in the Mark Twai
Eleven Foint River and Ozark National Scenic Riverways is
preposterous. To destroy such beauty is a crime. The envi-
ronmental risks are too great. Mine tailings, fumes end dust
from mining operations would destroy the flora and fauna,
not to mention the water. The visual changes alone are unac-
ceptable to me. You state “there would be some significant
visual changes in the landscape for someone traveling on
foot, driving down Highway 19 or floating down the river."
What else would someone be doing there? With the porous
limestone in the area, where would the mine tailings go?
They’d seep right on down and foul the water. Porous lime-
stone is too susceptible to ground water pollution. I oppose
lead mining in this area for asthetic and moral reasons. Do
not commit forestcide. I’m sending this in triplicate in
case you have an obscure rule like the FAA.

pST"

DEC 1 Li 1087

^Fevia B. Schenck
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1033 Coddington Way
St. Louis, MO 53132
December 7, 1987
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202 W. Fourth Street

Farmington, Missouri63640

Dec 10,1987

Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 55401

Dear Sir:

United States Forest Service

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Gentlemen

:

It is with a heavy heart that I write to beg you not to allow
lead mining in the Carter, Oregon and Shannon county areas of
the Mark Twain National Forest. There is no wilder, no clearer,
no more beautiful river in Missouri than the Eleven Point. I

have canoed this river with my children, and I would like, some
day, to be able to canoe it with my grandson. There is absolutely
no question that significant lead mining activity in the area will
pollute and degrade, not only this river, but subsurface water
throughout the area.

You must be incorruptible; you must be firm. You must remember
that the Mark Twain is a national forest, and not the property
of the people who live in the area. No matter how many jobs the
proposal provides ... 40, 30, 100, or 1000... they do not counter-
balance the destruction of an irreplaceable wilderness. I ask
you also to remember that you are charged with managing the
forest for watershed protection, recreation, and timber harvest.
It is incompatible with these aims, and possibly illegal, to
lease any portion of this land to mining companies. Neither they,
nor you, nor the local residents have any right to despoil land
which belongs to all the people of the United States.

The draft Environmental Impact Statement catalogs a long list
of environmental impacts and risks associated with mineral
development in the area. No man with any feeling for the land
could grant these leases after reading that statement. I hope
and trust and pray that you will not.

Sincerely yours,

.7 I

, v e

(Mrs. Philip H. Plack)

This letter is to express my disappointment of the tentative

decision to open Mark Twain National Forest , to the mining

industry. lam not sure Mr. Roger Pryor's statement condeming

this action, in which the St. Louis Post-Dispatch published

November 23,1987 in an article announcing the findings of the

study and the approval to open this area to mining was a strong

enough statement to represent my feeling of this irresponsible

decision
, appeasing the Doe Run Company.

The damage that will occur such as: prospecting roads, highlines

timber cutting, timber kill, ground water and most of all

slime, or tailings entering the Current, Jack Fork, and Eleven

Point rivers along with heavy metals is being soft pedaled to the

public under a cloak that it will bring jobs to the area.

I am sure past history of mining in Missouri will show that

mining creates no new jobs, it only transfers jobs from an

area of low grade ore to an area of a higher grade ore. A study

of the transfer from the old Lcadbelt to the Viburmun, area will

support this fact.

81

United States Forest Service

It seems to me this decision is of political nature and is designed

for the sole purpose of helping the finacial troubled Flour Corp.

without any consideration for the environment of the State of

Missouri

.

I am enclosing several excerpts which I hope will serve to exmplify

the damage to Big River, which has fell victim to the mining

industry over a period of 80 to a 100 years. One can visualize

what the Current, Jack Fork, and Eleven Point rivers will look

like in the distance future. For this reason I encourage someone

with a little forethought to reconsider opening this area to

mining

.

Yours truly,

Oral L. Cole

7422 Warwick Drive
St. Louis, M0 63121

December 9, 1987

Forest Supervisor
USDA Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sir:

I am writing to comment on the summary Draft Environmental Impact

Statement for Hardrock Leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest in Carter,

Oregon and Shannon Counties. 1 have read the summary DEIS and attended the

public hearing on December 1, 1987 In St. Louis, Missouri. Otherwise I

have no other Information on this Issue such as the entire DEIS, the Missouri
State Water Quality Standards, Federal list of threatened and endangered

species In the study area, Mark Twain National Forest Land and Resource

Management Plan and "research In the Viburnum Trend (that) has found that

dissolved metals are securely bound by clay particles and are not available

for biological uptake," the latter of which Is not cited. If you can

provide any of the above or Information on obtaining them please let me know.

I was born In St. Louis but have also lived In Kansas, Illinois,

Oklahoma, Oregon and Maryland. I have not been afraid to move for educational

and employment opportunities because I understand that It Is a necessary

aspect of professional growth. I have canoed and snorkeled the Current,

Jacks Fork and Eleven Point rivers many times. I have always carried out my
trash and burled human waste. I have a Master's degree In zoology and

particularly appreciate seeing the fauna and flora of the region. These

streams and the relatively untouched wilderness surrounding them are what I

am most proud of lp my home state. When in other parts of the country I

have always bragged, with confidence, that Missouri has the beet canoeing

streams in the country. Although I have been fortunate enough to SCUBA dive

the Caribbean and explore the coast of Oregon I feel that Missouri's Ozarks

and particularly the region In question are Just as beautiful and Just as

precious. I know what It is to live In a crowded state such as Maryland

where opportunities for solitude In a pristine natural setting are extremely
limited. I cannot help but feel that the Individuals supporting anything but

Alternative A are taking the area for granted and arc not aware of the lessons

to be learned from over-development of natural areas. Or perhaps, even worse,

these Individuals simply don't care about the area's Incredible and precious

natural beauty but only their own monetary advancement.

But would the proposed lead mine actually bring wealth to the area and

does the nation really need lt7 It la difficult for me to understand why the

Forest Service Is supporting Alternative D. Current supplies of lead are not In

danger to past this century. Lead has been removed from gasoline and paint and

can be recycled from car batteries. New technology could completely replace
lead in batteries. If a new lead mine Is opened It would Increase an already

OEC i 1 1987
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sufficient supply and lower lead prices. This would lower the supposed flow
of wealth to the Interested counties. What Is more disturbing Is that the
availability of cheap lead will discourage the development and Industrialisation
of lead alternatives and the recycling of lead from car batteries. There are
many Jobs to be gained from these Industries. The Industrialisation of lead
alternatives now would not only create Jobe for a domestic market but also
for a ouch needed export market. Reluctance to move forward In the development
of these new Industries now would most certainly became lost opportunities to
foreign development. The recycling of lead In car batteries contributes
more than Just a source of lead. It lessens the problems of toxic metals
disposal.

From questions raised at the public hearing I am convinced that enough
has not been done to study the economic trade-off In terms of Jobs created
from the natural beauty of this area and that from the mining Industry.
It Is hard to believe that a million visitors per year does not have a sub-
stantial economic Impact on the area; an Impact that Is completely and
Indefinitely renewable and an Impact that does not degrade, but greatly
enhances the quality of life for the people living nearby. It Is equally
difficult to believe that mining activity would not lessen the amount of
visitors to the area substantially. People travel to these rivers because
they are so pristine. They are not the only canoeing rivers In the state
and many, Including the Meramec and Big Plney, though not as beautiful, are

closer to St. Louis. If the Current, Eleven Point and Jacks Fork lose

their pristine beauty there will be no reason for canoeist to drive the extra
miles.

If the residents of the nearby area want to expand their opportunities
they should recognize that they are the lucky benefactors of a beautiful and
unique natural resource that also forms the core of their economy. Creative
development that does not endanger that core should be encouraged. Such
development Is entirely possible and even at the public hearing some
suggestions were made. I believe that the Idea of fostering retirement
communities Is an excellent Idea.

I am extremely concerned with the Intense environmental degradation
described as possible In the summary DEIS. I also find the mitigation
measures and assurances questionable at this time. The topography of the
area Is described as steep valleys with narrow ridge tops, especially near
the rivers. Would not mining activity as proposed In alternative D
contribute to erosion? What would be done to prevent It? The tailings
would cause much damage Is not properly impounded. How long do Impoundments
last? Who would Inspect them and how often at what costs? Would Doe Run
be liable for the Intactness of the Impoundments for as long as they exist?
If the impoundments do fall could the people of the United States sue Doe
Run and would they ever be able to return the area to Its former condition?
Why does Viburnum have the highest rate of mental retardation In the state?
Why Isn't this possibility along with all Its potential human and economic
costs Included In the summary DEIS? The summary DEIS mentioned State
water quality standards several times ss assurance of prevention of release
of heavy metals Into the water. However, standards alone cannot make such
assurances. Who will enforce and monitor these standards In effluents and
at what costs? If these standards are violated how will the people of the
United States be compensated?

6
|

What are the habitat requirements of the endangered and threatened species
and why aren't they being protected completely, even from the most unlikely of
accidents. In this Issue there Is one thing for certain. If a species Is lost
there is no way the Forest Service or Doe Run can ever repay all present and
future people of the world for that lose.

I would like to know if the research mentioned In the summary DEIS
"that dissolved metals are securely bound by clay particles and are not
available for biological uptake" is comprehensive enough for such a
statement and has been followed up by research testing the lead levels of
aquatic life In the Viburnum Trend.

I do not understand shy the Forest Service is violating Its own
visual quality standards In Alternative D. Actions such as these erode
public confidence In the Forest Service and bring individuals such as myself
to question Its motives.

Although I truly wish the very beet for the people living near the study
area, I cannot help but feel that their attitude that the Mark Twain National
Forest owes them a living Is not only wrong but Insulting to the citizens of
this country who pay the U.S. Government to protect It, their land, for them
and all their descendants, through eternity. There Is a very great need In
this country for recreational opportunities In wild, pristine areas. The
recreational and related Industries such as fishing, hunting, camping, canoeing,
outdoor photography and outdoor Journalism and literature are huge and
provide many, many Jobs. However, no dollar amount can ever be put on the
Joy and happiness these areas bring to the human soul. The average citizen
feels that It Is right that these areas are accessible for the cost of taxes
only and that they don't have to be continually Justified economically. I

would now like to see this area reclassified as a National Park so that It
might have the protection It deserves. I hope and pray that you do not allow
It to become the ecological disaster of a few greedy people.

Sincerely,

Linda Schat

P.S. The word "effect" Is used incorrectly on page IV, line 34, "In addition,
the Impact assesment Indicates that same of the alternatives effect land
availability for mineral development..." The correct word to use here Is

affect, the verb, not effect, the noun. Below are the definitions of these
words according to the Random House dictionary.

affect, v., 1. to produce an effect in.

effect, n. , 1. something that Is produced by an agent or cause.

83 84
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124 S. Main

U.S. Dept, of Agriculture

Forest Service

Rolla , MO

dear Sirs;

Let me cake this oppurtunity to state that I am strongly opposed to the proposal

to allow lead mining in Mark Twain National forest. I feel the environmental impact is

greatly unjustified in todays market. The lead supply is more than sufficient from

present mining operations and I have heard predictions that present mines have enough

reserves to last a hundred years into the future. Indeed today lead is so cheap that

the lead in your cars battery would probably be worth only 30-50C. And this lead would

be much cheaper to recover than lead from ore. I would not be surprised to see such

a mine , if it were to open, go bankrupt in a short time due to the low selling product

and high start up costs.

The loss of aesthetic value would adversely effect tourism to the area forever,

whereas a lead mine no matter how good would only last so many years. The value of

tourism would surely increase over the years due to the increasing demand for

and decreasing availability of such prime wilderness areas, and recreation sites.

I feel the real value of the Mark Twain Forest lies in its preservation not its

exploitation

.

In closing let me say the MARK TWAIN FORESTS' rivers streams and wilderness

areas, represent a gold mine which should not be traded for a lead mine. Mining

a national forest flies against the very reason the public saw fit to create the

national forest system in the first place. I'm sure this is being pushed thru by

special interst groups, out to line there own pockets.

Piedmont , MO 63957
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national roagffr
B0LLA_ IM

FOREST SUPERVISOR
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
A01 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD
ROLLA MO 65A01

DEAR SUPERVISOR:

OREGON AND SHANNON COUNTIES

I RECENTLY RECEIVED THE SUMMARY OF THE EIS FOR MINERAL LEASING ON
THE PART OF DOE RUN MINING COMPANY FOR AN AREA LOCATED NEAR THE
ELEVEN POINT RIVER. THE SUMMARY EIS APPEARS TO COME TO SOME UNUSUAL
CONCLUSIONS WHEN COMPARED TO THE FULL DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT AND ARE NOT SUPPORTED BY THE COMPLETE EIS. THESE
DISCREPANCIES WERE POINTED OUT AT THE PUBLIC COMMENT HEARING IN
JEFFERSON CITY ON DECEMBER 2, 1987.

ONE OF THESE CONCLUSIONS ON PAGE IV WAS THAT "IT WAS DETERMINED THAT
POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM THESE ACTIVITIES (MINING) WOULD BE
SUCCESSFULLY MITIGATED". YET AT THE MEETING. NO ONE FROM THE FOREST
SERVICE STAFF COULD LIST MITIGATING EFFORTS, COULD ACCURATELY STATE
WHO WOULD MONITOR THE COMPANIES ACTIVITIES AND WHO WOULD FORCE THE
COMPANY TO COMPLY WITH CURRENT ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS. THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES WAS REFERRED TO ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS BUT THE
LACK OF A DNR .SPOKESPERSON ON THE PANEL SHOWED CLEARLY THAT THEY
WERE NOT INVITED TO PARTICIPATE OR DID NOT WANT TO GET INVOLVED.

IN REALITY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES HAS COMPLETED A VERY
EXTENSIVE STUDY OF GROUND WATER CONTAMINATION FROM LEAD MINES. THIS
RESEARCH WAS NOT REFERRED TO IN THE EIS AND WAS APPARENTLY NOT EVEN
REVIEWED BY THE FOREST SERVICE. CURRENTLY_THERE_ARE_NO_LAWS
GQVERNING_LEAp_MINING_PRACTICES. ONLY IF A MAJOR MINING DISASTER
OCCURS DO SEVERAL LAWS COME INTO PLAY INCLUDING FISH AND WILDLIFE
LAWS, CONSERVATION LAWS, EPA LAWS BUT ALL OF THESE ONLY COME INTO
PLAY AFTER A DISASTER. THE AREA UNDER CONSIDERATION REQUIRES
SPECIAL PROTECTION SO THAT NO DISASTERS CAN OCCUR. THE EIS DOES NOT
ADDRESS THIS ISSUE.

THE ABOVE CONCLUSION WAS SHOWN TO BE INCORRECT IN THAT WHEREVER
MINING OCCURS ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION OCCURS RIGHT ALONG WITH
IT. PAGE IV "THE MAJORITY OF ADVERSE EFFECTS WOULD BE MINIMIZED OR
ELIMINATED THROUGH CAREFULLY APPLIED MITIGATING MEASURES, USING THE
LESSONS LEARNED AND TECHNOLOGY ACQUIRED FROM EXISTING
DEVELOPMENT...". THIS STATEMENT, IN VIEW OF THE BIG RIVER TAILING
DAM COLLAPSE, IS SIMPLY NOT A TRUE. CORRECT OR ACCURATE STATEMENT.

90 90

EIS
DECEMBER 10, 1907
PAGE TWO

EIS
DECEMBER 10, 1907
PAGE THREE

I

AREAS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SECTIONS
OF THE EIS BUT APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN PLACED ON THE BACK BURNER IN THE
DECISION PROCESS. NO WHERE IN THE UNITED STATES IS SUCH A UNIQUE
AREA AVAILABLE WITH SOME OF THE LARGEST SPRINGS IN THE UNITED
STATES, THREE WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS, A MAJOR WILDERNESS AREA,
NUMEROUS NATURAL AREAS IN ONE OF THE LEAST DISTURBED FOREST

I

DISTRICTS IN THE STATE. THIS ENTIRE AREA SHOULD BE UNDER
CONSIDERATION FOR A GIANT OZARK NATIONAL PARK AND SHOULD BE KEPT IN

ITS CURRENT PROTECTED STATUS.

ONE OF THE VERY REAL PROBLEMS BROUGHT UP AT THE JEFFERSON CITY
MEETING AND THE MOST DISTURBING PART OF THE SUMMARY EIS IS THAT THE

Q PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED BY THE FOREST SERVICE AS
ALTERNATIVE D WHEN NOTHING IN THE BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION IN THE
EIS LEADS TO THAT ALTERNATIVE. DURING THE PUBLIC MEETING, WE WERE
TOLD THAT THE DECISION TO BACK ALTERNATIVE D WAS MADE BY THE THOSE
IN POWER IN THE EASTERN DISTRICT OFFICE, APPARENTLY WITHOUT THE

I

BENEFIT OF ANALYZING THE EIS. ALTERNATIVE D IS NOT EVEN CONSISTENT
WITH THE CURRENT FOREST PLAN. THIS TYPE OF ACTION, I BELIEVE TELLS
IT ALL.

5

WHAT THE SUMMARY OF THE EIS SAYS TO ME IS THAT YOU MEN AND WOMEN OF
THE UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE HAVE MADE YOUR CONCLUSIONS, NOT
BASED ON THE ACCURATE FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE EIS, BUT BASED ON
THE DESIRE OF A MINING COMPANY TO EXPLOIT THE ENVIRONMENT FOR
PROFIT. THE IMPRESSION THAT I RECEIVED AT THE JEFFERSON CITY f

MEETING WAS THAT YOU WERE GOING TO LET DOE RUN MINING DO ANYTHING IT

WANTED AND THE PUBLIC MEETING WAS JUST AN EXERCISE IN BOREDOM YOU
ALL HAD TO SIT THROUGH THREE TIMES.

I

MISSOURI’S WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS, WILDERNESS AREAS AND UNIQUE
FOREST LANDS ARE MULTIPLE USE. UNFORTUNATELY, I BELIEVE THE FOREST
SERVICE IS SEEING MINING AS THE PRIME USE FOR THE FORESTS IN CARTER,
OREGON AND SHANNON COUNTIES. IF THESE LEASES ARE GRANTED, THE
STATEMENT AT THE TOP OF CURRENT FOREST SERVICE STATIONARY, "CARING
FOR THE LAND AND SERVING PEOPLE FOR OVER 50 YEARS!" WILL HAVE TO BE
REMOVED.

I WISH THE THANK THE FOREST SERVICE FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT
ON THE SUMMARY EIS. I ONLY HOPE THAT THE FEELINGS I EXPERIENCED AT
THE PUBLIC MEETING, THAT ALL OF YOU WERE SIMPLY LISTENING TO WHAT
EVERYONE HAD TO SAY BUT DIDN'T GIVE A "HOOT IN HELL" ABOUT WHAT WAS
SAID, IS NOT CORRECT.

I HOPE YOU ARE CARING INDIVIDUALS THAT ARE TAKING THE INTERESTS OF
MISSOURIANS AND THE PROTECTION OF THESE UNIQUE NATIONAL TREASURES
INTO PRIME CONSIDERATION AND NOT SIMPLY ANOTHER GROUP OF BUREAUCRATS
BENDING TO THE WISHES OF A COMPANY THAT APPEARS TO CARE LITTLE FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT AND ULTIMATELY FOR THE CITIZENS OF MISSOURI.

SINCERELY,

DAVID SMALLLWOOD
BOX 1261
JEFFERSON CITY MO 65102

CC: HONORABLE SENATOR CHRISTOPHER "KIT" BOND
WASHINGTON DC

HONORABLE SENATOR JACK DANFORTH
WASHINGTON DC

HONORABLE REPRESENTATIVE IKE SKELTON
WASHINGTON DC

AMERICAN RIVERS
WASHINGTON DC

THE LAST COMPLAINT I HAVE IS THE LIMITED TIME ALLOWED FOR PREPARING
A RESPONSE TO THE EIS. MY SUMMARY ARRIVED ONLY TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO
THE PUBLIC HEARINGS AND YOU HAVE ASKED FOR ALL WRITTEN RESPONSES BY
DECEMBER 2A , 1907. AT THE MEETING THAT DATE WAS EXTENDED TO JANUARY
8, 1908, STILL NOT AN APPROPRIATE AMOUNT OF TIME TO REVIEW AND
COMMENT ON SUCH AND IMPORTANT ISSUE. I THINK AN EXTENSION UNTIL
JANUARY 31, 1908 IS ONLY FAIR AND SUGGEST YOU EXTENT THE COMMENT
PERIOD.
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NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA MOJ

4615 South Kansas
Sprite field. Mo. 65807
December 3, 1987

Supervisor's Office
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Gentlemen

:

I

I wish to register my opposition to the opening of
Mark Twain National Forest to the mining of lead, as
is apparently proposed.

I

To sacrifice one of Missouri's most scenic natural areas
for the temporary economic gains is indeed a poor and
short-sighted land management policy. I do not see

i how you can justify tampering with the watershed of a

6 |
sdenic river'.

If lead exists in this area, private holdings should be
explored before such spectacular areas are opened to
resource development.

It appears that there is some question whether there is
really a justified need for this resource at this time.

'1V0 h Sf 7 /

I would hate to be responsible for allowing such a

practice to have taken place fifty or one hundred
years from now. Please bear in mind that this decision
is not reversible.

Paul B. McCune

cc Senator John Danforth
Senator Kit Bond
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U.S. Forest Service
Winona District
Winona, Mo.

ocr'*>9n ser)

DEC 9 1987

NATIONAL FOREtfr
1U

*r

This is my comment regarding the proposed mining on Mark
Twain National Forest in the Eleven Point and Current River
drai nages.

I have news release statements by the Forest Service and
news reports of public meetings as basis -for my opinion. So
I may not be completely informed.

6

But it seems to me the Forest Service is saying mining can
take place with an "acceptable" level of pollution. I gather
this includes air pollution that would damage forests, risks
to groundwater , and risks to surface water form mine
tailings being dumped on the surface.

I

Now, I have no objection to mining in the area, but I find
the level of pollution the Forest Service anticipates to be
unacceptable.

I

Therefore, my two-cents worth is that the Forest Service
should lay down strict rules here and now, before any
prospecting begins, that will eliminate real and potential
environmental damage outside the immediate area of the mine.
Some examples....

Mine tailings need not be permanently disposed of on the
surface, but should be returned to the mine where the
potential for pollution does not exist.

61 A mine need not be a "high-rise" on the horicen.

Acoustics should be considered too. It is possible to direct
Ol most noise upward instead of outward.

I

Air pollution beyond dust from surface operations need not
be tol er ated . . . . no tall smokestacks which only disperse the
stuff.

You get the picture? We have here an area with a largely
unspoiled environment. A special area. Environmental rules
that simply follow national averages arn’t good enough.

So lets get on with it. Write some rules that truly protect
the area. It will add costs to the miners, but that s where
the costs belong. When the minerals are valuable enough to
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extract without environmental damage, I'm sure they will fy/j, ,

!%
714 West Main St.
West Plains, MO 65775

November 20, 1987

The question o-f industrial vs. tourism jobs seems to have
been raised at public meetings. My opinion is that the two
are not in conflict here. With nearly 20 years experience in
tourism in this section of the state I must say one of our
major problems is a lack of things for people to do without
catching a fish, killing an animal or adding to the crowd in
the water. A mine COULD be a tourist attraction that does
not use up or strain a natural resource. But once again,
that would require a really "clean" mine.

Sincerel y

,

R. S. Todd
Route 2, Box 137
Piedmont, Mo. 63957

Representative Bill Emerson
418 Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Emerson:

As a lifelong resident of the Ozarks, a physician, and a hunter
Involved in Conservation, I am opposed to the proposed lead mining in

Ol the Mark Twain National Forest area south of Winona, Missouri.

While mining may provide for some Jobs and a boost to the local

economy, the significant risk for environmental pollution is high enough
that the eventual long-term cost to ourselves is unacceptable.

In addition, the Mark Twain Forest area is one of the few remaining
hardwood timber areas in the country untouched by man, and at some point

the continued loss of this type of habitat must stop. I feel my viewpoint

is typical of the majority of the people in this area, and I would

appreciate your passing my concerns on to those involved in this proposed

Sincerely yours,

C. Rob Armstrong, M. D. V-
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Scenic Rivers Audubon Society
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NATIONAL TOREOT .
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EAST OZARK AUDUBON SOCIETY
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

RTE. 1 , BOX 1 1 OA
ANNAPOLIS, MO 63620

December 8, 1987

5. Eric Morse
Forest Suoer visor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr Morse.

Thank you tor the opportunity to respond to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
pertaining to hardrock mineral leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest. First, some
comments on the document itself. Although much careful and detailed analysis has gone
into the work, the document also shows many signs of having been prepared in haste. It is
rife with garbled English and incomplete sentences; many references from the text do not
apoear in the bibliography; there are some significant contradictions; some important
issues have not been considered. The impression of haste carries through to the public
comment oeriod. We feel that the cutoff date of December 24 is unrealistic. This is an
imoortant and complex issue; we ask that the comment period be extended to give a

greater cross-section of the concerned public a chance to evaluate the proposal.

R-e
PBAHIWBD

DEC 1 4 1987

NATIONAL FOIUiST

ROLLA MO.
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The arguments oresented for ooening the area to mining are twofold - the local area would
benefit from increased jobs and taxes; the nation needs the lead supplies which may exist
underneath the area. In addition, there is an unstated but real inducement - the
shareholders of Doe Run Mineral Corporation would exoect to profit. We believe that
these benefits are overstated. Your analysis assumes that the oroposed mines would last
for only 25-40 years. Would the short term gains outweigh the permament destruction of
large areas of floodplain (tailings ponds), the long term or permament loss of scenic
beauty, and tne potential for drastic ill effects to a very sensitive environment? The
DEIS outlines several factors which may reduce the value to the local community of the
short-term benefits, e.g. "long term economic stability could be disrupted" (o61>; the
highest paying jobs would likely be filled by immigration (pi 10); those locals who do not
benefit directly from the extra paychecks may be worse off, due to local boom-inspired
inflation (pi 10). Equally important, the possible effects on a broader “local area" are not
considered. For example, to what extent might the opening of a mine in Oregon County be
correlated with the oremature closing of a less profitable mine on the Viburnum Trend?
Would the creation of jobs in the study area be at the expense of jobs in communities
surrounding the Viburnum Trend? There is reason to foresee such a scenario, in that the
demand for lead is not expected to increase in the foreseeable future (p58); hence
productivity and jobs on the Forest as a whole are unlikely to increase. We feel,

therefore, that vour statement that economic effects beyond the immediate area can be
ignored <o51) is not valid.

There are some broader but pertinent issues. The stockpile of lead in use in the U.S. at

anv one time is fairly constant; it follows that every ton of lead extracted from the Mark
Twain National Forest will cycle back into the ground, be it as shot pellets poisoning a

wildfowl marsh or as batteries leaching lead out of a landfill. The Forest Service cannot
escape at least some degree of responsibility for the effects throughout the environment
of management decisions. Second, the lead industry has apparently run through the largest
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suooly known in the world (the Viburnum Trend) in only twenty or thirty years. For both

reasons, it seems obvious that production should be slowed, and recycling encouraged.

Placing the hypothetical reserves underlying this very beautiful and very vulnerable area

off limits would help to bring this about. The proposal to open the area to mining comes at

a time when the low price of lead inhibits recycling. A slow-down due to lower availability

of reserves would have some desirable effects. Prices would rise, hence promoting

recycling and protecting the environment, while continuing to satisfy the demands for lead

and helping to alleviate the boom and bust effects of a mining economy. The DEIS shows
clearly that, with or without the hypothetical suoplies under the study area, security of

the U.S. lead supply is not in auestion for at least the next twenty years. At worst,

bevond the 20 years, imports might rise a little but even then "concern about the security

and stability of the supply should be minimal." (p.108).

The DEIS acknowledges the high risk of seriously damaging the fragile karst-based
environment. To briefly review the problems: (a) Virtually the entire drainage of the area

is underground; it drains to both the Current and the Eleven Point National Rivers, (b)

Most of the groundwater recharge is discrete, rather than diffuse; consequently little or

no filtration and cleansing of polluted water occurs, (c) Much of the discrete recharge from

the uplands (an estimated 407. - Aley. 1975) is cryptic - sinkholes and open joints are

hidden beneath a cover of residuum, (d) Little is known of the location and nature of the

main drainage networks, but there is excellent reason to suppose that the drains are open

conduits, which undoubtedly harbor populations of rare troglobitic animals. There are

several long, enterable “high transport" springs in the area. These include Turner's Mill

and Falling Spring, presently the two longest caves mapped on the Mark Twain Forest.

Both caves contain significant aauatic communities, including disjunct populations of the

Southern Cave Fish. Obviously, the troglobitic communities are vulnerable to groundwater
contamination, and large-scale mining cannot be conducted in the area without a serious

risk to groundwater quality. While the DEIS avers that transgression of State water
quality laws will not be permitted, this is not entirely reassuring. By the time

deterioration is noticed at the springs, damage to the groundwater will already have

occured.

There are other drawbacks to the industrial development scenario, not least of which is

the despoliation of one of the wildest and most scenic parts of the Missouri Ozarks. As
one of the grosser examples, you refuse to rule out the possibility of tailings ponds in the

area, although you are aware that all floodplains within the oroposed area are extremely
leaky. Even if we make the unwarrented assumption that the ponds can be made leakproof,

thev would still permanently degrade large areas of the Forest. The DEIS asserts that
seekers of wilderness solitude and ouiet may prefer, after a mining industry is

established, to go elsewhere. We are running out of elsewheres. The loss of scenic and
recreational amenities for seekers of peace and quiet in a natural setting cannot be

mitigated. This type of largely unspoiled karstic landscape with its unique natural

communities is in far shorter supply than lead.

To turn to some specific points raised in the DEIS:

- Reclamation. The economics of the reclamation ohase are hazy to us. What proportion

of the costs would be borne by the mining industry, and what proportion by the

taxpayer’

pl6 - Land Character. “Haul roads, mine/mill sites and powerlines tend to produce
major modifications of the landscape" Cemphasis added!. Quite an understatement.

8
|

pl8 - Alternative D. We deplore the proposed degradation of the visual quality

objectives set. after much work and consideration, bv the Forest Plan. The assurance

that high-use corridors will be unaffected is of small comfort. This 'facade-forestry'

is philosophically objectionable, and ignores the high value of the land for dispersed

recreation. “The study area ... affords visitors views of some of the most scenic

landscape on the Forest" (p33); “A great deal of the use is dispersed or undeveloped

recreation such as trapping, hunting, or just walking in the woods." (p.43).

- Alternative E. We are confused by the stated effects of alternatives D and E on 6.2

management areas. This paragraph suggests that alternative E, but not D. would

downgrade the 6.2 area to 3.4. Yet. on p26 we read “Alternative D ... Implementation

would reouire ... redesignation of the 6.2 management area to a 3.4 management area."

If the latter is correct, we deplore the prooosed change. The total area of the Forest

set aside in the relatively protected 6.2 prescription was a hard-won compromise

arising from the lengthy Forest Plan proceedings. We oppose any reduction in this

acreage.

'development prohibited'

6|

p21 - The map of the preferred alternative prohibitions is difficult to read. The

“tailings impoundments not permitted" zone is especially confusing - it's unclear from

the mao where impoundments will be permitted.

I

p25 - Alternative C. We are puzzled by the statement that impoundments may improve

water quantity. What does improved water quantity mean? The net flow of water

through the hydrological network would presumably decrease due to evaporation from

the open ponds.

p29 - Karst Terrain. Drainage takes place largely via cryptic discrete recharge points

(see Alev, 1975); i.e sinkholes exist in abundance, but are usually hidden beneath the

residuum. “Williams and Vineyard, 1976“ does not appear in the bibliograohy.

o32 -“Vandike. 1982“ does not appear in the bibliography.

p40 - A comparison with the map on p21 shows that much of the area where you propose

to allow industrial development is of "outstanding" visual aualitv. A statement of the

actual acreage involved would be useful.

6

pl2 - Mine Water Treatment. It is rare for an impoundment in the area to hold water or

sediment. Sediment would inevitably wind up in the groundwater conduits. 300 - 5000
gpm is a large flow, which is most unlikely to find its way back into the conduits from
whence it came; i.e. flow would be unnaturally diverted, starving some channels and
overloading others.

o4i - The difference between Modification and Maximum Modification zones is

impossible to see. at least on our copy.

o43 - Ozark National Scenic Riverwavs. Your use of "watershed" seems suspect.

[
Karstic watersheds tend not to coincide with surface topography. While only a small

0| oart of the area is in the surface watershed'of the Current River, a much larger part

|
drains to Big Spring.
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p49 - Animals of Special Concern. "..protection of threatened, endangered, rare, or

sensitive species takes priority over other project objectives." Since groundwater
conduits throughout the area may be expected to harbor such species, this alone seems
to be adequate grounds tor prohibiting mining development. Accesible portions of the

drainage system are a minute -fraction of the total - it is not adeouate to protect

0
merely those portions which can be entered and explored.

p67 - Soil Productivity. If lead leached from the leaf litter will "eventually enter

streams", then it will enter the groundwater conduits. Almost all surface streams are

ephemeral <p30).

6
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- Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is possible either for lead leached from a

tailings pond or for groundwater contamination due to accidental spills.

p68 - Water Resources. How would the Department of Natural Resources enforce their

"no degradation" policy? That a mining industry would cause degradation is surely

beyond dispute. The question is only how much degradation (e.g. "Although good

industrial practices can minimize Cheavy metal] losses, thev cannot eliminate them
completely" - p71).

- Drilling Effluent. Comparison with succesful effluent disposal on the Viburnum Trend

is not very useful. The study area is more highly karstic.

- On Site Disposal of Drilling Effluents. The proposal to keep effluents away from

discrete recharge points snows a misreading of the hydrological situation. Alev's work
shows that most of the discrete recharge points are cryptic, and that little or no

adsorption of contaminants would occur before a discharged effluent reaches them.

p70 - Mitigation Measures. The design of sewage systems to function adequately in

karstic terrain is a difficult and comolicated business which is not adequately

addressed.

- Mill-Waste Tailings. "Aley. 1975":- This key reference is omitted from the

bibliography.

p7l - Heavy Metals. At least one significant source of risk for soil contamination with

heavy metals is ignored - tnat of truck wrecks. In our own area, close to the Glover

lead smelter, ore truck drivers have aouired a reoutation for cavalier attitudes toward

highway safety. Do statistics exist for calculating the probability of an ore truck soill

over the lifetime of the hypothetical mining industry"'

"Wixon, 1977" does not appear in the bilbliograDhv.

S’
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"oroundwater-level drawdown caused by mine deWatering likely would be offset by the

mine-water discharge sinking back into the ground from above" is invalid Csee comment

regarding pl2. above].

o77 - Effects After Mitigation. The statement that “there would be little likelihood of

wetland values being affected" is at odds with the statement on p76 : "Wetland

contamination by fugitive heavy metals ... probably could not be prevented entirely."

p83 - Irish Wilderness. The sight of "mineral facilities, structures or activities" is

incompatible with any rational definition of wilderness.

p84 - Ozark National Scenic Rivei~avs. Impacts from^mimng industry would not be

"indirect". Groundwater flows directly from the study area via open conduits to Big

Spring.

We see no reason to presume that the effects of increased motorboat traffic resulting

from an industry-stimulated population increase would be "minimal".

- Mitigation Measures. The proposal that “high solitude users" can go somewhere else

does not mitigate the loss of an irreplaceable resource.

p85 - Recreation. "The quality of [recreation] could be reduced if recreationists

perceive Cmining] activities as unnatural" is a remarkable statement. Is it possible to

perceive mining activities in any other way?

p86 - Mitigation Measures. Limiting construction and drilling to low use periods will

hurt most those users who value peace, quiet and solitude the most highly.

p94 - Any increase m food input due to increased sediment transport would likely be

detrimental to cave communities. The rarest and most highly specialized troolobites

are those which are adapted to a low food suoplv. Increase in caloric input tends to

lower the diversity of cave communities, as specialists become outcompeted by

generalists.

p9© - That fluctuations in flow caused by mining activities would not harm aauatic cave

life is a dangerous assumption. Natural fluctuations tend to be seasonal, and the

reproductive cycle of many species is keyed to such fluctuations. The imposition of

random, non-seasonal fluctuations may well disrupt the reproductive cycles of

troglobitic species.

p.t09 - Estimated Operating and Capital Costs. We don't see a discussion anywhere of

the reclamation costs. What might these costs be? Would the lessee or the taxpayer be

reauired to oay them?

i

p75 - Perpetuity is a long time to expect a tailings pond dam to be maintained. The

danger of dam failure is not "virtually nonexistent" on the time scale of "oeroetuitv":

on the contrary, it's inevitible.

- Altering of Water Flows. Since most of the groundwater is hignlv localised in

discrete conduits, mine dewatering might easilly lower the "local groundwater levels"

drastically.

4|

Again, there is a serious misreading of hydrological conditions. Aley s study shows

that there is considerable lateral movement of water passing from the surface to the

groundwater zone. This is the norm, not the exception. The conclusion that

o.l 1 1 - Attitudes. Beliefs and Values. The third, "less polarised", view is an illusion.

That mining will result in environmental degradation is a fact admitted bv all parties.

The auestion is only how much degradation can be expected, and will the economic

benefits outweigh that degradation.

0112 - Is the assumotion that most jobs would be filled from the six countv area

warranted'1.

It would be useful to examine population changes during the establishment

of mining on the Viburnum Trend. Out this analysis seems not to have been done. We

think it more reasonable to assume that presently unemployed miners from other parts

ot tne state (and out-of-state) would be rehired ana relocated to the area.

99
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ppl 17—1 19 - None of the proposed alternatives

to be environmentally benign.

traditional tailings pond seems

6
|

pi 19 - Water Resources. We object strongly to the statement that the "risk of release

of tailings or mill waste into the environment is very small." The DEIS elsewhere
acknowledges the peculiar problems of keeping contaminents confined on a karstic

landscape.

6

- Visual Resources. There's another eyesore that isn't considered but should be - that

of light pollution. One of the charms of the Forest for lovers of the outdoors is the

fact that one can get away from city lights and enjoy an unspoiled night sky. The lights

from mine/mills in the Viburnum Trend are obnoxiously obvious for many miles around.

pl20 - Terrestrial Wildlife. Again, we see no justification for the statement that "The
chance of a [tailings or milling effluent] release occunng would be very small."

pl22 - The use of "improvements" in paragraph 1 is an inappropriate value judgement.

- We take no comfort in learning that a disused tailings pond could be 'beneficially'

used as an ORV park.

- Power lines are major eyesores that scar large swaths of the Forest. We are

surprised to learn that powerlines constructed to service the mines would be left

oermamently in place. This seems unreasonable; is the consideration one of demolition

costs, or something else?

In conclusion, we ask that you look more closely at several factors;- the hydrological

conditions (misreading of the hydrology leads to understatement of the risk to

groundwater quality and wildlife); the likely effects on the employment picture over a

broader local area, including the Viburnum Trend; the costs of the partial restoration

ohase. and who will bear those costs; the effects of Alternative A on the lead recycling

industry; the real cost of losing large tracts of "outstanding" scenery (evaluating this loss

merely in lost tourist dollars is hopelessly inadeauate; beauty, unlike lead, cannot be

I

Quantified in dollars). Alternative A is the onlv option that will protect the many virtues

of this exceptional section of the Missouri Ozarks from irreversible degradation; the

drawbacks to Alternative A are greatly overstated.

Sincerely.

Michael Sutton. Susan Hagan
Conservation Committee

jfE
-

NATIONALFOBEOT

HOLLA MO
To Whom It May Concern— ‘ '*

DEC i 4 1937

T51
3857 Utah Place
St. Louis, Mo 63116

December 12, 1987

I have been a resident of Missouri all my life. My family has enjoyed the

outdoors and have appreciated the fishing, hiking and camping available

in our beautiful state.

I have received the study on the environmental impact should the Mark Twain

National Forest be opened up to lead mining.

6
|

81

61

I am AGAINST using our limited forest lands for the small financial gain for

a few people. Lead mines are closed because of lack of need. The rape of the

land is prevalent throughout our nation becuase of loop holes that profiteers
have used to avoid restoring the land . Watershed are invariably effected
negatively.

I reiterate— I am AGAINST the proposal. I use the Mark Twain Forest frequently

and do not want the pollution that is unavoidable in mining.

Sincerely yours,

/Jru-J/*** »*-

Mary Ann Huesmann, Ph.D.

References;- Lana ana Resource Management Plan. Mark Twain National Forest.
198a

Alev. T. (1985) Ozark Hvarologv a Predictive Model. Forest Service Contract
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National Audubon Society

OZARKS ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION
P.O.BOX 4761 GS

SPRINGFIELD, MO 65808

December 2. 1987

Mr. B. Eric Morris. Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 64501

Dear Sin

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Hardrock Mineral Leasing. Mark
Twain National Forest. (October. 19871 recommends alternative D as the most
appropriate. That decision should be reconsidered.

First, Alternative A (no leasing) may not have been seriously considered. The
Forest Service seems motivated to find a compromise solution. Such a bias would,

by definition, eliminate no leasing as an option.

Alternative C (forest plan) seems to have been rejected because the mining
interests contend this alternative would be economically unfeasible. Such a claim
should be reconsidered. Economists frequently point out that raw materials, such
as lead, are mined according to supply and demand. If the demand exists, the price

will rise, making mining operations economically viable. If these lead deposits are

needed, the price for lead will climb to meet the higher cost Inflicted by giving

maximum environmental protection as provided for in the current forest plan. If

the price does not rise because other lead resources are available, the only benefit Is

to those who would profit from development. National interest would not be
served.

The selection of alternative D needs to be reexamined. This document claims
that existing agencies can protect natural resources through existing laws. The test

of that claim would seem to be the Viburnum model. That area has a long history of
mining, consequently some ecological comparisons can be made to the area covered
In the EIS. In fact, this EIS frequently refers to Viburnum In Its discussion of

mining operations which are likely to occur. But no where does this document
discuss the environmental Impact of mining In the Viburnum area. Without that
analysis, this document is incomplete, and if those studies have been done and not
Included, this report Is bias. Such comparisons should be made before the EIS Is

finalized.

Finally, this document does not address the question of lead mining In a larger

context. How many workers from Viburnum would come to the new mines? In

relationship to that, how many new Jobs would actually be created? What would the
health Impact be on the miners and their families? Do the Viburnum miners suffer

any health effects from exposure to lead? Is there even a future market for lead
since many Federal agencies are trying to remove lead from gasoline, paints, and
most consumer products?

0-0
Dcretwrri

qec i 'i say

NATIONAL FOREST
^0! LA MO.

|
At this point, this study Is Inadequate for the Forest Service to take any position

8 1 except for recommending no leasing. The natural resources are too valuable to
I gamble on Inadequate research.

Respectfully.

81em Club — Ozark Society — Ozark Mountain Paddlera — Audubon Society

102 102
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November 1987

RK CHAPTER SIERRA CLUB

5 draft Environmental Impact Statement on Hardrock

Mil ark Twain National Forest

8| The Ozark Chapter of the Sierra Club supports Alternative A. as presented in

the Draft EIS prepared by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management
- no mineral leasing on the 119,000 acre study area in Carter, Oregon, and
Shannon Counties in Missouri.

6

6

Knowledge of the natural resources contained in the study area, the geology
and hydrology of the area, and thorough study of the draft EIS have led the
Sierra Club to conclude that hardrock mineral leasing, exploration, and sub-
sequent mining is unacceptable because of the massive environmental inpacts
and the risks of degradation of the area's unique natural resources . Further,
we believe such development is not compatible with other uses of this fragile
national forest area.

6
I

The fact that there exists a more than adequate supply of lead frem currently
operating mines and mineral production areas in Missouri (takes mineral devel-
opment in the sensitive study area sinply not acceptable nor in the public
interest. Mineral leasing and development is not consistent with the purposes
for which these public lands were acquired. The Forest Service's own analysis
shows lead mining is incompatible with the Forest Plan over most of the study
area.

Sierra Club Position Statement on draft EIS on Hardrock Mineral Leasinq
on the Mark Twain National Forest
November 1987
page 2

— — natural resources in the study area or
close to it ares Eleven Point National Scenic River, Greer Spring. Irish Wild-
erness. lands proposed for wilderness including Irish Wilderness excluded
lands and Big Spring wilderness lands. Ozark National Scenic Riverways. Big
Spring, Cupola Pond. Tupelo GunPond, and a corrplex system of fragile karst
features for which the area is known. Due to the geological and hydrogeo-
logical nature of the area, mineral development activities pose significantdan^r of subsurface water contamination throughout the study area, not just
in the 70% or so that the Forest Plan indicates is inccnpatible with mining.

We believe the acknowledged environmental risks and irrpacts to these resources
fron mining and associated activities and the non-carpelling reasons given to
pursue exploration and mineral development lead to the conclusion that the
only reasonable and prudent course of action for the federal goverrront to
take is Alternative A. - no mineral leasing on the study area.

5|
Having concluded this, the Forest Service goes on to recamend weakening the
Forest Plan to better accomodate mineral development. While the Sierra Club
is not in full agreement with the Plan, it was at least developed over several
years with intensive efforts by a wide range of forest professionals and broad-
based input by the public. The Plan came up with guidelines that provide for
better protection of the public resources of the area than the draft EIS, which
was more hastily developed because of political pressure from the lead industry.

The EIS lists the following environmental impacts and risks associated with
mineral development: increased soil erosion; decreased soil productivity;
degradation of water resources due to effects of drilling effluent, increased
sedimentation, sanitary sewage from mining operations, mill-waste tailings,
heavy metal contamination, milling reagent contamination, petroleun spills,
herbicide contamination, dam failures, and alteration of surface and subsur-
face flow regimes; degradation of wetlands in the area; irrpacts on floodplains
in the area; reductions in air quality; rrajor inpacts to the area's visual
resource; inpacts to the cultured resources of the area; inpacts to the nat-
ionally significant areas and features within and close to the study area;
decreased recreation opportunities and quality due to noise, visual inpacts,
threats to wildlife, and interactions with mineral development activities;
and threats to the area’s flora and fauna.

6
I

Even with the maximum possible mitigation of these inpacts and risks, the draft
EIS notes that significant effects would still occur or would likely occur.

Sp~*o,V.a • \
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B. KEITH RAUCH, CPGS
710 S. Main Street

Freder lcktown, MO 63645

Monday, 14 December 1987

Comments on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
For Hardrock Mineral Leasing In the
Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri

by B.K. Rauch, CPGS
14 December 1987

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

*«. R-a
pe^eiwe^

DEC 1 5 687

Mnllf. ItVfiiN

NATIONAL FOttEOT

>ni L ft M0. 1

I have studied the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for
Hardrock Leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest In Carter, Oregon
and Shannon Counties. My comments are attached to this letter.

In general, I favor mineral exploration, development and
production In the Mark Twain National Forest. I feel that the economic
benefits to the Immediate area far outweigh the potential negative
impacts on local customs and social values.

My primary concern, as a geologist. Is protection of groundwater
quality and quantity In this unique karst envlronoment , hosting some
of the biggest springs In the United States. I believe that minerals
can be produced In the Study Area without negative effects on
groundwater quality. To do this, a number of Preference Rights Lease
( PRLA) stipulations will be required, which I have discussed In my
comments. In my opinion, testing of proposed tailings impoundment
sites to avoid underlying karst structures is the single most
Important issue to be resolved.

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the DEIS. It is a well
written document, reflecting the expertise of Its authors. I would
like to see detailed discussions of possible PRLA stipulations In the
Final EIS (FEIS). This is important because the FEIS will be the final
document readily accessible by the general public. The FEIS should
specifically state how the USFS proposes to deal with every concern
identified In the DEIS.

I hope that my comments are helpful in preparing the FEIS. If I

can be of further assistance, do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

B. Keith Rauch

FILE: USFS DEIS

Page/Column/Line COMMENTS

1/2/42 It seems wasteful to Issue prospecting permits In
the Study Area if Preference Rights Leases (PRLA)

I

will not be Issued pending a valuable discovery.
The final EIS (FEIS) should clearly Indicate which
areas will not be eligible for PRLA issuance and
these areas eliminated for prospecting also.

25/1/14

27/2/38

6

59/2/16

61/1/10

It was previously stated (17/2/48) that "... water
resources would be protected by the ’no degrada-
tion’ stipulation ," therefore, "... a change In
water quality ..." which "could ... affect water-
related recreation activities ; terrestrial, aquatic
and cave wildlife ..." is prohibited by law. Under
these guidelines the USFS and MDNR are charged with
protecting surface and groundwater quality through
stipulations in the PRLAs . For mining companies the
concern is that lease stipulations could be so re-
strictive that the cost of developing and producing
metal concentrates in the Study Area would be econ-
omically unattractive.

This statement implies that Ashton and Newark soils
are diagnostic of underlying karst sinkholes. The
USFS/SCS "Soil Survey of Mark Twain National Forest
Area, Missouri," (1975), covers the Study Area and
does not mention this relationship. If this is
true, however, it should be stipulated in the PRLA
that tailings impoundments cannot be located on
these soil types. The above survey estimated that
Ashton/Newark soils exist in 1-2% of the study
area, primarily in stream bottoms and flood plains.

"... primary lead deposits already in production
should clearly be sufficient until sometime beyond
the end of this century.” This statement is prob-
ably true. However, this century ends in only 13
years and considering that it takes approximately
ten years from the time of lease issuance to find
an economic deposit and put it into production,
(Fig. 4, page 11), now would be the time to issue
leases and encourage exploration activities.

The sentence containing "rudeness" and " lack of
polish” is not appropriate and adds nothing to the
subject being discussed. It should be deleted.
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Mark Twain Forest DEIS Comments of B.K. Rauch, Page 2

Page/Column/Line COMMENTS

Mark Twain Forest DEIS Comments of B.K. Rauch, Page 3

Page/Column/Line COMMENTS

65/1/16

65/2/22

66/1/5

6

67/2/1

6

67/2/57

6

66/2/9

5

"Combined, the effects of implementing the Forest
Plan and issuing mineral leases would equal the
cumulative effects resulting from a leasing decis-
ion.” This sentence is very difficult to under-
stand. It should be rewritten and explained.

"... road density will be two miles or less per
square mile ..." Is this an absolute limit for each
square mile or an average value for the entire
area? How will this effect access for exploration
drilling? Does this road density constraint apply
to temporary drill access roads?

"The primary effect of mineral activities on soils
would be loss of productivity due to ... soil con-
tamination." This statement should be referenced to
indicate that it is supported by scientific
studies. Do Viburnum-type mlne/mill operations pro-
duce this type of soil contamination, or is it ap-
plicable only to the vicinity of lead smelters,
which produce elemental lead?

Throughout this discussion on heavy metal
contamination and loss of soil productivity, I find
myself wondering if metal sulfide compounds, as
mlne/mill operations would produce, are available
for uptake by vegetation or are inert in the
surface soil environment. It should be made clear
that this discussion applies to metal sulfides
rather than to metals in their elemental forms, as
smelters would produce.

In many instances mine ventilation plans can be
designed so that vent shafts are be used for fresh
air intake, producing no exhaust fumes. Mine ex-
haust fumes would be vented at the production
shaft(s), concentrating pollutants at one point,
near the mlne/mill plant site.

Due to the unpredictable nature of rock cavities in
this intensely karsted environment, small quanti-
ties of drilling fluids would unavoidably be in-
jected into the groundwater system on a regular
basis. Chances are probably good that a non-toxic
frothing agent is available or could be developed
inexpensively by the mining companies. If this ap-

?
roach is feasible, it would be desirable to make
his a stipulation in the prospecting permlt/PRLA.

71/1/31

3

5

In my opinion, this section on heavy metals contam-
ination should be reorganized to clearly different-
iate the potential hazards of metal sulfide com-
pounds and elemental metals. It should be noted
that the mlne/mill operations and tailings impound-
ments will be potential contamination sources of
metal sulfide compounds rather than elemental
metals. How, and to what extent, metal sulfides can
be reduced to elemental metals in the natural en-
vironment should be evaluated.

76/1/4

6

What is the basis for establishing a rock cavern
cross-sectional area of 4 square feet as the action
level for protecting natural groundwater flow? This
should be explained and referenced.

80/1/37

85/1/3

6

Forest openings created by mining operations (in-
cluding tailings Impoundments) would be similar to
those created by commercial logging operations,
which are permitted by the Forest Plan. Openings
created by mining operations should be subject to
the same mitigation measures prescribed by the For-
est Plan for commercial logging operations.

Noise levels at mine construction and drilling
sites would be similar to those created by commer-
cial logging operations. Noise created by mining
operations should be subject to the same mitigation
measures prescribed by the Forest Plan for commer-
cial logging operations.

85/1/11 See Comment 80/1/37.

85/1/27

5

86/2/19

Movement of equipment and personnel at mine con-
struction and drilling sites would be similar to
those at commercial logging operations. Such activ-
ities by mining operations should be subject to the
same mitigation measures prescribed by the Forest
Plan for commercial logging operations.

Limiting activities to "... low use periods - late
fall to early spring, weekdays

,

should be consid-
ered only for temporary activities of short dur-
ation, e.g.- temporary access roads to drill sites.
Construction of permanent facilities or access cor-
ridors would be impractical under these conditions
and should not be permitted in such sensitive
areas

.

86/2/32 In my opinion, nearly all areas sensitive to noise
and equipment activity could be largely avoided if
the mining companies and the USFS engaged in honest
and reasonable negotiations, examining viable
alternatives to achieve the exploration goals of
the mining companies in these areas.
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Hark Twain Forest DEIS Comments of B.K. Rauch, Page 4
Mark Twain Forest DEIS Comments of B.K. Rauch, Page 5

Page/Co lumn/Llne COMMENTS
Page/Column/Llne COMMENTS

87/1/43

46

87/2/39

Indlscr lmlnantly prohibiting prospecting/production
activities on north and east facing slopes to avoid
disturbing one listed plant species would be an ex-
tremely restrictive permit stipulation. Better that

these areas be surveyed (as per 88/1/13) to estab-
lish the presence and extent, or absence, of the

species before the proposed activity begins. Then,

If necessary, an alternative can be negotiated to

avoid disturbing the area containing the listed

plant species.

See Comment 67/2/1.

1

92/2/27
(cont.

)

. 94/1/1

5

I feel that all criteria for evaluating a potential
tailings Impoundment site should be "on record" In
the FBI S , because, to paraphrase the DEIS, a leak-
ing tailings Impoundment is Impossible to repair.

See Comment 89/1/26. In my opinion procedures
should be established, and on record In the FEIS,
on how to deal with the discovery of previously un-
known caves and other cave-like openings during
drilling and/or mine construction. This will save
time In the long run, as exploration will not have
to be postponed while the matter Is debated at a
future date.

89/1/26

5

5

92/2/27

6

6

Numerous, small, poorly connected solutlonal open-

ings are common throughout the Ordlvlclan rock

units, as well as In the Eminence, Potosl and
Derby-Doerun Formations of the Cambrian. Such open-

ings are well below the water table, are not con-

nected to sources of downward moving surface waters

and as such, are not the product of the karst mech-

anisms which form caves capable of supporting aqua-

tic life.

If such openings are not differentiated from true

caves In this vague proposed stipulation to pros-

pecting permits and PRLAs, an unintended situation
might exist where a legal challenge would prohibit
any drilling to advance beyond the first opening
encountered. Drilling might never reach the Bonne-
terre Formation, the unit expected to host any val-

uable deposits which might exist.

A PRLA stipulation that "... tailings Impoundments
will not be permitted . . . unless . . . studies con-
clusively show that such facilities can be con-
structed in ... sound manner." is overly restrict-
ive due to Its vagueness. It Is impossible to

achieve 100% certainty that an undesireable sub-
surface condition does not exist beneath a pro-
posed tailings Impoundment site.

In my opinion, a realistic approach to evaluating
a proposed tailings Impoundment site would be to
assemble a comprehensive list of "fatal flaws"
which would disqualify a site from consideration
If any of the conditions were found to exist. A

proper stipulation would include a detailed testing
schedule, which would be designed to achieve "reas-
onable confidence" that a fatal flaw does not
exist. What is "reasonable" should be rigorously
defined In the FEIS, as a matter of record. The
testing schedule should also appear In the FEIS.

98/1/6

6
I

116/2/39

Even though "it is now known that Insoluable metals
. . . can accumulate ... in plant and animal organ-
isms," It Is not stated In the DEIS whether Insol-
uable metals have the same toxic effects as solu-
able metals. If Insoluable metals are biologically
Inert, does their presence In plant and animal tis-
sues effect the organism?

The 1986 metals prices used in the economic analyes
are anomalously low. 1987 prices produced a more
attractive return, but may not accurately reflect
future price trends. In my opinion, a more reason-
able analysis could be made using historical aver-
age metal prices, adjusted for Inflation.

Immigrating mine workers would be earning the
highest Incomes in the Study Area. In my opinion.
It Is unlikely that they would commit crimes
against local residents. It Is more likely that
they could become victims of such crimes by local
residents

.

This Is the first mention that "... Impoundment ( s

)

must be staffed 24 hours a day and maintained In
pertuity (sic) ...." This statement Implies some
weighty legal responsibilities, as well as very
significant costs to potential mine operators.
Since this is a summary section, I feel this sub-
ject should be discussed fully In an appropriate
section of the text before it is summarized here.
For the benefit of the Interested public, the FEIS
should clearly explain the legal responsibilities
of mine operators in the operation and maintenance
of tailings Impoundments.
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SOUTH BRENTWOOD BOULEV'ARO. SUITE 2SS

TELEPHONE 1314) OeO-2737

Mr. B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Oear Mr. Morse:

p-a a-©

RFCFIVPD

DEC 1 6 1987

NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA

Thank you for sending us a copy of the DEIS . We have

read it and here are our comments and concerns:

1)

6
I

e|

The survey stresses that the people living in the study

area (and Ozark region overall) have a link with the

land, and are concerned with what happens to the area.

This is true, and gives us hope for the protection

and endurance of this area as a National forest.

Unfortunately, the majority of the people that in-

migrate to the area for the duration of the mining

period, would not have this value system that would

protect and conserve the area's natural resources

(it's wildlife, beauty, endangered species, solitude,

aquatic life, etc., in addition to the fact that the

area is a possible source of lead). They would be

concerned primarily with their employment. Any time

a situation arises where one will have to choose be-

tween the fastest, cheapest way to do something, and

the probable adverse effects on the land and it's

native inhabitants; there is a very high likelihood

that the land's interests will be put aside in favor

of the mining companies interests. These people will

not be long-tern residents; what incentatives do they

have to protect the areas valuable natural resources?

After all, they can pick up and go elsewhere when they're

through, leaving the residents of Missouri with the

problems of trying to rehabilitate the area (which will

probably cost quite abit). Human nature being what it

is, you will either need a large force of people to

police the mining complex (which will require more funds);

or give up and let them do what they want. After all,

you can't be everywhere. So we assume that this

situation will cause a major disruption of the area 4

it's human and non-human inhabitants. Also, that it

will end up costing the taxpayers more money to reclaim

the area when the mining company is through.
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2)

6

Because of the industrial facilities, many people will

be diasppointed with the quality of the Mark Twain
National Forest. Personally, we will not come to the

area once this occurs because the solitude ("peace &

quite" to rejuvenate the mind and body) is a major
experience we enjoy; along with the thrill & joy of seeing
wild turkey, deer, unusual butterflies, turles, fish,

racoons, foxes, etc. Our professions keep us in the
city, but because we value our environment so much, we
support conservation 4 environmental protection with the
dollars of our disposable income. So, this is very im-
portant to us. We've seen other parks and forests after
mining/timber harvesting occured. Some of the effects
are just devastating. And they never can be reclaimed
to look like what they were previously, nor to provide
their original environment for native species of flora

4 fauna. Unfortunately, once the area is industrialized
we, along with other People, will have to travel
outside of Missouri for our "wilderness experience".
We have enough noise pollution as it is, we don't need
to visit it.

3)

Canoeing is a major part of tourism in the area. More
motorboats will creat high levels of tension between
canoeists and motorboat users. We all know how crowded
the Currant 4 Eleven Point rivers can get with canoes over
a nice summer weekend. Are you going to be able to
police the rivers to prevent the inevitable conflicts
that will occur between motorboats going upstream or
downstream rapidly, among many canoes (alot of which are
novice canoeists)? You'll have alot of hard feelings
occurring if the in-migrants "hotdog" or disdain the
"tourists" (who have been using these rivers peaceably
for many years now). Eventually the area will become
known as a place for outboards and All-Terrain-Vehicles
(which cause irreparable damage to the land they abuse).
The survey stated that companies could work with their
employees to protect the environment. How many companies
will actually follow through on their promise to you to
educate their employees ( especially if it costs more
money and decreases their profits from the lead mining)?
If they do try to educate them, you still can't force

people to accept an attitude of caring 4 protection to-

ward the environment, unless they already have an

inclination in that direction.

4)

The United States is losing our wetlands on a daily

basis, to development and pollution. The wetlands that

we do have remaining in this country are too valuable

I

to risk their destruction. Since the toxic effects of

heavy metal poisoning is concentrated in the aquatic life,

it would be foolhardy to mine in this area, 4 risk the

permanent destruction of these wetlands.

5)

It has taken much money and time from many individuals

4 groups to start the Bald Eagle on it's way back from

extinction. The primary reasons for their decline would

all happen in the Mark Twain National Forest if it is

developed for mining.

6)

Powerlines already take a toll of our hawks, harriers,

eagles, and owls. We need a place where they are safe

and can live 4 reproduce safely without flying into

power lines-risking a broken neck or wing; or being

electrocuted. One Bald Eagle lost due to this situation,

or from miners shooting at the birds, is one too many.

7)

We also do not need leghold trapping in the area at all,

now or ever. It's inhumane and dangerous to people,

other native creatures other than furbearers, and

domesticated animals. This should be abolished in

all our national forests because of the terrible

pain and suffering a creature goes thru before it dies

a slow, agonizing death. We don't need any more people

coming into the forest and doing this.

8) The survey states "Little is known about chronic sub-lethal

concentrates and the reactions of wildlife species to most

of the substances resulting from mine/mill operations".

We don't need to expose ourselves to any more toxic chemicals.

We should not endanger our waterfowl populations with these

byproducts. Look at all the money and time we've spent

trying to keep 4 manage our waterfowl. This seems to be

a total negation of all we've worked for (and had our

taxdollars support!).
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9) Aquatic life would appear to be adversely affected

more than any other lifeform. This would affect all

creatures in the food chain, including humans, as

these chemicals and byproducts are concentrated.

We also could lose much of our diversity of aquatic

life because of the toxicity of the chemicals, or

from accidental spills, leaks, etc., and of course ,
f

lose our endangered species (several of which are

present only in this area).

s|

We have watched and protested the Bureau of Land Management's

efforts to lease out the Artie Coastal Refuge in Alaska

for the possibility of unrecoverable, or prohibitively

expensive oil, with disbelief. Their own studies don't

even support what they want to do. Now it seems that they've

decided to go after the Mark Twain National Forest. Not

much logic or economic sense seems to be involved in the

operation of the Bureau. Our National lands are logged, with

timber sold overseas at the taxpayers expense (the government

isn't making any money off of those deals). The Bureau comes

up with poorly thought-out, environmentally damaging schemes,

that the people of the United States are supposed to support

with our tax dollars. So, it's about time that we try to

stop this kind of destruction. Missouri has a reputation

of being one of the foremost leaders in conservation among

the states. Once mining occurs, you can scratch the Mark

Twain National Forest off the map. Reclaimation is a

terrific idea on paper. Unfortunately, if you look at the

Federal Government's past record on this issue, you find

out that the money gets diverted, spent on other projects,

or goes into individual's pockets, we have all kinds of

regulations and rules, but they rarely seem to get enforced;

and if they do fine a large corporation, it ends up being

a slap on the wrist, getting appealed, and being tied in

court for years, while the land ends up destroyed. Look at

how we have handled toxic spills, etc., when people (common

citizems) are involved— they never manage to win or get

compensation. As long as the Bureau of Land Managements

philosophy is to "cut it, lease it, mine it, sell it below

fair market value, we're never going to see any kind of

improvement in how they handle their reclaimation projects!

In fact, the Bureau does anything except protect our National

lands, forests, and refuges.
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December 15. 198?

Porest Supervisor
401 Pairgrores Road
Rolls MO 65401

Dear Siri

I own and operate the furniture store in Holconb. My faally
has visited and enjoyed the Ozarks and its rivers for four generations.

I aa totally opposed to raining of National Porest land.
The watersheds in question are unique areas, not only to Missouri,
but to our nation. They should be saved. We are down to the last
unspoiled areas in our country, and it seems the government and big
industry are determined to squander these last areas.

I understand the Irish Wilderness is part of the land in
question. It seems to me fend other conservation-minded people I've
contacted) that the mining industry is using this move to get
their foot in the door to mine protected wilderness areas. I
believe there will be a public outcry as this becomes obvious
to the citizens.

And as far as mining jobs helping the local economy, this
is overblown greatly. What few. jobs that would be created most
likely will be filled by miners from other places. The recreation

g advantages of the rivers and forests in this area far outweigh
any advantages mining could provide. And ming could, most likely
will, hurt tourism when tailings and chemicals get into the streams.

_ We all know the lead mines in the area are way down in
( production or closed. So why open up more raining? It irks me

to think the government and mining industry think the public is
naive enough to fall for this move. It is obvious that politics
and big money is involved. The citizens, the environment, and
our future generations will be the losers, as usual, if raining
is let in.

OEC 1 6 1987

NATlOHALfOEEsr
R0I

-L* MO I

Van Byrd
PO Box 197
Holcomb MO 63852
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SAINT LOUIS. MISSOURI 63104

TELEPHONE (310) 06B-2737

We're sure there are good, moral people involved in
the Bureau and our other government agencies, but they never
seem to have much power to change things. Can't we at least
stop this kind of situation in our own backyard?

Unfortunately, we 're just "people"; not a big, special
interest lobby with lots of money to influence politicians,
and see that our interests are represented (like oil companies,
mining corporations, etc.); but we are young, and we do
have colleagues & friends that maybe we can get involved in
these issues; and we do vote (alot), and eventually we are
going to make some changes in the way we manage our natural
resources, hopefully before it's too late.

Please don't take any of this personally, Mr. Morse,
since we have no idea what your individual views are.
In conclusion, let us thank you again for sending the DEIS,

pi and for taking the time to read our comments. The only
Oj alternative we can support is Alternative A; or possibly C,

. to be fair to the people living in the area who are hoping
o| for increased jobs and economic income.

Sincerely

,

Craig 3. Plahn, D.D.S.

jQjMUl oLl-’Ubu

,

ftOcS
Diana L. Plahn, D.D.S.

Ill

The Burroughs Audubon Society works for conservation of wildlife and
its habitat; we have 2,500 members in the greater Kansas City area. Beyond
our specific focus on wildlife, we seek an environment beneficial to all
life, recognizing the interrelatedness of our natural world.

The Conservation Committee has reviewed the Environmental Impact
Statement on hardrock mining in the Mark Twain National Forest and concludes
that it should be rewritten, and once more submitted to public comment with
Draft status. These are its major faults:

- It has omitted relevant and substantive information. It fails to
describe and evaluate the unique concentration of large high-volume springs
that could be affected by hardrock mining operations. While Figure 14 clearly
shows the direct connection between Big Spring and the study area, the text
does not discuss the fact that the daily volume of flow from Big Spring is

unrivaled in the world! (See Springs of Missouri, Vineyard and Feder,
Missouri Department of Natural Resources, 1982.) The Statement does not
mention that the concentration of springs in the region is also superlative

world-wide. It does not discuss the value of the springs, the fact
that Missouri transferred Big Spring, Alley Spring and Round Spring
State Parks to the Federal government to be included in the Ozark National

Scenic Riverways in 1971, nor consider the contribution that spring flows
make to the base flow of the Eleven Point National Scenic River and the Current
River.

- The Statement fails to include and consider the dollar income
generated by tourism in the area, attracted to the natural features and
fauna of the region. Tourism is Missouri's second- largest revenue producer;
it is concentrated in the Ozarks. Natural beauty and water recreation are
the drawing cards. The Statement assigns an estimate of future income
from hardrock mining, but fails to evaluate tourism in terms of dollars now
being added to the economy.

- The Statement does not provide a rationale for selection of the

I

prefer red alternative. The content of the Statement casts doubt on whether
it would be possible to operate a hardrock mine without irreparable damage
to the regional hydrology, but Alternative D. would permit such mining. Its

Q| main focus is to preserve corridors of visual quality. Such a restriction
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does nothing to protect ithe water resources o£ the region, the prime value

cited during the scoping meetings. Alternative D is therefore an illogical

policy choice.

j

j
- The Federal government holds the Mark* .Twain National Porest and

the Ozarks National Sceni<r Rlverways-in trust for the public benefit.

The procedure which the Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service

propose for contracting with the mining companies is loose and unbusinesslike.

It is highly questionable that site-specific requirements would protect the

natural values of the region because the technology for operation is untried

and unproven, either for mining in karst topography, or for disposal of
tailings other than in impoundments.

- The significance of the Statement extends well beyond the two mining
applications now pending. It proposes that the selected alternative will
be open-ended. It will apply to 119,000 acres of public land, and no limit

is set in terms of the time period that the policy will be in effect, nor

the number and density of leases permitted. The Statement therefore
effectively circumvents the purpose of the National Environmental Policy Act.

- As it stands, the Statement would effectively force amendment of the

Mark Twain National Forest* Management Plan. The public participation process
by which the Plan was recently revised would therefore be voided.

- The Statement is poorly written. It is riddled with inexplicable
sentences where words or phrases appear to be dropped. The information it

provides is a poorly assembled patchwork. A crucial paragraph is evidently
in the wrong column on page 18. The reader loses confidence in the

document; it would not stand as a legal document in its present condition.

The Statement frequently does not document data with a reference, and
on the other hand, gives a citation in the text which is not included in

References. It has overlooked several important references, and used
secondary sources such as the Time-Life books rather than original research

and data. The lists of plants and animals are in neither alphabetical nor

phylogenetic order—an unnecessary confusion to the reader.

The Figures lack detail. The maps are largely meaningless without
significant detail and explanation. No topographic map of the area is

included. Areas of national significance are not mapped.

The percentages given in Table 1 do not agree with the preceding
text "Formulation of Alternatives." How were they arrived at?
Tables 9 and 10 do not give sampling period and duration; 9 does not
state whether samples were filtered, while 10 does not give number of measurements.
Table 17 should have five contrasting colors. Table 11 should specify that
the Air Quality Standard are for Class II regions, if they are. The "aver-

age" in Table 15 does not specify whether is it a mean average. Table 19

is an inadequate indicator of tourism. The Statement should fully discuss
the value and growth of tourism in the region.

Appendix 7, Scientific Names, is not a complete list of species mentioned
in Appendix 6. Appendix 5 does not include rare plant species found in
the Porest Service's own publication. Rare Plants of the Ozark Plateau .

A Field Identification Guide (1978) . Cave Species, Appendix 8, should
include Myotis sodalls . Appendix 9 is difficult to follow. It appears
to be organized on a different set of alternatives from the main body of
the Statement .

I

Titles of significant references not cited are Caves of Missouri,
Springs of Missouri , Missouri Water Atlas , Terrestr lal Natural Communities
of Missouri , Wild Mammals of Missouri . Plant Succession in the Ozark Forest
and Spr ing Flora .

We have some specific questions:

1.

How long on average do exploratory drill holes remain open?

2.

Why is the rental rate so low—only one dollar per acre? What is
the current royalty rate for lead charged by the Federal government?

3.

What is the definition of "hardrock minerals"?

4.

How much of the non-federal land in the study area is state-owned,
county-owned, and private?

What is the cost-of-living in the six-county area?

5

81

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement does not make a good case for
permitting hardrock mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. In fact, a
number of statements throughout argue against hardrock mining. The preservation
of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways and their supporting hydrologic
system should be given top priority because they were placed in the public
trust in 1972, and therefore have primacy over later proposals for use
that would disrupt this unique national asset. While only the Eleven Point
National Scenic River is in the study area, whatever affects the hydrologic
dynamics of the study area would have impact far beyond its boundaries through

unmapped subsurface pathways. We conclude that hardrock mining should
not be permitted in the study areal

DEC 1 r. 1997

NATIONAL FOaLt
mi LA MO. I

13404 Woodland
Kansas City, MO 64146

Sincerely,

& &L,
Joli Winer, President

Copies: Sen. Kit Bond Sen. John Danforth
Cong. Alan Wheat Cong. Tom Coleman
Cong. Harold Volkmer Cong. Ike Skelton
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Rt 2 Box 119B
Piedmont , Missouri 63957

Dave Sturdevant
Mary Wheeler
Rt. 3, Box 303
Seymour, MO 65746
December 15, 1987

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

RP0P""=n

DEC 1 VW
KAtioUM.'h.-^OT

rolla M!L

8

6

We wish to voice our opposition to opening any portion of the Mark Twain
National Forest to hardrock mineral mining. It is quite clear bv reading

the Environmental Impact Statement that mining in this area would be

detrimental to soils, water, air and wildlife. We do realize that there

is a high rate of unemployment in that area, that the mining operations in

Missouri provide 90% of all lead worldwide and that more and more engineers

and miners are’ also enviromentalfy aware. Nevertheless, we strongly oppose

opening any portion of the forest to mining operations in any degree.

Also, we request a ninety (90) day extension before any decision be reached.
This matter must not be decided hastily.

Sincerely,

Dave Sturdevant

P.S. We each are likewise members of Ozark Society and Ozark Mountain Paddlers,

both groups which likewise oppose mining in the Mark Twain National Forest.
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DEC 1 7 1917

NATTW^FOBSST

713 Ozark Drive
Farmington, lllecourl 63640
December 14, 1967

Hr. B. Erie Horae, Foreet Supervisor
Hark Twain National Foreat
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Hiaaourl 6S401

RE s Draft EIS, Hardrock Mineral Leasing

Dear Hr. Horae :

I have reviewed the above referenced report and attended
one of the public hearings. Hy first Impulse Is to take a

firm stand on Alternative B-Full Leasing. I believe the area
needs an economic boost and this gives the local people their
best hope at this tlae. The so called environmentalist who
suggest tourism In one breath and solitude In the next,
obviously haven't been to Branson or Lake of the Ozarks
lately. 1 don’t think this Is a realistic option In light of
the amount of public land In the area.

It is, however, obvious that the area has much to offer
that la unique to the world other than minerals and it should
be conserved as much as possible. The word I kept hoping to
hear at the hearing was •conservation*. To me this mean
wlse-use and 1 think all parties can be well served by the
wlse-use of all the resources In the area, human as well bb
natural.

8

I therefore concur with the findings and recommenda-
tions of the Draft EIS that Alternative D be adopted by the
Foreet Service and Bureau of Land Management and that leases
be issued under the provisions of that Alternative.

Very truly yours,

Gary SL/ Fowler
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Bill tfollie

Rt 3 Box 132
Eldon, Mo. 65026
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December 17, 1987

Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

f*. R-e I

Dr-owro

DEC 1 b 1987

NATIONAL FOREST

ROILA MCL

Dear Sirs:
After attending the December 5 public meeting in Winona

I felt compelled to write another letter denouncing the
decision to allow hard rock mining in the Winona area.
It was obvious that the vast majority who attended, the
meeting were in favor of mining. It was also obvious that
the majority who were in favor of mining have not even
seen the Draft EIS! To them, the bottom line is jobs and
nothing else. I feel it would have been useless to have
made an oral comment at the meeting for it would have
fallen on deaf ears. Their minds are made up, I only
hope yours is not, and this plea does not fall on deaf
ears.

I wonder if these people are aware of the short term
fix lead mining would bring about. Sure, there would be
Jobs, but for how long. The Forest Service and 3L''

confess the chances of finding a leaa pocket comparable
in size to the Viburnum trend is Remote . Even if there
was such a large deposit and mining proceeded on a full
scale, we're looking at 40 years maximum from beginning
of exploration to finishing reclamation. 40 years is an
overly optomistic projection. What haonens at tne end
of this period. Jobs are gone again. The Winona area,
which would have prospered during the mining era, finds
itself in an economic slump such as hit Salem and
Viburnum recently with the closing of several mines
and laying off of hundreds of workers. Laid off workers
have lost their automobiles, houses and many lose their
self respect. I've seen many friends fall on hard times,
having to move away to find work or take jobs paying
a fraction of what they were used to making.

Many people from Winona stated that they would like to
see their young neople return after college to work in
the area. But, I wonder if jobs will still be available
by the time many youths finish school.

I was surprised to hear a representative of Viburnum
telling about the wonderful state of his city, 'ie failea
to mention the vacant houses, recent rise in unemployment
and the true esthetics of the area, ’’ining has scarred
the area landscape!
Senator Danny Staples stated he was in favor of

Alternative B, which would open 9O'.S of the 100,000*- acras
to mining. It is obvious he is interested in one thing,
more jobs which will bring him more votes in the next

81 election. Even the Forest Service and PL' must realize

I

that Alternative B could not c’o-exist with the area en-
viroment with*^ major revision of the Forest Plan, and
the risk of serious degradation of the study area's
natural resources. Senator Staples talked of the Current
River, Big Creek, and Sinking Creek and their close
proximity to existing mines. These streams have not been
harmed and I agree. But, he failed to mention* the Big
River, which is polluted to the point where it is
recommended against eating the fish from certain por=
tions of the stream. A situation due directly to lead
mining and the collapse of tailing impoundments allowing
heavy metals to enter the waterway. This situation may
never be remedied.

I

^he real issue is whether the benefits of lead mining
justify the possible destruction of a valuable and
enviroraentally sensitive piece of National Forest. And,
by the way, this forest belongs to the American people,

I

not only to the people in the study area. I am by no
means against lead mining as a whole, but it should not
be conducted in such a sensitive area with the risk6
of many problems.

Again, I ask that you look at the "big pieture" and

I

consider the adverse effects along with the good. If
mining must be allowed here,' how about Alternative C,

which would minimize impacts. Is there not another area
in Missouri which could hold lead deposits and not pose
a risk to so many natural resources? Why is mining only
considered on Public Property? Please, value the Ozarks
and its people.

RSspectfully,

Saaffc.&jeg
Scott D. Ball
Salem, Mo.
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Eric Motffe

Forest Supervisor
Pt •* i b mv

NATIONAL forest
*01 IA MO.

Phil McNagny

730 E. Elm Apt. A

Sprinfield, Mo. 65806

Dear Mr. Mo«e,

8

As being one of many who are concerned with the future of our

species, and the direction we seem to be headed in as far as our

constant exploitation of the environment, our polluting of the air

and water which will be permanent and irreversible, and the attitude

we seem to have taken toward these very serious matters, I would

like to say that it is high time we begin concentrating our efforts

on new approaches to the continuation of our lives on this planet.

I certainly won't try 'scare tactics' as a means of getting your

attention, for I'm sure you're well aware of the pressing issues

we're all faced with.

That's why I would like to request Alternative A of the Impact

Statement submitted for the public concerning mineral leasing in the

Mark Twain forest. I feel this is the only acceptable alternative

to the lead mining proposal, since lead has been proven to be a high-

ly toxic substance, and is all ready a concern of the government's

and the general public.

I'm sorry for the financial condition of the Winona area, but their

situation can very well be changed for the better without having to

jeopardize the safety of their community and surrounding areas con-

taining wildlife and ocher resources.

Sincerely,

Phil McNagny

December 2. 1 987

Dear Sir

p? ‘ M

DFn 1 a 1987

NAT10NA L futtSSTT

1 ROLLA MO-

1

I am In agreement with Roger Pryor of the Coalition for the Environment

that additional lead mining In the Mark Twain National Forest Is "a

betrayal of the public trust.*

This instance, in particular, seems to serve only the few in contrast to the

greater public Interest

6
I

6
|

6 j

The facts against the new lead mining leases:

• Lead mine tailings, fumes and dust will almost surely damage the

produtlvlty of tlmberland around the mining area

• Lead mine tailings, fumes and dust will pose a substantial risk to

wildlife, streams and ground water

• Groud-water pollution, potential lead poisoning, Is almost

assured based on the porous limestone In the area.

• Hauling roads, mine and mill sites, mineshaft vents, and tailing

storage will be unsightly and reduce tourism.

• The recommendations run counter to the Mark Twain National Forest

Land and Resource Management Plan which actually calls for tighter

restrictions on timbering and mining.

The report Itself acknowledges all of these facts.

Please, let's forsake the short-term view and recognize the long-term

dangers and drawbacks of issuing these new leases. In 25 to 50 years, the

50 new jobs will be gone - and so will be the trees, the wildlife, and the

clean streams. Then, the children of the locals who are now arguing for

these new jobs will wonder how their parents and the Forest Service could

have sold them 'down the river." n

J-
Sincerely, ^

at /fc,

- 7c1 /
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ASARCO
Watt Fork Unit

DEC 1 B '.987

|

NATIONAL tOK£8T
1 »>PI IA M0_

December 16, 1987

Reply to: 287.0

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

This letter will serve as a written comment on a portion of the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement dated October, 1987, for
Hardrock Mineral Leasing in the Mark Twain National Forest.

My specific comment is in response to Comment No. 35 on page 6

of Appendix 3. The commenter makes statements about the
construction and start-up of the West Fork mine. The commenter
states that he was a hardrock miner for four years in the
construction and start-up of the West Fork mine. This is simply
not true. The commenter is not and has never been an employee
of ASARCO Incorporated. It is my understanding that the
individual was employed by the shaft sinking contractor, who was
on site for a period of approximately two years.

The rest of his statement is also not factual. I know of only
one instance where inflows of water in the magnitude of 3,000-
5,000 gallons occurred. In that case, work in the shaft was
abandoned for several months. When it was pumped out, there was
no source of diesel, oil, or chemicals.

It concerns me that the response to this comment was to accept
it at face value without a consideration for the actual facts.

Very truly yours

,

John D. Low

JDT>: bp

cNoA^a <BLiuA,

524 JHtdoaU ctotmu.

/j5 ^
JliUlOU'1 63130

3, 1 787

r>T T> .C--

J o J2 vfo

ASARCO incorooraiea Rl I. 8o* 202C. Benue' Missou'i 63629 (314) 689-2911
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B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Raliegh, Missouri 6S401
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Dear Sir,

As a member of the Southwest Missouri State University based
Environmental Alert and Action Group, and as a concerned citizen, I

believe that mineral leasing on the 119,000 acre study area in Carter,
Oregon, and Shannon counties in Missouri would unnecessarily impose a

potentially catastrophic health risk to this and future generations of
Americans. I am in favor of Alternative A as presented in the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Forest Service and the
Bureau of Land Management.

Also, I respectfully request that the comment period be extended
for an additional 60 days.

Sincerely,

Linda Rigger

Rt 3 Box 54 EVP
Nixa, Missouri 65714
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December 17, 1987

Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 654401

Attention: Supervisor B. Eric Morse

I would like to register my opposition to the proposed
hardrock mineral leasing of the Mark Twain National Forest
in the Big Springs/Eleven Point River areas.

I have read the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
regarding this proposal and have objectively come to the
conclusion that development in any form of the lands in
question would result in the destruction of the pristine and
virgin qualities of this irrepl aceabl e Ozark wildlife
habitat

.

I understand the current situation regarding decl ining
lead reserves and the fact the our nation may have to
increasingly rely on imported lead to meet our future needs.
However, I believe increased imports to be a more palatable
solution to this problem rather than encroaching on ever
rarer wilderness areas in order to search for questionable
deposits of a mineral readily available on the world market.

It is important to remember that these deposits of
lead, if left undisturbed, will remain in place for use at a

1 ater date if market conditions become intolerable. We will
always have the option of opening these lands to mineral
recovery operations if we decide in the future that they
have become vital to our country's well-being.

On the other hand, it is clear that if development of
these lands is allowed, we will alter forever the unique
character and remarkable beauty which have drawn so many
tourists to this popular vacation area. Too little emphasis
seems to have been placed on the adverse effect mining
operations might have on this area's economy by forcing
visitors to seek their outdoor recreation opportunities
el sewhere

.

It appears that the possibility of a tailings
impoundment failure or chronic leakage is minimal . However,
the consequences of an accident are simply too disastrous to
consider taking a calculated risk of this nature.

Please take the above factors into serious
consideration prior to the formulation of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement.

David Braswel

1

6713 Wanda
St. Louis, Mo. 63116

pe^-n/cn

OtC 3 1 1987

NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA MO

R.D.# 3 , Box 319
Mountain View, Mo, 65548
16 December 1987

Dear Mr, Morse,

I have read over the Summary of the draft envlromantal

impact statement on Hardrock Mineral ^easinp fdr the Mark

Twain National Forest ahd additional material on the

proposal and lta effects, implicit and '«*rj5lied.

I think that all alertaatives , except A, are a very bad

Idea, Please count me against them.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

STaj (pth#

Sue Hubbell
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NATIONAL FOREST
1

"tlLLA MO.

December 9. 1987

Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds
Rolla, MO 65401

To Whom It May Concern:

Dear Mr. Morse,

Having reviewed your document "Draft Environmental Impact
Statement Summary - Hardrock Mineral Leasing Mark Twain
National Forest Missouri" our club of 250 members voting
through its Board of Directors, overwhelmingly elects
"Alternative A" which would provide maximum resource protection
for non-mineral resources by prohibiting mineral developement

.

To summarize our arguments compelling the adoption of this
alternative we note:

-declining market for lead doesn't warrant the risk of the
resources involved in the mining area.
-almost certain pollution of the water resources caused by
tailings ponds runoff
-the National Forest belongs to all Americans and in this
situation should be left so as to be enjoyed by all
Americans, not for the profit of a few
-the almost certainty that mining effluent will enter the
aquifers feeding Big Springs and the Current River
destroying that fishery as well

We thank you for your work; however, we feel that the
resource should be left alone until its need is dictated by
the market, not the greed of those who would profit from our

HaouJ^^ _

Martin F. Kin

l7/l?/#7

I I am appalled that you would even consider creating approximately 100

61 jobs (along with other "advantages") at the risk of public safety, health.
I and welfare. The well-being of our wildlife and natural resourses bene-

_| fits human beings as well as creating a balance essential in maintaining

6| our current health status. It appears undetermined as to how many people
could be at risk (healthwise) . One person experiencing adverse affects
would be too many.

The attached article states that "Half of the lead used in the country
is recycled from automobile batteries." Recycling efforts for other pro-
ducts needs to be available and encouraged. Perhaps other materials could
be used to make up the difference (or at least most of it) in lead usage.
We have so many trash dump sites as it is with plastics which do not break
down as well as other materials which are discarded and left to be eye-
sores for centuries until they do break down (to a degree). Disgarding
our trash in outer space is not the answer, apparently, as hazards have
been reported. Burying trash results in leaks that affect the water sys-
tem. We need to do more to create products that can be recycled, so that
we do not have to manufacture space for trash sites; and so our health
and natural resources are not endangered. Obviously, the people who de-
sire this plan to be implemented believe that any ill effects resulting
from this action would in no way affect them. If they are certain they
know who it will and won't affect, and that they're in the clear. I find
it disgusting that they would jeopardize anyone else's health. What a

selfish, dispicable thing to do (to say the least)!!!

I certainly wish someone would wake up and look for solutions to problems
instead of looking for the easy way out.

Sincerely, .

\JUarttc &7?eO
Heidi Rood

16436 B Balsam Ridge Drive
Ellisville, Mo. 63011
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Star Route, Rox 7oj
Mountain View, Mo. 6554

8

December 14, 1 or7

Thank "ou for the onportunitv to comment on the

Draft Environmental Imoact Statement. To tell

the truth, I am eurorised and disappointed that the

Forest Service seems to feel that another lead mine

is more important than protecting this unique natural

area. I realise that vou are trvlng for a compromise

situation that will allow lead mining while preserving

the nualitv of the environment, but due to the nature

of the land involved, the two voals =<re mutually excluste.

The statements on rare it5 concerning changes

in land use patterns smack of Big Business's response

to the locals who Protested the dumrinr of radioactive

water into the Susouehanna River after the accident

at Three Mile Island — if thev don't like it, thev

can leave."

If anvone should "choose to g'' elsewhere,"

it should be the minine companies, not the people

who are usinp a national forest as it was intended to

DEC 82 1987

haton/u rofiwr

R01
1

A_ ™.

B. Eric Morse
401 fairgrounds Road
Rolla

,
Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

6

be used. Surely lead is not such a rare mineral

that the onlv place where it can be found is in a

nat 1. 0^1 forest in an area ’-'here the porous nature of

the rock makes it victual1 v impossible to contain

polluted water. The mining companies can al’-'avg g

o

elsewhere, but once the rivers are contaminated

bv heaw metals, thev ~annot he cleaned up. Once the

endangered species are pone, thev are cone forever.

True, lead mining ma® provide a short-term

boost to the economy. But when the lead is cone,

and we're all buving food that's shipped in from

California because we can't trust what's grown

locallv, who will compensate us for our poisoned land

and water? The politicians and business men who are

trying to shove this lead mine down our throats?

Not likelv. Thev will not have to live with the effects

of their lead mine. The rest of us will.

Sincerely,

Marv Hodvson
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MaAA IWnlW
NATIONAL FOREST

ROllft M!L

238 Gendale
Farmington, MO 63640

United States Forest Service
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sir,

I

I am writing this letter in opposition to the proposed
opening of a portion of the Mark Twain National Forest to the
lead mining industry (Doe Run Company)

.

The Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management issued
a draft of an environmental impact statement stating that
there were some environmental risks involved, but recommended
that half the area requested be opened to mining anyway.

6

The possibility of 100 jobs (only a portion of which would
be filled by local residents of that area) does not, in my
opinion, justify the environmental hazards of the mining industry
and destruction of the natural beauty of the area.

I was insulted by the remark made by Sen. Danny Staoles
that, "... most people against mining in that area have never
seen a mine. The mining companies bend over backwards to
protect the environment ..." This remark seems to imply that
if these people had seen a mining area, they would then be in
favor of mining. Well, I have lived in a mining area all of mv
life, and I know what is left after the mines decide to move
on (chat dumps, slime ponds, quarries, mining shafts, polluted
water, and men without jobs)

.

I would certainly welcome any comments you have to substantiate
why our government would want to risk destroying one of the most
beautiful areas of the State of Missouri for approximately 100
jobs. You usually don’t see this much concern about unemployment.
Perhaps, the Federal Government could employ some of these oeople

.

I hope that the Forest Service makes the right decision in
this matter by denying the opening of the forest to mining
which would preserve our natural resources and the health and
welfare of many people.

Sincerely,

/&. $
Rita A. Stam

cc: Senator Danny Staples

United States
Department of

Hark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. Missouri 65401

Caring for the Land
and Serving People
for Over 50 Years l"

f»e/*an/ar^

DEC 2 2 1987
Reply to: 2820

Dear Cooperator:

Mrtjun i wauI
NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA M0.

Date: November 2, 1987

Enclosed Is a sunmary of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for

Hardrock Leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest In Carter, Oregon, and

Shannon Counties. This summary and the DEIS docunents the decision reached by

Regional Forester, Floyd Marita, and the Director of the Eastern States Office,

Curt Jones.

I would appreciate your review of the sunmary and any comments you have. Send

your written comments to me at 401 Fairgrounds Road, Rolla, Missouri 65401.

Please note, the comment period ends on December 24, 1987.

If you wish to make oral comments, you may do so at any of three public hearings

to be held at the following locations:

Tuesday, December 1. 1987

Wednesday, December 2, 1987

St. Louis, Missouri
Missouri Botanical Gardens
Ridgeway Center - Shoenberg Audltorlui

4344 Shaw
7:00 - 10:00 P.M.

Jefferson City. Missouri

Hotel Governor Ballroom
200 Madison
7:00 - 10:00 P.M.

Thursday, December 3, 1987 Win. Mis: rl

Public Involvement Is an Important part of the

process. Your comments will be considered as w

s1r
Tl

j!
nvlronmental Impact' statement

prepare the Final I

187
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Dear Mr. Morse;

PS- tve
DcA^wen

DEC 2 2 1987

NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA MO.

!

21 December 87

I am writting concerning the lead mining issue. I am in shock to

think that we could allow anything to jeopodize our beautiful Ozark

Riverways. Big Spring and Current River, not to mention Eleven Point,

and numerous other sacred waterways, are our natural resourses, and

I don't think that we can survive without them. Personally speaking,

I don't want our rivers and water polluted at any cost. There is no

amount of money or decrrese in unemployment that could ever give us the

excuse to compromise our land. We did not create it and we do not

have the right to destroy it. The fish and other wildlife in our area

would also suffer. I know that I do not want to worry about getting

lead poisoning from drinking the water or eating fish from the river.

Please do not allow them to come in and destroy our beautiful home.

This area is one of the most beautiful in the country, if not the world,

and we owe it to ourselves not to allow the destruction of our National

Forests and Waterways. We live here, Don't destroy our home.

Sincerly

j

Linda Beline

Pt 1, Box 51 D
Doniphan , Mo. 63935

65203
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DECEMBER 14,1987

DEAR MR. MORSE,

THANK YOU FOR THE DEIS ONTHE HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING ON THE MARK

TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST. IT WAS WELL ORGANI ZED, COMPREHENS IVE AND

EASILY UNDERSTOOD. YOUR EFFORTS IN THIS MATTER ARE VERY MUCH AP-

PRECIATED. I AM A SMALL FARMER IN SHANNON COUNTY AND OCCAISONALLY

WORK AS A CONSULTANT TO INDUSTRY ON CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES.

THERE ARE SEVERAL POINTS CONCERNING MINERAL LEASING IN THE OZARKS

THAT NEED TO BE HIGHLIGHTED.

A. LEAD USE AND MISUSE :

IT WOULD BEHOOVE US AS A NATION TO FOCUS OUR POLICIES AND

CORPORATE EXAMPLES ON SCALING DOWN THE USE OF LEAD. INCREAS-

ED EMPHASIS ON RECYCLING AND PROPER USE WOULD BE PREFERABLE

TO MINING ACTIVITIES WITH THEIR ASSOCIATED HAZARDS. MOVING

INTO AN INFORMATION ECONOMY SHOULD ALLOW US TO ACT MORE

RESPONSIBLY TOWARD THE USE OF TOXIC MATERIALS. CERTAINLY

THERE ARE RISKS THAT MUST BE TAKEN FOR HUMAN LIVELIHOOD,

BUT WHY OPEN UP THE PROSPECT OF LONG TERM DEGRADATION FOR

A MARKET THAT MAY DECLINE.

f*. B-e

pC<-en»rn

DEC 2 2 1987

NATIONAL FOREST

IROHA MO 1

C. HERITAGE:

IF THE TRENDS CONTINUE IN THE INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS

AND THEIR EXTENSIONS I.E. THE THIRD WORLD, WE SHALL

LEAVE OUR CHILDREN AND THEIRS A POISONED EARTH TO IN-

HABIT. POLLUTION ON A LARGE SCALE IS CAUSED BY MANY

INDEPENDENT DECISIONS TO MARCH FORWARD WITH DEVELOP-

MENT WHICH MAY SEEM TO HAVE MINOR RISKS. COMBINE ALL

THE DECISIONS AND WE HAVE DISASTER. THE WORLDS WOUNDS

WILL HEAL ONLY IF WE START USING MORE DISCRETION ON

THE LOCAL LEVEL. THERE IS NO DOUBT IN MY MIND THAT

^ MINING ACTIVITIES IN THE MARK TWAIN FOREST WILL BE
3

A DETRIMENT TO THE OZARKS AND THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE

AND VISIT THERE. LET US PLEASE STAND UP FOR GOOD

COMMON SENSE AND COURTESY AND REJECT THE MINING LEASE.

A-
TECHNOLGY :

MUCH OF MY WORK IN THE PAST HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH POL-

LUTION ABATEMENT SYSTEMS. MY EXPERIENCE SHOWS THAT TECH-

NOLOGY WORKS WELL SOME OF THE TIME LEAVING THE ENVIRONMENT

VULNERABLE TO THE EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES. HOWEVER

STRINGENT THE LAWS, MITIGATION MEASURES OR CONSTRUCTION

PRACTICES, THINGS DO NOT ALWAYS GO AS INTENDED. MANY TIMES

IT IS PREFFERABLE TO SAY "NO" IN THE BEGINNING THAN TO

WATCH THE DAMAGE UNFOLD BECAUSE MITIGATION MEASURES DID

NOT WORK OUT.

JAMES R. PAXTON

PO BOX 7506

PENSACOLA, FL. 32514
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tMCf' MINERALS
/VlfcC. EXPLORATION< COALITION

Minerals Advocate

In Public Policy

Mailing Address:

Bo* 195

767 South Xenon Court

Lakewood, Colorado 80228

1303) 232-4310

B. Eric Moise

Fore9t Supervisor

Hark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolls, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

The following comments constitute the response of the Minerals

Exploration Coalition ' (MEC) to the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement (DEIS) for hard rock leasing on the Mark Twain National

Forest. The MEC represents companies and individuals engaged in

exploration for locatable minerals on the federal lands.

In reviewing the summary of the DEIS, we note that the highest

development scenario would provide the largest economic benefit

to the area and disturb the largest amount of land. The amount

of disturbed land (3,335 acres) amount to 2.8 percent of the

study area (119,000 acres). On the face of it, it would appear

that this important mining activity could easily be accommodated.

However, in the description of the Preferred Alternative,

Alternative D, it is reported that tailings impoundments would be

prohibited on 60 percent, transmission corridors prohibited on 52

percent, mine/mill facilities on 50 percent and haul roads on 39

percent of the area. According to Table 1, 30 percent of the area

would be available for occupancy. But, the numbers game is misleading.

The Important consideration is the compatibility of mining in this

small mining area, with other objectives of the Forest Plans.

Mitigation measures are outlined which satisfactorily reduce or

eliminate adverse effect to the environment, water resources, land

character and threatened and endangered species. Revision would

be required in the visual quality standards to permit mineral

activities over a larger percentage of the area.

Reply to:

Lakewood Colorado

LC. Lee

Washington Representative

L. Courtland Loo

Landovet. Maryland 20765

(301) 322-5762

December 17, 1987
pcr*eiwco

DEC 22 1987

NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA MO.

B Eric Morse
Page 2

December 17, 1987

We support the revision of the visual quality standards. With
careful citing of the mining facilities, the use of screening
techniques the mining actlvites, could be largely unnoticed by a

visitor in the area. Even if it is necessary to relocate existing
roads or other facilities, one should not assume that such changes
would be adverse. Changes could provide the opportunity to enhance
the use and enjoyment of the area by local residents and visitors
by better developing the visual resources.

The St. Joe Company and its successors have produced lead in

Missouri for more than 100 years, thereby providing a needed
commodity, jobs, and wealth to the citizens of Missouri and the
Nation. We believe that every effort should be made to assure
the continuation of this enterprise. We believe it can be done
at the same time that environmental, water, and wildlife qualities
are retained.

The Minerals Exploration Coalition thanks you for the opportunity

to comment of this DEIS.

Sincerely,

President
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NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA MO.

Rt. 5, Box 117

Ozark, M0 65721

December 10, 1907

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, M0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I wish to express my concern over the U.S. Forest Service
and Bureau of Land Management proposal to open approximately

119,000 acres in Shannon, Oregon and Carter Counties to lead

mining.

6
!

61

I be lit

could resul

re there should be NO miner

of the possibly severe en\

and because of the health

il leasing in the proposed
ironmental damage that

isks such mining poses to

Jennifer Ailor

4509A Idaho Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63111
December 17, 1987

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
USDA Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I have studied the summary of the DEIS for hardrock leasing
of Mark Twain National Forest in Missouri and attended one
hearing on this DEIS in St. Louis on December 1, 1987. I now
have definite opinions and would like to express them on

I did not find any real significant reasons in the DEIS Summary
why Alternative D was decided upon as the preferred alternative.
The lead industry's needs were given much more importance
into the decision over the welfare of the forest itself.

The Environmental Consequences section of the DEIS plainly
states that there would definitely be detrimental effects,
some known and some unknown, to the forest's environment.
This didn't seem to weigh too heavily at deciding which alternative
wa$ best.

The Forest Service needs to abandon the archaic idea that
national forests are our "natural resources". The Forest Service
should adopt modern strategies to preserve our national forests
as the priceless, irreplaceable "sources" and treasures that
they really are.

Alternative A is the only alternative that takes full consideration
of the environmental effects on the forest.

Respectfully yours,

^r-f //1
L^C

Robert M. Yourko ‘

FQ. IW>

pemenmn

DEC ?. 2 1987

NATIONAL FOREST

ROILA MO f
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MISSOURI SPELEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Government Agencies Liaison

21S9 Lone de 1 1 Rd. Arnold MO 63010

20 December 1987

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

fb. R-e

RFreivco „

DEC 2 3 1987

NATIONAL FOB£OT

'ROLLA MO

This is in reply to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
proposed mineral leasing in the Fristoe Unit. We find that the DEIS is completely
inadequate not only in its scope and direction but also in the depth of inquiry.
The decision making process is perhaps the most puzzling; how an allegedly
unbiased group could come to such a conclusion as the preferred alternative is a
complete mystery to us.

We believe that the finding was reached first and supporting arguments were
developed second. Although this is contrary to the way that such processes are
supposed to work we see nothing in the DEIS that leads us to any other
conclusion.

8

In the past Missourians have trusted the Forest Service to do what is right with
public lands within their state. It appears now that the normal processes have
been usurped and decisions are now made at higher levels with responsibility
given to the Mark Twain Forest only to justify the decisions. We have the
distinct feeling that previous efforts, public meetings, and comments were all

basically a waste of time; the decision in support of alternative D appears to
have been made with no consideration of public opinion whatsoever.

The Missouri Speleological Survey has cooperated with the MTNF for many years.
When we responded to the Environmental Analysis we offered our expertise to
the Forest Service in developing an EIS. We have far more information on caves
and karst in the area than any other agency that we know of. Our offers of help
were never even acknowledged. Worse yet, when the DEIS was finished we
weren't even sent a complete copy. All we received was a six page summary; we
assumed that this was all that was sent out. From other sources we learned that
a complete DEIS was available and we obtained a copy (from other sources) less
than a week before the end of the comment period. How does the Forest Service
expect us to evaluate a technical report if we aren't even sent one? Why, one
might ask, weren't we sent one? One might darkly suspect that our comments on
the DEIS were not even desired. We would ask that the comment period be
extended for at least six months so as to allow us to conduct further field work
and study the issue at length. There seems to be no good reason for the obvious
haste that the Forest Service is in. Can this possibly be related to political

pressures? We think so.

Another disturbing note is that the DEIS is not written from an unbiased point of
view. There are many examples of the use of persuasive terminology throughout

6

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

the DEIS. Negative impacts are softened and positive ones enhanced. This is not
the sort of unbiased report that we have come to expect from the Mark Twain
National Forest.

Since we have not had time to thoroughly examine each statement we will have to
make some general comments on broad issues.

Karst Terrain

1. The Forest Service knows as well as we do that there is no way to prevent
contaminants from reaching the subsurface water systems in this area. The
springs and rivers in the lease area are of national significance. We find the
DEIS summary of these issues, problems, and solutions to be superficial at best.

2. We see little evidence that Tom Aleys's landmark work on Hurricane Creek was
consulted during the writing of the DEIS. At any rate his conclusions about the
nature of land management practices in the area seem to differ with those of the
writing team.

3. Aley's dye traces represent only a beginning of what should be done to
completely identify groundwater basins. That work was done with future grazing
and forestry practices in mind. Mining problems represent a completely different
sort of problem.

4. The DEIS glosses over the possibility of catastrophic collapse of tailings
ponds. Aley (et al 1972) give numerous examples of collapse in karst terrains
brought about by the building of impoundments. Several of the examples are in or
near to the study area. What evidence does the BLM and USFS have that this
can't occur again? Everything that we know indicates that these occurances are
quite common jr. — - : . irs~. terrain. Ignoring the facts does not char ; j the
truth. The DEIS indicates that tailings impoundments are preferred but the
suitability of the land has not yet been investigated. If no suitable locations are
found the DEIS indicates that other methods would be investigated. Shouldn't
such a determination be made before mining is approved?

5. By Aley's definitions, most of the groundwater recharge in the area is

discrete rather than diffuse. This insures that if contamination occurs (a

certainty) little or no filtration will occur. Further, most of the recharge is
hidden; that is, the intake points are covered by residuum and gravel.

6. Saying that contamination will not occur because state regulations prohibit it

is ridiculous and unprofessional. This is akin to saying that murder never occurs
because it is illegal. Laws alone don't stop pollution and the events of nature in

a karst terraine are hardly predictable.

7. A statement on page 25 says that tailings and other impoundments may
improve water quantity by regulating flows. Absurd. This indicates a lack of
knowledge about the storage capacity of groundwater systems in the Ozark karst.
On the same page a single paragraph discusses risks from catastrophic collapse.
Is this discussed in more detail elsewhere in the report? (Remember we have had
only a couple of days to digest a 150 page report.)
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8. The section on groundwater flow seems well done. It is hard to believe that
the decision makers actually read this section since it points up the considerable
difficulty of predicting directions of groundwater flow.
ECONOMICS

I The economic analysis section is incongruous. One one hand we are told that

0 I market conditions cannot be taken into account in denying a lease; on the other
I hand much space is taken up justifying mining on an economic basis. Furthermore

I

the economics is basically flawed since it fails to take into account the effects of
a new mining area on the old (Viburnum) area. Won't older, less tax-advantageous
mines be closed when the new ones are opened? This has always been the case in
the mining industry; why should it be different here and now?

I On page 22 it is stated that economic questions are outside the scope of the

41 DEIS. Curiously, pages 100 to 109 discuss the economic benefits to be enjoyed
| through approval of the permits. An explanation of this incongruity is needed.

THE FOREST PLAN
I What is the point of having a forest plan if it is going to be modified each and
I every time that economic interests demand it? The idea was to give consistent
I management for a number of years. How is the public to trust the Forest Service

| if this sort of modification is going to be constantly done?

8

8|

It appears to us that the recommended alternative would result in a forest plan
that involves a forest in name only. Thus, corridors along highways would be
created so that occasional visitors (driving through) could not see the negative
effects of the mining upon their public lands. This is not forestry; this is

make-believe. If you are going to allow mining why not put the mines and
attendant facilities right along side the road so everyone can enjoy the
less-than-scenic splendor of heavy industry? By hiding such development the
USFS concedes that such uses are not what the public expects to find on their
national forests.

SPECIFICS

I

Figure 1 1 indicates that many of the negative effects would be mitigated. It

should be noted that this is opinion only

1

Our opinion on the successful
mitigation of negative visual effects is completely different.

6|

2

1

°l

6
|

6
|

Also on page 43: It is stated that a great deal of the study area use is devoted
to dispersed or undeveloped recreation. How does this relate to our previous
question about levels of visual expectation?

Page 48: Yes, some forms of cave life may be more abundant. It is also likely that

new forms will be identified, some possibly rare or endangered. Additional field

work will, without a doubt, turn up many new caves within the study area. Such
work is only done by volunteers from this organization with a minimal amount of

funding.

Page 50: It is noted that economic and social effects are not limited to the study
area. But negative effects beyond the area are ignored as are all environmental
effects outside the area. Once again, editorializing has occurred.

Pages 67-68: The many problems of tailings are noted. Has this been considered
in the economic analysis? There is, of course, no mitigation possible for the

contamination of groundwater by tailings. The drilling effluent mitigation
considers disposal in places where recharge features will not be affected and yet

it does not note that these places are frequently hidden from sight.

Page 69: it does not matter that septic tanks are few and far between. In a karst

region this is not a useful guide. Localized pollution can affect a wide area
through karst transport.

Page 70: “...water contamination from tailings is possible.” The term "probable"
would be more unbiased here. Again, we note editorializing.

Page 72: "...contamination ...could happen only in the low and high development
scenarios." Isn't that exactly what is proposed?!

Page 74: “Site investigation... would have to establish beyond a doubt that it

would not subside, collapse, or leak excessively.” It would appear that since this

a virtually impossible criteria to meet, the recommended alternative could not be

approved.

I Page 75: Since, as the DEIS states, “mineral-related effects on water flows and
41 levels would depend on many factors" this makes predictions almost impossible.

Figure 16 is silly. Who determined what levels of visual expectation different
types of visitors have 7 Does this include people who use trails and backroads to
get away from civilization? I

Page 78: "Mining and milling could destroy all these (dispersed recreation quality,
visual beauty and quietness) values on site..." Could? Would is more likely. This
editorializing is distressing'

Figure 17 cannot be read on my copy. That is: areas M and MM appear to have the
same color.

6
I

Page 43: according to the dye trace map it would appear that most of the study
area is within the Riverways watershed. This is no minor oversite. Big Spring
and the ONSR are of national significance. Again, there appears to have been
subtle editorializing to minimize the negative aspects.

I

Page 43: According to our records and the map which this organization made and

presented to the MTNF Palling Spring is not a small cave. It is the second
largest cave on the entire Forest.

6

Page 80: More editorializing and mmimalizing is present. “Mine/mill sites might
significantly impact the landscape.” “Mineral activities could change the visual
resource..." "Often the impoundments are constructed by damming a hollow...”

Words such as "might”, “could", and “often” demonstrate an inappropriate use of

qualifiers in what should be a unbiased report. Worse, they indicate a

predilection for mmimalizing harmful effects on the part of the Forest Service.

6

Page 83: It is not surprising that the mitigation effects for the Eleven Point are

so short since the DEIS assumes (incorrectly) that no water pollution will take

place. Similarly, the effects on the Ozark National Scenic Riverways (page 84) do
not include the possible contamination of Big Spring and thus the effects are

minimalized as being "indirect.” We reject this assertion'
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Judith F. Capelli
Virginia Institute of Marine

Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062

Mr. Leon Krldelbaugh
U.S. Forest Service
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Krldelbaugh:

6

6

I strongly urge you to consider and respect the status of the
Eleven Point River as a National Scenic River and to reverse your
decision to allow lead mining in the adjacent Mark Twain National Forest.
In view of the fact that your environmental impact statement acknowledges
significant environmental risks posed by mining operations it is imperative
that mining be halted forever in National Forest areas surrounding the
Eleven Point River. This river is a precious and beautiful natural resource
that belongs to our entire nation. It is important that it be spared the
environmental degradation that would come from the mine tailings, fumes and
dust that your report acknowledges as damaging risks posed by the proposed
lead mining. We need to cherish and protect the tlmberland, wildlife,
streams and groundwater of the Eleven Point River watershed because it is

an Irreplaceable resource. To significantly change that precious landscape
would be a crime. It would also set a dangerous and unthinkable precedent
to allow developments on National Forest areas adjacent to and surrounding
a National Scenic River that could detrementally impact that National River.
It was not the intention of the legislators who formulated and passed the

legislation to establish National Scenic Riverways that these riverways be

raped by other national agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management. Those who have interests in the economy of the

region must bow to the greater wisdom of our U.S. legislature to preserve
the area for the national good. Also they should consider that tourism will

be a much sounder base to build a future on as these wilderness and

semiwildemess areas become increasingly rarer and more highly valued by
urban populations for recreation purposes.

As an environmental scientist working on Uetlands for the state of

Virginia, and as a former resident of Missouri who enjoyed the Eleven Point

River on many occasions, I again urge you to reverse your decision to allow

lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. Copies of this letter are

being sent to the Secretary of the Interior, the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, the Bureau of Land Management, the Governors, Senators and Congressmen

of Missouri and Arkansas, and other appropriate agency heads.

Sincerely,

PuJ/Xf -F
1 y^ee/4 '

JFC/twh
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Page 85: “...quality of the experience could bo reduced it recro*tioni*ts porctivo

these activities as being unnatural..." Well# of course they will!

Page 86-86: The conclusion reached is that persons wishing to use areas such as
the Eleven Point and Irish Wilderness would be forced to go elsewhere. This is

very true and yet the report barely mentions this effect on the use of these

nationally significant areas.

Page 94: It is noted that construction silt could provide food for cave animals.

Wrong. These types of ecosystems are not built around organic debris washed
into the cave. This is noted earlier in the DEIS. One cannot improve the quality

of the ecosystem by introducing a foreign element into it.

Page 95-96: This section outlines the problems of cave ecology. The water table

fluctuation is# like silt# a function of specific cave environments and a general

statement about possible benefits or minimal negative effects may not be valid.

Also# a five acre buffer is not enough for some caves# particularly bat caves or

geologically fragile caves. Does the five acre buffer refer only to the entrance?

What about the land over the cave? Additionally# what is the meaning of surface

occupancy? Does this include roads# etc. or only buildings?

Page 108: It is reassuring and interesting to note that this nation's security

does not rest on the approval of mining permits in this area. Again# however, it

is noted that negative effects of not mining (increased imports) are discussed

while negative impacts of mining (Viburnum area decay) are ignored.

Page 109: No reclamation costs? Really?

Page 112 Does the USFS really believe that most of the work force will come

from the untrained and unskilled labor pool of the area? It is hard to believe that

the mining companies (and the attendant unions) will leave behind skilled labor in

the Viburnum trend areas and undertake the cost of training new employees. How
many operating engineers will be found locally? Blasting and drilling experts?

Environmental engineers?

Page 117-119: It would appear that there is no safe# economical# and easy way
for tailings to be disposed of. It is not true that the thickened discharge method

could be safely located on upland areas. The terms "frequent exceptions" and

"generally" seem to be mutually exclusive.

Page 119: "the risk of release. ..is very small." This is not a true statement. All

the available data points to the exact opposite.

Page 120: Again# "chance of a release ...would be very small". Wrong again.

Page 122‘- Why would those various structures and improvements be left? What

kind of mitigation is that?

Our conclusions:

1. The integrity of the groundwater and surface water regimes cannot be

protected despite what is implied in the DEIS. Mining cannot be done in an

intense karst are such as proposed without running the risk of extreme

environmental damage.

1

2. The economics of the situation are not such as to convince us of the necessity
of lead mining. Further <e find the justification to be flawed since it completely
rules out ccsT3 .1 ad in repairing environmental damage. The proposal
overstates the economic benefits and ignores several economic drawbacks.

6

3. The proposal would change the recent Forest Plan. We believe that the
Forest Service must stick to its well-conceived plan. All possibilities were taken
into account when the plan was written. Why should they be changed now, only a
short time later# and for the benefit of big business only?

s|

5
|

4. Much more time is needed for studying the complex issues involved. We
cannot imagine that detailed studies could be finished even within the next five
years. There is no good reason for rushing to a conclusion now. The mining
proposals should be turned down now, studies commenced, with new applications
made when the technology catches up with the environmental risks.

8l
5. Our preferred alternative is "A."

We thank you for this opportunity to comment. We only wish we had a longer time
to study the proposal in depth.

Again, we stand ready to lend our help if it is desired.

Government Agencies Liaison

cc:Thomson, Vineyard# Wilson
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12/20/07

Dear mr . morse,

I hav/e read the Enviromental Impact Statement summary, and

it amazes me that after listing all the things that can go wrong

enviromentally ,
the Forest Service says they are still going to

allow mineing in the mark Twain Forest. If the permits are actually

granted and mineing begins; and after the ground water is contaminated

(and the contamination will happen— it's only a matter of time), it

will be interesting to know where the legal responsibility lies.

Sincerely,

RF^cn/orj

"r C 23 1987
!

!

NATIONAL rojiEST
^

RO'LA M0.

Bill Stratz
Shannon County Landowner
mailing address: 0356 S, County Line Rd.
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B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National ]

401 Fairgrounds Road
Ft)11a, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

This is a protest against proposals to mine lead in the Mark Twain National
Forest, in an area of Karst topography that drains directly into two National
Scenic Rivers, into major caves and into sene of the most spectacular natural
springs in America.

pmrwntmr) ^
1

DEC 24 1987
-'

MARK TWAIN ~
NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA MO,

December 20, 1987

Lead is a toxin. It is poisonous. Lead interferes with various metabolic functions,
causing such damage as inpairment of kidney function, anemia, mental retardation
and cancer. There is clear evidence of it's damaging effects, especially on
children.

6

Lead mining cannot occur in the Mark Twain National Forest without a serious risk
to ground water quality. By the time the springs are noticeably impacted, the
groundwater will already be damaged, along with the living things that depend
on it, including rare and endangered cave species. We have seen lead mining
before. We knew deadly effluents will, sooner or later, drain into the Current
and Eleven Point Rivers. In the end, these unique and irreplaceable springs,
caves and rivers will die.

This wild and scenic area of Missouri's Ozarks is no place for industrial
n development. The mines and mills, tailing ponds, powerlines and access roads

D
|

would destroy the wilderness quality of this fragile environment

.

The U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management and their policy of
"multiple use" have turned the American west into an over-grazed desert and are
responsible for the clear-cut devastation of the TOngass National Forest in
Alaska. New the Mark Twain is threatened by proposals to mine lead, and poison
this beautiful wilderness.
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MAUK TWAIN
NATIONAL FOREST

ROLLA MO.

The U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management are not local; they are
National agencies, funded in Washington. Their direction is not our direction.
In Washington, USFS and BUM officials could not care less about the Eleven Point
and Current Rivers. In their big-city, fast-track ignorance, they have never
heard of us or our sacred places. Why should Doe Run Mineral Corporation be

I

allowed to destroy a National treasure for profit? TO even consider lead mining
within the drainage of two National Wild and Scenic Rivers is an outrage against
the American people.

Sincerely

,

7XA7>
Ij
;J'FZSAy<tS

Ann Schneider
Box 223
Ste. Genevieve, MO 63670

Tdm Schneider
Box 223

Ste. Genevieve, M0 63670
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^bALS^ MULTIPLE USE SOCIETY

Dedicated To Multiple Use and Protesslonal Management

of Public-Owned Land and Resources

December 22, 199?

Mr. B. Eric worse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I have reviewed my copy of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for Hardrock .Leasing on the Mark Twain National
Forest in Garter, Oregop, and Shannon Counties. I notice
that three of the five alternative^' would rea.uire amendments
to the Mark Twain Land and ^R6 source Management Flan. This
suggests that the Land and Resource Management Flan must
have developed without utilizing professional minerals
guidance.

I

I ask that you make all necessary ajustments to the Lana
and Resource Management plan in order to accommodate the
alternatives displayed in the Draft Lnvironmental Impact
Statement.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft _nviron-
mental impact Statement. I hope my comments will help to
integrate both the above documents.

Yours truly,

Dean Pennington /
Geologist
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W6364 Wendlant Road
Onalaska, Wisconsin 54650
December 24, 1987

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Q |
Please register us as vehemently opposed to the introduction

Oj of lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest.

We are appalled that this is even being considered, given the

I

harmful impact this could have upon the region. The
introduction of lead into the ecosystem can destroy fishing,
harm people, and adversely impact tourist trade.

Thank you.

Very sincerely.

Dr. and Mrs. Carl Korschgen
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12/28/8?

i Eric Morse, Forest supervisor.

„-.»;r:r:::rr-^!rrsn^.
’*• *>™ “» ~
watersheds. hougn u

w t+h recycling
present administration would be more concerned with recy

resources than leasing away our natural resources.

George A, Behrens

868 Albert Ave.

Glendale, Mo. 63122
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United States Department of the Interior

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
RESTON. VA 22092

In Reply ReferTo:
WGS-Mail Stop 423

3EC 2 3 .£;

B Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

U.S. Forest Service

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

F.s R-e

PB«m "*f*

DEC ? 9 1987

NATIONAL fOREST

pmu mo. i

We have reviewed the statement as requested in your of November 2, 1 987

3

5

The discussion of hydrology on page 34 should distinguish between porosity and
permeability. Porosity refers to the ratio of the volume of the pores in a rock: to the
volume of the mass of rock. Primary porosity comprises the original openings
created when a rock or soil formed whereas secondary porosity develops in a rock
subsequent to its deposition or emplacement. For example, secondary porosity may
develop through stress distortion processes, through dissolution, or through both,
as fractures and solution cavities form. However, large porosities do not necessarily
mean high permeabilities. Permeability is a measure of the ability of a rock or soil

to transmit a fluid under a hydraulic qradient; thus it is a measure of the inter-
connection of the pore space in a rocx or soil. Interconnection of pores is necessary
for permeability to exist, regardless of the type and amount of porosity.

The third sentence of the second paragraph in the second column of page 34 should
read: "Ground water does not always spread out randomly in all directions from
any point of recharge." (As shown in the text, the sentence is incorrect; there are
instances cited in the geohydrologic literature on karst where ground water does
spread out in all directions.)

I

Tables 9 and 10 on page 37 should cite more specific timeframes for the dates of
collection of the water samples in order to make possible meaningful use of the
data.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) requests that we not be cited as a cooperating
agency in the subject environmental impact statement. Our Missouri District's

involvement has consisted only of reviewing various drafts. The USGS has not
participated in writing the report or in the actual evaluation of potential water-
resources impacts.

One general concern which we have is the lack of data available upon which impact
evaluations can be based At the present time very few ground-water and surface-

water data are available for the area. Furthermore, no plans for timely collection of
the necessary data are evident To permit proper advance evaluation of potential

impacts, reliable detection of impacts during mining and milling operations, and
successful execution of mitigation or remedial measures for any detected impacts,

three qroups of data will be needed. These will include: (1) pre-mining baseline

data; (2) data collected during actual mining and milling operations, and (3) post-
mining data, including monitoring for delayed effects and possibly monitoring for

the degree of success of any remedial measures attempted Our Missouri District

would be available to assist in designing and acquiring this vitally needed
hydrologic information

Because the area under consideration is in intensely developed karst terrain, the
statement should address the potential for adverse impacts from sinkhole and
surface collapse that may result from dewatering and other ground-water
withdrawal operations involved in mining and milling Commonly in karst terrains

when the buoyancy effect of ground water is decreased by lowering ground-water
levels, blocks may drop from roofs of cavernous openings and sinkholes mav
collapse. In some situations this collapse mechanism may extend to the surface,

affecting aquifers and facilities Mitigation for destroyed, damaged, impaired, or

degraded ground-water supplies from wells and springs should be described

Page 28 and elsewhere throughout the report the following changes should be
made:

Jefferson City Formation should be Jefferson City Dolomite
Gasconade Formation should be Gasconade Dolomite
Eminence Formation should be Eminence Dolomite
Potosi Formation should be Potosi Dolomite
Derby-Doerun should be Derby-Doerun Dolomite
Lamotte sandstone should be Lamotte Sandstone

Sincerely,

ta» James F. Devine
Assistant Director

for Engineering Geology

Copy to. District Chief, WRD, PNR, Tacoma, Washington
District Chief, WRD, Rolla, Missouri
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7422 Warwick Drive
St. Louis, MO 63121

December 28, 1987

Forest Supervisor
USDA Forest Service

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sir:

I have already written a letter to you explaining my position on the

•unmary Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Hardrock Leasing on the

Mark TWaln National Forest in Carter, Oregon and Shannon counties. Since that

time an article has appeared in the December 21, 1987 issue of Newsweek
which further supports the position I took in my letter. The article is

enclosed and I urge you and your colleagues to read it. It states that the

federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry has found that the

level of lead "from electric water coolers can be very high and can pose

quite high toxicity risk for all individuals, not Just children." In addition,
drinking water from municipal and residential plumbing also poses a threat.
Asv-a result of these findings and those of the EPA based on "a growing body of
research suggest(lng) there may be no "safe" lead Intake" and prompting the
EPA to lower its lead limit standards, the Halsey Taylor company, believed to

be the largest manufacturer of electric coolers, "is planning to stop
using the offending lead solder this winter."

These facts show further that the demand and need for lead will decrease
in the coming decades and brings to light another serious question. Why are
you, as members of the federal government, contradicting the decisions of

your colleagues in the federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry and the EPA in controlling and stopping the poisoning of our water
and environment with this highly toxic substance?

As I discover more facts about this issue it becomes more clear that you
are involved in an insidious plan to ravage the Mark Twain National Forest
for the sake of a few greedy and a lot of misguided people. When will you
wake up to the fact that lead is no longer needed by our socletiy and that
healthy recreational areas are?

Again, I hope and pray that you will not allow the mining of this areal
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Sincerely,

Y&Ls Jm
Linda Schaffner

DONIPHAN, MISSOURI 63935
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fo. Ervc Morse
Forest ^Supervisor

Mark Tuoa'm Jkat- Faest

401 fairQrounds Rd.

Rolla ,missoun £ 5^01

Dear iDr. (Morse,

8

6

I am uontiruj to voice 00^ opinion that it

is a mistake +0 alloco lend in our IFark

TuoQin KlakonaJ Forest ot LOinona Tte environmenfa/

damage, is beyond consideration od possible stima/a/^

to 4he_ local economy. 7here is no puce tag tor

Our 0 unspoiled /and. On belnal? ok myselk and

mon\| cdbers ok 4be Oeark ttvorecyon
{

please do

not allouo jke lead mining.

Si ncerely

lama fa T Cooper
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(314) 331-1169

DR. VALGARD JONSSON
4116 Kooln Avanuo

St Loull. Missouri 63116

December 23, 1987

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla, MO 65401

RE: Reply 2800

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to you again to protest the possible leasing of a large area of Mark

Twain National Forest for lead mining to the Doe Run Corp.

8
|

6
I

As a person who has devoted approximately 23 years of his life in combatting lead

poisoning in children in St. Louis and, at the same time, fully knowledgeable about

lead mining and its consequences on the environment, I strongly recommend that

Alternative A: No Lease be adopted by all parties involved, i.e., the Forest Service

and Bureau of Land Management. Not only will it affect all aspects of wildlife and

nature, but it will also cause pollution, erosion and drastic destruction of the

environment that cannot be reclaimed.

We are seeing more lead in drinking water and one of the affects that might result

from the mining in the area would be increased lead intoxication of the populas and,

from studies that have been going on for many years, it appears that there is no

safe level of lead in human conception.

We need to have the Mark Twain National Forest untouched for human enjoyment and

use other than mining or lumbering.

B

1? 18 15 0 W IS

®M 41988

mIhK twAIn nAhonal mjiill

ROUT MO.

Sincerely,

Dr. P.H.

December 17, 1987

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road

Rolla, M0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

8|

The Ozark Mountain Paddlers would like to voice Its opposition to hardrock
mineral mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. We support Alternative A -

maximum resource protection - no mineral leasing in the study area.

Your own Environmental Impact Statement fully admits that possible environmental
damage could occur to soils, water and air within the study area. Likewise,

it is brought out that there is a threat to wildlife, flora and fauna.

We also request a ninety (90) day extension before any decision be reached

in this matter. This must not be decided hastily.

Sincerely,

Shane Webb, Chairman
Conservation Committee 0MP

P. O Box 1581 • Springfield, Missouri 85801
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and kill us prematurely
Tests have already proven that seepage from lead tailings will go into

our springs and rivers, our wells and our bodies and those of our children.
How much sense does it make to create jobs with lead mining. only to

poison those who work and their families - and hundreds, perhaps thousands
more with BRAIN DAMAGE AND BIRTH DEFECTS?

Please, let's be smart and stay HEALTHY Make a good choice and
Say NO to Lead Mining here in the Mark Twain National Forest.

Write : Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Rd

.

Rolla. MO 65401 Deadline: Jan 8. 1988
Call 996-2538 and tell your representative "NO!" on lead mining in Mark

Twain

.

Send a copy of this, signed "A Citizen Against Lead Mining in Mark Twain"
to Eric Morse at the above address.
(copies available at Take Two Copy Shop. State St. , Doniphan, for
cents Make two and send one to a friend.)

This information from The Doniphan Coalition Against Birth Defects
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MISSOURI NATURAL AREAS COMMITTEE
P O Bo* 180 • Jeflerson City • Missouri - 65102

January 20, 1988

m b e b 0 w e m

JAN ? i 1988 J

WrsonsjisanoiEi
muufi

Mr. B. Eric Morse

Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

The National Park Service representative to the Missouri Natural Areas Commit-
tee has asked the Committee to review the Draft Environmental Impact State-

ment for Hardrock Mineral Leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest, specifi-

cally as to potential impacts to natural areas and potential natural areas within

the area being considered for mineral leasing.

You are aware that the Missouri Natural Areas Committee is an entity estab-

lished jointly by the Department of Natural Resources and the Department of

Conservation under formal agreement between the two departments. Its authori-

ty arises only from the legal authority of the two parent departments. The
Forest Service has regularly had a participating representative at meetings of

the Committee since 1981.

Preliminary results of an ongoing Forest Service natural feature inventory

Indicate that eight natural communities of exceptional natural quality and nine

additional communities of statewide significance exist within the area proposed

for leasing and subsequent mineral development. Several of these communities

contain rare or endangered species, and an additional five locations for rare or

endangered species have been found. One of the communities, Tupelo Gum Pond,

has already been designated as a Missouri Natural Area. Sixteen of the other

communities are potential natural areas, pending further evaluation.

It is the Committee’s view that, if mineral leasing and development were to

decrease the biological diversity, affect the surface or subterranean water

quality, or otherwise degrade the natural integrity of these sites, that would be

a loss to the natural areas system and to the people of the state.

The purpose of this letter is to ask you to ascertain whether mineral leasing

may adversely affect potential natural areas on the Mark Twain National Forest,

and to take such determination into full account in selecting from the alterna-

tives set out in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely,

/'ti - y
'AAc

—

~/y<~ yy

't C-t-ri •; / ‘

s'S'SLty
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA

ILLUL

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY, FISHERIES & WILDLIFE
1-30 Agriculture Building

Columbia, MO 65211
314-882-7242

December 29, 1987

Mark Twain National Forest
Eric Morse, Supervisor
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

As a professional who is trained and experienced in forest
resource management, I am addressing these remarks to your DEIS on
Hardrock Mineral Leasing in Carter, Oregon and Shannon counties. I

am presently the Professor of Land Use Planning at the University of
Missouri, School of Forestry, Fisheries and Wildlife, but write as a

professional and not on behalf of the University.

Q |
I must strongly oppose your preferred Alternative D, and support

Oj instead NO ACTION AT THIS TIME for the reasons outl inedHselow.

y| 1, There is no clear need for more lead at this time. The project
should not be considered further until need is proved .

2. The area proposed is Karst topography. Water moves underground
here in ways not adequately known at this time. The project

^ should not be considered further until this water movement isu completely understood and can be protected. The risk is too

great to proceed given present knowledge.

3. The existence of state regulations in no way prevents

I

environmental damage as the EIS suggests. The project should
not be considered further until environmental risk can
specifically be described, and plans specifically shown to deal

with the risks. Doe Run should be responsible for the

descriptions, plans and even regular compliance checks (if all

these complaints are remedied).

The overall Mark Twain forest plan was only recently approved.
These has been no change in knowledge regarding lead mining.
The plan, which reflected broad review and public comment, ought
to be followed now. Input then did not support this lead mining.

MORSE

184

Page 2

12/29/87

5. Recent public meetings showed that even local residents, who

need jobs, want their water quality guaranteed first.

Thank you for this opportunity to comnent.

Sincerely,

'Alan R. Everson, Ph.D.

Land Use Planning

cc: A1 Vogt, UMC
ppn Kucera, DNR
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CONSERVATION FEDERATION
OF MISSOURI

OEOICATEO TO THE CONSERVATION OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES

728 WEST MAIN STREET • PHONE 634-2322 JEFFERSON CITY 65101-1534

ED STEQNER CHARLES F. DAVIDSON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

We have reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Statement- 4’or
Hardrock Mineral Leasing in the Mark Twain National Forest and offer the
following comments:

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL K

PROPOSED MIKING LEASES IN BIG SPRINGS REGION

WHEREAS D.S. Steel has applied for two Preference Right
Leases for lead and associated mineral drilling on Mark Twain
National Forest land in the Big Springs Region; and

WHEREAS the Forest Service has proposed to issue the leases
with certain stipulations; and

WHEREAS it is unclear whether Preference Right Leases also
include the right to mine; and

WHEREAS the proposed leases are in a highly sensitive area
which, if mined, could lead to the pollution of the area's ground
and surface waters, including its nationally famous springs; and

WHEREAS the technology does not now seem to exist to insure
the protection of these high quality waters; and

WHEREAS the Conservation Federation of Missouri opposes anyenvironmental degradation of this nationally significant and
recreationally important region;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Conservation Federa-
tion of Missouri Board of Directors meeting in St. James,
Missouri this 20th day of July 1986 urges the Forest Service todeny the issuance of the proposed U.S. Steel Preference Right
Leases in the Big Springs Region.
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nt. 1 Box 205
rtarrii-.’ouri, N.o. b525o
Dec. 22, iyi>7

Bear Mr. Horse:

6

I recently heard si,out the
possibility oi' opening up part of the
Big Springs negion to mining explora-
tion and i am v:ry much opposed to
such a plan. The effects of such
raining on the quality or the land
would be diastrous and the water
quality would most as uredly
deteriorate.

Land like this really cannot
be replaced once it is destroyed by
a process like mining, I would nope
that we could leave something for
future generations besides mine
tailings and polluted streams.

8

I

Please do what you c'.n to insure
that the original plans for these
forest lands are maintained and that
mining exploration is not allowed.

Thanksvery much,

Fenny i/jJawiiTski

5001 Erie
North Kansas City, MO 64116-2937
1^-22-87

B. Trie Morse, rorest Supervisor
and/or Leon Kridelbaugh, Staff Officer
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 69401

JJ
UN

'ARK I WAIN NAT Iff, i

. J’P.U
1'

Dear Hr. Morse:

3
|

I want to repeat my opposition to any mining in the
Winona-Van Buren-Doniphan district of the National
Forest or adjoining private lands. Flease recommend
Alternative A, No Lease.

Below, listed in no particular order, are specific comments
on the Draft EIS of October, 1987*

-tin

A

c.

Pg 59: The first column of percentages adds up to 119*>.

Pg 60: *0acause it is rural, it has a lower percentage

in the "orofessional/manageriar category. . . . 'etc.

This statement is not supported by the table (£21); in other

words, the percentages will change within a 100^ for the total,

without indicating any significant numbers, simply by the

change from urban to runll. Sin^w there can be no farming

in the urban areas, this larger Jperc&htage automatically

lowers the nftrcents of other occupational categories. The

statement may be true, but such statistics do not show it.

I

po* 105: Tablfc, 54. Transportation, Communications, Public

utilities category should add to 99, not 100; making the

total .jobs 2076, not 2077. This table is of doubtful use

since it doei not incorporate the mine construction jobs

envisioned in Table 4 (pg 10) and elsewhere. It would seem

to be purposely confusing; esoecially so since these tables

are widely separated in the EIS.

Page 7 ff. History of Lead Mining:
This section does not refer to the major naturalists

who first explored t .is area. Schoolcraft is, of course,

the first ono. But Bradbury, Ku'tall, Audubon all visited

Phis area and commented on either lead production or geologic

character. One of the early describtions of the 'shot tower'

at Herculaneum is found in the \orks of one of these explorers.

In addition, Bradbury, possibly others, givesfirst-hand .

observation of the Now Madrid earthquake damage . In an^l
environmental statement, it ceera3 so~et'.ing of a slight to

leave out T;hese great environmentalists or naturalises.

188 188

2 — Comments on Draft £18 3 — Comments on Draft £18

Brackenridge also travelled through the area at an early
date. While Dunbar, explorer under similar authority as
Lewis and Clark, may not have reached this area, his Ozark
researches may be iupprtant to continuing study of this
area for environmental impact.

Pg 101: Sentence above Table 27: '. . . less than 1/2 of
one percent change.' Yet this Table indicates that roughly
1/3 of the total jobs to be created by mining would be
'imported' labor, not having significant effect on local
employment problems. As it stands the sentence is highly
misleading.

5

5 |

Earthquakes: No significant attention is paid to this,
yet it is difficult to believe that the study area was not
affected by the New Madrid quake, one of the largest quakes
ever in the United States. I have been told that another
such ouake would affect buildings in Kansas City to some
extent. V/hile nothing could be done to mitigate an earthquake,
the extra damage caused by mining should be considered.

Bibliograohy
, pp 127-129;

Numerous citations are not given in thf? bibliography.
For example:

Pg 35, col 2, 1st full paragraph: Vineyard & Feder, 1984
Pg 34, col 2, 2nd full paragraph: Vandike, 1982
PS 35, col 2, of 9 other citations, only 2 are in the

Bibliography
PS 29, col 2, 3rd full paragraph: Williams « Vineyard, 1976
PS 4-5, col 1, 1st paragraph: Forest Seminar . . .

pg 44, col 1, next to last paragraph: Steyermark, 1965
p fti.

i

This last omission seems particularly inad equ ate-, since
Dr. Steyermark has studied the environment of t:;e wzark
r laoeau more thoroughly than any similarly-known biolo-rist.
only his Flora is listed in the bibliograohy. His opring
Flora, the studies of vegetation in the Ozark Forests that
are published b the Field Museum in Chicago, even his earlyworks with Palmer deserve some study and notation in this ,16.

Table 12: No emphasis is put on the Old Growth forost habitat.The value of this type of forest is just being discovered fullv.I« deserves protection, and the lack of emohasis on it in thisstudy would lead a casual observor to think that a similarcatastrophe could p'ccur in Missouri as has hapoened in theOld Growth timber 'of the Northwest.

rg 4p: How rauch private land is there in the study area?
I note in a recent issue of the Nature Conservancy’ na^r.inethat voe *un has contributed land^e^i4 new wildlife i

area, now much of the private land does Coe xun own
ur«

pg 43, Special Areas: No recognition is given in the LIS
that this study area contains more MDC Natural .treaB than
any other similar area in the state. I do not believe all
of these areas are listed. See The Terrestial Natural
Communities of Missouri, Paul v. Uelson; this ouolication
also list9 a number of endangered habitats and species not
mentioned in the do.

Other publications that should be consulted for the CIS and
listed in the Bibliograohy:

Springs of Missouri
Tbe Big onrinr's of Missouri . for historical value of springs
Caves of i:issc>uri
Mosses of the Interior Highlands of North America

The Bibliography of Nelson's work, listed above, is a good
starting point for additional work on the LIS. a'he works
of Thomas Nuttall might be added to that listing.

J

In considering ground water, springs, etc., no recognition
41 is given that this area has a far greater concentration of

[I
snrings than the area of the Viburnum Trend. Shannon County
has 26 springs of known water flow. The entire area has
more springs of known flow than any other area in the state
except in and around Greene County. It is internationally

I

known for its springs and water auality. No adeauate
explanation is ^iven to assure that the water flow could be
handled by Existing methods of mining.

Pg 8: Pay holes. Is there any reason not to give the
number of pay holes?

Pg 2, Map. There is no reason not to include in tl is mao
or a similar one the Missouri, County, City areas that are
located within the study area.

PB 79, col 1, last par-graph: ' . . . would not increase
beyond Federal standards.' There is no recrimition in t .is
report that one of the gre t values of the National I- or. st
is to provide an area of nurer air than cities. If the
pollution is increased in I-.TNF, there is little safety valve
anywhere.

ig 64, Table 23: The amount of these payments is sunorisingly
low. I would think a comparison might be in order, such as
the fact that the total payments would not be enough to
clear the streets of Mansas City of snow in a severe winter.
This trade-off is for one of the most beautiful areas in the
state, nearly unioue in its diversity of life species.

Thank you for your attention.

Paul .iHiams
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December 29, 1987

Enwright
jjj

ElJJLLiP
IJ JAN 4 1988

B. Eric Morse, Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest Headquarters
Rolla, Missouri 65401

MAM TWAIN NATIOKAI •

R0U.A.M0

Dear Sir:

Please consider the following comments concerning the questions
of lead mining in Mark Twain National Forest.

_| 1. Is there any evidence to indicate that the lead mines can be
O I operated without negatively impacting the environment?

No.

I 2. Is the demand for lead great enough to justify the opening
71 of new mines?

No.

3.

Should the need for jobs by the people of the region have
any bearing what-so-ever on this decision?

No.

4. The real question then is: Will the commercial benefit of

the lead produced by these mines in Mark Twain National For-

est outweigh the expected damage to the Missouri environment?

This can only be determined by comparing the value of the
lead to the value of the damaged environment and the clean-
up costs. My estimate says that the lead mines lose.

5. Could this be the start of another TAR Creek?

Yes

.

Sincerely,

ENWRIGHT LABORATORIES, INC.

Charles H. Reece, Ph.D.
Laboratory Manager

BaHBsagEBzasi d e s i g n bes c o n t r o i . g
25 Woods Lake Road (29607) • [bst Office Box 5287 • Greenville, South Carolina 29606 • (803)235-0707

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla. Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

The Board of Directors of the Festus-Crystal City Conservation

Club, and its 840 members would like to make our opinion known on the

proposed (E.I.S.) Environmental Impact Study which has been put into

motion by the lead mining industry.

4

As members of the Conservation Federation of Missouri, we believe

that our National Forest and Irish Wilderness should be left completely

alone with no type of development on or below the ground. These areas

like the Irish Wilderness were set aside years ago to preserve our

native Missouri for all time to come.

Mr. Morse we hope that we can put a final end to this undesirable

idea of mining under our cherished. Irish Wilderness, and preserve it

for the future for all Missourians.

cc: file

LLI o 1 L
i

JA" ,388 !i/

farTwii.M NATIONAL KiRtLT

Respectfully yours.

CHARLES A. BERGER

Secretary

191

Fox 359
Doni jhan ,

* 0 67935
D'-osaber 31, 19e7

Mr. E. -Eric I-orse , Forest
401 c’alrvround3 Road
Rolla, MO 65401 l»

Is Is IS II W II

JAN 4 1988

Ml

Re draft Ela on Hardrock Mineral Leasing
In Mark ‘'wain National .•’oreat, Missouri MAAK tWAIN NATIONAL

.

R01LA. M0

Dear Sir:

I have r^ad ana^ re-read the Draft Environmental Impact State-
ment. I have not found any unequivocal statement fihat the

I

proposed leasing would not cause degradation of the forest.
That's understandable I suppose, because such mining activity
clearly will diminish the surface apoearance of th9 forest,

OtI there is c nalderable rista that surface and ground water
^*| also would be adversely affected.

I

I urge that the forest service should not issue any oermit
for the proposed activity which clearly will diminish the
quality of Mark Twain.

I
sued

M J

MAftATWA^NAJIONALK . T

ROLLA, M0.

December 31, 1987

Mark Twain National Forest Service
Attn: Mr. Morse
401 Fairarounds Road
Rolla, MO. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

6

5

6
|

6

The FIS aooears to conced® that there will be contamination
of surface waters and that the road building ana mining activltv
involved will adversely affect t e surface aopearance of the
forest and even have some effect on timbering or at least timber
growth. There is no disputing those adverse effects, aroarently,
although the passage of time would surely "mitigate" them some-
what. But even time can't restore what we have now, once we
lose it - as we surely will if yfrtJ issue tie permits.

None of us should have to live with the certain deterioration
wnich will accompany full-scale mining activity. /hat if it can
be done more cleanly that! is typical of the activities of the
company which was the fore-runner of DOE RUN? hy should we
sacrifice the or sent beauty of our forest and lve uo the income
or revenue ana the Jobs we now g*t from tourists - in’ the hope
that the mining activity would bring in revenue and create a f°w
dozen Jobs? The manpower require j in raining these days would con-
sist of a few relatively unskilled local poople netting employment
perhqp s for a generation. For that we should give uo the revenue
ana growing numbers of tourist-related Jobs w lch should continue
to increase “or ,-enentlons to c ome?

I sincerely believe that any full-scale mining activltv in the
ar^as covered bv your rIS will surely lroair the areas' o-vsent
attractiveness for us natives and for tourists, and most likelv
will create water rr-ource /roblems which r.o umount of engineering
know-how and taxpayer dolLars will be able to solve.

271

2?l

Let ' s don '

t

Flease deny
give up our good water
the ao^llcations

I

and our beautiful natural resource.

I am writing this letter in response to the proposed lead mining

I

of the Ozarks. I would like to inform vou that I am oooosed to
any application for the exploration and minino of lead in the
Mark Twain National Forest.

My wife and I have vacationed extensively in the United States,
Mexico and Canada, but the trips we enjoy the most aiethe summer
and fall excursions to the Ozarks. Even in our oreat state o^
Texas, we have nothinq that compares to the Ozarks: not even
the piney woods of East Texas. The money we spend as tourists
has given us many fond memories and has helped to stimulate vour
local economy.

When we bring our friends from Dallas, they all fall in love with
the beauty of the Eleven Point and the Current River. I hope that
one day my wife and I will be able to bring our children to the
Ozarks to hike and canoe in an unspoiled enviroment.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John David Ruhl
6021D Orinda Drive, #2039
Dallas, Texas 75248

192
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January 4, 1988

Mr. Leon Kridelbaugh
Staff Officer for Lands & Minerals
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Kridelbaugh:

Please accept this letter as ny formal comment on the draft

I

Environmental Impact Statement. I am in opposition to the
concept of exploration and/or mining in the Mark Twain
National Forest area.

Your consideration of my request would be most appreciated.

WG: rsg
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MARK TWIN NAJtOMJ. FU_jI
touaw.

Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain rational Forest
401 FflirgroQn^s Rd.
Rolla, MO. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

In regard to the issue of l'-a ' mining in the Mark Twain

I

National Format n ar th : ".1* ven Point Riv~r, I am in favor of
alternative A, for complete protection of the wilderness resource
of these public lands. I have been following this issue with
interest, as it is a classic example of the larger struggle
between diminishing natural resources and the insistence of
corporations for unfettered access to whatever resources they
desire, whenever they desire then, and wherever it suits their
interests to take them.

I
jjyjJL

7 Orchard Lane
Kirkwood. Missouri 63122
January 4, 1988

Mr*. B. Eric Morse
401 Faigrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

We are writing in reference to the proposed hardrock mineral leasing

I

for the Mark Twain National Forest. We are appalled that the Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management would even consider granting such
a lease.

Although this issue has broad implications and is part of

I

an overall effort to overturn wise protective regulations, the
Eleven Point mining question has specific dangers for the local
wilderness resource: the pristine quality of the National River.
It also threatens the health of the local population through the

'®| Possible contamination of underground water supplies. These two
points alone necessitate your agency's action to prevent lead
mining there. It is clear that the Forest Service's mandate to
be a multiple resource agency in this case must lead you to forbid
any action which would wipe out your ability to live up to your
obligations to provide wilderness and water resources.

Because of the controversial nature of this issue, the hi.ghly-
eriotional-charged accusations flying on all sides, ar.d the need to

focus more on the possible consequences of lead mining in this area,
I request that comment from the public be extended beyond the present
deadline of January Sth. I also bequest thr.t my comments be made
part of the official record.

Thank you.

Paul Duckworth
1026 3. Fort
Springfield, M0. 65**507

It is imperative that this land be preserved for the future. In
fact there may not be a future if this present generation doesn't begin
to seriously save the land and wildlife. We thought the Forest Service
was dedicated to this goal; it is very upsetting to find out that it
isn't.

What is even more disgusting is the fact that there are other lead
mines in the area that are closed because of a lack of demand. It's
incomprehensible that this land would be destroyed for cormodity that
is not even needed.

We are especially concerned about the precedent that an action
like this would set. We hope that the proposal will be reconsidered
and dropped.

Yours sincerely,

Jan and John Willi
1
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Umber Marking
Volamr Determination

Stand Improvement
Valoatlon

Reconnalsiance & Plan*

Missouri Forest Management Company

P.O. Box 187

Potosi, Missouri 63664

January 4» 1988
Frank W. Meyers, Forester
Frank J. Meyers, Forester

(314) 438-1216

Reference 2820

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, Missouri 65401

Dear Supervisor Morse:

fil
E fi (? n w n

5h IAN 7 lag!

^

IMRX TWUN MjUjNAL fOR£ST
ROUAMOi

This is to comment on the mineral leasing proposals covering
certain National Forest lands in Oregon, Carter and Shannon
counties as outlined in your letter of November 2, 1987.

We write as professional foresters active in the application of the
environmental sciences and having a combined experience factor of
some sixty-five years and spanning almost half a century.

We write to urge that the mineral leases be issued for the area

I

under consideration. It is our ODinion that the restrictions and
guidelines of Alternative "Dn of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement are more than adequate to safeguard environmental quality.

Although some environmental protectionists are determined to see
only an insurmountable conflict between mineral exploitation and
environmental well-being, the record tells a different story. Thirty-
five years of exploration and exploitation in the "new lead belt" of
Missouri has demonstrated that with proper management safeguards,
environmental problems associated with mineral recovery can be
ove rcome.

Today in this "new lead belt" environmental resources are in large
measure improved over what they were 35 years ago. Soil condition,
by every measure, is improved. Plant communities have improved in
composition, variety, distribution and vigor,, Stream channels have
stabilized with resultant deeper holes and cooler waters. Animal
life abounds in numbers greater than before. Visual and air resources
have not been destroyed.

It should be apparent then, to those who would ^ee, that under
orofessional and practical guidance, mineral recovery and environ-
mental protection can be, and have been, compatible endeavors.
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Forest Supervisor Morse
lA/86

- 2

In considering lssusnce of the lease it must be recognized that If
these minerals are not extracted here, they will be mined elsewhere*
From a world environmental point of view, it would be better to
extract them here where there is a measure of control than in some
other area of- nation where their is none 0 We hope the environmental
pootectionists are not parochial in their view.

A further reason for favoring issuanoe of the permit is that it
can serve as a management guide for exploration* exploitation and
reclamation on private land in the United States and elsewhere
throughout the world*

A principle- value of the National Forest system since the days of
Gifford Pinchot has been to demonstrate procedures and to alert the
publio to the faot that wildland management can yield rich environ-
mental dividends*

The National Forest system has generated by demonstration and
example , wildland management and environmental improvement activities
far beyond its defined borders. This activity and influence should
continue in the field of mineral management.

Some protectionists assert that environmental protection involves
only non-use* The true environmental practitioner, recognizing the
inexorable needs of civilization, seeks to use and improve. We
hope that the Forest Service will proceed resolutely in that mode.

A TECHNICAL REVIEW OP

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON HARDROCK MINERAL
LEASING. MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST. MISSOURI.

December 30, 1987

Thomas Aley, PHG 179

Director

Ozark Underground Laboratory

Sine. 'iy»

'Frank W. M<r

YfayLfr*

—

V
A Public Service Project of the Ozark Underground Laboratory

FWM/ts
Warn and ImiiJ Vtt Inrtili/aiioni In Soluble Roek Tenant
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Ozark Underground Laboratory Draft Mining EIS Review
Ozark Underground Laboratory Draft Mining EIS Review

INTRODUCTION

The following comments relate to the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) dated October. 1987 and prepared by the

U.S. Department of Agriculture and Department of Interior. The
title is "Hardrock Mineral Leasing. Mark Twain National Forest,

Missouri.

"

This review has been conducted as a public service project of

the Ozark Underground Laboratory. It Is our Intent to enhance
public understanding of the Issues Involved and to Improve upon
the quality of data being prepured for public decisions. Of
necessity, our comments focus largely upon errors and omissions

in the document and on differences In data Interpretation.

Permission Is granted to any person or entltlty to use or

reproduce our document In whole or In part. Where appropriate,

citations would be appreciated.

The organization of our review basically follows the page
numbers In the EIS. We realize that the extent of a particular

comment may be greater than would be appropriate at the

particular point In the text where the Issue Is raised. However,
our approach will minimize the fragmentation of our comments.

3

6

The abstract to Barks (1977) Is highly relevant to the EIS; It

Is as follows:

Page 7. History of lead mining In Missouri. This Is a grossly

Incomplete and misleading section. While the section title

specifically states that this Is to be a discussion of lead mining In

Missouri, It Includes neither mention nor discussion of the

Tri-State Mining area (In southwest Missouri) which Is a world

famous lead-zinc mining district. The lack of mention of this

mining district, and the lack of mention of other lead mining
districts in Missouri (USGS et al., 1967) suggests that the

preparers of the EIS lack a fundamental grasp of lead mining In

Missouri.

If the EIS preparers' had known of the Tri-State District,

they would have discovered relevant data on the water quality
Impacts of abandoned lead and zinc mines and tailing plies. One
such reference Is Barks, James H. 1977. Effects of abandoned
lead and zinc mines and tailings piles on water quality In the
Joplin area. Missouri. U.S. Geological Survey Water Resources
Investigation 77-75. 49p.

Dissolved zinc concentatlons averaged 9,400 ug/L (mlcrograms
per liter) In water from abandoned lead and zinc mines, some of
which discharge at the surface. Contamination of the shallow
aquifer (cherty limestones) by the highly mineralized mine water
Is limited to the Immediate mining area. The quality of water m
the deep aquifer (cherty dolomites and sandstone) Is generally
excellent.

Dissolved zinc concentrations averaged 16,000 ug/L In runoff
from tailings areas. However, during a summer storm, runoff from
a 7-acrc tailings area contained maximum dissolved zinc, loud, and
cadmium concentrations of 200,000; 400; and 1,400 ilg/L,

respectI vely.

Mine-water discharges increase dissolved zinc concentrations
in receiving streams from a background of about 40 ug/L to about
500 ug/L during periods of low flow. The higher concentrations
are sustained during high flow by runoff from the tailings area
Deposition of tailings on stream bottoms increases zinc
concentrations in bottom material from a background of about 100

ug/g (mlcrograms per gram) to about 2,500 ug/g and Increases

lead concentrations In bottom materials from about 20 ug/g to

about 460 ug/g .

'

The Impacts of lead and zinc mining In the Joplin area may
well be an appropriate model for projecting the ultimate Impacts of

lead mining in the Winona study area upon water quality.

Certainly there are differences between the Joplin area and the

Wlnonu area, Just as there are differences between the Viburnum
Trend area and the Winona area. One difference Is that the

Viburnum Trend mining area Is relatively new; many or the

ultimate hydrologic impacts may not yet have accrued or been

measured in that area. In contrast, the problems In the Joplin

area are long term Impacts that society must deal with after the

mining companies have departed.

An adequate EIS would have demonstrated an adequate
understanding of lead mining In Missouri, the draft did not.

Page 8, top section, column 2. paragraph 3. "The Viburnum
Trend Is expected to produco at present levels to the year 2000".

Similar statements to this are found throughout the EIS. The
wording used here and elsewhere gives the reader the Impression

that the Viburnum Trend will be "mined out" by the year 2,000.

Additionally, as we find In Figure 4, Page 11, lead production hi

the study area would not begin until 10 years after the lease s

issued. The thrust of the EIS and the lead mining industry is

clear; the nation needs the lead and the deposits in the sludv
area must be given to the mining Industry immediately so that we
don't run out.
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There Is something strange going on here. The U.S.

Geological Survey et al. (1967) prepared U.S. Senate Document No
19 at the request of Missouri senators Symington and Long. In

that document (page 66) they stated that the Viburnum Trend
alone has the potential of 30 million tons of lead; they noted other
lead reserves in Missouri In addition to those In the Viburnum
Trend. Using Figure 23 (page 67) In the EIS we find that about
600,000 tons of lead per year has been mined In the U.S. (and
most of It In the Viburnum Trend) for the last 18 years; that Is

about 9 million tons of lead That means, using the USGS et al.

(1967) data, that there should be 21 million tons of lead left In the
Viburnum Trend. At the same rate that mining has occurred In

the Viburnum Trend for the last 18 years, the supply should last

for another 42 years (until the year 2029) before the U.S. would
need a new lead mining district. Incidentally, the USGS et al

(1967) report Is neither mentioned nor cited In the EIS.

On page 107 of the EIS the statement Is made that there are
16 million metric tons of lead In Missouri; that equals about 17.6

million short tons. The reference for this value Is given by the
EIS as U.S. Bureau of Mines (1985); strangely, the reference Is not
listed In the EIS bibliography. This 17.6 million tons value (in

1985) would suggest that there Is enough existing lead reserve In

Missouri for another 31 years of mining beyond 1987 (thus until

the year 2028); not all of this reserve would be In the Viburnum
Trend.

The fundamental source of the dire* prediction that the lead in

the Viburnum Trend will be "mined out" at about the lime the
mines In the study area would come into production is found on
page 107 of the EIS; the cited reference Is Wharton (1987). The
EIS notes that Wharton (1987) reported that the lead reserves in

the Viburnum Trend were computed to be 6.6 million metric tons.

As the EIS noted, this estimate was developed from the annual
reports of mining companies operating In the Viburnum Trend, and
that some of the companies Included only measured reserves in

their annual reports.

The KIS Is deficient In that IL Iiuh not Identified and used a
credible estimate of lead reserves In the Viburnum Trend area
The absence of such an estimate, and the resulting lone of
statements In the EIS, has created an Impression that lead
deposits In the EIS study area must be allocated to mining
companies Immediately because the deposits are needed for the
good of the nation. This In turn has biased the entire EIS
assessment process.
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team was also Ignorant of the Tri-State Mining District. Errors

and omissions such as these demonstrate that the EIS is lacking

In accuracy and credibility. Also. Figure 3 consistently spells

Viburnum Incorrectly.

Page 12, Mine Water Treatment. The EIS notes that the

volume of water to be pumped from a mine Is unknown, as site

specific factors can cause great variances. However, the volume

of water which could move through overlying units and Into the

mining zones are of critical Importance In assessing potential

environmental Impacts and the profitability of the potential mining.

IT the water volumes are sufficiently great, then even though

there may be a substantial amount of lead present there may not

be an ore body because It would not be profitable.

The EIS notes that there have been about 250 test holes

drilled In the study area. Has there been any assessment made

by the mining companies of permeabilities in the geologic units

overlying the Bonneterre Formation? If not, then the obvious

question Is, why not?

Any "prudent man" considering lead mining In the study area

would recognize that; 1) hydrologic issues. and 2) lead

concentrations and volumes, are the two critical factors which will

determine whether or not lead can profitably be mined in the

area. If holes are drilled to test for lead (about 250 such holes

have been drilled), hydrologic data should also have been

recovered from these holes The description of the test holes Is

found on page 10 of the EIS; the decision to use only a 1 1/8

Inch hole through the hydrologlcally critical units below depths of

about 1,200 feet has precluded good pumping tests which would

have provided hydrologic data necessary for making hydrologic

assessments. The present prospecting In the region has not

Included any significant hydrologic assessment work As a result,

and because of the tremendous national significance of waier

quality In the region, we do not yet know If there are any pay

holes. As a result of this, any consideration of mineral leasing Is

premature (and the EIS Is also premature). If you do not collect

the relevant data then you cannot answer the relevant questions;

that is what has occurred here.

6
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Page 12. Tailings Disposal. "The siting of a conventional

tailings Impoundment In the study area Is of major concern due to

the presence of karst topography. Studies have not yet been

conducted within the area to determine the potential for suitable

sites." The latter statement Is Inaccurate; suitable sites cannot be

located on losing streams, and essentially all stream segments in

the study area are losing streams. The losing streams in llm

region are major groundwater recharge zones for springs and

other groundwater supplies (Aley, 1975). Extensive groundwater

Ozark Underground Laboratory Draft Mining EIS Review
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As a related question, why has the EIS listed the Wharton
(1987) estimate In their text and In their bibliography, while
omitting the Bureau of Mines (1986) reference from the
bibliography? Why did the EIS not make any use of the USGS et

al. (1967) reference? The proper approach Is to assess the
various estimates and pick a value with the greatest credibility;

that was not done In the EIS.

Page 8. bottom section, left column. "Extensive exploration

drilling under prospecting permits has been ongoing for the past

8 years with approximately 260 holes drilled to date. Most of the
holes have not revealed favorable mineralization; however, a few
'pay holes' have been drilled. A 'pay hole' Is a drill hole which
encounters mineralization In sufficient thickness and grade to

Indicate the presence of an ore body. An ore body Is a mineral
deposit that can be profitably developed to yield metals... The
Preference Right Lease Applications submitted by U.S. Steel

Corporation (USX) ... were Initiated because of the presence of
pay holes."

While we understand the desire to protect sensitive company
data, an adequate EIS must be a factual, rather than a

speculative, document. Quantification beyond what is provided Is

needed If the EIS Is to comply with the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA).

The EIS must provide some definitive proof that pay holes

have been drilled and that an ore body exists, or Is very likely to

exist, in the study area. Please note that the definition of an ore

body involves profitability. Who has determined that these are

pay holes? What were the assumptions and values used in

calculating whether they were pay holes? For example, would the

drill holes be pay holes If the tailings could not be disposed of

by dumping them in surface Impoundments near mining or milling

sites? Would the drill holes be pay holes If residents of the six

county area who found employement In the mining Industry were

paid appreciably more than minimum wage? Would the drill holes

be pay holes If there were appreciable potential for water
movement through tho Derby-Doerun and Davis Formations? Would

the drill holes be pay holes if a fund endowed with milling

proceeds were required to pay for perpetual care of, and
corrective costs for, waste storage facilities (such as tailings

piles) after mining ended?

Page 9. Plgure 3. The Higdon Mine Is Identified as a

Viburnum Trend Mine It Is not, but Is Instead a component of

yet another region of rich lead deposits In Missouri. The
Viburnum Trend is nowhere near the Higdon Mine; a knowledgeable
EIS team even generally familiar with lead mining in Missouri

would have known that. It should be remembered that the EIS

ozark Underground Laboratory Draft Mining EIS Review
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hydrology studies have been conducted In the study area with

funding from the U.S. Forest Service, and the results have been
published (Aley. 1975; Aley, 1977; Aley. 1978). The reader will

note that none of these references appear In the EIS bibliography

although Aley (1975) Is noted several times in the EIS text.

The EIS would be more accurate If it concluded that, in this

study area, there are probably no sites of sufficient size Tor the

envisaged tailings ponds which are not partially or exclusively

losing stream segments. Any suggestion that there Is a

reasonable chance that tailings ponds could be located in the

study area must be viewed as a conclusion by the EIS lliul

tailings ponds may be appropriate land uses for groundwater
recharge zones. This is not compatable with current water quality

protection practices Even the layman can understand that If you
put wastes in areas where waters preferentially move Into

groundwater systems that you are. In effect, putting the wastes
Into the groundwater Itself. The Information from Barks (1977) is

relevant.

There have been efforts In and near the study area to make
losing stream segments function as lakes (Aley, Williams, and
Massello; 1972). The failure rate of such efforts Is very high

even though repeated "repair" efforts can be conducted rather

simply. The repair efforts seldom work in a lake. If you cannot
find and repair the leaks In a lake, how would one ever find and
repair the leaks In tailings Impoundments which contained

appreciable thicknesses, of wastes? The answer Is simple; you
couldn't and wouldn't.

Page 12, High Development. The statement Is made that the

probability for the occurrence of multiple ore deposits is very

unlikely, where are the supporting data for this statement? The
EIS draws many comparisons with conditions In the Viburnum
Trend (where there are multiple ore deposits); what Is the

difference here?

The public must have an adequate understanding of the likely

scale of an activity to be able to understand the magnitude of Its

impacts. IT it Is true that the occurrence of multiple ore deposits

Is "very unlikely", then the EIS should only be for a project

which includes a single mine. The scale of the proposed action

(tho mining) must be accurately stated or else the EIS must be
confined to a realistically narrow range of proposed actions. This
EIS tails to do either of these things; I cannot tell If we arc

dealing with a camel's head or a herd of camels

205
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Page 16. the lease stipulation. ’Mine tailings impoundments

will not be permitted within the lease area unless additional

studies conclusively show that such facilities can be constructed

In an environmentally sound manner...*

This strikes me as "loophole" language. What would be

needed are tailings disposal sites which will function in perpetuity

without causing detectable changes in ground water or surface

water quality. This would be In conformance with water quality

standards for the relevant portions of the Current River and

Eleven Point River. I suggest that the quoted portion of the

lease stipulation be altered to read: Mine tailings disposal will not

be permitted within the lease area unless credible studies

conclusively show that such facilities will function In perpetuity

without causing detectable changes In ground water or surface

water quality.

3

a deposit would not provide sufficient revenue to fund the actions

necessary to insure the protection of water supplies from all

related degradation.

Page 27; Soils, Minerals and Geology, paragraph 1. 'These

rivers and their tributaries have cut v-shaped valleys hundreds
of feet deep*. That is incorrect; typical tributary valleys have

broad floors and are certainly not v-shaped. Valleys with broad

floors are typical of losing stream valleys.

Pages 28. 29. 32. 36 and undoubtedly elsewhere. Many

references are cited, such as Martin et al. (1961); Kisvarsonyi

(1977). Williams and Vineyard (1976); Gann et al. (1976); Aley

(1975); Vandike (1982); Duchrow (1977); Barks (1978); Bake and

Fletcher (1969); Vineyard and Feder (1974); Tryon (1978); U.S.

Geological Survey (1976 to 85). The only one of these references

listed in the bibliography Is Tryon (1978).

5

8

5

5

Page 17, Areas of National Significance. Much of the study
area contributes recharge waters to Big Spring and the Current

River; these are components of the Ozark National Scenic

Rlverways. They should be mentioned.

Page 22. Alternatives Eliminated from Detailed Study.

The BIS did not conduct a detailed study of the option to

postpone or deny leasing until lead market conditions Improve.

The rationale Is understood. However, there Is another

fundamental alternative which was apparently eliminated at the

same time; this discussion deals with that alternative

While it may not be appropriate to postpone or deny leasing

until market conditions improve, it is appropriate to deny leasing

if the deposits are not commercially viable. The determination of

commercial viability must include more considerations than the cost

of mining and milling per se and the market price of lead

Appropriate waste disposal costs must be estimated and included

in the discussions. Because of the hydrogeologic setting of the

study area and the necessity of insuring thai mining will not
impact water quality, It is clear that all mining and milling wastes
will almost certainly not'd lo bo removed from l lie study area
This is not an area where "standard” mining approaches, such as
those used in the Viburnum Trend, provide an appropriate model.
The EIS, in basically selecting the Viburnum Trend approach ns

the model for the study area, has failed to provide the
comprehensive analysis necessary for a proper BIS. As an
illustration, the EIS states on page 10 (under the heading "low
development"); "A mineable deposit generally consists of at least

15 million tons of ore averaging 5% lead in a reasonably compact
unit." This Is the Viburnum Trend model. A 5% lead deposit In

the study area would not constitute a mineable deposit since such

5

The failure to list references In the EIS effectively limits the

ability of the public to review the adequacy and accuracy of the

EIS document. References appropriately cited In the text and in

the bibliography are an integral part of the document; their

absence is rather analogous to a document which has been

censored by cutting out sentences, paragraphs, and pages. An

appropriate review of the draft EIS requires that the entire EIS

be provided; this has not been done because the bibliography

fails to list critically important references which were cited in the

The Forest Service should withdraw the draft EIS until such

time as an ammended draft can be prepared and distributed.

Failure to do this will curtail thorough public participation. The

absence of numerous cited references from the bibliography is, at

best, extremely sloppy work.

Page 34, Table 7. Typical study area well water yields.

These data are derived from another reference not listed in

the bibliography. More valuable (and more meaningful) data would

have been derived from pumping tests in the mineral Lest wells of

the area.

Lead deposits may tend to be localized by factors which are

ulso associated with the localization of groundwater flow paths lo

springs Fracture traces and lineaments are an example. Aley

(1975) mapped some of these In the study area The large springs

of the region are typically located on or near one or more

lineaments (Aley and Aley. 1987). Many of the losing stream

segments of the region are also located on these lineaments. The
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technical literature (reviewed in Aley, 1975) suggests that the
lineaments in the study area may be reflections of Precambrlan
structures (some of these may be faults).

Lineaments and fracture traces in karst ureas are
characteristically vertical zones of enhanced permeability and
porosity. Because of this, and the fact that important springs are
commonly associated with lineaments, the Forest Service should
have discussed in the BIS the desirability of withdrawing mineral
deposits located on or within say a half mile or so of lineaments
in the study area to afford better protection for the groundwater
supplies of the region. There should obviously he no tailings

ponds considered for sites in losing stream valleys which are on
lineaments or significant fracture traces.

The EIS basically presumes that the geologic units in which
the proposed mining would be done are essentially hydrologlcally
separated from overlying units and from the springs of the

region. There are no meaningful data from the study area which
demonstrate this In fact, the units in which the mining would
occur may be locally well integrated with the springs of the

region; such integration may be particularly prevalent on or along
fracture traces and lineaments. There is no evidence that the
mining companies have made any effort to assess this issue in the

course of drilling any of their 260 test holes in the study area.

That has been a major omission in the exploratory work of the

region and should have been rectified prior to any public
consideration of preferential leasing.

As a related matter, the EIS failed to give consideration to

risks and hazards associated with catastrophic sinkhole collapse or
subsidence Induced by, or resulting from, the mining and related
activities. Relevant references Include Aley et al. (1972); this

monograph Includes relevant examples from within the study area.

Other relevant references include Foose ((1968), Brink (1984), and
Littlefield et al. (1984).

The EIS deals with deep and extensive mining beneath a karst
landscape. The area is characterized by deep residuum and some
major lineaments; major springs are often associated with major
lineaments. The Viburnum Trend area does not have all of these
features, but there are relevant papers in the technical literature

which the EIS should have used In assessing potential impacts of

such activities for the study area.

collapses (Brink, 1984). The Far West Rand Is characterized by
surface karst developed on deep residuum; those features are

similar to conditions which typify the study area. The depth of

the proposed mining In the study area is not specifically stated,

but depths from the surface of 1,200 to 2,000 feet seem likely.

The depth of the gold mining in South Africa Is typically even
deeper than this; Brink (1984) Indicates that most of It is at

depths of 3,300 feet or more (1 km. or more). The depth of the

mining provides no Inherent safety In karst areas. Additionally,

there are many similarities In the stratlgruphy of the Far West
Rand (Brink. 1984) and that found In the study area and depleted

in the BIS; there are also differences.

Littlefield el al. (1984) discuss the relationship of modern
sinkhole development to large scale photollnear features

(lineaments) In west central Florida. This reference indicates that

areas along major lineaments are at greater risk of catastrophic

sinkhole development than are adjacent areas. This certainly adds
support to the recommendation of prohibiting mining along or near

such features. Since major springs are also associated with the

lineaments, the paper by Littlefield et al. (1984) suggests that

such features are likely to be Impacted by catastrophic sinkhole

development and its attendant sediment transport.

5

6

The EIS needs a major section which discusses, evaluates, and
discusses catastrophic sinkhole collapse and the risk of Its

Inducement by mining within the study area. Such an assessment
needs good hydrologic data about subsurface conditions.

Page 60. Economic environment.

The economic analysis Is flawed by the Incorrect assumption

in the EIS that the jobs which will be produced by the mining are

new Jobs, they are not. Instead, these Jobs will be transferred lo

the area from communities in and near the Viburnum Trend.

Economic benefits to the study area counties will be offset by

economic losses to the Viburnum Trend area. Of course this would

not be the case ir mining In the Vlrburnum Trend would end at

about the time that mining started In the study area regardless or

whether mining began in the study area or not. There Is no

credible reason to assume that this will be the case since the

more credible data indicate that large lead reserves exist at the

Higdon Mine site and in the Viburnum Trend area (USGS, 1967).

6

There have been extensive and severe land subsidence and
collapse problems in the Far West Rand of South Africa which has
clearly been associated with gold mining in the region (Foose.

1968; Brink, 1984). Damages have totalled in the millions of dollars

and to date at least 38 people have died in catastrophic sinkhole

Page 66. Erosion. Column 2.
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Erosion values are not calculated for dewatering ponds or

tailings impoundments because it is assumed that these underwater
areas would not erode. Subsurface erosion and sediment
transport are prevalent in the study area. Fine textured
materials are flushed into and through the groundwater systems.
This Is why there are large sinkholes in the area. The EIS
assumption is incorrect; the amount of land area producing erosion

is about triple that used In Table 24, page 67.

Page 67. Soil Productivity. ’In a heavily forested area, heavy
metal pollutants are concentrated mainly In leaf litter. Very little

is found In the underlying soli. Evidence Indicates that
significant amounts of heavy metals are leached out of the leaf

litter and removed from the area, probably during periods of

heavy rainfall and surface runoff, and eventually enter streams.*

Aley (1975) estimates that about 75% of the groundwater
recharge in the study area occurs through discrete recharge.

Discrete recharge, which can also be called macropore flow.

Involves substantial volumes of water moving through localized

areas. With this type of flow system, heavy metals will also be

leached out of the leaf litter and introduced into the karst

groundwater system, especially during periods of heavy rainfall

and surface runoff.

6

6

no detectable adverse impacts on aquatic life. Cushman et al.

(1977) suggests that concentrations of zinc as low as 10 ug/L may
be toxic to aquatic biota. Cushman et al. (1977) also Indicate that
concentrations of lead as low as 7 ug/L and coppor as low ns 0.6

ug/L may be toxic to aquatic life.

The values from Barks (1977; page 18) provide insight Into

the quality of waters which would enter the groundwater system
from leaking tailings Impoundments. It Is totally inappropriate to

view the tailings Impoundments as essentially harmless dumps.

While we are discussing the chemistry of mining-affected
waters it should be noted that the EIS gives no attention to acid

mine drainage problems once the mining has ended (Platts et

al.,1979). The wall rock In the mines contains appreciable sulfide

minerals (especially in pillars of unmined ore are left for support).

If waters in the Bonneterre Formation Interact with waters from
overlying units along lineaments or other features, then oxygen
bearing waters have a pathway for entering the abandoned mines
and producing calcium sulfate type waters with appreciable

dissolved metals; these waters could then ultimately discharge

from springs and wells in the region. The water quality Impacts
of such mine drainage are also discussed from the Joplin area
(Barks. 1977. Proctor et al. 1977).

Page 67. Soil Productivity. *In the Viburnum Trend, tailings

were found to contain, on the average. 320 ppm lead. 8 ppm
cadmium and 500 ppm zinc...”

The EIS fails to understand the chemical processes which will

be involved with mine tailings The ores are sulfides. The same
thing will happen in the study area as happens in the Joplin area.

Barks (1977; page 4) explains: "Degradation or water quality is

associated with the removal of these minerals from their reducing

environment. Oxidation of insoluble metallic sulfide minerals in the

mines and tailings to a soluble form and subsequent solution and
hydrolosis of the soluble sulfates produces sulfuric acid and
liberates metals. However, nuelralizntlon of the acid by calcium

carbonate in the rocks ultimately results in high concent rat ions of

calcium, sulfate, and zinc in solution. Because of their insolubility

most other metals are rapidly precipitated."

It is worth noting that Barks (1977; page IH) found zinc

concentrations of 11,000 to 35,000 ug/L in water at all six of his

sampling sites where 80 to 100% of the flow was considered to be
derived from tailings seepage or runoff. By way of comparison,
page 71 of the EIS notes that state water quality regulations limit

zinc concern rations to 100 ug/L for the protection of aquatic life

It should be recognized that this is a value for the maximum
allowable concentration; it is not a concentration which produces

Page 71. Heavy Metals. ’Research In the Viburnum Trend. ..has

found that dissolved metals percolating downward through the soil

are securely bound by clay particles .at shallow depth, thereby
preventing them from reaching the groundwater."

The problem here is that discrete recharge waters represent

about 75% of all groundwater recharge in the study area.

Discrete recharge Involves appreciable amounts of water moving
through highly localized areas which are often deficient In clay

particles. Also, because of the large volumes of flow, cation
exchange capacity is rapidly exceeded, and much of the material in

solution is transported through the system. Securely binding

only 25% of the metals Is not sufficient There is an extensive
technical literature on macropore flow which members of the EIS

loam should have assessed and incorporated In the EIS.

Page 72, paragraph 2. ‘State water quality standards. ..and

general water quality criteria. ..limit both dissolved and particulate

heavy metals to harmless levels In surface waters and
groundwater.*

Not true. The limits are "maximum allowable", not "harmless".

See earlier comment citing Cushman et ai. (1977).

Page 73. Dam Failure.
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The EIS should have reviewed tullings dam failures In

Missouri, including the 1977 failure of such a dam at a lead mine

In the Viburnum Trend. The history of tailings dams in Missouri

Indicates that they are characterized by substantial failure rates.

The natural resource impacts of the 1977 dam failure should have

been reviewed by the EIS team, particularly In view of their

common reliance upon data from the Viburnum Trend area. I

assume that the EIS team did know of the 1977 failure even

though it was not mentioned In the EIS.

Page 109. The units or measure make things more difficult

than Is necessary. Weights on this pugo Include troy ounces,

pounds, short tons, and metric tons. "Normal" pounds and tons

should have been the exclusive units; thank you for not

converting all of these things to the metric system and further

confusing the Issue.

Page 117. Although tailings receive substantial attention In

the EIS. there Is no single description of what they are like.

Page 67 Indicates average concentrations of three heavy metals In

them, a more complete analysis should have been Included. On

page 12 we find that tailings slurry typically consists of about

36% solids and 66% water. On page 70 It is noted that almost 20%

of the tailings particles are 33 microns In diameter or smaller.

A thorough analysis and characterization of the proposed

tailings Is needed. What are permeabilities? What Is the particle

size distribution? Data such as found In soils reports (Gott. 1975)

would be useful. It should be noted that Gott (1975) studied soils

In the study area (this Is yet another report which should have

been listed in the EIS bibliography).

It Is ludicrous that the EIS report contains so little

Information about the physical and chemical nature of the wastes

which will be created. 1 cannot help but bo reminded of the

uranium and thorium processing wastes which were emplaced at

Weldon Springs, Missouri in the 1950’s and 1960's with little

appropriate assessment. The projected cost of cleaning up the

Weldon Spring problem Is now In the range of $300 million; that

will be public money. Public agencies must conduct appropriate,

thorough, and competent assessment work anytime they enter the

arena of waste disposal Issues. This EIS didn't come close to

such an assessment.

Page 119. Water Resources. “Although the risk of release of

tailings or mill waste Into the environment Is very small. IT such a

release occurred, water quality would be adversely affected.*

-13-

The risk Is not small. As tailings and mill waste management
Is envisaged In the EIS, the release of tailings or mill waste Into
the environment Is. to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty,
unavoidable and it will happen.

Perpetual care of waste sites resulting from the mining
activities.

At one or more points In the EIS the concept Is advanced that
perpetual care of the mining waste sites will be needed. An
appropriate way of funding such perpetual care would be the
creating of fund, during the mining period, which would be
adequate to pay all perpetual care costs. An estimate of the

necessary magnitude of such a fund Is needed.

On page 1 of the EIS. Background Section, paragraph 1. there
Is a discussion of the corporate structure of the Doe Run
Corporation which holds the interests in the two lease

applications. It appears to me that the Doe Run Corporation would
probably exist only during the mining; when the mine closed, the
corporation would dissolve. What corporation would provide the

perpetual care If a fund Is not created? Anyone familiar with the
problems posed by orphaned or abandoned hazardous and toxic

waste sites has an appreciation of the magnitude of the problems
and costs which old waste sites create. I have such an
appreciation, and believe that we have enough of these sorts of
problems already and need no additional white elephants.

SUMMARY

These comments reflect my assessment of the data and are my
resulting opinions. In matters related to hydrology and
hydrogeology. the comments should be viewed as professional
conclusions and opinions. I am a Professional Hydrogeologist,
certified by the American Institute of Hydrology; my certificate

number Is 179.

Thomas Aley, P1IG 179
Director

Ozark Underground Laboratory.

-14-
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Missouri Park & Recreation Association
1203 MISSOURI BOULEVARD • JEFFERSON CITY. MISSOURI 65101

(314) 636-3828
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JU JAN R (988

IURK MAIN NATIONAL fUi f/,iru
January 6, 1988

Forest Service
United States Department of Agriculture
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

To l It May Concern:

I am writing to you on behalf of the Missouri Park and Recreation
Association (MPRA) regarding potential hardrock mineral leasing in the Mark
Twain National Forest in Southern Missouri. Although MPRA has not taken an
official position on this specific matter, for the past 28 years our
association has regularly voiced its concern whenever there was a

possibility that environmental concerns would be compromised at the expense
of commercial development.

In formulating your deci!

Forest Service to place maximui

priority.

matter, I would urge the
on as its absolute top
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B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor Mark Twain National Forest 7 Jan 80
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Sirs

I am in support for mineral leasing in Shannon, Carter and Oregon Counties
of the Hark Twain National Forest as stated In the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. I feel this would improve the community economy, create well needed
Jobs, and not damage the environment.

Sincerely,
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Alton • Missouri 65606
January 4, 1900

UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sirs

My name is George C. Steakle. 1 live in the Greer Springs
community, not more than 3 miles form the spring which is in the
impact study area. I work for an environmental and analytical
laboratory. I have read your study and appreciate all of your
efforts in that I also attended your meeting in Winona.

1 take great exception to those persons who at the public
meeting spoke on behalf of special interest groups and so-called
environmentalists. They act out of emotion and personal interest
without scientific fact concerning the specifics of the issue,
because they quote data out of context which is not relative.
What is most disheartening is that these people have no concern
for the economic welfare and standard of living for those of us
who live in the impact study area.

Whatever happened to the term '•Conservation” defined as the
wise use of our natural and human resources. Is it not possible
for humanity, technology, and the world to be as one?
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January 8, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain' National Tarrest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Sir:

8

miiiiE

the Hardrock Mineral LeasingThank you for the opportunity to comment on

Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

8 JAN I

ililillTl'
'll

January 10, 1988

itoiTOnurnuto&i
_

Mr. 8. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I

I am opposed to those changes in the Forest Service management plan which

would allow hardrock mineral leasing and mining in the 157,000 acre study

area by the Doe Run Corporation or any other mining company for the

following reasons:

A strong possibility of water resource degradation in the Eleven

Point River watershed.

Habitat destruction because of forest clearings for roads, drill

sites, mine /mill facilities, powerlines, tailings impoundments.

81

8

I have read much of the EIS for Hardrock Leasing on the Mark Twain National
Forest in Carter, Oregon, and Shannon Counties. I saw in this mornings paper that
the country will probably lower the tarriff on lead from Canada. I am against
changing the original forest use plan to Alternative D. I believe that we should
stay with the original plan or go to Alternative A.

Generally, it is my belief that Alternative D will destroy the area for future
generations. I believe that we must not steal this inheritance from them.

Thank you for your time.

7 !

8 |

81

3. The visual impact of the above mentioned mining activities and

the noise pollution associated with same.

4. Less demand for and use of lead in recent years.

I would hope that you do not implement Alternative D (the preferred

alternative) but, instead, provide the maximum non-mineral resource pro-

tection by prohibiting mineral development at this time.

Sincerely,

Ralph E. Topham

818 Windsor Gardens Ct.

Manchester, Mo. 63021

Haftan

•

.
yUbi
Marilyn Hat!

8708 Sturdy Drive

St. Louis, Missouri 63126
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Mr. Eric Morse, Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

The Missouri Chapter of the American Fisheries Society appreciates this

opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on

Mineral Leasing in the Mark Twain National Forest.

This well written document adequately addresses the potential adverse

environmental impacts that may occur if mining were permitted in the

National Forest and as such heightens our concern that this activity could

have significant irreversible, adverse effects on surface and subterranean

waters, and associated life forms.

I

Clearly, mineral leasing is not consistent with the purposes for which these

public lands were acquired and are being administered. We urge the Forest

Service to adopt Alternate A end not compromise these nationally significant

public resources.

Sincerely,

Steve Eder
President

Missouri Chapter, AFS

cc: U. S. Forest Service, Milwaukee, WI

Congressman Bill Emerson
Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Mr. Jerry Presley, Department of Conservation

Dr. Frederick Brunner, Department of Natural Resources
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NATIONAL FOREST—^rr-rest Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, Mo.

Tear Sir:

H

Jan. 12, 1988

T he following members of the Petunia Garden Club wish to
express their disapproval of the proposed plan to allow
lead raining in the Mark Twain National Forest.

6

81

The destruction caused by mining in a large proportion
of this forest will be very detrimental to the entire
environment of the area causing pollution to the two
rivers, the Current and Eleven Point, which are in the
prime recreation area. It will also destroy the habitat
for the many varities of wildlife.

Please reject this disasterous plan.
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H, 1987

Bureau of Land Management

Dept, of Interior

'.Washington, D. C.

Dear Siri

I recently read in the newspaper that your department is in favor

of allowing lead mining in Mark Twain National Forest. I sincerely hope

that you will give further thought to the stand you are taking.

I recently had an opportunity to see first-hand the damage to the

environment that a mine can do to an area of natural beauty. Je spent

some time in Strathcona Provincial Park on Vancouver Island and even

toured the mine located in the center of this Dark. How this came

about is a long and painful story, but most of the blame goes to the

Ministry of Forests and Lands. Through the years a series of decisions

slowly but surely allowed park lands to be used for various commercial

interests.

The area where this mine is located looks like a moonscape, the

water it is releasing is pdluting streams and lakes, huge trucks and

buses (for employees) speed by on harrow highways at all hours of the

day and night. Canadians bemoan the day they ever permitted this to

happen

.

Let’s don’t let it happen here.

Thank you.

Yours truly,

Cf’jh'itML

Cherrie 3riscoe
(Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Briscoe
123 Clear Meadows Dr.
Ballwin, MO. 63011

J 0225 Chauce. Ave. Apt. 1

Saint Louis, Missouri

January 12, 1928

Hr. B. Eric Morse, Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
AOl Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65A01

Dear Morse:

the environmental risk to
?rshed area if lead mining
risk of long-term pollutic

River
My

i
I air. also concerned about the loss of beauty, peace and =0
which would result from opening the forest to any mining

There are so few of these delicate, beautiful natural habit
OJ left in Missouri. Please leave this natural area alone!

:udc*
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15,000 Concerned Citizens Urge:

Stop Increased Mining an the National Forest!
INTROWimON

TTic U.S. Forest Service (USFS)and the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) have issued a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
recommending that hardrock mineral leasing be allowed within 1 19 000
acres (Winona District) of the Mark Twain National Forest.
Oanservaaomsts and concerned citizens have reviewed the DEIS and
attended public hearings held by the USFS to learn of this proposal Weall
share a common concern far this region of Missouri 's Ozarks. We feel that
if the USFS plan is not stopped it will physically alter this area forever and
esnse certain other degradations to water quality which could carry
rami fica tions far beyond the issue of musing.

AH interested citizens should review this summary and then write to the
USFS urging that Alirmanve A (no mining-maximum resource
protection) be adopted. Each of us must act now.

We outline here a numberofvery serious impacts which will occur in the
Ozarks region and which you can use in formulating your letter. You can
miliar any or all of these, but write today.

VISUAL
This erca, around the Eleven Point River, is the heart of Missouri’s

Ozarks containing the most outstanding dements of our outdoor natural
beauty and ourrecreational areas. Within this region lie our largest springs,

clean and dear waters of streams and rivers, large underground caves,
extrusive forestsofoakand pmc, and spectacular bluffs. The area is rugged

E

This outstanding natural landscape, which is an attraction for both
residents and visitors, would be altered and changed by the openings
associated with dnll sites, vent shaft clearing, mine/mill sites, dewatering
ponds, and tailing impoundments. According to the plan, these openings
would be as small as 1/10 ofone acre, with others as large or larger than 250
acres in size The largest openings, 200-300 acres, would be the
impoundments for storing the tailings. These are large flarwater areas
created by damming natural hollows and draws. They are then filled with
residues of the mining aedviry. Dead trees, exposed tailings, dams, and
Urge polluted (latwaier areas arc a siarit contrast to the rolling hills and

would also have the associated roads and parking lots necessary for such

Electric transmission lines, pipelines, and roads would all create linear

corridors subdividing the natural landscape with unnatural walls of
clearing. The characteristic and extensive oak and pinr forests of the
Ozarks would be cluttered with lines ofshrubs and grasses noticeable from
great distances and from many vantage points. Our Ozarks might hardly
be recognizable behind these numerous alleysofdevelopment necessary to

Structures would also be erected, all above ground, for mining and
milling facilioes, headframes and transmission line supports (up to 100 feet

high) and dams.

IMEACIS ONjyiLDLRNESS VALUES AND
SIGNIFICANT NATIONA L NATURAL RESOURCES
Die 1 19,000 acre study area either contains or is close to a number of

nationally significant natural resources and features. Each of these would
be affected by mining and mineral development activities under all
alternatives except Alternative A. This is iccontwg to ite concfrioaru of
the USFS.

Chapter four .of the DEIS delineates the environmental tropics of

note that there would be unavoidable deleterious impacts even under the

most favorable circumstances where the effects would be mihgated to the

maximum extent possible Mineral development would also nsk severe
degradation to most of these areas in the event ofa tailings impoundment
(pood) failure, toxic substance spill, or other unplanned event.

The following nationally- significant areas are among the natural
resources in and around the study area. The Eleven Point National Scenic
River was designated in 1968 as an on ginal component of the National Wild
and Scenic River System. Greer Spring. Missouri’s second largest and one
of the roost beautiful anywhere in the world, cascades down a wild spring
branch canyon to flow into the Eleven Point Greer and other springs
feeding the Eleven Point River are recharged from wuerrhodj dmxjghom
the study area. The Ozark National Scenic Riverways coexisting of the

Current and Jacks Fork Rivers, wasdesignated a Naootiai Part in 1964. Big
Spring and the other numerous springs that flow into the Current arc

likewise recharged from a good portion of the study area. These complex,

karst hydrogeological systems are particularly vulnerable to degradation

6

8

6

6

The Irish Wilderness, long recognized as the premier Missouri wildland,

was m 1983. It is immediately adjacent to the study area. The

proposed Big Spring Wilderness^ kj^perJacksFork Wilderness and the

Catdarcva Wilderness are also nB®y- In adthnoO to threats to these areas'

karst features, mineral development would impact the wilderness values of

these lands and would detract from wilderness recreation experiences.

Cupola Pond, a National Natural Landmark, and Tupelo Gum Pond, rwo

unique sinkhole ponds with rare and endangered plant species, arc within

the study area. The study area also contains over 30 caves, numerous

springs, as well as other special karst and nvenue features, some of which

are already or have been proposed as members of the Missouri Natural

Areas System. The DEIS enumerates a long list of environmental impacts

that mineral development would or could cause to these nationally

significant natural resources.

8|
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NOISE
Noise can be minimized, but not eliminated. Noise comes from drill

sites, construction of access roads, drilling operations, equipment, and

activity on haul roads. In the USFS own words "unmitigated exploration

activities under any alternative except A could be very disruptive." The

DEIS mentions, lot example, that noise from vent shaft tans can be heard

far up to two miles from a vent site. The area of most interest for mining,

the preference right lease application area is less than two miles from the

Eleven Point National Scenic River. Floaters putting in at Thomasvdle. the

oldest city in Oregon County. Cane Bluff, or Boom Hole access points

would be able to hear mining operations as they floated by on their tnp

down the Eleven Point River.

Tom Airy, Director

Chart Underground Laboratory

Hydrologist, cm. Am. lost. Hydrology

I FAD IN THF. ENVIRONMENT: EFFECTS OF HUMAN
F.XPOSURE ... ,

- •*

I

TlexfisYhighlytDxic and cumulative element in our environment. It has

hem recognized os an industrial hazard for many yean, but its long term

effects as an environmental hazard have now become more imponanL The

toxicity of chemical elements is roughly the inverse of their abundance in

the earth's crust and in sea water. Elements such os lead, cadmium and

mercury that arc normally present in low concentrations in nature arc highly

State regulations for aquatic life and human drinking water limit lead to

50 parts per billion. The Environmental Protection Agency is planning to

reduce the permissible lead in drinking water to 20 pans per billion in 1 988.

I e.vd
,
like mercury, combines with the sulfahydryl groups of proteins,

including enzymes, to cause cellular death. A 11 forms of lead arc dangerous

but they are dangerous in varying degrees, depending on their solubility.

One of the major threats is that low level lead poisoning over a long period

of Hnv would result in genetic disruptions, which would culminate in

nervous disorders. In aquanc life, fish can accumulate dangerous levels of

lead in their flesh. The continued intake of small levels of lead for long

periods may result in a type ofpoisoning similar to that which follows the

ingestion of a large amouoi at one time- This is because lead is stored in the

body in the bones and may later be rel eased into circulation. Children are

especially susceptible to lead that is ingested because they absorb 35-50%.

For adults and children, all solid particles oflead inhaled are trapped in the

lungs and then absorbed into the bloodstream. Lead may damage the

kidneys, liver, reproductive system, blood creation and basic cellular and

Benjamin Franklin wrote an extensive treatise on lead poisoning in a

July 31, 1786. letter to his friend. Benjamin Vaughn. In the letter. Franklin

lamented the fact that no one seemed to be doing anything to protect people

from the known poisonous nature of lead. He ended the letter this way.

Thismy dear friend is all I can at present recollect on the subjecL You will

see by it that the opinion of this mischievous effect from lead is at least

above sixty years old, and you will observe with concern how long a useful

truth may be known and exist, before it is generally receiv'd and practis'd

The impact on ground water resources of lead m ining by the USJf

Corporation in the Mark Twain National Forest should be considered

against the background of the following generalizations recently

expounded by experts considering the problems of groundwater

a national leveL r.~irvr'

According to a study on groundwater problems published in Science,

-June 20, 1986^Contamination of groundwater la a particularly troubling

inaccessible making r\r»n up virtually impossible-" Susan Sherman, on

official at the Environmental Protection Agency, in the same Science

study, states. There was not a full appreciation of the potential for

groundwater contamination. We woke-up to the groundwater problems a

lot later than more obvious pollution problems." ^

The threat to groundwater quality from lead mining in the Mark Twain
National Forest comes primarily from three separate, but related problems

which arc not adequately addressed in the DEIS, recently submitted by the

USFS and the BLM. _ _
v.*/ ;

1. Data arc not presented to assess fully the interaction of w
formation to be mined with those overlying groundwaters and springs in

the region. It is well known that the proposed mining lease area recharges I

several large springs, e.g.. Big Spring and Greer Spring, and numerous
small springs, including many along the Seven Point National Scenic
River. Some dye tracing work has been done in the area to determine in

what direction and how fast water moves underground. Results are

surprising. Big Spring receives water from as far away as Mountain View,
MO, and Greer Spring recharges, in part, from as far north as Willow

I

5

il
5

Springs, MO. Because the karst topography in the proposed area to be
mined is substantially different and more porous from that underlying the
Viburnum Trend, it is believed that there would be relatively free
imeracuon between waters generated in the Bonne Terre formation, where
lead is found and those emanating from more shallow zones above the
Davis formation. Proponents of mining suggest that the Davis Formation
is impermeable and therefore would be a barrier to interaction between
groundwaters from all levels and those of the zone being mined. It is

known, however, that there are fractures in this formation, called
lineaments, which tun in. more or less, straight lines and penetrate throagh
most of the geological strata. This allows surface water to enter the

groundwater system and water from different levels to interact A few of
ihe major lineaments in the study area hive been mapped. It is also believed

that many lineaments oarer throughout the area. Lead deposits may
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pollution from mining activities. It is of interest that of at least 250 test

holes drilled by mining companies prospecting the area in question, either

se wells were performed to determine

is levels,or ifsuch studies were performed

at cited in the DEIS. In summary.

a of the effects of lead mining on water purity in the DEIS
a generalizations about possible interactions between geological

water but fails to give any definitive

ling this most crucial issue, which affects the ecology

able to determine from the DEIS whether, or to

11 affect water quality.

2. The second related issue is the specific problem involving tailings

chsposaL As previously cited, the karst topography in the proposed mining

area is particularly porous. Recreational, agricultural and sewage
impoundments are historically subject to failure throughoutthc area. Tram
Pood, built in 1930, will not hold water and the same is true for Dean Davis

Lake. The failure of the Wesz Plains Sewage Lagoon and its discharge into

Mammoth Spring have been documented. In addition, the failure of

agricultural impoundments throughout the area is high. When one

lies, one recognizes the possibility of developing a pond to

>e tailings, selected primarily for its proximity to any mine site.

id by tlx di

is a certain formula for disaster. These ponds are 200 to 300 acres in size

and contain approximately 15 million tons of toxic tailings which include

lead, other heavy metals and mining reagents. There are probably no sites

in the proposed mining area where even a single such impoundment could

be safely constructed. If leakage were to occur, it would not be detected

way to repair the leak once it began. To quote directly from page 122 of

the DEIS. “Such a collapse could be a very difficult, if not impossible, to

plug at reasonable cost" For these reasons it is believed that local storage

of mine tailing will be impossible, thus raising cost-benefit nine for the

mining oflead and legal questoas concerning whetheror not an“ore body"

exists. It is of interest that one of eight tailing ponds in the more

geologically stable Viburnum Trend collapsed in 1977. Lead has been

found in abnormal quantities as high in the food chain as the deer

population near Viburnum. A one in eight failure rate in this region of the

Ozarks is a risk we cannot accept.

1

3. The third issue relating to the impact of lead mining on groundwater

quality is the fact that the DEIS docs not indicate what levels of lead and

other associated heavy metals, such as copper, nickel and nnc would be

allowed in the water of the study area if mining were to take place.

1

Scientific rlsra indicate that serious degradation ofaquanc ecosystems will

occur if existing Missouri standards for water quality arc used for upper

limits of acceptable contamination. Cushman, R-L.,eual.. (Toxicity of 39

I

Trace Elements, Oak Ridge National Laboratories/TN/5973. 1977). have

demonstrated that heavy metals adversely affected aquanc biota at levels

far below those allowed by Missouri regulation.

A» ailable information concerning rapid and unpredictable movementof

groundwater in the proposed lease area, the probability of tailings

impoundment failure and the demonstrated impact of heavy metals

contamination in groundwater on ecosystems is enough to alert us to the

unique fragility of the area and to call for further indepth studies of

potential water quality problems related to lead mining in the Mark Twain

National Forest.

ECONOMIC CONFLICT

Leachates from tailings pond in the Viburnum Trend Area

The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to allow the Interior

Department to issue mining permits if it is found that such mining would

"not interfere with the primary purposes for which the (forest) land was
acquired." Moreover, such milling could proceed, “only in accordance

with such conditions nsmay protect such purposes." The primary purposes

for which the National Forest land was acquired include: soil conservation,

watershed protection, wilderness protection, outdoorrecreation and timber

production. These management objectives have been set forth m the USFS
recently adopted Forest Management Plan.

A1tertianve D. the Secretary's preferred alternative, now requires a

substantial modification to the Forest Management Plan as it affects the

study area, and more particularly, in ways that compromise all primary

forest objectives! Thus, the Secretary proposes to subvert the Forest Plan

in order to accommodate a mining industry. This appears to violate the

Secretary's legal mandate to protect the forest.

The Secretary offers no explanation in the DEIS for selecting alternative

D, however if implemented would produce the following benefits:'' 1) it

would continue the availability of low-cost lead for a relatively short

period, sometime in the early 2 1st century. 2) it would sustain a mature lead

mining industry in Missouri over the same short period oftime, 3) it would

augment local employment opportunities over the same period of time. 4)

I

it would augment revenues to the U.S. Treasury and 5) it would augment

Federal transfer payments to the local counties. Notably, however, the

in the DEIS that the nation's economy in the lead market requires the

explanation of all high-grade ore bodies prior to turning to alternate

sources of lead.

The most significant beneficiary of developing new mineral reserves in

the study area is the lead industry itself. Dot the market it serves. The DEIS
fails to distinguish between what's good far the lead industry and what's

good for the lead market

This Coalition believes that preserving the forest land and minimizing I

watershed degradation within the study area is more important than Iq
guaranteeing continuation of the lead industry fora few more years of the |w
early part of the 2 1 st century. Nothingcan prevent the eventual decline and

|

Industries, particularly those based on the extraction of deplctablc L
resources, change and die as their markets mature. In contrast, it is the |y
USFS duty to preserve the forest lands and wilderness values in perpetuity. |

The DEIS fails to recognize this crucial distinction between preserving |_
the land and water resources and helping to sustain, temporarily, a dying I

Q

lead mining industry in Missouri. Congress has not given the Secretary of I

Agriculture a mandate to keep the mining industry afloat at the expense of

other forest values. In fact, quite the opposite mandate is in effect. This is .

the crux of the issue. We insist that these forest values take precedence in
JQ

Federal Forest management decisions over the perennial demands of
|
^

mining interest to extract minerals.

Bibliography
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USFS urging that Alternative A (no mining- maximum resource

protectiao) be adopted. Each of us must act now. write:

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

TheUSFS deadline for public comment is February 5. 1 988. Youshould

ilw tend a copy of that letter to our two Missouri U.S, Senators:

Senator John Danfortb Senator Christopher Bond

Senate Office Building Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510 Washington, D.C. 20510

In addition, a copy of that same letter should be mailed to your U-S.

Representative of the district in which you reside. A map. showing the 9

congressional districts is shown below with a listing of the 9 congre ssmen.

The address for your Representative is:

Representative

House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Prepared and Sponsored by:

American Rivers

Arkansas Canoe Oub
East Ozarks Audubon Society

Greater Ozarks Audubon Society

Grand Gulf Audubon Society

Scenic Rivers Audubon Society

Coalition for the Environment

Drury College Environmental Oub
Earth First!

Environmental Action and Alert Group

Greenwood Forest

Local Commitiee for a Lead Free Ozarks
Missouri Speleological Survey

New Life Farm
Ozark Area Community Congress

Ozarks Environmen la I Coalition

Ozark Mountain Paddlers

Ozark Organic Growers Association

Ozark Society, Missouri/Arkansas

Sierra Club. Arkansas Chapter
Sierra Club, Ozark Chapter
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Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain Nat’l Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla. MO. 65401

yim - _r

JIJ JWI'888 .

jgggggsrj

Dear Supervisor Morse,

Tourism is Missouri's second largest revenue producing
industry and the Mark Twain National Forest (MTNF) is a very
important tourist attraction in the Ozark area. Scenic and
recreational attractions in the area, not including two
nationally designated scenic rivers, are in themselves money
making interests. Possible pollution from mining of these
concerns would be a serious mistake.

The Forest Service's Draft Environ/rental. ImP-agE-StaSemsnf
admits that serious environmental harm may occur if mining is
carried on in MTNF. New jobs may be added to the locality by
mining, but it can just as well discourage tourist from visiting.

Preserving the visual purity of the region through
corridors of "visual quality" does not ease my fears when
compared to the serious environmental harm to water resources
caused by such mining.

Lead and Zinc are not immediately needed vital resources

.

The endangering of a known natural resource, as the Mark Twain
National Forest, for minerals of low market value is short
sighted and dubious.

Mining should not be allowed in the important Mark Twain
National Forest.

Sincerely,

Jerry Haley
3416 Holmes
Kansas City, Mo. 64199

^,c JiL^r
.

'"I l'
/£ .
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Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain Nat'l Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla , MO. 65401

Dear Supervisor Morse

,

The Mark Twain National Forest (MTNF) is a very important
tourist attraction in the Missouri Ozark area. The scenic and
recreational attractions of the area, not to mention the national
designation of two scenic rivers there, are large money making
concerns. To threaten these with pollution from mining would be
a grave mistake.

The Forest Service's Draft Environmental Impact Statement
recommends that mining be allowed in MTNF, while making the case
that serious environmental harm may occur. Mining may bring in
a few new job3 to the area, but it may just as well discourage
tourist from visiting.

6
The idea of preserving the visual purity of the region

through corridors of visual quality is not comforting when placed
next to the serious environmental harm to water resources caused
by such mining.

7

The minerals to be mined (lead and zinc) are not a
immediately needed vital resource. To endanger a known natural
resource, as the Mark Twain National Forest, for minerals of low
market value is highly questionable.

®l

Mining should not be allowed
revenue producing region.

this beautiful and tourist

Sincerely

,
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14 January 1987

I “Jr
Q

W JAN I 088

Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to you regarding the recently released Draft
Environmental Impact Statement whoich recommends that hardrock
mineral leasing be allowed within the Winona District of the Mark
Twain National Forest. Specifically, I would like to register my
opposition to that recommendation.

You are certainly aware of the hy these whe
oppose the Forest Service's recommendation, so I won’t bother to
list what you already know.

In a word or two, I am simply disgusted that an agency that
presumably exists to serve the greater needs of the American public
and nation has become, once again, a pawn moved by political and
corporate pressures to serve the needs of the few. It’s always been
my notion that the Forest Service exists to protect and preserve
the forest and its renewable resources, not to support and keep
afloat a dying, polluting, and unnecessary part of the mining
industry. To do so, especially in an area which has repeatably been
blessed with a variety of protected designations, is absurd.

I hereby urge you to reconsider the recommendation of the DEIS, and
support Alternative A: maximum resource protection.

Sincerely,

U&kICXu,
Hank OttingerT
511 Westwood Avenue
Columbia, Missouri
65203
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B. Eric Morse

Forest Supervisor

Mark Tvain National Forest

401 Pairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

H 18 11 11 "f

United States Department of the Interior

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

MIDWEST REGION

1709 JACKSON STREET

OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68102 2571

L7619(HWR-PQ)
DES 87/0035

JAN 1 1 1988

6

6

Dear Mr. Morse;

I would like to communicate my concern about lead mining in Hark

Twain National Forest. Not only would it threaten the water shed

of the Eleven Point and other scenic rivers but it would

seriously undermine the confidence that the people of this state

have in the ability of your agency to protect our public land and

water. The social and environmental losses of such a project

outweigh by far even the most optomistic economic gains. The

Forest Service should make a stand against the pressure of big

business to ensure that this situation doesn't turn into another

Tongass N.F. disaster.

Sincerely, .

Christopher A. Phillips

7828 Monroe Dr.

Hanley Hills, Missouri

63133

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse;

The National Park Service (NPS) has reviewed the Draft Environmental Icpact
Statement (DEIS) for Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest In
Carter, Oregon, and Shannon Counties, Missouri. We have the following
comments.

GENERAL COMMENTS

I Although we are a cooperating agency in this DEIS, we strongly disagree with
Ol the preferred alternative. Alternative D, or with any other alternative

• which would permit mineral leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest. The

I

NPS takes a position of objection to inplementation of any alternative other
than Alternative A, the No Lease Alternative, which the NPS advises it
prefers.

The NPS strongly disagrees with the reconraendatlon by the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS) and the Bureau of Land Management (ELM) to grant proposed
preferred mineral leases and open up approximately 80% of a 119,000-acre
area to new leasing despite their own documentation of probable catastrophic
environmental consequences.

I

The NPS has throughout the DEIS preparation process taken the position that
we would recommend against mineral leasing unless the environmental analysis
clearly establishes that there will be no risk to the resources of the Ozark
National Scenic Rlverways, which the Service Is mandated by its Organic Act
(39 Stat. 535) and other legislation to protect (enabling legislation for

a Ozark NSR, 78 Stat. 608; The Redwoods Act, 82 Stat. 93D. Our primary
0l reason for concern is the well documented groundwater connection between the

| study area and Big Spring, which then flows into the Current River.

I

Our chief concern Is the high potential for adverse inpacts to the
Rlverways 1 water quality and quantity, riparian habitats, and associated
flora and fauna, Including threatened and endangered species. We also
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disagree with the recurring conclusion that regulations will prevent
environmental Impacts. Therefore, we recommend that Alternative A, the No
Lease Alternative, be adopted.

He look forward to discussing our concerns with you further before
conpletlon of the FE1S. The rationale for our position and other specific
consents and recomsendatlons are as follows.

COMMENTS SUPPORTING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE A

It Is concluded in the DEIS that lease stipulations requiring mining
operations to meet various State and Federal environmental protection laws
will prevent potentially serious Impacts from occurring by precluding mining
If the laws cannot be met. The analysis of environmental lopacts occurring
In the Vlburnam Trend, however, indicates that the environmental standards
are not being met (e.g. , for zinc, page 71) using current technology. The
conclusions In a number of the "Effects after Mitigation" sections,
especially those beginning with statements such as "Assuming requirements of
State water quality standards are conplled with," on page 70, and "The

successful application of mitigation measures," on page 71, are therefore
misleading, because It is indicated In the DEIS that It is unlikely that
these conditions will occur. The conclusions should be changed to reflect
the conditions that are likely to occur. If you continue to maintain that
mining will not be allowed unless it is conclusively demonstrated that

environmental standards will be met, the document should clearly conolude

that mining will not oocur until significant technological advances have
been made.

The assunptlon Is made In .the DEIS that because Missouri State water quality

regulations prohibit discharges from tailings Inpoundments In the Eleven

Point Natural Scenic River and Ozark National Scenic Rlverways drainages,

the State will then enforce Its regulations after the leases are Issued. It

Is unfair to shift this burden of conpllance responsibility to the State If

it Is known beforehand that it will be impossible to conply with the State
water quality regulations. From our review of the DEIS, this appears to be

the case. Thus the selection of any alternative other than Alternative A is

contradictory. If it Is at all possible to conduct mining and dispose of

tailings in a manner that will meet Missouri State water quality

regulations, then the FEIS should demonstrate that possibility. For an

aotlon alternative to be logically supportable, the FEIS must contain

detailed plans and specifications of a typical tailings inpoundment that

will meet State regulations or provide similar details on an alternative

disposal method that would also conply with these regulations. If this

cannot be done, Alternative A should be selected.

It Is stated in the DEIS that most of the area's water appears a3

groundwater discharge from Big Spring on the Current River, within Ozark
NSR. Groundwater contamination from a mining operation in the potential

lease area, which is highly probable, would contaminate Big Spring, a

nationally significant resource we are mandated to protect.

It Is stated on page 38 of the DEIS that the Current River Is designated as

a State Outstanding National Resource Water with any degradation of existing
water quality expressly prohibited (10 CSR 20-7.031). Although control

plana oust be approved by the DNR before minlng/mllllng operations can
start, according to mineral leasing regulations, a mineral lease giving the
right to mine oannot be denied based on environmental grounds. Although
stipulations and mitigating measures can be required In the mining plan,
stating that minlng/mllllng operations won't be allowed to proceed Is
misleading. With the high probability of water quality Inpacts occurring to
these rivers from any mining operation, it Is Inappropriate to reconxnend
leasing In the proposed area.

The inpact analysis understates the risks to groundwater quality. All
potential discharges, accidental or Intended, oan rapidly enter the
groundwater system through recharge areas such as sinkholes and through the
"losing" characteristics of most streams. As stated above, such
contamination from a large part of the study area would likely contaminate
Big Spring and the Current River. If leasing and mining is retained as the
preferred course of action, a coaprehens lve study should be conpleted prior
to conpletlon of the FEIS to identify recharge areas and provide that use of
these areas be prohibited.

It Is stated on page 70 of the document that the greatest possibility for
tailings esoape would be collapse of the iopoundment bottom and flushing of
the tailings Into underground passageways. The catastrophic consequences
that would result from a tailings inpoundment collapse was graphically
described at the beginning of the document:

". . . the greatest risk to both water quality and quantity would
result from either chronic leakage or a catastrophic collapse of a
tailings Iopoundment. If this oocurred. It could load both the surface
and subsurface systems with thousands of yards of tailings. This could
choke stream bottoms, change surface channels and alter groundwater
flows. Such discharges would directly affect water-related recreation
activities as well as terrestrial, aquatic and cave wildlife (including
numerous threatened and endangered species) . . . ."

Contamination of Big Spring would be assured by such a catastrophe.

There Is a lack of consideration given to acid drainage and heavy metal
conplexes introduced Into both surface and especially groundwater. Heavy
metal conplexes, especially In a carbonate environment, could be very roblle
and contaminate the groundwater. Acid derived from the oxidation of the
sulfides could have serious consequences In an active karst area. It Is
stated in the DEIS that good industrial practices cannot eliminate losses of
heavy metals, lnplylng that heavy metal contamination Is inevitable. It Is
also stated that metals In a dissolved or weakly occluded form may be toxic
to aquatic life In very low concentrations, that even Insoluble metals can
enter the biological food chain, and that heavy metal exposure can have
severe effects on aquatic life. In addition, it is stated in the document
that mitigating measures can only reduce, not eliminate, the possibility of
heavy metals entering the water system and that there Is also a potential
for contamination by milling reagents, petroleum products, and herbicides.
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The document also includes a description of the potential for petroleum
products to coat cave walls, which are habitat for numerous threatened and

endangered species. If heavy metal contamination Is inevitable. It is

unolear how water quality standards can be met. Therefore, opening up this

area to leasing and subsequent mining cannot be justified.

We are also concerned about the possibility, identified on page 75 of the
DEIS, that alteration of groundwater flows and levels would result from the

development of mine and air vent shafts. It Is stated in the DEIS that

"surfaoe and groundwater flow rates and volumes, groundwater levels, and
groundwater flow directions and resurgence points could be altered in

several ways by mineral activities." Mitigation proposed would be limited

to flows of more than 10.5 million gallons per 24 hours (cross-sectional

areas greater than 4 square feet). Smaller volumes would be considered
expendable. Within a sizable mine complex, this could oollectlvely Involve

a large volume of groundwater destined for one of the many springs In the
region. This cumulative Inpact should be accurately described In the FEIS.

A major shortcoming of this document Is that much of the mitigation to be

applied to the mining processes Is In the form of stipulations, attached to
the lease, which call for future studies after the lease is issued. A

federal lease, once Issued, conveys the right to extract the minerals under

lease. It would seem the future analyses of environmental Impacts could be

conpromlaed when conducted "under the gun" of a lessee's right to extract

the mineral.

Throughout the document, an overidlng unrealistic optimism is expressed In

the way a potential mining operation would operate. Little reference Is

made to the Inevitable occurrence of accidents, nonconpllance with
regulations, etc. Accidents do happen and In this environment the

consequences could be devastating. The likelihood of accidents,

noncomp llanoe, and natural disasters such as earthquakes, etc., should be

taken Into account in deoldlng what alternative to loplement.

OTHER SPECIFIC COMMENTS

The economic analysis In the EIS appears to lack objectivity. The executive

summary, p. X, for Instance, considers selection of Alternative A only In a

negative context, . . the deoision to deny leasing and subsequent

development would forego potential future local Jobs and Income, returns to

the U.S. Treasury and payments to affected counties . . . ." Not one

positive benefit Is mentioned In the summary on the selection of Alternative

A, such as the continued preservation of nationally significant natural

resources and protection of endangered and threatened species.

page 12: The section on reclamation should be more specific. Revegetating

tailings Is very difficult. If not impossible. A specific reclamation plan.

Including speoies to be used, should be required as part of the mining plan.

pages 21-23: The maps for Alternatives D and E are not clear. It is not

clear whether transmission corridors, mlne/mlll facilities and haul roads

are permitted where tailings inpoundments are not permitted or whether

tailings Inpoundments are permitted where haul roads are not permitted.
Exactly what will be permitted and what will not should be shown very
dearly on these maps.

page 25: Localized inpacts to water quality due to petroleum, sewage,
milling reagent, drilling effluent or herbicide spills are mentioned as
potentially oauslng a tenporary reduction In water quality. We question how
tenporary these Impacts are when some such substances can be reversibly
adsorbed onto partiole surfaces and released over time. Spills of this kind
could oause long-term Impacts, especially to groundwater quality and the
suitability of the water for drinking, fish habitat, or other purposes. The
potential severity of such spills has not been given adequate consideration.

In addition to sedimentation, tailings oollapse and chronlo leakage would
change the chemical composition of groundwater and surface water (e.g.,
lowering of pH due to acid water). Increase karst topography formation
through dissolution of limestone which would lnorease the potential for
tailings pond oollapse, and contribute heavy metals. These lnpaots should
be described In the FEIS.

It Is indicated on pages 38-39 and 82 of the DEIS that •

surveys of all cultural resources In the project area hi

completed.

Coup rehens lve surveys and evaluations of all cultural resources, both
archeological and nonarcheological, and an evaluation of effects on all
cultural resources which might be Impacted by any alternative should be
aoconpliahed In consultation with the Missouri State Hlstorlo Preservation
Officer (SHPO) prior to preparation of FEIS, In order to determine whether
or not Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act apply to any
cultural resources. The SHPO for Missouri is Dr. Fred Brunner, Director,
Department of Natural Resources, P.0. Box 176, Jefferson City, Missouri
65102.

The FEIS should demonstrate the conpletlon of conpliance with all mandates
pertaining to the identification and protection of cultural resources except
for conpletlon of an archeological data recovery program, and should
desorlbe archeological data recovery to be undertaken.

We offer the following advice In relation to archeological salvage
requirements.

Section 3(a) of the Archeological and Hlstorlo Preservation Act of 1974
(Publlo Law 93-291) requires an agency to notify the Secretary of the

Interior and provide him with appropriate Information when It finds or Is

notified that Its activities In connection with any Federal construction
project or Federally-assisted, licensed or permitted projeot, activity, or
program may oause irreparable loss or destruction of cultural resouroes.
Section 5(c) dlreots the Secretary to coordinate all Federal survey and

recovery activities and report annually to Congress on the results. In this

regard the following office must be contacted: Dr. Bennie C. Keel,

Departmental Consulting Archeologist, U.§. Department of the Interior, P.0.
Box 37127, 1100 L Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20013-7127 (telephone FTS
343-1878 or commercial 202-343-1878).
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68 pages 42-50: Discussions under "Plants of Special Concern" (page 45) and
"Animals of Special Concern" (page 49) mention rare species in or adjacent
to Ozark NSR. These discussions state that Ozark NSR species could be
affected by a change in water quality or quantity. The discussion should
also reiterate the documented groundwater connection between the study area
and Ozark NSR groundwater and how this could affect associated plant and
animal species.

o| page 50: The title of Table 13 should read "Occurrence of Listed Animal
Species and Species of Concern in the Study Area and in Ozark NSR."

B page 59: In Table 20, under age-cla33 distribution, the "Percent in

3|
Analysis Area" entries total 1161.

-b page 60: In Table 21, the "Analysis Area" coluon totals 111 .7% and the
0| "State" column totals 99X.
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page 87-88: The section on environmental consequences of the proposal on

plants of special concern deals only with plants in the study area.

Although previous discussions (page 45) describe Ozark NSR rare plant
species as being potentially affected, the specifics of these inpacts are

not discussed here.

page 100-106: The DEIS is deficient in the economic analysis section

regarding adverse impacts on the tourism industry in the event of

environmental degradation. Inadequate consideration is given to the number

of recreation-related Jobs that would be lo3t and the associated negative

economic impacts which would occur to the local economy from a loss in

recreation-related business. Since the DEIS treats scenarios and 3ince the

DEIS also documents the potential adverse environmental impacts which could

occur, the FEIS should address the adverse economic inpacts on tourism and

recreation should the scenario described above or similar scenarios develop

in the study area.

ADDITIONAL STUDY. MONITORING , AND MITIGATION COMMENTS

I

page 67: The spreading of effluent and cuttings is described as a

mitigation measure to prevent soil contamination. This method appears to be

more of a cause of contamination than it does a way of preventing an impact.

pages 68-75: The impact analysis understates the risk3 to groundwater
quality. All potential discharges, accidental or intended, can rapidly
enter the groundwater system through recharge areas such a3 sinkholes and

through the "losing" characteristics of most streams. If leasing and mining
is retained as the preferred course of action, a study should be completed
to identify recharge areas and use of these areas should be prohibited.

High concentrations of lead, cadmium and zinc in Viburnum Trend soils has

been attributed to contamination from the mining activity. There is a high
likelihood that contaminated soil would contribute to groundwater
contamination, but this impact is not mentioned.

page 70: The potential for acid drainage and associated increase in karst
Oj formation has Hot been adequately addressed.

6

6

page 74: The methods which could be U3ed to prevent collapse of a tailings
dam have not been adequately addressed, in spite of the catastrophic
environmental consequences that wculd result from collapse of a tailings
pond. In addition, although the statement that "there are no documented
faults or folds within the study area" may (or may not) be correct, the New
Madrid Fault Zone, one of the most active and potentially damaging fault

zones in the United States, lies only about 100 miles to the east. A severe
earthquake in this area could cause the collapse of even a "well-sited"

tailings dam.

page 84: Under inpacts to Ozark NSR, only recreational impacts are

discussed, yet the greatest threat from a mining operation is its impact on

water quality, aquatic and riparian biota and threatened and endangered
species. This section severely underplays the serious environmental threats
the riverways resources would experience from a mining operation in the

proposed lease area.

While we recommend against the selection of an action alternative, if lands

within the study area are to be opened to mineral leasing, the following

studies, monitoring, and mitigating measures should be required and should

be described in the FEIS.

5

We reconmend that, prior to leasing of any minerals in the area, specific

hydrogeologic investigations should be completed to ascertain if significant

subterranean karstic waterways are present which could be intercepted and

impacted by mine shafts. Such an investigation cculd include the

installation of deep monitoring wells, which could be used as dye injection

points to further refine the hydrogeologic relationship between the proposed

mining area and the water resources of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways.

4
6

|
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Throughout the document there is no mention of environmental monitoring.

Without monitoring, many mitigation measures are useless. The type of

monitoring that will take place shcwld be described in the FEIS. This

monitoring should assure that environmental degradation is not taking place,

and if impacts are occurring, implementation of measures to eliminate those

inpacts. Monitoring is especially crucial for surface, groundwater and cave

resources, physically, chemically and biologically, but is also needed for

terrestrial resources and air quality. Of critical inportance is a

monitoring and leak detection system for the tailings ponds. The

possibility of a slow leak is mentioned in the DEIS. A leak detection

system should be built into the tailings pond so that any leakage to the

groundwater can be detected early. Thi3 can be accomplished in a number of

ways, including layering clay, followed by a synthetic liner, then a layer

of sand, and finally another layer of clay. Within the sand layer, a leak

detection system consisting of perforated PVC pipe could be incorporated.

A system or network of monitoring wells should be established to monitor

groundwater chemistry, pore water chemistry, pore pressures, pH, suspended

solids, resistivity, conductivity, etc., to assure that any leakage into the

groundwater system is detected early. All of the alternate tailings pond

designs mentioned in the DEIS are inadequate to protect the groundwater from

contamination and none of these designs incorporates a leak detection

system.
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As stated earlier, we believe that the impact analysis understates the risks

to groundwater quality. All potential discharges, accidental or intended,

can rapidly enter the groundwater system through recharge areas such as

sinkholes and through the "losing" characteristics of most streams. If
leasing and mining Is retained as the preferred course of action, we
recommend that a comprehensive study be completed to identify recharge areas

and use of these areas should be prohibited.

We found the differences in inpacts between exploration and mineral
development to be dramatic, yet it i3 difficult or inpossible to adequately
assess the inpacts of mineral development before a mining plan is prepared
(e. g. , the impacts of tailings disposal). The schematic of the preference
right lease process included in Appendix 2 seems to indicate that the mining
plan will be the subject of a separate NEPA compliance process. If this is

true and Alternate A is not selected, the exploration decision should be

separated from the approval to mine decision, deferring the latter decision

until the mining plan review stage.

l|

6

The potential for severe heavy metal contamination of soil is described on

page 66, yet no mitigation technique (s) are described which would eliminate

soil contamination or assure revegetation of tailings. This should be done

in the FEIS.

page 71*: Merely requiring a tailings dam to not "leak excessively" is a

totally inadequate mitigation measure. Any leakage could have severe

impacts and a dam failure would result in an uncontrolled release of milling
reagents, heavy metals and tailings, contaminating surface water and

groundwater and degrading aquatic and riparian habitat.

5

5

page 92: It is stated in the DEIS that mine tailings impoundments will not

be permitted within the lease area unless additional studies conclusively
show that such facilities can be constructed in an environmentally sound

manner. Elaboration on what additional studies are needed and definition of

"environmentally sound manner" should be included in the FEIS. These
studies should be conducted before a decision is made to open the proposed
area to leasing. The issuance of a federal lease conveys the right to
extract the minerals under that lease and the decision to allow mining is

made at this stage, not at the mining plan stage. Deciding that a mine

cannot be operated in an "environmentally sound manner" at the mining plan
stage is too late.

32
It is stated in the DEIS without adequate specifics that threatened and

endangered species would be protected. Thi3 should be clarified in the FEIS

to the satisfaction ofthe U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

SUMMARY COMMENTS

The National Pork Service has throughout this EIS preparation taken the

position that we would recommend against mineral leasing unless the

environmental analysis clearly establishes that there will be no risk to the

resources of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways, which the Service is

mandated to protect. Since the analysis in the DEIS proves that using
current technology, environmental degradation, including that of Big Spring
and the Current River within the National Scenic Riverways, is probable, we

(

urge that Alternative A, the No Lease alternative, be adopted. Further, NPS

takes a position of objection to implementation of any other alternative

described in the DEIS. It is especially critical that the proposed area not

be open to mineral leasing now, in light of the fact that once leasing is

allowed, a lease cannot be denied on environmental grounds and a preference

right lease grants the right to mine.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.

Sincerely

,

William W. Schenk
Acting Regional Director

Mr. Bruce Blanchard, Director, Office of Environmental Project Review, U.S.

Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240

Ms. Sheila Minor Huff, Regional Environmental Officer, Office of

Environmental Project Review, Department of the Interior,

230 S. Dearborn, Suite 3422, Chicago, Illinois 60604

Mr. William Penn Mott, Director, National Park Service, P.0. Box 37127,

Washington, D.C, 20013-7127

Mr. G. Curtis Jones, Jr., Director, Eastern States Office,

Bureau of Land Management 350 So. Pickett Street,

Alexandria, Virginia 22304

Mr. James C. Gritman, Regional Director, Region 3. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Federal Building, Fort Snelling. Twin Cities, Minnesota 55111

Director, U.S. Geological Survey, National Center, Reston, Virginia 22092

Mr. Floyd J. Marita, Regional Forester, Eastern Region, Forest Service,

210 West Wisconsin Avenue. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203
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Dear Mr. MOrse,

I want you to know that I am opposed to the

granting of additional lead leasee.

I support "Alternative A*.

"^^Tr
^

St. Louis. Missouri
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Star Route
Fremont, MO 63941

7 January 1988

Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd

.

Rolls, MO 65401

Dear air:

This letter la In response to the "Hardrock Mineral Leasing on the
Mark Twain National Foreat--Carter , Oregon and Shannon Counties,
Missouri --Draft Environmental Impact Statement, October, 1987. •• In
particular, the economic arguments need careful review, in such a way
that revenues generated by tourism in the analysis area are compared
over a 50 to 100 year period to those revenues generated by hardrock
mining in the study area, over the same period. Note I distinguish
between the analysis area (Butler, Carter, Howell, Oregon, Ripley and
Shannon counties), and the study area, which is the area of proposed
mining and is smaller than the analysis area. In particular, it should
be stressed that the negative environmental effects of mining In the
study area will adversely affect the analysis area economically , over
time, vis-a-vis tourism, with an absolute magnitude greater than the
positive economic aspects of mining in the study area.

If we examine Fig. 22, p.55, for the analysis area earnings by
industry for 1984, we arrive at the following approximate figures:

Industry Millions of Dollars

Construction 16
Manufacturing . 90
Wholesale 30
Retail 59
Finance 16
Services 79
Government 92
Farm 30

Total

Let us also consider Table 19. p.56, on "Lower Current River Visitor
Use, 1965." This table lists 546,196 visitor-daya to the lower Current
River, the bulk of whom were plcknickers, hikers and campers. In 1983,
I became involved in the fight for the Irish National Wilderness Area,
which adjoins the study area. Along with Mr. Mark Grimmer and Ms.
Linda Kloessner, I wrote two letters to Representative Bill Emerson
regarding the long-term economic benefits of tourism versus those of
timbering and mining. (I enclose copies of these letters as

Attachments 1 and 2) . In these letters, an estimate of 920 per
visitor-day was spent in what is the present 6 county analysis area.
This is a fairly conservative flgure--920 equals a gas-up and a meal;
or groceries, beer and souvenirs; or an occasional motel room; and so
forth. Using Table 19, 546,198 vialtor-daya/year times 920/vialtor-day
equals 910.9 million/year from lower Current River tourism in an
analysis area that earns 9412 million/year. The contribution from

| visitors to the Jack's Fork River, Eleven Point River, Irish
Wilderness, Greer Spring and other scenic attractions in the analysis
area would only increase the tourism contribution. The actual tourist
income is probably closer to 915 million/year.

Let us now examine Table 35, p.105, on the Income impacts from the
study area outputs, baaed on Alternative A versus Alternatives B,C,D,
and E. This Table is baaed on Table 29, p.102, the Projected Study
Area Outputs, 1995. Hence, the income impact from Alternative A (no
mining) is 95.21 million per year from the study area, according to
Table 35. (From Table 29, there are 158,890 recreational visitor-days.
At 920/vialtor-day, this indicates 93.18 million yearly income to the
analysis area additional to the previously calculated 910.9 million
Income from the lower Current River. Hence, the earlier estimate of
915 million in annual tourist income to the analysis area is
reinforced) . However, the certain long-term chronic ecological damage
(and/or a catastrophic ecological disaster) will destroy the tourist
potential for the analysis area. Hence, the negative environmental
effects of mining in the study area will adversely affect the analysis
area to the tune of 915 million/year (those visitors to the lower
Current River, Eleven Point, Irish Wilderness, Greer Spring and so
forth). There is no doubt in my mind that this will happen even under
the low scenario, let alone the high scenario: when I drive from
Fremont to St. Louis, I pass through Bonne Terre and see the effects of
lead mining and know the lead contaminated fish from the Big River
cannot be eaten

.

In Table 35, under the low scenario, there will be 95.89 million
income/year times 6 years of construction, plus 99.16 million
income/year times 32 years of production, for a total of 9328.46
million Income over a 38 year period. Under the high scenario, there
will be Sll .77 million income/year times 6 years of constr uction , plus
972.11 million income times 32 years of production, for a total of
92378.14 million income over a 38 year period. In the same time
period, if tourism stays constant, some 915 million income/year times
38 years equals 9570 million in tourist revenue to the analysis area
will be generated. However, it is likely that tourism will increase to
an area that la increasingly rare due to its lack of pollution. The
draft EIS claims that when the mining ends, "employment: would
eventually decline to Alternative A levels" (p.105). This Is false.
Tourism will have been destroyed and the area will be more impoverished
than ever, just as it was after the excessive lumbering of the late
nineteenth century and the 1930'a (see Attachment 1 for a discussion of
"quality” of revenue generation).

Fifty years after the mining has ended, the tourist resource will
be producing little. But if there is no mining the tourism will have
produced at least 915 million/year tiroes 50 years or 97500 million
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total income, an amount far in excess of the 92400 million income
produced even under the high scenario for mining.

Ozark Wilderness Hostel

Fremont, MO 63041

I urge you to
intelligently, and

reject the mining, promote the tourism
don't steal from our grandchildren. 17 May 1983

x liwwi w i y ,

QjIaaUQc
Derrick P. Grimmer, Ph.D.

Representative. William Emerson

US House of Representatives

Washington j--DG

Dear Mr. ESnerson:

-We -met- at Dorothy Ellis’ farm in Oregon Co. on 6 May. There we

discussed (among other things) what revenues can be expected from

tourism to a National Wilderness Area such as the Irish would be if

it is approved by the House. These revenues generated by tourism can’

be compared over a 50 to 100 year period to those revenues generated by

timbering and mining over the same period.

It is difficult to measure or estimate the quantity of revenue

generated by a Wilderness Area. However, I examined the Maroon Bells-

Snowmass Wilderness Area in Colorado, because it is a Wilderness area

I am familiar witfy and because it is near the Aspen tourist center,

I felt that this Wldemess Area roughly paralleled the Irish and its

proximity to the Ozark National Scenic Riverways and the Eleven Point

National Scenic River tourist attractions. In data I received from the

Aspen Chamber of Commerce, I learned the following:

1981 Pitkin Co. (Colorado) retail sales >186,489,203

1981-82 skier visits —1,198,166.

From the White River National Forest (WRNF) , I found the following

about the Maroon Bells- Snowmass Wilderness:

1982 viistors—15,400
1982 visitor-days 130,000

The WRNF people said that the Wilderness contributed $2, 600, 000 to

the Aspen area (Pitkin County) summer economy.

Using these figures, we can calculate that

dollars spent per visitor=3180 and

dollars spent per visitor per day=)20.

That is, visitors to the Maroon Bells-Onowmass Wilderness can be

expected to leave 3180 each in the Aspen area during their
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stay, and 320 per visitor per day of stay (the average visitor stay

was $180/520 = 9 days).

We can also look at the percent contribution to the Aspen area

economy from the Maroon-Bells-Snowmass Wilderness (M3SW) from tv/o

perspectives the percentage of MBSv/ visitors to total area visitors

and the percentage of revenue generated by the MBS'// to the total

area revenue:

(1) M3SW visitors = 15,400 = 1
MBSW + skier visits 15,400 + 1,198,166

(2) MBSV/ revenue = ??, 600, 000 = i 4^
Aspen area retails sales 2186,489,203

So the agreement is good on the calculation of M3SW revenue contribu-
tion by these two different methods. Using these preceding figures
for the M3SW as a guide 5180/visitor, 320/visitor-day, 1.4% of local

revenue we can do some rough calculations for the economic impact

on the area of the inclusion of the Irish in the widely-advertised

National Wilderness System.

For the Ozark National Scenic Riverways (ONSR), there are approx-
imately 1 million visitors per year. There are also visitors to the

Zleven Point National Scenic River area, as there would be visitors
to the Irish National Wilderness. 3ut the ONSR is the principal
tourist draw to the area, just as skiing is the principal draw to the
Aspen area. Let us assume for the sake of discussion that 1.4% of the
ONSR visitors also would hike in the National Wilderness, and let us assume
that each one leaves 375 in the area during their stay (a conservative
figure a couple of ga3 ups, several meals, groceries, a motel room
to clean and rest up in after hiking) . Then this indicates an annual
revenue from the Irish National Area of

1,000,000 x 1.4?o x 375 = ''1
, 050, 000. pit year . Over a 50 year

period, with no increase in numbers of tourists or their amount spent,
the Wilderness area would generate 352.5 million for the area. This
figure is, of course, an underestimate.

As important as the quantity of revenue generated by tourism is
the quality of such revenue. V/e are interested in establishing a local
economic infrastructure where money is "turned over" or spent several

times in a community before leaving it. With tourism, the revenue

is generated by a resource that is not diminished through export of

physical material, as in timbering or mining. Tourists take back

memories from the Wilderness. On the other hand, timbering and

mining remove a physical product at the wholesale price level. The

product Is depletable and its full cost is measured by the difference

between retail (outside community) price and wholesale price it is worth

when it leaves the community. People in the community purchase finished

products of outside manufacture (e.g. wood furniture or lead batteries)

at retail cost although they part with the raw materials at wholesale cost,

Money in the form of revenues from extractive technologies (timbering

or mining) tends to leave a community faster than through* tourism',' a

service-oriented industry. (Note that the US economy is moving into

the service and away from manufacturing industries). Thus, from the

community perspective, tourist dollars have a higher value or quality

than revenues from extractive technologies, because the basis for

revenue generation does not leave the community.

I urge you to vote in favor of the Irish National Wilderness

designation. I look forward to your reply.

Sincerely,

Derrick P. Grimmer

and

Mark T. Grimmer

Linda K. Kloessner

cc. Rep. Sieberling

Mrs. Dorothy Ellis

Mr. John Carol
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Ozark Wilderness Hostel

Fremont, MO 63941

6 July 1983

Representative Bill Emerson

TKS. House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Rep. Emerson:

Thank you for your letter of 2 June 1983 with the enclosures.

I had read your letter to Villiam Woo of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch

before, but the Congressional Record excerpt was new and interesting.

You state in your letter that you "don't believe Aspen, Colorado

and the Ozark National Scenic Riverways are at all comparable in their

capacities as tourist attractions." A careful reading of our 17 May

1983 letter to you would demonstrate we did not claim that Aspen and

the Ozark National Scenic Riverways (ONSR) are comparable in absolute

capacities as tourist attractions. What was derived and claimed as

reasonable is that, based on the ratio of Maroon Bells-Snowmass Wil-

derness visitors and/or revenue to overall visitors and/or revenue

to the Aspen area, approximately 1.4% of the visitors to the ONSR

might also be expected to visit the Irish National Wilderness area

while in the scenic region. Also, based on per capita tourist spend-

ing in the Aspen area, a conservative estimate of $75 was made of the

revenue generated for the region per Wilderness visit. Multiplying

together the known number of ONSR visitors, the factor of 1.4% as the

estimated percentage of ONSR visitors who might be expected to visit

the Irish National Wilderness while in the scenic region, and the

amount of extra Avenue generated by an Irish National Wilderness

experience, we deriveia conservative estimate of increased tourist

revenue generated by a widely advertised Irish National Wilderness

of around $1,000,000 per year. Thus, we are comparing Aspen and the

ONSR on a relative , not absolute basis. If one does not understand

this kind of numerical analysis, one cannot rationally discuss the

Irish Wilderness economic questions. Emotionally, yes, but not

rationally.

There does exist some data to indicate that our estimates are

reasonable, even conservative . In 1982, the ONSR (operated by the

National Park Service, Dept, of Interior) had 1,970,700 visitors.

In the same year, the Eleven Point National Scenic River (operated

by the National Forest Service, Dept, of Agriculture) had 94,000
visitors to developed campsites, and 47,700 visitors to undeveloped
campsites. Taking the ratio of the number of visitors to the Eleven

Point National Scenic River (EPNSR) undeveloped campsites to the

number of visitors to the ONSR, we calculate a value of 2.4%. If we

make the reasonable assumption that the number of people who would
camp in an Irish National Wilderness area (advertised nationally
by the US Forest Service like the EPNSR) is on the order of the

number of people who camp at undeveloped sites on the Eleven Point,
then the calculated ratio of 1.4% used to estimate revenues generated
by an Irish National Wilderness seems reasonable.

Thus, we have estimated a conservative tourist re-
venue generated by an Irish National Wilderness Area (as part of the
Federal scenic attractions clustered in the area) of over $50 million
over a 50 year period (19831). We would like to see an estimate of
mining and timbering revenues^ to compare with tourist figures, as
an example of numerical analysis applied to an emotional question.
Much has been made, for example, of the reported million board feet
of Irish Wilderness timber blown down by winter windstorms. But at
30t per board feet, this downe<l timber amounts to $300,000 revenue,
or not even 1/3 year of estimated tourist* revenues

^
‘ We 'reiterate,

the real money for the area is from tourism.

Sincerely,

Derrick P. Grimmer

and
cc. Rep. Sieberling Mark T. Grimmer

Mrs. Dorothy Ellis Linda K# Kloessner
Mr. John Carol
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January 11. 1986

B. Eric Morse. Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Roll a. MO 65401

Dear Sir:

This Is Just a note to let you know that I am very much against the

proposed mining In the Mark Twain National Forest. Please remember

that the forest Is there for everybody today and for generations to

come. I don't want to be part of the generation that would destroy

one of our state's most beautiful natural resources to provide Jobs

In an Industry that Is already becoming obsolete.

I

Mines and Jobs will come and go. but this forest precedes us and If

we take care of It. It would hopefully be here for our
grandchildren.

Thank you.

Slru:erely.

Lisa Goff stein

7409 B Olive St. Pd.

St. Louis, Mo. 63130

Mr. B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla , MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I take this opportunity to express to you my comments concerning
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Hardrock Mineral
Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri.

I

I strongly endorse and support Alternative D as the most overall
practical and beneficial alternative addressed in the draft

E.I.S. I support Alternative D for the following reasons:

o Missouri, as the nation's largest producer of

lead, has present known reserves which are
likely to be depleted by the year 2000. This
area has been identified as one of the most
likely areas to develop new mines which could
come on-stream by the late 1990's.

o Lead is a valuable mineral commodity in our
U.S. society and we cannot afford to become
dependent on foreign sources.

I

o The potential positive economic impact is

substantial and vitally needed, both by The
Doe Run Company and the area involved.

o The Doe Run Company and its parent companies
have demonstrated responsible performance in

National Forest locations for more than 30

years by mining, milling, disposal and
reclamation of mine operations sites.

o There are sufficient regulatory and review
laws and agencies to ensure that Doe Run does

meet its obligation to the environment.

Please register my comment in support of Alternative D of the

Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely,

/ c

Sts’ £>A/4iti*

ST. uouiS,
iv) C.T.

fMo . o3‘A<~
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9935 Meppen Drive

St. Louis, Mo 63123

15 January

Mr Eric horse, Forest Supervisor

hark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla hO 65401

Dear hr. horse

I

We write to urge that Alternative A. or the NO MINING—MAXIMUM

RESOURCE PROTECTION, be adopted. The world has precious few

wilderness areas left. Once destroyed, that's it Do not permit violation

6 |
of the spirit of the Eleven Point River PLEASE

Thank you.

Rebecca A Pichardsgn

Kevin P. ! yle

cc to Danforth. Bond, and Gephardt

3508 Osage
St. Louis. MO 63118
(314) 752 0366

January 14. 19

5
|

Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
410 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Superv Mors

I am writing to express my concern about the Draft
Envi ronmental Impact Statement Summary on Hardrock Mineral
Leasing at Mark Twain National Forest. First, I must say
that the statement is as poorly written as anything I have
ever come across. After a torturous reading of the report,
however, I find that with mining, a risk to the quality of
the water exists, "facility design to reduce the risk of
accidental releases," notwithstanding. And I am not relieved
to read, "research indicates that adverse effects would be
minimal." I find the term "research" too general to be
convincing, and the term "minimal" too much of a judgement to
be taken with more than a grain of salt. I do not think we
can afford to put our water supply at risk, no matter how
"minimal" the risk. 1 do not th'ink we can do this in
Missouri any more than we can do it elsewhere. The United
States, the world, cannot afford any further possibility of
pol 1 uti on.

6

I understand the people in the area want jobs, and I do
understand that need. Unfortunately, I have no solution, but
I do think we have to stop following the same old path —
take care of today and worry about tomorrow after it is in
jeopardy — and consider new approaches. Above all, we must
be careful. Have we not learned already from the
environmental problems we have caused ourselves over the last
thirty or forty years?

I believe a National Forest is for the nation, not solely for
the people who live around it. In fact, it must be partly
because the nation is not sure those dwelling in the
immediate vicinity will take care of the resource that we
all. through our taxes, have agreed to preserve it. Lead

I

mining will make some people wealthy, will give some others
enough to just make ends meet, could destroy a resource for
all, and could further pollute a system that cannot take much
more. I hope the U.S. Departments of Interior and
Agriculture come to their senses soon.

Si ncerel v.
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January 17. 1988

Mr. Eric Morse. Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla. M0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

EJjJLilD

JU JAN I

0
1988 U

I am writing this letter with regard to the proposed leasing of public land in the

Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest. It is my understanding that the

United States Forest Service is supporting the leasing of public lands for potential

lead mining.

I am opposed to any mining in this area for many reasons First of all, the area is

in close proximity to the Scenic and Wild River System of Missouri, the Irish

Wilderness, and two very beautiful and important springs. Greer and Big Springs I

am aware of groundwater dye testing that has been conducted which showed that

waters moving through the proposed lease area flow directly to Big Springs. If the

mining occurs it is almost certain that heavy metals will wind up in Big Springs,

Greer Springs, and most of the scenic river system.

Please consider this problem, in the light of the recent failures of the West Plains

Sewage Lagoon, as well as numerous ponds in the area. This area, which is very

°l karst, will just not hold water In addition, I believe that it has been predicted that

The New Madrid Fault is due for some heavy activity in the not too distant future.

Government geologists and seismologists have indicated, with a strong degree of

« certainty, that this area will feel the affect of the earthquake when it occurs If a
D

tailings pond is constructed in this area what guarantees can the Forest Service and

BLM provide that the ponds would hold through an earthquake of the magnitude

predicted?

Lastly. It seems counter productive to have two agencies of the Federal

Government supporting the increased usage of lead when at least two others are

working diligently to remove it from the environment. Are we through good tax

dollars to the drain to support an industry which seems destined to die anyway?

Count my vote against issuing any permit to mine lead or any other metal within

the confines of our Public lands in the Ozark Region. I think it is a bad move and

could cause serious health problems if allowed to occur

Sincerely.

ames R Blanton

541 East Woodland

Springfield. M0 65807-3607
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Once again I feel the need to express my outrage about the lead

mining issue. I find it incomprehencable that we could even consider

allowing them to mine lead and risk contamination of our environment.

I plan on living in this area for the rest of my life. I do not

want to be forced to leave my home because we$e allowed our beautiful

land to be contaminated out of greed. As I stated in my previous

letter, no amount of employment or money is worth the sacrifice of

our natural resources.

Please send me any information that is available on this issue.

Please help os protect our homes and wildlife. Once it is gone it

can never be replaced.

We depend on our riverways and underground water supplies for our

lives. If we pollute them it makes us responsible for the destruction

of an entire water system. Personally, I would not want that on my

shoulders.

We are supposed to be the most intelligent animals an earth. We

need to start acting like it. We owe it to ourselves and to the generations

to follow to take responibility for the wotld we live in. It is time to

show our love and appreciation for the land and preserve it instead of

destroying it, and to show some respect for the beautiful world we

live in,

I would deeply appreciate any information that you can send me

concerning this issue or any other environmental issues in my area.

I am a very concerned citizen that wants to protect this beautiful

earth. After all, we are only here for a short time. We have to

protect our earth for the future.

Jan. 19, 1988

Dear Mr. Morse,
I h ave been informed that the Forest Ser-

vice did not consider either the income f^om
tourism or the cuirent demand for lead when the

DEIS was written for lead mining in the ,-ark
Twain Nat. Forest. I am concerned about
damage to the ecosystem if inlng is allowed
in this most pristine of areas. Please send me

& copy of the DElS.

Wilma T. Kennell

1332 Purdue
St. Louis, Mo

63130

Sincerest Thanksj

Li nda Beline
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January 14 , 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

1111X1
JWI9I

I am writing to you concerning the Lead Mining issue proposed by the U.S.
Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management for the Winona District.
Although I do not consider myself to be an extreme environmentalist, I am
very concerned about this proposed hardrock mineral leasing in che Mark
Twain National Forest. Therefore, I hope you will consider che adoption
of Alternative A as a solution.

Having lived all of my life in southern Missouri I am very proud of the
scenic beauty that this area affords those who live and visit the Ozarks.
The particular area that is involved in this Issue is, as you know, Karst
Topography and is located in the heart of several scenic riverway s.

This obviously makes the potential for widespread contamination quite
hign as these rivers, screams and springs draw much of its water supply
from the underground system. The fact that many of the waterways are
interconnected makes the risk even greater. Once this damage from mining
occurs there is very little that can be done to correct the problems.
What has taken thousands of years to create can be accidentally destroyed
in virtually no time at all!

I recognize that the proposed mining area in Winona is facing economic
hardship currently, but the long-term adverse effects, possibly hundreds
of years, in my opinion, far outweigh the potential short-term earnings
that the mining industry will provide. Considering the decline in demand
for the lead industry's product over the past several years, and indications
that this trend will continue, it doesn't make sense to destroy an area
that has a great potential for earnings in recreationally related industries
for many years to come.

I have never before written a letter to my congressman, but because of the
importance of this issue I will be sending a copy of this letter to the

proper government officials. I ask that you rethink your position on this
hardrock mining issue and hope that you will encourage the adoption of
Alternative A instead.

Thank you for. your

Michele Join

921 E. Edgewood
Springfield, MO 65807

CC: Sen. John Danforth,

tion to this i

Christopher Bond, Rep. Cene Taylo

4

+ The Doe Run Company (and St. Joe Lead before that), has a
record of compliance and environmental responsi bi

1

1 ty.

+ There are many State and Federal regulations governing
lend mining and processing. These regulations are tough
and thorough and are actively enforced. I am confident
that further mining in the Oregon County area will be
regulated and enforced to the degreo that assure® environ-
mental safety.

+ I work at the Herculaneum smelter, so I see the inspec-
tions, the regulations and the company concern at work
every day. I have seen firsthand the measures and proce-
dures that prove the company is serious about obeying the
law, about protecting the safety of workers, and about the
health and well-being of the community.

+ With modern exploration and mining methods, current and
rigorously enforced regulations and a company that has
proved to be responsible and reliable, lead mining and
processing is safe.

+ I urge you to stick to the Environmental Impact Statement
recommendation which was backed by two years of research
and the evaluations of many people who are experts in the
field.

+ Our nation can have the lead it
AND we can pass our wilderness
undamaged

.

MARK fWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

2. K?
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OZARK EXOTICA
FRESH HERBS MAKE IT BETTER
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Samuel 0. Ledgerwood
Rt. 3, Box 15
Birch Tree, Mo. 65438
January 18, 1988

Forest Supervisor
Mark TWain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Ref: U. S. Steel Mineral Lease

mini
JAN ^ 0 n

liAftK TWAIN NATIONAL FORtSl
ROllA, MO

Dear Sir:

I'm not sure what the enviormentalist think we are down here in

these Ozark hills. Do they think that we would ruin the total area?

We love this area much more than they do. If we didn't we wouldn't

be living and trying to raise our family here. Sure, the whole area

could be turned over to the government and made into a national park

which is what they seem to want. The problem with that is all of the

people would have to move to the city and compete with them for their

jobs there and they wouldn't like that either.

Now for a few facts and figures. A look at the U. S. Forest

Service figures indicate that the Federal Goverrment owns 1,456,845

acres of land in the State of Missouri. Of this total 83,824 acres

in Shannon County this is 137. of the 639,360 acres total in the county,

89, 961 acres in Carter County this is 287. of the 373,840 acres total in

the county, and 97,380 acres in Oregon County this is 197. of the county

total of 501 , 760 acres. These figures do not include the approximate

88.000 acres owned by State Conservation Department or the approximate

84.000 acres of land owned by the National Park Service along the

Eleven Points, Jackfork and Current Rivers which are set aside for the

use of the people. Compared to the above figure, are the local

people asking too much for the use of the small acerage that the

mining company is asking for the use of and most of that use would

be underground vhere no one would see it.
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The land along these rivers was once family farms on which people

lived, raised families and paid property taxes on. These people were

forced to sell to the government so that the enviormentalist could

have a wild rivers to float. Is this really the American way to force

people off land that has been in the family for three or four generations?

What has happened to the individuals rights for liberty and the pursuit

of happiness? Has the rule of the masses done away with this?

Not many years ago there was a battle over the Irish Wilderness

which the people in our area lost 16,500 acres of land. I call it lost

because now we can not even cut the timber off of it as it matures

because it is set aside as a primitive forest. To us this is a waste

because when the trees mature they will just die, fall to the ground and

rot. This is a waste of a natural resourse and also cuts back on the

amount of timber work available.

Just this year, as everyone knews, a company wanted to purchase

Greer Spring in Oregon County. All they wanted was to take about one

per cent of the water, bottle it and ship it out to be sold. So much

pressure was put on the company that they backed out on the purchase.

Are people so dense that they think that Anhier Bush would ruin the

area? Have they been to Grants Farm in St. Louis, or Bush Gardens?

These are preserved grounds. Who is to say that they might have put

in a Bush Gardens of the Ozarks, in all it nautral beauty.

Most of the people who are raising the fuss about the Ozarks

enviorment , have never even been in the back woods. If you can't

drive to it they won't go. Most people have been to some of the

larger cities in the United States, like St. Louis, Kansas City.

Some have made it as far as Los Angeles where the air is so bad that

they tell you what you can not even go outside. These are the people

that are trying to tell us what to do with our enviorment. Well,

personally I think that they need to get their own house in order

before they start telling other people how to live and whats best for

them.

The point to all of this is based on the study which was made

arri knowing the regulated state that a mine would have to operate

I

under, I feel that there would be a minimun amount of damage to

the local enviorment. The mine would be a very benefleal asset

I to this depressed area which would more than off set the minor

6
1 damage done. All the people in the area wants is the opportunity

to make a desent living and raise their families. I feel, therefore,

81 that the mine lease should be allowed. If the enviormentalist are

so dead set against the mine I am sure that some of them are corporate

managers. Let them move some of their plants into the area. The

work force is there, they just need the jobs.

Samuel 0. Ledgerwood
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Mr. B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

s

ii e e n w e

JAN 1988

MARK MAIN NAIIOtfl

I take this opportunity to express to you my comments concerning
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Hardrock Mineral
Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri.

I

I strongly endorse and support Alternative D as the most overall
practical and beneficial alternative addressed in the draft
E.I.S. I support Alternative D for the following reasons:

o Missouri, as the nation's largest producer of
lead, has present known reserves which are
likely to be depleted by the year 2000. This
area has been identified as one of the most
likely areas to develop new mines which could
come on-stream by the late 1990's.

o Lead is a valuable mineral commodity in our
U.S. society and we cannot afford to become
dependent on foreign sources.

o The potential positive economic impact is

substantial and vitally needed, both by The
Doe Run Company and the area involved.

o The Doe Run Company and its parent companies
have demonstrated responsible performance in

National Forest locations for more than 30
years by mining, milling, disposal and
reclamation of mine operations sites.

o There are sufficient regulatory and review
laws and agencies to ensure that Doe Run does
meet its obligation to the environment.

Please register my comment in support of Alternative D of the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely,

SC. Louis, Missouri

5
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I
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1349 N. Berry Road
Glendale, Mo. 63122
18 January 1988

Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Supervisor Morse:

I was greatly disappointed to review the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement on hardrock mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. The
conclusions—as well as the Forest Service's lack of thoroughness in
preparing the document—are surprising.

mm m i?

JAN 1988

Considerable documentation seems missing or poorly referenced. If
information is lacking, how can conclusions be accurately drawn? Further,
how can the public be expected to properly review the material if sources
of information provided are not given. I would like to know where information
comes from before I know how much credence I can give it, especially when
it affects an area of Missouri that means so much to me and that has left
so many developers' mouths watering.

Probably what surprises me most about the document are the conclusions
the Forest Service has come to based on the data. Please explain how
the report can estimate that substantial damage will occur to the area
and still recommend development of fifty percent of the area? I am also
curious to hear how the Forest Service can justify its position on hardrock
mining in this region when it clearly runs contrary to certain portions
of its own master plan for the forest.

This section of the Ozarks is possibly the most important remaining
bit of wild Missouri left to us. Dtevelopers have gobbled up all the
rest except for very small pockets here and there. Only in this region
between the Eleven Point and Current rivers do we have a substantial area
of unbroken forest and clear, unpolluted rivers.

The plan's authors seem to think that hiding drill sites and other
visual pollution behind rows of trees so they can't be seen from trails,
rivers, and roads makes the development okay. They are wrong. This area
must not be destroyed, and attempts to destroy it will not be hidden.

I strongly urge you to revise the DEIS, drawing the conclusions
that your data seems to indicate: that there cannot be exploration and
development of mines without substantial destruction and degradation of
the environment; therefore, let there be no development.

Respectfully,

rd A*

S. Dean Wooton
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Mrs. W Evans Crosby

97 FREDERICK LANE
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Mr. B. Eric Morse. Porest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I am writing In regards to the proposed lead mining operations in the
Mark Twain National Forest in Missouri.

6

6

6

I would like to go on record as being STRONGLY OPPOSED to any type of
activity that would degrade the unique and fragile environment of our
PUBLIC LANDS. The short term gains for the local economy are far
outweighed by the permanant destruction of this last vestige of our wild
and scenic heritage. My Grandfather, Dr, Z. Lee Stokely, was among
those that were Instrumental In getting the national forests established
In Missouri for the benefit of future generations to use and enjoy. The
multi-purpose usage built Into the original philosophy of these public
lands was not intended to include usage that would destroy the forest
lands and preclude or destroy such basic uses such as providing food,
water, wood products and recreation. The close proximity of the
proposed lead mines to the heart of the Ozark National Scenic Rlverways
in surface miles but also In the connection to underground waterways
that we cannot see much less control makes this much more than Just a
local problem.

It Is our responsibility to Insure that the work and foresight of our
forefathers Is not sold out for the sake of short-term, short-sighted
goals. The present generation will be cursed forever by those that
follow if we let this prostitution of our legacy procede.
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The bottom line Is that the newly and conveniently renamed Doe Run
Corporation (formerly the St. Joseph Lead Mining Co.) cannot guarantee
that It can absolutely, positively protect our natural resources from
the type of poisonous water and moonscape that now cover many, many
acres from Bonne Terre to Joplin In Missouri. It's time to stop trading
the the legacy to future generations for our own short term questionable
gains.

Sincerely,

David N. Stokely
Rt. 1, Box 307A
Billings, Missouri 65610
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u. Jonathan B. Beard
923 E. Guinevere

Springfield, Mo. 65807
1-417-887-7231

January 18, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

i

2

I miles of some of the most beautiful scenic land in America. Much of the

0 I area has been proposed for wilderness designation because many believe
' it should remain unspoiled. Why can’t this area be left alone so that

I future generations may enjoy it and the many species of wildlife (some

01 on the federally protected endangered species list) may be allowed to

|
survive?

The relatively few job opportunities and cash flow that the proposed

mining operations would give to the local inhabitants is short-lived.
In a matter of a few years, the mining operations would cease, and the

jobs and cash flow would cease as well. So, for just a temporary pause

in the local economic woes of only a percentage of the local economy, a

long-term if not permanent environmental catastrophy would be created.

No amount of jobs or cash flow for the local economy is worth this ter-

rible ecological impact! Let us not allow a great part of Missouri to

become a poisoned moonscape.

I have read in the local and national media with deep concern about
the proposed mining in the Winona District of the Mark Twain National
Forest. As I have done much research in the Tri-State District for an
upcoming book on caves that includes a chapter on the area, I can say

6

inate to the point where it will once again support the healthy wildlife
that once flourished before the mining began. Meanwhile, the visual eye-
sores are permanent—what once was pristine Ozark topography is now ugly
"moonscape". No amount of subsequent "reclaiming" will return this area
to its former pristine landscape (not to mention the tremendous tax bur-
den to attempt it).

without reservation with clear conscience that lead mining in the karst
topography of the Ozark Region will result in long-term deterioration of
above-ground and subterranean water quality. Tar Creek of northeast Ok-
lahoma has been so badly polluted with sulfuric acid and other heavy-met-
al contaminants that aquatic life has been non-existant in some areas.
This area has been designated one of the worst environmental problems
in the midwest by the E.P.A. and will take several decades to decontam-

6

6

6

The Winona District is even more ecologically sensitive than the
Tri-State Mining District. The Tri-State District is located on the very
edge of the Ozark Region, and the hideous environmental disaster the min-
ing caused is relatively localized. The Winona District is the recharge
area for the three largest springs in the Ozarks—Big Spring, Mammoth
Spring and Greer Spring—as well as several other lesser-known area
springs with smaller discharges. There is simply no way the area can
be mined without polluting these springs with deadly toxic mine wastes

—

the rock strata in the area are extensively faulted and jointed with
countless cracks, partings and caves which are means of fast unfiltered
travel of large quantities of groundwater (not to mention what surface
run-off can do with water containing mine leachate). Big Spring, gener-
ally regarded by geologists as the largest single-outlet spring in the
United States, could easily and quickly be polluted for many decades by
the proposed mining operations being considered. There is also the per-
manent destruction of one of Missouri's most rugged unspoiled regions.
This is not a small region, but a region that affects about 1000 square

6

Please also consider that the economy of this area is very local—
the benefits of the added cash flow from mining operations would only

affect a relative few people. However, the beauty of this unspoiled

area affects not only the local inhabitants but also the many thousands

of people who visit the area each year to hike its wooded hills and float

its clear streams. The damage caused by mining could affect tourism in

the area dramatically, perhaps cancelling any net economic gain from

mining.

8)
I urge you and all others considering the proposed mining of the

Winona District to support "Alternative A" (no mining—maximum resource

protection) and help defeat the proposal that will surely severely dam-

age the environment and beauty of this delicate area.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely, 3

£
Jonathan B. Beard,

National Speleological Society

Missouri Speleological Survey

American Cave Conservation Association
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Mrs. Vanessa Elliott
Rt 1 Box 117

Cabool , MO 65689

January 17, 1987

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

7)
'1 fj? E j is r^l

n̂
msss^

I don't usually take the time to write letters of this nature, but it has
come to my attention that there is a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
recommending hardrock mineral leasing be allowed in the Mart Twain National
Forest Winona District. I feel that t!is is very important and that the
citizens in the area should let their thoughts on the matter be known.

My husband and I purchased property in the area between Willow Springs
and Cabool in 1983. We have come to realize and appreciate the magnificent
beauty of this area. I feel that there is always a price to pay for things
you like, and it seems to be very hard to find a good-paying job in the
Ozarks. I feel that this job situation is also a consideration in the lead
mining project. It seems that the loss of heavy pollution causing industry,
and thus the opportunity for a large nu.aber of well-paying jobs, is the price
to be paid for living here. I can relate our own personal experiences along
this line.

6
|

My husband and I, after moving here in May 1984, realized we were not
going to survive financially, so we both moved temporarily to St. Louis for
jobs, keeping our property here. We conmutted to our home on weekends for
the past two years. About 6 weeks ago I got a job in Springfield, VO, and
I am now travelling back and forth every day to Springfield, about 4 hrs per

day. This has not been easy for my family, but we have been through a lot

just with the hope of settling here permanently as soon as we could, and we
feel it has all been worth it.

I am not suggesting that anyone could or should do what we have done, but
I guess I am just trying to say that this is a beautiful, unspoiled area that
is definitely worth the price you hava to pay to live here. I don't think it
is worthwhile to create a few jobs for a while but risk damaging the water,
atmosphere or landscape in order to accomplish that. There must be a better wj

I would like to close by asking you to adopt Alternative A.

Mrs. Vanessa El 1 i<

Senator John Danforth Representat
Senate Office Building House Offici

Washington, DC 20510 Washington,

Senator Christopher Bond
Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

29C

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to you concerning the Doe-Run Company,

wanting to mine in Shannon and Oregon Counties.

Yes I believe in protecting the environment. And

the St. Joe Park in Elvins is proof that the land

is given back to nature and the people to enjoy. And

with enforced rules and regulations that the company

has to comply with and does. Lets not depend on forieg

concentrate and lose more jobs. Lets keep the jobs hom

I think the Doe-Run Company records has proven i

and will continue to prove itself.

I now I have worked there for 20 years.

Thank You

Robert Spruell

Rt 3 Box 399
DeSoto, Missouri 63020

If
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517 E. Capitol #2

Jefferson City MO 65101
Jan. 20, 1988

IWKKDVA1N NAriONAl fOK'tSi
R01LA. M0.

Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain NF
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla MO 65401

Oear Mr. Morse:

I write in opposition to lead mining in the Winona District of the Forest.

1 can appreciate the residents' distaste for tourists and desire for the
more presigous, dignified, and higher paying work associated with mining.

However, the geology of the area, and Its proximity to the New Madrid fault,
make it high likely that lead tailings will sooner or later poison the
National Scenic Rivers.

There is no shortage of lead in the world. Its price has not significantly
increased In the last few years. If the price of lead did go up, it might
be profitable for mining companies to use lower grade ore from their current
Missouri mines.

Over the long run, the area is of national tourist value and it is quite possible
that more money will come in from tourism than from mining. Tourism is permanent,
as long as the rivers are clean. Mining is always temporary. I urge that
you adopt "Alternative A."

Sincerely,

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Kit Bond
Congressman Ike Skelton
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Ann T. Eggebrecht
<S23 South Hanley. Apt C
Clayton. Missouri 63105

(314) 725-1560

January 18, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO. 65401

l
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ROLLA l in _

Re i Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Public Comment
Mining in Mark Twain National Forest

6
!

«l

It is imperative that we preserve our land and water,
or it will no longer be there for us.

Any mining in the Mark Twain National Forest will cause
irreversible damage and pollution. Most obviously, there
will be visual damage and noise. More insidious will be
an increase in toxic chemicals and contamination of
ground water.

The primary purposes for which the National Forest land
was acquired include t soil conservation, watershed
protection, wilderness protection, outdoor recreation
and timber production. These managementobjectives have
been set forth in the USFS recently adopted Forest
Management Plan.

It is the duty of the USFS to preserve the forest lands
and wilderness values in perpetuity. Mining would destroy
the lands.

cj F lease adopt Alternative A: no mining; maximum resource
Ol protection.

Sincerely,

r 5IcAUJ
-

—

Ann T. Eggebrecht
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19 January 1988 23 June 1986

Mr. Eric Morse
Porest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Porest Supervisor*

Enclosed is a letter we submitted to you in June, 1986
concerning lead mining in the Winona District of the Marx
Twain National Porest. Since than our feelings on this issue
have only strengthened in opposition to the hardrocx mineral
leasei our reasons remain the same.

I

We urge the United States Porest Service to adopt
Alternative A (no mining— maximum resource protection).
Please protect our national forests— not destroy theml

$jeve arid Jary&J Markley
Route 1, Box 187
Willow Springs, Missouri 65793

cci Representative William Emerson
Senator Christopher Bond
Senator John Danforth

H

i

6

Forest Supervisor
Marx Twain National Porest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Forest Supervisor!

We have several comments we would like to make concerning
the U.S. Steel Preference Right Lease Application. First, we
were very sorry to hear that you are considering lead mining
in the Frisco Unit Winona Ranger District. You, better than
anyone else, should know that this would result in the pollu-
tion of the ground water in this area, not to mention the
disruption and destruction of the very important eco-system.
Your 60-page “Environmental Analysis’* has already told you so,
and, we might add, was far too sketchy for what you are proposing
to undertake.

We realize these are times of hard fiscal realities, but
we feel that the wise use of our resources should still be the
rule. Something that would pollute the ground water and rivers
is not worth it. It seems t-.at it is time to acknowledge the
damage we do to our environment when we do large scale
tamoering with the earth's surface for immediate profit with
little regard for what is really valuable! the soil, the water,
the air, the vegetation, and the animals. The 0zar-.s is a
beautiful place that does bring in revenue through tourism,
for example, if you are so concerned, about money. But its
topography is fragile and cannot take much abuse. There is
little topsoil. Erosion occurs easily on these rocky slopes.
And there is little below ground to filter effluent— i.e. , heavy
metal. Therefore, prudent land management is necessary,
especially by the largest land manager in thi3 area, the U.S.
Forest Service. c,ven as small hog farmers (and ex-teacners)
we try to practice this principal of prudence.

The gains made from mining operations might mean a Short-
term profit for some company; but .ve who live ir. t iis region
would lose much in the long rum specifically the clean water
that comes from the karst below us. The gains made oy the
mining business could not be so great as to cover the long
range costs of cleaning up polluted ground and streams (ana
beautiful ones, tool). Springfield is currently having to
reckon with two landfills which are contaminating surrounding
land; .Vest Plains had to deal with their sewage lagoon system
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that sank into underground streams (surfacing in Mammoth Springs,
Arkansas . . Any mining operation in this area would surely
do a lot more damage to the environment. Who would be
responsible for the resulting pollution? We feel that whoever
decides to allow such activities is in part responsible and
that means the U.S. Government (U.S. Forest Service), who is
supposed to represent us.

We strongly encourage further study and analysis on this
issue, and would like our opinions stated here to be included
on the official record.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely, ..

Route
Willow

and JaiSe Marxley
1, Box 187
Springs, Missouri 65793

cc

Mark Knewtson

Rt. 12, Box 343

Springfield, MO 65807
January 20, 19«8

Mr. Erie Morse, sorest Supervisor
Mark Twain National rorest
401 Fairgrounds Koad

Kolia, *0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

p), 1 @ E I v
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i am writeing to protest the proposed hardrock mineral
leasemg (.lead mineing) of the Winona District or The Mark Twain
National forest. Mineing could nave a negative effect on both the
.Eleven point and Current rivers, as major springs wnich feed
these rivers are recnargea from tms area. The karst topograpny
of tms area is nignly unsuitable for tne construction of tail-
ings ponds wnicn would contain toxic lead and otner neavy metals.
Any leakage or failure of tnese ponds could directly pollute our

rivers causeing irreversible damage.

Allowing mineing nere would greatly endanger this wild and

scenic area wnicn many people nave worked long and nard to preserve.

e|

Pollution oi ground water is not the only bad result of

mineing. neavy industry in tms area would also result in noise

pollution and numerous scars upon tne land, among otner tilings.

it is my feeling tnac tne J. S.F.S. snouid not ignore water-

shed protection, wilderness protection, and outdoor recreation

value in favor of mineing interests and local joos. Tourism is

already an establisned local industry. why endanger tourism

witn something as risxy as lead mineing? This area's own natural

value and beauty could very well oe lost forever.

297 298
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1 urge you to adopt alternative A, no mineing-maximum re-

source protection.

Sincerely,

Mark Knewtson

(1 am also sending copies of tms letter to our Missouri senators

and congressman uene Taylor.)
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Jan. 20, 1988

Mr. 2ric Morse , ((Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fair grounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

"Think not of yourselves, 0 Chiefs, nor of your
own generation. Think of continuing generations
of our families, think of our grandchildren and
of those yet unborn, whose faces are coming from
beneath the ground."

Dear Sir. Morse,

My husband and I agree that the above nuotation
credited to Peace maker, founder of Six Nations Iriouois

?Sw
e<

‘Sr
e
?rf

a
5
d ,u<>

;
ed in> the ‘’liional Ceosrapiuc. Sept.

1x0? , should be a charge to all m positions of power.

..eeping this in mind, we urge ydu to use your in-
fluence to prevent mining in the Mark Twain National
Forest. The National Forests were created for a creater
purpose than to benefit an individual industry or toprovide a few employment opportunities to the local
community. This is an extremely fragile area. Anymining 3t all, with its attendant side effects: roads,noise, exposure of poisonous lead, disposition of tail-ings, highly possible water pollution, etc. , would be
incompatible with the purpose of the National Forest.
J°me of ^ese effects would be impossible to ever reverse.
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UITe you t0 z ~iy "no " to mining in Markw
|

Tw-ln -.no to convince your colleagues to do the same.
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Robert M. Landhlaj*. P. C.
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January 19, 1988
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Mr. Eric Morse
Porest Supervisor
Marie Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Raleigh, Missouri 65401

Re: DEIS recommending that Hardrock Mineral Leasing be
allowed within the Mark Twain National Forest

Dear Mr. Morse:

I want to add my objection to the above-referenced
recommendation. If the USFS plan is not stopped, it will
physically alter the Mark Twain National Forest area forever and
will cause other degredations to water quality which could carry
ramifications far beyond the issue of mining. Instead, I urge
that Alternative A (no mining - maximum resource protection) be
adopted . Thank you

.

Very. truly yours,

ROBERT M. LANDMAN

Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Allan Wheat
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Dear Mr. Morse:

Department of Conservation review of the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement (DEIS) for Hardrock Mineral Leasing on the Mark Twain National

Forest is complete. The following comments are offered.

4

The DEIS states, "Because a lease conveys the right to develop and produce

Federal minerals, this analysis considers all possible environmental effects..."

The DEIS adequately reviews the Issues and impacts of mining activities on
the various natural resources. However, analysis of site specific mining

impacts, and a determination of additional necessary studies and information

were not possible at this stage of study. Conveyance of mining rights is of

concern unless each mining plan would be independently subjected to full

scale public review.

The report alludes to the need for mining proposals to meet all regulatory

requirements associated with clean air, water, transportation, etc., perhaps

suggesting that if met permission to mine will be granted. In the event the

decision is to grant leases, the Forest Service should absolutely not abrogate

such responsibilities to other regulatory agencies, but rather ensure compli-

ance to those regulations and to its own management policies.

8

The Mark Twain staff recently completed its "Land and Resource Manage-
ment Plan" (Plan) with involvement of other agencies, including the Depart-
ment of Conservation. We have joined in support for implementation of the

Plan, and intend to maintain that position. The Department recommends that

an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) be prepared for each proposed mine

site, or other associated mining activity that could have a serious impact on

the environment, regardless of the mining alternative chosen through the EIS

process. We believe this to be a tenable position protective of the forest

and wildlife resource of the Mark Twain National Forest, as set out in the

recently published Plan.

COMMISSION

JEFF CHI RAN
Chillier*he

JAY HENCES RICHARD REED
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Mr. B. Eric Morse
January 19, 1988

Page Two
MDC Staff Comments on the Hardrock Mineral Lease

Mark Twain National Forest
(paraphrased)

Attached are summarized specific comments by Department reviewers of the

DEIS to assist in preparation of the final Statement. Questions regarding

these comments may be directed to Gary Christoff of the Department staff.

Enclosure

cc: Commissioner Churan
Commissioner Powell

Commissioner Reed
Commissioner Henges

"Significant impacts to wildlife will occur the occupied surface site."

"A concern not found addressed: Lead dust contamination along haul roads."

I

"The Department of Conservation is conducting an inventory of natural features
funded in part by the U. S. Forest Service. All of these areas should be
protected."

61 "Sulphur can be a substantial problem."

6|
"Mitigation measures should include only the use of chemicals (used to separate the

mineral from the rock) which are not harmful to all forms of life."

I

"Tailings pond dams are described as "finely-ground limestone with some heavy
metals." This will result in addition of heavy metals and silt to streams or
groundwater during rains."

4
"One catastrophic failure of the containment structure around a tailings pond could
have irreversible and long-term effects on surface and subterranean waters, and
associated life forms."

el

"They did little to lessen my fears that mining will result in fish with high levels

of lead."

4
"There are multiple paths for heavy metals to enter groundwater. While each
component may not be a problem individually, their cumulative impact may be
great."

I

"Further efforts to guard against these catastrophic events (tailings dam collapse)

will be needed. A backup system that collects all accidentally discharged tailings

is a necessity."

I

"Good quantification of habitat values and biotic communities and some specific

practices designed to return equivalent environmental values for losses are desper-

ately needed."
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Roll a, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I a> very concerned about the proposal to mine lead in the
Uinona District of the Mark Twain National Forest. This
seeas like a cont radi ct i on in terms. On the one hand we
set aside primitive and natural areas for our children
and their children to enjoy, and on the other we propose
to strip and probably permanently alter it by mining.

I urge you to adopt Alternative A of the impact statement
that would provide maximum resource protection.

Si ncer ely

,

Karl Kruse

cc Senator Bond
Senator Danforth
Repr esentat i ve Volkmer

310
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4008 Lynton Drive
St. Louis, MO 63129
January 18, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Pairground Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I have read that the Porest Service and Bureau of Land
Management have issued s Draft Environmental Impact Statement
recommending that hardrock mineral leasing be allowed within
the Mark Twain National Forest, Winona District.

I am very fond of the Missouri Ozarks, have floated the
Current and Jacks Pork Rivers many times, and do volunteer
trailbuilding on the Ozark Trail. Greer Spring is my favorite
place in Missouri and I am planning a backpack trip to Irish
Wilderness this spring. It is distressing to think of the
degredatzon that mining activities would cause in an area
highly valued for its wilderness qualities.

I

I request that Alternative A be adopted and the Mark Twain
National Porest continue to be managed in accordance with the
objectives set forth in the recently adopted Porest Management
Plan.

copy: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Richard Gephardt
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01/18/88

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

:

I am writing to express my objection to the proposed lead mining
in the Mark Twain National Forest. I strongly suggest that
Alternative A (no mining-maximum resource protection) be adopted.

While I recognize the short term economic benefit to the local
area, I also recognize the Winona District of the forest to be a

totally unsuitable location for mining.

Environmentally, my concerns lean toward both surface and ground-
water contamination. The Karst topography of the area is part-
icularly porus and groudwater from the area has been traced to its
outlet at the Current River (Ozark National Scenic Riverway).

Aesthetically, I choose the natural beauty of the Ozarks, the
rolling hills and clear streams, over the exposed tailings, dead
trees, and polluted flatwater areas that will accompany the mining.

In summary, the temporary benefits of the proposed mining will
come only at the permanent and unacceptable expense of the primary
forest values.
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Hr. Erio dorse. Forest Supervisor
dark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, dO 66401

Dear dr. dorse,
I have been lnforaed that the U.S.

Management have Issued a Draft Environ*
alneral leasing in the Winona District

January 17, 1988
9708 dargo Ann Lane
St. Louis, dO 6C134

orest Service and Bureau of Land
tal lapact Statement recoanending
the dark Twain National Forest.

6l „,o.M
d° *‘™e “lt

?
thlS re<!°*"endatlon. Drill sites, telling l.pound.snts,V| pipelines end roods would definitely spoil the vlsuel qu.llty of this beautifuldore laportantly, the chance of groundwater contamination

ite probable. Lead Is poisonous to living things, and some organisms will- needlessly If there Is a pollution accident.I

area, d
Is quit
suffer

8
Please reconsider alning here. We do

I adopt Alternative “A“ instead.
need the lead at this ti Pie

Sincerely, v

^/JL. F.C/~oZLnut^
Emily F. Christensen

Copies toi Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Jack Buechner
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HAZELWOOD WEST JUNIOR HIGH-HIGH SCHOOL, George J. Gerdeman, Principal
#1 Wildcat Lane, Hazelwood, Missouri 63042 - (314) 731-3333

Hazelwood Schools
ORIGINAL LOST AND DUPLICATE IS ON FILE

20 January 1988
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Route 1, Box 39
Brookline, Missouri 65619

Mr . Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Mr. Morse:

It has come to my attention that the Forest Service is giving
serious consideration to additional lead mining in Mark Twain
National Forest. In view of the serious impact that will likely
occur to the Irish Wilderness, Greer Spring, and the Eleven Point
River, I think this consideration is most appalling!

I have walked in the Irish Wilderness, enjoyed the pristene beauty
of Greer Spring, and floated and trout fished in the upper section
of the Eleven Point River. Because ‘of their fragile nature, I
believe that lead mining would adversely affect all these areas
for many years to come.

6|

Lead mining generates a considerable quantity of tailings. These
tailings will include some levels of lead, copper, zinc, and
nickel. At the very least, some underground water contamination
will occur thus impacting all of the above referenced areas. This
contamination could result in flora destruction and fish kills.

I

In closing, I would like to remind you that it is not the duty of
the Forest Service to sacrifice wilderness areas for the
sustenance of a small but poorly planned mining industry venture.

Thank you,

s/R. Steven Krogh
R. STEVEN KROGH

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Gene Taylor

BOARD OF EDUCATION: Gwen Gerhardt. President Joseph E Oonahue. Vice President Charles E Sweeney, Secretary

August A. Busch Jr., Treasurer Ann Gibbons. Director Pat McEvoy, Director SUPERINTENDENT: Francis C Huss
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SOUTHEAST MISSOURI GROTTO
Rte . 1 , Box 1 1 0A

Annapolis, MO 63620

< 31 4> 546-2864

January 16 . 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

B
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6

Given that groundwater contamination will occur, the DEIS tails to indicate what
levels ot lead ano other heavy metals would be allowed, and it insutficiently

addresses the conseouences ot any contamination much less exceeding the
"allowable" limits. While the DEIS savs that State water duality laws will be
entorced. by the time deterioration is noticed damage to the groundwater will

already have occured. Further, scientitic data indicates that present standards
for water auality may exceed the limits necessary to prevent serious degradation
of aouatic ecosystems; while state regulations for human drinking water allow 50
parts per billion the Environmental Protection Agency is olanning to reduce the

permissible lead in drinking water to 20 00b.

Troglobitic communities are especially vulnerable to groundwater contamination.

Populations of the Southern Cave Fish have oeen found in caves in the area: there

is reason to believe that oooulations of rare troglobitic animals exist in the

drainage networks of the area.

This is in response to the Draft Environmental Imoact Statement (DEIS) for the
proposed hararock mineral leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest. The
Southeast Missouri Grotto is an organization representing speleologists
throughout the state. A number of our activities have been in the Winona District
of the Mark Twain National Forest, where we have mapped and inventoried cave
resources. We urge that Alternative A - no mining and maximum resource
orotection - be adooted.

I

The DEIS appears to be a very Diased document favoring the economic interests of

the mining industry. Conversely, the concerns of environmentalists, recreational
users and public citizens are ignored or trivialized. What follows is a summary of

some of the major weaknesses we have noted in the DEIS.

The Impact on the Karst Terrain Will Have Long-Term Adverse Environmental

6

6

The DEIS acknowledges a risk of seriously damaging the fragile karst
environment, yet finds this risk acceptable. However, the areas that potentially
might be affected are of national significance: the Current ano Eleven Point
National Scenic Rivers. Greer Soring, the Irish Wilderness, to name the more
well-known features. Degradation of the groundwater has long-term
conseouences for numan and other life forms that ought to make tne risks
completely unacceptable, especially in such an area of outstanding natural
resources.

6

6

There is no wav to prevent contaminants from reaching the groundwater. The

DEIS trivializes the oossiole catastrophic conseouences of a tailings oono
collapse or tailings pond leakage. The DEIS states. "Studies have not vet oeen
conducted within tne area to determine tne ootential for suitable [tailings

impoundment] sites" (p. 12): it might well have added that the area contains no
suitable sites. As Tom Alev (1975) demonstrated, hydrological studies in this
area show it to consist of losing streams with little or no filtration. There nave
been many collapses in Karst terrains following the building of impoundments.
Likewise, the EIS tails to give consideration to the hazards associated with
sinknole collapse or subsidence resulting from mining activities. Nor ooes the
DEIE sufficiently address contaminants reaching tne groundwater througn
infiltration of water into the mine once it is closed.

The Economic Need for Minino is Not Sufficiently Justified

I The economic arguments presented to justify mining are twofold: the nation needs

~f I the lead suoolies and the local citizens would find economic benefit. Neither of

|
these arguments are sufficiently justified.

Tom Alev (1987) has presented interesting points suggesting that the Viburnum
Trend reserves are much larger than is being claimed. The source cited by the

DEIS for the expected depletion date is from the mining industry itself and
conflicts with several other reliable estimates which were not cited. Even if the

figures presented were correct, it appears that mining in the Winona District

"J
would augment the present reserves of low-cost lead for only a relatively short

oeriod. and this at the permanent expense of the wilderness resources as
elaborated above. The DEIS fails to mention another adverse impact of expanding
mine production: it discourages recycling efforts. Lead recycling - mainly of

automotive batteries - is not economically feasible at present because lead is

already so cneao (which, along with the several currently closed mining

( operations, further challenges the notion that production expansion in a new area

is a necessity). But if indeed there is an anticipated shortage of lead then
recycling should be encouraged before production is expanded: recycling would be

a more ecologically sound aporoacn when dealing with such a highly toxic element
( and it is a means of economic growth that doesn't reauire depleting scarce forest

resources.

The suooosed benefit to the local economy is also not clearly suooorted in the

DEIS. Most likely only a very small percentage of the local inhabitants would be
employed in the mining ooeraticns: typically, such positions are filled bv skilled

laborers ano there already is a large pool of unemployed miners elsewnere who
would presumably be hired first. Although the unemoloyed miners might welcome
tne opportunity to regain employment, thev will nave personal costs to oav in

relocating to tne Winona District and undoubtedly would prefer that the mining

industry reopen existing mines. Perhaps there would be some expansion in the

housing and retail business if there is a sudden population influx, out now much

ano who would oe tne beneficiaries of this expansion has not been researened.

Experience elsewnere has often shown that in a sudden boom outside businesses
move in and outcomoete the indigenous businesses who don't have the capital

reouireo for ouick expansion. In-migration brings an additional pool of peoole
seeking wo-k (spouses, teenagers, other family members of the mining work force)
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with a net effect that, as a percentage of the population, unemployment rates may

stav the same or even increase. Population booms also place a tremendous

demand for services (schools, utilities. 6ewage treatment, etc.) which rural

townships cannot readily afford. And what would be the effect on the local

economy when the mining is finished"* Would not the unemployment scale to new
heights leaving the area in a worse financial condition than it presently suffers?

The DEIS Fails to Fairly Assess the Impact on Wilderness Qualities

6

4

6

A mining industry is an evesore to all but the mine owner and. apparently, the

U.S. Forest Service. The area to be affected is an outstanding scenic area. The
erection of above ground structures, transmission lines, roads, and tailings ponds

would destroy one of Missouri's most pristine areas and would be visible from

the surrounding wilderness areas. Added to this is the noise contamination; the

DEIS mentions that noise can be heard up to two miles away 1 The DEIS
suggestion that “high solitude users" go elsewhere is flatulent and points

uneauivocably to the biased nature of the Forest Service in favoring the mining

proposal. The Forest Service Management Plan recently completed called for

maintaing this area in its natural state; now the Forest Service seems to be

catering to the special-interest demands of the mining industry in its

unaccountable failure to give significance to the losses that would result from

the environmental degradation.

Mining of this area will have longterm negative conseauences for the watershed,

will accelerate soil erosion, will degrade the forest cover, and will disrupt the

wildlife in the area. The pooulation influx to the area is also likely to have
negative conseouences which haven't been addressed bv the DEIS; increased

usage of reduced forest reserves for recreational purposes, increased vehicular

traffic (ano increased use of ORV's and motorboats in the area), and a general

decline in the solitude of the area.

Sources Cited:

Alev. Thomas. 1975. A predictive hydrologic model for evaluating the effects of
land use and management on the auantitv and aualitv of water from Ozark Sprinos.
Missouri Speleology, vol. 18. 1978.

Alev. Thomas. 1987. A Technical Review of the Draft Environmental Imoact
Statement on Harorock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri.
Ozark Underground Laboratory.

8

17

6

In conclusion, we feel that the DEIS was ooorly constructed and that the Forest

Service preferred alternative recommending mining yields to oolitical/economic

pressure from the mining industry itself; it is not the result of an informed and

unbiased examination of the issues. Our preferred alternative is “A“. We believe

that there is a growing feeling amongst the citizens of this State - and a

beginning awareness elsewhere in this country - that the Forest Service should

not be in the business of keeoing the mining industry afloat at the expense of our

limited natural resources, especially nigh auality wilderness resources as found

in the Winona District. The beauty of the water, the extensive forests, the

fragile ponds ano sinkholes, the caves, the abundant wildlife, all tms and more
should take precedence over trying to sustain a faltering lead mining industry.

sincerely.

Sue Kagan
SEMO Director
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HOWARD JONES BOX 307 ARCADIA MO 63621-314 546 2230

January 18, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervise
Mark rvain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road,
Rolla, Mo., 65401

Dear Sir

i

W g
[fil

1

JAN 7 1
1

I

I feel the U.S. Forest Service DEIS plan will physically alter
the Mark Twain National Forest (Winona Dlstrict)farever.

I urge you to help adopt Alternative A (no mining-maximum
resource protection) to preserve our forest lands.8

|

Sincerely yours,

cci Senator John Danfarth
Senator uhrlstopher Bond
Representative William Emerson

//» /?*8
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January 20, 1988

Mr. Morse,

Please do not allow mining at Doe Run. Once something like this Is started it

only gets worse. . .never does It Improve anything.

I
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uWMiUluMuu Yores'

Sincerely,

">>7-

Marian M. Roenn
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January 18, 1908

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Roll a, MO 65401

Dear Mr . Morse ,

QA*i3JL&.

JAM? 2 |

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

It would like to register my strong support for Alternative
A — no mining, maximum resource protection — with regard to the
question of hardrock mineral leasing in the Winona District of
the Mark Twain National Forest.

6

To allow lead mining in this area would, in my opinion, be
an unconscionable violation of the public trust by the Forest
Service. There are a number of considerat ions , from disruption
of the visual beauty of the area, to insupportable disruption of
ecosystems through the development and running of the mine
operations, any of which should be sufficient to stop the issuing
of 1 eases

.

But by far the most dangerous is the virtually certain
large-scale pollution of the ground water by mine tailings and
mining wastes, given the karst sub-structure of the land in the
Winona District.

17

Basically, you know better. What could possible lead an
agency of the Federal Government given the public welfare as its
charge to engage in such a speculation so obviously dangerous to
those you are supposted to serve? Who is supposed to benefit
from this to such a degree that your mission to serve the forests
and the people can be so compromised?

I

I urge you to do the job that you were orginally given to do
when the Forest Service was founded, and take care of the
ecological integrity of the National Forests. I urge you to
implement Alternative A, no mining 1 eases .

Thank you for you consideration of this letter.

David Haenke
Box 3,
Brixey, Missouri 65618
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January 20, 1988

Richard L. Martin
1104 Blueberry Lane
Liberty, Missouri 64068

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Mark Twain National Forest
Hard Rock Mining, October, 1987
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of the interior. (BEIS1

Dear Mr. Morse:

8
i I urge the U.S. Forest Service to adopt alternative A as
I outlined in the DEIS.

I have in recent years, been fortunate to have taken ad-
vantage of the enormous beauty afforded by Mark Twain National
Forest and in particular the Missouri/Ozarks area adjacent to
the Eleven Point National Scenic River, the Irish Wilderness and
Greer Spring. My children have now reached the age where they
too are enjoying these last few areas of untouched Missouri

I

beauty. Any chance that even a small portion of our Missouri
heritage is despoiled by hard rock mining is too a great chance
to take.

Adoption of Alternative A (No Mining-Maximum Resource Pro-
tection) should be adopted.

Q.a£sj\. (TV. fTWls.
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Tron Peterson
Rt 1 Box 176
Oronogo, Missouri 6465

5

cc - Senator John C. Danforth
Senator Christopher S. Bond
Representative E. Thomas Coleman
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Mrs. Laura L. McPeak
8900 Sycamore Court
Sycamore Hills, MO 63114

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 6S401

Dear Mr. Morse:

January 18, 1988

E IB

l°38

Based on personal knowledge and experience, I'm writing to support approval of
the application permits for exploration and possible mining development as
recommended as Alternative D In the draft E.I.S.

The Doe Run Company (and St. Joe Lead before that), has a solid record of
compliance and environmental responsibility. There are many State and Federal
regulations governing lead mining and processing. These regulations are tough
and thorough and are actively enforced. I am confident that further mining In

the Oregon County area will be regulated and enforced to the degree that assures
environmental safety. With modern exploration and mining methods, current and
rigorously enforced regulations, a company that has proved to be responsible and
reliable, lead mining and processing Is safe. I urge you to stick to the E.I.S.
recommendation which was backed by two years of research and the evaluations of

I

many people who are experts in the field. Our nation can have the lead It needs
In the next century, and we can pass our wilderness on to future generations
undamaged. I personally don't want our country to depend on any more foreign
resources than we have to.

If we have enough lead here In Missouri to avoid dependence on foreign sources.
I say go for It. Mining doesn’t affect the environment nearly as much as those
people who object seem to think. Mining and the wilderness can coexist. We want
to preserve the natural beauties and recreational resources of our state as much
as do those people who oppose the draft E.I.S. recommendation and the detailed
expertise that went Into It. People often distrust what they don't know
firsthand. For example, Viburnum is a beautiful area as well as the source of
90% of our nation's lead supply. Taxes and royalties from mining provide
excellent schools, municipal services, jobs, and amenities beyond what you would
expect In a town this size. From personal experience, we do know and trust that
Alternative D will provide the environmental protection that will preserve our
wilderness heritage for our children and grandchildren. It also permits the
development of needed resources.

Sincerely,

Laura L. McPeak

P.S. Enclosed is a fact sheet that may provide you with more Informative
Information.
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389 Crown Point
Columbia, MO 65203
Jan. 20, 1988

Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to you as a citizen of Missouri, to express
my opinion regarding the proposed mining in the Mark Twain
National Forest.

7

Our family has lived in Columbia for 20 years, and
I was in St. Louis for eight years before. During our time
here we have enjoyed especially our trips to the Ozarks and
the Mark Twain National Forest, to the springs and Scenic
Rivers. Our children, now nearly all grown, have very fond
memories of times we spent there. I find it very sad to think
that these places may not be there for our grandchildren
to enjoy.
I am not insensitive to the employment needs of people living
in the Ozarks. 1 do think that mining development represents
a temporary fix to the problem, and a spotty one at best.
Why not devote some of the cost of the proposed mining develop-
ment to L©1$ development of ways to recycle lead, and let
the unemployed people of the Ozarks have the opportunity
to be employed in this effort? The tourist business promises
to be more enduring than any mining operation, and few people
will want to visit this area if it is defaced by mining.

8 Much of the area proposed for mining contains underground
61 sinkholes and caves, as well as beautiful springs. We have

many sinkholes and caves just south of Columbia, and the
policy here is to limit even the number of homes that ccan
be built on this type of land. Part of the reason for this
is the fear of polluting the ground water and the streams.

I

We are the stewards of the natural resources on this planet.
If we despoil them to satisfy our greed, our grandchildren
will never see or experience them. I consider this incredibly
selfish.

I

Please do what you can to prevent mining in this wilder-
ness area, which belongs to all the people!

Sincerely.

' -f-iAxbsf 'XJ-rA VAV), iU&‘

Carolyr/ W. Terry 11

816 West Lockwood
St. Louis. MO 63122
January 21, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401‘ Fairgrounds "Poad
Rolla, M0 65401

Lead mini ng near-Wi i

Dear Mr. Morse:

I own land in the Greenwood Forest, near
Mountai n -View^—Missour i , w i th i n spi tting
distance of Winona, Missouri and the Mark

—27
cerned about the proposal to allow more
lead mininq in the Forest, because of the
environmental impact of lead mining on
the area, especially water quality. When
I visit my land, I must drink the spring
water available in Greenwood, and strongly

“ZT oppose any potential pollution of this
sweet-tasting water.

I oppose lead mining in the Mark Twain

8 to prevent any further occurrence of it.

Thank you for your attention to my views.

jSsfa/tl.

Laura E. Griesedieck
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21 January 1988

Linda Beline

Route One Box 51D

Doniphan, Missouri

63935

Dear Mr. Morsej

Once again I am writting to urge you to adapt Alternitive A. We,

as citizens for the preservation of the Ozarks, do not want our homes

and environment destroyed.

Please carefully consider all of the adverse effects that this

lead mining proposittion would cause. The mining may be temporary,

but the affects it will have on the Ozark area will be permanent, and

irrevocable. It is not neccisary for me to name all of the aspects of

our delicate environment that could be affected by this horrendous

misuse of our forests, rivers, and springs.

We can look around our own state and see the legacy of lead mining.

It is not a pretty sight. I don't think that was what they had in

mind for the Mark Twain National Forest when they decided to protect it.

Now it is our turn to show that we care for the world we live in.

It is time to show some respect for the other creatures that live in

this world with us. Considering that we are supposed to be the most

intelligent creatures on this planet, I think it is about time we started

acting like it. We owe it to ourselves, future generations, all the

others who inhabit this planet, and most of all to the earth herself,

to stand up and fight to protect our sacred homeland.

Please help us in this battle for a clean, safe world to live in

by adopting Alternative A. Thank you very much for the D.E.I.S., I

already had one but I gave it to another concerned citizen to read and

study.

Thank you again for your time and concern about this issue.

Please help to save the beautiful MarkTwain National Forest.

January 20, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Roll a, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

[R
e e d d w B

i

JAN ? 1988

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL fGktl:
ROLLA. MO.

The purpose of this letter is to let you know that I am
opposed to the proposed lead mining of parts of the
Mark Twain National Forest. I think that it would be a
tragedy to spoil this natural and primitive area.

16 E. Stewart Rd.
Columbia, MO 65201

cc Senator Bond
Senator Dan forth
Repr esentat i ve Vol kmer

Sincerlyi

Linda Beline
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forrest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla, Mo. 65401 January 19, 1988

Dear Sir:

This letter is to urge you to adopt Alternative A
(no mining-maximum resource protection).

I have seen results of mining in other parts of our

nation and it is abhorent to think that it could also
happen in my state. Lead mining is a cancer on the land,

no matter what the motivation. Lead mining is a visual
crime to the most pristine and protected areas. You cannot
allow this to happen td» this unspoiled area of Missouri.

Your responsibility is to protect the citizens of this
state from unfair utilization of our protected lands. Not

to mention what this type of mining would do to the contamin-
ation of ground water, human exposure to lead, and noise
pollution from the mining industry.

I urge .you to pftease adopt Alternative A for those of

us who love this land.

UxiO -

Lois C. Forrestal
641 East Jefferson Ave

.

Kirkwood, Mo. 65122

Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Jack Buechner

is is is a w

I? IS8B

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road

,

Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am a Missouri taxpayer of the conservative persuasion. It has
come to my attention that you are evaluating public remarks on the
draft Environmental Impact Statement released by the Forest
Service/Bureau of Land Management concerning The Doe Run Company's
application for mineral leases in the Mark Twain National Forest.

I have been through the "new Lead Belt" several times and I am
impressed with the efforts of the Forest Service and the mining
companies to maintain the environment. It is apparent that mining can
coexist with the environment of the forest given the significant
changes which have been made over the past several years in
governmental regulation of the mining industry.

We, in this country, have striven to improve the quality of our
environment and we have been successful in our attempts. I am fully
supportive of reasonable environmental efforts to control our
industries; however, there must always be a clear balance established
between development and the environment. I am encouraged by the way
the French people think and make decisions; they think not only with
their head but also with their heart. In controversial situations
(i.e., nuclear power), they say their heart says "no"; however, their
mind says that it is necessary. We, in this country, look at all
controversial issues as either right or wrong and ignore our ability to
compromise.

The point of my dissertation is that I am confident that we have
established the necessary controls (i.e., 8 Federal Agencies which
administer 14 major Federal regulatory acts and 4 State Agencies which
administer 12 State mining laws) to allow the mining industry to
proceed under "Alternative D" set forth in your Environmental Impact
Statement. I believe a balance can be struck between environmental
considerations and the progress of development (which is currently
evidenced by activities in the "new Lead Belt")

.

Sincerely,

/Wy J. Stoehr

St. Louis, Missouri
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Steven M. Leigh
215 Hemlock
Lee's Summit, Missouri 64063
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Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Re: Dra£t Environmental Impact Statement
Mark Twain National Forest
Hard Rock Mining, October, 1987
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U..S. Pep.axtmgnt of the Interior (DEIS)

Dear Mr. Morse:

o| I urge the U.S. Forest Service to adopt alternative A as
°| outlined in the DEIS.

I have in recent years, been fortunate to have taken ad-
vantage of the enormous beauty afforded by Mark Twain National
Forest and in particular the Missouri/Ozarks area adjacent to
the Eleven Point National Scenic River, the Irish Wilderness and

I Greer Spring. Any chance that even a small portion of our Mis-
01 souri heritage is despoiled by hard rock mining is too a great

I chance to take.

Adoption of Alternative A (No Mining-Maximum Resource Pro-
tection) should be adopted.

cc - Senator John C. Danforth
Senator Christopher S. Bond
Representative Ike Skelton
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, M0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I am writing to urge that Alternative A (no

mining-maximum resource protection) be adopted.

Jerry V. Dunaway
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Supervisor Eric Here©
Hark Twain National Foreat
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, HO 63401

Dear

It see* a totally inconsistent for the DEgf£_6Qy££2Qa®Q£Sl_lBBSE£
Statement released in November to delineate the harmful
an v ironwent

a

1 impacts of mining and mineral exploration within
the 119,000 acre Winona District of the Hark Twain National
Forest, yet recommend Alternative D, allowing mining in 30* of
the study area.

27

6

Whatever the supposed economic benefits might be. the potential
for degradation of water quality and the visual beauty of the
heart of the big springs country would be too great a price to
pay. The economic condition of the lead and zinc market is poor
and does not warrant the permanent destruction of this beautiful
wilderness area. The DEIS falls to recognize the dollar value of
tourism which is sure to decline If this area is exploited for
mineral extraction.

27

The area in question is framed by the Eleven Point National
Scenic River, Greer Springs, the Irish Wilderness, Big Spring,
and the Ozark National Scenic Rlverways. It is unthinkable to
threaten the recharge area of these waterways.

The alternative A. no mining-maximum resource protects
clearly the only option in the public interest.

Sincerely

,

Susan R- Lammert

36 Godwin Lane
St. Louis, Missouri 63124

354 355
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4405 W. Pine $801

St. Louis, MO 63108-2307

January 20, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr . Morse

:

Because mine drainage would adversely affect springs, I cannot

27| approve of mining in Mark Twain National Forest

.

Sincerely

,

Louise Louden
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Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Over the course of the last month I have carefully read
through the DEIS report on the hardrock mineral leasing
issue going on in your district. During this period I

looked at all the possibilities with an open mind but see
only one just answer, PLEASE LEAVE IT ALONE!

I have been truly fortunate to spend a great deal of time
in the area in question while attending the university in
Rolla and cringe at the thought of anything happening to
the area in the future, so that future generations can see
it as it is right now- Beautiful, Peaceful, and relatively
UNSPOILED.

I realize that the most care will be taken in the mining
but any distubance or any incidence isn't worth the gamble
of losing all that we are fortunate to have. Please
recommend the enactment of Alternative A and follow along
the progressive movement of our great conservation depart-
ment in setting national precedence.

Sincerely

Gregory J

4384 Satiris Dr.
Florissant. MO 63033
(314) 838-8953

357 358

Mr. Dric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain national Torest
401 Fairgrounds load
Folia, :io 65401

1‘athleen Farrellv
1U 1 Fox 42A
Dora, M0 65637

Jan. 20th

/is* n\AiN KATiOfW. fey-'-
PplLA uo

Carol Clivio
HI 1 Fox 42A
Dora, M0 65637

Mr. Dric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain national Forest

401 Fair-rounds load

lolla, 10 65401
MARK MAIN NATIONAL fC.Sc

'

9CUA MO

Dear Mr. Morse,

I an once again writing to you to protest your endorsenent of

the proposed lead mine in the Minona District. Alternative A

should, and I hope will, be your choice.

Visually the beautiful and irreplaceable scenery of this district

will be ruined forever. The silence will be ruptured as well.

An irreversible change will be nade and it appalls me to think

that the "orest Service condones this devastation.

For a small economic gain the ground water will become contaminated,

lead and other freed heavy metals will poison the environment,

the wildlife and the people, and a valuable natural asset will

be lost to Missouri for all time.

The laws protecting the Scenic livers and the "ildemess areas

will soon he put to the test and I’m confident that the lead cine

will be blocked, but to save your reputation with people who care

about the earth please reverse your recommendation and withdraw

2'our endorsement immediately.

thleen Farrelly

/-oaaa

A

y
Copies being sent to:

Den John Danforth
Den. Christopher "'ond

Men. '-ene aylor

Dear Mr. Morse,

6

10

6

I am writing to urge you to adopt Alternative A for the proposed

lead mine in the .inona District. There should be no mining in

this area. I have seen the DDI3, read some of it, and read Tom

Alev’s white paper report siting it's many faults and flaws. It

is indeed "ludicrous that the D313 contains so little information

about the physical and chemical nature of the wastes which will

be created". Isn't this the problem that is plaguing the world?

Muge messes made by men who place their own goals and greed before

all else. The tailings pond that collapsed in the Viburnum Trend

in 1977 was in a geologically’ more stable area than the karst

region of the proposed mine site. Miy ri3k this kind of severe

contamination for 100 jobs and a last gasp to the dying lead

industry? "our endorsenent of this project is preposterous. This

magnificent area is not your ' s to ruin. It belongs to the world,

and the people of this world who care about beauty and the uncorrupt

are telling you to defend this region and leave it alone.

Carol Clivio

CosiM Closer
Copies being sent to:

Jen. John Danforth

Den. Christopher Mona

Representative Dene Taylor
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Mr. B. Eric Morse

Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, MO 65401

AWA raws KtfKEUU. H-

January 22, 1988

Dear nr. Morse:

This letter is a vote for approval of allowing mining leases on the Oregon

County portion of the Mark Twain National Forest. I have Been a Viburnum,
Missouri resident for 9-1/2 years My family moved from Arizona to

work for The Doe Run Company (then St. Joe Minerals Corp.). We plan to

live here as long as there is gainful employment.

We have seen St. Louis residents come to our area for years to enjoy

camping, hunting, and water sports. Most of them have no idea that they

are in the heart of the Lead Capitol of the World. The lead mines in our

area are responsible partners with the National Forest.

Mineral deposits are unique and rare occurances. Not only is it difficult to

find a mineral deposit, but to locate one that is large enough and of high

enough ore grade to make it economical is even rarer If The Doe Run
Company is not allowed to prospect in an area of known mineralization,

my Job, my friends jobs, and tax support and royalties to the Forest
Service are all in jeopardy. How can you properly manage and protect our
forest land without cooperation and funding from the mining industry?

Thank you for this opportunity to express some of my opinions and views
on the upcoming decisions to be made concerning mining leases on Forest
Lands.

Sincerely,

CJ.

^

RoDert W. Roscee

PO Box 382

26 St. Joseph St.

Vibumoa, Mo. 65566

pMITO?!
lUO JAN? "1988 J|

smssscisSrRaum J

Hr. Stic Horse
Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain Rational Forest
401 Fairgrounds Hoad
Holla, HO 65401

Dear Hr. Horse 1

Ttiis concerns the proposal to lease part of the Hark Twain National
Forest (Winona District) to hardrock alneral alnlng coapanles. I feel

there is not enough known about things such as ground water contamination
ATv-< other environmental problems to allow alnlng to take place at this

tine. I recoaaend that you adopt alternative "A" until tore can be learned

about the effects of this proposal.

ncerely

/Jin Saap.

PO 3ox 707
Sales , HO 65560

cc« Senator John Banfarth
Senate Office Building
Washington , DC 20510

Senator Christopher 3ond
Senate Office Building
Washington , DC 20510

Hep. Bill ->erscr.

House Office Building
Washington , DC 20515

361 362

Mb. Phoenix Weaver
106 Garfield
West Plains , MO 65775

Mr. Brie Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Hoad
Holla, MO 65401

Dear Sir;

I have gone to sone effort to becoae inforaed on the issue of Lead
Mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. The dangers to this area
concern ae. Disruption of the natural habitat, danger of water
contaaination , noise, roads, tailing ponds, and the highly toxic nature of
lead being ained, will all work together to destroy the pristine nature of
this area.

There is no way to aine in this area, no natter how limited, and
not have an inpact. Therefore, I support Altenative A. sited in the Draft
Bnviroaental Inpact Statenent.

This land is held in trust for our future generations. All that is
necessary on our part is to tread as lightly as possible, as we pass
through. The Wilderness areas will be this country’s last and greatest
resource.

I ask you to support Alternative A. there should be no lead aining
in the National Forests. It is not possible to do so and reaain
unnoticed. Please protect our trust.

!jU jam
'

Ms. Phoenix Weaver

/Me
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Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, M3 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

January 22, 1988

Steve E. Roberts
11147 Orchard Road
Kansas City, MO 64134

fp]
11 6 II 11 W 15

y JAN ' 1998

MARK IWAIN NATIONAL fOfiii
R01U. MO

27

6

Because of the detrimental impact that mining operations have on groundwater

and the sheer beauty of the area which has been proposed for hardrock

mineral extraction (The Irish Wilderness) I urge you to consider the

plan that is least injurious to the environment.

8
I understand that "Alternative A" is the most ecologically sound proposal, and it

is this alternative that I hope the Forest Service will move toward, to

protect the land, the water, the air, and the future of our society.

"There is no government without the element of Trust", said Thomas Jefferson.

I trust that decisions made by you, and others in a position of influence and

power will reflect the understanding that we are the caretakers of the natural

realm. Our immediate duty, with dominion over the environment, is to

give the next generation our best effort.

Your time and consideration are most appreciated. Thank you.

JOJKCa

Sincerely,

HOKER BROADCASTING
913 661-0101

STEVE £ “RIVETS" HiMtHTi 10800 Parley Su-le 310

Spore Envuonmentalisi Overtand Park Kansas 66210

Steve E. Roberts
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ROUAMO.

B. Kent Snapp
1107 East 109th Terrace
Kansas City, Missouri 64131

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Mark Twain National Forest
Hard Rock Mining, October, 1987

U.S. Department of Agriculture
n.S- Department of the Intend

—

(PE I S)

Dear Mr. Morse:

I urge the U.S. Forest Service to adopt alternative A as

outlined in the DEIS.

I have in recent years, been fortunate d:o have taken ad-

vantage o£ the enormous beauty afforded by Mark Twain National

Forest and in particular the Missouri/Osarks area adjacent to

the lieven Point National Scenic River, the Irish Wilderness and

Greer Spring. Anv chance that even a small portion of our Mis

souri heritage ifdespoiled by hard rock mining is too a great

chance to take.

Adoption of Alternative
tection) should be adopted.

(No Mining-Maximum Resource Pro-

Very truly yours.

cc - Senator John C. Danforth
Senator Christopher S. Bond
Representative Alan Wheat
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the St. Louis Catholic Worker Community

January 22, 1968

Mr Eric Morse
401 Fa 1 rgrounds Rd
Rolla. MO 65401

Dear Mr Morse

Karen House

1840 Hogan

St Unis. MO6JIO6
62I-40S2

Cass House
1849 Cass 4w.
Si. Louis. WO 63106
621-3085

EUa Dixon House
1540 IS. 17th St.

St. Louis. WO 63106
231-2039

j) t

E 1 BO W '] |7

'

AN ? : I9?R

I have followed with great interest the discussions regarding
allowing hardrock mineral leasing in the Wi nonaDi s t r 1 c t of the
Mark Twain National Forest My interest is so keen because in the
six years 1 have lived in Missouri I have canoe-camped on tthe
Eleven Point eight times, eacn trip lasting 3-5 days I have also
backpacked the Whites Creek Trail, and hiked and birdwatched
throughout the Winona District In fact, 1 think so highly of the
region, that 1 have thrice organized canoe-fishing trips with
some old Wisconsin friends. They, too, are impressed with the
regions pristine beauty, and are always eager to return

Simply put, 1 think it is clear that the possible damage from
the mineral leasing outweigh any benefits realized from the
mining The mining benefits will be short-term, and affect a

relatively small number of people, whereas the wilderness values
of the region are unlimited in temporal or numerical form While
it is possible to estimate the temporary economic benefits the
mining will bring to some. I wonder how we can quantify a

wilderness experience available to all in the present. and in
future generations

I am concerned about the effects of lead poisoning as a

result of the mining, lead poisoning of the environment, the
water, fishes, and people too I'm sure I den t need to write
about the very real threat lead poisoning poses to water, you
have probably read more widely than I on the subject Eut it IS
one of the most toxic and debilitating poisons for the human
system, and once Ingested, there is no cure Prevention is the
only cure I presently live on the north side of 5t Louis at a

shelter for homeless women and children I see the effects of
lead poisoning on our ghetto children from ingesting lead-based
paint So I urge you to back away from the risks and not allow
the mining

I am also concerned about noise pollution One of the
beauties of f 1 oa t - f i sh i ng and camping on the Eleven Point is

the lack of human-made noise There are only one or two bridges
from Thomasville all the wav to Riverton The result we can
enjoy the timeless rvthms of the river, the songs of the trees in

the wind, and follow the contours of the land and winding river
wherever they lead us, without Interruption without any jarring,
outside, mechanical interference This is a rare and remarkable
resource I am sure you will agree That is why Congress set it

aside as part of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and
why the adjoining Irsh Wilderness was designated as well The

a|

preference right lease application area is less than two miles
from the river The mining is not only likely to pollute the
water, its noise will foul the air, and the mind This is clearly
not what Congress and the American people intended

Do you honestly think that locating huge 200-300 acre tailing
ponds, filled with up to 15 million tons of toxic tailings in a

Karst topography region, adjacent to a wilderness area, is a

sound investment for our future, and that of our children? 1 am
reminded of an old Native American adage "We did not so much
inherit the earth from our ancestors as borrow it from our
descendents .

" Those who live after us, who choose the Ozarks as
the place where they will come to know themselves and nature,
whether they live or vacation there, deserve good, clean,
dependable groundwater, don't you think so?

I urge you to adopt Alternative A I urge you to vote for
good physical and mental health for this generation and those
that follow by giving the region maximum resource protection, and
by allowing no mining Thanks for your time

Sincere 1 y

,

Patrick G Coy (j

IS 3 8 N 17

5 1 Louis. M0 63106

It is the living from day to day, Inking no thought for the morrow, seeing Christ in all u ho come
to us, ami trying literally to follow the Gospel that resulted in this work. Domh* Day
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RtS Boxl038
Ava, Missouri 65608

Lori J. McLoughlin
2034 Alameda

St. Louis, MO 63143

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

1

R G d 0 W E

JAN 2C 1988

LARK IWAJN kATlOMAt FOREST
R0UAM0.

Re: Mineral Leasing Within Mark Twain
National Forest

Dear Mr. Morse:

I recently reviewed the draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) issued concerning mineral leasing within

I

the Mark Twain National Forest. I would urge you to adopt
Alternative A, the No Mining - Maximum Resource Protection
of the DEIS.

The area, around the 11 Point River, contains the
most outstanding elements of Missouri's outdoor natural
beauty and one of our prime recreational areas. Large
springs, streams and rivers and large underground caves
along with extensive forests of oak and pine and spectacular
bluffs exist along the area.

6

6

6

6

As indicated by the DEIS, this outstanding natural
landscape would be altered and changed permanently by the
opening associated with drill sites, vent shaft clearing,
mine/mill sites, dewatering ponds and tailing impoundments.
The largest opening, two to three hundred acres, would be
impoundments for storing tailings would be a stark contrast
to the rolling hills and clean streams of this area of
Missouri's Ozarks. All of these areas would also have
associated roads and parking lots necessary for such
operation. This particular area of the Ozarks may very
well become unrecognizable behind the numerous alleys
of development necessary to support hard rock mining
activities. Chapter 4 of the DEIS delineates the environmei
impacts of mining and mineral exploration of this sensitive
area. Unavoidable impact, even under the most favorable
circumstances would occur. Mineral development would also
risk severe degradation of most of these areas in the event
of a tailing impoundment failure, toxic substance fill or
other unplanned event.

The 11 Point National Scenic River was designated
in 1968 as an original component of the National Wild and
Scenic River System. The Ozark Scenic National Riverways,
consisting of the Current and Jack Forks Rivers, was
designated a national park in 1964. Greer Spring in the

372
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Mr. Eric Morse
Page Two
January 20, 1988

area is Missouri's second largest and one of the most
beautiful anywhere in the world, cascading down a wild

I

spring branch canyon to flow into the 11 Point. These
complex, karst hydrogeological systems are particularly
vulnerable to degradation from mining impact.

In the United States Forest Service's own words,
unmitigated exploration activities under any alternative
except Alternative A could be very disruptive including
the noise from Vent Shaft Fans which can be heard for
up two miles from the vent site. Floaters on the 11 Point
River would be able to hear the noise from the mining
operation.

5

Available information concerning rapid and
unpredictable movement of ground water in the proposed
lease area, the probability of tailings impoundment
failure and the demonstrated impact of heavy metals
contamination in ground water on ecosystems is enough
to alert us to the unique fragility of the area and to call
for further, in depth studies of potential water quality
problems relating to lead mining in the Mark Twain National
Forest.

The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to allow
the Interior Department to issue raining permits if it is
found that such mining would "non interfere with the primary
purpose for which the forest land was acquired." Moreover,
such mining could proceed, "only in accordance with such
conditions as may protect such purposes." The primary
purposes for which the national forest land was acquired
include: soil conservation, watershed protection, wilderness
protection, outdoor recreation and timber production. It is
evident that any of the alternatives listed, with the

8 exception of Alternative A, would greatly interfere with
the management objectives that have been set forth in the
United States Forest Service adopted forest management
plan. In addition, anything other than Alternative A would
forever disrupt one of Missouri's last remaining rugged

O wilderness areas. The 100 or so jobs which would be
created as a result of the mine would not offset the jobs
lost to tourism to the area both from Missouri residents
and those outside of Missouri. No cost can be put on
the irreversible damage that would be done to the
environment should the plan be allowed to proceed and
Alternative A not be adopted.

8

Your consideration of my opinion is appreciated.

Mr. Eric Morse
Page Three
January 20, 1988

Very truly yours,

Lori J. McLoughlin

LM/rmt
cc: Senator John Danforth

Senator Christopher Bond
Representative William Clay
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January 22, I960

|BJ.Mmjjj|
LP]| JAN 2 6 1980 -j]

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST !

ROILA. MU _J

1
1 m angry 1 It has come to my attention that the U.S. Forest

Service and Bureau of Land Management have issued a draft

environmental impact statement recommending hardrock mineral

leasing within more than 100,000 acres (Winona District) of Mark

Twain National Forest.

As a life-long Missouri resident, I cannot begin to

comprehend how the guardians of our national forest could even

consider such a gross violation of their trust, much less

actually go on record with such a recommendation.

The monetary compensation that could be gained from such

mining would never begin to replace the environmental loss to

myself and generations to come. Words that come to mind are

"betrayal of trust" and the "fox guarding the hen house."

Mr. Eric Morse

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I urge you in the strongest possible sense to adopt
Alternative "A" (No mining - maximum resource protection).
Beyond this letter, I don’t know any way to stress my feelings on

this issue to you. However, the elected officials listed below
hopefully do. If not, they will have at least one less vote for

them or their party the next time they seek re-election.

Sincerely,

Don M. Aida/

c/c Senator John Danforth
Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Senator Christopher Bond

Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Representative Gene Taylor
House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
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Mark Tunbough
Rt. § 2 , Box B-269
Potosi , MO 63664

January 23, 1987
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MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA. MO.

P.0. Box 415
Bismarck, MO 63624
January 25, 1988

B. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, UO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

I

I am writing to support the approval of the application permits for
for the exploration and possible mining developement as recommended
as Alternative D in the draft Enviromental Impact statement.

The exploration and developement of this land could mean alot to the
surrounding areas, as well as to Missouri -.nd the U.S. itself. The
U.S. already depends on foreign countries for alot of natural re-
sources, if we have enough lead in Missouri to fill the demand why
depend on another country for it.

Viburnum is the source of 90% of the nation's lead supply and is a

(

beautiful place. Most of the mining takes place under ground ?nd
out of sight, the head frame is the tallest feature rising about 55
to l5o feet above the surface of the ground. Nothing done by the
Doe Run Compr-ny, formaly St. Joe, has taken away the beauty and
pleasures of the woods and streams.

The ore reserves that are currently active are expected to run out
within 20 years, because of exploration, developement, and product-
ion from a new ore body could take 16 years to achieve. ,e need to
start exploring and developing the land as soon as possible so they
can be operating before the other land runs out of ore to be mined.

I

in conclusion, i think that mining and the wilderness can coexist
and that it would be better for everyone if it i3 approved for the
development of the land in Oregon County.

sincerely yours

John Gollihue(/Mr. John

a|

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse;

Please find enclosed my feelings supporting Alternative D.

As an avid hunter and fisherman in and around Mark Twain National Forest all of my

life, I understand the need to preserve the beauty of our national forests for the

enjoyment of my children and future generations to come. As a family, we enjoy

camping, hiking, and canoeing along the Ozark National Scenic Riverways.

With over 100 years of experience, along with the proposed restrictions governing

the future mines in and around Oregon . Shannon , and Carter counties, I feel the

presence of the Doe Run Company would be an asset to the area.

When considering the poverty in these three counties, the 120 primary jobs, creating

198 additional jobs, and projected 800 people working eight mines, a payroll of

$40 million and a secondary job increase of 1,320, coupled with the gigantic increase

in revenue in the form of taxes, and what these taxes can do for the area, I see

Alternative D as a necessity.

Thank you for your consideration of my opinion.

Doe Run Employee
Concerned for the future,

278
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January 23, 1988

Mr. Eric Korea, Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain Rational Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. Missouri 65401

8861 S i N-i

Fill 3 aT
i

l°!i

Kr . Morse

,

I AM ADAMANTLY OPPOSED TO LEAD MINING IN THE MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST. I

thought we had finally fought this battle when the Irish Wilderness was

approved, but it seems that we mu6t be ever vigilant.

I'm always reading about how the fish In Big River cannot be eaten or about

a tailings pond dam that has collapsed or Is about to collapse. These are

real health hazards and they worry me. But I am also concerned about

visual and aural pollution In, what to roe, Is a special part of the state

that I have come to love. The noise of prospecting and mining would soon

fade away, but the scare of the actual mining, the access roads, utilities

and tailings pond6 would last for decades or centuries. And who would

maintain the ponds?

I feel that lead mining in the Winona District Is both short sighted and

self serving. Please, do not allow prospecting or mining in this district.

Let's save a few wild areas for our children and their children. If Indeed

there Is enough lead to make raining feasible, It will still be there In

fifty or a hundred years when we might really need it. If we mine now the

scars will last much longer than that. At the moment, we DO NOT need lead

mining this close to the Eleven Point River.

Stockton, Ho. 65785
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JAN 2 6 1988

j. Eric .'torse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla, MO
. MARK WAIN NATIONAL fDear Mr. .torse: rolla mo

With regard to the matter of permitting a mine to ooerate in
Mark Twain National Forest, I wish to state that my family and I are
strongly opposed to such action.

Recently my husband and I spent some time at a wilderness re-
sort on the edge of Strathcona Provincial Park which is located on
Vancouver Island in Canada. The entire area is suffering from a
short-sighted decision made years ago to allow mining in the park.
We toured the mine— the area around it looks like a moonscape. Streams
and lakes below the mine are now heavily polluted. In addition to
that huge trucks and buses (importing workers from distant towns)
rumble along narrow, scenic highways at all hours of the day and night.
It is a prime example of what happens when industry is allowed to
operate in parks and forests.

As in Missouri, tourism is an important source of income for
Vancouver Island. To damage this profitable business is indeed short-
sighted. That aside, we have an obligation to our children and their
children and so on to preserve natural beauty and wilderness wherever
it is possible.

I hope that you and all others concerned with this decision
will remember that Missourians are very conservation-minded and
will be watching to see what happens in Mark Twain National Forest.

Thank you.

Yours truly,

Atx / V- (*J

Mrs. H. W. Briscoe
123 Clear Meadows Jr.
Ballwin, MO 63011
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A CONGRATULATORY NOTE FROM A FELLOW OZARK MOUNTAIN RIDGE RUNNER

/nr

CLEO P CASAVV
32 38 SOUTH ELMIRA
SPRINGFIELD MO 65807
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UA*K TWAIN kATlOMAi. FOREST

January 25, 1988

Dear Mr. Morse,

The Doe Run Company has a record of compliance and environ-
mental responsibility. There are many State and Federal regu-
lations governing lead mining and processing. These regulations
are tough and thorough and are actively enforced. I am confident
that further mining in the Oregon County area will be regulated
and enforced to the degreethat assures environmental safety.

I work at the Herculaneum smelter, so I see the inspections,
the regulations and the company concern at work everyday.
I have seen firsthand the measures and procedures that prove
the company is serious about obeying the law, about protecting
the safety of workers, and about the health and well-being of
the community.

With modern exploration and mining methods, current and
rigorously enforced regulations and a company that has proved
to be responsible and reliable, lead mining and processing is
saf e

.

I

I urge you to stick to Enviromental Impact Statement
recommendation which was backed by two years of research and
the evaluations of many people who are experts in the field.

Our nation can have the lead it needs in the next century,
AND we can pass our wilderness on to the future generations
undamaged. Thank You!

el y Y

X/

3165 Hwy. A

Festus, Mo. 63028
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Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

January 25, 1988

Dear Mr. Morse:

I

I have been in exploration and mining in Missouri for the last
twenty-five years with the majority of it spent within the bound-
aries of the Mark Twain National Forest. This area of southeast
Missouri has the greatest potential for finding additional reserves
of lead, zinc, copper, silver and iron. I am an avid hunter,
fisherman and canoeist, and use the National Forest regularly
in pursuit of these interests.

I am a firm believer that exploration and mining can exist with
wilderness and natural forest areas within Missouri. Mining
is just a temporary occupant of the land which will be eventually
turned back to its original state. Today's state and federal
regulations protect the environmental integrity of our National
Forests. With this in mind, I recommend that Alternative B (Full
Leasing) be the preferred alternative.

Thank you very much.

Yours very truly.

Milt Bradley

MB:df
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MARK fWUN NATIONAL FORE:
ROUAMO. ii

Mr. B. Brie Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
Rolls, Missouri 65401
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January 24, 1988

Dear Mr. Morse,

«y name is George Tapp. I am an engineer who works for the

Doe Run Company in Viburnum, Missouri. I have read with interest

different comments about developing the "Irish Wilderness" in order

to mine lead there. I have been associated with this lead company

for thirty years. I know that The Doe Run Company has always been

a good neighbor. Unlike some minlpg companies. The Doe Run Co. does

more than Just mine lead. Our town of Viburnum is a modern town

with all the conveniences thanks to The Doe Run Company.

The "Irish Wilderness" area has a lot to offer now recreation-

ally. In the future if developement is done by this lead company,

it will be able to offer more things. For instance, water impound-

ments will create opportunities for fishing, boating, swimming and

so forth. The tailings area can provide opportunities for hiking,

bicycling, riding horses and more.

Go to St. Francois County and see for yourself what has

happened in the past. The Bonne Terre Hospital, The Bonne Terre
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the ATV riders, boaters and swimmers.

The people at The Doe Run Company are consciencious and care

about nature. We care about this area around us because, remember.

we live hBre.

Sincerely,

E. George Tapp
p O Bo* 525

Viburnum. MO 65561
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January 23,1988

Mr Eric Morse
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo, 65401

pl.WlVL
I',

1

! JAN 2 " 588

MARK HVAtN NA1I6nA1 fUK.,1

ROLLA. MO.

Dear Forest Supv Morse

I request that you adopt Alternative A, the NO MINING-MAXIMUM
RESOURCE PROTECTION alternate , for the Mark Twain National
Forest in Missouri. I have reviewed the proposals and believe
that this position best represents the needs and desires of
Southwest Missourians.

U/X
Id D.~ Tol

1350 E. Portia
Springfield,

nd
Missouri ,65804

£>we the Forest !

A (*\J a^oaA reason* "to prevent the miNirvg of
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January 25, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

mi
JAN 2 6 I

I BSrtWBTBIHSrTOE»W.«
Dear Mr. Morse,

Who needs the forests?

Who needs the lead mines?

Does one stand to make a transient (monetary) profit by destroying the
other?

We, the People, share one globe with all Earth life. Without the microbes,
insects, plants, animals, pure water, clean air, good soil and the protective
ionized layers of the atmosphere, people cannot long survive.

More and more people are caning to realize this.

More and more people are getting ready to do sanething about it.

More and more people will vote for candidates who can see that a good life
for humans depends upon a good and Real relationship with Mother Nature. We
must learn to nurture, not destroy.

With all sincerity.

Joan Taylor

UcH 4** /S’

OLD Jot , />£

402 402
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January 26, 1986

Thomas F. Currier
23 Wydown Terrace
St. Louis, HO 63103

Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain national Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rclla, MO 63401

Dear Sir ,

It is simplistic tc oonclude that mining should be allowed in the

6 Mark Twain Rational Forest partially on the presumption that preserving

oertain frames of soenio quality adequately addresses environmental oonoerne.

So decisions should be made that avoid openly assessing the potential damage

5 mining would oause to the clear streams for which the Ozarka are so well

appreciated

.

Solutions to environmental/industrial Issues may be dlffloult, but

obsfuscatlon serves no one; it merely muddles the waters.

I certainly hope that the Forest Service will reconsider the DEIS for

it is Inadequate and sets a poor preoendent.

Slnoerely

,

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Sol la, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

Based on personal knowledge and experience, I'm writing
to support approval of the application permits tor
exploration and possible mining development as recommended
as Alternative D in the draft Environmental Impact
Statement, for Oreqon, Shannon and Carter counties in the
Mark Twain National Forest.

My wife is a third generation born and raised in
Viburnum, and the hunting and fishing are as good or hotter
as when she was a child. I am a third generat • on working
for St..7oe/Doe Run and we are passing the pleasures of the
woods and streao-s to our children. We camp, fish and hunt
in the forest of this area. Tough state and federal
safeguards have protected the enviroment here to make that
possible. We are sure they will continue to be so in any
future mining operation in other counties of .he National
Forest

.

We have seen a town with jus} a few families left grow
to what, it is today with jobs, an excellent school system
and municipal services all made possible thru i he taxes and

mU! -AMERICA. We have lost enough jobs to foreign countries,
we have to hr- self reliant. MINING AND WIl DERNECG CAN CO
-EXIST AND I URGE FULL COOPERATION WITH THE MINING INDUSTRY
to hej p create more AMFR ICAN JOBS.
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January 20, 1988

Scott h Joan Drake-Olsen
1009 Pheasant Run
Columbia, MO 65201

Brie Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

We would like to express our disapproval of the United States Forest
Service (USFS) and the Bureau of Land Managements recommendation that
hardrock mineral leasing be allowed within the 119,000 acre Winona District
of the Mark Twain National Forest. Analyzing the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement leads us to believe that irreparable damage is the
ultimate consequence of such a recommendation. Therefore, we would like
to express our support for Alternative A (no mining-maximum resource
protection). Please adopt Alternative A.

Thank you

.

Sincerely,

COION AND HCTAA SUKOV

OASTTOOfTBOlOOV

*CXH 0 GAWCHT MO

Scott A. Olsen

Joan Drake-Olsen

Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Harold Volkmer

ORTHOMttC*
MtUCl I SHACK tin M O.

DOUGAAS M DUNCAN. A

ruu*ONOioo»
(AMU W. COUUER k

IDWARD CMN M O

RHiUMATOiOGr
J ITNN HROUSON. M.O
HOWARO SCHWARTZ M O
STtRMtN 0 ARMSTRONG k

NORTH OffKt

January 20, 1988

Eric Morris
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morris:

I am writing to express my concern about the proposed mining
propositions within the national forest. The 11 point river
is one of the most beautiful areas of wilderness available
within Missouri. So far it has not been spoiled by the
intrusion of excessive commercial operations in either
recreation or industry. As you are aware, the ecology of
such an area is fragile, the risk of pollution great. The
effects of mining are visible throughout the state. The
damage to the countryside alone should be reason enough to
establish mine free areas for special ecologlc and
recreational interests.

I hope you will give this issue strong consideration and
work to preserve this area of the Mark Twain National Forest
by preventing mining.

Robert E. Klpfer, M.D.^
REK/jt
cc. Senator John Danforth
cc. Senator Christopher Bond
cc. Representative Gene Taylor
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Sillily Jan. 26, 1988

j
Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, M0 65401

RE | Draft Environmental Impact Statement ( DEIS ).

Dear Mr. Morse,

Missouri is unique! As a native Missourian, I enjoy the natural
beauty of our state and our recreational areas. Most enjoyable has been

my visits to the Ozark National Senic Riverways. Now I have a nine year
old son who would like to share in those wonderful experiences. But,

since the time when I was a youngster on these rivers, they have been
slowly polluted and Invaded by ATV's and off road vehicles. It is a
shame now to face yet another degradation to these areas.

The endorsement to use our protected National Forest for lead
mining is detremental, unsafe and unnecessary. Affected would be the
quality of the water shed, accelerated soil erosion, degradation of the
forest cover and a decline in the natural solitude of the area. I don't
think the minimal amount of lead available is worth the expense of
compromising the original purpose for which the National Forest land was

aquiredi water shed protection, wilderness protection, outdoor recreation,
timber production and soil conservation. Preserving the integrity of
this area by far outweighs the short term potential benefits.

I must agree with Roger Pryor, Coalition for the Environment,
when he says, "The Forest Service endorsement of mining in such an
unspoiled area is a betrayal of the public trust. " Please adopt
ALTERNATIVE A from the DEIS issued ty the Forest Service in order to

protect these areas by allowing NO mineral mining on the study area.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

Christo I$her Andrews
12800 Dubon Lane
St. Louis, M0 63131

Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Jack Buechner
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January 25 • 1988

Mr. B. Eric Korea, Foreat
Kark Twain National Foreat
401 Falrfrrounde Road
Folia, Klaaourl 65401

Itear Sir i
•

"•<->: p.vaim .NATIONAL FOREST

_ .^CLLA. .‘,<0.

I would Ilka to eaprasa ay concern and protest
ajealnet lead alnlne In the Central Oaarka.

As a teacher many years a*o In Present , Miaeourl,
I enjoyed the beauty of that part of the atate.
Since then. In traveling Highway 60, 1 noticed that
the beautiful foreate are all gone until you get
to the National PoreSt at Winona.

TYioae areas have always been difficult for the
people to make a living, but It seeaa that aose
other Industry could be brought In that does not
spoil the beauty of the land. Because of the rocky
soil. It seees likely that lead mining would Invar-
iably affect the water table and the health of those
In the area.

Another concern of sine la the clear-cutting that
la being dene. What ever happened to selective cutting
of trees? A lesson should be taken free the days
of the early part of the century when logging was
done Indiscriminately.

Thank you for your attention to ey opinions.

Yours very truly,

lU-t«771i/* 1 1. -fu. a^j.
Henrietta 8tarr Fugmtfe/

1410 S. Oakland
Bolivar, Mo, 65613

7l

j& 8 moKSzl.
i

|

MARK TWAIN NAIIGNAI FORE
'

ROLLA, MO.
|

I just want to let you Knuw as a miner. I’m convinced that

if Doe Run is allowed to prospect and hopefully develop a new

mine in Oregon County. T think the. state and the people who

live in the area as well as myself will be better off lor it

I personally don’t want our country to depend on any more

foreign resources than we have to. If we have enough lead

here in Missouri to avoid dependence on foreign sources. I

sat go for it. Mining dosen’t affect the enviroment nearly

as much as those people who object seem to think Mining and

the wilderness can coexist.

Rs^£/'L J2&S8U,

j2XC(8is qmo
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Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse :

The U.S. Forest Service ha6 recently recommended that

mineral leasing be allowed ia the Winckna District of the

Mark Twain National Forest. 1 wisn to strongly protest this

decision, and urge the Forest Service to adopt Alternative A.

The proposed mining activity would provide insignificant

benefits to the people of the area, while creating immense

damage to a relatively unspoiled region of the Ozarks. Such

activity would not only be ugly, but very hazardous to the

area. Far more people will benefit by keeping this area in

its natural beauty, than would benefit from exploration and

mining.

Once again, I trust the Forest Service will fulfil

their public trust to preserve our environment by supponting

Alternative A. Thank you very much.

Forest

Sincerely,

Brie Hamburg
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January 26, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am very concerned about the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

(DEIS) issued by the U. S. Forest Service (USFS) and the Bureau of

Land Management (BLM) , recommending hardrock mineral leasing

within 119,000 acres (Winona District) of Mark Twain National Forest.

6

6

Mining in a National Forest will result in irreparable damage by
altering the physical appearance of this wilderness area, as well as

causing serious damage to the hydrogeological systems. Mining
within National Forest lands completely contradicts the primary
purposes for which the land was acquired, (ie, soil conservation,
watershed protection, wilderness protection, outdoor recreation
and timber production).

a|
I am urging that Alternative A (no mining - maximum resource protec-

tion) to the DEIS be adopted in order to preserve our National Forest.

Jeff Neisler
9 Pleasantree Cove
Little Rock, Arkansas 72211

JN:skl

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
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Springfield Obstetric and Gynecologic Associates, Inc.

GARY L ROBINSON, M.D.

RONALD G. BENSON, M.D.

JOHN W. WILLIAMS. M.D.

MARK S. STUPPY, M.D.

RANDY C, HILL, M.D.

January 26,

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla , MO 65401

MEDICAL ARTS CENTER • 1000 E. PRIMROSE SUITE 200

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 65807

(417) 887-0966

Dear Mr. Morse:

I

This is a short note to inform you of my extreme opposition
to the proposed lead mining now being considered in the Mark
Twain National Forest in the Winona district.

As an outdoorsman I feel this proposal on public land is out-
rageous. The theme of the National Forest Service has been
multiple use and sustained yield and I feel this proposal
is more consistent with multiple abuse and declining yields.

I feel we have a moral obligation to preserve our National
Forests for future generations.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Mark Stuppy, M.D. 1/

MS : ngg

cc: Senator John Danforth

Senator Christopher Bond

Representative Gene Taylor
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‘r * -r^c Morse, For- t Service Tupervipor
Kerls Tvrin Fetionpi Forest
»C1 If 5 rfrewire Fo*t
F.ollr

,
;*0 5f'01

I !v»vo rcc^iveC information th. t » „

,

tv -: Bureau of Lttk ?•> np.rerrcnt hav*> reco
be rllo- ed in the ttinonr Liftrict of f
Fcr.st.

t I>. iv? ;
r

thrt lew -inin?
Pvei". "rticirl

United States Department of the Interior

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Water Resources Division
1400 Independence Road

Hail Stop 200
Rolla, Missouri 65401

July 13, 1907

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

I urge thrt you reconsider this nlpn. ,?w .

this he-utiful, tnfrwlorcf ere* ‘for one ind-stry
tern -ci«s. Finin? .~»c ,?r the pcco-»p.--.yi-- .-Vs*
n’j»e 'Ci's rp^i^ic-tio"' vou?.r derrrce for >-i; ti^r
'"virnncntfl syets-r of tb*s ,-re^. \'.e.

destruction of this vjr.c? ?n over «v ri.—w ncturrl -re-r ,-rn left 'or 'Mtur* ^T-ticnF
?r?e rviy r>rV Tvr>in 'tio-.-l ;. 0r t 'cr • y_ch

l^.-d -<nire.
‘

~
1 - 1 r ont"' J

5

Dear Mr. Morse:

As requested, I have reviewed chapter IV of the EIS documenting the

impacts of the USX lease application. My review waa strictly technical. I

could act disagree with technical aspects of this chapter. One topic I feel you

did not adequately cover was what the expected water quality of the mine

discharge would be.

Sincerely,

Wayne R. Berkas
Hydrologist

424 425

RICHABD C. PAHK8. D. D. 8.

i e s n w (i

JAN 2 i 1988

"BUX"J, BKIXLY, M0 656IH {41 /) 679 4773

1/26/8B
fir. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Roll a , M0 65401

The -following is a statement o-f the position o-f the Board of
New Life Farm regarding hardrock mineral leasing as proposed for
the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest:

27
Whereas, the quality of the water, both surface and

subsurface, is one of the primary ecological and economic
attributes of the Ozarks bioregion, and

6

Whereas, these waters provide drinking water for the great
majority of Ozarks' residents, recreation for residents and
tourists alike, and habitat for hundreds of species of plants and
animals; and

Whereas, these waters pass rapidly through the soil and
porous subsoil as rain, river and spring in a well understood but
uncharted manner

;
and

6

Whereas
,
geological knowledge, past experience < the

disappearance of the West Plains sewage lagoon into a sinkhole,
sewage and chemical pollution in various Ozarks locations ) and
common sense demonstrates the susceptibility of the Ozarks to
industrial disaster; and

Whereas, the effects of lead mining on the fragile hydro-
logical system of the Ozarks can only be negative regardless
of the efforts made to minimize the damage; and

Whereas, the history of the mining industry's lack of concern
for the protection of our environment is lengthy, well documented
and continuing; therefore

the Board of
and must condemn
National Forests

New Life Farm,
any attempt to
of the Ozarks.

Inc. Drury , M0,
explore or mine

cannot condone
for lead in the

Respectful 1 y

,

The Board of New Life Farm
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27 January 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse t Supervisor
Mark Twain National forest
401 Fairgrounds Joad
Rolla, : issouri 65401

Mr. florae,

This letter is to inform you that I support Alternative A,
maximum resource protection and no mineral leasing in the Mark
Twain National Forest.

I am concerned that lead mining in the Winona District of
the Mark Twain National Forest will result in irreversible
environmental damage.

January 24, 1988

Mr. B. R*lc Horae, forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Sir,

Regarding the proposed lead mining In Mark Twain National Forest
between 4 l ton and uinona.

The posfftblllty of contamination of groundwater from the
200-300 acre tailings pond which would be required Is too
ouch risk.

Qj Please say NO to this venture.

Sincerely,

Oopelk- V'fcbfc

Josette Webb
Wilma Boswell (landowner south of this area)

R»2, Bo* 2149
Thayer, Mo. 65791

RT 1 Box/a-l h&w^ilc,mq
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23 Jan 1988

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, Mo 65401

Ref: 2820

Dear Mr. Morse:

Thank you for providing me a copy of the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement for Hardrock Leasing on the Mark Twain National

Forest in Carter, Oregon, and Shannon Counties. I have reviewed

the document with considerable interest and would like to offer my

comments for your consideration.

8

The members of the Forest Service and Bureau of Land

Management who prepared the document along with the agencies who

cooperated and those who acted as consultants are to be

congratulated for this excellent presentation. I was impressed

with the thoroughness of the research done on this complicated

problem and the clarity with which it was presented. For the most

part the facts were presented in a clear and impartial manner. I

did note, however, that on the abstract page III, the Executive

summary page V and on page 18 the statement is made "Alternative

D: Modified Forest Plan (visual qualilty) has been identified as

the "Preferred Alternative." My question is, by what method and

by whom was Alternative D singled out (identified) as being

"preferred"? I was under the impression that the EIS was to be a

document that presented all the known or assumed facts relating to

the issue of whether hardrock mineral leasing would or would not

be permitted in the study area. The statement "Preferred

Alternative D" suggests that a decision to permit leasing had

already been made by Nov 2, 1987 when the document was published.

This is disturbing in light of the three public hearings and

written comment period in which cooperators were invited and

encouraged to participate.

There is one aspect of the study which I feel should be

emphasized a great deal more. On page 33, Figure 14 is a graphic

display of the magnitude of the underground water conduit system
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23 Jan 1988 Morse page2

in this area. The dye tracings which are depicted here show
beyond any doubt the complexity and extent o£ the groundwater flow
through and within the study area. I have taken the liberty of
superimposing an outline of the study area on this map to show how
complicted the situation really is. I am also enclosing a copy of
a map I have prepared which shows the number of recorded springs
that are in or that border the subject area. The conclusion is

inescapable that the construction of mine and air-vent shafts
would penetrate the ground-water regime regardless of where they
were placed in the area. In this respect this area is totally
different from the Bonne Terre and Viburnum sites. The water
handling problems alone should be enough 'to discourage the

developers. The effect on the springs, wells and streams would be
dlsasterous

.

The report indicates that approximately 250 core holes have
been drilled during the past eight years. It further states that,

as a result of this exploration, "a few core holes have
encountered mineralization in sufficient thickness and grade to

indicate the presence of an orebody. " This does not appear to be

consistant with other statements in the text like "This would
preclude the potential production of lead and associated metals
from one of the most promising areas in the country. " (page X, 24).

Again on page 121 is the statement "It is not known at this time
whether or not the study area contains economically mineable
quantities of lead, zinc and associated metals."

Route 1, Box 115
Boss, MO 65440
January 25, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

In regards to public comment in relation to Alternative "D"

I

in the draft Environmental Impact Statement, I fully support and
encourage that further lead exploration and development be
allowed.

Born and reared near Viburnum, Missouri, I have witnessed
dramatic changes in this area.

I have seen a sparsely populated area with limited
opportunities become a progressive and thriving community. I

have seen not only the Town of Viburnum flourish but the entire
area as well.

B
LiULU
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Taken as a whole the report outlines many serious problems
which would be encountered if mining were to be permitted. Long

term and irreversible consequences would result even with certain
mitigating factors applied. At the present time the demand for

lead is declining. Present reserves are sufficient to last up to

the year 2000. It seems incredibly foolish to even consider
jeopardizing an area as unique as this one is for some possible
short-term gains.

I respectfully request that the Forest Service and Bureau of

Land Management consider Alternative A as the ONLY viable
alternative which can preserve this priceless heritage not only

for ourselves but for future generations.

Respectfully Submitted,

As a teenager, I attended a High School located 30 miles to
the east which required a daily bus ride of 90 miles. The
nearest town was 30 miles to the west.

Today, with thanks to the mining industry, we enjoy an
excellent school system in the community, municipal services, new
and improved highways, country club and golf course, bowling
lanes, swimming pool, tennis courts, churches of your choice, and
jobs providing a comfortable standard of living.

As an outdoorsman, I certainly agree and support protecting
our streams and riverways, our forests and wildlife. Yet, after
30 years of mining in this area, we still enjoy the same clear
streams of our Huzzah and Black River and forests with abundant
wildlife that we enjoyed prior to mining.

With 23 years cf service as an employee of St. Joe Minerals
Corporation/The Doe Run Company, I am well aware of management
position and corporate commitment to the environment. Our record
proves we are environmentally sound.

enclosure

437

With the environmental commitment of The Doe Run Company,
and with present regulatory agencies, I believe that mining and
wilderness are compatible and the proof lies within the beauty of
this area.

To deny further exploration will lead to unknown orebodies;
unknown orebodies will lead to import dependency; import
dependency will lead to a further tail spin of this nation.

8 Again, I urge everyone concerned to encourage and support
I Alternative "D".

Sincerely,

Jerry Clements
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CHARLES J. FARMER

R.R.5 Box 181

Ozark. Missouri 65721

(417) 765-2151

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds 3d.
Holla , MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

:

I would like to go on record as opposing any and all lead

mining In the Mark Twain National Forest.

The enclosed clipping from the Sparing!ield (MO) News-Leader
says it all.

As a fulltime outdoor writer and broadcaster, my columns and

radio programs have Incouraged readers and listeners to

oppose the Lead mining gamble. The risk is simply too great.

If there happens to be a mistake, and our natural resources
are tainted beoause of an unfortunate Forest Service deoision,

who do we blame? You or the "Doe Run" Mining Company.

For the sake of Missouri and future generations, please do

not allow economic pressure to cloud a decision that

reflects sound stewardship of public land.

Thankyou for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

9/ioUl-
(J

—
Charles J. Farmer

Writer/Broadcaster
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B. Eric Morse —
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

This letter is in regard to the Bureau of Land Management which
I understand has asked for public comment on a draft environ-
mental impact statement released in Dec. It concerns The Doe
Run Co. , possibly mining lead in the future in the Oregon County
part of the Mark Twain National Forest.

I've lived near Viburnum all my life. Its the nations largest
lead producer. I've also fished and hunted all my life. I've
taught both of my sons to enjoy the outdoors also. I'm 46
years old. I do not believe that the mines have destroyed any
fishing or hunting or any of the natural beauty of the wilder-
ness. Most of the work is done underground. I am an employee
of The Doe Run Co., Formerly St. Joesph Minerals.

I just want to let you know, as a miner, I'm convinced that if
Doe Run is allowed to prospect and hopefully develop a new mine
in Oregon county, I think the nation, the state, and the people
who live in the area as well as myself, will be better off for
it.

We want to reserve the natural beauty and recreational resources
of our state as much as do those people who oppose the draft
E.I.3. recommendation and the detailed expertise that went
into it. People often distrust what they don't know about first-
hand.

I

From personal experience, we do know and trust that Alternative
D will provide the environmental protection that will preserve
our wilderness heritage for our children and grandchildren. It
also permits the development of needed resources.

I have traveled some over the last few years on my vacation.
I've been through a lot of small towns. I have never seen one
yet that can match the beauty of Viburnum. The homes in this
area are beautiful. You do not see the mines in any way af-
fecting the beauty of this town, its school, the park, or the
homes. I feel, without the mines, most of these places would
not exist. I feel that area would simply be unemployed.

I think the unemployed, their children, and possibly even their
grandchildren in Oregon and surrounding counties would profit
from this happening in the county and would be so proud to have
a headframe in their area. The headframe of a mine is the most
noticable thing around a mine shaft. It's a slim steeple-shaped
framework rising usually 55 to 150 feet.

So, excepting a blacktop haul road, powerline rights of wav“UCCaS
1

1
S°f^
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latl0

;
tl0le3> the ma5°r vinuSl intrusionposed would likely be confined to a secluded 30-acre plot—about seven-tenths of one percent of the enure I.,.. -

To" ,r“" Parent « t he entire lease s ite!
-!,™1? is no desadvantage at ail, but to some would be such

thw i
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con,Par i s °n, to all the many advantagesthis would entail for Oregon County and it's surrounding areas.
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tbey WOuld not neea t<= leave thearea to look for jobs, unless they just wanted to. This wavthough maybe it would give them a choice.

7

In closing I will say, there are so many more things I could
the^rl^h tt*

I
rw°

n you
,

kno" the laws that will safeguardthe area better than I do, I'm sure. I believe Doe Run's*
+h^t

r
twi

8Peak
iJ°^

the"3el ',es on this Issue. I feel so stronglyuou
i

(J »e such a wonderful thing for this area that Ihad to comment on it.

Sincerely yours

ATh 6, 36,aa
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January 26, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Porest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Pairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morset

5

5

A thorough reading of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement, Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National
Forest which was prepared under your supervision, reveals
deficiencies which vitiate the document. we refer to the
fact that a large proportion of the references cited
throughout the draft do not appear in the bibliography.
Consequently, it is not possible for a reader to verify the
accuracy of the information by referring to the original
sources. Nor can one refer to the cited publication to judge
whether the draft EIS correctly interprets the data that the
reference contains.

The threat to water resources in the the study area is
the critical consideration in deciding whether to allow
mining. some parts of the study area in which mining might
take place are officially designated national resources
(e.g., the Eleven Point and Current Rivers, and Greer
Spring). Therefore, the section of the draft EIS that deals
with water resources (page 29-38) is a good illustration of
the deficiency mentioned above. In this section 13 different
references are cited a total of 23 times. Not one of these
publications appear in the bibliography. Some of them are
extremely important to the understanding of water resources
(e.g., Aley, 1975, which is cited 6 times in this section).

A related deficiency exists in the case of Figure 14,
•Successful Groundwater Dye Traces in the Environmental
Impact Study Area Region* (page 33). It shows the flow of
groundwater in the study area. There is no information in
the draft EIS regarding the source of data on which the
figure 14 was based. This is further evidence that the draft
EIS falls short of the 'detailed statement* that is clearly
required by the "National Environmental Policy Act of 1969*
for compliance with section 102, subparagraph C. It is
impossible to adequately review the draft EIS under these
circumstances because material alluded to is not in the
bibliography. (See attached sheet for partial listing of
ommissions . )

As further evidence of the unacceptable nature of
information provided by the draft EIS we refer to the
section, "History of Lead Mining in Missouri* (paqes 7-8),
where you fail to mention the Tri-State Lead District

450

(Southwest District) and the Central Missouri District
(Central District). Both of these districts, were important
centers of early lead mining in the state. In figure 3

(page 9), the Higdon Mine is listed as being in the Viburnum
Trend (which is misspelled in the figure), even though the
mine is two counties away from the actual viburnum Trend.
Since the preparers of the draft EIS failed to report such
straightforward information as history, the public cannot
rely on the preparers' ability to present accurately and
effectively the highly complex issue of lead mining in the
Winona District of the Mark Twain National Porest. These
omissions and distortions are further evidence that the
present draft EIS does not fulfill the criteria of a

•detailed statement* as required by NEPA.
The deficiencies described above have undermined our

confidence in the draft EIS to an extent that it cannot be
restored simply by adding the missing references and other
information. In our opinion the situation requires
substantive improvement which cannot be achieved short of a

complete revision of the draft EIS, in conformity with the
NEPA requirements, followed by another series of meetings to
allow for properly informed public input. Only under these
conditions could the eventual EIS serve the function that
NEPA intended.

Because of the seriousness of the deficiencies we have
brought to your attention, we would appreciate a response
regarding how you will rectify the unacceptable quality of
the draft EIS.

Respectfully submitted,

jLacal Committee for
KittyJCone, Chairperson
Riverton Rural Branch
Alton, Mo. 65606
417 778 7777

Lead Pree ozarks

The Wilderness Society
Environmental Policy Institute
Priends of the Earth
Izaak Walton League
National Audubon Society
National Parks and Conservation Association
National Wildlife Pederation
Sierra Club
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
Environmental Defense Fund
Environmental Task Force
St. Louis Post Dispatch
Springfield News-Leader
South Missourian News
West Plains Daily Quill
Columbia Daily Tribune
Columbia Missourian
Prospect News
Kansas City Star and Times
Missouri Department of Conservation
Bureau of Land Management
USDA - Porest Service

^ Mineral and Water Resources of Missouri, 1967, Document 19,
U.S. Geological Survey and Missouri Division of Geological
Survey and water Resources , prepa red for Senators Stuart
Symington and Edward Long, 90 Congress of the U.S.

CCj Sen. John Danforth
Sen. Christopher Bond
Rep. Gene Taylor
Rep. Bill Emerson
Rep. Don Koller
Sen. Mike Lybyer
Sen. Danny Staples
National Resources Defense Council
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1.
2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.
8 .

9.

10
11 .

12 .

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .

21 .

22 .

23.
24.

25.
26.

EIS
PAGE NO.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL OMMISSIONS

CITATION

28
29
29
29
29
32
32
32
32
33
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
36
37
69
73
74
79
84

90
107

MO. DNR, 1986
Kisvarsonyi, G. 1977
Williams and Vineyard, 1976
U.S. Dept, of Commerce, n.d.
U.S.D.A.-Porest Service, n.d.
Skelton, 1976
U.S. Geol. Survey, 1976-85
Aley, 1975
Vandike, 1982
Figure 14 - no source
Harvey, 1980
Vineyard and Peder, 1984
Duchrow, 1977
Barks, 1978
Bake and Fletcher, 1969
Vineyard and Peder, 1984
Tryon, 1978
Smith, 1965; Tyron, 1976; Duley, 1983
U.S.D.A. - Forest Service, 1977 1978
Duley, 1983
National Resource Council, 1973
National Resource Council, 1983
Wixon and Jennett, 1979
David Foster, NPS Research Biologist,
n.d., no citation
Olendorff, et. al., 1981
U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1985

73
95
94

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS - UNDOCUMENTED

Crawford, n.d.
Crawford, n.d.
Clawson, n.d.
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Mining industry Council
of

Missouri
Tel: (314) 635-7308 . Bon 725 . 225 E. Capitol . JeMerson CHy. Mo 65102

EJJJJJ.

JAN 2 9 __

« ikain MnoMl. Kafir
rotiAMg

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla

,
MO 65401

Mr. B. Eric Morse
January 77, 1988
Page 7.

Company

ASARCO Inc.

Cominco-Dresser

The Doe Run Co.

Missouri Pb Ore
Reserves as
of 12/31/87
(Short Tons)

35,437,000

4,427,000

75,000,000

114,864,000

Annual Missouri
Mine /Mill
Capacities
(Short Tons)

3.075.000

1.050.000

7.750.000

11,375,000

Mining
Life
(Years

)

11.5

4.2

10,3

10.1

Dear Mr. Morse:

The letter that follows consists of the comments of the Public
Lands Committee of the Missouri Mining Industry Council on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement dated October, 1987 for
Hardrock Mineral Leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest in
Carter, Oregon and Shannon Counties, Missouri. The Committee's
comments address our interests and concerns regarding lead
mining in the aforementioned DEIS study area.

The Council as a whole represents the mining interests in the
state for companies who produce, process or explore for a
variety of mineral commodities that include lead, zinc, copper,
silver, iron, coal, barite, fire clay, cement, limestone,
industrial sand and gravel. Council members consist of various
professionals including mining engineers, metallurgists,
chemists, geologists, and others. The handful of members who
make up the MIC Public Lands Committee are principally economic
geologists

.

The Committee's fundamental position is that the need for the
development of additional U.S. domestic lead ore reserves is
close at hand. Currently, about 907 of the U.S. primary lead
production is mined from Missouri's Viburnum Trend. The Trend
also comprises the bulk of U.S. domestic ore reserves. In
contrast to the DEIS report, which states that the supply of
domestic primary lead should be more than adequate for the next
20 years, the most recent ore reserve and production statistics
available indicate that the mining life of the Viburnum Trend
could be as short as ten years. The reserve figures are based
on Securities and Exchange Commission 10K reports and the
various mine/mill capacities as published by the State
Geological Survey (Missouri Department of Natural Resources
Division of Geology and Land Survey). The data are given below
as follows:

The time required to put a new mine into production, accounting
for exploration and development core drilling and for mine/mill
construction, could easily consume 10 years. Therefore, the
time allowed for the impending depletion of the reserves and
that for bringing a new production facility on-stream are in
approximate balance.

The United States presently enjoys an adequate supply of lead
for its vital transportation and defense requirements and other
needs. In our opinion, this is an advantage of great value that
the nation should strive to maintain, for without this supply,
we would be vulnerable to shortages or rapidly rising prices
that could adversely affect the consumer, important segments of
the economy, our foreign trade balance, and national defense
posture

.

Ultimately, future market conditions will determine the actual
mining life of the Viburnum Trend. However, inasmuch as the
exact timing of its demise is unknown, it would seem prudent
that policy be adopted to allow for a reasonable opportunity for
the timely discovery and production of lead ore in this
potentially vital national forest area.

o| Thus, of the five alternatives listed in the DF.TS document, the
Committee favors Alternative B (Full Leasing). This alternative

I

would provide for the maximum amount of mineral development and
production by applying the standard operational practices
presently used in the Viburnum Trend. The protection of other
resources would be prescribed as required by existing laws,
regulations, and policies.

The Committee firmly believes that with the strict compliance to
existing state and federal laws that lead mining, milling and
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Mr. B. Eric Morse
January 27, 1988
Page 3

related activities can be accomplished without significant
detriment to the environment of the area.

It is our conviction that, although there are diverse and
challenging engineering problems to be solved, mining can be
accomplished in a manner that would provide sufficient
protection of other resources to include maintaining the
integrity of the scenic character of the land.

We call attention to the fact that lead mining in the Mark Twain
Forest of Missouri is not new. Indeed, it has enjoyed a long
history of fiscal success and environmental responsibility. We
find it reassuring that for over 30 years, lead mining companies
have operated multiple mining and milling operations in the
Salem-Potosi section of the Mark Twain in full compliance with
all current state and federal environmental regulations.
Responsible stewardship of the mineral resources extracted,
milled and shipped from this national forest section has been
exercised without any significant negative environmental impact.
We feel that the mining industry would continue this fine record
in the study area where even stricter state and federal
regulations would help insure protection of the air and water
quality of the region.

8

6

The Committee must take issue with portions of the Forest
Service's preferred alternative, identified as Alternative D,

Modified Forest Service Plan (Visual Quality), as it presently
exists. Although this plan would increase the land available
for mineral development and production activities relative to
some of the other alternatives, its land use prohibitions could
unnecessarily preclude mining from the area. It is our
understanding that the prohibitions are designed to protect the
scenic or visual quality of the area along designated highways,
roads and trails. If an orebodv was discovered proximate to the
restricted area, production facilities could probably not be
constructed because they might be perceived as compromising the
visual quality of the protected travel routes. While the
Committee affirms the legitimacy of the visual quality concern,
we feel that possible conflicts between mining and visual
standards can be resolved in a more satisfactory way.

6

6

The location of an ore deposit would be predetermined and
permanent. Because it could not be moved, the location of
necessary surface production facilities would also have little
or no mobility. Conversely, the restricted area could be made
to be more flexible. Tt would seem likely that one scenic area
could be substituted for another by rerouting a highway, road or

Mr. B. Eric Morse
January 27, 1988
Page 4

I

trail to accommodate production facilities. Thus, visual
quality goals could be sustained without eliminating the
potential for mining in the area.

Yours very truly,

7
Wayne (Bud) Walker
Geologist and Committee

Secretary

For the Members of the MIC
Public Lands Committee

WW : bp
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660 Green Hedge Dr.
Fenton, MO 63026
January 26, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

8
|

io|

6
j6

In regards to mining within the Mark Twain National
I have learned of the USFS' position. I'm urging
emative A (no mining - maximum resource protection)

be adopted for management of the National Forest. As a caver,
I'm cognizant of the karst features in Missouri Ozark terrain.
This fact alone should prohibit mining in the area. There's
no way to contain the tailings. Mining would significantly
degrade the wilderness area as well as contaminate the ground
water. Please protect all national natural resources in the
area by adopting Alternative A.

Forest,
that Alt

Sincerely yours,

Lois Bronnert

cc Senator Bond
Senator Danforth

A f*\J qooj reasons 1o prevent the Mining of
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y 14, 1988

It has come to my attention
Point River is in serious danger
activities surrounding a working

that an area along the Eleven-
of being "poluted" with noise and
lead mine.

As a family, we have enjoyed floating that particular river
in the recent past and we believe it is an abomination to destroy
the beauty and peace in that area. I feel it is extremely important
to keep our natural forests and rivers and the surrounding areas
in the same condition in which they were first created. If we
choose to destroy these areas, we leave ourselves without the
space God gave us to relax and enjoy a sweet communion with Him.

I

I strongly urge you to adopt Alternative A, which states
no mining - maximum resource protection. Without this, we might
soon find ourselves "up the river with no paddle."

Most Sincerely,

'-??2sU

Mrs. Claudia Gloyd
5217 W. 71st St.
Prairie Village. Kansas 66
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Bone and Joint Associates. Ltd.

PAUL L. WEYGANDT. M.D.
Orthopedic Surgery
1115 Alaska Suite 215

West Plains. MO 65775
417-257-7070

January 27, 1988

B. Eric Morse

Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

81
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please do not allow the mining of heavy metals in the nark main National forest.

Ihe consequences of destruction of the environment from the pvspeeuve of loss

of the forest land and of polution of the water table is too great a risk to

chance.

Sincerely,

II

I recently heard of the intentions to allow mining operations

along the Eleven Point River. This was very disturbing to me, because

my family, myself, and our church youth group often like to go camping

and floating and the Eleven Point River is an excellent area to "get

away"

.

We recently enjoyed the beautiful scenery and clear riverwater of the

river, and I feel these proposed operations would put those natural resources

in grave danger.
Please adopt the no mining, maximum resource protection , Alternative A,

to keep things in this area as quiet and beautiful as God intended them to be.

Michael P. Gloyd

7514 W. 63rd Terr.

Overland Park, Kansas 66202

PLW/fch
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Drury, Missouri 65638

January 26, 1993

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

II

is (S 11 n w

401 Fairgrounds Road
JAN 2

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Sir:
MARK rWAIN NATIONAL f

ROLLA, Mfi

I am writing to express my strong objections to toe proposed

USES recommendation to mine lead in the Winona District of the

Marie Twain National Forest. I feel tnat economic benefits to the

area would be greatly offset by the irreversible damage to the

land and the great danger of poisoning the ground water for a large

portion of southern Missouri. The Visual beauty that attracts so

many tourists will be forever lest. It seems that the tourist in-

dustry would dlsaopear with the introduction of mining. Who in their

right mind would want to float down the Eleven Point River when

they would have to listen to the noise of a mining operation a short

distance away?

A few dozen Jobs that will last at best 25 years Is a very

poor trade off for permanent damage to large areas of the National

Forest. I strongly urge that Alternative A (no mining, maximum re-

source protection be adopted.

jj) (yjujl

L
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Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

On December 19, 1987, the Missouri Native Plant Society met at
Jefferson City to convene a board meeting. After considerable
discussion, the board unanimously moved to express on behalf of
the 650 members of the society adoption of Alternative A of the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for hard-rock mineral leasing
on the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest.

In our review of the DEIS, we saw no other recourse than to choose
Alternative A for the following reasons:

31

1) The Eleven Point and Current river areas is recognized by both
scientific and amateur botanists as this states most pristine,
high-integrity landscapes, rich in botanical treasures and
discoveries. This richness if exemplified through its
distinction of national and state significant resources.

2) The DEIS is in error and far inadequate in assuming that the
Natural Heritage Inventory, housed in the Department of
Conservation, provides sufficient data on the location of rare
and endangered plant species, and unusual natural
communities. The Natural Heritage Inventory functions to
gather information on existing data and references, and is not
within itself a source for comprehensive information. The
Missouri Native Plant Society recognizes that comprehensive
plant studies require the work of professional botanists who
systematically inventory and examine plant communities on
frequent, repeated visits throughout growing seasons.
Botanical surveys, conducted by graduate students working on
master's thesis, are comprehensive when they examine 2,000 to
3,000 acre areas over a two-year period.

Mr. Eric Morse
January 28, 1988
Page Two

The study area is located in a section of the state known for
the occurrence of groundwater-created wetlands called fens and
wet seeps. The DEIS succinctly describes the complexity of
groundwater movement and makes no assurance that groundwater
contamination will not occur. Further, the DEIS description
of wetlands and their locations falls far short of addressing
the lack of location data for fens and spring seeps. These
fens occur noticeably along small streams and rock-ledge
shelves along the banks of the Eleven Point River. They are
extremely valuable resources worthy of examination by
botanists throughout the nation.

It is the floristic richness of this wild landscape that has and
continues to intrigue many botanists to explore the region,
knowledgeable of its primitive nature and great potential for

I

scientific discovery. We feel that protection of renewal forest
values and the precious land and water resources associated with
it is the best management decision. Therefore, Alternative A can
be our only choice.

Paul W. Nelson
Chairman
Environmental & Education Committee
MISSOURI NATIVE PLANT SOCIETY

PWN : by
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January 27, 1988

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Mr. Morse:

I
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I am writing this letter in support of the lead mining and
milling operations to continue and to expand within the State
of Missouri. I am supportive of the application permits for
exploration and possible mining development in the Mark Twain
National Forest of the Oregon County Area by The Doe Run
Company as recommended as alternative D in the draft
Environmental Impact Statement.

I am a life long resident of this state, nearly 39 years, and
have always maintained by residence within a few miles of
this nation’s current main lead supply.

I grew up within 10 minutes of some of these mining and
milling operations, and I still enjoy hunting, hiking,
horseback riding, golf, etc. in the exact same areas as I did
years ago. I am proud to be a resident of this area that has
supplied many millions of tons of ore over some 30 years
plus . And did you know that with all this mining and
milling being carried out over the years that the streams
still flow as they did years ago, the local ponds and lakes
are still there for man and wildlife alike. The birds still
fly hastily about, the deer are still plentiful roaming the
wooded hillsides, and on those cool, crisp spring mornings
with the fresh clean air so prevalent, you can still hear the
gobblers calling to their mates on the nearby ridges.

I have sit on old rottening stumps in mid-November and
watched the movements of unconcerned deer wander by, while a
short distance away I could hear the faint sound of ore being
brought out of a mine to the surface and dumped in the ore
bin to be processed.

I have drove thousands and thousands of miles on area roads
and seen time and time again the vast amount of wildlife that
is so abundant. I witness daily the beauty of this area’s
countryside that has been unaffected by the lead industry
over the years.

Page 2

So, . .to those concerned persons who feel that lead mining
damages our valued wilderness areas, let me say, come into
this community and see first hand that we still have the 3ame
great outdoors activities and sights as our parents and
grandparents experienced years before mining ever came here.

For those concerned persons who are afraid that there will be
environmental problems stemming from lead mining to their
virgin ground, let me assure them that through the efforts
and dedication of The Doe Run Company, formerly St. Joe
Minerals Corporation, and through the federal and state
regulatory agencies, that they may be at ease and that the
environmental aspect imposes no threat!

And. . to those concerned persons who feel mining and
milling brings about many changes within the area, let me
say, yes it does; . . . changes that helps insure more jobs,
better schools for our children, more hospitals and doctors,
more stability, more community services and better chances
for the local area's survival in today’s world.

T. J. Wfers
Rt. 4 Box 251
Salem, MO 65560
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Route 4 Box 218

West Plains, Missouri 65775

January 27, 1988

B. Brie Morse
Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I
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This letter pertains to the proposed lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest

between Alton and Winona, Missouri. I would like to add my voice to those who are

very concerned about this type of mining in our area. I do not feel that the

enviroranental inpact statement can sufficiently guarantee that there will not be

long-term and dramatic effects on the environment, as a result of this mining.

My husband and I are physicians who moved to the Ozarks, sacrificing academic and

acnetary gain, for the assurance that our children and ourselves would be able to

live in a pollution free, rural environment.

People of our generation, and those before, have sacrificed in order to be able to

save this National Forest land for future generations, not for the short-term

monetary gains that can be acquired for the mining in this generation. It would

be a travesty to destroy this heritage.

Please do not allow the mining of lead

Thank you.

children's National Forest.

Sincerely,

Terry1 fj.
Mackey, ftu

Fellow of American College
of Emergency Physicians

TLM/fch

417 Brass Lamp Dr.
Ballwin, Mo 63011
January 26, 1988

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing concerning The Doe Run Company's lease
applications for mineral leases within the Mark Twain
National Forest.

Knowing something of the work that St. Joe Minerals, Doe
Run's predecessor, has done in the area of preserving the

I

environmental integrity of the lands that it has mined, I am
in favor of approval of Doe Run's application permits for
exploration and possible mining development in the Mark Twain
National Forest.

I am confident that Doe Run will faithfully adhere to
any environmental restrictions imposed by state and federal
regulations.

The employment, additional taxes, and capital investment
will be a great boost for the area.

i

Ramon Figueroa
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January 24 1988

To;
B. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Rd.
Rolla, Mo. 65401
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mark twain national forest
ROLLA. MO.

From;
Steve Edgar
2835 S. Fort #1301
Springfield, Mo. 65807

Dear Mr. Morse

This letter is in reference to the lead minning

of the Mark Twain National Forest. I grew up in

the lead belt south of St. louis in the town of

Desloge,Mo. I lived there until 1982. I am very

much against any lead minning in that area because

of the past experience that St. Joeseph Mineral

Corp. has doen in that area(St. Francious Co.).

I would like to relate to you some of the things

that have happened and some of the experiences

I have had due to the lead mines of St. Francois

County.
V/hen the wind blows, these mine tailings fill the

air. In your home you can walk across the floor

and feel the grit stick to your feet.This Happens

EVERY year,. and will for years to come. We took

our carpet out once and beat it, you would not
believe the limestone grit that was bound in that

carpet.

When the snow covers the huge mounds of mine tailings

called chat dumps ( which there are 6 in the county)

local kids would go sledding. On one occasion a local

boy was sledding down the chat dump, as he continued

onto the tailings field he hit a small wood tressel,

the kind that holds up the slurry spray nozzels. It

was burried in the snow about six inches. This tressel

caused him to rupture his spleen. The young man was

very much in pain as we hauled him out on a sled. This

mine site was closed in 1958 this incident took place

in 1974. When St. Joe left it-.* took only what was of

use to them. They left thousands of these trestles

scattered, just waiting to gouge some kid.

Cont

.

Pg. 2

That young mans father was employed by St, Joe Lead
For fear of his job, he never pursued any type of
settlement with St. Joe Lead.

Back in 1957 three boys with 22 caliber rifles shott
into a powder magazine. It exploded, they never found
anything left of the boys. These powder magazines are
16 inches thick and supposed to be bullet proof. They
were put out away from the mines, away from people,
but also away from where they could keep an eye on them.

This story was told to me by one retired St. Joe official.
We were discussing the influence of St. Joe Lead, the
largest employer in the area. He told me that St. Joe
had bean very succesful in keeping out any other industries
that would compete against the labor force. He told me
of a paper cup manufacturer that wanted to build a
plant around Bonne Terre. They approached St. Joe for
the purchase of some land that Had rail access. When
St. Joe seen that they were truely interested they
blocked every attemt that the company made towards
settling anywhere near there. This happened back in the
late forties. This company settled in Springfield, Mo.
it was the Lilly cup company now called Fort Howard
paper co. They now employ about 1200 people and are
one of the highest paying employers in Springfield, Mo.
St. Francois county could have used an employer of that
degree when St. Joe pulled out back in the seventies.

30

When I heard about the story of Jessica Mclure falling
down the well in Texas it reminded me of all those
air shafts that were not capped. There was one about
J of a mile from my house. We used to drop all kinds
of things down them, big rocks, logs, dead animals etc.
There were three of those 12" dia air shafts within
about a 2 mile radius. of my home. It amazes me that
no one ever fell in one.? They were finally capped in
1975 only sixteen years after that mine was closed,
due to poor yeild. Also, thousands of 3"dia drill
pipe stobbs'fleft over from their exploration days)
are sticking up everywhere. You can be ridding in a field
on a motorcycle and hit one of these like I have, and
be thrown over the handlebars, ruining the front wheel.
I, know of one person that had to shoot his horse because

Cont.
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Pg. 3

His horse stepped on it or tripped, all he knows is that
it caused his horse to break a leg. These diamond drill
stobbs stick up everywhere, Some used to stick out in
Big River (until about 1975) -fhy Could they not have cut
them off flush with the ground.

Back in early 1981 or 82 ? the mine tailings containment
dam broke outside of Desloge spilling an estimated
30,000 cu. yd. of silt and sand into Big River. This
slime as we called it filled up every swimming and
fishing hole for two miles. Places that used to be 7 & 8
feet deep are now only 2 feet deep. These places were
frequented by most of the local kids, being that they
were only a mile from most of our homes. You should
have seen some of the catfish we used to take out of
there. We used to go skinny dipping there to (with girls).
The sand that filled into the river played a dirty trick
on a man named Jim Forshe from Desloge. Jim often hunted
along the river and where this sand and silt had filled
in the riverit was only about a foot deep, as he waded
into the river to cross it his feet started to sink, he
could not free it. the more he tried to free himself

e

the more he sank. At this time he was becoming very
scared, thinking of all the ways to die, here in quick
sand only a couple of miles away from home. His dog
stayed on the bank, while Jim started hollering for
help. He threw his hat and his gun up on the bank so
if he went under someone would know where he had gone
down. He said he was beginning to pray and he quit sinking.
'What happened was that originally the river was only
about 3£ feet deep anyway, about 3 feet of silt had
washed in. He sunk till he hit the original river bottom.
It took him a long time to work himselfe out, but he did.
When he got home he was totally exhausted. His wife asked
what happened, he related the story to her as I have related
it to you. She said Jim Sat down and had a couple of stiff
drinks, I dont blame him.

In 1962 my Grandfather was on strike for 4 months, he was
to get a 5 <t hourly raise.

The argument for the mining is to increase jobs. And make
mineral Corporations profit. The stories I have told are
true. Only two have been published, the powder magazine
explosion and the tailings dam break.

cont.

Pg.4

St. Joe Lead, Now Doe Run Company claims lead minning
will bennefit everyone. These stories I have told
you are just a few. Buy what I have told you I think
you will see that~Doe Run Co. Cannot responsibly take
charge of such a delicate environment as the Mark Twain
National Forest.

Steve Edgar

Pictures

No. 1

Mine tailings of the Desloge Mine. Shut down in 1958
Photo taken 1982. City of Bonne Terre 2 miles past
mountain ridge. City of Desloge about3/4 mile to right.

No. 2

Standing on top of chat pile(tailings pile) Desloge, Mo
off to right i mile. Photo taken 1982
Big River to left 300 yrds.
No. 3

St. Joe State Park 1984 Flat River Mo. i mile on past
sand cliffs

No. 4

St. Joe State Park 1984 Flat River, Mo. A lot of people
thin that off road vehicles caused this. This road was
used as an access road to maintain pumps and tailing
equiptment. Off road vehicles came later.

8| P.S. We need no more of this to happen. No more rob and
run.
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B.J. Clinger
1436 Timberbrook Drive

Kirkwood, Missouri 63122

January 29, 1988

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement concerning hard rock

mineral leasing in the Winona District, Mark Twain National Forest
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While not seasoned in the way of persuading public officials to my way of

thinking, the probability of tailings impoundment failure, the impact of

heavy metals contamination in ground water, the scare of lead poisoning
and the impending despoilment of a beautiful natural landscape are issues

weighty enough to inspire some of the most passive of citizens to write

a letter - if they are aware of the threat.

It would appear the Secretary of Agriculture plans to subvert the U.S.

Forest Service's Forest Management Plan to accommodate the lead industry

by the use of Alternative D. I strongly believe that preserving forest

land and minimizing watershed degredation is the more important task,

rather than the continuation of a private, and apparently dying, industry.

While I'm sure you have access to more detailed information than I do, it

is my understanding that the Department of the Interior is allowed to issue

mining permits only if the proposed mining would not interfere with the
primary purposes for which the land was aquired. Since these purposes in-

clude soil conservation, along with watershed and wilderness protection I

am asking for your help in the adoption of Alternative A.

In my most hopeful 1 manner I am sending copies of this letter to all of

the following, and encouraging others to let their feelings be known, as

well. Thank you for your attention.

Mr. Eric Morse. Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

Senator John Danforth
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Representative Jack Buechner
House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Senator Christopher Bond
Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Representative Richard Gephardt
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
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Mr. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

2613 Suaait Rd

.

Columbia, MO 65203
January 28. 1988

Dear Mr. Morse.

I am writing in regard to the proposal that hardrock
aineral leasing be allowed within the Winona District of
the Mark Twain National Forest. I feel that the plan aust
be stopped because the mining and mineral development
would have an undesirable iapact on the wilderness areas
and significant national natural resources. The landscape
would be defaced, noise pollution would be evident, and
groundwater flowing into springs would be contaainated

.

I strongly urge that Alternative A (no aining-
maxlaua resource protection) be adopted in order to protect
and preserve this area of outstanding natural beauty.

c. Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Harold Volkaer
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Dear Mr Morse

This letter is written in regard to the lead mining issue
confronting the Mark Twain National Forest near the Eleven Point
R i ver

.

I was raised in the Ozark s and remember when the James
River (Once known as the Johnboat raver of the Midwest) carried
crawfish the size of lobsters! No more, lots of carp and
catfish infested with heptachlor though and declared unfit to eat
at that.

As a child, I used to float the Finley River with my brother
and dad We would catch a cooler of fish in those clean waters
that would feed our family of five for the evening No
more, the last report that free-lance sports writer Charles
Farmer wrote in the Springfield newspaper concerning the Finley
River stated that the water samples taken in 1 9S7 indicated that
the water may be unfit for swimming below the town of Ozark due
to what I believe was determined to be a high bacteria count.

It seems that "Progress" has once again decided to stretch it’s
twisted muscles, benefitting a few in the short run only to leave
waste and scars for our children to deal with in the long run

The only pasttimes that my son and I share together deal
with what the outdoors here in the Ozarks has to offer My dad
only had to drive us twenty miles to get to a nice river when I

was a kid My son and I drive over 100 miles to get to the
Eleven Point. How far will my son and grandson have to drive?

I

As far as Lead Mining in our precious forests go, I

say no ... No . NO!

Tffa'
Kirk MeFate and Son
1976 S. Linden
Springfield, M0, 65804
41 7—SS2-6076
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B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

January 29, 1988

Have you been to Viburnum? Have you seen the neat, well-
maintained lawns and houses? Have you seen the woods that meet
most yards, where we’ve spied deer and turkey? Yet Viburnum is a
mining town.

Viburnum miners are not like the ones I see in movies-
depressed men living in a town filled with whistle, smoke, and
dust, whose primary recreation is drinking at the local bar.
Many of these miners are expert woodsmen and fishermen who
cherish the environment and the wildlife. Good family people
live here; most are church-goers. In a mining town.

Here environmental knowledge extends into schools: our
junior high students learn to recognize about fifty trees by
name. In a mining town.

I’ve never seen more community concern than for the issu«
toxic waste dumping in our area. With whole-hearted support
people fought those who wanted to dump other’s poisons into
area. People here are proud of our clean air, and willing t<
to trouble to safeguard it - from people in a mining town.

of

go

But these amenities without a good educational system would
be insufficient. Because our system is heavily supported by
revenues from the local mining industry we have an excellent
system that pays teachers more than most in the area - and itshows. Our elementary children have won the Lesterville
Knowledge Bowl for the past five years, every year they’ve
entered. One of our students won at the MAC Science Fair lastyear; another won the poetry competition at Cape. Both were
children of people in the mining industry.

8|
I d like to see the possibility for mining go forward inOregon County. Our laws are working. Let's not exclude mining

because of outdated prejudices. Safeguard our environment, yes.
But let mining go forward, too. Viburnum demonstrates it can be
done. We’re a mining town.

Sincerely,

Jo*hnny Cawlff Jones

P. 0. Box 348
Viburnum, MO 65566
314 244-5282
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January 27, 1988

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

[WJUllIJj]

JU FEB - I 1988 i!

H iRK TWAIN NATIONAL fORtST
j

It has been ?r~u.-ht to •
; that the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment is seeking comments from the public concerning The Doe Run
Company application to explore and’ possibly mine for lead in the
Oregon County area of Mark Twain National Forest.

My wife and I both come from lead raining families—our grandfathers
worked for St. Joe Lead Company; our fathers worked a total of 89
years for St. Joe; and I worked over 17 years in the AMAX lead smelter
at Boss, Missouri, until it closed June 1, 1986, and have been em-
ployed with The One Run Company for over a year— so I guess we're
somewhat familiar with the mining areas.

Having lived in or near Viburnum for the last 28-29 years, we know
about evironmer.tal impact and the safety records of The Doe Run
Company and its parent companies. Since most of the actual workings
take place under the surface, there is, percentage wise, very little
to see. And, thanks to government regulations and standards, we
can be confident that our natural resources are being well cared
for. I've also seen first-hand the type of rules and regulations
the government places on the lead smelters, not only to protectthe environment, but also the workers. I'm sure that the mining
and milling operations are no different. In addition, if the lead
industry ic ;evelc-ed in the Crepon Countv area it will have to
meet the strictest environmental ana saiety stanaarus ever enacted
and enforced during the history of lead mining. The Comoany has
consistently workeo to achieve prompt compliance with those laws
in all operations.

The Company also has an unsurpassed mine safety record. Five times
f*

r-ce 2°"^ 2 ^oc ^un ^t. Joe Lead Company) mine has been named
the safest underground metal mine in the nation.

i!L
are

«?if
0

/ cSi
1 awar® of

J
the economic impact these companies have

had. With 4500 unemployed residents of the Oregon County area,
t e money f rrrr the mine johr- w- nld help the economy significantly

.

From a cm.g e ,r:ne ar.d mill it is projected that the area could
gain as much as n million dollars annually in royalties and taxes;
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?
nd secondary Jobs, 35. 3 million in pay-roll on the primary Jobs alone; $70 million or more in local nine/mill construction, in addition to sales tax income and constructionworker purchasing imoact.

Vhy is it necessary to look for auditional lead reserves since the
Viburnum mines produce 90% of the nations primary lead supplies?

I

Because it is estimated that these reserves will be exhausted by
the year 2000. To go through all the channels, site plan develop-
ment, various agency reviews, etc., it could easily take 15-16 years
to begin producing the lead.

If the application is turned down and the United States has to in-
crease the amount of lead it imports, our national defense could be
at stake since lead is used in such things as the batteries for
the entire submarine fleet, self-propelled surface weapon systems,
er.d military vehicles. In addition, the lead supply for the many
domestic uses, such as X-ray technology, nuclear power industry,
computer and television screens, and back-up power technology for
major users of power that must not be interrupted, could be in Jeopar-
dy. And those things say nothing of the negative impact on the
balance of payments.

In view of our personal involvement with the lead mining industry
we may appear biased in favor of the Doe Run application. The
United States Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management's
Environmental Impact Statement, though, is also in favor of granting

I

a heavily conditioned and restricted mining lease for tne tract.
We urge you to stick to that statement so our nation can have the
lead it needs in the next century, and our wilderness can be passed
on to future generations undamaged.

Sincerely,

Walter Burr, Jr.
Box 15
Viburnum, Missouri 65566
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MAHK (WAIN NAIIONAL FOREST
R01U. MO

Tom Hertel
6205 Brogan Dale

St. Louis. Mo.

63128

Dear Sir,

I as writing you to urge your support of Alternative A (no mining

maxima resource protection) of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

(Mark Twain National Forest, Winona District). It is important that

Alternative A be adopted far the following reasons 1

8

10

10

s|

The 119.000 acre study area contains or is near a number of nationally

significant natural resources and features. Each of which would be affected

by mining and mineral development under all alternatives except Alternative

A. The complex karst hydrogeological systems in the area are particularly

vulnerable to degrdation from mining projects. Tailings disposal would

also present a define te problem in this karst area. Impoundments are

historically subject to failure throughout the area.

The proposed destruction of significant forest and water resources is

simply not acceptable. Please adopt Alternative A.

Thank You, / n

Tom Her tel

1? (8 15 ims lr

'

FFB - 1 1988

ti ARK TWAIN NATIONAL LUKtil 1

ROLLA. MO. J
Route 12, #2-B Bearfield
Columbia, hO 65201
January 27, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to express my opposition to the recent proposal to allow
mineral leasing in the Winona District of the Mark Twain National
Forest. I am a Missouri resident, a frequent recreational user of
this area, and a professional fisheries biologist (member of the
Missouri Chapter of the American Fisheries Society) . I feel that the
potential for serious environmental degradation of this sensitive
region, along with the unavoidable physical and esthetic impacts
associated with mining exploration and extraction, outweigh tha
short-term benefits that would accrue to the local economy (and
particularly the mining companies)

.

My first-hand experience with the environmental impacts of past and
present lead-mining activities in southeast Missouri has given me a
very negative view of the environmental sensibilities of the Doe Run
Minerals Co. and their predecessors, the St. Joe Minerals Corp. As a
graduate student at the University of Missouri-Columbia , I conducted
my Master's degree research an heavy metal contamination of aquatic
organisms in the Big River drainage resulting from inadequate
maintenance of mining spoils in the "Old Lead Belt". Results of
scientific research which indicated possible adverse impacts an
aquatic ecosystems were routinely downplayed or ignored by the mining
companies and their spokesmen. The lead industry continues to shirk
their responsibility to prevent or mitigate environmental damage
associated with mine tailings deposits. More recently, these
companies have attempted to transfer mined lands to the Missouri
Department of Conservation as "wildlife areas", despite evidence that
these areas are grossly contaminated with tcodc heavy metals. Based
on the past record of the mining companies, I do not put much faith
in their claims that current and proposed mining activities do not
pose risks of contamination of delicate aquatic systems such as the
karst limestone drainages prevalent in the southeast Ozarks.

My objections to this proposal an esthetic and economic grounds are
rcrt based on professional expertise, but I feel that these
considerations also justify rejection of the proposed. The Mark

487 488

Twain National Forest and the Ozark National Scenic Riverways are the

primary recreational areas for myself, many of my friends, and

countless other residents of Missouri. These year-round

recreational activities (including canoeing, hiking, fishing, and

hunting) represent a very substantial year-round economic influx into

the ecancmmy of southeast Missouri, a benefit that will continue to

grow in importance and which will not be subject to the notorious

vagaries of the mining industry. The recreation industry draws its

qfpaAi firm the enduring beauty and environmental quality of the

Ozark landscape. If these qualities are maintained, the quality of

life in southeast Missouri will continue to improve long after the

mining companies have departed.

I tope that my viewB will convince the Forest Service that and my
elected representatives that rejection of this proposal will uphold
the interests of residents and users of the Winona District over the
interests of the mining companies.

Sincerely,

cc: Senator John Danfarth
Senator Christopher Band
Representative Harold Volkmer

si
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ROLLA. MO

Mr. B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse 1

I wish to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on
Hardxock Mineral Leasing in Mark Twain National Forest.

I strongly support Alternative A which prohibits all mineral
leasing in the area. This is the alternative which by any logical
process should have been favored by the DEIS. The DEIS acknowledges
the likllhood of environmental damage. It acknowledges that the
damage would be unremediable , unmltlgatable and unavoidable, and yet
it recommends that leasing proceed. One can only conclude that the
selection of Alternative D as the preferred alternative was based on
non-environmental political considerations not explained in the DEIS.

Some of my specific concerns on specific topics within the DEIS
are as follows 1

1.

) There is documented evidence in the DEIS that two nationally
recognized and significant rivers, the Current and Eleven Point Rivers,
may be contaminated by toxic heavy metals. This alone should rule out
any mining activity in the region.

2.

) Greer Spring, Big Spring, Falling Spring and hundreds of other
springs which derive their waters from myriad and largely unknown
underground pathways are threatened with pollution. Figure 14 on page

33 of the DEIS gives indication enough of the extent to which pollution
could be disseminated throughout the area.

3

.

) The roads, transmission corridors, tailings Impoundments, etc., would
render large areas of the forest unsuitable for recreational pursuits.
Because of concern for "visual quality" for passing motorists and hiding

the reality of lead mining from public view, mining facilities would not
be sited on main roads. Rather, backwoods areas, presently with high
recreational value, would be made recreationally useless as well.

4.

) The Irish Wilderness, nationally recognized and included in the

National Wilderness Preservation System, and the best place In Missouri

to go for solitude, would be ringed with potential development and Its
wildlife and waters threatened.

5.

) Lead is a very toxic substance. Millions of years of evolution

have safely sequestered it two thousand feet below the surface. By

905 Lami Street
St. Louis, Mo. 63104
January 28, 1988
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™ bringing it again to the surface where it can enter biological systems,
1 tailings impoundments would need to hold securely for thousands of

ol years - hardly a likely prospect given the Karst geology of the region.

1

6.) The lack of current demand for lead and the uncertainty of future
demand is recognized in the DEIS. This should have dictated selection
of Alternative A, at least for the foreseeable future, as part of a go

slow policy on mineral leasing.
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7.) What assurances are there that local people would benefit from the

jobs promised by the mining industry? If the goal is to provide jobs,

other projects could better target the areas unemployment, projects
which will not leave the region impoverished after the mining companies

5

8. ) Cta page 8 of the DEIS it states that the Wlnono-Doniphan-Van Buren
Ranger Districts have ‘'been the focus of all recent exploration conducted
by the lead mining industry .

" It gives no indication that the industry
has diligently looked elsewhere, on less sensitive and/or on privately
owned lands. The DEIS needs to present proof that Mark Twain really is

the only promising area. It needs to dispel the suspicion that the lead

Industry wants to mine public land simply because it is cheaper to do
so, re^rdless of environmental consequences.

6

8

In summary, the very substantial risks far outweigh the highly

questionable economic rewards of mining lead in -this fragile area.

The alternative selected for the final Environmental Impact Statement
should be Alternative A.

Sincerely

,
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- One of the top 6 polluters of water and air In the world.

Listed as a deadly poison to hurn^p

Causes health effects ranging fr<

to Deathl

11 amounts),

birth defects

tURK TWAIN NAllONAl fOKtST

ROUA.HO

We depend on the groundwater for our drinking water and
upon the air for our very breath. The Environmental Impact
Statement released by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management admits that this toxic metal can enter our water,
air and food chain - through the mining and milling processes.

The small number of Jobs that would be created are not
worth the risks. The economic gains benefit the lead industry
while the people who live here pay the price In human costs to
health. It Is a proven fact that the need for lead Is declining
and that most of what already exists can be recycled. US Geo-
logical Survey shows already existing lead mines will provide
enough lead through the year 2030 and probably beyond. Considering:
these f>cts, there Is no Justification for ruining one of the
last remaining unspoiled environments on this continent.

Our water has been rated "excellent" and "pristine -
’ by

water quality specialists - a fact of which we are proud.
We have something of value here In our unspoiled corner of
the world - a precious resource - clean water. We want to
preserve it. Laws and regulations can not protect our water
from lead contamination - the previous record of the Industry
shows that. The only way to ensure that lead will not enter
our air and water Is to prevent lead mining.
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.
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Since the National Forest Is "public domain", we as
resldents/landowners/cltlzens should have priority over
corporate Interests. Don't take chances with our health and

27| our lives. Don't turn our forest Into a waste dump. Don't
/J risk the quality of our water and air to profit the few.

Say "NO" to leasing of National Forest lands to lead mining.
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(continued)

SAY “NO” TO LEAD MINING IN THE NATIONAL POHESTI
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Mr & Mrs F. William Bull

Rt 1. Box 17B
Cassville, Mo., 65625

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Roll a. Mo. 65401

Dear Sir:

We understand that the Forest Service is currently

recommending leasing areas within the Winona

district of the Mark Twain National Forest for

I

mining. This area is a major watershed for the

Current and Eleven Point rivers and we feel that

mining in these areas would have a damaging effect.

I

We are against mining in these areas and urge that

Alternative A (no mining, maximum resource

protection) of the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement be adopted.

Sincerely yours,

os^Xism
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B. Eric Horse
Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolls, HO 65401

Sir 1

I

I would like to go on record as being opposed to any. mining on

National Forest land. I don't believe that mining should be part

of any multiuse plan. It is not an activity that lends itself to

multiuse. The topography In the proposed region is karst and

§| their is too great a danger to the water systems of the area.

I strongly agree with the idea of different uses for forest land.

I hunt, fish, camp, backpack, cut firewood, enjoy wilderness

areas etc. You can see that I am not really a member of a

special interest group. The National Forest are our legacy but

mining would destroy them.

I thank you for the opportunity to comment.

cc: Mo. Senator John Danforth
Mo. Senator Christopher Bond
U.S. Representative Bene Taylor

Sincerely,

<
§r//' Q/do
Skip Dob?
Rt. 2
CasBville, M0 65625
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January 27, 1988

i TOBnmnrnBT
1 suajs,

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
U.S. Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to Inform you that I am very much opposed to the
recommendation that hardrock mineral leasing be allowed within an^
part of the Mark Twain National Forest.

Instead, I recommend that Alternative A (no mining-maximum
resource protection)be adopted. These lands must be preserved!

Sincerely,

S. L. Braden
5511 N.W. Cimarron
Parkvllle, MO 64152

cc: Senators Oanforth and Bond
Representative Coleman

pmn
lU

FEB - I B68

28 January, 1988

Jeff & Cheryl Morgan
6209 Morningside Dr.
Kansas City, MO 64113

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

This is to advise you that we've reviewed the issues surrounding
the question of openning the Irish Wilderness to mining and we

q| are opposed to such mining. It's our hope that Alternative A
°| will be adopted. We feel that there are enough places in the

world for the mining of lead. Let's exclude it from our wilder-
ness areas which are, after all, set aside for other purposes.
We express this opinion as people who vacation in and enjoy
the Mark Twain National Forest. Lead mining will do nothing
to enhance it.

Thank you for your attention.

cc: Senator Christopher Bond
Senator John Danforth

Representative Alan Wheat
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Maryland Hts, Mo csor j
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Mr. £A!C AlORSE
Forest Supervisor
Marktwain /National Forest
401 Fn/rq/tovnds Rp.
Rolla,Mo. 6 F40 i

KeF. ! LEAP Mining In Tut iRiSh AnPERNESS And Eleven POint

River Areas,

Dear Mr morse-
I Am Optosep To LEAP Mining /A This AREA

I Look AROond At Other Areas That Have Been Permanently

Pzvastatep and Streams That are Permanently Piloted By
S lTN,rf+ leap Minin* Iterations and Conclupe TJmt / pent
Want Ft See 77>/> Beautiful section of Tjte Ozarhs Romo
Too. The .Jobs y Business Created Would Re Short
Livep )n comparison To The Permanent Pamaec.

J>hc£pel y Poors

I
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B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

RE: BLM Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Morse:

8

I have been reading with interest the articles about the BLM
Environmental Impact Statement as well as corresponding
editorials both for and against lead mining in Missouri.
Although I support the preservation of our national forests,
I would like to voice my support in favor of the
Environmental Impact Statement and suggest that, in this
particular case, the environmentalists are overreacting.

Missouri is blessed with having one of the largest single
lead ore bodies in the world and lead mining has played an
important part in Missouri's economic growth for many years.
Missouri's lead mining production permits the United States
to avoid depending upon foreign imports as we do with so many
other natural resources and products. The environmentalists
position of defending the vast Mark Twain National Forest
must be compared with the small environmental impact of lead
mining and the economic contribution of lead mining to the
state of Missouri.

Preserving our natural forests and lead mining are not
mutually exclusive. With the many state and federal
regulations governing lead mining, I believe that Missouri's
beauty and environmental safety are assured. Also,
consideration should be given to the very good environmental
responsibility record of The Doe Run Company (formally
St. Joe Lead)

.

1 SOUTH FREMONT SPRINGFIELD. MISSOURI 68804 THimONa 882 0987
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Are you advocating granting the lease rights for perpetuity? Why not

limit the leases to a specific time period In which time the lessee must

perform a specific amount of development. Why not Issue a series of leases

with different conformance and development restrictions dependent upon the

fragility of the area or nearness to national scenic areas. Are royalties

to be paid by the lessee on the possible economic gain?

Next, the lead Industry In general. In a world run by supply and

demand (outside of governmental Interventions such as subsidies), lead has

a very low demand, at present. Lead Is poisonous and Is no longer used In

paints, as an antiknock additive to fuel. In amnunltlon, or In most

conducting pipes. Lead will always be used as a shield around radioactive

materials, but also has a long lifespan and limited market In the future.

Nuclear power plants are not being constructed as the wave of the future

and how many shield pads do doctors and dentists require? Lead Is not a

I

high demand natural resource, yet you advocate potentially Increasing the

supply at the risk of jeopardizing the quality of a high demand

recreational and scenic public area.

Natural resource Industries are the epitome of boom and bust cycles.

Aside from the Viburnum area, a prime example of boom and bust cyclical

Industries exists In the past development of this area. Look at the

streams of the Ozarks such as the Current River; they carry an amazing

amount of bed load gravel for mature streams in an extremely mature and

geologically stable region. Extensive over-logging In the early 1900's and

continuing today has stripped away the protection soil-holding forest

canopy and the subsequent enormous amount of erosion has plugged Ozark

streams and rivers. Regular flooding of this region has dumped tons of

gravel from the steep unprotected hillsides onto low-lying fields and

woodlands. The erosive power of rainstorms and the streams has Increased

I

dramatically as the extra bed load raised stream gradients. What affect

will this Increased gradient and decreased forest canopy have on the

proposed tailings Impoundment capacities? The impoundments may be

rigorously observed and controlled during active mining but who Is

I

responsible after depletion of reserves and active mining ceases? Are you

willing to saddle the public with clean-up costs and potential damage

lawsuits In the future, should damage occur post-abandonment? What if the

company Is then defunct? Consider the future as well as the present.

Lastly, you briefly mentioned geologic and hydrogeologic Impacts.

You bllthefully asserted that dissolved metals are bound by clay particles

and are not available for biologic consumption, based on industry studies.

What makes you think the public doesn't consume clay particles? Most of

this area does not use purified city water for their domestic water supply.

Most use well or spring water, little of It screened for particulate

matter. What about consumption by animals In our food chain, or

I

vegetables? What about cumulative build-up in soils— to be Incorporated In

consumable plant foods? Stop relying on Industry information and conduct

some of your own studies.
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lf you cannot afford sufficient outside testing, then do not recomend
leasing these lands. Perhaps the Industry desiring the leases should
shoulder the cost of Impartial outside studies. There Is no urgency In the
Issuance of these leases; don't make hurried and 111-studled decisions.

In final coment, assess all available or attainable outside
Information on the repercussions of subsurface mining operations In an area
laden with karst topography, accelerated erosion, poor economic stability,
and a vast area of potential affect should catastrophe occur. Don't give
away more acreage than necessary and clarify final responsibilities for
catastrophes should the company become Insolvent.

Personally, I don't think the lead market calls for such a vast area
of commitment adjacent to National Parks. If you do lease these lands,
please protect for future calamities and try to lease areally as Is

Justified by exploration work.

Sincerely, /

Htttvrjf (lutchlson
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JOHN ASHCROFT

FREDERICK A. BRUNNER
Director STATE OF MISSOURI

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Division of Energy

Division of Environmental Quality

Division of Geology and land Survey

Division of Management Services

Division of Farits. Recreation,

and Historic Preservation

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
P O Bo* 176

Jefferson Ciry, Missouri 65 102
Telephone 314-751-4422

January 21, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

B E BO S 1

JAN29I

ROUAHO.

The Missouri Department of Natural Resources ( MDNR ) has reviewed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on "Hardrock
Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri", October,
1987, which was prepared by the National Forest Service (NFS)
and Bureau of Land Management ( BLM )

.

As prepared the DEIS is extremely difficult to review from a
technical standpoint. There is neither adequate nor sufficient
detailed information provided to allow this agency to make an
informed and reasoned detailed and specific technical response.
It is not possible to provide meaningful, substantive comments
on major issues concerning the affected environment,
environmental impacts or mitigation measures without knowing
whether mine development activities will be proposed, exactly
where they would be proposed to be located and the specific
engineering features that would accompany such proposals. The
attached comments are offered in light of the jurisdiction and
expertise of this agency in order to "insure that planning and
decisions reflect environmental values, to avoid delays later in
the process, and to head off potential conflicts." (40 CFR
1501.2)

Additionally, we believe the DEIS to be extremely generic in
nature and, as such, the information provided is highly
generalized and of extremely limited value for providing a
foundation on which to base a decision. We believe, therefore,
that a substantive decision as to whether or not there should be
mineral development permitted in this region at some time in the
future cannot be made based on this DEIS.
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6

We believe that the decision made by NFS and BLM to prepare an
EIS at this point in time was inappropriate and premature and
does not meet the intent of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). The decision to examine 115,678 acres in the Mark
Twain National Forest in addition to the 3,743 acres pertinent
to the two pending lease applications makes a detailed
description of the affected environment impossible to achieve.
The decision to prepare an EIS at a point in time when it is not
known whether a specific mineable ore body exists let alone
knowing the engineering details of a proposal to develop a mine,
makes a meaningful description of the environmental consequences
extremely difficult if not also impossible.

6

Given the limited value of this DEIS we formally request that
you declare the DEIS a programmatic document and provide
assurance that subsequent tiered environmental impact statements
will be prepared if matters proceed to the mine planning stage.
The preparation of an EIS at that point would be necessary in
order to adequately assess the potentially significant
environmental impacts of such a proposed action. Such an
assessment cannot be made from the generalized information
contained in the present DEIS. The specific locational and
engineering details that would also be available at a mine
planning stage would result in the delineation of specific
environmental constraints that may have to be placed on specific
mine development details. Such specificity is precluded by the
present generic DEIS and its hypothetical mine operations.

6

to help public officials make decisions that are based on an
understanding of the environmental consequences. In the current
format, without a tiering requirement, the DEIS does not fulfill
the requirements that CEQ demands for NEPA procedures.

21

It is concluded throughout the DEIS, and NFS and BLM staff made
repeated statements during the public hearings that were
conducted on the DEIS, that lease stipulations requiring mining
operations to comply with pertinent state environmental laws and
regulations administered by the MDNR will prevent, or provide
mitigation for, potentially serious environmental impacts. The
NFS and BLM appear to shift the entire compliance and
enforcement responsibility for mining activities to this agency
and the state of Missouri. To ensure that any mining activity
is accomplished in an environmentally acceptable manner through
reliance on the state alone is totally unacceptable. Missouri's
environmental laws and regulations are not the proper
instruments to judge the appropriateness or inappropriateness of
an undefined mining proposal. Nor are these laws and
regulations, which are always subject to change or repeal, a

resource that NFS or BLM or any private entity or corporation
can utilize at this point, or at any point in the future, to

protect against environmental degradation. Mitigation measures
should include a complete listing of all practical means of

avoiding, minimizing, rectifying, reducing or compensating any
possible adverse impact that could result from the proposed
action.

6

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) addressed the need
for tiering with the following analysis (see 46 FR 18026, March
23, 1981). When a variety of similar projects may be located in
a single watershed, an "overview or area-wide EIS would serve as
a valuable and necessary analysis of the affected environment
and the potential cumulative impacts of the reasonable
forseeable actions under that program or within that
geographical area." An overview EIS would be prepared for all
of the similar activities reasonably forseeable in a particular
geographic area or resulting from a particular development
program. "This impact statement would be followed by
site-specific or project-specific EISs." The tiering process
would make the programmatic EIS of greater use and meaning as
the plan or program develops because tiering concentrates on the
issues specific to the subsequent action through the use of
site-specific statements.

In conclusion, MDNR must insist that NFS and BLM commit to the
preparation of an EIS that can be tiered onto the present
generic document for each mine development plan that may be
submitted within the DEIS study area. It is unknown at this
point if there is a mineable ore body present within the study
area and it is also unknown whether a proposal for mine
development will ever be submitted. NFS and BLM have recognized
that such additional NEPA exposure would be required as
evidenced by statements throughout the DEIS that additional
environmental analyses will be prepared subsequent to the
receipt of any proposal to conduct mine development. An
Environmental Analysis (EA), in the NEPA sense, would be a

completely inadequate mechanism by which to evaluate specific
mine development proposals. In addition, an EA would definitely
not allow for sufficient public review of such a proposed
action.

It is clear from the guideline statement above that CEQ intended
that environmental information of high quality with accurate
scientific analysis be available for agency decisions and public
scrutiny. NEPA documents must concentrate on the issues that
are truly significant to the action in question, according to
CEQ. Additionally, CEQ states that the NEPA process is intended

The Missouri Department of Natural Resources is extremely
concerned about the issues raised in this formal comment on the

DEIS. The department believes that the final EIS must contain a

clear commitment by NFS and BLM to prepare a tiered EIS for each
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subsequent mining plan that may be proposed in order to

adequately remedy the Forest Service ' s and Bureau of Land
Management's failure to comply with NEPA guidelines. I hope
that NFS and BLM will very carefully consider and address this
comment on the subject DEIS and take the necessary action to
correct the deficiencies.

RESOURCES

Ph.D. , P.E.

FAB : tlk

Attachment

COMMENTS OF THE MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS)

FOR HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING, MARK TWAIN
NATIONAL FOREST, MISSOURI

Hi

11

11

11

3

5

11

6

Executive Summary

Page V, Line 1 - Should read: "preliminary geologic
investigations and drilling carried out, etc.

Page V, Paragraph 5, Line 3 - Should read: "indicate the
possible presence of an orebody."

Page IX - In the last sentence of the summary, the word
"minimal" needs to be quantified. The consequences and
mitigations could be made clearer if general terms could be
replaced with better quantified terms or even comparative terms
such as "better than" or "less than".

Page X - The executive summary states that dissolved metals are
not available for biological uptake. This conflicts directly
with abundant research from many sources and with later
discussion within the DEIS (pp. 91 and 92).

Chapter One: "Purpose and Need"

Page 6, Table 3 - In the fourth entry, the Missouri Department
of Natural Resources should replace Missouri Dam and Reservoir
Safety Council to be consistent with other entries in the DEIS
referencing this department’s regulatory programs in the area of
environmental quality.

Page 8 - Under Potential Mineral Activities, second paragraph,
lines 5-8, DEIS states that mineralization is similar to, but on
a "... much lower level" than the Viburnum Trend. The statement
is premature because the study area needs further investigation.

Page 9, Figure 3 - No. 5: Fletcher Mine and Mill (producing)
[Mine startup 7-1-87, Mill 10-1987]. No. 8: Sweetwater M & M
(producing) [Startup 12-1987]. No. 11: Buick Division Plant
(production suspended). [Mid-May, 1986].

Page 12, Tailings Disposal - The first sentence states that
"mine tailings are typically disposed of in an impoundment area
formed by the construction of a dam. The dam would begin as an
impermeable starter dam constructed of natural clay soil with a
coarse rock filter blanket placed on the downstream side." This
description of starter dam construction is totally unacceptable
and would not be allowed by the Dam and Reservoir Safety
Council. A coarse rock filter blanket was constructed at the
New Viburnum and Brushy Creek Tailings Dams and resulted in
"sinkholes" or "internal erosion features" being created on the
downstream slope of the dam. This is due to the fact that
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coarse rock blankets do not act as filters for tailings used in
dam construction. The fourth sentence should be changed to
state the following: "The dam would begin as an impermeable
starter dam constructed of natural clay soil with a suitably
designed drainage blanket placed on the downstream side to
control seepage through the embankment ." The sixth sentence
should be changed to: "The coarse fraction would be placed on
the downstream side and the fines on the impoundment side to
seal the dam and create a beach to keep the free water surface
as far away from the dam as possible ." The seventh sentence
should be changed to: "This process would continue, using the
downstream method of construction in which all new fill is
placed downstream of the centerline of the starter dam and the
crest migrates downstream , until its final configuration is
achieved.

"

Chapter Two: "Alternatives"

Page 17, Lead Market - The current lead market situation is
irrelevant to the question of whether exploration drilling for
sulfide mineral deposits should be allowed. If any mines are
subsequently developed, they will be developed under market
conditions existing ten or more years from now.

O Page 21-23, Figures 9-10 - Legend for tailings impoundments
^ (permitted or not) not clear.

Page 26, Alternative D, Final Paragraph - Redesignation of 6.2

3 management area to 3.4 is specified only in Alternative E, so
the statement is in error.

Chapter Three: "Description of Affected Environment"

Page 29 - A more sophisticated and comprehensive analytical base
is needed to define the affected environment, both for the
surface and subsurface environment. There is a great deal about
the subsurface environment that we do not know and a substantial
portion of the affected environment that has not been defined.
The complexity and ever changing interrelationships of geologic
solution channel development, collapse mechanisms, rainfall and
groundwater hydrology deserve a more thorough description.

Page 35 - The first paragraph under "Water Quality" is correct
in that existing groundwater criteria specify "dissolved"
(filtered) metals; however, this method of measurement is under
review, because the drinking water criteria apply to "total"
metals. (Groundwater limits in the Standards are meant to
protect both drinking water supply and aquatic life due to
recharging.) Therefore, we suggest adding to the last sentence
in the second paragraph: ..., although the method of measurement
for metals in groundwater is under review, and the future
Standards may designate a "total" (unfiltered) method where the
numeric limit is a drinking water supply limit.

Page 36 - The last paragraph on page 36 and the first paragraph
on page 38 give a partial explanation of the DNR regulations
pertaining to discharge in the area. The entire Sections (4),
(6) and (7) of 10 CSR 20-7.015 (effluent regulations pertaining
to losing streams. Wild and Scenic Rivers, and groundwater)
should be included in the FEIS.

Page 38 - Add "Wetlands as defined in The Terrestrial Natural
Communities of Missouri (Nelson 1985) consistent with Cowardin
(1979) Classification of Wetlands and Deep Water Habitats of the
United States " to ...are areas which support... "Special
attention must be given to fens and seeps located along dolomite
bedding planes especially exposed along rocky stream and river
borders. These fen wetlands are habitat for many rare,
endangered, and relict plants. Two concerns that cannot be
adequately addressed in the EIS are:

-That insufficient data exists for the present
location of fens. It is highly probable that
numerous fen wetlands exist in the area. For
example, field examination of the Tumbling Shoal
Hollow (5 1/2 of NW 1/4, sec 6, T24N, R2W
wilderness 7.5 min quad) led to the discovery of
numerous fen seeps along the stream in the
headwaters ravines. These fens contain many
characteristic fen plants. No doubt that every
other stream and ravine tributary is suspect to
locating fens. On-ground field studies are the
only means of locating this wetland type.

-As is described on pages 29-35, much of the
surface water is lost to the groundwater system.
Fen wetlands represent exiting points for
groundwater and thus are areas where groundwater
contamination could affect the biota.

Page 38 - Add "numerous" to "...wetlands probably exist, but
have not yet been identified."

5

Page 45 - Regarding the Biological Environment, add to
Vegetation, Plants of Special Concern: the potential for
additional stations for rare and endangered plant species is
high considering the limited survey work within the project area
relative to other parts of the state. The most comprehensive
method of gathering information for the location of rare or
endangered plants is through intensive two-year botanical
studies per 3,000 acre units. Such studies as modeled by the
work of graduate student master theses floristic studies should
serve as the basis for making land use planning decisions.

Page 47 - The DEIS emphasizes that spring and cave species can
reach extremely high population levels. It needs to also state
that these are often locally abundant populations, which are
particularly vulnerable to single catastrophic events. Some
could become major casualties of mining operations or tailings
pond collapse, or gradually affected by more discrete cumulative
groundwater contamination.
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Page 50 - The DEIS includes a disclaimer on the importance of
listed species which reach the limit of their range in Missouri.
These are no less important for this fact, and the laws
protecting them are applied, regardless.

Chapter Four: "Environmental Consequences 11

Page 68 , third to last paragraph - "Effluent disposal techniques
used in the Viburnum Trend have successfully prevented any
adverse effects on the water resources from occurring there."
Greater description of Viburnum Trend effluent disposal
techniques is needed. Given the geologic conditions of the DEIS
study area. Viburnum Trend techniques may be inadequate to
prevent groundwater contamination.

Page 69 - The sanitary sewage section states that multi-cell
lagoons will most likely be used to treat sanitary wastewater
from the mine/mill complex. Clean Water Commission regulations
do not allow "new" discharges to drainage areas of the Eleven
Point, Jack's Fork or Current Rivers. Land application or "no
discharge" facilities are the only alternatives which the
Department of Natural Resources ( DNR) will consider acceptable.

Page 70 - The operating life and closure plan for tailings
impoundments should be identified and detailed. The statement
(p. 75, col. 1, para. 4) regarding responsibility for perpetual
care of impoundments is unrealistic. It provides no assurance
whatsoever that continuing care will be provided. Presently,
there is no plan in place for dealing with new lead belt
impoundments. Methods of dealing with and controlling tailings
for 100, 200 or more years must be determined. Then the USFS
and the mining companies can decide what the impacts and the
solutions are.

Page 70, Mill-Waste Tailings - Paragraph 4 states that "In the
Viburnum Trend, erosion on the downstream face of tailings
impoundments has been a significant source of water
contamination by tailings. Impoundment face erosion is
different than erosion elsewhere because this surface remains
bare throughout its operating life and because erosion resistant
pavements never form on it."

While it is true that erosion of tailing dams is a significant
problem, steps have been taken at several of the sites in the
Viburnum Trend to control this type of erosion. For example,
the Old Viburnum Tailings Dam and the Magmont Dam both contain
thick clay covers and vegetation on the slopes of the dam to
control erosion. Therefore, the DEIS should be changed to state
that a dam can be constructed of tailings and properly covered
and vegetated to resist erosion while it is being operated.

Page 70, Mitigation Measures - The first paragraph states that
"Forest plan standards require that tailings impoundments be
operated and maintained in accordance with the Federal
Guidelines for Dam Safety and the other applicable regulations
and standards." Section 236.465(7) RSMo (1986) states that

6

"Water retention structures subject to inspection for safety by
a federal agency using standards at least as stringent as those
in the Dam Safety Law are exempt from the law." Therefore, the
paragraph in the DEIS is misleading. It states that any new
tailings impoundment would have to comply with dam safety
requirements of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources
( MDNR ) , which is not true. If the federal guidelines are as
stringent as the MDNR requirements, a mining company would not
have to obtain construction or safety permits from the MDNR
unless requested to do so by the regulating federal agency.

5

Page 71 - In the third to the last paragraph, ending with the
sentence: "research in the Viburnum Trend...," we suggest adding
the following sentence to this paragraph: The potential for
contamination of groundwater may be greater in this area,
however, because of the sensitive geologic conditions.

Page 72 - In the second paragraph under "Milling Reagents", we
suggest adding the following to the end of this paragraph

~ dealing with odors: "...would detract from their recreational
O attractiveness, and violate general criteria of the water

quality standards. We also suggest more detailed information be
given on the toxicity of the milling reagents listed.

Page 73 - Second paragraph, item 1, under Dam Failure: Collapses
6 in karst terrain are not weight-related; they are caused by

wetting or vibrations.

6

Page 73 - In the fourth paragraph, we strongly disagree with the
assumption that the devastating impacts following a petroleum
spill soon would pass. Little baseline data exists which
demonstrates the long-range impacts of such water quality
related mishaps. The statement "it soon would pass" is not
appropriate to measuring sensitive environmental consequences of
a petroleum spill on an outstanding national water resource.

Page 73, Column 2, Paragraph 7 - Refers to a National Research
Council booklet published in 1983. This publication should be
included in the Bibliography.

Page 73, Dam Failure - Item 1 should be changed to state that
foundation consolidation will cause settlement of the dam
depending upon the weight of the dam and the nature and
thickness of the foundation soils. Localized features in the

6 foundation such as voids and steep bedrock surfaces could cause
failure by settlement or collapse of a part of the dam and by
piping of fines from the foundation or dam along transverse
cracks formed over these features.

Page 74, Dam Failure - Item 2 discusses piping. The following
D should be added to the end of the last sentence: "and designed

with low hydraulic gradients to prevent piping."
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Page 74, Dam Failure - The following should be added to the end
of item 3 : "Poor compaction during construction and inadequate
internal drainage can result in an excessively high piezometric
level or saturation zone in the dam resulting in significantly
reduced strength and uncontrolled seepage leading to failure by
mass movement of a part of the dam."

6

Page 74, Dam Failure - Item 4, states that "If the dam materials
are inadequately compacted, drained, or sealed they can become
saturated by the impounded water and turn into mud which
collapses and flows away." Tailings dams are constructed of the
coarse fraction of the tailings slurry which are cohesionless
materials. These materials do not "collapse and turn into mud"
unless triggered by some external mechanism such as shock or
vibration, (i.e., a seismic event). Saturated tailings which
are vibrated by a seismic event will rapidly consolidate and
lose strength due to a temporary increase in pore pressure.
This phenomenon is known as liquefaction but it does not occur
simply by tailings becoming saturated. The DEIS should explain
this most important failure mechanism under earthquakes in the
"second category of dam failure" on page 74.

6
Page 74, Dam Failure - The last sentence of item 6 should be
changed to: "however, it can also occur as a result of spillway
blockage of loss of freeboard caused by settlement or erosion of
the dam crest."

Page 74, Dam Failure - (Second Category of Dam Failure) Item 1

states that "Earthquakes caused by shifting faults outside the
area are felt here." This statement is much too general. It
should be stated in the DEIS that earthquakes occurring outside
the study area can result in sufficient shaking in the study
area to cause the failure of a tailings dam. 10 CSR 22-3.020
contains design criteria which minimizes the risk of failure.

Page 75, Column 2, Second Paragraph under Mitigation Measures -

0 The U.S. Corps of Engineers does not have regulatory control of
dams in the lease area; DNR (Dam and Reservoir Safety Program)
does regulate structures of 35 feet or more in height.

Page 75, Altering of Water Flows and Levels - Since some of the
springs provide significant recharge to the streams in the area,
this section is deficient in discussing these effects. It is
doubtful that the authors can project the groundwater effects.

0 Also, under the mitigation measures for this section (p. 76), it
states that if a shaft interrupts groundwater flows with a
cross-sectional area greater than four square feet, the shaft
will be designed to maintain that groundwater flow. The EIS
should state how this will be accomplished.

6

Page 75, Second and Third Paragraphs under Altering of Water
Flows and Levels - Mines or mineshafts may cause diversion of
groundwater to adjacent fractures, but they are unlikely to
change the groundwater environment unless they are inadequately
cased or grouted.

Pumping below the Davis may not affect the upper water levels,
however, a vital requirement would be the proper sealing and
grouting of all casings and shafts.

Page 75, last paragraph - The discussion in the last paragraph
on this page under "Altering of Water Flows and Levels" assumes
diffuse groundwater seepage throughout. The presence of rapid
turbulent flow through open bedrock fractures, bedding planes,
or caverns near the discharge site could interrupt the closed
drain/ recharge loop described. Also, groundwater removed at one
location may be in transit to a spring system totally different
from the spring system being recharged by the mine dewatering
discharge. In other words, some spring systems may dry up while
others may experience increased flow. New temporary spring
systems may even develop as a consequence of mine/mill
development in the complex geology and hydrology of the study
area. Site-specific circumstances will need to be studied.

6

Page 78 - According to the DEIS, floodplain tailings
impoundments would be permitted if more suitable locations were
not found. This is entirely unacceptable, considering that
floodplain tailings impoundments will affect groundwater
recharge regardless of design.

5

5

Page 82, Cultural Resources - The DEIS fails to adequately
address the potential impact of the proposed undertaking on
significant cultural resources. Specifically, explicit
procedures are not provided indicating how cultural resource
surveys will be implemented, if not previously conducted. Nor
does the EIS state how Section 106 procedures, pursuant to the
requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act (P.L.
89-665 as amended) and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation regulations Protection of Historic Properties (36
CFR Part 800), will be implemented. Consultation procedures
with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, as required by 36 CFR
Part 800, is not addressed. We strongly disagree with the
statement that "Surveying all proposed project loations would
almost eliminate the chances of disturbing unknown cultural
resource sites" (p. 82). Currently utilized survey methodology
will not locate buried cultural resources which commonly occur
in alluvial and colluvial contexts.

5

Although it is stated that sites will be avoided, what
procedures are to be initiated in the event avoidance is
infeasible? There is also no indication of consultation with
knowledgeable professional archaeologists in the preparation of
the DEIS.

6

Page 88 - In Effects after Mitigation, the DEIS states that "all
known listed plant species are located within the visually
distinctive part of the study area." Again, significant
populations of listed plant species likely occur elsewhere
within the project area and may be impacted.
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Pages 88 and 89 - Regarding Habitat Change (Terrestrial), straw
mulch has a much lower value as wildlife habitat than the
abundant natural communities it replaces. Small mammal
population structure and composition will be markedly different,
and it will have limited value as nesting, denning, and
vegetative cover for "various mammals, birds, reptiles,
amphibians, and invertebrates." As a mitigating measure, this
is superficial and avoids the very real concerns about the
impacts mine-related developments could have on native wildlife
populations.

Page 88 - Regarding corridor intrusions in general, modern
biodiversity theories emphasize the importance of maintaining
large cores of unmanipulated native habitat. Much research
shows that the type of edge created by linear corridors, and
endorsed in the DEIS, is devastating to conservative forest
interior species. It is attractive to generalist wildlife
species and a useful concept in wildlife management areas or
agricultural regions, but fragments an important large forest
block and provides habitat for opportunistic predators and
parasites such as cowbirds, blue jays, racoons, opossums and
skunks. The DEIS lists the positive features of increasing
habitat suitability for these species, which are common
throughout Missouri, without balancing it against the decreased
habitat suitability for conservative forest specialists, whose
habitat is declining at alarming rates statewide.

Page 89 - Woodpeckers do not need powerline poles to provide
feeding stations. Mature, old growth, and modern managed
forests provide abundant natural habitat.

Page 89 - Field surveys to locate threatened, rare, endangered,
or sensitive species are necessary, but the only effective means
of maintaining viable populations is to maintain the habitat of
which they are a part. For many, this means the large
contiguous tracts of unbroken native habitat. This should be
discussed in the final EIS, as simply surveying to identify
populations which modern developments threaten is, in cases, an
incomplete mitigating measure, and is somewhat incongruous when
used to support additional habitat fragmentation.

Page 89 - Buffer zones to protect riparian areas need to
consider surface and subsurface watersheds, and the width
necessary to protect them from mining activities. This is
greater than those established to protect these sensitive
features from standard forestry practices.

Page 91 - The DEIS considers noise abatement techniques such as
mandated employee carpooling and automatic dismissal for
wildlife code violators, noteworthy mitigating measures for
several important concerns. These measures are unlikely to
occur on any scale which will mitigate specific concerns and the
effects after mitigation on terrestrial populations will remain
undiminished. If no more significant mitigating measures exist,
the EIS team should recognize that the effects after mitigation
remain essentially unchanged.

-8-

6

Page 93 - Regarding mitigating measures for terrestrial
biological integrity, the DEIS does not recognize that the
preferred alternative reduces existing habitat suitability for
cougar and black bear outside the 6.2 management area as
suitable habitat. The preferred alternative actually represents
a substantial reduction from the existing potential habitat, and
a deviation from that provided in the Forest Plan.

Page 93 - Regarding effects after mitigation for terrestrial
biological integrity, species which favor mature forested areas
might remain common in the "visually distinctive south and west
parts of the study area." This does not excuse diminishing the
total suitable habitat for conservative forest species,
considering the degree to which large contiguous forest blocks
have been disrupted elsewhere in the state.

General Comments

41

1.

More than 250 exploration holes have already been drilled in
the study area. Exploration drilling, irrespective of whether
an ore discovery is made, is useful for the information gained
on bedrock stratigraphy, aquifer characteristics, and
geochemical attributes of the area. These benefits accrue only
if the companies are encouraged to and do in fact donate drill
core and other data to the state. The drilling of duplicate
holes can often be avoided by this means.

2.

The report discusses active mining operations from the
standpoint that water from the tailings piles, wl 1

1

be pumped
back for use in the milling process to prevent discharge.
However, the report should address tailing pile discharges which
are anticipated after the mine closes.

6

3.

The EIS assumes total compliance with all regulations.
However, total compliance is probably an unattainable goal due
to a number of factors which have differing levels of regulatory
control. What might happen if the regulated entities do not
comply with regulations? (See Page 69 "Mitigation Measures.")
If noncompliance does occur, what measures will be taken by the
mining company if unanticipated environmental consequences do
occur? The consequences of the failure in the bottom of a
tailings impoundment is not completely discussed. What methods
for cleanup and restoration of the environment are available and
what are their costs?

4.

It is most unlikely the MDNR, even 10 or 20 years from now,
would permit the handling of tailings in the manner that has
been common in the past. While there has been limited
environmental damage in the Viburnum Trend area, hydrogeological
conditions are much more sensitive in this Preference Right
Lease Area of Oregon and Shannon Counties.

The section on dam failure discusses effects of dam failure from
the tailings pile. Since other sections of the EIS state that,
because of the no discharge to Wild and Scenic Rivers, karst
topography, and problems with reclamation, it is unlikely that
tailings piles could be used.
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At one point (p. 71, col. 1, para. 1) the DEIS appears to
preclude Viburnum style impoundments, yet it continues to
discuss discharges as if they would occur (see p. 71, col. 1,
para. 4; p. 72, col. 1, para. 1). For clarification, the final
EIS should assert that tailings piles would or would not be
used.

5. As stated in the DEIS, the decision is to grant or deny
preference right leases which convey the right to mine. The
Department staff has reviewed the DEIS with that in mind, and
also with the understanding that various stipulations can and
will be applied as necessary if the preference right lease is
granted

.

The MDNR considers it imperative that one stipulation includes
the requirement that a site-specific EIS be prepared on each
mine site and appurtenance when, where, or if a mine is actually
proposed for development.

Tony Sullins
G-10, Myers Hall
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
January 30, 1988

*1

Dear Sirs,
My Name is Tony Sullins and I am a student at Southeast

Missouri State Universiy in Cape Girardeau Missouri. Having
learned of the U.S. Forest Service proposal to allow lead
mining in previously unmined areas of Mark Twain National Forest,
I decided to learn more about it. I attended a public meeting
in Winona Missouri (near the area in question) and listened to
public comment. I have also read the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement which was prepared concerning this area. I found that
the more I learned of this proposal, the more I tended to think
that that the idea of lead mining in one of Missouri's most beaut-
iful scenic areas is a totally counterproductive idea. I have learn
that tourism is Missouri's 2nd leading revenue producing industry
I also learned that public opinion here is unquestionably in favor
of not allowing the proposed lead mining in this area.

I realize and fully support the ideas of multiple-use manage-
ment of our National Forest Lands. However, in the case, the costs
by far outweigh the benefits. Considering the significant risks
to groundwater quality, scenery, wildlife, outdoor recreation, and
the overall Ozark Mountain Heritage, the area in question would
be damaged more than helped by this action.

I have enclosed a list of the people which I have come into
contact with who also have strong reservations about allowing the
proposed mining to take place. This does not represent any sort
of organized petition drive. Being a serious student, I don't have
much free time. The signatures I did obtain represent people who
I came into contact with who shared my opinion about this matter.

It is important to remember that the land areas in question
belong to aj^l Americans, not just those in the Winona area who
would like to have a new source of income. The securement of lead
is not a national priority right now. As a matter of fact, lead
is being phased out of nearly all products which formerly contained
it due to health hazards. I am very proud of Missouri and I
would like people who visit Missouri to see that we are interested
in preserving our treasures for the enjoyment of all, not selling
our lands to mining interest for the gain of a few. Please don't
sell Missouri short. Stop this ludicrous proposal before it destroy
a segment of Missouri history and heritage.

Sincerely Yours,

Tony Sullins

P’S- Copies of this letter and petition are being sent to Senator
Christopher Bond, Mr. Eric Morse of the U.S. Forest Service,
and to Congressman Bill Emerson.
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January 31, 1980

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain Hational Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing this letter in support of your allowing The Doe
Run Company to continue its exploration and possible
mining of the tract of land approximately 50 miles south
of the current Viburnum trend.

The Dae Run Company (and St. Joe Lead before that), has a
record of compliance and environmental responsibility.

There are many State and Federal regulations governing
lead mining and processing. These regulations are tough
and thorough and are actively enforced. I am confident
that further mining in the Oregon County area will be
regulated and enforced to the degree that assures environ-
mental safety.

I work at the Bulck Smelter, so I see the inspections,
the regulations and the company concern at work every day.
I have seen firsthand the measures and procedures that
prove the company is serious about obeying the law, about
protecting the safety of workers, and about the health
and well-being of the community.

With modern exploration and mining methods, current and
regorously enforced regulations and a company that has
proved to be responsible and reliable, lead mining and
processing is safe.

of many people who are experts in the

I

I urge you to stick to the Environmental Impact Statement
recommendation which was backed by two years of research
and the evalua
field.

Our nation can have the lead it needs in the next century,
AND we can pass our wilderness on to future generations
undamaged.

Sincerely,
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Box 39B, Route South
Moody, Missouri 65777
February 1. 198 I

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

I am strongly opposed to all alternatives pi

except alternative A, No Lease.

I base my opposition to all other alternatives on the Information pre-

sented In the draft 313. This document seems to be an apology for a

decision to grant the lease, rather than a presentation of data gathered

and evaluated In an objective manner as the basis for a decision on

the Issue.

In my opinion, two premises underlie the mindset of the preparors of

the draft 3I3i (l) Human expertise can design and Implement measures

that reduce the risks of environmental damage to an acceptable level,

and (2) The public can rely on Industry compliance with environmental

regulations to protect the National Forest from degradation.

So much for oplnlonj I will turn to substantive comments on the draft FIS.

I

No aspect of the mining Issue Is more crucial than the threat of contaml-

nation of the Outstanding National Resource Water of the proposed mining
area with lead #nd other toxic metals. There Is no resource more fundamental

to our wellbeing S3 a nation than water, and there la none more lrreplacable.
Groundwater Is a major component, and the least understood, of this resource.
We do know, however, that groundwater throughout the United States Is con-

taminated with a myriad of toxic, man-made chemicals to an extent far
greater than previously realized, (Science . Vol. 232 (4757) i 1490-1493#

20 June 1986). In California 20/S of drinking water wells fed by ground-
water exceed state pollution standards. In Iowa nitrate levels of water
In 20# of the private wells exceed federal limits (ibid.). The gravity
of the situation become.* more apparent In light of the fact that 95% of
rural America relies on groundwater for drinking and Irrigation. Ground-
water also 3unplles drinking water to 33^ of the 100 largest cities In

the U.S. (Ibid.).

I will focus ray comments on the Issue of potential lead contamination

of the water resources of the study area. These are In three partsi

(l) documentation of recent findings regarding leadi (2) points In the

draft EIS that need elaboration or clarification! (3) aspects of lead

contamination that are crucial to an objective evaluation of the Issue

but which the draft EIS does not address.

Documentation of Lead Toxicity

Neither premise Is defensible. Even the best engineering that human

minds can produce Is fallible too often. Recall the Apollo disaster

or Three Mile Island or Chernobyl. It Is not reasonable to believe

the engineers of Doe Run Corporation will bring this high-level of

expertise to bear on the problems of mining In the Hark Twain National

Forest.

The evidence Indicates that It Is even less reasonable to rely on

Industry to safeguard the environment. The list of U.S. corporations

that have betrayed public trust reads like a page from "Fortune 500."

The gamut runs from those In "clean Industries", for Instance Beech-

nut Foods and Fairchild Camera, to members of "the dirty dozen", such

as Dow Chemical and Bethlemen Steel. Why should be believe that Doe

Run Is going to play by the rules?

Corporate executives know that the probability of being caught violating

environmental regulations Is slight to begin with. If a regulatory

agency takes action against a company the punishment Is of little

consequence. Certainly It Is not sufficient to close the company down.

Besides, punishment — even capital punishment — historically has

proved ineffective as a deterrent to wrong doing. The public Is

typically the only real loser when a company violates an environmental

regulation because once the harm Is done It often Is Irrevocable.

1, "Lead poisoning Is the major environmental disease of our time and

one of the five most common diseases of children. It Is entirely pre-

ventable! we possess the knowledge and resources to prevent It." Quote

from Dr. Ellen K. Sllbergeld, former Chief of the Neurotoxicology Section

of the National Institute of Health, who Is recognized Internationally

as an authority on the effects of lead on the human nervous system ( SJF
Letter . Vol. XVIII (4)i 6, Environmental Defense Fund, Oct. 1987).

2. Recent findings reoorted In the British medical journal lancet
Indicate that blood levels of lead substantially lower than previously
realized are measurably damaging to the human central nervous system.

The mean level of lead In the blood of 501 subjects,ages 6 through 9»

was only 10,4 mlcrograms/declllter. Sven this minute amount resulted
In statistically significant Impairment of cognitive abilities and
educational attainment ( Scl . News . 131 (24) i 374, 13 June 1987).
According to the National Health and Nutrition Sxamlnatlon Survey, 38,5

of all U.S. pro-school children tested have lead levels In their blood
greater than 10 mlcrograms/declllter i 97.5# of all black pre-schoolers
tested exceed this level. Approximately half of all adult Americans

tested have more than 10 mlcrograms/declllter In their blood (Discover,

3(12) i 68-74, Dec., 1987).
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What is the cost in special education expenses alone of dealing with the
life-long impairment in mental capabilities that such levels of lead can
cause? What is the cost in lost human potential and ruined lives?

3. In response to the new realization of the toxicity of lead even in
minute amounts, the EPA is revising standards for allowable levels of
the metal in drinking water. A spokesperson for that agency reported
that the new level will probably be 20 ?pb (Scl . News, 132 (17) i 269,
24 Oct. 198?). Scientists at the Sixth International Conference on
Heavy Metals in the Environment recommended that the "safe" level for
lead be set as low as 10 ppb (ibid.).

4. In recognition of the hazards of lead
;
1986 ammendments to the

Safe Drinking Water Act prohibit the use of all lead-containing
plumbing, even solder containing lead as a component (ibid.).

Points that Need Elaboration or Clarification

1. The Executive Summary (page ix) Implies that heavy metals that might
enter the water as a result of mining would not threaten the biological
resources of the area. Many people who have access only to the summary
will form a mistaken opinion regarding the threat of lead to the biota
of the mining area.

4

6

tamlnation of the area's water resources by mining activities. Opinions
(from experts, I assume) differ on the llkllhood of this occurrence
(appendix 4 - 8). Whose opinions are these and what is the substance
of their views? This also is important information that the public has
a need to know.

Questions for the EIS to Address

1. How many people live in the area whose groundwater could be contami-
nated by lead if the precautions taken a/talnst this eventuality fall?
Owing to the paucity of data on this point, the area that could be
affected is a matter of opinion. It is reasonable to assume, however,
that groundwater could be contaminated with lead and other toxic metals
within a 75 mile radius of any location where mining activities were to
occur (based on data presented in figure 14 of the draft EIS, and Czamezki,
James M., Bull. Environ. Contam. Toxicol. 34i736-?45, 1985i. The latter
resorted lead-contamlnited fishes at least as far as 75 miles from the
collapse of a tailing poOd.). 'Whether a particular well within the poten-
tially affected area would actually become contaminated is conjectural
owing to the present extent of knowledge. The draft EIS points out that, ,

"It is lmDosslble to know, however, the exact underground flo routes
the water follows from one point to another " (page 35). Furthermore
it is hot known to what extent surface waters and precipitation circulate
vertically into the groundwater system (ibid.).

Further in the draft SIS it becomes clear that lead and other heavy
metals will enter the water resources as they are known to have done
in the Viburnum area (page 71, 93). Furthermore, both soluble and
insoluble forms of the metals are biologically active and accumulate
in the food chain (ibid.). Evidence of this phenomenon is the elevated
levels of lead in the deer population of the Viburnum area (appendl < 9 -

10) and in some species of fishes in that area and the Old Lead 3elt
(appendix 9 - 11).

6

2. Will it be economically feasible or ev.»n possible to reduce heavy
metal concentrations in mill waters to allowable levels before releasing
them to the environment (page 72) when the 2PA promulgates new standards
for these contaminants in water? Presumably these more stringent standards
will apply to federally regulated waters such as the two national river-
wavs in the area.

6

3. The draft 3IJ correctly reco pilzed the Imperative need for tailing
pond dams to withstand extreme natural forces. It does not Indicate
what level of flood j e.g., 100 year, 500 year, etc., or what magnitude
of earthquake would decide the design criteria. This is information
that the public need3 to know in evaluating the consequences of the
proposed mining.

Failure of a tailing pond is of the key issues regarding con-

The result is a situation where an unknown but easily determinable number
of people are in Jeopardy of having their drinking water contaminated.
Is the health of even a few people worth the lead from the Droposed
mines?

2. What is the level of lead in the drinking water of the Viburnum and
Old Lead Belt mining areas? What is the level of lead in the blood of
residents of these areas, particularly that of young children because
they are so much more susceptble to low levels of the metal than older
persons? If deer and a wide range of other organisms in these areas
are known to have elevated levels of load in their bodies, why would
the human inhabitants escape contamination?

3. The draft EIS relys heavily on the notion that regulations and
regulatory agencies will protect the National Forest and its resources
from degradation. What is the record of regulatory agencies in
Missouri with regard to protecting the public interest? Certainly if
they have been effective it is in contrast to the usual performance of
regulatory agencies across the country. For example, EPA is being
challenged in court by an environmental organization for alleged failure
to protect groundwater as mandated by the 1986 ammendments to the Safe
Drinkln- Water Act (Newsline . 7ol. 5(5), 3. .Natural Resources Defense
Council, ..ov., Dec. 1987 ) . If we cannot rely or. the federal agency that
is supposed to protect the environment, it is doubtful that the 3tate will
be more effective in discharging that responsibility.

512 513
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4. A great deal of the information in the draft EIS is based on findings
relating to lead mining in the Viburnum Trend. Is the hydrogeology
of the proposed study area analagou3 to that of the Viburnum area?
If so, to what degree? Information on this point presumably is
available from the 250 test holes that Doe Hun drilled throughout the
study area, but it does not appear in the draft SIS.

I

lf the hydrogeology of the two areas is significantly different, it
cannot be assumed that practices that are acceptable in Viburnum will
also be acceptable in the proposed mining area.

5. There are no data in the draft EIS that demonstrate that the lead
deposits in the Mark Twain National Forest constitute an "ore body,"
a condition that must be met before a lease can be granted. Doe Run
Corporation probably regards this as proprietary information that they
are unwilling to release. The minerals the company wants to mine are
the property of every U.S. citizen. Does Doe Run have the legal right
to wlthold information from the public that is crucial to establishing
that an "ore body" is present in the deposit they intend to mine?

I empathize with you and the others responsible for preoaring the SIS.
Having observed the attitudes and policies of the present administration,
I would be surprised if you are not under strong pressure to issue an
EIS that justifies a decision to allow mining. I would be equally
surprised if your reason allows you to do so with a clear conscience.

Sincerely,

cci Senators John Danforth and Christopher Bond
Representative William Person
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MIarK IWAIN NA]lOfiU.F€R£STW
Hr. Eric Horae, Forest Supervisor
(lark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla HO 6S401

Dear Hr. Horse:

6

1 am writing to express my concerns on how important it xs to
protect our natural wilderness areas. Right now, the Irish
Wilderness, Hissouri's largest, is being threatened by mining
activities that would reduce the quality of the land, water, and
wildlife it contains.

Their is a high possibility of high-grade lead in the study area
which la of interest to the mining industry. If found this would
increase production for only a few more years. Are the
consequences of such a small increase worth the long term damage
to this delicate environment?

6

6

The USFS and the mining industry's studies have found in their
studies that their would be little impact on the area and the
toxic pollutants and wastes would be safely controlled. But what
of an accidental leak, that would and will penetrate the Ozarks
karst topography and through the underground water systems spread
throughout the study area and beyond. Not only would it pollute
the water, having a deadly effect on plants and animals,
sensitive plants such as those that live around Cupola Pond, a

National Natural landmark, which are an endangered species and
animals such as the blind cave fish and cave salamander which are
also on the endangered species list, but it would also, pollute
the drinking water of rural wells that would endanger the health
of the local population.

I hear the concerns and feelings of the local citizens of the
area who are in favor for increased mining. It would mean new
Jobs, and more money for the lacking economy. But a time comes
when we must look ahead and see how our present actions will
effect our future.

I

I strongly believe that the gains made by allowing increased
mining in the study area do not justify the disturbance it would
have on the wilderness environment, too much is at risk. It would
be very sad in the future if my granddaughter asks me why would
someone knowing that a plant or animal at risk of becoming

extinct, instead of helping to protect it we ignored its
Importance which resulted in losing it forever, never to live
again. I wonder if the decision mode, either to help protect
nature's rights or to allow increased mining, is Just an
indication on where our government stands on other issues?

The time has come to decide how our society's progress will be
made, by allowing questionable change to occur or by having no
change at all, leaving the wilderness wild. I urge you to support
and adopt Alternative A, no mining-maximum resource protection,
so that future generations can enjoy the beauty and uniqueness of
our Hissouri wilderness.

Sincerely,

l/ CIA

Jorfn H. Whittaker, Jr.
202 Patricia Apt 4
Nixa HO 65714

cci Senator Christopher “Kit* Bond
Senator John C. Danforth
Representative Gene Taylor
State Senator John T. Russell
State Representative William G. Harshall
State Representative Joe HcCracken
State Representative Ken Legan
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January 31, 1988

H
S(fi EO V B

fil
B.Erlc Horse, Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain National Forest
%01 Fairgrounds Road
Rol la. Hissourl 65**01

ill

FEB - 2 1988 3
MARK fWAIN NAII0NA1 FOREST

R01LA M0.

Hr . Horse.

Please couit me and my wife Donna as opposed to lead mining in the Hark

Twain Forest. Hy ancesters were early settlers in this regi on. 1850. and

I. although born In St. Louis in 1926. have been visiting the Alton area since

then. In 1966 I transfered with the Postal Service to the Sreer area and

have lived here since then. Hy mothers aunt. Betty Simpson married Clay
Turner. who gave Turner’s Hill It's name. As o young boy. I enjoyed many

sumers with the Turners, pi ayi ng in that wonderful river, and believe me

when I soy. I do not wish it to be destroyed by contamination and waste
discharge from lead mining. It is too precious and beautiful to go the way

of most other rivers in Hissourl and the USA. Keep It clean and pure end

forget those greedy lead mining company’ s. who are only wanting to tie up

land for future exploration.

Lead is being removed from pai nt. gasol i ne. and other commodities for science

has found it to be a health hazzard in our environment. So pi ease, use

common sense and rule out lead mining In the forest of Shannon and Oregon

County. This is the choice of a good many friends In our area who just

don’t bother to write.

Best wi shes.

Howard and Donna Crews
P.O.Box 275
Alton. Ho. 65606
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January 28, 1908
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B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse;

I am 45 years old and live at Salen, Missouri. I was born and
raised at Oates, Missouri and attended high school at Lesterville,
Missouri. Upon graduating in I960, I went to St. Louis to find
work. (Which at this point in tine, v/as about the closest place
to go if you wanted a job). About this time, the St. Joe Lead
Company began developing mines in this are and in 1966 I was
fortunate enough to get a iofc with then at the Fletcher Mine near
Bunker, Missouri, and nove ny fanily back to the country, which
%/e love.

The St. Joe Lead Company pays good wager, and has good benefits
which enables ny family, as well as others, to enioy a better wav
of life.

After 20 years of mining, the ore is quickly being depleted and
%/e are in dire need of nore lead resources to continue nining.
Mow to my point - "The Doe Run Company" formerly St. Joe, is
seeking a lease of a 3,743 acre tract in a section of the Mark
Twain Forest in Shannon and Oregon counties, of which Z urge you
to support. I know that underground mining and nature can live
together. I see deer and turkey around our tailings lakes all
the time. We also have fish in our lakes. The EPA makes many
visits monitering our discharge.

I would like to retire from this company and also would like to
see the younger generation have a future here. I think the state
and the nation need this lease and should be proud that %/c nine
90% of the lead in the %/orld.
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Sincerely,

Buell D. Volner

St Louis , Missouri
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Mr. B. Eric Morse
Page 2

January 28, 1988

Sure, preservation of our environment is vitally important
not only to us but for generations to come. However, we
cannot become so enamored with the concept of environmental
impact that we put an end to all progress which is not a

real threat to our environment.

Once again, I support the BLM's Environmental Impact
Statement and urge you to follow the EIS recommendations.

Stuart D. Hines, Jr.
560 Cool Dell Court
Manchester, MO 63021

®l

6
|

JOHN ALPERS, JR.
ATTORNEY AT LAW

022 OZARK AVENUE
CABOOL MISSOURI 00080

January 27, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Re: Irish Wilderness Mining

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am certainly disappointed that the U. S. Forest Service and the Bureau
of Land Management have recommended that hardrock mineral leasing be allowed
within the Irish Wilderness area of the Mark Twain National Forest.

I would strongly urge you to change your mind and adopt Alternative A
(no mining - maximum resource protection)

.

As you well know, we in this area are certainly lucky that the U. S. Forest
Service was able to acquire the large tract of land known as the Irish
Wilderness, along with its beautiful springs and the unique eleven point
river. The ultimate goal has always been to return the forest and the river
area to its natural state, so that future generations will be able to exper-
ience the unique beauty of the area in an unspoiled condition.

In reaching the goal of returning the forest and the river to its former
state, there have been great sacrifices made by the local inhabitants and
those of us who live nearby. The local timber industry and related businesses
have suffered greatly in the past in order that this unspoiled area could be
established and maintained.

Allowing Lead Mining in the area in th« future certainly offends all of us
who worked so hard to encourage the Wilderness area.

More importantly, our Ozarks are unique in the abundance of unpolluted water
not only for human consumption but for the benefit of wildlife in our springs,
streams and rivers. Due to the poreous nature of the underground limestone
structure of our area, it is a certainty that the toxic wastes and heavy
metals accumulating from the lead mine tailings will poison our ground water,
springs and rivers. Such a contamination cannot be reversed and our grand-
children and great grandchildren will suffer damages in the future that are
impossible to estimate.

Although this is a Wilderness area and the ac.cessability to the general
public is quite limited, the lead mine tailings will certainly be unsightly
and degrade from the natural beauty of the Irish Wilderness area.

501

As you know, vast areas of United States have already contaminated their
groundwater, and the problem continues to grow because of the shortsited
use of chemicals and misuse of our land. Certainly we should learn a

lesson from these past mistakes and not allow the proposed Lead Mining
to ruin our environment for all future generations.

Your kind consideration of my thoughts will be appreciated.

Very truly yours

,

JOHN ALPERS, JR.

1
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IMKtWMN RATIONAL ft

Forest Supervisor
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401
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Hillary Hutchison
1707 Salsbury Avenue
Cody, WY 82414
January 26, 1988

JA/gh
cc: Senator John Danforth

Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Senator Christopher Bond
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Ike Skelton
House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

This commentary is my response to the U. S. Forest Service
recommendation to allow lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest in

Carter, Shannon, and Oregon Counties. Although I do not currently live in

the area, I grew up on my parents' farm on the lower Current River in

Carter County, and, as a direct heir, have a vested interest in your
actions. Additionally, I am a geologist employed by a natural resource
company (petroleum exploration and development) and have a hands-on
understanding of the environmental impact of said industries upon public
and private lands.

I will first address the land use purpose of publ ic National Forests.
You recommend allowing subsurface mineral exploitation on 119,000 acres
(186 sections) of public lands that are bounded by untold acres committed

to the Eleven Point National Scenic River, the Ozark National Scenic
Riverways, the Irish Wilderness, and numerous private land holdings. You

do not include a map of surface and subsurface watersheds to indicate the

potential area upon which this huge block of "mineable" lands could have

physical impact. How many acres does the Viburnum Trend mining impact

surficially and how many acres does the actual lead belt underlie? If

3,335 acres is the maximum acreage disturbed under a high development

scenario, why do you advocate leasing 119,000 public acres, affecting

untold additional acres? Have you had in-house personnel or non-industry
outside consultation address this EIS, or are you relying on the advice of

the very industry that desires the exploitation? Why do you inform the

public that of 250 boreholes drilled "somewhere" in the past eight years, a

few core holes "somewhere" indicate an orebody? Where are the boreholes

located, promising or otherwise? Over what areal extent? Is more

exploratory drilling needed before you advise the 8LM to issue a lease for

such a huge block of land? Why do you contemplate leasing such a large

block before more specific research is done? With more boreholes as points

of control, the lead industry can delineate a more specific area for

potential development. Never give away more than is necessary--industry

always has the option of re-applying for additional acreage. If you can

not inform the public where the promising area is, or how promising the

test results were, at least inform them of the much larger area of

potential impact via watersheds should impoundment failure occur.
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KENNETH H. COHN, D.V.M.
Affton Veterinary Clinic

8100 Gravois
St. Louis, Missouri 63123

(314) 352-0600
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Considering that tourism is and will always be the biggest industry

for much of the state of Missouri, I can’t understand any mentality

that would allow us to spoil some of the most beautiful areas in the

state. To contend with noise pollution and visual pollution, much

less the human exposure and ground water contamination, all to extend

lead ore production by a few years makes little sense. My family

and I and many friends, some from Missouri and many from out of state,

would like to continue enjoying these areas. Please don't make us

travel out of Missouri to find what once made this a great state.

I urge you to adopt Alternative A (NO MINING-MAXIMUM RESOURCE PRO-

TECTION) and stop the USFS plan to allow hardrock mineral leasing

within the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest.

Sincerely yours, - *
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Suoe:
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Holla, M0 654OI

Dear Mr. Morse,
i -c3

HARK iV.'AIN IxAIIO.’iAL FCRES1

.. . P0IULM0.
We have reviewed information on the DraTt environmental Impact

Statement (DEIS) that reoommends hardrook mineral leasing in the
Mark Twain National Forest. We urge instead, that Alternative A be
adopted allowing no mining . There are just too many possible ways
to oontaainate the groundwater. Water from the Area mined could
easily end up in the springs along the Eleven Point River, unoe the
water is contaminated, olean-up is impossible.

One souroe of leakage would be the mines themselves. Sven the
eo-oalled impermeable layer of rock has fraotures in it. And if the
mine doesn't leak, tailingB ponds built on karst topography most
likely would.

We don't know the solution to unemployment or the eoonomio
problems of the area, but to endanger this area for such a short term
goal is not the answer 1

Sincerely, n

Fred and Frances Appleby

260 Alma
Hazelwood, wo 63042

copies:

Senator John Dar.forth
Senator Christopner Bond
Representative Jaok Bueohner
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervis.
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd

.

Rolls, MO 65401

Dear Mr . Morse

,

I am writing to comnent on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement recccroendiag that extensive hardrock mineral leasing be
allowed within the Winona district of Mark Twain National Forest.
I believe that such activity in this area would have a severly
deleterious effect on the forest and would interfere with most of
the uses for which the forest land was acquired. The scenic and
groundwater resources of this area of the Ozarks are an
irreplacable natural resource which should be preserved in an
unmined, unpolluted state for future generations. I urge the
U.S.F.S. to adopt the (no mining) Alternative A of the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely yours,

Jeff Gelles
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29 January 1988
6627 Clemens
St. Louis, Mo. 63130

Mr. Erio Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Fairgrounds Rodd
Rolls , MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morser

My husband grew up In the Ozark region that Is
proposed for lead mining. We spend alot of time there
hunting, fishing, canoeing, hiking and visiting friends.
We even make It a point to save some of our purchases
till we get there In order to support the local eoonomy.

I grieve at the thought that this special area might
be degraded by the mining of a very toxic metal that we
should be trying to dean out of our environment, not
adding more to It.

In my opinion, this development will not provide
more Jobs but simply swltoh them from the tourism Industry
to the mining seotor. Fewer people are going to be

^ attracted to an area that has been scarred by more roads
° and power lines and blemished by tailing Impoundments,

buildings etc.
I urge you to adopt Alternative A so that this area

o will be protected from the the destruction that lead
° mining would cause.

i

s i8 ii mu Si.
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Sincerely,

Teresa Kragnes

W. Clay
J. Dan forth
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2804 Paula Drive
West Plains. Missouri 65775
January 25, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Hardrock
Mineral Leasing on the Mark Twain National Forest in Carter,
Oregon and Shannon Counties, Missouri disturbs me greatly.
Reading the possible adverse effects lead mining could have on
the study area, and adjacent areas such as Greer Spring and the
Irish Wilderness, is frightening to anyone with knowledge of and
concern for the environment. I am appalled by many of the
statements made in the DEIS.

1. Toxicity of the frothing agent used in drilling is not
known, (p. 68)

2. . . tailings could well serve as a continual source of
sediment to streams and, perhaps, subterranean drainages. “

(p. 66)

3. It is unknown if tailings ponds can be returned to a
productive soil condition, (p. 68)

4. Although good industrial practices can minimize losses of
heavy metals to off—site water resources, they cannot
eliminate them completely, (p. 71)

5. If animals or humans are exposed to heavy metals, acute
toxicity could occur. "It is more likely, however, that
chronic effects would result in genetic disruptions,
eventual heavy metal poisoning manifested in the form of
nervous disorders, and contaminated flesh of game fish.

"

(P. 71)

6. The low and high development scenarios would involve
sanitary sewage contamination that could have significant
effects, (p. 70

)

7. Given the hydrogoologic conditions of the study area, siting
of lagoons and spray-irrigation systems (for sewage
treatment) to comply with State water quality requirements
might be very difficult, (p. 70)

531 531

"In the Viburnum Trend, erosion on the downstream face of
tailings impoundments has been a significant source of water
contamination by tailings. " (p. 70)

9. Drilling could intersect unknown caves, (p. 94) Isn't this
highly likely??

10. Alternative tailings disposal methods are not very
practical, (p. 117-119)

11. Out of 3,000 acres which would be used under high
development, 2,160 acres could probably not be returned to
their pre-mining condition. <p. 122)

12. There is no legislation forbidding lowering of groundwater
levels, (p. 76)

13. "The refined metal may ultimately be shipped to markets
overseas." (p. 51)

14. Domestic primary lead deposits already in production should
clearly be sufficient until sometime beyond the end of this
century, (p. 59)

15. "The large disparity between the amount of surface water
expected in the area and the amount actually there is
related to the area's intensely developed karst terrain “

(p. 32)

16 Executive Order 11988 permits construction on. and reshaping
of, floodplains only when no practical alternative exists.
(p. 78) Who determines the practicality of other
alternatives?

17. Unabated noise from vent shaft fans can be heard for up to
two miles from a vent site. <p. 85) How far can it be
heard with abatement? How would bats, other cave creatures
and animals with more acute hearing be affected?

There are too many frightening statements and unknownol
The DEIS refers to mining only on suitable sites, and not in
natural areas, not in the Eleven Point corridor, not near
endangered species, not near cave entrances, not near wetlands,
etc. What are the chances of finding a "suitable site" in such
a highly developed karst area??

The DEIS describes so many mitigation measures! If you
really put all these restrictions on the mining company, they
couldn't operate. Common sense tolls us they should be informed
of the restrictions before the lease issuance. Instead, the
plan seems to be to wait and try to restrict the mining company
after they have already Invested a lot of money in formulating a

6

2 ?|

plan of operation. I doubt the ability and/or desire of some of
the agencies involved to really protect our resources.

I am disturbed by the trap the FS seems to be caught in. I

realize the problem is the bureaucratic regulations. A common
sense decision can't be made because it would not be In keeping
with FS and BLM regulations. (However, if the FS is so
concerned about this, why choose an alternative which requires
revision of the Forest Plan?)

The DEIS refers to the intent of Congress to allow mineral
development under appropriate circumstances. Anyone who reads
the DEIS can see these are not appropriate circumstances!

!

There are too many possibilities for subtle pollution and/or
catastrophies. After it happens, there is no going back. All
the mitigation measures in the book cannot help us then!

I have a MS in biology and also have taught earth science.
My husband and I have two small children. We have enjoyed
fishing, boating, canoeing, camping, picnicing. hiking,
photography, sight-seeing, and swimming in the Eleven Point and
surrounding areas for several years. We have eaten many trout
from the river. We want our children to have the same
opportunities we have had to experience a relatively
undisturbed, uncontaminated area. We don't want to see mining
activities, we don't want to hear drilling and vent shaft fans,
we don't want to smell milling reagents, and we don't want our
fish poisoned by lead and chemicals of unknown toxicity.

We hope the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and
any other agencies involved in making these important decisions,
will act responsibly. We hope you will consider the tremendous
value of our groundwater, which is already threatened. We hope
you will consider future generations and what we are leaving
them, rather than succumb to pressures from big business to do
what might be best for the short term economy.

Thank you for reading my statements. I do hope public
opinion can have some effect in spite of bureaucratic
regulations

!

Sincerely,

Carolyn Glenn
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Mr. Eric Morse, Porest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolls, Missouri

My Dear Sir:

This letter will be my comments regarding the leasing part of the

National Forest to anyone for the purpose of mining. My letter will be

Interspersed with a small amount of personal history which I hope you will for-

give.

I was born in Eminence, Missouri where I have spent my entire life of

90 years. My father was an M.D., and was bom in Virginia. He came to Missouri

in 1867 and was educated in Missouri. My mother was born in Texas County and

was an early schoolteacher. My father passed away in 1903 leaving a wife and

four sons from 1 day to 13 years of age almost pennyless.

My family moved to Current River to farm in 1906. The farm was at the

mouth of Sutton's Creek. We had two companies doing work in the timber business

I

at that time. I feel that the people of the few counties of the Ozarks have

been RAPED at least one half dozen times in my lifetime. I am asking you to

not let this happen again. I am not opposed to the mineral being removed If

our nation needs it, but I do object to come company taking out the mineral,

putting the money in their pockets and leaving with "the Juice and leaving us

with the rlne to suck", as has been done by the following companies that I

and recall:

The Smalley Tie Company
The Missouri Lumber and Mining Company

The Ozark Lumber Company
The Crandln Lumber Company

A very fair example of Che raping was the Smalley Tie Company. They

bought and floated ties down the Current each fall. More than 50,000 each

drive. They were loose ties punched by workmen behind the drl"^. When we

went to the Current, Smalley Tie Company was paying 25c each for 6"x8"x 3'

tie banked on the river. One of their last drives was made up of 100,000

ties. When Smalley Tie Sompany quit, they disappeared leaving no signs of

progress nor money in the County of Shannon, only ruin.

Missouri Lumber and Mining Company began co build a railroad In about

1905. They moved a large mill and set up the town of West Eminence. They sold

out about 1918. They also took their profits and disappeared. The town was

eventually demolished and sold piece by piece, but the money did not stay

here, only devastation.

Our virgin timber was slashed, made Into lumber and shipped out. The price

most laborers received was $1.50 per day, $9.00 per week if they lost no time.

Food, house rent. Dr. bills, clothes, and cost of education must be met out of

such wages.

When we awoke about 1930, our territory was broke. Our wealth (timber) was

gone. It became almost impossible to eke out our existence here.

In my lifetime, I have known two natives who have made a small amount of

money from timber who have remained here.

In the meantime, our Legislative bodies have given away to the Federal
Park, Alley, Round, and Big Springs and moved our farmers from their homes and

took over 140 miles of our riverways (mostly in Shannon County).

Now you have it in your power to prevent another such rape. For God's

sake do not let us suffer another RAPE so that some big company can have the

profits. So far these companies have all been the same—took all and left

us nothing.

We feel that we are well of the ravaging but we are still as mad as hell

over the effects of the raping.

Sincerely,

Freeman A. Hughes

P. 0. Box 133

Eminence, Missouri 65466
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PEGGY FLEMING
Box 1038
Ava, 'To 65603

ATT: Mr. Eric Morse, Supervisor

U. S. Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo 6S401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to voice my opposition to the proposal to open 250
square miles of the Mark Twain National Forest to Lead and Zinc mining.

It is my understanding that the purpose for having National Forests
in the first place is to preserve the land IN ITS NATURAL STATE for en-
vironmental conservation and the recreational enjoyment of all. Therefore
I am totally opposed to any commercial exploitation of any national forest
land

.

February 1, 1988
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Furthermore, given the highly vulnerable subterranean structure of
the Ozark Plateau, any mining operation in this region would have a deva-
stating impact upon the local water table.

I No amount of corporate profit, no amount of new jobs and local eco-
61 nomic expansion can ever justify the destruction of this unique and

I beautiful region. I feel it is a violation of the public trust vested in
the Forest Service that a proposal of this nature is even being given
serious consideration.
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Rt . 3. Box 194
Seymour , MO 65746
1-31-86

Regarding the proposed Increased mining actlvltly In
the Mark Twain National Forest around the Big Spring. Irish
Wilderness. Greer Spring area: It Is our feeling that such

6 acylvltles would greatly endanger the ecological basis of
the region. It is an area of unsurpassed beauty and natural
Phenomena that Is 1 rrep 1 acabl e . While we understand the
economic problems the residents of the areas face, we can't

O help but feel that the short term economic benefits would be
minimal when compared to the long term damage to the
environment. As a society, we cannot continue to base all
of our decisions on the short term bottom line profits with
no regard for long term consequences.

Sincerely. )

Mike and Julie Donnelly

Former lan^jpwners In
Mark Twain Natl. Forest
Oregon County
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B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
L01 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65U01

Subject: Lease arplications for The Doe Run Company

Dear Mr. Morse:

I As an eroloyee of The Doe Run Co., T am raouesting your
gl support for draft E.I.S. wh<ch recommends a-oroval of our lease

I amplications.

Please do not allow t^e s^e-^l interest croups enc the
dc-rooder? influence vo r dec'sions. Your decision effects the
lives of -rany Missouri families.

The Doe Run Co-’nany spends millions of dollars in the
Missouri economy each year. These d“!l®rs are snreac through-
out the st°te when •'U rr^e''ine supplies, equipment, railroad
services, trucking industry, utilities, taxes ~nd wages. In
addition we export millions of collars worth of orocucts.

I am oroud to work for this company 9'.c pleased when I tell
you that St. Joe and The Doe Run Company h9s elways ceen concerned
about the e-.vironmaht . Our company would ne’er do anything
purposely that would damare or harm the environment ! n any way.
Our company h r s proven over the past ICC years that we can co-
exist with birds and flowers, and also protect the natural beauty
of the Mark Twain National Forest.

At l|2 years of ace, I hrve never drawn one penny of unemploy-
ment insurance or state aic ~f any kinc. The Missouri mining
industry is solely responsible for allowing me the opportunity
to provide security for my family. Peoole receiving unemployment
and welfare do not pay state or federal taxes.

We c«n not continue exoprtinr all of the rood jots to foreicn
countries -nd imoortinc everythinc we need for existence.

T fcelie-e the lead industry !
s 'erv -erv ! m-'ortant to the

national security o'
-

<»ur country. Re-en-ter, ~i nes are not constructed
-vernic^t *n case -.f a notional emergency, t^ey ta’-ces years and
years

.

I have traveled to Peru, Chile, Brazil
of my Job with St. Joe Minerals Coro,
they practiced the seme type of mining
for the environment in those countries
the governments had little concern or
mining

.

and Argentina as a part
I can assure you that
and had the same concern
as in the USA even though

regulations to govern

Please consider all of the facts when making your decision
and I promise you that your suooort will be appreciated by
thousands of Missourians.

Thank you for your consideration.

Rt 1 Box 43B
Caledonia, Missouri 63631

A-,„rpvii pf 'ur oppl ! c° ti'-n wFl -ertalnly not guarantee
that a w :i

l e-er exist : n f’-empn, Shannon or Carter counties,
but, ° tl pas t c ! 'p s a chance to try.
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January 30, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

s e b b v s rp.

1-tB - 2 1968 J
MARK I WAIN NATIONAL FOREST

ROUA. MO.

Dear Mr . Morse

:

I’m sure you have received many letters, pro and con, regarding
proposed lead exploration in a portion of the Mark Twain Forest
located in Shannon and Oregon Counties. I would, however, like
to express my views on this subject.

I

I believe we have enough restrictions and regulations on the
books to insure that the proposed exploration would be done
in a manner that would have very little, if any, impact on
the environment.

My family and I enjoy camping, hunting, and fishing. Every year
a weekend or two is spent on the Huzzah River near Davisville.
If I thought that lead mining would destroy our forests and streams
I would not approve of it, but there has been very little change
in the Huzzah, which is only a few miles from the mining area at
Viburnum, Missouri.

I doubt very much that 20% of Missourians or 5% of the residents
of the remaining forty-nine states ever know that mining is taking
place in the Viburnum area. Unless one flies over the area in an
airplane, it is hardly noticeable.

Thanks for taking the time to read my comments and I hope you will
consider them when the final decision is made regarding exploration
for resources in our National Forest Lands.

Respectfully

,

J\<W\ i

Gary W. Miller

Rt 1 Box 72
Caledonia, Missouri 63631
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JAN. 2 8 1988

Forest Supervisor
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO.

Sirsi

Although my wife and I are not Privileged to
live in Missouri, we do own an 80-acre tract on the upper reaches
of the Eleven Point River in what we consider the most enchanting
part of the Ozarks.

We are greatly disturbed by the movement to open up 4.000
acres of the Mark Twain National Forest to a lead mining
operation. Any who has traveled over Parts of Kentucky and
West Virginia has ample testimony about what happens to the land
and to the People after the strippers have done their thing.

We are vigorously opposed to defiling the Ozarks Just so
foreign corporations Just pry a few short-term Profits out of
the ground, creating havoc that wouJd scar the environment
for generations yet unborn.

We wish to go on record as Property owners opposed
to mining the Mark Twain National Forest.

Sincerely.

Larry Grauerholz

P.O. Box 2501
Wichita Falls. TEX. 76307

mniB
FEB-21

ira
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL WREST

Mr. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Fores
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

2604 Sum 1

1

Rd.
Columbia, MO 65203
January 28. 1988

8

6

8

i . , i r "V* allowed within the Winona District ofthe Mark Twain National Forest. I feel that the plan austbe stopped because the .Inins and alneral developmentwouid have an undesirable lapact on the wilderness areas

J !*"
V*110"* 1 roaources. The Bandscapewould be defaced, noise pollution would be evident, and

°

sroundwater flowing Into springs would be conta.l nated

.

I strongly urge that Alternative A
axlaua resource protection) be adopted
and preserve this area of outstanding na

(no ainlng-
ln order to protect
tural beauty.

Sincerely,

c. Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Harold Volkaer
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To whom it may concern:

o w is

FF8 -21988

I would like to receive a copy of the envl ronmantal
impact statement prepared in conjunction to the proposed
opening of tne Mar* Twain National ?orest to lead mining
interests. The long term affects of mining activities in
this region of invaluable natural beauty remains a major
concern of citizens in this state. Of particular concern
is the threat that mining poses to the quality of the
region's groundwater and to its designated National
Scenic Riverways.

In conclusion, I nope the Forest Service and the
Bureau of Land Management does not make a serious error
in judgement concerning this matter. Once destroyed,
the unique value of the affected land will never be
relinquished to the public who so cherishes it.
I believe it would be unforgivably short-sighted to
sacrifice the irreplacable environmental quality of
the region to the mining corporation proposing this
lease.

James S. Brad>/^

cMrs. William Q..

3000 W. 67tA <£ti±ct

eSfmwnzc JWkilon, Dramas 66208
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1 C A<1 in the MArkTiJAin National Forest At Winona:
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0 . Sri* Morse, Forest Supervisor
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,
M‘>SOu.ri , faSHoi

ROBERT S. STAPLES

435 WEST 6 1 ST STREET

KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI 64113

Fobrusry ), '960

SPECIAL DELIVER?
Supervisor
Mark Twain National Port at

AOl Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, HO 65401

Dear Sir

i

I hopa I am only ona of many registering thalr atrong avaralon to the
idea of permitting lead mining within Hark Twain National Forest. (And
I hopa thla latter ia not too lata, your deadline being Friday.)

6

I aa afraid of auch activity for two reaaonei First, I have aaen the
hideous disfigurement and deeolation of pravioualy beautiful natural
areas caused by auoh ealf-aervlng efforts aa the old Bagla-Plchar mining
operations in aouthaaat Kansas and the gold-dredging near Palrplay, CO,
to name but a couple. I know there would now probably be stipulations
in any mining agreement concerning Hark Twain Notional Forest to prevent
this kind of land rape from reourrlng. But I still harbor tha fear that
the reforestation would somehow wind up being dona 'on tha cheap* simply
to allow tha mining company to appear to a too-inattentive federal gov-
ernment to have clean hands.

I

becond, I have the feeling that a far more insidious result would re-
veal it bs 1 f too late in damage dona through Initially invisible pollu-
tion of soil and water courses by mine tailings.

Through ay connection with tha Boy Scouts of America (as an assistant
sooutmaster) 1 am deeply aware of the efforts of the Scouting movement
to imbue every young Scout with the tenets of Tha Outdoor Codei

As an American, I will do oy beat to —
Be clean in my outdoor manners.

Be careful with fire.
Be considerate in the outdoors, and

Be conservation-minded.

Unless we adults do as we say, it ia difficult, if not Impossible, to
inculcate such tenets in our youth because they naturally tend to judge
by what they see that we do. They represent the future. I hopa this
future will be held clearly in mind when determination is made concern-
ing the proposal to permit lead mining within Hark Twain National Forest.

Attachaenti Copy of editorial 'lining in Hark Twain', The Kansas City
Times, bed., Feb. 5, 1986

cc» F. Dale Robertson, Chief, U. S. Forest Service, Department of Agri-
culture, P« 0, box 2417, baehington, DC 2001)

Ben H. Love, Chief Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America, National
Office, 1)25 .alnut Hill Una, Irving, TA 75015-2079
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February 3, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

UJ

Hill
FS-51

BMKK I WAIN NAVlOtML #6r£ST
ROllA-Mn i

• The original Forest Service EA also described impacts to the environment It however,

used even strongly language than the DEIS to describe the impacts. It said, for example,

that mining would permit "excessive escape" of mine tailings, heavy metals, and mining
reagents into the groundwater. Again, that there would be "considerable" effects on
wildlife.

Economic Instigation
The apparent reason for favoring Alternative D is the following:

Dear Mr. Morse:
(1) Missouri, specifically the Viburnum Trend, is the chief source of domestic primary

lead.

8|
1 am writing to comment on the Mineral Leasing DEIS. I request that the Forest Service

change its preferred alternative from D to A in the final EIS.

I

Allowing mining in the study area (a) entails unacceptable risks to the environment, (b)

lacks economic warrant, and (c) may injure the local recreational economies of the region.

For these reasons, mining should not be permitted in the area.

In addition, the DEIS contains serious deficiencies of procedure and substance.

6
I

8
i

Environmental Impacts

• The DEIS itself provides a lengthy list of environmental risks associated with mining in

the area. It includes impacts on water quality, fish, wildlife, visual quality, and recreational

experience.

Furthermore, the mining activity would occur near areas with nationally significant

biological, geological and recreational value such as: the Eleven Point River, Ozark
National Scenic Riverways, Greer Spring, and the Irish Wilderness.

The DEIS frequently notes that impacts, if they occur, will not be capable of mitigation, or

will be mitigated only on the assumption that various regulations are observed. The latter

method of mitigation is neither reasonable nor reassuring since many regulations would
have to be enforced well after mining has ceased.

(2) The Trend will play out early next century.

(3) If we are to be assured of a continued, reliable source of primary lead beyond that

point, the study area must be exploited.

• The general form of the argument leaves an obvious question begging. Since primary lead

supplies in Missouri and the world are finite, what do we do when they run out? If we
ignore the short-sighted advice "Worry about that when the time comes", the answer must

be: substitution and recycling. But if substitution and recycling are the ultimate solutions,

then why not institute them now rather than later, especially, in the face of the incredible

environmental risks documented by the DEIS?

• The DEIS itself points to a weak demand for lead and notes that more and more
substitutions are being found to replace current uses of lead. Extensive research is

underway to find substitutes for acid-lead batteries, the primary use of lead. These facts

suggest that by the time the Viburnum Trend is supposed to be played out, demand for lead

will have shrunk even more.

• The DEIS says nothing about the secondary lead recovery industry. This is a significant

omission because it’s this industry which constitutes the ecomomic base for current and

future lead recycling, especially lead-batteries. It is the health of this industry, not that of

the lead extraction industry, which must be the point of focus from the point of view of the

long-term availablity of lead.

• In a review of the DEIS (A TECHNICAL REVIEW OF DRAFT ENVIRONMEMTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT ON HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING. MARK TWAIN
NATIONAL FOREST, MISSOURI. December 30. 1987], Mr. Thomas Aley of the Ozark
Underground Laboratory underscores the risks of mining in the area. I mention just two
points by way of illustration.

1

(a) Tailing disposal sites cannot rationally be located on losing streams. Most of the streams

in the study area are losing, and further, serve as major recharge zones for springs and
other groundwater supplies. (Aley. pages 5-6, reference cited).

(b) Catastrophic sinkhole collapses could occur as a result of mining activities. Examples
have already occurred in the study area (Aley, page 9. references cited). Such possiblities

further increase the likelihood of groundwater contamination.

• The study area, in its present - relatively undeveloped condition - provides some of the

best actual or potential habitat for healthy populations of native Missouri mamals such as

black bear and cougar. Mining in the area would degrade this habitat and thereby

contribute to a reduction in species diversity in the state.

6
I

Unfortunately the secondary lead industry has not been doing well, largely, though not

exclusively, because of weak lead prices over the past eight years (cau>ed by increasing

substitutions and competition from primary producers, like the mines in the Viburnum
Trend). Large numbers of reprocessing facilities and collection stations were forced to

close. There has been some recovery in the past two years but the adjustment has been

accomplished at a cost

The weakened secondary market has led to a reduction in the recycling of old lead batteries.

It is estimated that of the 70 million batteries replaced each year, 22 million of them -

representing 190,000 metric tons - is lost to recycling chain. This represents about half of

the total production of lead from domestic ore in 1985 (416,000 metric tons). [Reference:

"The Challenge of Battery Recycling in the 1980's; Kenneth T. Wise and Sarah K.

Johnson; Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, Inc.

124 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge. MA 02138, (617) 492-6900, Sept 1987)]

Where does that lead go? In most cases, to landfills, creating of course a potential

environmental impact
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The continued raining of primary ore, therefore, has the net effect of: delaying the onset of

widespread lead recycling, enfeebling the secondary lead market which is the economic
base of recycling, wasting a volume of lead equal to erne half the annual primary production

from domestic ore, and contributing to additional environmental degradation. This seems
like a very bad argument for allowing mining in the Ozarks.

Impacts pd Local Efionoimcs
The local economies of the study area are, by national standards, depressed. What the area

needs is a sustainable economy consistent with its natural resources.

6

Mining is inherently a self-terminating activity and cannot therefore, by its nature, meet the

legitimate, long-term economic needs of the area. At the same time, as the DEIS makes
clear, mining could adversely affect an industry that is the most likely candidate for

providing a sustainable local economy: tourism.

Deficiencies oOhs DEIS

1

° The DEIS does not contain a section on explaining how it used the facts cited to arrive at

its preferred alternative. This is surely needed especially since to the casual reader the

facts, on their face, point to Alternative A (no leasing) as the option of choice.

• The comments in Aley's Review lead me to seriously doubt the competence or at least the

thoroughness of the team which authored the DEIS. Aley's observation that no mention
was made in the Draft of the Tri-State District is perhaps the most glaring example that

comes to mind (Aley, pages 1-2).

• The language used to describe environmental impacts in the DEIS seems to represent a

retreat from that found in the EA. There is no indication that additional information has

revealed the original estimates were error. Some account of the discrepancy needs to be

given.

• In a June 30, 1986 response to the EA, Robert Dreyer of the Sierra Club Legal Defense
Fund provided evidence that for the Forest Service to authorize a mineral lease in the Mark
Twain would be in violation of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1946. This plan says in pan
that the Service should not consent to such a lease where mining would "interfere with the

primary purposes for which the land was acquired". Dreyer's letter makes clear that mining
was not among the purposes for which the Mark Twain was acquired.

I do not see that the DEIS refutes Mr. Dreyer’s challenge. On the contrary, it seems to

support it because: (i) the DEIS admits substantial risks to the recreational and biological

resources of the area - resources which it is the responsibility of the Forest Service to

protect; (ii) the Service is prepared to change its own Forest Plan and allow visual

degradation of the study area for the sake of a goal which is not even formally pan of its

charter. It seems to me, therefore, that Alternative D is illegal as Dreyer maintains.

5

• Permitting the lease also compromises the Forest Service's goal (as stated in the Forest
Plan) of protecting rare and locally endangered species such as the bear and cougar. The
study area is idea habitat for these mammals and mining would degrade it thus undermining
the direction of the Forest Plan.

®l

For the reasons cited above, I respectively request that the Forest Service change its

preferred alternative from D to A (no leasing).

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely yours.

Daniel Lehodcy

7104 Northmoor
St Louis, MO 63105
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!F^
KCR 65, Box 233
Kingston, Arkansas 72742

February 1, 1988

Mr. Erie' Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

®l
I. am writing to urge that Alternative A (no mining -maximum
resource protection) be adopted.

I

The proposed lead mine in the Winona District of Mark Twain
National Forest will contaminate ground water including Big
Spring and Greer Spring, aand who knows how many family wfells

g| and springs. Lead mining would also have a toxic impact on
/5I endangered planet species and increase soil erosion, not to
V| mention the’ visual impact.

I

The economic benefits are questionalbe and are far outweighed
by the pxtensive degradation of the environment and the
potential hazard to human beings.

Very truly yours,

(Mrs) Mar^wrut E. Page O

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Senator Dale Bumpers
Senator David Pryor
Representative John Paul Hammer schnidt

Lamar, Missouri 64759
It#3 Box 447

February 2, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairground Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

:

I am, indeed, strongly opposed to

lead in the Mark Twain National Foresr.

forever change this beautiful area.

I am sure you know the degradations to the quality

of water which do extensive damage reaching far boyondthe

immediate area, directly involved. Futhermore, toxic sub-

stance spill would be one consequence, a great danger. We

need to do more to protect our fast deteriorating environment,

instead of encouraging many risks. Pond failure could be

another serious result.

We need to preserve, not destroy and ruin, extensive

oak and pine forests in the Ozarks. We need to help preserve

clear streams and natural features such as hollows and draws

in such additional areas as these: Eleven Point Scenic River,

Current and Jacks Fork Rivers, Greer SprinSand Big Spring

areas and many others, many not so well known.

I do not i look forward to drill sites, vent shaft

clearings, mine sites, tailing impoundments
,
<and the like

with dead trees, dams for ponds with unsightly and poisonous

residues from the mining in this beautiful area of Missouri.

Even Benjamin Franklin in 1786 wrote a treatise on

the dangers, very extensive, of lead poisoning.

When will Americans ever learn to preserve, not

destroy, the environment which is irretrievable.

I urge your suppt
A

of my opinions.

fj)
E E E D W E

f

FEB - 5 1988

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL T0RLST
ROLLA MO.

any plans to mine

Such mining would
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RR 1 Boa ?75
Baxter Springs, Its

Feb. 1, 2988

Dear Sip:

Mr. B Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Bixby Route, Box 121C
Salem, Missouri 65560
February 2, 198S

IS te B 0 W B

FEB -5 1988

29

9

8|

As freouont visitors to 'issouri '.Ylo-derness

aroRS for hikine *nd Conoein*, we deolore the

prospects of mnrrinjr the wixderness with

roads and orosuo ctinjr ^o^es for the xead

"’InJ nr l-.d 3 t>«^ in th Twain Forest,

and the exposure of sr~lncs and scenic

Rive -3 with toxic h"> s t e runoff, for

short time henefts of le^d min'np. This

shoo'd riot t°ke i:r'id c ’ic o over loner tine

’,7e nrcre t u nr f»lt c rn!tive A be adopted,

S* nc»"--l’r v~nr;

l~ sv Letups

I

We are writing to express our support of a the issuance of
the pending Doe Run Company mining lease for the 3,743 acre Mark
Twain National Forest Tract. We, support a multiple land use

I

concept, are concerned about the loss of land for mining
purposes, are confident of environmental safegaurds and see the
economic importance of mining.

ur national forests are an important resource. They benefit
us in many ways, one of which is mining. Each land tract has a
unique character. Some provide wetlands favoring aquatic life,
others rich soil for farming and still others contain mineral

I

occurrences with the potential for exploitation. We must develope
these mineral occurrences where they occur as their selective
location and rarity does not allow us to go just anywhere. We can
not continue to lock up federal land and expect mining companies
to be successful finding and developing new operations. The
amount of land off limits to mining is increasing due to national
park and wilderness designation. This is alarming especially when
one considers that it is done indiscr imately with no regard as to
its mineral value.

The Viburnum Trend is a shining example of the ability to
keep mining in harmony with nature. These mines are be nearly
identical to the operations which may, or may not, be developed
based on the results of additional exploration work necessary.
Lets look at the Trend for the examples of this environmental
catastrophes many say are associated with mining. They don't
exist. This is a reflection of the today’s mining companies
responsible approach to the environment, current regulatory
guidelines and our present technological state.

Though out the history of the United States mining has been
vital to our economy. Not only has it provided well paying jobs
but it has also supplyed needed raw material. Do we what to
abandon mining and rely on foreign countries for these
commodities? If we remember the Arab oil embargo and the lesson
of the importance of independence we feel all will agree that
this is not a very wise alternative. The argument of a boom and
bust situation occurring because of the finite life of a mining
operation must be tempered by the uncertain future of all

industries. Who among us feel they have a guarantied job for

life.
ur family has been involved with mining for fourteen years.
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the Viburr
one year

.

others h<

toward th«

um Trend
Its been
ive the
• future

for si
a good

by gran

x years and the Doe Run Company for over
association. We would like to see our

opportunities. Lets make a positive step
ting the lease.

February 1, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

This letter is in regards to the proposal that hardrock

mineral leasing be allowed within 119,000 acres of Mark

Twain National Forest. As a resident of the state and a

. concerned citizen, I feel this proposal will be detrimental

el to Missouri's most valuable resource our unique natural

°| areas.

|
I believe that if the proposed mining occurs it will

61 physically alter this area forever. A pristine area
* will be lost for future generations of Missourians.

The area around the Eleven Point River in the Missouri

Ozarks contains the most outstanding elements of the state s

natural beauty and recreational areas which is an attraction

for both residents of our state and visitors.

In addition to physical alteration of the area by mining,

the issue of ground- water pollution is of grave concern.

I

The poisoning of groundwater systems from mine tailing

ponds is a serious threat. If leakage of lead were to

occur, it would not be detected until groundwater had

already been contaminated. The proposed mining site ground

water has been shown through dye tracings to drain into

Big Spring, Greer Spring and numerous small springs includ-

ing many along the Eleven Point River.

I feel that preservation of forest land, minimizing water-

shed degradation, preserving natural communities of plants

6 and animals is of utmost importance and outweighs by far

the development of new mineral reserves. Continuation of

the lead industry for a few more years may provide jobs

ft but the horrendous impact to the environment far outweighs
U

a few short-term jobs in a dying industry. I believe that

it is the duty of the United States Forest Service to preserve

the forest lands and wilderness*. The preservation of the

natural resources in this area should take precedence in

Federal Forest management decision over special interest

demands for mining.

Sincerely yours.
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February 4, 1988

566 567

Forest Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo.

Fear Sir:

6

71

6

It. was with anger and disbelief that I read of the decision
to allow extensive lead mining in the beautiful Mark Twain
Forest ! I have always thought it was the prime duty of vour
organizaion to PROTFCT the National Forests l*t>m such exploi-
tation anu destruction. Why are you promoting this? To
provide only one hundred jots that will not. last ant: thus
leaving a no-nan ' s- land behind that will leave scars ior a
long, long time. The existing lead companies are under-
producing now anc the domano for lead is down!

Remember that this forest belongs to all people and opening
up a iiajor portion of this orest with the resulting estruc-
tion and danger to all wildlife and the resulting pollution
to the entire watershed served by the two beautiful rivers,
the Current and Eleven Point is unthinkable!

I This area is a prime recreation area for canoeing, hiking,

q|
camping and fishing. Too many areas of this type in our
wonderful country are being destroyed by developments. We

|
must preserve what is left at all costs!

Please do what you can to protect this fiasco from happening
to our Mark Twain Forest.

Sincerely,

^i/£. 7-

C

Mr. « Mrs. 0. Zalaudek
2828 Flaraewood lr.
St. Louis, Mo. 63129
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ARKANSAS CHAPTER

February 3/ 1988

Eric Morse, Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla, MO 65401

E IB E II W E|
FEB -5 1988

RE: hard Rock Mining DEIS

Dear Mr. Morse:

On behalf of the Arkansas Chapter of the Sierra Club I would like to
state our organization's opposition to your selection of Alternative D and
in support, thereof, would state as follows:

H
Numerous studies have shown that the removal of hardrock minerals,
especially lead, have resulted in the mineral lechate entering the
water system.

Southeast Missouri and Northeast Arkansas are underlain, in large
part, by a porous karst type of limestone formation with numerous
acquifers that allow significant movement of ground water.
Further, these acquifers are the source of most of the water in

this region and, in particular, provide the discharge for many of
the areas' famous springs including Mammoth Springs. Additionally,
many rivers and streams including the Eleven Point, Spring,
Strawberry, Current, and Black Rivers receive ground water
discharge from the acquifers that would be impacted by the proposed
mining operations.

I

Ground water studies have indicated that Mammoth Springs, as well as
others, would become contaminated by the lead mining tailing and lechate,

and lead is a highly toxic and persistent element in the environment.

We have concluded that the DEIS contains insufficient information about
the physical and chemical makeup of the wastes generated by the mining
activities or the levels of lead and other associated heavy metals that

rfould be allowed in the water of the study area and, accordingly, is

legally insufficient.

Clearly, the environmental consequences, if Alternative D were to be

selected, would outweigh any benefit derived from the removal of lead ore on

the Mark Twain Forest and would result in mining activity on over 50% of

the 119,000 acres in the district.

“When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the universe."

570 571

Accordingly, the Arkansas Chapter of the Sierra Club opposes the

planners' selection of Alternative D and urges the planners to adopt
Alternative A, which would prohibit all mining activities and would afford
maximum resource protection to the areas in question.

Very truly yours,

; W. Stanley, Jr.
i Club Secretary-

600 West Fourth St.

North Little Rock, AR
(501) 372-3131

Arkansas Chapter

72114
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Mary Ann Carr
HCR 89 Box 46
Willow Springs, MO

65733

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo 65401

February 4, 1988

-£3 -51

3 /vi

Dear Sir,

I have been fallowing the lead mining issue of the Mark Twain National
Forest since the proposed mining leases have been announced. I

have read literature published by both "pro" and "con" groups. As
a teacher of Earth Science and Economics in a Missouri Public High
school, I can understand the agruement3 for both sides of the issue.
However, after close evauluation of this issue, I believe that the
"con" arguemer.t is for more accurate and profound.

As a person with a strong education background in geology and economics,
I have found that the costs of mining clearly exceed the benefits

6 |
in our unique public forests. The list of environmental degradations

I is long and threatening. The negative effects will far outlast the
. short term economic benefits for a very small minority. All people

^1 in this area both far and near will be effected by groundwater pollution
of lead, zinc, copper, cadmium, sulfuric acid, cyamide, and other

J
tailings. The karst topography of the ozarks makes mining without

6 1
groundwater pollution and impossibility. Any student of Ozark geology
knows that our acquifers composed of limestone and dolimite absorbs

I

all that lies on or in the surface of our ground. In addition to this
very serious threat, hardrock mining in the Mark Twain National Forest
will disrupt ecosystem stability in the forest .thus, threaten native flora
fauna. The National Forest is set side to preserve not disturb these

I

special life forms that are indigenous to the Ozarks. Other side effects
include landscape abortion and noise pollution. These threats will
continue to prevail long after mining has ceased and the economic benefits
have stopped.

Granted, rural Missouri is in need of economic stimulation, but lead
mining is not the only option. The price of lead mining is to high.
The costs to the entire population of the area far exceed the economic
benefits to a few. Please remember when drafting a finial decision
that the Mark Twain National Forest belongs to all citizens and it should
benefit them =11 according. Protecting this forest will protect us.

T9/'si TrfpZCU
t

f'XJ tjS

7 P-t-y

ft***>/ sTTv-' 7)/& .
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Respectfully,

Cojul

Mary Ann Carr
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Doug]*s C. Bowden
President

D. Doug Bowden
Executive Vice President

And Cashier

Keith Bowden
Vice President

Sank ©f Sirctj (Bree

Sirctj (Brer. fflisBouri 6543B
Feb. 3, 1987

KQUA MO

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor,
Mark Twain National Forest,
401 Fairgrounds Rd.,
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

In this area, and I’m sure you are familiar with it,

the going wage for most people is from $3*35 to $4.00
per hour. It is almost impossible for one person
to make a living for a family.

If the mines should come into being, it would be a

tremendous help to the economy. I doubt there is
anywhere in Missouri that could be helped as much.

We are in favor of the development.

Touch's in cerely, 7

-
> /, ’J"'-

President.
<y
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Amgncan A
1

ssoaat)on of
Orthodontists -- ^ Michael V. Garvey D.D.S., M.S.

Orthodontics
•5 Gibraltar Square

Hwy 94 & Jungs Station Road
St Chart**. Missouri 63301

Phon* - 441-2777

February 4, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Rd.

Rolla, Mo. 65401

I
B B s im
FEB -5 1988

>juvK I WAIN ilAilGNAL FuRtST
R0UAW1

RE 1 EIS comment

Dear Mr . Morse 1

Please consider my comments in the development of the final EIS reguarding
Hardrock Mineral Leasing of the Mark Twain National Forest in Missouri.

Please do not allow for private interests to offset the long-term management
plan by the Forest Service of the Mark Twain Forest. I cannot believe that the
U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management recommend lead mining
be approved.

The destruction of the fragile watersheds of the "Cave State" (Missouri)

2 » I and the Eleven Point River is at play. I often float the Eleven Point.

Please send a needs analysis for additional lead mining in Missouri.
I feel that the environment would be better protected if perhaps a decrease
in additional lead mining would stimulate more education and desire for
recycling of lead. This lead is cheaper than new lead and would be better
used again than disposed of improperly.

I have a great love for the few natural environments left in Missouri.
Please don’t allow for the selfish monetary concerns of Doe Run to disrupt
a logical long-term management by the U.S. Forest Service.

Sincerely,
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Eric Horae, Supervisor

Hark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Holla, Ho.

Dear Mr. Horae

1

The Forest Service ia seeking "substantive cement on its Hardrock

Minerals DEIS that will help make it a better document." But air, NO ONE CAB

MAKE A SILK PURSE OUT OP A SOW'S EAR.

The USFS notion that it should take our very best, our midwest YoaemJte,

and needlessly degrade it to industrial waste reveals that the USPS has indeed

became a dinosaur bureaucracy soon to collapse of its own obsolescence and

intellectual isolation. Its inability to grasp the ecological realities of the

late 20th/21st century will be cane to be seen as a North American tragedy.

This is not hyperbolej I wish it were.

The original Stage II Environmental Analysis . 5/16/85, from the Winona

District, the men an the ground, was concise, direot
t
and to the point!

"Profound hydrogeologic differences exist between the Viburnum Trend

and the lease area. (EA p.39) ?b« best professional Judgement is that use of

technology developed in the Viburnum Trend will not be directly transferrable

to the lease area vicinity. (EA p. 37) Mineral industry compliance with state

water quality regulations at existing mine/mill complexes in Missouri provide

no proof that compliance can be presumed for the lease area. (EA p. 38)...

tie excessive escape of mill tailings, heavy metals end milling reagents to

groundwater systems seems inevitable." (EA p. 37)

Two yearn . and -
1 50 more pagee have not changed this.

Enter BIM, and we find we have a DEIS based entirely on the Viburnum Trend

model laced with such statements asi

"Although the risk of release of tailings of mill waste into the

environment is very small, if such a release occurred, water quality would be

adversly affected." (DEIS p.119).

WHO wrote that, and for what reason? The risk is not "very small"

at all. This sort of thing calls into question the integrity of the entire

document. It reveals a serious moral lapse. Things are so out of kilter

yj]|
FEB - 5 1383

(LnrararanijE:1
j

J,

within USPS/BIM that individual attitudes must be called to accountability,

and not protected by anonymity any longer. WHO? WHY? To what end?

The highest and best use of these exceptional lands is to retain them as

they are 1 an outstanding concentration of unspoiled land and water resource of

national and Internationa significance and so they should remain in perpetuity.

Industrial development should be prohibited whether or not one teaspoon of water

is polluted.

6

Prom the original proposal. Flan for Preservation and Develoment of

Recreation Resources. Current and 11 Point River Country. Missouri . 1955.

(prepared by Mo. Div. of Resources and Development, Mo. Conservation Commission,

Mo. State Park Board, National Park Service)!

"Here, there is an opportunity now to do something truly worthwhile

fOr our children and theirs who will be living in a orowded world 300,000,000

6£ them in the United States only 45 years from now is one estimate. Ve can

only guess how great they will value the opportunity of floating down the

Current and 11 Point between wooded bluffs and camping an the gravel bar that

takes their fancy, as we can today apparently far removed fran the atomic city.

"The special value of this River Country, now and in the year 2000,

is that it is not far removed from the. large cities and densly settled

countrysides. (See Plate No. l)."(attached) (Plan , intro.) "In all developments

and in all uses of land special emphasis should be placed on the preservation

of the streams and springs, the forest and wildlife and the scenic features of

the Ozark landscape." (Flan , p.24)

All of this of course still applies. Who could have Imagined that the

very entity to whom these lands were entrusted would be so eager to forsake them?

' USPS does tremendous disservice in downplaying the nature of lead mining

in the DEIS. In it there is no true description of lead mining activity. Until

I went to Viburnum, I still thought, despite repeated readings of these documents,

that a lead mine was on the order of the mines in Roy Rogers movies. The frenetic

activity and incredible noise of the enormous ore cartiers and the nature of

haul roads snaking throughout the forest came as a total shock. Estimates

of acreage occupancy are meaningless... the whole entire area is transformed.

This is not made clear in the document, a bringing together of the whole} there

is only a listing of the parts. We are misled by the DEIS non-description of

576

3
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H

industrial activity. Wild and scenic and lead mining ar^absolutely mutually

exclusive usevs of the resource, and USPS as trustee of this land should

not only be fighting to preserve the special values of these areas from this

inappropriate use/defllement, tifshould also be working to develop the concept

of buffer zones for these areas so that we do not have to fight these battles

over and over again. "Ore carrier" and"haul road network" are relevant terms

missing frcm the glossary.

1

The economic section of the DEIS is disappointing in that it is but a

compilation of stastlcs and projections. No original research was done into the

nature of the specific local economies, into Just why the area is in the state

its in, what actual factors are at work here. Just who are we who are so poor,

and why, and for how long, and in what mix? What is the significance of

chronic unemployment, welfare to the 4th generation, banks with no-business-loan

policies, the true logging/mlll economy, the underground economy? Who are those

who benefit from the status quo, and to what effect? Why do people stay here

despite ecananic hardship? These situations are far more oanplex than indicated

by the DEIS.

There is not one shred of hard information in the DEIS about what will

happen to major tourism areas with the transformation of these lands into mining

country. This is a serious flaw. Long term Iosb will far outweigh short term

gain. Nor is the re any consideration given to the loss of potential tourism

activity in areas surrounding these lease areas. Just what might the area have

been like had USPS persued the reccanmendatians of the original 1955 Plan , which

included such things as the restoration of the old mill at Palling Spring and the

log house? And the suggestion that a typical "Ozark village" be preserved;

the little ghost town of Bennett, where "there 1b an old general store, and former

post office, two substantial old houses, a cemetery and a church. One of the

old houses might be used as a roadside inn." (Plan , p.30) USFS blatant disregard

for tourism values is extremely harmful to local populations.

Not one shred of information is given about what will happen to the

local populace should they be forced to buy water. Long after mining profits

have come and gone, local people will be further strapped by having to spend

money on water. This is not fantasy. The Christian Science Heitor, Nov. 30, 1987

addresses this very problem among backwoods residents in eaMara Kentucky where

indeed the watej; has been ruined by, mining^ Jt presents extreme hardship.

yet this possibility goes unmentioned in the DEIS. "Local drinking water

is drawn from cisterns, wells and springs. Pew wells are deeper than the

minimum necessary, and fewer yet are deeply cased and adequately grouted

to exclude contaminatns." (EA, p. 20).

6

USPS says in its Response to scoping eancems that "we will be studying

ways to make the "possible" (catastrophe) improbable." (P. 1l) All witticisms

aside, no new technology has been revealed that will do this. The alternative

tailings disposal methods given are not assessed in any meaningful detail, and

are but variations on a theme that cannot overcame karstness. There still

remains no method for disposal that will function in perpetuity vil^out

causing changes in water quality. There are still more unknowns than knowna.

This in itself is valid grounds for denying these leases at this time.

Throughout the DEIS, water quality laws and regulations and standards

g are cited as mitigation measures. The existence of law does not constitute

mitigation. The whole point is that these standards won't be met. A mad

hatter's tea party. "Forest Flan standards and guides, etc., etc., etc.,—

it is all too dear that Forest Flan standards etc. can be changed administratively

to accanpliah whatever USPS may desire. "Mitigation" is another relevant tern

oaitted from the glossary. It would indeed be interesting to know what USPS

means by the term. Meanwhile, changing the Flan to allow pristine to becone

pit to aoccmodate a sunset industry reveals USFS extreme bias toward commodity

extraction, and its perverse interpre talon of "multiple use"» this very real

distortion is creating public backlash, which in turn is not helped by middle

managers stonewalling.

The DEIS is seriously flawed in considering only 2 options/ alternatives.

Why were others not considered? Grounds for denial doubtless exist an the

issue of ecananic viability of two"payholes". All things considered, there may

I

indeed be no ore body. Was this considered? Deny these leases that what lead

that may exist here be held in escrow for those of another century. Let them

decide which is more valuable, the RESOURCE, intact, or lead. Its only fair.

Demands on public resources are perennial. USFS need not be so accomodating

as to give these things away simply because of an internal structuring that

is askew. It is gross mismanagement and myopic and serves no one. When the

price Is right , lead canpanies will go for lead where they have left it. I
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herewith attach one of the royalty checks I've been getting over the past few

years from lan# abandoned antique oil wells. This one Is for 2t. Feel free

to apply It to the national debt. What it means is that someone has seen fit

to go after what was left in these wells since the price has risen. We must

learn to deal with scarcities of non-renewable resources in a sane manner.

This will often mean that not everyone will get what they want, when they

want it. OSFS is under no obligation to provide profitability for any

industry, timber, mineral or other.

DSFS is under obligation to provide us with a sustainable forest,

a sustainable watershed, a sustainable ecosystem. This will take constant

learning and re-learning, lots of bending and stretching and reaching and

sene fumbling. But somehow USFS must refonn its huge self from within and

reassess its direction and open itself to new information. Would that a

wider intelligence would spontaneously reach critical mass and be born

within each member of DSFS. .."oh yeah. . .that's what its all about. . .FITTIIC IN."

From fiscal preoccupation to one innate awareness of biological responsibility.

No less than such a radical change of consciousness will save it. And the

natural world. Which is us. Just once let's please learn from the past,

and be a whole lot more careful about what we are doing now that is making

our future.

Kazle Perkins
Rt 2
Willow Springs, Mo 65793
2/4/ea
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PETITION

The undersigned petition against the Hardrock Mineral Leasing in the

Mark Twain National Forest, as proposed in the United States Department
ot Agriculture. Forest Service s October 1987 Draft Environmental
Impact Statement Summary Specifically, alternative "A" of table 1

in said document Is the only acceptable alternative, as these public

lands should bo preserved as unique scenic and geographic areas for

ours and future generations to enjoy. Short term private exploitation

for financial purposes does not warrant the long term demise of this

beautiful area.
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£XAMP^ ^/

cXAMPi-= ^2
Profound gechydrologic differences exist between the Viburnum
Trend and the lease areas. Near Viburnum, mine and mill
discharges are easily contained on the surface where they can
be recycled, or be treated before release to the off-site
environment. On and around th e i£2se areas, ho wever, water,
is virtually Impossible to contain in ar.v si2eable cuantity
on the surface

,
and the excessive escape cf mm t a 1 1 . n g -TT"

neavy metals, 'and milling reagents to the groundwa ter system
seems inevitable.

"

p. 37 ^A

Tailings disposal methods used in the Viburnum trend P°=te^
an extremely high probability nf r.atast r

ynhi e collapse o i tn.

^^^TJ*n*i^ s pend bottoms . The probablity of succession y <=

economically repairing such collapses is low.

Profound pechvdrolop.ic differences exist between the Viburnum
P'2.7 Trend and tr.e lease areas . Near Viburnum, mine and mill

£A. discharges are easily contained on the surface where they can
be recycled, or be treated before release to the off-site
environment. On and around the lease areas ,_hcwever • «2tec.

-.w-..n..e, w.tnw. tiwucuca which cncci aquilera
- either directly or indirectly, intentionally or not - must
meet stringent water quality requirements. The best
professional judgment is that use of technology developed In
the Viburnum Trend will not be directly transferable to the
lease areas vicinITvT

RWT DE7S

reduced . In addition, the imcact assessment

land availability fer mineral development »hich

P. 37

BA,

p-119 DS,S

6

IN THe £A YOU TTE^L. US THAT /S A “ HIGH
PfcDBA&/*.<ry" op a tailings PoajIs Bottom coll o>ps<£ Aa/O
THAT ‘'Excessive " ESCAPE OT TA/Llf^CS TO THE- GiiSJUv Tb “

WATER IS '/WeVTAlBLE ".

;rw the t>e/S roty STATE" th-at THE RISK OP TH/5
SAME" EYEAJ-r HA-ppEAftfUC lS"VERY SMAU' 1

U/HtC-H ARE U^e TO BEL/EVE ?

r/7 THE BA YOU TELL. US BECAUSE OF *TP£" "PtoFt^x^
birFEI^EWCES 3ETCUEEN THE LEASE SITE AA/b 7?fc
VlBi/RWUM TTR£-A/C> THE TEC HfUOLOCa Y bevsioAcO the&E
CAWA^or se TRAAVS TERREL TO THE LEASE SITE

TN THE i>E/S YOU SAY THAT CUITH THE VAST EXPERIENCE
CAl^E^S /A/ THE Vl&URNUrA TR.EN t) /OW C.AN $AF£LY MNE
AT THE CEASE SITE.

WHICH VERSION ARE VJE TO G,Ei-(£VE ?
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cXAKPLE -3
Although subsidence is a possibility on the ie<.se area if a

_ mine/mill complex is developed, there is no way to accurately

p. 36 predict wnat the probability is or wh a t facilities wcu.d oe_

P A affect

e

.d..

11

A

Aley, et.ai. (19721 cite numerous cases of l and surface

collapse and subsidence in the general region, many ot which

•are within two miles of the lease areas proper. Some are ol

apparently natural origin; others were apparently tU/ -

impounding or otherwise concentrating surface waters over

unknown voids in the underlying bedrock and/or residuum.

OSIS

after Ht'mion

Ajsunlng all la«s. regulations. Forest Plan

standards and mitigating measures «ere complied
ith. the danger of dam fail ure and its fZ.75 Deis

cO/^Me/s/r

IN THff £A You TBL.L. US THAT THERE HAVE’ ScEa/
“ NUHERUUS" CASE’S OP COLLAPSE / Su&SlbeNCE IN THE AREA
AMtS THAT THERE /S NO OJAY TO PREDICT NHEN t

UHGRE IT (NlLL HAPPEN .

6
IN THE’ t>£/S You STATE THAT THE DANGER. 0>P A

COLLAPSE IS “NON - BKtSTEuT " AnXO THAT
,

YOU

NOUUXS HAVE TO t " BEYONXS A TSOO'GT" THAT
i T uioucXs NOT Su&SiXSE oR LEAK.

Sto'PE BKJUTiLGlNG HAS BEf/V HAlLGTs &Y THE USES
THE LffAtS //vtsl/STAV AS A A/ ETVVl RO/VnEnVTA LLY*
solution to 7he taicuucs Disposal pRoate/h. /et,
T*6 'OClS PotNTS OUT THAT THIS, MAY ST/LL POLUUTE
CROVW^WATflR tOCATflb BEtCW TKff OAV/S PoJV'lAT/ON%

Since you Txknag/jt that no nells are presently
INTO THIS AQUi PER. j THE ASSUMPTION MUST SB THAT tT
IS ALL. R.ILHT TO “TAINT 1

' I T.

IP THERE IS NO INAT TO piZGXSICT SuiSS I NCE
,
HON C-AtJ

YOU EVER rsE SURE " SfPOA/b A fcou'GT' “ THAT SUBSIDENCE

CAKlT oocuR.

579 580

ComnefST *2.

Jim Llckey
P.0. Box 615
Excelsior Springs, MO 64024

I
f

lead d'

the c cl. r

t

,t under the lan ds applied fj

>ri and will net con tribute L ~’ETTe~~'needs_ of

p. 33 £(\

January 29, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

J
rlJjLLiE IT)

F® ~ 5 (9B8 [||

FOREST

Dear Mr. Morse:

p.tOl

oeis

SCCw r ’kJ O' SvBtl

p./O7

x>eis

IN THE EA YOU STATE THAT UNAlNEX> CEAXS NlLL NOT
CONTRIBUTE TO THE COUNTRY** 'VcfibS!'

I am writing this letter In response to the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement Issued by the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management recommending that hardrock mineral leasing be allowed within
the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest. I strongly urge
you to adopt Alternative A (no mining-maximum protection) In reguard to
this proposal.

One weekend last August I was quite fortunate to have had the
opportunity to float a section of the Current River (not far from the
proposed mining area) with a friend. It was a fantastic trip and stands
as one of my most memorable outdoor experiences. I've only been here in

Missouri for a little over a year and have much of Its natural history
left to see, but after that trip I feel I can say quite confidently that
this area Is one of the most (If not the most) beautiful It has to offer.
It greatly saddens me to think of the Impact mining would have on It.

From an aesthetic standpoint the area would be severely degraded.
The openings associated with drill sites, vent shaft clearing, mine/mill

_ sites, dewatering ponds and tailing Impoundments plus electric trans-
D mission lines, pipelines, roads and parking lots associated with mining

facilities would drastically alter the appearance of this outstanding
natural landscape. Noise produced by all this activity would also be
very disruptive. As mentioned In the DEIS noise from vent shaft fans
can be heard for up to two miles away from a vent site. The preference

0 right lease application, the area of most Interest for mining. Is less
than two miles from the Eleven Point National Scenic River.

IN THE XSElS YOU PuLCY fc>OCJUMEfuT THAT THERE IS
absolutely no protected "need" op audition al.

supplies op l& at> for least the nekt 20 year. s“.

Already a problem
contamination posed by
and was not adequately

on a national level, the threat of groundwater

lead ore mining Is a very legitimate concern
addressed by the DEIS. First of all data was
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not presented to fully assess the Interaction of waters In the forma-
tion to be mined with those overlying groundwaters and springs In the

region. Second the historically poor success rate of recreational,
agricultural, and sewage impoundments In the area suggests that the
construction of tailing Impoundments for local disposal of mining
residues will be Impossible, thus raising the cost-beniflt ratio of

the operation. Last of all the DEIS falls to indicate what levels of

lead and other associated heavy metals such as copper, nickel and zinc

would be allowed In the water of the study area In the event of mining.

As you well know the primary purposed for which the National
Forest Land was acquired include: Soil conservation, watershed pro-

tection, wlldernees'-.protectlon, outdoor recreation and timber production.
Allowing the mining of lead ore to occur In this area would be a direct

I

compromise of these management objectives. Please realize what an

Incredible natural treasuee that both the state of Missouri and the
nation stand to lose If any alternative other than A Is adopted.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

6

6

EAST OZARK AUDUBON SOCIETY
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

RTE . 1. BOX IlOA
ANNAPOLIS, MO 63620

February 2, 1988

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

Dear Mr Morse

.

In our letter of December 8. we pointed out a number of
flaws. Inconsistencies and significant ommlsslons from the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding lead mining
In the southern Missouri Ozarks. Recently, several other
serious ommlsslons nave come to our attention [Aley, 19881

1. The DEIS makes no reference to a 1967 study by the
Missouri Geological Survey which shows that lead reserves In
the Viburnum Trend and other Missouri mining districts are
much larger than the figures you have used (based on
Industry sources). The Industry figures <6.6 million tonnes
In reserve) are also at odds with a figure you ascribe to

I the U.S. Bureau of Mines, but without a reference <16
million tonnes). The MGS figures suggest that, at the
present rate of mining, reserves In the Viburnum Trend will
last for at least 40 years. Naturally, this makes a big
difference In deciding how urgently the mining Industry
needs new reserves.

2. Studies showing the severe Impact on water quality by
abandoned lead and zinc mines In the Joplin area [Barks

0 1977] are Ignored. Contamination of ground water by heavy
metals Is likely to continue long after the last mine closes
down

.

3. While prospecting the area, the lead companies have
failed to take the obvious step of assessing the
hydrological conductivity of the strata overlying the ore
deposits. Without this data the existence of a “payhole“

O cannot be determined, since the volume of water that would
have to be pumped from a mine, and hence Its operating cost.
Is unknown. Further, the environmental Impact of mine
dewatering cannot be adequately assessed.

4.

The high failure rate of Impoundments In and around the
study area Is not mentioned. This data Is relevent to the
siting of tailings ponds and other impoundments.

5.

The DEIS defines a “mineable deposit" using a Viburnum
Trend model <15 million tons of ore averaging 5* lead...).
This is not appropriate for the study area, as mining costs
would Inevitably oe higher, due to the necessity to remove
tail! ngs . etc

.

581 582

Page 2

6

6. The DEIS falls to consider some major hydrological
factors: In particular It falls to mention the probable role
of lineaments In groundwater movement and the location of
the big springs. It Is likely that major groundwater
channels are associated with deep-seated fracture zones,
rendering Invalid the DEIS assumption that the ore-bearing
strata and the spring feeders are hydrological ly separated.
Also not considered Is the likelihood of catastrophic
sinkhole collapse associated with mining activities. A
comparison with the geologically similar Rand gold mining
district shows that this Is not a risk to be taken lightly
[Brink. 1984].

In conclusion, the many defects and ommlsslons of the DEIS
render It useless for assessing the potential effects of the

4 proposed mining activity. It Is noteworthy that, without
exception, the ommlsslons and false assumptions bias the
document In favor of the mining proposal. This Is a poor
way to make an Important land management decision. We call

Q on you to rewrite the assessment, taking all relevent
factors Into account. Clearly, there Is not as great an
urgency In deciding this Issue as the min In I ng companies
would have us believe.

Sincere 1 y

,

Michael Sutton, Susan Hagan

References:

Aley.T.. 1987. A technical review of Draft Environmental
Imact Statement on hardrock mineral leasing, Mark Twain
National Forest. Missouri: Ozark Underground Laboratory.

U.S. Geological Survey and Missouri Division of Geological
Survey and Water Resources. 1967. Mineral and water
resources of Missouri. U.S. Senate document no. 19. 90th
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and tailings piles on water quality In the Joplin area.
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February 3, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I was shocked when I heard that

allowing mining in the Mark Twain National Forest near the Irish

Wilderness and the Eleven Point River. Several years ago, I

contributed to your review of management of the state's

national forests and, from the summary I received, thought

that this issue was resolved. I thought it was decided that

mining was judged to have too large an impact on the visual

beauty, water quality, wildlife, and need for wilderness

protection to be allowed. Apparently I misjudged your literature

or you have changed your mind.

I again ask that you not allow mining (or any mineral

development activities) in the area near the Eleven Point

River, Greer Spring, and Irish Wilderness. Such activities

degrade habitat quality and natural value of areas far

removed from the actual sites of development. This region is

one of the few undeveloped, natural areas of any size left in

our state. I am disappointed that an individual with your

responsibilities would even think of allowing the destruction

of this region to occur. It seems that the U.S. Forest Service

continues to make wrong decisions about utilization of the land

trusted to its care, and I ask you to carefully think this one

out. Seek advice from other professionals. Do not just think

about dollars. I trust that I can take my grandchildren on

a float down the Eleven Point or hike through the Irish

IT UNIVERSITY
KUJtSVTLLB, 655OI

still considering
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Wilderness many years 'from now without having to see the

destruction and pollution caused by mining.

Please do not follow alternative D for this region of the

Mark Twain National Forest. Adopt alternative A calling for

no mining activities with maximum resource protection.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

L. Scott Ellis, Ph.D.

Associate Professor of

Biology

58c
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February 3# 1988

Mr. Eric Morse* Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds
Rol la* MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am concerned about the proposal to allow hardrock mining in the
Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest. Lead mining
has caused severe environmental damage in other areas of our
state. Valleys have been filled with ugly mine tailings* and
some of the impoundments leak. Fish from some of our streams are
too contaminated for human consumption* and even the deer near
Viburnum show abormal lead levels.

The proposed mineral lease area is adjacent to special* fragile
gems of nature: the Irish Wilderness* Greer Spring# Big Spring#
the Current and Eleven Point Rivers... Because of the extensive
and rapid flow of groundwater throughout this region* the damage
from lead mining is likely to be felt at great distances from the
actual mines. It must be apparent that the values threatened by
mining outweigh the potential value of any minerals that might be
found.

I The draft environmental impact statement submitted by the Forest
51 Service and the Bureau of Land Management presents inadequate

I information on the hydrologic situation. But it does state the
obvious: "Such a collapse Cof a tailings impoundment] would be
difficult# if not impossible* to plug at a reasonable cost." I

8
urge you to support management alternative A for this area*
rather than risk sacrificing the bounty that we enjoy now for the
sake of a few more years of economic health in the lead industry.

\JZaL~ mG-
Wi 1 1 iam McConnaughey
3814 Utah St.
St. Louis MO 63116
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, MO 65401

LiiiJjLr
FEB-5 1383

Dear Mr. Morse,

I am writing to express my concern over the issue of lead mining

In areas of Mark Twain National Forest. I am a long time resident of

Missouri and frequently use the National Forest areas for hunting,

fishing, camping, and canoeing. I am very familiar with the area that

Is currently being considered for lead mining exploration. The area is

undoubtedly one of the most beautiful natural areas left in the state

and is a valuable recreational resource for our state.

I strongly urge the USFS to excercise their mandated duties to protect

public lands and Insure that this unspoiled area remain unspoiled!

As a businessman I recognize the Importance of commercial and

balanced economic development. However, I also recognize and value the

importance of having those natural areas that are protected from

Industrial development. This portion of Mark Twain National Forest

I is surely one of those areas. I recommend that Alternative A calling

f
for no mining and maximum protection be adopted. Thank you.

David B. Miller

System Manager

--'Senator John Danforth

'Senator Christopher Bond

-Representative Jack Buechner
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1514 Hawk Forest Road
Ballwin. MO 65021

February 2, 1988

Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain Nat'l Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

Dear Mr. Morse:

1349-H McCutcheon
St. Louis. MO 63144

Dear Supervisor Morse:

In this day and age when there is so little of our natural resources of this

type left. 1 am totally confused why anyone In authority would permit a group

of people or a company the right to rape the land under the cover of hard rock

mining.

Once a mining operation Is started, the land is destroyed forever. If you
Ol have any questions as how much damage will be done on the land, cross over

the river Into southern Illinois. The damage is visible for miles right before

your eyes!

The people in southern Illinois were given the same song and dance as we
In Missouri are getting now. For southern Illinois it is too late, but not for

Missouri.

Q I Stand up to the people who are pushing hard rock mining; tell them to get

81 out of Missouri. There Is no room for them In our state.

Sincerely.

Martin Heuermann

, ,

' r * iu me narn lwain National Forp<itand „r8e you to do absolutely all that you can to protect this fragile andscenic area froo lead mining exploitation. I cannot perceive any long-termmonetary profit to the minority of Missourians who might feel financiallybenefitted from lead exploitation, but it is obvious that the destruction

Si: S/rUS 66 * l0" 8
-te™ 1098 * .« Missourians.

Sincerely,

_7 >&tr **£ MO 7 ffe f3uTT you.

/? cf-s 7o yAe Peaf’oiy a/: /7irssois<t_,
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Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr . Morse

,

JULLLLE
[jj]

FEB -5 1988 WJ
MAHK JWAJ^rwiiufttT fOR£si

30 January 1980

27

8|

I am writing to express strong opposition to the
National Forest Service's plan to allow development drilling
and possible mining in the Mark Twain National Forest near
the Current River, the Irish Wilderness and the Eleven Point
River

.

I am frankly shocked that an activity so clearly
detrimental to the environmental sanctity of the area would
even come under consideration.

I do not bel ieve it was the intent of those who set
aside this land for future generations to see the water
quality of its finest streams and springs threatened and
possibly befouled as a result of strong lobby efforts by
mining corporations for their own short-term gains. In this
case, in particular, one of the wildest and richest in terms
of water resources is at stake.

Please don't permit a rupturing scar to begin rotting
it out from the very heart .

I implore you and your staff to withdraw your
"Alternative D" decision. With my greatest sincerity,

Cynthia 'Galbraith *Curl ey
*"*’ t.MC-.seSuR'r Avenue, u U>„, S 4-3,itVfen) 7Z(. S266

P.S. Many of my friends, neighbors and colleagues also
oppose disruption of this pristine Ozark waterland. A few
of their signatures are below.

oyzw** UkuJu.

&0\ SUcMftrcS t?Aj5t.l~*u,s 63od>(

Mr. Eric Morse, Porest Manager
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Pairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO. 65401

Sir:

February 1, 1988

fri)
J ® II 11 W H 17

IS
iji.'i

FEB -5 1983

hAhN 1 fcAJN NAI IONA! FOREST i

ROLLA MO.

A proposal to permit additional hard rock mineral mining within the
Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest has recently come
to our attention. A Draft Enviromental Impact Statement in this
regard has been issued by the U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of
Land Management

.

The area involved contains forest resources, streams, and lands

I

which comprise some of our State's proudest hertitages. Aside from
the ecologic damage of such mining, the aesthetic despoliation is to
be deplored.

One reads of the deforestation of the Amazon or Borneo and regrets
the loss of these great forests and fears the ecologic consequences.
In that setting it is at least possible to understand the needs of a
burgeoning population for agricultural land, and to recognize a less
sophisticated society searching for a short term solution to a long
term problem. It is very difficult to see such necessity in our
situation, and much easier to suspect cupidity or carelessness in
this determination.

q| We urge your support of the "no mining-maximum resource protection
°| (Alternative A)" stance in this matter. We join, in this request,

many groups so disposed, i.e. regional Audubon and Sierra Clubs,
the Coalition for the Environment, the Ozark Community Congress,
and others

.

Very sincerely yours,

W.W. Woodward

Patricia L. Woodward
3610 S. Delaware
Independence, MO 6405
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION VII

726 MINNESOTA AVENUE
KANSAS CITY. KANSAS 66101

-2-

operations in separate supplements when such operations are
proposed. At that time, site-specific data and impact analyses
can be developed. This commitment should be clearly stated both
in the FEIS, the Record of Decision and as a condition to the
lease.

FEB 4 1988

Hr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Ifjjl
B 8 1 i W

p
*

Ijll'l

FS -5 1968 ;i|

«RK TWAIN NAIIONAL FOREST

ROLLA, MO ]

Coordination between EPA Region VII staff and Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) Washington staff has resulted in our
understanding that BLM will commit to revising the EIS such that
the FEIS will address only the appropriateness of mining in the
study area, and will commit to placing a condition on any lease
which will require a site specific supplemental EIS, with a full
NEPA review. We look forward to being able to withdraw our
objections once these issues have been resolved.

Dear Mr. Morse:

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Hardrock Mineral
Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri.

Detailed review comments are enclosed. Please be assured
that this Agency is willing to work with you and with BLM to
resolve the issues which we have raised. Please contact Mr. Walt
Foster who will oversee EPA's involvement in this project. He
can be reached at (913) 236-2823 or FTS 757-2823.

In accordance with our responsibilities under the National
Environmental Policy Act and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, we
have reviewed the above-referenced document. During the course of

that review, we have developed the following major concerns:

* Mining operations pose a significant threat to
ground and surface water quality, the deterioration of
which may have serious adverse impacts on the Ozark
and Eleven Point National Scenic Riverways, the Irish
Wilderness, a number of state and nationally
significant natural areas, and their associated
physical, biological and recreational resources.

* The Draft EIS presents little data to support its
contention that adverse impacts will be minimal or can
be mitigated.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this
proposed action.

Sincerely yours.

cc: Mr. Curt Jones
Bureau of Land Management

Mr. Vincent Vogt
Bureau of Land Management

In light of these concerns, we have rated the document "EO-
S''. This rating reflects our objections to the possible environ-
mental effects of the project and our determination that the
document inadequately assesses those effects. Assignment of this
rating also means that this proposal may be recommended for
referral to the Council on Environmental Quality if the concerns
raised are not resolved in the final EIS.

We recommend that the Draft EIS be revised to reflect a

tiered approach to mineral leasing in the study area (see 40 CFR
1508.28). The lack of site-specific plans or data precludes a

comprehensive approach at this time. We therefore believe that
the only action which should be addressed in this document is
whether or not mining should be allowed in the area at all and,
if so, what portions should be restricted. This approach should
be coupled with a commitment to address any and all mining

Mr. Joe Tieger
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Mr. Dan Bauer
U.S. Geological Survey

Mr. Joe Smith
Department of the Interior

Mr. Tom Lange
Missouri Department of Natural Resources

Mr. Terry Cedarstrom
National Park Service
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REVIEW COMMENTS

1.

The DEIS inadequately assesses the impacts of mining in the
proposed lease area.

A number of factors place the area proposed for leasing
among the most environmentally significant in the Midwest
region. The DEIS concludes that environmental effects will be
minimal or can be mitigated. However, it presents little hard
data to support this contention. The primary and, in many cases,
only justification given to support the premise that there will
be no adverse impacts on an environmental parameter is the
assumption that state and federal regulations and forest plan
standards will be sufficient to eliminate environmental con-
sequences. This approach is not only an inappropriate shift of
the responsibility for mitigation enforcement to the state, but
it is also probably ineffective as a mitigation measure. The
fact that an activity is proscribed cannot be viewed as a guarantee
that it will not occur. Regulations do not actively prevent
contamination, they provide standards and after-the-fact redress
for violation of those standards. The sensitivity of this area
does not allow room for uncertainty. We suggest that technologi-
cal or ecological facts alone should be used to build a creditable
case for supposing that the effects of an action will be minimal
or mitigable. Specific plans to mitigate negative impacts should
be developed and fully detailed in the EIS.

2.

Mining activities in the proposed lease area have a strong
potential for water resource contamination.

We are also concerned about the eventual fate of the tailings
and settling ponds. Tailings reclamation is not an easy task.
The lack of topsoil and generally poor water retention properties
of the tailings make revegetation extremely difficult. A related
issue is who will be responsible for the reclamation and how will
compliance be assured? Abandoned tailings piles hold a strong
potential for erosive leakage and failure. If an action alterna-
tive is selected, the mining companies should be required to post
a bond sufficient to cover the cost of complete reclamation of
all sites affected by mining activities.

5

Mining-related impacts other than those accruing from tailings
disposal, such as erosion, also have the potential to affect ground
and surface water quality adversely. The creation of buffer
zones around streams may prevent increased stream sedimentation
on a short-term basis. However, the altered run-off pattern
associated with the sediment deposition holds the potential to
increase erosion. In addition, the topsoil loss in the eroded
areas acts to prevent rapid revegetation and thus further
increases the erosion potential. Where sedimentation does occur,
rapid flushing does little to prevent the decimation of existing
bottom communities. Recolonization may occur, however, there is
no guarantee, particularly in the case of rare species or isolated
habitats.

5

Mine dewatering activities may adversely affect the water
tables in the springs, caves and streams of the Ozark and
Eleven Point National Riverways. Data should be developed
which will accurately delineate the recharge areas for the
Ozark and Eleven Point caves and springs and the actual effects
of dewatering operations on them.

The engineering hazards associated with karst geology make
tailings or settling pond breach or failure a real possibility.
Numerous examples exist in Missouri and elsewhere. Such a failure
would result in a high probability of surface and ground water
contamination by heavy metals such as lead, zinc, copper and
cadmium, and by fugitive milling reagents. In this event, docu-
mented groundwater movement indicates that contamination of
springs, caves and streams would occur.

Wind-borne contaminants from tailings piles, and ore storage
and transportation may ultimately contaminate ground water.
Surface water in the area is generally alkaline, an environment
which causes the metals to precipitate into the stream sediments.
However, studies have shown that wind-borne contaminants tend to
accumulate in the litter layer of the forest floor. Here, organic
decomposition creates an acidic environment which allows the
metallic compounds to remain in solution and potentially percolate
to the groundwater. Due to the discrete nature of recharge
conduits and potentially large volumes of flow, adsorption of
metal ions by clay particles cannot be depended upon to prevent
ground water contamination.

Finally, disposal of wastewater generated as a result of
mining operations is not adequately explored in the DEIS. As
noted in the DEIS, the karst topography will make lagoon siting
difficult, if not impossible. Land application of sludge or
effluent is also highly questionable.

3.

The effects of mining operations may have a deleterious
influence on the large number of sensitive plant and animal
species that occur in the area.

Because many of these species are water-dependent, adverse
effects on their populations would result from uptake of toxic
metals dispersed through mining activities. In spite of this
possibility, the long and short term migration dynamics of the
mineral ions and fugitive milling reagents are largely unstudied.
The tolerance of individual species for the chemicals concerned,
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and the acute and chronic effects of the toxins on their popu-
lations is also largely unknown. However, we do know, for
instance, that the failure of a tailings impoundment in the Old
Lead Belt (St. Francois County) resulted in the contamination of
Big River and subsequently in the development of unsafe lead
levels in bottom feeding fish. Chronic effects of this con-
tamination on the fish populations is unknown. In view of the
potential for contamination and subsequent bioaccumulation in
sensitive species, and the uncertainties of the distribution and
effects, we believe that the Porest Service should undertake
more detailed studies before allowing mining to occur.

3

Disturbance, particularly repeated disturbance, has negative
impacts on wildlife communities. The noise, fragmentation of
habitat by roads, powerlines and buildings, and other human
disturbances associated with extensive mining may have an adverse
effect on some species. Contrary to the DEIS, the "curiosity"
displayed by many species to disturbance is a fright reaction
which produces stress. Many studies have shown that repeated
disturbance in a community tends to alter its structure, reducing
diversity and increasing the dominance of stress-tolerant species.

4. The existence of extensive mining activity in the proposed
lease area may not be compatible with its primary use.

6

The esthetics of the essentially pristine character of the
area draw tens of thousands of visitors every year. He believe
that the intrusion of mining activities in this area will have
a severe impact on the perceived quality of the outdoor experi-
ence and therefore on the recreational potential of the area.
Although this possibility has been touched on in the DEIS, we
believe that a more thorough analysis of this probable impact
should be developed and considered.
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February 3, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Supervisor
Mark Twain Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri

Oear Sir;

I would like to comment on the Environmental Impact Statement on lead mining
in the Mark Twain Forest. I have examined the document and read other
expert comment on the issue and find several pluses and minuses in the
presentation and conclusions contained in the E.I.S.

First, the positive aspects of the study are many and significant. The E.I.S.
has been written and assembled in a clear and readable way. Though I was
anticipating wading through a dry statistical and technical document, I was
pleasantly surprised to find a very readable and well organized piece of
research. Presentation does not change content, however, and there are
several omissions, faulty conclusions and dangerous assumptions.

The use of the Viburnum Trend as a model for typical present day lead mining

I

techniques is understandable. The omission of any study of the Joplin lead
mining district (TRi-State) as a model of long past mining is an opportunity
missed. Much of the abandoned tailings sites are just now being recognized
as dangerous areas of groifa water contamination. This very well could be
the Mark Twain Forest of future generations when the mining companies have
long since vanished. I feel it would be advantagious to study the Joplin
Tri-State District.

The estimation of present day lead reserves and future lead needs is another
problem with the E.I.S. Other data has shown the Viburnum Trend with an
excess of forty years of mining life left. The urgent need to tap the
ore which may or may not exist in the study area seems over stated to say
the least. These reserves will not evaporate if not taken in the near
future. In fact, I find the argument for preservation of this resource
and other more tangible ones to be the very reason that the Forest was
acquired in the first place.

The most disturbing of the aspects of the E.I.S., I find, to be the attitude
of the Forest Service in general. It seems that the writers of the document
believe, as most government agents do, that any problem can be regulated,

I

studied, inspected, or legislated to be corrected. The decision to limit
the lead mining company's ability to change the landscape and build roads,
and run power lines, in an attempt to make the project economically un-
feasible, is not acceptable . For once we have the opportunity to stop
the accident BEFORE it happens. It is obvious from one chart only of the
Successful Groudwater Oye Traces (Figure 14) to realize that^io amount of
regulation and increased technology is going to change Mother Nature!

I The ground water of the area is in danger and so is every other aspect of

2*| life in the region, since ground water affects every other aspect.
We need no other reason to say no to the lease application.

8|
Please, say NO to the lease application! No other sane alternative exists.

Sincerely,

Cherry Taber
Route 1 Box 94A
Pomona

,
MO 65789
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FEB -51

February 2, 1988

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Please find enclosed a research paper that I did for my class
at Maryville College. I would like to submit this as my
opinion towards The Doe Run Company mining in the Mark Twain
National Forest.

706 Virginia

St. Louis Missouri 63118

615

"A BALANCE BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMICS IS POSSIBLE"

Catherine R. Schweitzer
Maryville College

Introduction To Business
November 21, 1987

615

Missouri is a state rich in natural resources. These

include primarily lead and zinc. Missouri is also a state

that treasures to a high degree its natural wilderness areas

and sets them aside for preservation and public enjoyment.

With the states recent experience of toxic environmental

consequence from such things as dioxin the public has become

much more aware of and concerned that its public lands are

used , maintained and preserved in a positive fashion. "Most

environmental organizations are trying to either restore or

maintain the natural balance of life. But sometimes we have

to take down trees, drill for oil, and mine for coal."

(Redford, 1987).

Are the possible detrimental effects to the environment

worth the economic value to mine the land? This question is

presently the focus of attention in south east Missouri state

in an area within the Mark Twain National Forest near the

Irish Wilderness. The Doe Run Company wishes to do

geological investigations in this area and currently holds

prospecting permits to do so. The issue in question is

whether the Bureau of Land Management and Forest Service

recommend to the Secretary of State that The Doe Run Company

be allowed to mine if prospecting shows evidence of enough

lead to do so. The land in question consists of 3,335 acres

within the 157,000 acre Mark Twain National Forest, and if

mines were allowed to be fully developed there would be

potential employment for 1,360 workers. All aspects and

considerations must be evaluated as to whether the possible

debilitating effects to the environment outweigh the economic

benefits to the area.

The Forestry Service and Bureau of Land Management have

published a draft of the environmental impact to the area.

In order to focus and garner public attention on the possible

consequences, both positive and negative, from the mining of

the Mark Twain National Forest, they have identified and

listed seven public issues. These issues being:

" 1) The public expressed concerns that mining would

degrade water resources creating hazards which would

affect public health, safety, wild life, tourism and

the quality of Ozark life.

2) The public expressed the concern that mineral

activities would unacceptably change the lifestyle

and experiences of residents and visitors to the

study areas.

3) Many individuals expressed considerable interest in

additional jobs and income in the area.

4) The public voiced concerns that minerals activities

would adversely impact habitats and populations of

wildlife and plant species.
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5) The public speculated on current and anticipated

future lead market conditions.

6) The public stated concerns that mineral development

and production is not consistent with the purposes

for which national forest lands were acquired.

7) Individuals are concerned that mining activities

could adversely affect the congressionally

designated area comprised of the Eleven Point

National Scenic River, Ozark National Scenic

Riverway, Irish Wilderness and Excluded Lands, ..."

(Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary, p. II

& III)

As a part of their impact study, and their attempt to

acquire public input, the Forest Service and the Bureau of

Land Management will be holding three hearings to receive

public response on the above listed issues and other issues

of public concern that may not have been considered or

covered in the- impact study.

The impact study has also identified and listed five

alternatives for the Forest Service and Bureau of Land

Management to consider and possible recommendations to the

Secretary of Agriculture. These alternatives are:

" A) To accept no leases for land development and mining

in the area.

B) To accept leases with 90% of the land requested for

use available for development and major forest plan

revisions to allow visual appearance changes and

road development. This would allow standard mining

practices in the area.

C) To accept leases for mining in the area with 30% of

the land requested for use available but no forest

plan revisions.

D) To accept leases for mining in the area with 30% of

the land requested for use available and changing

the forest plan amendment to allow visual appearance

changes.

E) To accept leases for mining in the area with 51% of

the land requested for use available with changes in

forest plan to allow visual appearance changes and

changes in the acre management area."

(Draft Environmental Impact Stmt. Summary, p. Ill &

IV)

My intentions are to illustrate, at least in a beginning

way, the conflict between the possible detrimental effects to

the environment and the economic value to mine the land. I

will do this by stating my evaluation of the pros and cons of

development in the area and drawing my own conclusion. For

as Robert Redford says "But in recognizing that we are also a

615 615

development oriented society, it becomes a matter of finding

the balance between what we preserve for our survival and

what we develop for our survival." (Redford, 1907).

Their has been lead mining in southeast Missouri since

1720 with major production beginning in 1864 by the St. Joe

Lead Company, currently operating as a partnership under the

name of The Doe Run Company. In 1955 St. Joe discovered a

mineral deposit within the Mark Twain National Forest which

is currently known as the Viburnum Trend. This area contains

the largest domestic lead reserve currently know, and

produces 90% of the lead supplied within the United States.

It is anticipated by geologist of The Doe Run Company

that this lead belt will reach its capacity of mineable lead

within the next 20-25 years. If this happens and no other

lead mined have been developed in the United States, lead

customers would have to go outside the United States to

purchase their primary lead. As such, the lead mining

industry would be positively affected by allowing The Doe Run

Company to mine this area.

To develop a potential operating mine is an economic

issue of long range planning. Under present forest

regulations for qualification to mine an area, it may take as

long as 5 years to drill enough core samples (up to 3,000) to

pinpoint a potential mineable site. And, to develop a full

function mine, if a profitable site is found, will take

another 10-15 years. This time passage would bring us to the

year 2 , 000 ,
which is the anticipated life expectancy of the

mines within the Viburnum Trend.

Setting aside the long-term effects on the national

economy, considerations also have to be made on the effects

of local economy. Not only do several counties in the are

surrounding the Mark Twain National Forest rank among the

lowest in per capita income in the nation, they have an

unemployment rate standing consistently 3-4% higher that the

rest of Missouri and the nation as a whole (see table) . It

is evident by this that the potential development of as many

as 1,300 mining jobs could be a great boost for the economic

stability in southeast Missouri.

The potential development of 1,300 mining jobs isn't the

only economic boost to consider. Some of these positions

would be filled by bringing in highly skilled technical

employees, this would mean additional income not only to

local persons employed at the mine site but also to local

businesses. Jerry Daily, southern commissioner of Shannon

County Commissions state a mine would only bring benefits

to the area ... The jobs and local economy need the mines

because the area has few industries,... 'The people are all

for it. We just need more work for people here'." (Lemons,
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PER Cju>ita*pers1h»l INCOME
(constant IMS dollars)

.1371 JIM

A/wu*l
PercentaB*
ChangB.

-I3H.--13M

UnltM StatM 1J.294
Missouri 11,71)
Analysis araa 7.741

Butler County 0.009
Carter County I.S52

County 7.450
Oregon County 0,001
OlDley County 1.790
Shannon County 0.709

4.79S
0.110
0.177

Source: Bureau of Cconaalc Analysis. 1900.

UNEMPLOYMENT
FIGURE 20
NT RATES. 1

Source : Missouri oidslon of taplojoent
Security, various Tears.

SOURCE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Hardrock Mineral Leasing
Mark Twain Notional Forest

Missour
November, 1987

Page 53

1987)

.

David Hill of the states Sierra Club expresses some

concern though. That "putting a mine in the national forest

would lead to more development in the wilderness areas,

including roads and power lines. 'Once you open up a

roadway, it leads the way to development'." (Lemons, 1987)

This is a valid concern as the area has long been a popular

recreation area, I myself have fished, canoed, camped and

picniced in this beautiful and scenic area.

Environmentalist fear that this recreation of fishing,

canoing, camping and picnicing, along with hunting, would be

affected by the development of a mining area. "Why

jeopardize this fragile area with so may outstanding features

for mineral development that may not be needed?" (Berteleon,

1987). This development could include not only an

underground mine, but also a mill and a tailings pond.

Although development of a mill site would be a drastic

visual change to the area, a more vital concern seems to be

the development of a tailings pond. "Mine tailings consist

of crushed dolomite (limestone) with trace amounts of copper,

zinc and lead; they are pumped into holding ponds dug in the

side of a hill. ... the area studied in the report is much

more susceptible to ground-water pollution, .." (Berteleon,

1987)

.
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In dispute to this statement is the fact that "New

safeguards assure that some of the old problems from lead

mining won't happen in the future, protecting the forest for

all of us." (Christoff, 1987). Due to current state and

national regulations regulating mine, milling and tailing

operational safety, a mining company would be responsible for

any potential hazards for as long as those hazards exist.

This could mean now, or 50 years from now. It is doubtful

that any company would put itself in the position of a future

lawsuit that could, in essence, cost the demise of itself, by

not protecting itself to its best potential and developing

the safest possible means of disposing of tailings.

Additionally, "very little if any heavy metal or milling

reagents would be in the tailings because current State water

quality standards restrict effluent levels." (Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Summary, p. V)

.

In addition to concern expressed over the disposal of

toxic materials, environmentalist have expressed the

possibility of considerable threat to wildlife in this area.

"The potential effects to Federal and State-listed species

from mineral activities could result from habitat

destruction, alteration or disturbance, or from possible

changes in water quantity or quality." (Draft Environmental

Impact Statement Summary, p. V).

The potential for habitat disturbance and/or water

quality changes is most with Alternative 2 of the Forest

Service and Bureau of Land Management and with the fact that

Alternative 1 offers no mining rights this would produce the

least possible changes. It seems to me that one of the

intermediate alternatives would be best for all considered.

In my opinion, neither Alternative A or B is in the best

concern of the economics of the area or the environment. The

best possible solution would be a compromise between both

parties (The Doe Run Company and the environmentalist) that

would include mining, milling and some development of land.

Alternative E would be my preference of development. This

would allow alterations of visible areas, with some road

development to aid in the transportation of mined material,

but would only entail half of the above ground acreage as

full development. This does not necessarily mean that the

mineable acreage would be lessened, just visible changes.

Thus, the potential for achieving a balance between the

environment and the economic future would be best achieved.
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Berteleon, Christine Report Favors Lead Mining In Mark Twain
Forest. ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH, November 23, 1987.

Crane, Clinton H. MINING MEMORIES, Copyright 1987, St. Joe
Minerals Corporation.

Christoff, Gary The Fate of the Forest - The Fifty-Year
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THE

DOERUN
COMPANY

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
MINING AND MILLING DIVISION

VIBURNUM. MO 65566
TELEPHONE 314-244-5261

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
410 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Re: EIS on "Hardrock Mineral Leasing Mark Twain National
Forest"

Dear Mr. Morse:

-DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management, November, 1987.

-DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT SUMMARY, Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management, November, 1987.

-THE GEOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF SELECTED MINES IN THE
VIBURNUM TREND, MISSOURI Report of Investigations No.
58, Missouri Dept, of Natural Resources

The October, 1987 Draft of the above referenced EIS (DEIS)
has been extensively reviewed by Doe Run company personnel.
Also, Doe Run representatives attended the three public
hearings held on the EIS to listen to the public comments on
this matter.

There are three major issues that we wish to address in our
comments that were raised in the DEIS or by public reaction
to the DEIS. The first, which was raised by the DEIS itself,
is the feasibility of mining anywhere in the Study Area under
the constraints imposed by Preferred Alternative D and/or the
Forest Plan. The second, which was raised during the public
hearings, is the incorrect belief that the domestic supply of
lead is adequate to meet demand for the foreseeable future
with no new mines needed. The third, raised during the
public hearings is the concern for releases of contaminants
to the surface and subsurface water resources in the area and
related adverse impacts to human health and the environment
if mine/mill development takes place.

FEASIBILITY OP MINING IN THE STUDY AREA

The Doe Run Company formed an in-house group of individuals
experienced in mineral exploration and in the siting,
construction, operation and closure of mine/mill facilities
to evaluate the feasibility of siting a mine/mill facility in
the Study Area under the constraints of the Forest Plan and
Preferred Alternative D. The group evaluated both the low-
development (one mine/mill) and high-development (eight
mine/raills) scenarios. Certain basic assumptions were made
and used throughout the evaluation process. Those

616 616

DEIS comments. Page 2 of 5

assumptions and the work of the group is presented in

Attachment A. The conclusion of the group was that:

Under the constraints of the Forest Plan alone:
The single mine/mill facility of the low-development scenario
could be sited in the approximate center of the lease area
and six of the mine/mill facilities of the high-development
scenario could be sited in the manner described in Attachment
A.

DEIS comments. Page 3 of 5

equipment used underground has exhaust treatment devices

installed and all underground crushers have water spray

devices to reduce dust. These measures, although taken for

the safety-health of the workers have environmental benefits

in that they reduce the amount of contaminants in the mine

exhaust air. It is suggested that the section:

6 Control point source pollutants . , be changed to read that

"All mine exhaust emissions will meet federal and state air

quality standards."

Under the constraints of Alternative D alone:
The single mine/mill facility of the low-development scenario

Q and seven of the eight mine/mill facilities of the high-
development scenario could not be sited in the manner
described in Attachment A.

I

However, if three specific changes were made in the
mitigative measures of Alternative D, mine/mills could be
sited in most of the locations chosen under the assumptions
used in Attachment A.

6

First, the language in the section on Dam Failure (pages 73-

75), poses problems. Specifically the top of page 75, where
it states "Dam design and construction specifications would
have to be such that the structure could safely withstand
destruction by the most severe floods, earthquakes and other
natural forces that conceivably could occur ." (Emphasis
added) "Conceivably could occur" is open to interpretation as
statistical methods can be used to assign a degree of risk to
any combination of natural events of any imagined magnitude.
Therefore, it is suggested that this five-line paragraph be
deleted from the final EIS. The adherence to the existing
federal and state laws, regulations and guidelines will
guarantee that any dam built will be stable.

Also regarding dam failure, the third paragraph on page 75

lists ways that could be used to minimize the amount of water
retained in the tailings impoundment. As now written this
paragraph could be read to say that all of these mitigative
measures are required. It is suggested that the language of
this paragraph be changed to clarify that these are measures
that could (emphasis added) be taken.

Secondly, in the section on Air Quality (pages 79-80), on
page 80, the section. Control point-source pollutants , would
"Require filtering of all the mine exhaust fumes before
releasing them to the air.", this is a practice that is

unknown to any Doe Run personnel, and would require the use
of technology well beyond that now available. All diesel

The third and most restrictive mitigative measure is the

Visual Quality restrictions imposed under Alternative D (see

map page 21 of DEIS). The section on Visual Resource (pages

80-82), requires "A Landscape Management Plan consistent with

the Forest Plan standards, prepared before development

occurs," which "should included the following measures:"

Design and locate taciliti es to redipcs ..<a i gtutt>fln<:g .. «ifl-
facilitate reclamation ’

and,
Reclamation plans will include provig i vn? for

stabilization a nd meeting Forest Plan .ftbiePtiV .es •

These measures are sufficient to protect the scenic values of

the area in the event of mine/mill development. It is also

possible to move roads, highways and trails in the event that

a mine/mill development would intrude upon a scenic view. It

is therefore suggested that, the Visual Quality corridors

established under Preferred Alternative D be eliminated and

the provisions of the Visual Resource section (pages 80-82)

be used to protect the scenic nature of the area. Also, that

the moving (at mining company expense) of roads, highways and

trails be an acceptable method of preserving scenic views.

ADEQUACY OF LEAD SUPPLY

7

The current lead supply is in balance with the current demand

both is the United States and on a worldwide basis. However,

over the next decade several of the active operations on the

Viburnum Trend will reach the end of their ore bodies. Even

under the most favorable chain of happenings it would be

difficult to have a new ore body located in the Study Area,

or anywhere else in production to make up the short-fall.

During the public hearings it was brought out that three of
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DEIS comments. Page 4 of 5

the existing operations on the Viburnum Trend were closed
because of lack of demand. As of November 1, 1987 one of
them (the Doe Run Fletcher Mine/Mill) has reopened and is
producing at 50% (soon to be 64%) of the design capacity.
The ASARCO Sweetwater Mine/Mill is scheduled to come back
into production in 1988, also at approximately 50% of the
design capacity. The third of these operations (the Doe Run
Brushy Creek Mine/Hill) is being maintained and could be
restarted within a nominal amount of time if needed. All of
this is taking place during a time when the American dollar
is low against foreign currencies and imported lead is cheap
compared to domestic lead.

Attachment B gives a much more detailed discussion on this
issue.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT TO SURFACE WATER, GROUNDWATER AND RISK
TO PUBLIC HEALTH THROUGH A WATER PATHWAY

6

The risk to groundwater and surface water and subsequent
threat to human health and the environment is of course
higher in a development scenario than in the no-development
scenario. But, the risk is very low due to the physical and
chemical nature of the ore mined and wastes produced. The
risk can be lessened even further by adherence to existing
federal and state laws and regulations.

Attachment C gives a more detailed discussion of this topic.

10

At the public hearing in St. Louis, a comment from the public
suggested that the Viburnum school system had a higher than
average percentage of 'retarded kids, because the city water
comes from an old lead mine'. This particularly onerous
statement is refutted by a letter from Mr. Jim Porter,
Superintendent of Schools, Iron County C-4 School District
which as Attachment D is a part of these comments. Mr.
Porter states, "That statement, or any similar statement
concerning the Viburnum School District (Iron County C-4), is

both ludicrous and irresponsible".

10

The Viburnum city water system is regulated by the Public
Drinking Water Program of the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources (PDW-MDMR) . Attachment E is the results of two
inspection reports conducted by PDW-MDNR during 1987 that
attest to the high quality of water provided by the city
water well 83. Which is in fact an 'old lead mine', being
the Viburnum No. 27 Mine (the ore was depleted in 1978).

DEIS comments. Page 5 of 5

The Doe Run Company hopes that the changes suggested in these
comments are reflected in the Final EIS and that a lease is
issued. If the renewed exploration drilling then delineates
an ore body, detailed, site-specific engineering studies will
be needed.

These studies will be used not only to obtain a Mine
Development Permit from the USDA-FS/USBOI-BLM. But also to
obtain the permits from the MO-DNR and/or the US-EPA to
construct a tailings disposal facility and associated dam, to
discharge mine dewatering water and to construct an air
emissions source.

In addition, the permitting procedure in Missouri provides
the public and interested agencies notice of pending permits
and an opportunity to comment on them.

(

During the permitting process, the Doe Run Company feels
confident that all the concerns on the environmental hazards
posed by mine/mill development expressed in the EIS and
during the public hearings on the DEIS, will be addressed.

All Doe Run Company facilities are located in the State of
Missouri, all of the mine/mill facilities are in the Mark
Twain National Forest. The future of The Doe Run Company is
contingent upon finding and developing more mineral deposits
in Missouri and the flark Twain National Forest contains some
of the more promising areas for finding mineral deposits.
The Doe Run Company believes that there will be more mineral
deposits found and that they can be developed in a manner
that is environmentally sound.

The Doe Run Company appreciates this opportunity to comment
on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

Very truly yours,

E.J. Krokroskia
Division Manager
THE DOE RUN COMPANY THE DOE RUN COMPANY
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The Doe Run Company formed an in-house group to draft comments on the
Draft EIS. This in-house group was made up of individuals experienced
in the siting, construction, operation and closure of mine/mill
facilities. To be consistent with the EIS, it was decided that both
the low-development (one mine/mill) and the high-development (eight
mine/mills) scenarios would be evaluated to determine the feasibility
of siting a mine/mill anywhere in the Study Area under the restrictions
of the Forest Plan and/or Preferred Alternative D. Pages two and three
are the two maps showing the locations assumed for both the ore bodies
and the mine/mill facilities during the siting exercise.

Asajjinptivns

It was assumed that the size and richness of the ore bodies found were
be such that they would be economical to develop if they were located
on the Viburnum Trend. The ore bodies were assumed to be similar to
those found on the Viburnum Trend being narrow, approximately 5 miles
long, and trending north-south.

It was assumed that engineering studies would show that the locations
chosen for the plant sites, tailings ponds, mine water ponds and other
related facilities, were suitable. And that all design and
construction of facilities would be meet all applicable Federal and
State regulations and guidelines.

It was assumed that the shaft (s) and plant site would be placed as near
the center of the ore body as possible, which is the usual and most-
economic location.

Low. Development Scenario.

To site the single mine/mill of the low-development scenario the
approximate center of the Preference Rights Lease Area was chosen for
the location of an ore body. The location for the plant site thus
chosen was in Section 2, T.25N., R.4W.. The tailings pond was sited in
the nearest suitable hollow, called Three Mile Hollow.

Attachment A, DEIS Comments Page 2 of 12

EIS STUDY AREA ANO SURROUNOING COMMUNITIES

Forest Plan

Under the Forest Plan this area is classified 3.4, which states that
"Mineral exploration and development may be permitted and will be
coordinated with the surface resource values.", and that, "Transmission
lines and pipelines corridors and other related facilities may be
permitted. Facility design and density will be in harmony with a
natural appearing environment.".

Under the Forest Plan this theoretical ore body could be developed.

HIGH DENSITY MINE DEVELOPMENT

HAROROCK MINERAL LEASING
us. ocpamtuemt of agriculture forest service

? MAB0B0CT MINERAL LEASING

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST-MISSOURI
US OEPAATVCNT Of AfTERIOR- BUREAU Of LAND MANAGEMENT
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LOW DENSITY MINE DEVELOPMENT

Attachment A, DEIS Comments Page 4 of 12

Alternative D

8 Under Alternative D mine/mill facilities and haul roads could be
permitted in much of Sec. 2, T.25N., R.4W. including the site chosen.
However, transmission corridors are prohibited in and around Sec. 2 as
are tailings ponds.

Under Preferred Alternative D it would be impossible to develop this
theoretical ore body.

High Development Scenario

To site the eight mine/mills of the high development scenario the study
area was divided into eight approximately equal sized sections as shown
on the accompanying map. The ore bodies were assumed to lie at the
approximate center of these sections.

The sections will be described in order going from Northwest to
Northeast, then Southwest to Southeast.

Section 1 consists of the 29 sections in the Northwest corner of the
Study Area. The location of the plant site fell in Section 25, T.26N.,
R.5W.. The tailings pond was sited in the nearest suitable hollow,
called Bee Pork Hollow.

Forest Plan

Under the Forest Plan mo6t of Section 1 is classified 3.4, which states
that "Mineral exploration and development may be permitted and will be
coordinated with the surface resource values.", and that, "Transmission
lines and pipelines corridors and other related facilities may be
permitted. Facility design and density will be in harmony with a
natural appearing environment.".

Approximately three square miles in the southeast corner of Section 1

is classified 6.2, but no mine/mill related activities will take place
in that area.

0| Under the Forest Plan this theoretical ore body could be developed.

Alternative D

Under Alternative D only the extreme eastern portion and southern

HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST-MISSOURI portion of Section 1 fall within a Visual Quality restricted area.

2 HABOBOCK MINERAL LEASING
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The assumed ore body location is such that none of the restrictions
will impact the siting of a plant site, tailings pond, transmission
corridor or any other mine/mill related facility.

Under Preferred Alternative D this theoretical ore body could be
developed.

SgC.U.9n_2.i

Section 2 consists of the 35 sections in the north, west-center of the
Study Area. The location of the plant site fell on the section line
between Sections 14 & 23, T.26N, R.4W.. The tailings pond was sited in
the nearest suitable hollow, called Bear Hollow.

Forest Plan

Under the Forest Plan approximately half of Section 2 is classified
3.4, which states that "Mineral exploration and development may be
permitted and will be coordinated with the surface resource values.",
and that, "Transmission lines and pipelines corridors and other related
facilities may be permitted. Facility design and density will be in
harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

Approximately 11 square miles in the extreme north and northeast
portions of Section 2 are classified 4.1, which states that "Mineral
exploration and development may be permitted and coordinated with
surface resources.", and that, "All road classes, transmissions line
and pipeline corridors and other related facilities will be permitted.
Facility design and density will be in harmony with a natural appearing
environment. "

.

The extreme southwest portion of Section 2 is classified 6.2, but no
mine/mill related activities will take place in that area.

Under the Forest Plan this theoretical ore body could be developed.

Alternative D

Under Alternative D approximately 3/4 of Section 2 is under Visual
Quality restrictions. The eastern portion of the preferred tailings
pond area falls within an area where no tailings ponds are permitted.
There is no other suitable hollow available.

The southern half of the ore body lies within a Visual Quality
restricted area and from 4-5 ventilation holes mandated by federal mine
safety regulations would be necessary within the restricted area.

616
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Under Preferred Alternative D the development of this theoretical ore
body would be impossible.

Section 3 consists of the 35 sections in the northern, east-center of
the Study Area. The location of the plant site fell in the west
central portion of Section 22, T.26N, R.3W.. The tailings pond was
sited in the nearest suitable hollow, called Wildcat Hollow.

Forest Plan

Under the Forest Plan approximately three fourths of Section 3 is
classified 4.1, which states that "Mineral exploration and development
may be permitted and coordinated with surface resources.", and that,
"All road classes, transmissions line and pipeline corridors and other
related facilities will be permitted. Facility design and density will
be in harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

The extreme southwest portion of Section 3 is classified 3.4, which
states that "Mineral exploration and development may be permitted and
will be coordinated with the surface resource values.", and that,
"Transmission lines and pipelines corridors and other related
facilities may be permitted. Facility design and density will be in
harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

Under the Forest Plan this theoretical ore body could be developed.

Alternative D.

Under Alternative D the tailings pond site, the plant site and the
southern 3/4 of the ore body are in areas not subject to Visual Quality
restrictions.

The northern 1/4 of the ore body is in an area where transmission
corridors and tailings ponds are not allowed. Some 3-4 ventilation
holes mandated by federal mine safety regulations would also be
necessary within the restricted area.

Under Preferred Alternative D the development of this theoretical ore
body would be impossible.
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secUpn 4.

Section 4 consists of the 25 sections in the Northeast corner of the
Study Area. The location of the plant site fell in Section 28, T.26N.,
R.2W.. The tailings pond was sited in the nearest suitable hollow, an
unnamed hollow in Sections 35 and 26, T.26N., R.2W..

Forest Plan.

Under the Forest Plan over three fourths of Section 4 is classified
4.1, which states that "Mineral exploration and development may be
permitted and coordinated with surface resources.", and that, "All road
classes, transmissions line and pipeline corridors and other related
facilities will be permitted. Facility design and density will be in
harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

The extreme southeast and east-central portion of Section 4 is
classified 3.4, which states that "Mineral exploration and development
may be permitted and will be coordinated with the surface resource
values.", and that, "Transmission lines and pipelines corridors and
other related facilities may be permitted. Facility design and density
will be in harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

Under the Forest Plan this theoretical ore body could be developed.

Alternative D.

Under Alternative D, the entire ore body and the plant site are located
in an area where mine/mill facilities, transmission corridors and
tailings ponds are Visual Quality restricted. The tailings pond is not
located in the area under Visual Quality restrictions.

Under Preferred Alternative D the development of this theoretical ore
body would be impossible.

Sect ion. 5 .

Section 5 consists of the 25 sections in the southv/est corner of the
Study Area. The location of the plant site fell in Section 25, T.25N,
R.5W.. The tailings pond was sited in the nearest suitable hollow,
called Jenny Hollow.

Forest Plan.

Under the Forest Plan, the western half and the southeast corner are
classified 3.4, which states that "Mineral exploration and development
may be permitted and will be coordinated with the surface resource
values.", and that, "Transmission lines and pipelines corridors and
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lines and pipelines corridors and other related facilities may be
permitted. Facility design and density will be in harmony with a
natural appearing environment

The 8.1 classified corridor along the Eleven Point River goes through
the south and south-central portions of Section 6. The Forest Plan
states that "Mineral exploration within the Eleven Point Scenic River
corridor may be permitted outside the area readily apparent to users of
access roads, developed sites and over water travel if it is supported
by an environmental assessment." No provision is made for any
activities for development of minerals within the corridor.

The center of Section 6 and the western edge is classified as 6.2,
which states that "Surface disturbing exploration (including core
drilling) will be permitted in most areas.", and that "Mineral
Development requiring surface disturbance greater than that permitted
for management of surface resources is in conflict with objectives of
this management area." This is tempered somewhat by the qualifying
statement, "A portion of the allocation to Management Prescription 6.2
equal to that which exceeds the acreage needed for semi-primitive
motorized recreation demand satisfaction (26,580 acres) may be
reclassified to permit mineral development without jeopardizing Forest
Plan direction. This reclassification decision must be supported be an
environmental assessment which identifies adequate protection of
surface resources in the presence of mining."

Under the Forest Plan development of this theoretical ore body would be
contingent upon Forest Service approval of an Environmental Assessment
and reclassification of this area from 6.2 to 4.1.

Alternative D.

Under Alternative D the ore body, plant site and tailings pond are
located in a Visual Quality restricted area where mine/mill facilities,
haul roads, tailings pond and transmission corridors are not permitted.

Under Preferred Alternative D the development of this theoretical ore
body would be impossible.

Sfig.U<?n..7

«

Section 7 is the 38 sections making up the southern, east-central
portion of the Study Area. The location of the plant site fell in
Section 27, T.25N., R.2W.. The tailings pond was sited in the nearest
suitable hollow. Fox Hollow.
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other related facilities may be permitted. Pacility design and density
will be in harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

The northeast and east-central portions of Section 5 are classified
6.2, which states that "Surface disturbing exploration (including core
drilling) will be permitted in most areas.", and that "Mineral
Development requiring surface disturbance greater than that permitted
for management of surface resources is in conflict with objectives of
this management area." This is tempered somewhat by the qualifying
statement, "A portion of the allocation to Management Prescription 6.2
equal to that which exceeds the acreage needed for semi-primitive
motorized recreation demand satisfaction (26,580 acres) may be
reclassified to permit mineral development without jeopardizing Forest
Plan direction. This reclassification decision must be supported be an
environmental assessment which identifies adequate protection of
surface resources in the presence of mining."
The ore body, plant site and tailings pond are all located within the
6.2 management area.

Under the Forest Plan development of this theoretical ore body would be
contingent upon Forest Service approval of an Environmental Assessment
and reclassification of this area from 6.2 to 4.1.

Alternative D.

Under Alternative D, the plant site and tailings pond are located in
an area where mine/mill facilities, transmission corridors and tailings
ponds are Visual Quality restricted.

All but the southern most portion of the ore body is also located in
the area under Visual Quality restrictions.

Under Preferred Alternative D the development of this theoretical ore
body would be impossible.

Section 6.

Section 6 is the 26 sections making up the southern, west-central
portion of the Study Area. The plant site location fell on the line
between Sections 14 and 23, T.25N., R.4W.. The tailings pond was sited
in the nearest suitable hollow, aptly named Mine Hollow.

Forest Plan.

Under the Forest Plan areas in the north and north-central, central and
south-central parts of Section 6 are classified 3.4, which states that
"Mineral exploration and development may be permitted and will be
coordinated with the surface resource values.", and that, "Transmission
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Forest Plan.

Under the Forest Plan, the northwestern, west-central, central,
central-south and extreme south-central portions of Section 7 are
classified 3.4, which states that "Mineral exploration and development
may be permitted and will be coordinated with the surface resource
values.", and that, "Transmission lines and pipelines corridors and
other related facilities may be permitted. Facility design and density
will be in harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

The northeast and east-central portions of Section 7 are classified
4.1, which states that "Mineral exploration and development may be
permitted and coordinated with surface resources.", and that, "All road
classes, transmissions line and pipeline corridors and other related
facilities will be permitted. Facility design and density will be in
harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

The 8.1 classified corridor along the Eleven Point River goes through
the south-central and southeastern portions of Section 7. The Forest
Plan states that "Mineral exploration within the Eleven Point Scenic
River corridor may be permitted outside the area readily apparent to
users of access roads, developed sites and over water travel if it is

supported by an environmental assessment." No provision is made for
any activities for development of minerals within the corridor.

The extreme southwest portion of Section 7 is classified 6.2, which
states that "Surface disturbing exploration (including core drilling)
will be permitted in most areas.", and that "Mineral Development
requiring surface disturbance greater than that permitted for
management of surface resources is in conflict with objectives of this
management area." This is tempered somewhat by the qualifying
statement, "A portion of the allocation to Management Prescription 6.2
equal to that which exceeds the acreage needed for semi-primitive
motorized recreation demand satisfaction (26,580 acres) may be
reclassified to permit mineral development without jeopardizing Forest
Plan direction. This reclassification decision must be supported be an
environmental assessment which identifies adequate protection of
surface resources in the presence of mining."

The major portion of the ore body, the plant site and the tailings pond
are located within the 3.4 and 4.1 management areas.

The extreme southern portion of the orebody underlies the 8.1
management area.

Under the Forest Plan development of this theoretical ore body would be
contingent upon Forest Service review of an Environmental Assessment.
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Alternative D.

Under Alternative D it would be impossible to get power to the plant
site due to the Visual Quality restrictions on transmission corridors.

The ore body, plant site and tailings pond are located in a Visual
Quality restricted area where tailings ponds, transmission corridors
and mine/mill facilities are not permitted.

The area immediately at the plant site also has Visual Quality
restrictions against haul roads.

Under Preferred Alternative D the development of this theoretical ore
body would be impossible.

Sect ion..ft.

Section 8 is the 25 sections making up the southeast corner of the
Study Area. The location of the plant site fell in Section 27, T.25N.,
R.2W.. The tailings pond was sited in the nearest suitable hollow.
North Prong Cedar Creek.

Forest Plan.

Under the Forest Plan, the northeastern corner of Section 8 is

classified 3.4, which states that "Mineral exploration and development
may be permitted and will be coordinated with the surface resource
values.", and that, "Transmission lines and pipelines corridors and
other related facilities may be permitted. Facility design and density
will be in harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

The remainder of 'Section 8, excluding the extreme southwest corner is
classified 4.1, which states that "Mineral exploration and development
may be permitted and coordinated with surface resources.", and that,
"All road classes, transmissions line and pipeline corridors and other
related facilities will be permitted. Facility design and density will
be in harmony with a natural appearing environment.".

The extreme southwest corner is the 8.1 classified corridor along the
Eleven Point River. The Forest Plan states that "Mineral exploration
within the Eleven Point Scenic River corridor may be permitted outside
the area readily apparent to users of access roads, developed sites and
over water travel if it is supported by an environmental assessment."
No provision is made for any activities for development of minerals
within the corridor.

Under the Forest Plan this theoretical ore body could be developed.
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Alternative D.

Under Alternative D the ore body, plant site and most of the tailings
pond are located in an area with Visual Quality restrictions against
tailings ponds, transmission corridors and mine/mill facilities.

Under Preferred Alternative D the development of this theoretical ore
body would be impossible.
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TABLE 1

U.S. LEAD MINE PRODUCTION 2

1987 FORECAST

MARKETING INPUT

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

7

Lead is the fourth most important non-ferrous metal in use in the

United States and in the world, behind aluminum, copper and zinc. It

is vitally important to the maintenance of our current standard of
living and critical to our nation's defense. The following discusses
the importance of lead to our everyday life and shows how U.S. lead

suPPly will diminish over the next twenty years while demand for lead
will be Increasing.

SUPPLY OF LEAD

MINE SUPPLY

Virtually all the lead that is mined in the United States comes
from Missouri. In 1986. 95Z of total U.S. production came from

Missouri mines. Current U.S. lead production from various mining
companies is shown below.

Mineral Commodity Summaries 1987. Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department
of the Interior, pages 88-89.

1987 Forecast Production

Doe Run

Cominco/Dresser

ASARCO

Standard Metals

All Others

230,000

tons*

80.000 tons

48.000 tons

9,000

tons Lead is obtained as a

14.000 tons by-product.

TOTAL

381,000

tons

* Short tons of lead contained in concentrates.

The Cominco/Dresser mine, Magmont, has only a few years of life

and is expected to close in 1991-2.

Asarco has opened its Sweetwater, Missouri, mine in January, 1988,

bringing an additional 30,000 tons of capacity onto the marketplace.

Doe Run will close one of its Viburnum mines when it runs out of ore in

three to five years. This will remove about 30,000 tons of lead. No

known new lead mine projects are planned in the continental United

States, and no economic undeveloped lead mines will be currently

brought on-stream in the foreseeable future.'*

International Lead Zinc Study Group, Thirty-second Session;

Vienna, 15-22 October 1987.

International Lead Zinc Study Group, Statistical Committee -

Subcommittee on New Mine Smelter Projects, Thirty-second Session;

Vienna, 15-22 October 1987.
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7

Comlnco will bring on-stream Its Red Dog mine In Kotzebue, Alaska, In

1991
.

^ This mine will produce 64,000 tons of lead contained In concentrate;

however, these lead concentrates will, because of distance and freight costs, be

shipped to Comlnco's smelters In Japan and British Columbia, Canada. Because of

the time frame required to bring a new mine on-stream from discovery through

mine development. It Is unlikely that any lead concentrates from new mines would

be available In the continental U.S. before 1995.

7

The net result Is that continental U.S. mine production of lead will drop

from 380,000 tons In 1987 to 300,000 tons or lower by 1992-95. (In 1978, U.S.

mine production of lead was 612,000 tons.)

Lead supply Is declining In the foreseeable future as lead demand Is

Increasing.

7

Virtually all of the lead mined in the United States Is smelted In U.S.

smelters, and conversely U.S. smelters treat lead concentrates almost

exclusively from U.S. mines. This means that with the serious decline In U.S.

mine production, U.S. primary lead production would also decline. As we will

subsequently see, this shortfall will not be made up by Increased recycling of

lead in the U.S.; the result is that we will be more dependent on foreign

sources of lead.

It is Important to note that the current U.S. mines are competitive,

according to CRU
4

and Brook Hunt^ studies, with most U.S. mines' cost per

ton of lead being in the bottom half of world production costs.

International Lead Zinc Study Group - Statistical Committee -

Subcommittee on New Mine Smelter Projects, Thirty-second Session;

Vienna, 15-22 October 1987.

CRU Consultants, Inc. - Lead Zinc Mine Cost Service: Analysis

of Mining Costs. 1982-1987.

Brook Hunt 6 Associates, Ltd., Western World Lead 6 Zinc Costs, March, 1987.

SECONDARY LEAD

7

Lead has one of the highest recycle rates of any material because many

of Its uses can be easily and economically recycled. In 1987, over 60Z of
lead consumed in the United States came from secondary sources.

2
However,

secondary Industry capacity/production In conjunction with primary does not

result in sufficient lead to supply U.S. demand, so that lead must be

Imported Into the United States.

Historically, secondary lead operations have been small,

entrepreneurial operations that have grown. In some cases. Into major

corporations. The cost of environmental compliance and cost of modern

equipment have resulted In many small operators closing, such that capacity

has dropped from the 1.1 to 1.2 million ton range In 1979 to approximately

750,000 tons today. Also, historical annual production has never really

exceeded about 90Z of capacity, as shown in the graph on the following

page. * In 1987 the industry operated as close to capacity as It has In

the last twenty years at 90Z, producing about 675,000 short tons.

Environmental pressure (meeting the new water standards, air pressure,

RCRA regulation, etc.) continues on both primary and secondary smelters and

very likely several small secondary producers will close In the near

future. At a recent Institute for Scrap Recycling Industries meeting, a

lead Industry expert predicted that 100,000 tons of secondary capacity will

be removed from the U.S. between now and 1992 due to environmental

pressure. Current operators, who are In or who can put themselves in

environmental compliance, may expand moderately but certainly not to the

extent of the anticipated shortfall in the next five years.

CRU Consultants - Secondary Lead Industry Study - 1986.

American Bureau of Metal Statistics (ABMS)

Non-Ferrous Metal Data, Annual Year Books 1974 to 1986.
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In addition to this 100,000 ton decline, Dixie Lead (owned by the Exlde

Corporation) In Dallas, Texas, has signed a consent agreement with the city

of Dallas to close Its operations on December 31, 1990, thus removing an

additional 30,000 tons of secondary lead production from the marketplace.

Environmental permitting problems and uncertain economics make the chance of

a new Greenfield secondary smelter for the United States remote.

I

Our estimate of U.S. lead supply in the 1990's is that It will decline

precipitously. Our forecast of current production and that to be

anticipated In 1995 from both primary and secondary sources is shown below.

U.S. LEAD PRODUCTION

1987 1995

Primary

Secondary

400.000 tons 300,000 tons

675.000 tons 575,000 tons

This Is

TOTAL 1,075,000 tons 875,000 tons

drop of 200,000 tons over the next eight years.

IMPORTS

Clearly, if the demand Is present, the serious shortfall in U.S. supply

will be made up by Imports. The following table shows lead Imports Into the

United States since 1980.
7
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TABLE

Year Lead Imports

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

90,096 tons

112,348 tons

100,519 tons

144,106 tons

178,093 tons *

147,191 tons

154,566 tons

* Major strikes in U.S. lead industry.

To get a clearer picture of this we need to look at both macro

projections and specific markets for lead. The Bureau of Mines has forecast

a 2.2Z increase in the growth of lead over the next 20 years . ^

.

This is

clearly an optimistic forecast, and would result in lead demand increasing

by 27,500 tons per year, or 275,000 tons in a ten year period. Most

forecasts have lead demand growing from 0 to 1/2Z per year. The Doe Run

Company forecast is for 1/2Z per year, or an additional 12,500 tons per

year. CRU Consultants does not forecast further than five years. Their

forecast U.S. growth from 1982 to 1992 is for 0.6Z annual growth and from

1987 to 1992 is for 0.2Z annual growth.*® (CRU is forecasting world

demand for lead to Increase 1.3Z annually, going from 4.557 million short

tons in 1987 to 4.674 million tons in 1992.) Lead demand in gasoline,

solder, and ammunition, has been greatly reduced, and in the case of lead in

gasoline, has been eliminated, but has been replaced by growth in other

market sections.

Forecasts for 1987 estimate that U.S. imports of lead could approach

200,000 tons. By 1995, imports could double again to 400,000 tons unless

U.S. capacity is allowed to increase. The approximate value of the 200,000

tons of imported lead was 120 million dollars. Albeit small relative to our

oil import bill, these imports are still a major factor in our balance of

payments.

By any forecast, U.S. demand for lead will, at a minimum, grow modestly

over the foreseeable future and could experience rapid growth if several

potential new markets are developed.

MAJOR LEAD MARKETS

Implications of this to our national defense, our self-sufficiency, and

balance of payments becomes clearer when we look at demand.

LEAD DEMAND

Lead demand in the United States has declined from the 1977 high of

1,582,338 tons
7

to 1,270,000 tons
8

in 1987 as environmentally

questionable uses have been eliminated. The worst is over as far as lead

demand in the U.S. is concerned. A new base line has been established from

which growth in lead demand will occur.

8
The Doe Run Company Forecast.

AUTOMOTIVE BATTERIES

Lead acid automotive batteries fall into two major categories,

replacement batteries and original equipment batteries. In 1987 over 60

million replacement batteries were produced and shipped in the United

States. The replacement battery market is tied very closely with the size

of the U.S. automotive fleet. That is, as the number of registered cars and

9
Hard Rock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest,

Missouri Draft Environmental Impact Statement, page 58.

*® CRU Consultants, Inc. - The Five Year Outlook for Lead, 1987.
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trucks increases, replacement batteries sales increase. The steady

growth the replacement batteries have experienced in the last several

years is shown in the attached graph. ** Battery Council

International, a trade and industry group that represents the battery

manufacturers and their suppliers, forecasts a continuation of 1 to 2Z

growth in replacement batteries over the next five years.**

Original equipment automotive batteries have varied substantially

over the last five years. Production has been relatively flat overall

as substantial production of automobiles has moved offshore,

particularly to Japan and to a degree, Korea. Batteries have a finite

life and reduction in new auto sales results in a shift toward

increased replacement batteries. However, U.S. sales of original

equipment batteries could grow again as many Japanese owned companies

build plants in the U.S. Again, Battery Council International forecast

for original equipment batteries sales is flat over the next five year

period
11

Automotive batteries account for over 60Z of the lead consumed in

the United States, thus any change in the technology of starting

automobiles would have a major Impact on the lead Industry. Numerous

studies have indicated there is no current economic technology to

replace the lead acid battery in the foreseeable future. The

foreseeable future in most forecasts extends into the twenty-first

Battery Council International - Convention Proceedings, 1975-87.
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INDUSTRIAL BATTERIES

7

Another major market segment for batteries is industrial batteries.

Industrial batteries cover individual batteries that weigh from one pound to

4 million pounds. There are two major categories; motive power batteries

(forklift truck) and stationary batteries. Stationary lead acid batteries

have been an explosive growth area, growing at between 10 and 20Z per year

for the past several years. Specifically, the use of uninterruptable power

sources (i.e., back-up emergency power systems) has been between 10Z and 20Z

per year. Uses include hospital emergency rooms back-up power to maintain

power until the turbine generators or other power systems can be started;

emergency power in case of a power failure in restaurants, theatres, etc.,

to light the way to exits, etc.

A major use of UPS batteries has been in computer back-up systems.

When a power failure occurs, a UPS battery system can keep the computer

operating for several hours until power is restored or the computer has been

taken down in a planned fashion. Government, banks and other financial

Institutions could not function in today's world without lead acid storage

battery back-up systems.

The entire United States phone system depends on lead acid battery

back-up. It operates the phone system in case of power failure. This is

critical to our national defense system.

Submarine batteries, which enable the operation of a submarine to be

extremely quite to avoid detection, is another major use for lead acid

batteries.
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Motive power batteries are used in forklift trucks, mine vehicles, and

airline push-out vehicles. Lead acid powered forklift trucks don't generate

any fumes and can be used in warehouses and enclosed spaces. Similarly,

many of today's airports have lead acid battery powered push-out vehicles to

push the jets out of the gate, lead acid battery powered baggage handling

equipment, etc. Not only is this more environmentally sound than formerly

used diesel equipment, but is more economical as well. According to Battery

Council International, market growth in the motive power sector is forecast

to grow about 2 to 4Z over the next several years. The graph on the next

page shows the growth of motive power cells over the past several years.
**

LEAD CHEMICALS

10

Lead chemicals are used in an environmentally safe fashion to stabilize

plastics against ultraviolet degradation, and also to provide the necessary

clarity for TV screens, computer screens, etc. U.S. consumption of lead

chemicals has stayed fairly constant over the last 10 years because of the

wide growth in computer terminals and screens. American Bureau of Metal

Statistics data since 1977 shows the steady nature of this market. Lead use

in this section appears steady over the next several years.

LEAD CONSUMPTION IN PIGMENTS

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987*

99.982

101,018

100,078

86,455

88,367

67,093

75.722

85,191

80,273

80.723

83.982

* Forecast
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Another rapid growth area for lead has been in x-ray shielding, albeit

from a small overall tonnage base. Typical uses are dentist's gowns, lining

of hospital x-ray rooms and the lining of CAT scanners.

POTENTIAL NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LEAD

71 There are a number of potential new applications for lead, many of

which either serve a vital function in today's society or are critical to

national defense.

The Department of Defense is looking at a lead acid storage battery

that will be able to be discharged extremely rapidly to fire lasers as part

of the "Star Wars" initiative. Similarly, the Princeton University Plasma

Physics Lab requires an extremely high discharge in a short period of time

for plasma research.

Lead is alao a very strong candidate for storage of nuclear waste

materials.

Southern California Edison has installed a major load leveling battery,

over 2,000 tons of lead contained, to provide peak power shaving for their

system. The battery is charged in the evening when demand for electricity

is low and then discharged during peak demnnd periods caused for example by

high air conditioning use on a very hot summer day. Although in the

experimental stage, this could provide a major benefit in providing peak

demand electricity in an economical fashion, and reducing our dependence on

foreign oil or on high sulfur coal for providing power.

7

Several former markets for lead are declining and several are

exhibiting very little growth. Lead use in gasoline in the U.S. has been

totally eliminated - from a peak consumption in the U.S. of 272,000 tons in

1972, to less than 10,000 tons today. The use of lead pigments in paint has

not occurred in the last ten years. Similarly, such uses as lead solders In

car bodies, plumbing, etc. are declining, but again, as in the case of lead

additives to gasoline, most of the decline has already occurred. Similarly,

lead ammunition for water fowl shooting has pretty well decreased. Several
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markets like lead bearings, chemical tank lining, weights, and electronic

solder are stable with little decline or growth anticipated.

NATIONAL DEFENSE/SELF SUFFICIENCY

In the preceding discussion, we have outlined several uses of lead

which are critical to our national defense. For this reason and numerous

others, it is important for the United States to be self sufficient in lead

production.

7

Automotive starter batteries are a critical use. No military vehicle,

jeep, tank, personnel carrier, etc., would start without lead. Most of our

airplane fleet is equipped with lead acid batteries to start the engines.

Nuclear powered submarines depend on lead acid batteries for silent

service. Similarly, our communication system requires lead acid battery

back-up.

I think it is obvious the above uses are some of the reasons why lead

is considered a critical material in our national stockpile administered be

the General Services Administration. The stockpile i6 actually short of its

target and should we become less self sufficient, would have to maintain

more lead in the stockpile.

In summarizing the demand for lead, the attached table shows the demand

for lead from various sources for today and 1995.

U.S. refined lead production for 1995 is 875,000 tons if no

additional supply sources are brought on by then.

7

When we compare the demand projection with supply, we see that there is

a very critical shortfall in the amount of lead that is available. Unless

new U.S. sources of lead are added, the shortfall of lead produced in the

United States to demand will likely exceed 400,000 tons or nearly 1/3 of

demand.

This is clearly not necessary as U.S. mines are competitive on a

worldwide basis and areas for exploration and development exist.

Military uses of lead make our self-sufficiency in lead a critical

matter.

PROJECTED LEAD DEMAND - 1995

Bureau of Mines 1,495,000 tons

Doe Run Company 1,320,000 tons

CRU Consultants 1,290,000 tons
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DOE RUN COMPANY DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT COMMENTS
ATTACHMENT C

The October 1987 draft environmental impact statement (DEIS )

,

"Hardrock Mineral Leasing - Mark Twain National Forest,
Missouri", prepared jointly by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Forest Service (USDA-FS) and the U.S. Department
of Interior Bureau of Land Management (USBOM-BLM) , concludes:

"...without mitigation, environmental consequences
from permitting mineral development in the study
area would result in long-term adverse effects to
water resources ... land character and potential
effects to threatened and endangered species..."

and

"...adverse effects would be minimized or eliminated
through carefully applied mitigation measures..."

The following comments will show that factors other than the
"mitigation measures" of Preferred Alternative D will serve
to minimize or eliminate potential adverse environmental or
human health impacts for mineral development activities in
the Study Area. These other factors include:

1. The considerable existing body of applicable
environmental laws and regulations protect human
health and the environment from releases of toxic
pollutants. Other regulations such as federal and
state dam safety regulations and guidelines and the
federal and state mine safety laws and regulations
protect the safety of the public and workers as well
as provide resulting protection to the environment.

2. The development of technology to lessen the
environmental impact of a mine/mill facility, the
related tailings disposal facility and any
discharges from either of those facilities.

EXISTING APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Air Quality

Federal . The Clean Air Act (CAA) provides the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA) with authority to
promulgate primary and secondary National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) for certain identified pollutants. The
states are in turn required to develop State Implementation

Attachment C, DEIS Comments Page 2 of

Plans (SIPs) which are designed to achieve the NAAQS through
the use of limitations placed upon emissions from sources.
The SIPs then become Federally enforceable upon approval bv
US-EPA .

To date, ambient air quality standards have been promulgated
and SIPs approved for a number of substances that could be
found at a lead mine/mill facility including particulate
matter, lead and sulfur dioxide. Additionally US-EPA has
made or is in the process of making determinations regarding
the listing of other substances for regulation, either by
ambient standards or hazardous emission limits (NESHAP)

.

These substances include cadmium, arsenic and radionuclides.

The US-EPA is required by law to periodically review those
substances for which NAAQS have been promulgated and to
revise such standards (upward or downward) where warranted.
Particulate matter, lead and sulfur dioxide are currently
subject to such reviews.

SlatS- The Missouri Air Conservation Law (Chapter 203 RSMO)
established the "Air Conservation Commission of the State of
Missouri" with authority to, among other things, adopt air
quality standards and emission control regulations; issue
construction permits for air emission sources; conduct
investigations; issue administrative orders and variances;
and seek court actions. The penalties for violation provided
under the law range up to $5,000 per day. A staff and
staff director are authorized by the law and placed within
the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MO-DNR)

.

The Missouri regulations are comprehensive including mass
emission limitations on incinerators and industrial
processes; restrictions on particulates from becoming
airborne (fugitive dust); restrictions on visible air
contaminants (opacity); restrictions on emissions of odors
and restrictions on emission of sulfur compounds.

Construction permits are required for new and modified air
pollution sources, particularly those where prevention of
significant deterioration (PSD) issues may arise. Sources
are required to meet limitations set forth in the Missouri
regulations. In addition, annual Air Emission Inventories
are required from all major sources.

There are no pending, federal or state, air pollution
enforcement actions at any present Doe Run facility.
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Water Quality

Federal . The Clean Water Act (CWA) provides the US-EPA with
authority to promulgate and enforce minimum effluent
standards applicable to discharges by industry and public-
owned treatment works (POTW) . The US-EPA has broken industry
down into categories and set specific effluent limitations
for each category which reflect Best Practical (BPT) and Best

10 Available (BAT) pollution control Technology. To administer
the program the states are required to impose effluent
limitations that are 'at least as strict' as those required
by US-EPA. Missouri was delegated authority to administer
the program on October 30, 1974. The BPT limits were to be
attained by July 1977 and the BAT limits were to be in place

10 by July 1984. US-EPA finalized BAT limits applicable to
copper, lead and zinc mines and mills in December 1982.

10

Section 404 of the CWA provides for the regulation and
permitting of dredging and filling operations in certain
watercourses and wetlands. The enforcement authority for
this section is vested in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(US-COE) . Any future tailings disposal facility, such as
anticipated by the lease application at issue, would be
subject to review and could be subject to permitting under
Section 404.

10

State . The Missouri Clean Water Law (Chapter 204, RSMO)
creates the "Clean Water Commission of the State of Missouri"
and establishes its duties and power as, promulgating rules
and regulations; issuing construction and operating permits
for discharging facilities with appropriate effluent limits
and monitoring conditions; establishing stream water quality
standards; making investigations and holding such hearings as
are required in performance of its other duties. The
penalties for violation provided under the law range up to
$10,000 per day of violation. A staff and staff director are
authorized by the law and placed within the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources (MO-DNR).

There are no pending, federal or state, water pollution
enforcement actions at any present Doe Run facility.

SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTES

Federal .

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) established
two major regulatory programs for disposal of all waste
materials.

10

Subtitle C provides for a "cradle to grave" system of
managing wastes that are defined as hazardous in these
regulations. The only wastes generated by Doe Run Company
operations that fall under Subtitle C, are waste motor oil
and Safety Kleen Solvent.

Subtitle D provides for a state grant program for the
regulation of solid wastes, i.e. all other wastes.

10

10

The category for mining wastes was not specified, instead
Sections 8002(f) and (g) of RCRA directed the US-EPA to
perform studies of the wastes generated by the mining,
benef iciation and processing of ores and minerals, and report
the results to Congress. This led to a study of the several
types of mining wastes throughout the United States. The
dolomitic limestone tailings generated as a waste by the
Missouri lead operations during the benef iciation of lead ore
v/ere studied by US-EPA contractors in 1980 and 1981. The
United States Bureau of Mines (US-BOM) carried the study on
for another year after the US-EPA funding ceased. These
studies concluded that while there was seepage from the
tailings ponds, there was no migration of constituents of
concern (heavy metals, reagents, radionuclides, etc.).

In the report to congress that was required by 8002(f) and
(g) , the US-EPA has concluded that Subtitle D is the
appropriate program for regulating mining wastes.

10

In addition the US-EPA has indicated that it will focus on
environmental problems and set priorities for applying
controls at mining sites with such potential problems as high
acid-generation potential, radioactivity, asbestos and
cyanide wastes. Neither the wastes produced by any of the
existing Missouri lead operations or those that could be
produced by the potential lead operation in the Study Area
fit into this category.

10

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) , Public Law No. 96-510,
commonly known as the SUPERFUND legislation, authorizes the
US-EPA to clean-up toxic contaminants, principally from
closed or abandoned waste sites, with funds generated
primarily from a tax on the chemical industry. The act

.
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allows the US-EPA to recover the costs of clean-up and other
damages caused by the release of the contaminants by suing
the responsible parties. In 1986 amendments were passed that
strengthened CERCLA authority for affixing liability and
insuring clean-up.

2. Provide data for better definition of a viable dam
safety program, including the federal role.

3. Encourage and prepare the states to initiate quickly
effective dam safety program for non-federal dams.

The Fletcher, Brushy Creek and Buick operations of Doe Run
were visited by US-EPA contractors in 1984 for preliminary
assessments under CERCLA. A representative of the US-EPA
Region VII, Environmental Planning and Response Branch toured
the facilities in 1986 as a follow-up. There are no further
visits or studies contemplated at this time as the Doe Run
operations have been characterized as 'low-priority' by the
US-EPA staff.

State . The Missouri Waste Management Law (Chapter 260,
RSMO), creates a "Hazardous Waste Management Commission of
the State of Missouri" whose duties and powers include,
promulgating rules and regulations categorizing hazardous
wastes; adopting, amending or repealing standards, rules and
regulations as required by and Federal hazardous waste
management act; issue permits; conduct investigations; issue
administrative orders and variances and hold such hearings as
are required for the enforcement and administration of the
law. A staff and staff director are authorized by the law
and they are placed within the MO-DNR.

The Missouri law and regulations define and regulate
hazardous and solid wastes similar to the RCRA. The wastes
from mining, milling, benef iciation and processing are
exempt from the regulations until regulated under RCRA.

There are no pending, federal or state, hazardous or solid
waste enforcement actions against any Doe Run facility.

Dam Safety

Federal . The National Dam Inspection Act (Public Lav; 92-367)
of 1972 made the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (U.S. -COE), the
lead agency in a federally-financed program to inventory and
inspect all non-federal dams. The Departments of Interior
and Agriculture were to cooperate in the establishment of
inspection criteria, assistance to the states and in follow
up recommendations. The objectives of the program were to;

1. Provide technical inspection and evaluation
non-federal dams to identify actual high hazard
conditions and to permit correction in a timely
by non-federal interests.

of

manner

I

All existing Doe Run dams were inspected under that program,
and are subject to re-inspection during the updating of the

inventory.

6

State . The Missouri Dam and Reservoir Safety Act (Chapter
236.400 RSMO), was passed in 1981. The Act establishes "a

"Dam and Reservoir Safety Council" whose domicile for the
purposes of sections 236.400 to 236.500 shall be the
department of natural resources of the state of Missouri, for

the regulation of dam and reservoir safety. The council is

given authority to promulgate rules, regulations, guidelines,
and standards relating to the determination of whether a dam
or reservoir constitutes a danger to public safety, life or

property; to authorize a state program of inspection of dams
and reservoirs in accordance with the regulations adopted
under the Act; and to issue permits for existing dams that
meet the safety criteria of the regulations and for the
construction of new dams that meet the safety criteria of the
regulations. In addition the director of MO-DNR is given the
authority to employ an experienced professional engineer as

chief engineer and to employ additional staff as necessary to

administer the activities of the dam and reservoir safety
program.

Section 236.465 of the Act, makes Industrial water retention
structures (including tailings dams and impoundments) subject
to special conditions. The regulations promulgated under
authority of the Act also place special conditions upon
tailings dam and impoundments in both the Required Design
Factors of Safety for Slope Stability and the Required Design
Flood for Spillway Design tables. The construction permit
process is also different for tailings dams and impoundments
than for conventional dams and reservoirs. This insures that
all the existing tailings dams and reservoirs meet strict
engineering standards. The standards promulgated in the
construction permit sections insure that all future tailings
dams and reservoirs will meet even more stringent criteria.

All existing Doe Run tailings dams and reservoirs met, or

were modified to meet, the standards of the dam and reservoir
safety regulations.

There are no pending federal or state dam and reservoir
safety enforcement actions concerning any of the Doe Run
tailings dams or impoundments.
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IRON COUNTY CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT NUMBER 4

BOX 368
VIBURNUM. MISSOURI
65566

SUPERINTENDENT (3141 244-5422
HIGH SCHOOL (314) 244-5521

MIODLE SCHOOL (314) 244-5670
ELEMENTARY (3141 244-5606

PROPER DESIGN AND OPERATION OF MINE/HILL FACILITIES December 3. 1887

The existing Doe Run mine/mill facilities on the Viburnum
Trend are recognized world-wide for the state-of-the-art
equipment and technology used not only in the production of
metals, but also in the protection of the environment.

The technology chosen by the US-EPA as the 'Best Available
Control Technology' (BAT) was developed at the Doe Run
facilities that were previously owned by St. Joe Minerals
Corporation. The process consists of constructing separate
mine water and tailings disposal ponds, with an NPDES
permitted discharge from the mine water pond. The tailings
disposal pond is maintained in a net 'zero-discharge' mode by
recycling water from the tailings pond back to the milling
process.

The Buick operation (previously owned by Homestake Lead
Company) developed a system of providing biological treatment
for the effluent being discharged from the combined tailings
pond/mine water pond. The treatment system consists of a

series of artificial stream meanders above the final
polishing pond that provide conditions favorable for the
removal of any possible contaminants by naturally occurring
processes.

6

The Doe Run Company owns the only tailings pond on the
Viburnum Trend that is full. The lower portion of the old
tailings pond is being used as a mine water pond for the
Viburnum No. 28 Mine. The upper portion has been seeded and
supports a. good stand of mixed cool and warm season grasses,
including many native prairie grasses. The methods used to
establish and maintain this vegetation were developed by St.
Joe Minerals in the Old Lead Belt (Flat River/Bonneter re
Area)

.

The Doe Run Company is continuing to explore new technology
and improving upon existing technology in the treatment of
effluent and the stabilization of tailings with vegetation.
Any new technology developed at the existing operations will
be carried over to a new operation.

To Whom It May Concern;

It is my understanding that a public hearing was held on
Tuesday. December 1. 1987 at which a neighboring
Superintendent of Schools was used as a source of
information to indicate that Viburnum had the highest rate
of mental retardation in the State of Missouri and that the
cause was directly related to the fact that the Viburnum
city water is drawn from a closed lead mine. That
statement, or any similar statement concerning the Viburnum
School District (Iron County C-4 ) . is both ludicrous and
irresponsible

.

The Iron County C-4 School District, with schools located
in Viburnum. Missouri has a student enrollment of 707. 25
of which have been identified as mentally retarded. Of the
25. 23 are classified as having mild to moderate mental
retardation. This incident rate is slightly higher than
the rate for Southeast Missouri which are 3.5% and 3.08%
resectively. There are many possible explanations for this
small rate above the regional average. One could be that
the Iron Co. C-4 School District has been more successful
in identifying and placing children in its program for
mentally retarded students. It would be as irresponsible
tor me to assign the previously mentioned possibiliby as
the” reason as it would be for someone else (who possessed

much less information about our programs than I have) to
assign responsibility to the water.

The Iron County C-4 School District is geographically very
large and contains several small communities. Only a small
part of the district is served by the Viburnum water
system. Of the 25 students identified as mentally retarded
only six reside in the area served by the above mentioned
water system. ut those six. one was identified and placed
before he/she transferred to Viburnum in 1984. The area,
therefore. served by the Viburnum water system has an
incidence of mental retardation significantly below the
regional average.

The records of the Iron County C-4 School District are. of
course. open tor public inspection tor any reasonable
purpose. However, irresponsible statements such as the one
reterred to in the first paragraph of this letter are more
entertaining than facts. If I can provide additional facts
1 will be happy to do so.
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December 3. 1987
To Whom It May Concern
Page 2

Yours truly.

&rter
Superintendent of Schools
Iron County C-4 School District
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JOHN ASHCROFT

FREDERICK A. BRUNNER
STATE OF MISSOURI

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Division of Energy

Division of Environmental Quality

Division of Geology and Land Survey

Division of Management Services

Division of Parks Recreation,

and Historic Preservation

DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
P.O. Box 1 76

Viburnum Jefferson City. MO 65102

ID #401 0821

December 7, 1987

The Honorable Jack Kessenger
Mayor of Viburnum
City Hall
Box 480
Viburnum, Missouri 65566

Dear Mayor Kessenger:

As part of a statewide ground water survey, the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources* Public Drinking Water Program
sampled your water supply on July 9, 1987. The results of the
tests for volatile organic chemicals are attached. We are sure
you will be pleased to learn that no contamination by volatile
organic chemicals was found.

Thank you for participating in the survey. If you have any
questions about the results, please give me a call at
31*4/751-7834.

Sincerely,

PUBLIC DRINKING WATER PROGRAM

R. S. Reddy
Environmental Specialist

RSR : sf

Attachment

cc: Robert Ogle. Water Superintendent
Poplar Bluff Regional Office
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL Ql AUTY

P.O. Box l“(.
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Comments Report A

STATE OF MLSSOI Rt

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL Ql AUTV
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•* 'tmwmcm yniro

LABORATORY SERVICES PROGRAM
RESULT OP SAMPLE ANALYSIS

Sample No. 87-2158

Page 2

Sample no. 87-2158
Date 8/12/87

Reported to: Bill Price
Affiliation: PDW

Sample Description:
VIBURNUM
4010821
WELL

Collected by: R.S. REDDY
Affiliation: PCW

Chloromethane
Bromomethane
Vinyl chloride
Chloroethane
Methylene chloride

1.1-

Dichloroethene

1.1-

Di chloroethane
Trans- 1 ,2-dichloroethene
Chloroform
1 .

2-

Dichl ocoe thane

Date: 8/12/87
Project Code: 3451/3000

Date: 07/0 9/87

B££ULTS

< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 10.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L

^ -
= 1 7 !337

BBBA1!I£J£B£

1 ,1,1-Trichloroethane
Carbon tetrachloride
Bromodichloromethane
1 .

2-

Dichl or opr opane
Trans-1 , 3-dichloropr opene
Tr ichloroethene
Dibromochloromethane
Ci s-1 ,3-dichloropropene
1. 1.

2-

Tr ichl or oe thane
Benzene
2-Chloroethylviny 1 ether
Bromof orm
Tetrachloroethene
1 .1.2 .

2-

Tet r achl or oe thane
Toluene
Chlorobenzene
Ethylbenzene
Tr ichl or of luromethane
COMMENTS: Analyzed at the
Laboratory.

RESULTS

< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/1
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 10.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L
< 5.0 ug/L

University Hygienic

The analysis of this sample was performed in accordance with
procedures as outlined in the latest edition of SLfludflXd
Ufi-tbsUs tQL £ke SjiaiDiflflilflD ot Waist and Hasteuaisi , epa
Maluial Of £J£L1jdUs LSI &J3lY.S.i.S OL WSiSL and WSStSS,
and/or AODJjal/BQCJi Of AS If) SfauUflldS.

mes H. Long/ Di recta
( Laboratory SeW^cefiPrbgr am

vision of Environmental Quality
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STATE OF MISSOURI

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Diviuon n# Encrjo’

Omuoo of EnvtfoomeroaJ Quality

Division of Geoiofy and Land Sunrv
Division of Management Services

Division of Parka. Rcvreaiiim

and Hisiocic Preservaiion
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REPORT ON INSPECTION OF THE WATER SUPPLY
FOR

CITY OF VIBURNUM

DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Poplar Bluff Regional Office

P.O Box I -120

948 Lester Siren

Poplar Bluff. MO 6390

1

314-78VOHJ2

December 8. 1987

The Honorable Jack Kessinger
Mayor. City of Viburnum
City Hall
Viburnum. MO 65566

Dear Mayor Kessineer:

Enclosed is a Report of Inspection of the Viburnum public water
supply. This inspection was made to determine if the system is being
properly operated and maintained. The contents of the report are
believed to be self-explanatory. If, however, you have any questions
concerning any part of the report, please call on us.

The Department of Natural Resources strongly urges that the
recommendations contained in the report be given your immediate
attention. These recommendation^ are, in the best Judgment of the
inspector, necessary actions to keep the system operating in the
approved manner.

This is a valuable public utility, and with good preventive
maintenance and operations, procedures can be depended upon to
provide the public a safe and dependable water supply.

December 8, 1987

LNIRQBUCI1QM

On December 3, 1987, a staff member of the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources conducted an inspection of the water supply
facilities serving the City of Viburnum. Missouri. The purpose of
the inspection was to insure that the water supply system was being
operated in an efficient and effective manner. The water
superintendent, Mr. Robert Ogle, was present during the inspection.

UNSATISFACTORY FEATURES

1. The backup deep well pump is inoperable.

2. The conduit, containing the wires for the cathodic protection
cables that run Into the mine shaft, is open to the atmosphere.

3. The lead pump base drain hole is directly above, and leaks water
into an electrical Junction box.

DISCUSSION

The City of Viburnum has Installed two vertical turbine pumps in an
abandoned min^ shaft as a new source of water. Originally, one deep
well pump was installed, but a second pump was later added as a

backup. Problems now exist in the second (backup) pump. Mr. Ogle
said that the pump was not used, but was saved for emergencies. The
pump has now locked up. He said that the City of Viburnum planned to
repair it but had not taken any action yet. The pump should be
repa i red

.

Sincerely

,

(J
. 4LJc_ X

J»»eW A. Burris.
Regional Administrator

JAB/JUH/nr

Enclosure

cc: Puolic Drinking Water Program
Mr. Robert Ogle, Superintendent
Ms. Carolyn Ritter

bcc: Mr. John Carter, P.E./

To protect the metal surfaces In the well shaft, low voltage cathodic
protection has been added to the well. The power cables travel from
the ground surface to the well shaft through a large metal conduit.
That conduit Is open on the top. Insects, debris, and other
contamination can enter the well shaft through this conduit. The
opening should be sealed to exclude contamination, and protect the
Integrity of the well.

The packing on a water pump normally is cooled by the water that
leaks past it. The water leakage on the number one pump was running
out of the pump base and on to an electrical Junction box. The box
is not a water tight fixture, and even though it contains only low
voltage circuits for cathodic protection, the system is being damaged
from corrosion. Water leaking from the pump packing gland should be
directed away from the electrical Junction box.
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INORGANIC CHEMICALS

MAXIMUM CONTAMINANT LEVELS, PRIMARY (MCL)

RFCOMHENDATIQNS

t. That the backup deep well pump in the mine shaft be repaired.

2. The open conduit for the cathodic protection wiring be closed

with a cap and sealant.

3. That water leaking from the packing gland be directed away from

the electrical components.

SUBMITTED BY:

Dennis Lyons
Environmental Specialist

APPROVED BY:BY:
A

2<i(J

Huck. P.E.
;ntal Engineer

JUH/DL/nr

001 pH
002 Residue Filter
003 Fixed
00k Sulfate
005 Alkal lnl ty-total
006 Phenolphaleln
007 Bicarbonate
000 Carbonate
009 Chloride
010 Calcium
011 Magnesium
012 Hardness-Total
013 Carbonate
01k Non-carbonate
015 Arsenic
016 Selenium
017 Lead
016 Cadmium
019 Barium
020 Chromium
021 Silver
022 Iron
023 Manganese
02k Zinc
025 Copper
026 Sodium
027 Potassium
020 Mercury
029 Flouride
030 Nitrate-N

•500 mg/1

*250 mg/1

*250 rag/1

.05 me/1

.01 mg/1

.05 me/1

.010 mg/1
1 .0 mg/1
.05 mg/1
.05 me/1

• .03 mg/1
• .05 me/1
•5.0 rag/1

* 1 .0 me/1

.002 mg/1
2.2 me/1
10.0 mg/1

* Recommended Maximum Level (Not MCL) for secondary contaminants
No limits established

616 616
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MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

P 0 BOX 176 JEFFERSON CITY. MISSOURI 65i02 314/751-5331

Attachment E, DEIS Comments Report B, Page 6 of 6

MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL Q.jaLITV

P 0. BOX 176 JEFFERSON CITY. MISSOURI oS’.OZ 3i4.'75l-"33l

REPORT OF SAMPLE ANALYSIS FOR PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM
REPORT OF SAMPLE ANALYSIS FOR PUBLIC WATER SYSTEh

I.M'O

MAIL TO: REGIONAL OFFICE COPY VIBURNUM
PSW ID 40 1 082

1

COUNTY IRON
REPORT DATE 02/19/37
SAMPLE TYPE SPECIAL

MAIL TO REGIONAL OFFICE COPY

RECEIVED MAR 2 3 1987

VIBUPNUM
FSW ID 40 1 032

1

COUNTY: IRON
REPORT DATE 03.19/37
SAMFLE TYPE SPECIAL

COLLECTION TECHNIQUE: GRAB
LOCATION: WELL HEAD
DATE COLLECTED 02/10/87
TIME 0900
COLLECTED BY KOBEr T OGLE

SOUPCE GROUND (/RAW )

LABORATORY DOH "

LAB LOG 87204**
METHOD std-inofg
ANALYSIS DATE 03/06/87

COLLECTION TECHNIQUE GRAB
LOCATION: HI SERVICE PUMP
DATE COLLECTED 02/10/87
TIME 0900
COLLECTED BY POBERT OGLE

SOURCE GROUND i /FINISHED
LABORATORY DOH
LAB LOG 872045
METHOD. STD-INORG
ANALY SIS DATE. 03/Ge.- S7

PARAMETER RESULTS REMARKS

001 PH
002 RESIDUE-FILTER
003 FIXED
004 SULFATE
005 ALKALINITY-TOTAL
006 PHENOLPHTALEIN
007 BICARBONATE
008 CARBONATE
009 CHLORIDE
010 CALCIUM
011 MAGNESIUM
012 HARDNESS-TOTAL
013 CARBONATE
014 NON-CARBONATE
015 ARSENIC
016 SELENIUM
017 LEAD
018 CADMIUM
019 BARIUM
020 CHROMIUM
021 SILVER
022 IRON
023 MANGANESE
024 ZINC
025 COPPER
026 SODIUM
027 POTASSIUM
028 MERCURY
029 FLUORIDE
030 NITRATE-N

6. 8
929
796.
408.
251.

0.

305 6
0
3 0

145 5
71 9

660
251
409

0 005
0 0050
0 01
0 0050
0 20
0. 025
0 01
0 19
0 03
0 20
0 02
8 4
2. 5
0 0005
0 31
0 07

PARAMETER RESULTS REMARKS

me /

1

001 PH
002 RESIDUE-FILTER
003 FIXED
004 SULFATE
005 ALKALINITY-TOTAL
006 PHENOLPHTALEIN
007 BICARBONATE
008 CARBONATE
009 CHLORIDE
010 CALCIUM
011 MAGNESIUM
012 HARDNESS-TOTAL
013 CARBONATE
014 NON-CARBONATE
013 ARSENIC
016 SELENIUM
017 LEAD
018 CADMIUM
019 BARIUM
020 CHROMIUM
021 SILVER
022 IRON
023 MANGANESE
024 ZINC
025 COPPER
026 SODIUM
027 POTASSIUM
028 MERCURY
029 FLUORIDE
030 NITRATE-N

6. 9
933
eoa.
408.
246

0
300. 7

0
6 . 0

146. 8
72. 7

666 .

246
420

< 0. 005
< O 0050
< 0 01
< 0 0050
< 0 20
< 0 025
< 0 01

0 19
0 02
0. 24
0. 01
8 . 6
2. 5

< 0 0005
0 32
0 06
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Dear Sr:
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j

February 3. 1988

I'm concerned, to say the least, about the lead mining proposal near Winona. Missouri I’m not a
Missoirian yet but own 40 acres near Salem where I plan to retire soon I can't believe such a move
would even be considered!

Does anyone truly think lead mining is gomg to be more economically productive than tourism to

the future of the Ozarks?

Doesn't anyone there realize that lead is a serious health hazard that is yadually being eliminat-

ed from consumer products?

Hasn't anyone considered that there’s not enough market for lead to keep the existing area lead

mines open? The private sector cannot operate them at a profit How can a government agency do
so? Considerable money has been lost through poor marketing of our National Forest timber, are we
taxpayers now going to subsidze mining lead that will also be sold below cost?

I

And what a costI The environmental damage incurred by such a project will be irrepararxe

Look around you. The area you're planning to defile is one of the loveliest the United States has
left , and it definitely has a lot more economic potential in its present condition

I

I'm sure if all the costs of this proiect are realistically weighed against the short term and doubtful

profits of mining lead, it will never get approved. I hope the involved officials will realize this and
decide against my such destructive proposal

Thank you for your attention in this matter

4441 Nelson
Kansas City, Missoui 66109
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February 4 , 1988

Rt. 4 Box 331
West Plains. HO 65775

Dear Forest Supervisor

:

Having been raised in an area vhere coal mining took place.
I feel a need to express my concerns over the proposed lead mine.
Mining is an alteration of the land which cannot be reversed.
Even with sound mining practices it is important for us to
realize that the land will be scarred forever.

The area where the lead mine is proposed is unique in many
ways. The Eleven Point River is recognized as one of the
National Scenic Rlversj the Irish Wilderness is an example of a
typical Ozark forest ecosystem, in addition, it has many caves

o and springs, a natural wonder in themselves. My main concern is
27 |

for the water resources of the area. The Eleven Point River
should be held as a treasure by this state. A river that has
survived this long being relatively undisturbed by human impact
is a rarity today. Although the Eleven Point does show some
buffering capacity I have to question the disturbance of the
surrounding karst terrain. The terrain, being characterized by
caves and springs, shows how unstable and unpredictable it is.
Increased exposure of underlying rock to the groundwater, through
mining, may alter the chemistry of the surface waters thereby
altering the balance of life forms which inhabit them. I don't
think such alterations can be predicted.

To summarize my concerns, I do not want to see the Eleven
Point become an example of what can happen when you mine lead in
a karst terrain. I hope the decision makers look to the future
and can without doubt say> The Eleven Point River, in all its
uniqueness and beauty, will be there for my great-grandchildren
to admire.
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Mining in Mark Twain
Tbe U S Forest Service should bach off iu

proposal which would permit lead mining on
119,000 acres of Mark Twain National Forest

south of Winona. There is too much to risk

with water pollution and scenic destruction of

this pretty Ozarks area near the Irish Wilder-

ness which includes or is bordered by numer-
ous springs, underground caves, dear riven
and acres of trees.

Under no circumstances should the simple
pleasures to be had there — fishing, camping,
fk it trips and other outdoor activities — be
threatened by

#
a plan to help an industry

which
, because* ofdecreased use of lead-based

mitwiik «iifh u gasoline »"*l paint, is facing

pa uncertain future.

Great openings in the earth, drilling equip-

ment, dams, transmission lines and polluted

lakps created to hold mining tailings and
other residues would mar the Ozarks natural

beauty, which the Mark Twain Forest was
acquired in part to preserve . Environmental
protections are promised under the plan, but

the very least ofmining activities would hurt
lisiry from a tslllnp pond or contamina-

tion from mining activities into the ground-
water could tum forever toxic the drinking
water and fish in the streams. The porous
aspect of the proposed mining area makes it

more susceptible to contamination. Mining
discharges could reach into the ruany springs

and rivers which are interconnected through-

out the area, as well as into the Ozarks
National Scenic Riverways to the north.

This endorsement of mining by the Forest

Service in conjunction with the Bureau of

Land Management runs counter to the
government's own resource management plan

adopted in 1986 for the national forest. The
lure of potential jobs to the area is not worth
cutting up Missouri's greatest gift, its Ozarks.

Missourians who don't want to risk this

natural resource should write the supervisor

of the Mark Twain National Forest, 401
Fairgrounds Road, in Rolls by Friday, the

deadline for public comment, as well as their

congressman and senators. There is too much
to lose and not nearly enough to gain by this

plan for mining in the Mark Twain forest.
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Mark Twain National Forest, Supv.
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. Mo. 65401

Dear Supervisor,

Rev. Charlotte W. Crabaugh
Arley United Methodist Church
R.R. #1 Box 34
Kearney, Mo. 64060

February 3, 1988

BJjLUjUI|ji

UL1! FEB - - 1988

6 |

6
|

8 |

6
|

In regard to the proposed lead mining in Mark Twain Forest,
I urge you to please reconsider this possibility.

As a native of the area, having grown up in Willow Springs
and Cabool, I can fully appreciate, the peoples concern for econ-
omic development. The possibility of more jobs is something so
coveted most politicians would go to any lengths to be able to
promise. I fully understand these concerns in this economically
distressed area.

However, this action is surely a temporary band-aid solution
at best, and more likely potentially destructive. I seriously
doubt if it is even possible to honestly promise the environmental
protection which would be needed. Even if it were possible to
guarantee no water contamination, what about all the other pollution
and damage for which there is no apparent concern, the visual and
noise pollution caused by drilling? It seems to me the original
intent and purposes for which this land was originally set aside
are being disregarded. This operation would destroy the beauty of
the land and numerous wildlife habitations. We do not want gaping
holes, the sight and sound of drilling equipment, or specially
created cesspools of toxic waste in this beautiful forest. The
benefits would go to a few industrialists, at the expense of the
earth itself.

With all due respect, I would urge the threatened lead-mining
industry to begin immediately to explore other ways to use their
energy and resources as means to make the world a better place for
all creation, as have others before, from carriage makers to tobacco
farmers. Are government leaders and desperate citizens doomed to
repeat once again the mistake of creating even bigger, more far-
reaching problems by grasping a short-term 'solution' to an economic
problem which is as old as the land itself? Where is your vision
for the future, fifty or one hundred years from now? I implore
you to dismiss this proposal as being potentially more threatening
than it is promising.

Rev. Charlotte W. Crabaugh

cc: Alan Wheat, Sen. Bond, Sen. Danforth
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RONALD
BOX 151 ROUTE 2
DEEPWATER MO 64740

February 3, 1988

Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
Rolls, Missouri 65401

Dear Sir:

This letter is in response to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on
Hardrock Mineral Leasing in the Mark Twain National Forest in Missouri. I am
writing as the designated representative of the Ozark Rivers Audubon Society
which has members in 5 south central Missouri counties - Crawford, Dent,
Maries, Phelps, Pulaski, Shannon, and Texas.

4

5

5

Several of our members have read the statement and discussed it at length.
Our basic opinion is:

We are not opposed to mining per ae but feel that the go ahead must
depend on a proven resource.

- We are opposed if the environment would be extensively damaged
especially groundwater. We feel that protection of Missouri's
groundwater is of the highest priority. To our knowledge, there have
been adequate studies on groundwater in the proposed areas and the
potential effect of mining there.
We feel that mining should not be approved until the appropriate
groundwater and other resource studies are completed and the results
published and comments invited.

In addition to delaying the lease for mining contingent on groundwater
studies, we believe that further studies of bird populations and their
breeding habits must be completed.

8
I

We are also concerned that the favored alternative in the draft plan will
create unfavorable impacts on certain sites where endangered species have been
located and the few caves and wetlands that have been located. We believe
that protection for the visual resources along the river and main travelled
roads should be protected by proper management.

el

In summary, we are in favor of a combination of Option A - i

Option C - following the forest plan.

p-v -

Alex Primm
President, Ozark Riv<

Rt. 6, Box 456
Rolls, MO 65401

d (E li
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Dear Mr. Eric Morse,

As a health professional (clinical pathologist), concerned
citizen of the Ozarks and outdoor enthusiast, I'm writing you
with regards to the Hardrock Mineral leasing issue. I am acutely
aware of effects of lead poisoning and know that we already have
too much lead in our environment. A lead mine in this beautiful
area could have disastrous consequences and would at least be

environmentally degrading. The economic benefits of lead mining
in the study area would be dubious and of short duration and do
not weight heavier nor take precedence over the values of the
forest and surrounding area.

I am in support of Alternative A - No mineral leasing.
Please record my comments in the DEIS on Hardrock Mineral leasing
in Missouri.

Sincerely,

&W £ Linj/Qoctf
**

/yfo

copies to Sen. Danforth.Bond, Rep. TAylor, Pres. Reagan

COALITION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

(314) rri-otoo

February 5, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

LSJJJ

I

fa-5B88

WARK (WAIN NATIONAL FOKESTwkm

The COALITION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, representing some 30,000 memi
Missouri and in neighboring states, appreciates the opportunity for j

the Draft Environmental
Mark Twain national Forest that
of Land Management In November,
this

nental Policy Act (NEPA)
planning requirements of the
Resource Planning Act (RPA)
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At the December 1st public hearing in St. Louis, the Coalition offered
some Initial comments where - overlooking the DEIS's shortcomings and focusing
on the merits (or lack thereof) of the proposed mineral leasing - it suggested
that only Alternative A (no mining) should be supported. After more carefully
reviewing the document - no easy task given its sad deficiencies, the Coalition
has concluded that proceeding with this NEPA process is pointless, unless and
until the DEIS is withdrawn, the mineral lease proposal reanalyzed, a new EIS
is prepared and public review begins anew. To take what the USFS/BLM hits pre-
pared so far and move to the next step - a Final EIS and recommendation - would
be a complete betrayal of NEPA and could well undermine (no pun Intended) public
confidence in the management of the largest block of public lands in this state.
At the minimum, an amended draft EIS should be prepared and circulated!

It was our intention to list specific criticisms of the DEIS, but as that

list grew we became more and more frustrated and angry. Protecting the environ-
ment is often a rear-guard action since development forces are both powerful
and prolific. Citizens expect that public agencies created to protect and con-
serve public resources will do just that, albeit a little prodding is sometimes
required - sometimes friendly, sometimes litigious. But, we do not expect you
to give away the store. Fortunately, others have prepared such lists. Thomas

Aley's December 30th Technical Review is professionally done and damning. To it
we can only add "Amen I" We also call your attention to the excellent January

640 640

Mr. B. Eric Morse
February 5, 1988
Page 2

26th letter from Kitty Cone on behalf of the Local Conmlttee for a Lead-Free
Ozarks.

The Coalition for the Environment has been following the lead mining issue
on the Mark Twain for several years now. While we fully realize that mining is

Included in the list of "multiple uses" under which the national forests operate,
we also believe that, by law and tradition, the primary purpose of the Forest
Service is to provide a sustainable resource base. In doing so, it is not de-
sirable or possible to practice all multiple uses on all tracts: some are quite
simply at odds with others. Thus wilderness cannot be established on the same
tract with commercial timber sales and vice versa. The mineral industry tells
us that it is different with minerals: all minerals are scarce ("Cold is where
you find it!"), thus all ore bodies deserve first consideration over the other
mandated uses. That is bunk! The national significance, or the state signifi-
cance for that matter, of this possible ore body has never been established.

Back in 1977 when the Coalition conmented on the Forest Service’s Environ-
mental Analysis Report on Lead Prospecting on the Mark Twain National Forest
(see attached), some of the same issues were raised but not addressed by the
agency. We requested then a full EIS on the prospecting issue, as we did in
June of 1986 with regard to the environmental analysis on this proposed pre-
ference right lease. We were elated by the agency's decision to do an EIS on the

USX (now Doe Run) lease. We were elated because we expected a proper investiga-

tion with proper analysis, research and documentation. Again, we are sorely
disappointed. The Coalition was probably amiss by not pursuing its request under
the law in 1977. We do not plan to be amiss again, too much is at stake.

The Coalition requests that the present DEIS be Immediately withdrawn and

that a new EIS be undertaken. Failing that, we request that any permits for

such preference right leases be denied. Furthermore, under terms of the Freedom
of Information Act (F0IA) ,

we request copies of all comments received on this

DEIS from any and all federal and state agencies. Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

R. Roger Pryor
Program Director
COALITION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Attachments: 1/6/77 Letter to Thomas Roederer
12/1/88 Public Hearing Comments

Cc w/o attachments:
Gov. John Ashcroft
Missouri Congressional Delegation
Members of Missouri General Assembly
Federal Agencies (NPS, EPA, FWS)
State Agencies (DNR, MDC)
Selected Environmental Organizations

COALITION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
ST. LOUIS REGION

6287 DELMAR BOULEVARD / ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63130

PHONE (3141 727-0600
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January 6, 1977

Thomas A. Roederer
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
P.0. Box 937
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Roederer,

Thank you for sending me a draft copy of your
"Environmental Analysis Report on Lead Prospecting
on the Mark Twain National Forest (MISSOURI - 1976 )".

in depth 1 however, I would like to submit some pre-
liminary comments which deal with procedural rather
than substantive issues. A critique of the substantia
issues would require an extensive document. I am doirv
this because I do not believe that the report fulfill:
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 .

(D Relationship of Pros pecting to Mining and Pro -
cessing . It is impossible to separate prospecting
from the subsequent mining and processing. It is,
of course, unrealistic to suppose that, after extensive,
costly prospecting, a permit for mining would be
denied if a major ore deposit were to be discovered.
Therefore, all of the issues discussed in Appendix
3 , Overview of Potential Impacts from Mining, Milling
and Smelting of Lead Ore", should be part of the anal-
ysis of prospecting. It is logically inconsistent,
for example, to discuss the beneficial economic impacts
of raining (p. 32 ) while not discussing the adverse«, "'•'•'"lental impacts of mining (p. 33 ).

(2) Jpvg. Igsqes are Major. Contrary to the conclusion
of the report (p.4l), I believe that there are major
issues involved in opening 1,444,770 acres of public
land to lead prospecting. The necessary road access
will be a major issue especially in the "constraint
areas". When the impacts of mining and processing
are added it is clear that the issues are major.

(3) Tto_Igswes are controversial . As stated in (2)
above, the land use changes from prospecting and
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raining are major and could be highly controversial especially
regarding the constraint areas. And heavy metal pollution is
of extreme concern to many interested in public health. Also
tailings ponds associated with mining could are obviously a
major land use change with serious wildlife habitat destruction
potential.

(4) Consultation with Others . Section IX (p. 39 ), "Consultations
with Others", lists primarily private mining corporations and
resource agencies. Conspicuously absent are public health agencies
and private citizens groups. Citizens groups who have a legitimate
interest in public health and natural resource issues have a very
different point of view than those who you consulted. The report
unfortunately reflects the biases of the consultants.

(5) Solicitation of Public Opinion . A response form on general
unit planning with no specific item on lead mining (p.28) is hardly
significant in gauging public opinion concerning lead prospecting
and mining. And "local attitudes toward lead' mining" are hardly
objective in communities where the local economy is heavily dependent
on lead mining. The issues are complex and need a broad public
examination. These are, after all, national forests used by many
Missourians (and residents of other states). The opinions of these
other citizens should have significant impact on the decision-
making process.

I conclude that, because of the potential serious impacts on
land use, wildlife habitat and public health of prospecting for and
mining and processing lead ore, that the proposed action is a major
federal action and that it will have significant impact on the bio-
logical, social or economic environment not only of the Mark Twain
National Forest but of Missouri and its people.

Therefore, I strongly recommend that an environmental impact statement bi

prepared and that public hearings be held not only in the local
communities .but in Missouri's major population centers.

Please keep me informed of your decision in this matter.

Sincerely,

f&<£*—

.

David E. Bedan
President

INITIAL COMMENTS ON THE HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING DEIS, MARK TWAIN NP

The Coalition for the Environment appreciates this opportunity to com-
ment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Forest
Service and the Bureau of Land Management respecting the proposed mineral
leasing on the Frlstoe Unit of the Mark Twain National Forest. The Coali-
tion has previously commented on the "environmental assessment" on June 30,
19B6, and the EIS "scoping process" on December 22, 1986, on this USX (now
Doe Run Corporation) preference right lease proposal.

Since receiving the DEIS on November 12, we have undertaken to look at
the various resources of the expanded study area and Its surrounding envir-
ons. This has proven to be no small undertaking - It la still ongoing. So,
tonight's comments should be considered preliminary In nature. We expect to
submit more detailed comments before the deadline for public review, which
I understand has already been extended until January 8, 1988. The original
deadline of Christmas Eve was no longer practical as the DEIS was mailed
almost one month later than planned. We respectively submit that the dead-
line should be extended even further until the end of January, as many
folks have only recently received the DEIS, and given the hectic nature of
the holiday season, more time would seem only appropriate.

The Coalition remains skeptical of the DEIS findings and recommenda-
tions. We remain concerned that a region of outstanding natural amenities
might be sacrificed to extract commodities of unproven need or value. And
we are alarmed that the DEIS process has been convoluted In such a way as
to defeat the Forest Service's detailed resource management plan for the
Mark Twain National Forest.

The following points are made In no particular order:

1) The environmental quality of the study area Is clearly at peril, espec-
ially water quality. No more sensitive groundwater area could be found In
Missouri. The dye-testing experiments reported In the DEIS show that the
threat to groundwater Is paramount. While surface water generally flows
Into the Eleven Point River, much -If not most - of the water flows under-
ground Into the Current River. The largest springs of the Missouri Ozarks
- Big and Creer - may be affected.

2) Whether the nation needs the minerals that might underlie this study
area is uncertain at best, but the Importance of the area's natural quali-
ties and recreational demands are all too evident. Congress has acted to

preserve the outstanding scenic, environmental and recreational resources
of the Ozark National Scenic Rtvervays (in 1966) and the Eleven Point
National Scenic River (In 1968). Congress has also established the 16,300
-acre Irish Wilderness. The Forest Service, cooperating with other federal
and state agencies and private Interests, Is routing the Ozark Trail right
through this study area and very close to the actual lease area. These and
many other resources have been dedicated for the epjoyment of future gener-

640

atlons. Should they now be despoiled for short-term profiteering.

3)

The national forests in Missouri were acquired in the !930's under the
authority of the Weeks Act to protect watersheds and restore forest resour-
ces. Much of the area In question was originally designated a game refuge,
and it Is from this reserve that much of the deer and wild turkey were re-
established throughout the state. The mineral leasing proposal is not In

keeping with the reason the federal lands were acquired, nor Is it compati-
ble with the conservation history of the area.

6) It is Interesting to note that Alternative C, which closely approximates
the prescriptions of the Forest Plan, would not allow mineral exploitation
over most of the study area (and none of the proposed lease area). To our
knowledge, no one (from the mineral industry or the environmental organi-
zations) challenged the Forest Plan in respect to mineral activity. Yet,
here Is the Forest Service (and BLM ) retreating from that plan at the first
opportunity. The preferred Alternative D is nothing more than resource
gerrymandering. By redrawing the lines - whether for haul roads, power
lines, tailings or mine facilities - along parameters not consistent with
the Forest Plan, the DEIS recommends opening at least 50X of the study area
to mining activity. This Is a political decision, not a cogent resource
decision.

5) More specific Information on the resource base should be presented for
public review. For example, the DEIS reports that the Forest Service has
prepared a cave inventory for the Mark Twain, but the number and location
of the caves in the study area is not presented In any usable way as to
help the public's assessment. We can assume that most of the known caves
are located In the Gasconade formation where It is exposed along the Eleven
Point and Its tributary streams. But can the general public assume anything
from the Information given?

Rased on what we have seen so far, the Coalition for the Environment
has no choice but to support Alternative A with no mineral leasing.
We will send additional comments later.

For your Information, the Coalition for the Environment Is a statewide
environmental organization founded in 1969. With offices In St. Louis and
Kansas City, the Coalition has more than 30,000 members.

For further information, contact:

R. Roger Pryor
Program Dlrector/St. Louis
(316) 727-0600

February 4,1988

Sue Skidmore
1364 S. Plaza
Springfield, Mo.

65804

Dear Mr. Eric Morse,

I have visited the area concern for the Hardrock Mineral Leasing
proposal. This area is one of our very most special areas of Missouri, of the
Ozarks and midwest Region. Now, how can we sit by and see this destroyed?
We can not, and we will not allow its destruction. No one, that I know, wants
this environmental degradation. Some people want and need jobs but they do not
want to have the Earth destroyed. Public lands are for the use of the public
not the misuse of private corporations. This is a time for transformation, a

time for re-evaluation, to stop putting private greed before public good
and well-being.

Mining for lead is unnecessary, we have enough lead, in fact, too much
lead in our environment and can see throughout history how toxic this element

I

can be. Mining for lead in this sensitive area can have especially disastrous
consequences . . . while the location of the proposed lead mine would be in the
study area ttie lead tailings, reagent pollution, groundwater run off will end up
"downstream' in the Eleven Point River, Big Springs and any • other channels
through which it chooses to surface.

81 I strongly support alternative A - No mineral leasing in the 119,000 acre
study area of the Mark Twain National Forest for maximum protection. Please
make this comment part of the DEIS record on Hardrock Mineral leasing in Missouri.

If we take core pieces of the Earth here, it would be taking the HEART
from the OZARKS.

For the Earth,

Sue Skidmore

copies to Sen. DKnforth,Bcnd, Rep. Taylor, Pres. Reaepn
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Sue Skidmore
1364 S. Plaza
Springfield, Mo.
65804

Dear Mr. Eric Morse,

February 4. 1988

m:u MATi&jAi. t

RCH .V f--’

As the Missouri representative cf Earth First!, I am writing

on behalf of Earth Firstlers, 1,000 strong across Mother Earth,

including the U. S., Australia, 'anada, England, Japan, Mexico,

I

Scotland and Spain. We of Earth First! are strongly opposed to

the Hardrock Mineral Leasing an«i lead mine proposal in the Mark

Twain National Forest in Carter. Oregon, and Shannon Counties in

Missouri

.

We Earth Firstlers strongly support Alternative A of the DEIS,

No mineral leasing in the study area. We Earth Firsteriers are

dedicated to the preservation and the promotion of wilderness and

are unrelenting in this pursuit. We will fight to protect this

sensitive area of the Mark Twain National Forest to the end.

Please make this comment part of the DEIS record on Hardrock

Mineral Leasing in Missouri.

Por the Earth,

Sue Skidmore
Missouri Rep. of Earth First!

and

Earth First! Headquarters
Tucson, Arizona

ccpins to 9m. Canforth,Bmd ,
Rep. Taylor, .•rr.. Rmcpn
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - KANSAS CITY

^NAilUfWl FOREST I—^A-wo
|

School of L

Telephone: (816) 276-1651

February 3, 1988

Supervisor
National Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri

8i

We the undersigned - faculty, staff and students of the
University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law - protest
the decision to resume lead mining in the Mark Twain
National Forest.
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Ark ihAjn naTIohAL forest

Wes Lloyd
Box 266
Viburnum, HO 65566

February 4, 1988

B. Brie Morse
Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain National Porest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

i

I favor exploration and mining to be allowed in the

Oregon County part of Mark Twain National Porest.

I work for The Doe Run Company. In my nineteen years

of service for St. Joe and now Doe Run I have observed how

responsible the Companies have been in protecting the envi-

ronment while mining in the Viburnum Trend. I am an out-

doorsman. This area has plenty of fish and wildlife to

enjoy that coexist with the mining activity.

Lead is very important to our National Economy as well

as State and Local Economies. The Viburnum Trend reserves

are limited. We need to be looking for new reserves as

a \s ii

FEB - 5

1

AmtmWIML'

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Fuchs
808 NE Balboa Ave
Leo's Summit . MO
B40S3

Mr. Eric Morse. Forest Suoervlsor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO

65401

17|

®l

Dear Mr. Morse

i

Ue are very concerned about the prospect of mining In the National
Forest. The primary purposes of the forest would be compromised for the benefit

of the lead mining Industry. The citizens of this state would suffer for years
from the Impact of such a proposal.

We urge that Alternative A [no mining-maximum resource protection]

be adopted for the 119.000 acres In Mark Twain under consideration.

soon as possible.

Thank you.

cc U.S. Senator John Oanforth

U.S. Senator Christopher 8ond

U.S. Representative Alan Uheat

Sincerely yours,

-yvte

Wes Lloyd
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Richard 8. Mary Loy Brown
Route #3, Box 257A
Liberty, MO 64068

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sir:

It has been brought to our attention that you are
seriously considering allowing development of new mineral
reserves In a large area of the Mark Twain National Forest.
We feel that the environmental Impact of any mining would be

Oj detrimental to this wilderness area.

fo)
ins limns p

:
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:

MARK 1WAIN NAIllMl. FOREST
ROUAMa 1

6

Drill sites, electrical high wires and other
acoutrements to mining would greatly alter the outstanding
natural landscape that thousands of tourists enjoy every
year. We fall to see that the value of the minerals mined
from this area could even come close to the value of what
will be lost If you allow this type of development.

6

We are particularly concerned about the tailing
Impoundments, since It Is our understanding that the
underlying rock layers In this area are extremely porous.
Major aquatic attractions like the Current River and Big
Springs would surely be polluted. And for what purpose?
How will mining this unspoiled area benefit the people of
this state?

Mining Is a short-term operation, and when It's over
the wilderness area can never be the same. Any economic
gains end when the miners pull out. Pristine wilderness, on
the other hand, only Increases In value. It will attract
tourists today, tomorrow and In the future. It won't pull
out — as long as we protect It.

I

We are asking you to reconsider the proposal to allow
lead and other hardrock mining In Shannon, Oregon and Carter
Counties, and In any other areas that threaten Missouri's
wilderness heritage. Allowing anv mining In these areas
could unleash a flood. Don't let that happen.

Sincerely,

Richard and Mary Loy Brown A A

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Tom Coleman
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As indicated in the report, the area in question is en-
vironmentally of a very fragile nature. Many species of
flora and fauna indigenous to this area are considered
by Pederal and/or State authorities to be rare and en-
dangered and thus any activity which could cause future
harm to these species must be prevented.

As documented in this report, the nature and properties
of the soil structure in the area are not well under-
stood. The karst terrain which typifies this region is
known to be readily soluble and is riddled by caves,
sinkholes and underground drainages. The movement of
groundwater and aquifers is by the admission of this re-
port somewhat of a mystery, therefore any potential re-
lease of contaminated water by accident or intent cannot
be conclusively confined to the mining area and thus can
be of significant danger to humans and wildlife in the
adjacent areas.

Water quality may be significantly reduced due to soil
erosion from mining activities and the preparation of
the area for mining. The streams in this area are typ-
ical of the Ozark region with cold clear water and rocky
bottoms, and thus will be irreparably damaged due to
siltation from the inevitable soil erosion. Aquatic
life in this region is highly intolerant of any silt-
ation and/or streambed contamination and would undoubt-
ably be affected.

Recreation plays an important and permanent role in the
areas economy and any degradation in recreational
quality could materially affect the long term prosperity
of the region. The areas where recreational quality
could be diminished are; noise, water quality, traffic
and loss of aquatic and terrestrial wildlife.

In the report it is stated that the proposed mining
activity would bring a boost to the local economy by
virtue of increased employment and local spending.
While this is true, the economic boost would be of a
temporary nature at best. Once the recoverable ore has
been reclaimed, all mining activity would cease taking
with it the jobs, income, tax base, etc., that the local
residents have grown so dependent upon. This sudden
loss of revenue will likely have a far reaching impact
on this area for many years hence.

653 653

7.) The future need for lead is highly speculative. The
largest user of lead in recent history has been by the
petrochemical industry as an octane enhancer for motor
fuels. This use has been greatly curtailed if not
completely eliminated due to the banning of lead addi-
tives in motor fuels by the Environmental Protection
Agency. The other major use of lead has been in the
manufacture of lead/acid storage batteries. Recent
technological discoveries promise to render the
traditional lead/acid storage battery obsolete in the
not too distant future thus obviating the need for lead
for this product. Additionally, other sources for lead
exist other than those believed to exist in the Mark
Twain National Forest. These sources should be
exploited first and then and only then should the lead
be recovered from this area and only when the lead that
exists in the Forest be deemed strategically important.

5

6

The report addresses many possible scenarios which could
occur should an accident or release of contaminants take
place. "Mitigating" measures are mentioned which could
reduce the impact of such an incident however such
"mitigating" measures are neither specifically outlined
or properly addressed. A specific plan of prevention
should be a requirement prior to any mining activity and
if such a prevention program cannot be proposed, mining
simply must not occur. Additionally, the report states
that State and Federal water quality standards will
prevent the release of contaminants. These standards
will likely be as effective as speed limit signs are in
preventing speeding!! No standard either Federal or
State will prevent the release of contaminants and are
only effective after a release occurs. And
unfortunately after a release occurs, it is too late to
prevent the inevitable environmental consequences.

0 |
In conclusion, Mr. Morse, our organization opposes any mining

o| activity in this region. The areas of concern are too

I

environmentally fragile to permit any potential activity
which could harm this area for our time or future generations
of Americans. The potential impact on this area has in
general been well presented in the Impact Statement, however
there are too many imponderable events which could occur
which have not been envisioned which could due irreparable
harm to this scenic and treasured National Forest.

Chapter Federation

Jeffrey Ashbaugh
Conservation Officer
101 Roberts
St. Charles, MO 63303

Michael A. Simmons
Vice-President
1008 W. Springfield
Union, MO 63084

Clyde Oligschlaeger
Ava Bass Club
Ava, MO 65608

Pred Bauer
Bass Busters of Cape Girardeau
Oakridge, MO 63767

Richard Grayham
Brushbusters Bass Association
Fairgrove, MO 65401

Bob Adams
Florissant Valley Bassmasters
Plorissant, MO 63033

Robert Stout
Mark Twain Bassmasters
Hannibal, MO 63401

Bruce Quinley
President
2211 S. Kentucky
Sedalia, MO 65301

Charles Ketchum
Secretary-Treasurer
125 Alberto
Florissant, MO 63031

Doug Pendleton
Backlashers Bassmasters
Joplin, MO 64804

Dwight Swain
Bourbeuse Vly Bass Casters
Union, MO 63084

Bob Ballenger
Central MO Bassmasters
Rolla , MO 65401

Bob Manuel
Hill Billy Bass Club
Dunnegan, MO 65640

Don Rarick
Lenexa Bassmasters
Lenexa, KS 66215
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Earnie Cupp
Mid-States Bassmasters
Fairview Heights, IL 62208

Jack Troy
Mossback Bassmasters
Marble Hill. MO 63764

Nick Arena
South St. Louis Bassmasters
Fenton, MO 63026

Dennis Hayden
St. Louis Area Bassmasters
Fenton. MO 63026

Rich Lovell
Mexico Bassmasters
Mexico, MO 65265

Thomas Plummer
New Haven Bass Anglers
New Haven, MO 63068

Benny Stearmann
Sportsmans Edge Bass Club
St. Charles, MO 63303

David Schmidt
Sullivan Area Bassmasters
Sullivan, MO 63080
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Bill Owen
Sedalia Bassmasters
Sedalia, MO 65301

Gary Hollon
1000 Hills Bass Club
Kirksville , MO 64501

Paul Keister
Black River Bassmasters
Piedmont, MO 63957

Ron Hauser
Emerson Bassmasters
Lake St. Louis. MO 63367

A1 Cox
Bootheel Bassmasters
Sikeston, MO

cc: John Knott, Federation Director
Bass Anglers Sportsman Society
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January 28, 1988

Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, M0 65401

Mr. Morse:

I want to document my opposition to proposed lead mining in
the Mark Twain National Forest near Winona, Missouri.

I understand that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared by the Forest Service acknowledges the possibility
of tailings escape from the proposed operation and that, due
to local geology, the escape of tailings potentially,
threatens to pollute surface and ground water in extensive
surrounding areas. I find this unacceptable.

The adverse effect on the environment and quality of life in
the region cannot be justified by promises of industrial
economic development in an area which has historically based
its economy on agriculture and self-sufficiency.

Alternative "A" is the only acceptable choice in this issue.

Sincerely,

/Pp /Pp
J/7/ //w*6

//e/ycA/i; 7ft SfflV

w,

sty /

7*.
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January 28, 1988 January 28, 1988

Eric Horse
Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, HO 65401

Hr. Horse:

I want to document my opposition to proposed lead mining in
the Hark Twain National Forest near Winona, Hissouri.

I understand that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared by the Forest Service acknowledges the possibility
of tailings escape from the proposed operation and that, due

I

to local geology, the escape of tailings potentially
threatens to pollute surface and ground water in extensive
surrounding areas. I find this unacceptable.

Eric Horse
Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Mr. Morse:

I want to document my opposition to proposed lead mining in
the Mark Twain National FOteS

t

-
nea r Winona, Missouri.

I understand that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared by the Forest Service acknowledges the possibility
of tailings escape from the proposed operation and that, due

I

to local geology, the escape of tailings potentially
threatens to pollute surface and ground water in extensive
surrounding areas. I find this unacceptable

. j

6
I

The adverse effect on the environment and quality of life in

the region cannot be justified by promises of industrial
economic development in an area which has historically based
its economy on agriculture and self-sufficiency.

Q| Alternative "A" is the only acceptable choice in this issue.

Sincerely,

P.C &CY F372'/-'/

/ripiu
,
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The adverse effect on the environment and quality of life in
the region cannot be justified by promises of industrial
economic development in an area which has historically based
its economy on agriculture and self-sufficiency.

q|
Alternative is the only acceptable choice in this issue.
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January 28, 1988

Mary V. Garibaldi
2181 Monroe Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104

Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Mr. Morse:

I want to document my opposition to proposed lead mining in
the Mark Twain National Forest near Winona, Missouri.

I understand that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared by the Forest Service acknowledges the possibility
of tailings escape from the proposed operation and that, due

I

to local geology, the escape of tailings potentially
threatens to pollute surface and ground water in extensive
surrounding areas. I find this unacceptable.

I

The adverse effect on the environment and quality of life in
the region cannot be justified by promises of industrial
economic development in an area which has historically based
its economy on agriculture and self-sufficiency.

8| Alternative "A" is the only acceptable choice in this issue.

Sincerely,

2036 Mississippi
Joplin, Mo 34804
February 3, 1908

Mr. Eric Morse. Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 FalrCTOunds Road
Rolla, M0 65401

Dear Sir:

|
dIjLiJJJLL,!:

|J0j - 5

•au imih naiio„u foLeI i

80UAM0

I

As a concerned citizen I am writing to ur<?e that the United
States Forest Service adopt Alternative A for the YJinona District
of the Mark Twain Notional Forest, I feel that thi3 area should
have maximum resource protection.

I live in an area where lead and zinc mining was extensive
and can see first-hand the results. Land now lies worthless
covered with tailing piles. Water seeping from old mines is

polluting the streams and pround water. The short-term economic
01 benefits have been outweighed by the lasting results.

Please save the natural resources of the 'Winona area for

future rrenerations

.

Sincerely yours,

Shirley H. Flood

cc: Senator Danforth
Senator Bond
Representative Taylor
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Ft: bruary 2nd
, 1 938

Dear Sirs;

I an writing concerning the proposed lead mining in Mark Twain National

Forest. My family and I feel very strongly that the Ozsrkr. 1 land, water, and

wildxife will be severely threatened for the short-term benefit of a corporation

dealing in an industry that has a long record of boom ana bust in Missouri. Please

consider the legacy we are leaving our children. Me think it almost inconcievnble

that this would bo allowed to take place uithin a short distance of land that the

federal government has promised to protect in its pristine state. also believe

that no one can guarantee that even barring accidents, we can protect our groundwater,

which we know so little about.

Me have a growing business in herbal products, and •. _!>rgc
;
art of our appeal

is that they art grown in the Czarkr, known nationally x'or its Ciorn n'iromnent one

water. Me feel the ic-ad mining will hurt our bu.in- . r working with

state agencies (n grou > of herb grow .-re known th Cs rk ? nl'ii.* . . .• nt .reject),

to pronot. herb crowing as :*n . it.rnativ carh cru for : issouri fsreerr . There arc

many mark- ts concerned with ro^iucte reduced in pollution-free environments; we feel

that there are implication for many xisting and potential .;mnlx incustrie;, in the

Czarks, not to mention tourism. NO LOAD MINING!

Bob lil bert

3 February 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairground Road
Rolla, MO 65401

RE: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT,
HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING, MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
MISSOURI

Dear Mr. Morse:

Having read the subject DEIS and digested the information
_i therein provided, I am convinced that Alternative "A" is the

8J only viable alternative. I believe that no mining activity
ought to be undertaken in the proposed lease area unless it
can be conclusively shown that:

Newly established lead mines are vital to the
defense of the U.S.A., or are extremely important
to the national economy;

-- AND —

(2) There is no other area in this country where
lead could be mined profitably and with less
obvious danger to the health and well being of
the people, the preservation of the wildlife
and the maintenance of the character of the land.

I am convinced that no reasonable person could answer 'yes'
to either (1) or (2), above, based on the information pro-
vided in the DEIS. The foregoing is the opinion of one
accustomed to making decisions as to the probative value of
evidence, the credibility of statements, etc. Although
now a 'landed peasant' in Oregon County, Missouri (hoping
to remain here in that capacity for the next forty or fifty
years - enjoying the clean air and cool, clear water, etc.)
I was for a number of years a trial court judge in another
state

.

The final EIS must be more convincing as to the real need to
undertake lead mining in the fragile environment of the pro-
posed lease area. Otherwise, many people will view the project
as an attempt by the mining company to phase-out operations in
the Viburnum Trend and move a relatively short distance to the
proposed lease area in what would be (for the company) a
convenient and cost-effective manner, rather than to explore
the possibility of establishing elsewhere a less environmentally
hazardous operation.

662 663
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There are some other matters which ought also to be clarified
in the final EIS. For instance, the DEIS seems to disregard,
underplay or be ambiguous regarding the following:

(a) The idea that mining operations in the Viburnum
Trend have been anything but entirely successful
economically, esthetically

, socially and environ-
mentally;

(b) The differences in topography, and geology (parti-
cularly hydrogeology) between Viburnum and the
proposed lease area;

(c) Any contractural relations (existing or contem-
plated) between the mining company and employees,
labor unions, suppliers, outside contractors and
others which might affect the number and type of
jobs that would be available to current residents
of Oregon and Shannon Counties were lead mining
to become a reality in the proposed lease area.

At least one person at the public hearing at Winona voiced the
old saw, "If we can put a man on the moon, we ought to be able
to rely on this mining company to mine lead in the Mark Twain
National Forest without contaminating the streams, rivers or
underground water, or otherwise hurting the environment."
In view of some of the disasters which have occurred in recent
years, in this country and abroad, the less said about that
cliche' the better.

Living, here or anywhere else, is not without danger. However,
by acting in a prudent manner we can avoid some of the more
obvious pitfalls. There is no place for: "Trust Mel"; or
"Fear notl - this is a state-of-the-art operation"; when it
comes to mining lead in this area.

Thank you,

Sincerely

Joe McCollom
Rt. 1, Box 230
Alton, MO 65606
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February 1 ,
1

'

Mr. Fric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sir, MAhK [WAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA, MO

This letter concerns the mining project for Mark Twain National Forest. I am Writing

this letter because I want to conserve the uniaue environment that the Ozarks offers in

the hopes that someday my children will Ve able to enjoy it as much as I do. This land

was 3et aside as a National Forest. I thought that meant that it was suDoosed to be oro-

tected from the industry of man and as a refuge for wildlife. So what is going on now?

People were always told to take care of our National Forest, no motorized vehicles allowed,

etc. How the Forest Service wants to allow mining? I realize that this would provide jobs

for the people in this area who really need them but at what cost?

Lead can be a very toxic element. Do you really think that by mining lead in that

area, which is surrounded by springs, caves and rivers, that it will not contaminate our

ground water which in turn will contaminate the people and animals that drink it? Not to

mention the fish living in those rivers and springs. Mining will destroy that beautiful

area of the Ozarks that Missourians are so proud of and famous for.

The people in that area are blinded by the orosnect of a job. The industry doesn't

produce all the facts as to the effects of lead mining to the land, wildlife and the

people because there is no way of knowing the full impact until it is much too late. There

is no turning back once a mistake of this magnitude is made. Once they start mining, that

land will never be the same again. I don't care how many precautions they say they will

take. I have heart too many times of "accidental" toxic drainage leaking into the ground

water from industries such as this. V.e cannot afford such accidents.

The devastating effects of this would be irreversible. Missouri has the most beau-

tiful and unique environment in America. rleace don't allow it to be destroyed. Find some

other tvne of business for those people in that area so they can have jobs and still have

a safe and beautiful environment to live in. Thank you very much for your time.

Sincerely,

ra ejjllijix

[pjj
FE8 - 5 1988

James River Animal Hospital

Hwy 160 and CC • Rt. 3. Box 14M
Nixa, MO 65714

OFFICE: 417-725-1997 K.G. SILVA D.V.M.
D A. HARDY. D.V.M
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William Lemax
General Delivery
Ava, Mo 65608

February 3, 1988

Eric Morse
U.S. Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Jra
g b e a w f

M FEB -5 1988

I ,

27
|

A few days ago I learned from a radio announcement that (unnamed)
requestors or petitioners asked for approval to permit lead and zinc
mining in the Mark Twain National Forest in the Southeastern Missouri
Ozark region. The gall of such petitioners to seek such approval, which
if granted could only result in devastating environmental effects to

the forest, land and water resources of the area, is mind-boggling. No
metal, be it gold, or any amount of it, can justify the exploitation of
a beattiful region with a fragile water table, full of springs.

The public observes aesthetics in forest land, good waterways, a

and nature's beauty, not in metal or mining of same. It would be a

travesty to allow the profit-minded industrially motivated few to obtain
a priority in devastating the aesthetic environment of the public today
and in the future; the same type of profit-mongers have already un-
caringly and recklessly wreaked permanent havoc on the environment as
seen in the Appalachian Mountains, particularly in Tennesee, West Vir-
ginia, Kentucky and Pennsylvania. They have polluted the waterways ‘

of this country with impunity; one has only to observe the water through
out most of this country to recognize the pollution caused by industry
and many municipalities.

Industry always claims that they 'create jobs' and they will
'recreate the original environment' . No number of jobs is sufficient to
compensate for their resulting ruination of the environment for this
and future generations. Their futile attempts to recreate the ruined I

landscape are unfortunately attested to by anyone who has seen such in
the mountains of eastern Tennesee. Mostly, after they have 'milked' the
area, they either go bankrupt or simply abandon it. Moreover, the profit
mongers have no ability in landscape architecture. Once natural environ-
ment is destroyed, it's permanent-- no industry is capable of recreating

6 natural environment,

Public land was set aside to prevent such destruction of environ-

ment as is inherent in this subject issue which should be summarily
denied

.

Very^fcrjjly yours^

6
I

Mr. Erio Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairground* Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Sir:

620? Eiohelberger

St. Louis, Missouri 6^109
February 4, 1988

Jul F£B -5 1988

tW^WWAJN NATIONAL fORtil
ROLLA M0

I

I am writing to urge the ForestService not to allow mining in

the Winona District of our lark Twain Forest which is in the heart

of our beautiful Oaark country, wherein lie some of our largest

springs and clear streams.

I

lf this were an emergency I would not object, but the Forest

Service has an obligation to be stewards and caretaker* of our

national forests and not allow the degradation and irreversible

destruction of some of our most beautiful wilderness areas. I

firmly believe that tourism will bring in as much, if not more

in the future, sound economy as lead mining would.

8|

It is important that the Forest Service adopt Alternative A

of its Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely,

Doris McAnulty *
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Secretary of Agriculture,
United States Departnent Agriculture,
Forest Service,
Mark Twain National Forest,
401 Fairgrounds Road,
Rolls, Missouri. 65401.

Dear Secretary of Agrioulture,

1 February 1988

Brik B. Weaver,
106 Garfield Street.
West Plains, Hissouri,

85775.
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L.faal obliged to state ay position concarnlng the proposed AffAD

ATM/g in the /MM UATIQHAL FOREST.

Slxu—I—tflfll in. ny heart that this land ia about to bo sonad.

I truly believed that once land became designated National Forest
that meant that at least these snail areas of Auerica were to be set
aside, in reverenoe to our future generations.

In fact sir, the reason that I personally feel so strongly about
this 1 8 that 1 want ny children s ohildren to be able to walk anong
all the beautiful parts of our lovely country.

This is why we NEED National Forest to now, and forever, renain
UN-MOLBSTBD. Large corporations are chewing our world to pieoes,
nostly without any regard for our planet.

I want to see legislation brought forward and signed in to lau to
orotaot our National Forast from ALL RAPIST. I want to know that all
ny future generations will be able to see what beauty Anerica has to
offer.

It simolv is not right to spend our children 's inheritanco on such
base urges as LEAD MINES for God ' s sake! If you truly love America as
I, then there must be a resolution to protect the gifts our country
has to offer us and our descendants.

8|
I DQ HOI uont this leadnlniog QuajULtioa to be alloHed.

February 1,1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Gail M. Campagna
1410 E. University St.

Springfield, MO. 65804
1-417-887-0976
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I have recently read that there is a proposal for some mining to be done in

the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest that will soon be voted on.

I

I am very opposed to lead raining in this area because I feel it will eventually
polute the water supply both above-ground and below ground. Water is a necessity
for every living thing and once the water supply is polluted lengaberm damage
is done.

I also enjoy exploring. .caves and hiking and canoeing ect. ect. . The Winona
District is the recharge spot for Big Spring, Manmoth Spring and Greer Spring,

three of the largest springs in the Ozarks. There are also many other springs

with smaller discharges also in this area. Big Spring is said to be the largest

single-outlet spring in the United States!! If you have never seen these springs

I

I urge you to visit then before making a decision. If lead mining is allowed to be

done here the toxic waste will not only pollute the water but it will kill the
breath taking wild life in this area and further down stream.

Help us preserve the natural beauty of the Ozarks and protect the Winona
District so our children and grand children will be able to see these spectacular
springs. Every year we loose more and more of our wildlife to technology and

man has a habit of rushing into change things too often. The Ozarks is a very
special area in todays world. We have so many natural wounders we must protect,

for if we don't nobody else will.

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Gail M. Campagna,
National Speleological Society
Ozark Highland Grotto
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CASTILLON GEO-SCI CONSULTING
620 E. Harrison Springfield. Missouri 65806

(417) 831-9398
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B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervision ———————
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Re: DEIS for Hardrock Mineral Leasing Mark Twain Forest

I have listened to and read many of the arguments for and against the

Hardrock Mineral Lease in the Mark Twain Forest. My students and I

have visited most of the mines in southeast Missouri. We have visited
and tested the waters in most of the springs and rivers in Southeast
Missouri. I have directed eleven town studies in Southeast Missouri.
During the last ten years my students and I have researched many aspects
of the area of the Hardrock Mineral lease. I would like to offer a

few comments on the DEIS that are the result of these years of study.

Comment No. 1

I commented a few years ago on the Land and Resource Management
Plan for the Mark Twain National Forest. At that time I stated
my objection to the road building program and timber sales
program for the Mark Twain Forest. I feel that granting the
Hardrock Lease would allow for more roads to be built and more
timber cutting both of which I oppose.

Comment No. 2

My students and I agree that Greer Spring is the most beautiful
natural area in Missouri. I thank Mr. Dennig

.
for sharing it

with us for all these years. I was against the sale of Greer
Spring to Anheuser-Busch for a bottling plant for spring water.
My students and I have tested the water there for 10 years and
find it to be no better or worse than any of the other major
springs in southeast Missouri. Anheuser-Busch could get the

same quality spring water from many other not so scenic springs
in southeast Missouri.

Comment No. 3

Almost every argument I have heard for granting the Hardrock
Mineral lease has included a plea for more jobs to solve the

unemployment problem in Oregon County. The Employment Security
office of the state of Missouri has provided me with the
following unemployment data for 1987.

B. Eric Morse
February 4, 1988
Page -2-

County 1987
Iron County 14.7
Oregon County 8.6
Reynolds County 19.2
Shannon County 15.0

Missouri Average 6.2

The counties of the Viburnum Trend (present lead mining area in
Missouri - Iron, Reynolds and Shannon counties) have an unemployment
problem. Oregon County is not going to solve its unemployment
problem by opening a lead mine. In the 11 town studies my students
and I have conducted in southeast Missouri the number one cause for
unemployment was miners out of work. If the people of Oregon County
believe they can solve their unemployment problem by the granting of
the Hardrock Lease they need only look at the counties to the north
to see that what they will be doing is adding to their problem
rather than solving it.

I know that this letter will not be popular with the many persons
at Doe Run, Amax, Cominco, and Asarco that have enhanced the educational
experiences of many of my students by taking them through the mines.
My own experiences with the mines have all been very positive. They
work very hard to make their operations as environmentally safe as
possible. At the present time, I see no good reason for granting the
lease

.

I support Alternative A because:

8
|

The Forest Service should be protecting our forests not
developing them.

8l
3 -

The Hardrock lease will not solve the unemployment problem
in Oregon County.

The potential for damage to Greer Spring is present.

The US does not need a new source of lead in the near
future.

Sincerely,

David A. Castillon
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WHY CHANGE SOMETHING THAT BENEFITS SO MANY? - Page 2

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor Februar
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. M0 65401

Dear Sir:

Having sent the following letter to the Editors of our local

believing we in this area will also be affected by the final

therefore respectfully request you use the power of your office to prevent

this and future destruction of our forests, streams and wildlife.
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WHY CHANGE SOMETHING THAT BENEFITS SO MANY?

An Environmental Impact Study Draft released in October 1987 by the U.S. Forest
Service, in response to an application by the Doe Run Mining Co., (Doe Run
operates five Lead Mines at Viburnum, Bulck and Fletcher) endorsed a plan to

allow Doe Run to mine lead on about half the 120,000 acres in Carter. Shannon,
and Oregon counties.

The Study also showed that dye injected at various points (Willow Springs, West
Plains, Mountain View, Winona and numerous points within the Mark Twain National
Forest) found its way into the underground water supplies, which feed Big
Springs, Greer Springs, Mammouth Springs, the National Scenic Riverway (Current
River) and Eleven Point River.

While acknowledging that mine tailings, fumes, and dust pose a substantial risk
to timberland, wildlife, streams, and groundwater, the EIS notes that mining
would "improve the area by providing mining jobs and increasing the tax base."

Harold Myers, chief geologist at Doe Run, said on November 23 that the lead
mining operation would generate about 100 jobs, about half of which would be
filled by local workers. The other half would be filled by workers from closed
mines in other areas .

When asked about water pollution, Myers conceded that all the problems had not
been solved. "The problem Is putting the tailings someplace and keeping them In
place." Of the 5,000 tons of ore extracted, only 250 to 500 tons might be lead.

The rest of the tonage would be made up of tailings. Tailings are stored in

holding ponds and held by earthen dams. While in storage, the metals must be
prevented from leaking into ground and surface water. Myers admitted that the
porous limestone that underlies the Mark Twain National Forest is very
susceptible to groundwater pollution.

"
We don't yet know how to deal with that ."

A final environmental impact statement will be issued in April 1988 by regional
officials for the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management. At that
time, a decision will be made by the bureau on the mining lease applications.

Who are the people living in the area around southern Missouri especially near
the Mark Twain and Clark National Forests and the National Scenic Riverway? Why
did they choose to live there? Why are they staying there?

Who are they? People from every walk of life. Many were born and raised
there. Many have retired from their jobs in the cities and other states. Sad

to say, some are even hiding from the law.

Why did they choose to live there? Various reasons, of course, but primarily

because of the climate, beauty of the area, serenity and lack of hustle and
bustle of industrial areas. Many retired from those Industrial areas to get
away and relax and enjoy In peace and quiet their few remaining years. Very
few chose to live there because of the job potential, except maybe those pot
growers and drug pushers and those leaches who think they can make a fast

buck off the unsuspecting elderly and handicapped. There are also a few who

found they could draw on various relief agencies in the area because there
are so few jobs (these are people who would disappear if you offered them a

job), and poachers.

Why are they staying there? Tl._ same reasons apply because to date no major

changes have occurred.

So — Who are the people in the area that would change all this for a lead

mining company or a timber exploiter or a chemical company? In my opinion
these people are malcontents, union leaders who have lost their control,
politicians, and rabble rousers (paid by those industries).

Private property owners are not practicing reforestation and soil

conservation without being paid by the government. I've watched thousands of

acres of woodlands bulldozed into gullies and burned to make room to plant

fescue and "get rich quick" off a herd of beef cattle.

If those people living in that area don't like the way It Is, let them move

to economically depressed areas like Houston, Texas, etc., and see what
Industry can do to life. Don't try to change something that benefits so many
more hundreds of thousands of people than the few that would benefit from the

jobs created. And what happens when the mines play out or the chemical plant
needs another tax write off, or more space to dump waste, and the timber Is

all gone? What then?

Wake up! Make a copy of this and send it to your congressmen, legislators,
U.S. Forestry Service, the governor and president.

-30-

Sincerely,

2028 W. Broadway

Bolivar. M0 65613
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla , MO 65401

Dear Sir*

Rte 5, Box 1184
Springield, Mo. 65803
February 4, 1088

A&kTSvAIN NATIONAL ftiftST
ROLLA, MO.

I want to express my strongest opposition to the Doe Run Company's
proposed exploration for lead and zinc deposits in our Ozarks area
of the Mark Twain National Forest for the following reasons 1

1. The preliminary environmental impact study recognized the in-
evitability of pollution but deemed it not a "significant" threat.
Significant is a term subject to broad and flexible interpretation,
ranging from an imperceptible decline in quality of life and numbers
of fish and o+her species of water and land life to anything shor+

of ins+antaneous fish kills and skyrocketing cancer death rates.'

6

2. The Ozarks* kars+ limestone formation is especially susceptible
+0 pollution as it would not be confined to the immediate affected
national fores* area but would spill into the wells, springs and
rivers in -the nearby Irish Wilderness, Ozark National Scenic River-
ways and adjacent privately owned lands lying to the souih, east and
west. There is simply no valid comparison between a limestone karst
formation and that of underlying granitic rock such as is found in
the Viburnum area.

3- The economic benefits of mining are grossly exaggerated, even
dis+or+ed, and the Viburnum area is a poor example of prosperity or
a stable economy. Ugly and blighted, it has been the scene of labor
disputes, strikes, violence, shutouts, shutdowns and unemploymen*
which made headlines wi+hin the past few years, "he name change to
The Doe Run Co. is an attempt to divorce the present company from
negative association wi+h its history in Virbunum.

d 4. Too lit+le attention has been given to the heal+h threa 4 posed

6j by mining pollution. The Joplin area is the site of some of the
oldest extensive lead and zinc mines in the state and also has *he
highest incidence of cancer, a fac 4 which has long puzzled public
health officials. Recent testing of samples taken^rom mine shafts
and 4 unnels which honeycomb 4 he area yielded high' levels of carcino-
gens, raising 1 he question of a direct link with *he cancer ra*e.
riot ye 4 indisputably established

,
the probability is cer 4 ainly high

and a substan 4 ial cause for suspicion and avoidance of lead and zinc
mining.

yl 5- The demand for lead will diminish significantly in fu 4 ure years
•\ as o 4 her, safer substances replace it. Because of its highly poison-

I

ous quali 4 ies, lead has been banned from pain* and many o
4 her uses.

The wooded hills and clear streams of our “'zarks are irreplaceable,

I

fragile resources and it is extremely short-sighted to sacrifice them
for a temporary industry. Nb environment, once destroyed, can be re-
stored to i*s former state.

We are stewards of our land and resources and have a responsibility
to pass them on to future generations. I am sympathetic to the eco-
nomic problems of people living in Carter, Oregon and Shannon Coun+y
but do not see "'he Doe Run Co.'s mining activities as a positive solu-
tion to their long range problems.

I appreciate your consideration of my viewpoint.

Sincerely,

DOROTHY HAGEWOOD
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Robert Esther
2604 N. Glenstone
Springfield, Missouri 65803

Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Re: Lead Mining in Mark Twain National Forest

Dear Mr. Morse:

I urge the adoption of Alternative A assuring maximum
resource protection in Mark Twain National Forest. I urge
that lead mining permits not be issued. I urge that this
area be assured the strictest protection.

Jl
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Sincer ly

,

Robert Esther

cc: Senator Christopher Bond, Senator John Danforth,
Representative Gene Taylor
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Route 2, Box 2060
Holts Summit, Mo- 65043
February 1- 1988

Forest Supervisor
U. S.D-A- - Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla, Mo. 65401 III FEB - f
1983

Dear Sir, MAkft (WAIN NATIONAL
ROLLA. MO

This letter is in reference to the proposed mining of the Mark
Twain National Forest for lead. As I mentioned in my testimony
at the hearing held in Jefferson City at the Governor Hotel. I am
fully opposed to any further mining of this land. Having read
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Hardrock Mineral
Leasing of the Mark Twain National Forest Missouri. I direct your
attention to the following excerpts from this document.

1) Abstract III - And I quote; "The analysis indicates that
implementation of an alternative other than no action could
result in unavoidable adverse effects to water resources by

changing flow patterns and introducing pollutants into the

environments; to biological resources by reducing habitat
and/or disturbing species; and to visual quality and land

character through landscape modification and the Introducing

of structures" I can favor no other alternative than
Alternative A.

2) Karst Terrain - pg. 29 "The study area lies in a region of

well developed karst terrain." Should a spill or leak in a

tailing pond occur the result could be catastrophic to the

springs and waters of the free flowing rivers. It i3 not
worth the chance. The National Park System is opposed to

this plan as a dye tracing showed up at Big Springs- I vote
for Alternative A.

3) Vegetation - pg- 44 "The potential for future plant
discoveries exist. " "Glade areas are sensitive to

disturbance. " pg- 45 "If these unique habitats are altered
or destroyed, the species dependent on them may be
endangered. Some of these habitats with their associated
species have never been abundant. " It is not worth the

risk I vote for Alternative A.

4) Water Contamination pg. 70 "In the Viburnum Trend, erosion
on the downstream face of tailing impoundments has been a

significant source of water contamination by tailings." I

personally don't think technology is sufficient to guarantee
no contamination in the new lease area- I vote for
Alternative A-

410
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5) Visual Resource pg. 80 "Tailings Impoundments would create
the largest openings (200 - 300 acres) and have the
potential of creating the greatest impact on the visual
resource The impoundments usually surround by
dead trees " I don't think the citizens of the State
would appreciate the visual damage to this area, an area
used for recreation by many. I vote for Alternative A.

In conclusion. I could continue showing the dichotomy of your

I

document and common reason- me miCigaCfon nieas-arej iisCeur uuii C

even come close to resolving the destructive nature of the mining
lease- The need for lead in future large quantities has not been

7 | demonstrated I believe that if you really read your document
and analyze the benefits gained and place this against the

0| potential distructlon, the only sound conclusion you will accept

Q|
will be Alternative A.

Thank you for your time

Sincerely.

'BLjQJP-
Ronald D- Hansen

cc: U. S- Senator Christopher Bond
U- S. Senator John C- Danforth
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2366 East Berkeley
Springfield, MO 65804
February 3, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rol la, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:
Attached is a statement concerning our position on

proposed lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest.
This position statement was written by members of the White
River Group of the Sierra Club.

Si

Wallace R.

Sen.
Sen.
Rep.

John Danforth
Christopher Bond
Gene Taylor

411
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As Missouri citizens concerned about our present and

future environment we, the undersigned, feel we have to

speak out against the proposed lead mining in the Winona

district of the Mark Twain National Forest. This project

promises to leave what presently is a beautiful wilderness

area, a scarred ruin both above and below the earth’s

surface. It threatens not only the sanctity of the Greer

Springs and the Eleven Point River, but all of the Ozark

National Scenic Riverways as well as Big Spring and the

Irish Wilderness. The 119,000 acre study area would be

pockmarked with drill sites, vent shaft clearings, mine/mill

sites, dewatering ponds, and tailing impoundments.

Even if one were to ignore this threat to the beauty of

our Ozark hills, the possible pollution to both surface and

ground water supplies should be of utmost concern. Both

Greer and Big Spring, the two largest springs in Missouri,

are fed from in and around the project area. It is possible,

if not probable, that toxic materials could enter the local

ground water supply since all evidence points to the likely

failure of toxic tailing impoundments. A tailing impoundment

failed near Viburnum in 1977 resulting in a toxic spill, and

this area is known to be geologically more stable than the

proposed new site. If a failure does occur , one must

consider the costs not only in terms of time and money in an

effort to correct the situation, but also in respect to

Public health and happiness.

Mining permits are to be issued for National Forest

land only when that mining doesn’t threaten to jeopardize

the purposes for which the land was originally acquired. In

this case those purposes are: soil conservation, watershed

and wilderness protection, outdoor recreation, and timber

production. Thus it seems strange that a project which

obviously threatens all of the above principles should even

be considered. We strongly urge that Alternative A(no mining

and maximum resouce protection) be adopted.

Sincerely Yours,

ii-erra CJ^ '

,

682 683
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TnAnK MAIN fWFIONAL fufvtil
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Mr. Eric Morse
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, M0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I am extremely concerned about the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement recommending that hardrock mineral leasing be
allowed within 119,000 acres of the Mark Twain National
Forest. Lead is a highly toxic and cumulative element and
I feel that the impact of lead mining on ground water resources
must be carefully considered. "Contamination of groundwater
is a particularly troubling problem because, unlike the
pollution of air or lakes, ground water is inaccessible
making clean up virtually impossible." ( Science , June 20,
1986)

6
|

The proposed mining lease area recharges several springs
in the region, but DEIS fails to show fully the interaction
of these waters. It is impossible to determine with present
data how lead mining will affect water quality. Tailings
disposal is also a problem, as recreational, agricultural
and sewage impoundments are historically subject to failure
in the area. If leakage were to occur, "such a collapse
could be a very difficult, if not impossible, one to plug
at reasonable cost.” (DEIS, p. 122) The DEIS does not indi-
cate what levels of lead and other metals would be allowed
in the water of the study area if mining were to take place,
Cushman, R.L., et.al., (Toxicity of 39 Trace Elements, Oak
Ridge National Laboratories/TN/5973 , 1977), have demonstrated
that heavy metals adversely affected aquatic biota at levels
far below those allowed by Missouri Regulation.

I

For the reasons stated above, I urge you to adopt Alternative
A (no mining - maximum resource protection).

Sincerely,

sJCvMl 1 iOecCtnoi^-

Susan Wedenoja

412
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1 February 1938

r. Eric Morse, 1 orest Supervi
.'•ark Twain National Forest
A01 Fair- rounds Rd

.

Rolla, MO

.

Re:

jlJJLBigigp

F£9 - 5 I

\MKK (.VAIN NATIONAL fCKtal

Pronosed i.'.ineral Le^i^Vii -
.Vinona District

Dear ‘r. Morse

:

As a nembei* and officer cf Jugar Chanter of the Ozark

I
Society, I write to urre that Alternative A (no rr.ining-

8 1 maximum resource orotection) be adopted. If permits are
issued for mining operations in the ‘'ark '"wain National
Forest in the area (shown on inclosed map) near Greer

I

Srrin r which emnties into the Eleven Point River, there is
a strong possibility that the beauty of this area would be
harmed for generations to come and that the purity of the
water would be endangered. Tailings from lead mines, in

I

case of pond failure or darr. collapse, could then flow un-
abated into the springs and river system. And because of
the karst nature of the soil, the underground water would be
vulnerable to dagradation. These waters eventually reach

I other streams and rivers, affecting the fish and river life.
61 And they flow into iu - the river system of Arkansas.

The primary pumoses for which the National Forest land
was acquired include: soil conservation, watershed pro-
tection, wilderness protection, outdoor recreation and
timber production. Many people and families float these
rivers and enjoy the peaceful beauty of its invironment.
Let us not lose these priceless treasures, thus depriving
our children and grandchildren and generations to come from
enjoying what we have loved.

As a life long citizen of Kansas City, Missouri, till our
retirement in late 1976, I floated several of these rivers
in southern Missouri for 8 years (including the Eleven Point)
and my husband for 22 years. Please do not let lead mining
destroy their beauty.

Conies to:
Senator Danforth) ...

Senator Rond )

Senator Harrmerschmidt

Sincerely,

J., 1 ' <-
-

Mary J/lrgintci Lucas, Secretary
Sugar Charter, Ozark Society
5 Kensington Dr.
Bella Vista, AR. 72714

irkansas
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February 3. 1988

Mr. Eric B. Morse. Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

H R. SCHOOLCRAFT CHAPTER
P O BOX 4761 GS
SPRINGFIELD. MISSOURI 6580#

6|

Mr. Morse:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment In writing on the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) concerning proposed
hardrock mineral leasing In the Mark Twain National Forest. We
have commented publicly at the hearings In Jefferson City and
Winona. Missouri. Previously, we have commented on various

management plans and attended hearings connected with the Eleven
Point River, the Irish Wilderness, and the Ozark National Scenic
Rlverways. I believe we have demonstrated our sincerity of purpose
In protecting these areas from perceived threats to their quality. As
you know, this area is unique In the Ozarks. and as such, one of a
kind In the world. It should not come as a surprise then, that we are

disappointed In the recommendation of the Forest Service as stated

In the DEIS.

Most of the obvious environmental impacts have been at least

mentioned In the statement. With the acknowledgement that many
of the Impacts would be degradatlve. and the admission that many
are difficult to control, it Is surprising, and somewhat confusing to us
that the Forest Service would recommend any leasing. Are we to

assume that the Forest Service believes the economic benefits will

override environmental consequences whose magnitude are
unknown? Recommending on such a formula Involving unknowns
certainly seems unwise. It almost appears that the Forest Service has
reached a conclusion without the groundwork to get there.

There are several Illustrations of this procedure In the DEIS. For
instance, the Forest Service, almost off-handedly. delegates
environmental pollution control to the MO Department of Natural
Resources (DNR). The fact is that the DNR has little control over
subsurface mining Impacts. DNR. who would be responsible for the
bulk of the mitigation, was not even represented at the public
hearings. Are they reluctant to come forward and let the public
know how much control of mitigation they really have?

Factors involved In the possible contamination of groundwater In this

highly karstlfled region are only superficially addressed In the DEIS.
As stated by one of the officials at the Jefferson City hearing, leakage
or collapse to groundwater Is difficult to predict in these types of
terrain. Tom Aley has pointed out that almost all the streams in the
area lose flow to bedrock, so locating facilities will be even more
difficult. A Tailings pond collapse or leakage could contaminate
Missouri's largest springs, yet this potential Impact is not sufficiently
assessed

8

8

6

8 |

We believe that the primary objectives of the Forest Management
Plan will not be served by Implementing hardrock mining. The DEIS
really offers no explanation of why an alternative was chosen which is

not In line with these objectives. Indeed, you have recommended
that the plan be modified to fit the chosen alternative. This certainly

seems like a backwards step for sensible forest management.

All of these inconsistencies point to one disheartening, yet almost
Inescapable conclusion. Namely, that the decision to mine has
already been made and the DEIS process is a lip service to the public

participation process. I sincerely hope. sir. that I am wrong on this

point. And I hope that the Forest Service will see past short-term
economic gains and realize that they must be the leaders in wise land

stewardship.

Thank you again for this opportunity to comment. As you will have
concluded we strongly support Alternative A - No Leasing.

Respectfully.

Loting Bullard
Missouri Conservation Chairman
The Ozark Society

cc: Honorable Christopher S. Bond
Honorable John C. Danforth
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February 1, 1988

BURROUGHS AUDUBON SOCIETY
Ol GREATER KANSAS CITY

February 5, 1986

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

For further Information contact:

Esther Myers, Chairman, Conservation Committee (016) 942-8066

Paul Williams, Member, Conservation Committee (816) 471 - 5832

AUDUBON GROUP FAVORS MAXIMUM RESOURCE PROTECTION

Mr Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla MO 65401

Oear Sir:

6

8

We ask that this statement be included in the public record.
We represent 231 members.

Thank you,

The Ozark Wilderness Waterways Club was founded in 1956 for
the preservation of Ozark streams, and has been active in

river conservation for thirty-two years. It follows, therefore,
that we are apposed to the possibility of lead mining in the
Mark Twain National Forest, since it has been clearly shown
it would have disastrous environmental consequenses . We
therefore support Alternative A as presented in the Oraft
Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Forest Service
and the Bureau of Land Management — no mineral leasing /

maximum resource protection.

Sincerely,

8

8

8

7

®l

The Burroughs Audubon Society of Greater Kansas City has analysed

the Environmental Impact Statement meant to evaluate the proposal for

lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest and found it to be grossly

inadequate and faulty. It has concluded that Maximum Resource Protection,

Alternative A, is the only appropriate choice the U.S. Forest Service

and the Bureau of Land Reclamation could select.

The Society would prefer that they reject the Statement and require

that it be redone because:

- it fails to fully review the scientific literature on the impact

of lead mining.

- it fails to show whether lead mining in this sensitive ecosystem

could be profitable.

- it fails to come to grips with the long-term costs of controlling

the mine tailings, a toxic waste.

The Burroughs Audubon Society works for conservation of wildlife

and its habitat, and to educate ourselves and others regarding our

place and relationships within the natural environment. It has more

Post Office Box 16032, Kansas City, Mo., 64112

than 2,500 members in metropolitan Kansas City, Missouri and Kansas.

Ill*
REVIEWED AND APPROVED:

693 695

Greater Ozarks Audubon Society

8
I

6|

6

^
' The Greater Ozarks Audubon Society board of directors

|

voted at Its 'January meeting to oDpose lead mining operations
I

In the Mark Twain National Forest. For that reason, we support
alternative A of the draft environmental impact statement
on hardrock mineral leasing.

I

We believe lead mining is inconsistent with existing life
forms, including people, currently existing in this area. We
are particularly concerned because this area is known nationally
for the quality of its natural resources.

We do not accept the contention that existing laws will
protect these resources. The potential for extreme environmental
degradation is too high to risk as a test of the validity of

current enforcement techniques

.

An affiliate of National Audubon Society, GOAS has a
membership of approximately 800 members in Greene. Webster, Barry,
Lawrence, Christian, Stone and Taney counties of Missouri.

n e is n w is n
FEB - 5 I

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL fUKEST

Mark Goodman

Conservation Chairman

Springfield, Missouri

IS
d @ H 0 % "T

lAJ FEB - 5 1988

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
R0UA MO.

Please Reply To:
307** E. Avalon Dr.
Springfield, MO 65804

February 5, 1988

B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65^01

Dear Mr. Morse:

Since release of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain
National Forest, Missouri last November, thousands
of citizens and numerous organizations have had the
opportunity to learn about the proposal to mine lead
in the 119,000 acre area along the Eleven Point
National Scenic River. They have expressed alarm
over the plan they feel will almost certainly ruin
this precious Ozark region fox ever.

Since the November release of the DEIS, boards,
executive committees, and officers of thirty-two
national, state, and regional organizations
representing over 80,000 citizen members have
elected to join together in voicing outright
opposition to the plan proposed in the DEIS. While
we are also taking the opportunity to prepare
individual and more specific comment on the DEIS,
we are joining together as a demonstration of the
strong, broadly-based opposition to the hardrock-
mining which has been proposed.

These goups are:
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Letter to B. Eric Morse
February 5» 1988
Page Two

Letter to B. Eric Morse
February 5. 1988
Page Three

American Rivers
Washington, D.C.

Arkansas Canoe Club
Conway , AR

Burroughs Audubon
Kansas City, MO

Coalition for the Environment
St . Louis

,
MO

Kansas City, MO
Drury College Environmental
Club

Springfield, MO
Earth First!
Tuscon, AZ

East Ozarks Audubon
Farmington, MO

Environmental Action and
Alert Group

SMSU, Springfield, MO
Grassroots Institute

Belleville, IL
Grand Gulf Audubon

West Plains, MO
Greater Ozarks Audubon

Springfield, MO
Greenwood Forest
Local Committee for a Lead-
Free Ozarks

Alton, MO
Missouri Audubon

St . Louis , MO
Missouri Native Plant Society

Jefferson City, MO
Missouri Parks Association

Jefferson City, MO
Missouri Speleological Survey

Arnold, MO

New Life Farm
Brixey, MO

Ozark Area Community Congress
Ozarks Environmental Coalition

Springfield, MO
Ozark Gateway Audubon

Joplin, MO
Ozark Mountain Paddlers

Springfield, MO
Ozark Organic Growers Association

Parthenon
,

AR
Ozark Society

Little Rock, AR
Ozark Wilderness Waterways Club

Kansas City, MO
River Bluffs Audubon

Jefferson City, MO
St. Louis Audubon

St. Louis, MO
St. Louis Open Space Council

St. Louis, MO
Sierra Club, Arkansas Chapter

Little Rock, AR
Sierra Club, Ozark Chapter

St. Louis, MO
The Water Center

Eureka Springs, AR
Webster Groves Nature Study
Society
Webster Groves, MO

As further indication of the broad public opinion in
opposition to this plan we attach recent editorials from
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Kansas City Times, Joplin Globe,
and the West Plains Daily Quill. We respectfully request
that this statement and attachments be included as part of
the public record of comments.

Greg F. Iffrig
Executive Committee,
Forestry Committee
Ozark Chapter , Sierra Club

There is no publicly defensible alternative other than no action.

|
We collectively petition the Forest Service and BLM to abandon

O the mining plan and adopt Alternative A.
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Ozark Chapter/ Sierra Club

February 2, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla. MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

The Ozark Chapter of the Sierra Club has a long-standing interest in the

management and care of Missouri’s Mark TWain National Forest As you knew, we
are still involved in final negotiations regarding the Land and Resource

Management Plan (LRMP), completed in June, 1986. Now the most recent release

of the DEIS for Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest outlines

the Forest Service recommendation to amend the LRMP after little more than a

year of being formally approved, and thereby allow increased lead mining
Approval of the LRMP came after a lengthy planning program of the Forest Service

and review sessions by our organization. numerous other groups, and hundreds of

citizens. Each of us participated assuming that Forest Service direction and

public involvement would lead to sound agency planning The sudden decision of

the Forest Service to new recommend revising that plan to allow yet more

destructive development causes us a great deal of alarm. Nevertheless, we remain
steadfastly determined to work with the Forest Service to protect the outstanding

natural resources of the Mark Twain National Forest In that atmosphere we offer

the following comments and attachments as part of the public comment on this

DEIS

NATIONALLY IMPORTANT OZARK REGION

The Ozark region of Missouri is a relatively undeveloped, but widely known
karst area with such trademark areas as Greer Spring the Irish Wilderness, the

Jacks Fork. Current and Eleven Point Rivers, and numerous sites for a rich and
sometimes complex biota (pages 45-46, DEIS).

Please reply to

3074 E. Avalon Dr.
Springfield, MO 65604

1! Qi

FEB - 5 |

Thomas Hart Benton Group
Kansas City

Osage Group
Columbia/JdTcrson City

White River Group
Springfield

Eastern Missouri Group

Letter to E Eric Morse

February Z 1988

Page TWo

Because of the region's rugged nature it has been left relatively unsettled,

unpopulated, and undeveloped It remains intrinsically beautiful to both

residents and vacation or weekend visitora The state’s strongest conservation

leaders have consistently urged that federal and state agencies, the managers in

charge of these public properties, protect and preserve the region’s outstanding

character by setting aside certain key areas The result of these cooperative

efforts is one of the most outstanding outdoor regions in North America.

6

6

6

The Sierra Club feels certain that such characteristic features of this Ozark
region wfll be devastated through hardrock mineral leasing and its associated

developments. With approval of this proposal we are trading a very limited and
uncertain knowledge from relatively few “pay holes’ for the development of

additional roads, drilling extraction, construction of tailings ponds, and utility

lines. An although not mentioned under the high development scenario we
anticipate that additional rafl lines and corridors will be needed We also

anticipate that roads and rail lines would require additional bridge crossings

possibly over the Eleven Point and Jacks Fork Rivers, and almost certainly over

the Current River. These efforts wfll launch unprecedented development of this

treasured area

HQLQQCAL fflBHBSTg ASSESSMENT

6

A landscape now know for its natural beauty and diverse plant and animal life

would hardly be recognized as it becomes more and more fragmented creating

severe ecological Imbalances for certain key plants and animals now occupying

this region. Biologists, naturalists, and academic researchers are all consistent in

strongly urging public and private agencies to maintain large undeveloped and
undivided areas, particularly in regions of high natural diversity. The reasons are

simple to maintain long term natural diversity of plants, animals, and the natural

communities they inhabit This region is Missouri’s strongest contribution to this

landscape level concept of preserving biological diversity.

We are reminded that the National Forest Management Act (Sec. 6(gX3XB), 16

U.SC. sec. 1604(g)(3)(B) requires that the Forest Service provide for and preserve

natural plant and animal diversity of the region controlled by each national forest

I

plan We are certain that the actions proposed would uncontrollably alter the

present character of diversity in the region That loss cannot be restored or

mitigated and there is no other area of Missouri possessing comparable values

The discussion of these Issues on pages 87-100 is so general that meaningful

I

comments are lost For example, there is no description of a methodology to

measure or record current conditions or biological diversity as a possible gauge foi

future losses. How will either the public or the Forest Service know what has

happened over five, ten. or fifteen years?

696
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Letter to a Eric Morse

February 2, 1988

Page Four

6

6

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Protection of this landscape is also critical for any state and federal efforts to

restore healthy populations of native Missouri mammals such as black bear and

mountain lion. Black bear prefer remote forested areas away from human activity.

All four counties of the proposed mining area, as well as all but two of the

surrounding Missouri counties, have occurrence records for black bear (Rare and

Endangered Species of Missouri J.H. Wflsoa MO. Dept of Conservation. 19841

The region of southern Missouri and northern Arkansas is the only area of current

distribution for black bear in the central United States (The Wild Mammals of

Missouri. C.W. and E.R Schwartz, Univ. MO. Press and MO. Dept of

Conservation. 19811 The only discussion of black bear in the DEIS indicates they

would likely avoid areas of construction. No mention of impact to black bear is

made in Appendix 9.

Less well known but still recorded for Missouri is the mountain lioa a

nationally important species. Mountain lions prefer rocky, rugged terrain,

generally in areas of low human habitation (Schwartz and Schwartz. 19811 It is

believed that this species may. in fact, have reestablished itself in the extensive

forested areas of northern Arkansas and Missouri (Wilson, 19841

We urge, as does the Missouri Department of Conservation, that 'citizens,

private organizations and governmental agencies at all levels initiate and carry out

programs of research, preservation and management - e.g. acquire, preserve

and/or restore needed habitats, effect necessary regulations and legislation, and

carry out information and education programs to create a public awareness and

concern for the plight of these species and their importance to the overall

environment" (Wilfcon, 1984) For both the black bear and mountain lion, this

regioa in particular, is an important link in their continued survival and hoped

for proliferation. Further development especially as outlined in this DEIS, would

foreclose that opportunity for Missourians and for the nation.

WATER QUALITY CONSIDERATION

Department of Conservation, issued an alert that suckers caught downstream
from the ruptured Desloge (lead) tailings pond dam not be consumed Damages

from that spill must have been greater than simply siltation to prompt the health

I

alert issued almost three years later. For such potentially extensive development

whose effects on groundwater will almost certainly reach far beyond the study

area a substantive discussion of the toxic nature of the product being mined

must be addressed

It is also unfortunate that the entire discussion on pages 68-76 is premised on

the fact that state policy allows no degradation of existing water quality in the

Eleven Point and Current Rivers and waters draining to them. The public cannot

take this as an automatic safeguard of water quality and it is misleading and

irresponsible for the Forest Service to make this assumption. The USFS and BLM
may allow this mining activity to proceed but there are no compensatory funds to

be used to monitor the additional and potentially large-scale drilling and mining

activities or the mining waste sites after the operations cease. These activities

would essentially be self-policing. It is dear from the DEIS that the USFS will

take no responsibility for damages since this section in particular is peppered with

such clauses as: “assuming that drilling operations comply with all State water

quality laws and regulations"; and “assuming that mineral activities would be

conducted in compliance with Forest Plan standards and State water quality

criteria* These are not safe assumptions, particularly when considering that the

entire region of proposed lead mining is a literal sponge of karst development

We quote from a December 30, 1987, review (attached) of the DEIS by

Professional Hydrologist and Director of the Ozark Underground Laboratory, Tom
Aley:

‘The risk is not small As tailings and mil waste management

is envisaged in the DE/S the release of tailings or mUl waste

into the environment is, to a reasonable degree of sdenri/lc

certainty, unavoidable and it will happen ’

The abstract for the 129 pages and 11 appendices of the DEIS summarizes the

USFS and BLM analysis, in part by saying “implementation of an alternative

other than no action could result in unavoidable adverse effects to water resources

by changing flow patterns and introducing pollutants into the environment.' Most

disturbing is that the toxic nature of such pollution and the potential effect on

c human health has been ignored in the DEIS. The reader of the DEIS is left with

3
hardly a reference to this information despite several spills from tailings

1

impoundments in the current Viburnum Trend mining area The most notable

spill occurred in 1977, emptying into Big River and resulting in a sizeable fish kOL

Three years later in 1980, two state agencies, the Missouri Division of Health and

This study area is an entirely new region for mining in Missouri where karst

land surface character is not compatible with the kinds of activities proposed

(reference the Aley report pages 7-9). The relatively stable Viburnum Trend area

is not comparable with this very permeable and porous region of the Ozarks. In

fact It Is startling to learn from the Aley report that localized lead deposits In this

area may be associated with groundwater flow patterns, fracture traces, and

underground lineaments.
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While lead deposits may be within 1/ 2-mile of groundwater flow paths, perhaps

even more alarming is the fact that within this immediate area, recreational

agricultural and sewage impoundments are historically subject to failure. The

Tram Davis Pond. Dean Davis Lake, and the West Plains Sewage Lagoon are all

examples of impoundments planned to hold water but whose contents have

collapsed into the groundwater due to the porous nature of the bedrock. Failure

of the West Plains Sewage Lagoon discharged Into Mammoth Spring In Arkansas.

We can only imagine the horrors of the collapse of a 200-300 acre tailings

impoundment filled with toxic residues of mining. Its effects on groundwater,

public drinking water, and spring recharge areas could only be described as

devastating. That risk should not be imposed on the public under any conditions.

The DEIS also does not address the tradeoffs associated with lost public values

for recreation, endangered species, wilderness, other forest uses, and scenic rivers

and streams In our opinion these tradeoffs are simply too high. There is no

J

economic value to be gained except by the mining companies and the public’s net

loss would extend over a period much longer than actual mining activities. Since

the proposal has little, if any, public benefit it does not comply with primary

values of this public national forest In short it is not the purpose of the national

forest nor the Secretary of Agriculture to provide a support base, no matter how
small for industry.

DEIS IN OPPOSITION TO NATIONAL FOREST PURPOSES

ECONOMIC CONFLICTS

The proposal contradicts the many efforts of federal and state agencies to

I

reduce lead in commercial products and reduce human exposure. Markets for

lead have been stagnant for sometime, in fact in Missouri existing mines have

been closed due to the unfavorable economy of lead mining. When the DEIS

states that existing mines in the Viburnum Trend will not be depleted for another

40-50 years, and the study area would only prolong high-grade lead mining in

• Missouri for a few more years, the environmental trade-offs are phenomenal for a

return that is highly questionable at best

The Forest Service can only consent to mineral leasing when it does not

Interfere with the primary purposes for which the national forest lands were

acquired. The Mark Twain National Forest, and specifically the preference right

lease area, was acquired under the 1934 Weeks Law by the Secretary of

Agriculture for “the regulation of the flow of navigable streams or for the

production of timber...*. Further authorization under this law emphasized

conservation of natural resources, timber production and especially recreational

values. The DEIS proposal according to USFS and BLM analysis would not

interfere with these purposes but would substantially degrade them. The

Secretary of Agriculture must recognize this conflict and recommend no action to

the Secretary of the Interior.

»l

The Sierra Club has long supported wise use of natural resources and

encourages such efforts as recycling The primary lead market cannot maintain

production of finite lead resources indefinitely. The DEIS tends to support

prolonged reliance on primary, rather than secondary (recycling) sources. We feel

the potential of recycling is significant For example, 190,000 metric tons of lead

are lost each year from disposal of car batteries alone. (Challenge of Battery

Recycling in the 1980*a K.T. Wise & S.K. Johnson. Putnam. Hayea and
Bartlett. Inc., 124 Mount Aiiium SL. Cambridge. MA 02138, 1987) In 1985,

there were 416,000 metric tons of refinery-produced lead from domestic ore

(Mineral Facts and Problems, US. Dept, of Interior, 1985) Therefore, almost

half of the U.S. production could have come from recycling. When one considers

the small return of high grade lead from the proposed area and the depressed

markets for lead sales, it seems clear that the much better alternative (again, not

discussed in the DEIS) would be to invest in recycling existing mined lead. From

the DEIS it appears that, in the long run. this is inevitable and would be more

efficient and more economical as well

APPARENT CHANGES FROM THE EA TO DEIS

The tone of the earlier EA issued in 1986 included much stronger language to

describe the potential impacts The EA states that development could have

‘possibly severe* impacts on surface resources of the forest; it noted that ground

and surface water quality within the forest watershed is even more at risk because

karst conditions would allow “excessive escape* of mill tailings, heavy metals, and

milling reagents to the groundwater and this was “inevitable.* The EA admitted

“considerable* impacts on wildlife and “adverse* impacts on recreational values.

3

In reference to visual quality the EA stated that objectives of the LRMP would

be “extremely difficult and in some cases impossible to achieve...*. This harsh

analysis is notably absent in the DEIS and the two documents are in apparent

contradiction in their conclusions in this regard. This is especially hard to

understand when the DEIS considers the impacts of permitting hardrock mining

within a 119,000 acre study area, nearly 30 times the size of that addressed by

the EA
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The following comments summarize briefer, but no less important, points in

considering the merits of the proposal.

The potential visual impacts would be a startling change for this part of

Missouri and would intrude, in some cases, permanently on an otherwise

outstanding natural landscape. Electric transmission lines, pipelines, tailings

impoundments, and mining and milling facilities could not be easily removed and,

in some cases, for instance, the impoundments, would forever scar the landscape.

In the words of DEIS, noise can be minimized but not eliminated. We note that

the area of most interest for mining the preference right lease application area, is

less than two miles from the Eleven Point National Scenic River. Floaters putting

in at Thamasville, Cane Bluff or Boom Hole access points would be able to hear

mining operations as they floated this section of the river.

We also share the concerns expressed in the Aley report and recently

submitted to the USFS by Kitty Cone, Alton. Missouri concerning the numerous
references omitted from the DEIS Bibliography. If the DEIS were, in fact, the frill

and unbiased review it should be, then all research and documentation to prepare

it must be listed, especially if the public or any reviewer is to have the necessary

backup information to prepare their own comments.

The Ozark Chapter of the Sierra Club believes the acknowledged environmental

risks and impacts to national forest private, and state resources from mining
activities and the non-compelling reasons given to pursue exploration and

subsequent development lead to the conclusion that the only reasonable and
prudent course of action for the Federal government is Alternative A — no mineral

leasing in the study area

Sincerely.

f
Daniel LeHocky. Chairman
Conservation Committee

Greg F. Iffrig, Chairman
Forestry Committee
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SAY "NO" TO LEAD MINING IN THE NATIONAL FORESTI
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as a deadly poison to humans (even In very small amounts),

health effects ranging from brain damage and birth defects

Death!

He depend on the groundwater for our drinking water andupon the air for our very breath. The Environmental ImpactStatement released by the Forest Service and Bureau of LandManagement admits that this toxic metal can enter our water
air and food chain - through the mining and milling processes.

The small number of Jobs that would be created are not
C worth the risks. The economic gains benefit the lead Industryv while the people who live here pay the price In human costs to

health. It Is a proven fact that the need for lead Is declining
and that most of what already exists can be recycled. ITS Geo-
logical Survey shows already existing lead mines will provide

7 enough lead through the year 2030 and probably beyond. Considering
these f-cts, there Is no Justification for ruining one of the
last remaining unspoiled environments on this continent.

Our water has been rated "excellent" and "pristine" by
water quality specialists - a fact of which we are proud.
Vfe have something of value here In our unspoiled corner of
the world - a precious resource - clean water. We want to

I

preserve It. Laws and regulations can not protect our water
from lead contamination - the previous record of the Industry
shows that. The only way to ensure that lead will not enter
our air and water Is to prevent lead mining.

Since the National Forest Is "public domain", we as
residents/landowners/citizens should have priority over
corporate Interests. Don't take chances with our health and
our lives. Don t turn our forest Into a waste dump. Don't
ris* the quality of our water and air to profit the few.

o| •ja 7 to leasing of National Forest lands to lead mining.
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“ Listed as a deadly poison to humans (even In very small amounts).

- Causes health effects ranging from brain damage and birth defects

to Deathl

W'e depend on the groundwater for our drinking water and
upon the air for our very breath. The Environmental Impact
Statement released by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management admits that this toxic metal can enter our water,
air and food chain - through the mining and milling processes.

The small number of Jobs that would be created are not
worth the risks. The economic gains benefit the lead Industry
while the people who live here pay the price In human costs to
health. It is a proven fact that th'e need for lead Is declining
and that most of what already exists can be recycled. 0'S Geo-
logical Survey shows'already existing^ lead mines will provide
enough lead through the year 2030 and probably beyond. Considering
these f.cts, there is no justification for ruining one of the
last remaining unspoiled environments on this continent.

Our water has been rated "excellent" and "pristine" by
water quality specialists - a fact of which we are proud.
We have something of value here In our unspoiled corner of
the world - a precious resource - clean water. We want to
preserve It. Laws and regulations can not protect our water
from lead contamination - the previous record of the Industry
shows that. The only way to ensure that lead will not enter
our air and water Is to prevent lead mining.

Since the National Forest Is "public domain", we as
residents/landowners/cltlzens should have priority over
corporate Interests. Don't take chances with our health and
our lives. Don't turn our forest Into a waste dump. Don't
risk the quality of our water and air to profit the few.

Say "NO" to leasing of National Forest lands to lead mining.
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LEAD Is:

- One of the top 6 polluters of water and air in the"

- Listed as a deadly poison to humans (even in very small amounts).

- Causes health effects ranging from brain damage and birth defects

to DeathI

(continued)

SAY "NO" TO LEAD MINING IN THE NATIONAL FORESTI

name address
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We depend on the groundwater for our drinking water and
upon the air for our very breath. The Environmental Impact
Statement released by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management admits that this toxic metal can enter our water,
air and food chain - through the mining and milling processes.

The small number of Jobs that would be created are not _

worth the risks. The economic gains benefit the lead industry
while the people who live here pay the price in human costs to
health. It is a proven fact that the need for lead is declining
and that most of what already exists can be recycled. ITS. Geo.-

_

logical Survey shows already existing lead mines will provide
enough lead through the year 2030 and probably beyond. Considering
these f-cts, there is no Justification for ruining one of the
last remaining unspoiled environments on this continent.

Our water has been rated "excellent" and "pristine" by
water quality specialists - a fact of which we are proud.
We have something of value here in our unspoiled corner of
the world - a precious resource - clean water. We want to
preserve it. Laws and regulations can not protect our water
from lead contamination - the previous record of the industry
shows that. The only way to ensure that lead will not enter
our air and water is to prevent lead mining.

Since the National Forest is "public domain", we as
residents/landowners/citlzens should have priority over
corporate Interests. Don't take chances with our health and
our lives. Don't turn our forest into a waste dump. Don't
risk the quality of our water and air to profit the few.

Say "NO" to leasing of National Forest lands to lead mining.
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forout limestone layer (karst) fro™ which all this
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{i<mA-fr 0*^ * {t-M' /q-ssemd'/u. /cnjz

oAfer^cf • ^ /ga<J c/ust cn*-e<rec/, A/r+cd Jixj/e.

betters CJtflx /o^cf /*Ac/i7njz*~y /4*cA7^ rts& 0f-

C4 ve-/n r A\n0/0 -fbr- /noh
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a^ 2A^~c/r

.

ijhj AreAf £>ccr jOo/iY/CtAnr /e///na
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Incovnf /nTle ^0 ro^PoSjtJ tf/nthoj tA*~*A OO0A)
A'o IxAcAe*' or /Oo{< ftciA~\ 4-M.r Lj€Cj°//l£ &i*Qr- lAo /ogA

tTu-.-'S-f dofbrs AS A resa. 17 o7 n/mrig . Arfbf- aM
~fou r ts,*n /S crnlu, MrssouriS 7h-gtst~ mo/us'trf

477aa As\ricu/f~ur(?. UjLst djou/c/ /f ir To /i/u> ujiM
Ortltb ~Tourist c7g</ai'S Once ’Mr AreA CjAS /a /’o ii-tty
fir A>i<j Cru, £ fai^uz Sxp fij, £ooc/ -CrxA^x.ro/eS' oA
Su s rXt vi sdLe /ncome /)m A-li s^OUAyyc/^S - A/7?r -
A/a/~/iaP ~/rffic,t-,s/ (se^A-cjr/

C

c*. /fc<r-p
) 7oar-sSaa A~J P

AT or> -tOofi/uAfr\c Ytdafi /ncficusArMer Jccc4 AS' Z'Zf- 1/uuj —
r( CATfr\Jt . YictjTAfnA&lx? s cu^e CAn do /A /S/' th>

r\€nd~ nS'*/ Ocso t^Q-MrS AncJ gji// Jutr-e Vt&vh

Zc> /t<rP fit>r£. Ae.fi fixtA.cfiM/m'na /n A*vAA hfi J^ar^ ~fifiiAry Aa/oZ

•4AJjj
Y>J Uj fi/Z c//S~4f/Z4Ar ,
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O^Rt-C OR^(\rUC^KOuW6 (\650Cif\Tl0ll

Rr Tom Kruren
Star St, Bo:: 7CC
Htn. Viev, HO 65548

Oear Mr Kruzen,

6

61

I am writing you as representative zi ‘.he Ozark Orgonic Growers
Association, a member -owned, non-profit marketing cooperative serving over
200 3mall farmers across the Czarks, to e:. r ress cur opposition to the
proposed plan to per .it lead mining :.-. the Mark Twain National Forest.

Our organization Is committed tc promoting ecologically sound,
sustainable and regenerative methods or f sroin, to improve the livelihood of
low resource farmers in the region and .1 mn.ng and its zcverse effects
on the soil and water of the area are certain!) mconsistint with such a

ccmmittment. The possible short term gains to te had froo lead mining will
be at the expense of the long term productivity of the surrounding area, a.'.d

I ask that you consider the wisdom of such a trade-off and take whatever
measures are necessary to prevent lend - ng in the regie...

m E e ii n w r-

01J
|
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MAitn I ViAIN NATIONAL fokt ;

ROLL*. MO.

HCR. 72> £>OX34 Pf\RTfte<10rt,)VRl^iu^.5 • T3bt>e

(501)443-5783

1
7J

n

m Fffi - 5 I9TSLlI Fffl-5I9E' Ij r—
|_ |avc The roresl !

A /*W reAtdnr 1o prevent the rtiNing of
ig/ld in Ihe MarkTurtin N»ti«n*l Forest At Uinotvt:
tieAn water, clean Air , the Eleven Pt. River-, Greer
Spring

, the prairie white- frincjrJ a/<hit,the ImU er^le.

Namc

1 rmci > v- K~ 1 t. 1 , S , <l/

H- 'A\ fc-Cnrv'. V
••

r Cl'S Hn'X C
2\'v^'*3 .\,n1ot\1

?tUaT . Jfinyyy>j07jf> f(/?) fiiIriLlc- Tin.

'V x' 1
c

. / ft. i>. 1 *)*»!» O < > ne'

-i
• u / ^ -,-n (h J.; ;• 2 O'

i

r iv- '•'T'-rif T^C.-y A n Cncr-O p!
* •' r V L ••

v- i." /.../• • ^P/>/ rdlllA ^ T

: p - 'uXTT \rf- ''M'-’-n .n^in -sny

p.-P.f .P.-yr./f <T. i hiJLrVAttM SJ/lP-
7/HaAtu’/F i'./ 3tT 6 coctf//i cs7 m. 7~s Te. ’~o r.7<

7?,7? 1 ^,-.77^. 5^72

>

„ ' r. ^...

R.-R.l hr... lOOlnh

K., GAr\s?r, #.R 1 A’ - -r. ., <rs?0-7

1— - F.lt‘<s
,

j S ) H>y ' 7 tr'.T.nj To " fi>Z'
(
y 1

’i
n /sjiJ'. It

1

2tuch *.Ki r- v ^ m Us*. : h->
//’ - ' -

. ,
- Vf O/i1,1

: Pd f.r> c j, <> : . M
\'^y tin Ont-sr^n Ofirrv ?A

p.'rrJlt rLr-s.^o .- 1.— . \ vl4 nxn.'Z. -Jr. .^-<5,
r'

T /P C/ 73j-r* /-fa oftli.kA r l

1

ot : '-o > .. ^ =2 oW
'Tens/

.
Hc\v\c,p n A.n. ) /3nv <7L N\\\sx, Uo.r
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Cfl ]- fk-y
.

jfc 4-PAl^,

M./e-

•ft A i Q
i c wa 5 ~2q.

Gig (3n,rmty 6t Soi>uJ?n. c, aO^O

-Before

''P o^e- *f~^0y&

JJb-Jf’u.A-'y J>, i^o? : "
"

•itenrf ndJ ifionAl Comments to-

C- $ric Morse, Forest Supervisor
f“Wk Twa'w iM'ionAt poresr
^«5| Fairgrounds Rd.

RoUa ,
Missouri, hs5HO\
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. PCjUjcS 7 S

^^ d?

/

tcu^o ryv<fl£s inMZc^Ocyo & ncu^o rvujup
l~T ^ ^ yau^ ^ruCiAu^Ccc/ n

Ave the Forest !

6

« ff^ reasons 'to prevent the mining of
Ig-Aq, in the MArkTuAin NaIi'otAaI Forest At Winona:
cleAn water, <ileAri Air , the Eleven pf. River, Greer
Spring

, the prAirte white, frinc.rjpp^. the I>aU enjle.

N<HMe /Addftff 1^1 ® “5 1988

6MW\ mxirj NATION

AD. Avar mi (h)^FK~WifriY)n
cTM^' 4-./

'Atwj JLjd. /iff 3 73m // /SUw ;W vy /i £.5"VJ’.p

/.ViS- /7> . Rja C./, (Pt o yiln / CVj
PMflaftl Cj^. 89 /3br '/A aiAirUA,^ M7> 6<7aiMXu f- (hvJvuvf.

if A V 7~ T /,/j

xIiaij. Lhj/.^lr/i ia , /?. 7li0

ftrRrWW '•Xjr/l.'ithuiA llU!u) [If!/]
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jnjjjjjjt'

the Forest
A few 6j<wi reAsonS to prevent the mining of

lend in the MwkTuAin N»ti«flol Forest At Winonal
tltnn MaW, elcAn Air , the Eleven Pf. River, Greer
spring , the prAirte white* fringed oaMJ

,

the boU Mjle.

Nflmc /AdArett

frl'tfifc- Qrm 3 )&+• J&2- f* DftlAWj)
} /J )

Q

mp^K &(L\m i<CT^
.
TOM. RooTiSs rtlO.

l'nOT>A >C7j>S<; ,sr« gosre- ree/n£>/oT ^o tilW/
(-'fiA'U.J, Ck.'O-tA-' R-.f / «C»C 9vr) Po>y^,a me btr/ftf

(Sw r/iftr MV 6 s by 6

//^ -? -Vasr. 41 ta( l/w A{7. .4S94-5<

/

'
(PP PfoWj ! e.?. %

i3«fore. jHnasnc
^end

-0, “
AddifionAl Comments to:

Q. Sric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twa»a ^AtionAt foresr
4 <5

1 FAl'r<g rou.net s Rd.

RoUa , Missouri, b5Ho\
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Forest !

A few reasons to prevent the miwing of

I«a4 in the M*rk"tU«in Nutionol Forest At Ufnons:
tieAn unter , &\enn aIr , the Eleven Pt. River, Greer
^pri ng , the prAirte white, fringed „ the held

Namc /Address

Do. Q. 4/^ /?. .97 raA*

A yD -•'.. '-r-.
' ' '

ij //,/.- HI/:.

P K.
' '

"7 f-’_ “S-w ..... , f. . ;l.v- M,.

AA, / Pi07\ pi- CP t->.-L .?./(_ .A/ /I D97,?/

/ira iv^ /vif;

'/9.. -u ^ * •-..'•/ 1 '++'.
'" .A; •’>. ill,., 17'' |y

A'nlij CxPsCrhs'jg-k Pf / Pr~>V , 3 5/4 U:',lc.v*l. ?7?C> A

i f? :m' (Sxt.i /=<rv.f

1 77 ftb: A. /P„„.rrj2_ 'Tft'^ /-/Lit- kt ^jr-vS

/2/,V
'fl- T 7

0.C /2l^p( <v~)7 /7'£flh /n.*- P^> ft. 7/

P

k<- PC A,' jCi p.) (oS<•AS

PTC3 /Wr!
. 'nWv.Puuo 7l/c C55i/p

-‘in t: .>. e. J .-'
'.

' V \ . I -r-. ,.,. 1 . , i'r,r- . ,
.<?*/ r> .

C'9o-.S.- -C\..7h - ' C -,-«\ fi.,t ~TcW <?'•

/P-^V /‘/k P /,. l/o t>

'D7. 9>oy 11 fr L,\\.wav.

.

c . K.&f.f5?'S

. Peg 1 'V >6/ il(„ C.SY6&
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oft-
33.0-M Er \A^J-er

.
C-t>

<». !s 5qava\ /

.Before _7e^ntrtftj j5» H 5 5
^end AdJifionAl Comments t*-
0* Morse, Foresf Supervisor
f*Wk Twain National poresf
4^1 Fa»r«g founds Rj.
Rtfl»A > Missouri , !oSHo\

S
'!' od - , 1388

Ave-llic Forest !

A Few ^«oi reasons to present the mining of

a isai in Ihe M»rkTuAin National Forest at Vjinono:
® clenn uoter, clc4n air , the Eleven ff. R»r«r, Greer

spring , the prairie vhlto-fringei or<hit,the ImU (WjU.

Namc /Adiret*

Nrt&fe' rft
jJ-Utosi.' -' ' •’ Vft

fTrt i. V,-,: /.-ft > 6/V

rftft-J. 7 • m %“
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-v' 7/

nju.*.-, ft-l

I

t' Mn-U \'W: 7)/r.
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c. VC.'* > -ft//-',..—

r ft- ft.
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7/- A7:-~.. /<ft

’ft-

' '
' - N ft ' ,-'/

•
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>jiSrlnal)

ft-i/Cv A./tw-V. AT // /=-

!/.':Uv 7-*,J*ek*.l /:u ft ftft

'ft 'V.
/
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/

•

''y
- •

-

' / - .
"ft-

.

ft 7
T—

, Z' ’

ft ft ftl.l / •' L

1
. d n. ft:/ ''

ft

ftft ftft< iftft 7)Ls//.y<r
/V.a

.
•

; n r ft ft
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Al«ft. .'
, .

A/ft. ft Al<? AftAft
ft.r7T.lA...- Aft ,>->

vftiCv 1 - Aftr-rs . \) V. • ,. *c\/v. v.'SScftV -

Jetn^pift

5end

* ft - iV u v--

5,115? ..-
.

A
_

adJitional Comments to:
0- £ri< Morse, Forest Supervisor
tlAfh Twain ^utionnl poresr
4^1 Fi%irg|fo»*nds R<t.

RtfHa , Missouri, !o5Ho\

PL£AS€ (III IjpAuE

Sl)Ave Ihe For

6

A UW gooj reasons to prevent the mining of
lead ill Ihe MArWTuain National Forest at Winona:
clenn water, clean air , the Eleven ft. River, Greet
Sjiring

, the prairie wh1t<>fringri orditt^he baU ea^lc

Name //\dir*t*

ftft/ . Xrdfte— ./Pd^^ ft 0-^.3 -2^ >70

' ‘ ' ' 1 '
( \

Trcfc-rv ( U«ij^ t-a ^
Vv ft

NJ
ft-r/ / A 4- r> .ft* ^ • /ft/ft' .

ftft /iJw
yjail. /4-^/gjfn^

ft vft /\. kftft 1 P>o V A’l+fN 1 /itc, : A'ljT.

4^3rrv cJ'JLxpy Sft fcr 6,lr ']HU WT ritr7 HAr

ftftr/ftft«—"r £ry/J9

V

X/.

tf?i i5v//= .ft (ft /ft'

, ft ///'. / . - ^
' ft

- •

. .

>!«:'

r5. tOCr £_oV(*-* P
. 0 P) P Vdn It- |Mfrt l/r C^lO

M-t- /iwA-iLtc -n]o./,'rvsj

.Aft /Stefr. ,ft'7 A H*VU«J (ftftft

Sft. .ft /ft ..'- "/ft
/ v •/ - '/'/’

n/vj/iyus/ ^! '7^/i 11HvtH ft / 7ft/ / A{Lr. Cj'Sr.-S 7.
// '’ ftftc-7

ft/ft/7 /T ? ftiX'?27J4 fitfrj /(?:._ (.
c,-y

A.-T-ft ^§oX fc3- /-i7,y ()if<y •/ 5jy^-
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£, P . $ Koy e* rtaiP, Mo;kSS}f$-

7? S^/11 Mo I'ZWSI

spr. /5^7/

^ A, ns? -
d Ad«i<tionAl

13s fore Jebrunn
.ScnJ AdJitionAl Comments to:

[3. £ric Morse, Forest Supervisor

MatU Tu>Air\ f*W>or»At poresC"

TjOl FAir^ rounds Rd-

RoUa . M<'5#Ouri, loS^Oi

Forest !

A f<W reA»«nf *o prevent the itiining of

SeA«l in the flArkTwAin N*ti«n«l Forest At Wi'nonn:

cUnn u*t«ri dcAn A »r , the Eleven Ft- River, Greer

spring , the prAirte white- fringed orchid , the held

Name /Adir«*<

Bc--ht. R»* rv.T. ni. l/.i-c, do.

/? ypdf„r //f .
^.dr-r//

u.-s/b U-jJM- /W 1
! 1^ o/c 3

/^/v? xf/t'Vic&'t bO/CoJ

r ,. b/'/S* / r? y< V ^V. -/,- 77 <UPS
^nv;p. ?V(U- P'.L- / A r'^pi'f' f-

-,,i /,. /J hk., . ) 3S4 t 57-0 4-.C n f cS/3
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S}} CtA^j Q Qtiiido

1
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I3«fort 5>W5»N

-Send

-T

p6. ns« —
AddiftonAl Comments to:

Q. ^ric Morse, Forest Supervisor
I*1atK Tuxum ^AlionAl poresf-

4<5| pdf•grounds Rj.

RolU ,
Missouri, to5H0\
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a i /.AIN NATIOtdU.ll

<7 res t

A f* vd rcAion^ 1o prevent the Miwtrvc

leA«t in the MArkTsJAin Nnti»noI Forest At Winonni
clenn u^ter, cleAn n»r , the Eleven ft. River, Greet
Spring , the prAirle white-fringed orchid , the hold C/*^lc

Namc /Adir
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Cu <MmS^> <2a.-&2/y
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—
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^ltS»A. £U^~ _ (kTj. /)>, v Li<(/£,. , -SS»a^a y5v
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. ,.>.->

"> - -^^2£l 77z^tt '7,

1

iBiforA 7ebru.t>t(<.

of Send
7. H5?
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0- Sric Morse, Fore*t Supervisor
MatIs Tulrtin f^AtionAl porca"
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, bSHOI
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Door f'orest

Qn -Christmas [)•

of facts
,

p<xae /y L̂ orc^ fa

ukv not 7c /rune fze th-rk Tua
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1/87 o/o I unite To

CJO-7, r^-luPtct °f
a. in fiJoi:ibnou! Forest T

Comes
“ O
'Scmz.liocj

t
ffiis /norninj deserves a reply That

-from the heart - Some Winy that transcends co id,

u.n fee. f/ruj facte.

I ''have driven Soo rrii/es north ~tb (Dti/caya.

ply hands- are nurrd from the roach; my *-yes are num6
from U\c Same ness" cf the I/tnois county s/de-

On other occasions , X Pave trave. //e.V //-a -t/u. ane/esrf

. tje/oi - COO miles in all cJir eaZ/ons Ercm rmj home. -

s/he O^aj-As- /here is no other area in ~ni<? cjhaU

of loid - America. hAe. tins • ~E7l£. LjorcJ that tmmeVra/e/y

Comes fo mine/ is - UNIQUE . 7~A-ere is no affen

Gr*er -S'finna , /here u ncthina anyuhere. e/se in

the /lecu-7tana to Compare to ttfe £/even fotnP /Fiver, Zpcre.

. there is aertce
t
So h fade andpurity amid an suic/ent

tactdrop.

(Jk\le X drive over the. (stack Sod ofI!tmois H
See an occus/onat tree. _ a. reminder fromthe fast

that Phis state U>as net a lucu/S Corn , dean*, TloyS aj'ioi

CatP/e . Today there are surpluses of Corn in mountain

-

. ous pdes sfpt/ry , rdt/t'ny outs/de the Storaye tins -

—
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star Rt
. , Box 70 -d

Mountain view. Mo. 65548

Feb. 4. 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse. Forest Supervisor
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla. MO. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

H (8 IS 11 ® IS Di

12 FEB -5 1988

i

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA. MO

6

My husband and I would like you to know that we are
residents of Shannon County, long standing, and we would
like no mining of lead in the Mark Twain National Forest
at Winona. We have built our home here, one reason being
that we cherish the fairly clean land and waterways.
We have studied some of the environmental details having
to do with mining, and we Strongly believe the negative
consequences of lead mining, and the possibilities of negative
consequences that historical instances show us, are clearly
not worth the positive results of gaining some lead, some
employment, and some revenues and transfer payments over
a RELATIVELY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME.

Perhaps it would help to look at states such as Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Many citizens there have
seen and felt the LONG TERM REPERCUSSIONS of mining, lead
etc., and the Dept, of Natural Resources has much work to
do now. and has for years up to now, to begin to clean up

I

many once-beauti ful waterways. The key here is that
MISSOURI'S KARST LAYER CAN NEVER GUARANTEE THE ISOLATION
OF WASTES. This is where drinking water for much of S. Central
Mo. and N. Central Arkansas is provided.

We have educated ourselves on this mining issue in the
Winona area. We ask you and others officially concerned to
read information, including such articles as the paper given
called: "15.000 Concerned Citizens Urge: Stop Increased
Mining on the National Forest!" Please take the time to read
pages two and three especially. The conclusion is helpful
on page four. Then look up the documentations of past lead
minings that are available. Next, please CONSIDER THE LONG
TERM FUTURE OF OUR OZARK AREA AND f— % WHAT YOU WANT IT TO
BE LIKE HERE FOR YOUR GRANDCHILDREN AND THEIR GRANDCHILDREN.
Our soil, our plants, and our water systems are our resources
that will feed people, industries and the livestock and horse
businesses that will sustain our beautiful Ozarks. Let's
be responsible citizens and put aside temporary "carrot and
stick" rewards for the true rewards of knowing we helped
maintain and build a healthy Missouri.

Thank you for reading this letter. Best wishes in
your work, and we wish you much support and strength in
choosing, influencing, and doing what is best for Missouri.
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Note: This letter is from
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rowley

Carbon copies are going to:
Seer, of the Interior Donald Hodel

,

Senator John Danforth,
Senator Kit Bond
and our local senators and congressmen.

We own land and a home outside
of Mountain View. Mo Tom Rowley is
a builder, and Gail is a parent
educator. We are members of the
Greenwood Forest Association.

Thank you for reading our views on this
important matter.

714 714

Mark iwain national funis:
ROILA, MO

February 3, 1988

2704 Windwood Drive
Poplar Bluff, Missouri 63901

Editor
Daily American Republic
208 Poplar Street
Poplar Bluff, Missouri 63901

lb The Editor;

Your coverage of articles relating to the possibility of mining in the Mark
TWain National Forest has unfortunately moved fran the front page to a less

noticeable portion of the paper and likely so because of sanething I haven't
said. I haven't said anything loudly enough to be heard, my friends have
never made a public statement either pro or con, and others appear to be
willing to accept the dictates of public officials as influenced by special
interest groups. Tdo few interested citizens, such as myself, have been
openly negative on this subject. Given such a ccrrplacent public, it's a

wonder you have even bothered to print the fol low up articles. Well, let

me join the few hundred, including those who have expressed themselves in

this column, who are opposed to the exploration of our national forests. Set

aside the self-serving studies by governmental authorities that predict that

no negative inpacts will be felt by the wilderness. Disregard the politicians
who forecast an economic bocm for the Shannon-0regon-Carter County area. In-

stead look to the environmentalists who are predicting dire consequences to
the land, and the rivers, if this plan moves forward to development. They
are the ones who really have the interest of the people in mind and their
efforts are to preserve something that is so precious that it cannot be re-
built in a lifetime. Any safeguard, except absolute denial of the right to
mine the national forests is unacceptable.

The area to be exploited is an hour's drive from Poplar Bluff and it's not
that I see it everyday. When I care to see the unspoiled beauty of such a
wilderness area, I'm put to just a little trouble to travel. Then again,
it's not everyday that I see Mingo or Duck Creek and I see the Trail of Tears
area only once or twice a year. What's important is that it's there to be
seen, even if I have to go to it. It's undeveloped except to meet the needs
of all of the public and that is as it should be. Why then open a national
forest to caimercial ravages and deny future generations the sights, the
scenes, the serenity, the saintliness of lands that modem man would lay waste
to and have no means at hand to reverse the consequences of his failures?

I hope I am not too late expressing my opinion. I trust that those who truly
grasp the significance of the subject will turn out in record numbers and be
so forceful that the opposition will get off of my land. Yes, it's my land
and it's your land - that's what's at stake.

We should all be mindful that the land at issue was not inherited frem our
parents, we are instead holding it in trust for our children.

February 3, 1988

Page 2

To The Editor

Yours very truly,

Heme Phone; 314/686-2128
Work Phone: 314/785-2464

cc: U. S. Forest Service
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Jim Blanton
Ozark Society
Springfield, Missouri 65801

Governor John Ashcroft
Roan 216
State Capitol
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
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B. Erlo Morse, Forest Supervisor
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolls, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse

:
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I have recently learned that 113,000 ado a of the halt Twain Hatlwi.al
Forest south oi Winona, Missouri la being considered loi the mining or lead.
Although I live out o £ state, 1 uio very concerned about possible adverse
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about 20 miles from the proposed site.
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MARK [WAIN NATIONALfOfiiST
R01LA, M0.

Karen Proaser
Route 1, Box IE

Neelyvllle, Missouri 63954

February 2, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to express my concerns against authorizing mining of

the Mark Twain National Forest in Carter, Shannon and Oregon Counties.
The forest land is currently undeveloped and is made up of spectacular
scenery, including National and Scenic Riverways and Missouri's largest
springs. Karst topography dominates the region, being a particularly
sensitive, porous land.

Not only would mining spoil the beauty of the area, but, because of
the highly fragile karst system, mining would pose a real threat to the
environment. There is the likelihood of lead and other toxic metal
escaping from tailings ponds to the groundwater and to the rivers of the

forest land.

Relatively small agricultural ponds and sewage lagoons are historically
subject to failure in the area. So, allowing a tailings pond, likely to

contain 15 million tons of tailings over a 200 to 300 acre site seems
highly irresponsible.

s

Authorizing mining in this area appears to be a violation of the
Secretary of Agriculture's legal mandate to protect the forests. Mining
would compromise all the primary purposes for which the National Forest
was acquired, including soil conservation, watershed protection, wilderness
protection, outdoor recreation and timber production.

Instead of compromising the National Forest, recycling more
automobile batteries would seem a far safer, more sensible way of
obtaining the lead we (need?).

Karen Prosser

cc: Senator Danforth
Senator Bond
Representative Emerson
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1424 S. Roanoke
Springfield, MO 65807
February 1, 1908

B (g ii n w n

FEB -3
February 1, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Nark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

q I an writing In opposition to the proposed lead nine In the Mark Twain
° National Forest.

6

This proposal is representative of an unhealthy symptom in America
today: potentially damaging the fragile environment for more raw
materials when we have not adequately recycled the material already
being used. Until we have a national-wide lead recycling effort, I

would never approve of opening up more land for mining.

I appreciate the need of the local people who need Jobs. But would it
not be better In the long run to nurture tourism to this exquisite
outdoor environment?

Thank you very much.

B.Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sir:

6

6

We want to express our concern about the possibility

of opening our National land to mining.

We are both teachers and have always enjoyed traveling

through our National forests, and we have also seen the re-

sults of mining in other states.

We feel that under no circumstances should this land

(which is our land, too) be opened to mining. We all need

to know there are tranquil undisturbed areas in our state

which are going to stay that way. The very possibility of

polluting the other areas should be enough to stop the plan

for mining also.

While we sympathize with the economy of this area, im-

proving it should not come at the cost of losing irreplace-

able natural beauty. We have too little left as it is. The

so-called "reclaimed" land we have seen is an insult.

Sincerely

,

'Tta. xcJ

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kirkey
(]

Rt. 2, Box 269,

Rogersville, M0 65742

720 721

>./9is

• /S
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Steve Pierson 1
P FEB

831 S Mission
Springfield, MO 65804

February 1, 1988
to

Mr Erie Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65407

IS E E D W E

FES -3|

8

I am very ouch opposed to the possibility of lead mining in the
119,000 acre study area of the Mark Twain National Forest I urge
you to adopt alternative A

The risk however small is too great considering the negative impact
that the wastes would have on water resources if an accident
occurred

Steve Pierson

CC: Senator Jack Danforth
Senator Kit Bond
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rtt. 9 - Box 530
Springfield, Missouri - 65804
Jan. 31th.,

B. trie Mouse
Forest Supervisor
401 Fairgrounds Road
Holla, Missouri - 65401

Dear Sin
As one who has experienced, first ha

1

lead-mining on enviroment, I should like to add my protest to

that of others opposing mining within the Mark Twain National

Forest in the Shannon, Oregon and Carter counties.

As a youth, I lived in Baxter Springs, Kansas located

in the Joplin-Miama lead mining district. There creeks carrying

water pumped from mines and feeding into Spring Hiver had their

beds covered with a rust colored, slimy deposit with a strong

metalic smell and were devoid of all acquatic life. Even the

Spring River, below these creeks, was unfit for swimming and

with the exception of the few carp which hung around the sewer

outlet, steril.

Mining requires the continous pumping of ground w^.t.er

and this water is heavily contaminated with metallic residue

® and that of lead and zinc is exceedingly toxic to both fish

and human life.

At the present time, the United States is not faced with

6 a critical shortage of lead and no national crisis can be given

as a reason for opemmRg this area up to mining. Further-more,

lead prices are, at the present time, not high. Let them drop

a little more and the whole venture becomes unprofitable and

the mines shut down as experienced in the early 30s in Baxter

Springs.

6

In any case, in a few years the mines are worked out and

any boost to the local economy is history. The short-time benefit

to a few locals (and, of course, a mining company with no interests

other than profit) can not counter-balance the certain damage

to the fragil environment of this area being held in trust, not for

the profit of the few, but for the present aro future citizens

of the United States of America (and those of the world)

Reuben ?. ^avidson

MRS. WHITKLAW T. TttRRY. JR.
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«20 South Ave., apt. 102

Springfield, MO 65b06

February 2, lyod

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark TVain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Rd.
||fl

15 ft! E 0 W If.

Rolls, MO 65401 l|j[ "5tt!

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL fO.il

R011A, M0. ..

Dear Mr. Morse,

As a citizen of Missouri who lives and works in the Ozarks, I a

writing to you to urge you and the U.S. Forest Service to not allow

proposed lead mining in the Winona District of Mark twain National

Forest.

This area possesses a fragile beauty and as yet an unspoiled

quality unique to the Orarks. Because of the sensitive nature of tne

karst geology in the region, mining activities and suosequent runoff

would eventually spoil Che nearby Eleven Point National Scenic Rivervay

(with Greer Spring) ,
the Osark National Scenic Riverways (witn Big Spring)

,

and various other local streams. 1 do not believe we can allow these

pristine areas (which we have inherited) to be spoiled for all future gen-

erations for short term profit and exploitation of lead deposits. As an

archaeologist, I have surveyed several thousand acres in Mark fwain

National Forest, Including the Viburnam and Salem areas, and have seen

first-hand how lead mining has greatly degraded the environment.

Therefore, X respectfully urge you to prevent the proposed mineral

leasing and adopt Alternative A (no mlnlng/maxlmum resource protection)

.

cc: Senator John Danforth

Sincerely,

9*~*- **

HCR 60, 393
Moody, Missouri 6577?
February 2, 1933

Mr. 3. Trie Horse
Forest SuDarvlsor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairrrounis Road

Holla, Missouri 65401

8
|

Dear Mr. Horse

i

I an omosed to lead mininr in the iiark Twain .l-tlonal Forest.

I don't believe the short-tom econonic benefits will be sufficient

to warrant permanent damage to human health and the environment.

I believe any unbiased person who In infomel on the realities of

the situation voull agree with in. I hope that you are one of

these unbiased neoole.

Senator Christopher Bond
Jack Kay

T
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1609 S. 14th St.
Rogers, AR 72756
January 30, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain Nat 4 Forest
401 Fairgroands Hoad
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Having examined the Draft Environmental Impact Statement re-
garding hardrock mineral leasing within the Winona District of the
Mark Twain National Forest, we urge that the USFS adopt Alternative
A (no mining-maximum . resource protection).

Mining would result in the contamination of ground water, damage
to existing and potential wilderness areas and to components of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and the degradation of wild
life, all clearly at variance with such primary purposes of National
Forest land use as soil conservation, watershed protection, wilderness
protection and outdoor recreation.

The USFS has no mandate to sustain the mining
but Instead has a duty to preserve forest lands and
in perpetuity. We trust that the USFS will recogni;
committments and priorities and adopt Alternative A

industry in Missouni,
wilderness values

ze and honor its

eijr,

MARK (WAIN NATIONAL FORt'J

ROLLA. MO

January 29, 19B8

Eric Morse
Forest supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds road
Rolla, MO. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I would like to go on record in support of Alternative A< no
mining-maximum resource protection > and recommend that it be
adopted.

There is the opportunity for major ground and surface water
damage as a result of mining. This limestone area is very
delicate and this could ruin the water in Arkansas and Missouri
just as it has in the Joplin area and Northeast Oklahoma.

Thank you for the chance to submit this letter.

Sincerely,

/Richard Starr
P.O. Box 400
Lowel 1 , AR. 72745

CC Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative John Paul Hammerschmidt

728 729
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MARK TWAIN NaIiONAL H

January 28. 1988

James D. Blasick
2157 Monroe Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104

Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Mr. Morse:

I want to document my opposition to proposed lead mining in
the Mark Twain National Forest near Winona, Missouri.

6

ej

8
|

I understand that the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared by the Forest Service acknowledges the possibility
of tailings escape from the proposed operation and that, due
to local geology, the escape of tailings potentially
threatens to pollute surface and ground water in extensive
surrounding areas. I find this unacceptable.

The adverse effect on the environment and quality of life in
the region cannot be justified by promises of industrial
economic development in an area which has historically based
its economy on agriculture and self-sufficiency.

Alternative "A" the e choice in this

iy.

issue

.

Michael Rues
Rt. 5 Box 65 E
Fulton, Missouri 65251

February 2, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor

My family and I are concerned about the proposed mining
of lead in the Winona District. Greer Spring, the Irish Wilderness,
and the Eleven Point River are among are favorite natural areas
in the nation. We would hate to see the area degraded. We
are not against economic development; but, short term economic
gains of a few at the expense of irreplacable land quality is
a short sighted mistake too often repeated. Please manage the
area for the good of more then one industry. After long thought
my family and I request that mining not be allowed in the area.

Sincerely,

7P„
Michael Rues

jitnqs D. Blasick
1

1

f
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1679 E. Belmont
Springfield, MO 65802
February 1, 1988

Mr. Eric Morae, Forest Supervisor
Mark TWaln National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, K) 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to you to express my opinion on the proposed lead
mining activities in the Winona District of the Mark TWaln National
Forest

.

8

I think the land and the environment need to be fully protected
and preserved. I have seen the effects on lead mining In Missouri. I

think lead mining, because of the devastation to the land, only en-
hances the perception that an area Is depressed. I believe there would
be greater economic benefits If tourism and outdoor sport activities
were promoted.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I hope you will con-
sider my remarks carefully and recommend that this area not be opened
up to lead mining.8

I

6

I am against lead mining In the National Forest because of its
potential lethal effects on people and on the environment. I have no
doubt, that. If a lead mine Is permitted In this area, there will be
adverse effects on the health of the people and the land. Lead Is being
eliminated from all products, so why Is It necessary to open new mines
to produce a resource that Is no longer In demand?

E (3 B 0

('

mark Twain national FUKtsr I

ROLLA. MO ! February 1,1033

.bear Miz Eric Florae

,

Hlf fly name is Erika and Z
.am I? years old-Z just finished

.rcadinq an article in Tmberdoodlz

,entitle1 Fromsed. Hiring Lcnsr

Threatens National Forest find.

Dcenlc Fiver(mvs and. Qm
.borltfnato Inform .you. that Z
.Qm.'ndcJn favor oF tffnma in

[Mark Jojain AlatlonaL Foresf.

Thank yoaj

Erika. 6 ledsus

s' 5ccn?c Dr
JeffersonCit^FO

onoi

Sincerely,

cUtH

Tracy Wohl

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Gene Taylor
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jWu* kUtm*i KiEti

February 2. 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. Missouri 65401

Re: Hardrock Mineral Leasing
Mark Twain National Forest

Dear Eric:

Regarding the above captioned. MFPA has reviewd the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement and is in support of the Forest
Service proposal that alternative D be adopted. This
alternative takes in account water quality, sensitive areas and
endangered species while allowing mineral activities.

We feel this represents a wise use of the resource and is
compatible with the timber management objectives.

s III
Executive Director

RL/ jb
cc: Mr. Gary Fowler

Mr. Don Farris

Ml £ Capitol Suite 1

lefferson City. MO 65101

(314) 634-3252

432
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February 3, 1988

Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain national Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Sir,

I plead with you to please change your position on leasing for

mining in The Mark Twain National Forest.

My family and I have many times traveled to the Mark Twain
National Forest and surrounding lands on vacation. It is one of the
grandest jewels of all Missouri land.

All indepth environmental studies point to the fact that this area
will be irrevocably scarred and contaminated by the proposed
exploration and mining. Certainly minining proponents says such
industry would be benign. But what if, as is most probably the case,

they're wrong? Ten of thousands of animals, in scores of species, will

be decimated, as will plant life, recreational resources and even the

drinking water of the area.

Let us instead work on ways to bring economic development to the
area by promoting its pristine evironment and recreational

possibilities. To ruin this precious, unique area is to lose it for all

time, and would be an unforgivable blot on the history of our great
state.

oincereiy,

Oahu. %,
f J John R. Byers

/JsVO.

1255 East Catalp
Springfield, MO 65804
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S.S.Rt. Box 152
West Plains, MO

Dear Sir:

a ittn
FE8-3BB8

1988

I would like to speak to you plainly, without a bunch
of facts and statistics that I'm sure have been provided to you
by interest groups from around the state, so that you know
this is coming from a real person. I'm concerned about
two things which are happening around here or are about to
happen, and their obvious long term effect upon the future.
I want my kids to know that I tried to stop these things
from happening, and that the leaders of this time were aware
of the possible consequences, so that when they shake their
heads twenty years from now it will be in disgust, not amazement.

My first concern is something for which I've been told
requires public comment by Feb. 5, in order to possiblly
stop the "wheels of progress" from rolling. The Forest
Service is talking about mining for lead in Shannon County,
which contains three of the most prolific springs in the
country, as well as the beautiful and clean Eleven Point
River. I know that the residents of this area need jobs
desperately, and because of that are in favor of this proposal.
Can't we provide these people with jobs without losing one
of the nation's largest sources of clean water? I hope
that the mistakes of the past might at least serve some
useful purpose in preventing future errors. With a little
logic and ingenuity, the state could placate these people
with the opportunity for a better life, as desperate circumstances
have forcred them to barter away something that they love.

But what stands out most in my mind about this issue
is the future of our United States. Anyone with a grain
of future-minded reason can see that we're headed for a
severe water shortage sometime in the coming years. Some
cities are already experiencing this phenomenon, relying
on bottled water brought in from clean springs. It seems
to me that the Ozarks, especially this area, will be a prime
source for clean water when the crisis occurs, which many
people believe is not too far in the future. Why waste
this resource for the sake of some lead, which is more and
more being shown to be a toxic substance, and some jobs,
which we could provide in other, more well thought out ways.
Past experience has shown us that lead mining always causes
some contamination, and the risk is surely increased in areas
with porous rock, such as the Ozarks. This fact alone cries
out for a halt to this proposed project.

My second concern is for the clear cutting of sections
of forest that have been occuring in my neighborhood, the
area around the North Fork River in the Mark Twain Forest.
The Forest Service claims that clear cutting helps future
growth of trees, along with providing undergrowth for wildlife.
When talking to locals, however, and old-timers who have
lived among and logged these trees for years, one is filled
with a sense of fear for the potential imact on the trees,
rivers, and topsoil.

433
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In the February, 1988 issue of Sports Afield , there
is an article concerning the many problems being generated
in our country's woodlands and rivers as a result of clear
cutting practices. Missouri is not mentioned, but a clear
parallel exists. The puzzling thing to me is the amount
of taxpayer dollars being lost on these projects, which
would seem to have been initiated as a way of raising federal
revenue. Why, then, cut down these trees? Again, as with
the lead mining, it would appear to anyone using common
sense that the long term danger of these proposals outweighs
the small, if measurable, gain. What kind of statement
are we making to our future generations with these actions?

Many of my neighbors feel that part of the problem
is caused by placing the implementation of these projects
in the hands of federal and state employees who have learned
what they know in textbooks, rather than with practical
know-how gained through years of experience. The Forest
Service appears to these people as unwilling to tap into
the valuable resource of their knowledge, and plow ahead
with these projects with a deaf ear. Instead of working
hand-in-hand with the residents to whom these projects will
have a drastic effect, they stubbornly procede "by the book"
until their goals are reached, then move on to new jobs
in other states, leaving behind the people who will have
to deal realistically with the consequences of actions they
had no say in implementing. One is left with feelings of
anger, frustration, and helplessness.

Our only defense seems to be in writing letters like
this one, and meeting together in groups in the hopes of
raising a loud enough collective voice to be heard by someone
who has the capabilities and opportunity to do something.
I hope that you might be one of those people. If you would
perhaps take the time out of your busy schedule to do a
little research and reading, I think that you might begin
to feel the outrage that is shared by those of us who have
probed into the questions. Better yet, maybe you could
bring your family down some weekend to visit these rivers
(go on a float trip), springs (have a picnic), and forests
(hiking or camping), and maybe you'll feel what I mean.
Sometimes a well-intentioned mistake can eradicate the miracle
it took Nature thousands or millions of years to create.
The resources we have been blessed with in the Ozarks are
available for everyone to share. It is up to us, now, to
make sure that they are not lost.

Sincerely yours.
Jack Field
S.S.RT. Box 152
West Plains, MO 65775

P-S. Please adopt Alternative A (no mining-maximum resource
protection)

.

Anne E. Johnson, MSW
Rodney R. Johnson, MSW
540 Lee Avenue
Webster Groves, MO 63119

(314)961-9947

Counseling Practice for Help with Individual and Family Concerns
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervi:
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MD 65401

River Bluffs Audubon Society
310A Hickory Street
Jefferson City, MO 65101
1 February, 1988

6

6

6

6

6

Dear Mr. Morse,
I am writing this letter on behalf of the River Bluffs Audubon Society,

with regard to the proposed mining project that has been recommended within
119,000 acres of the Mark Twain National Forest (Winona District). We are
deeply concerned that the U.S. Forest Service would consider such a project
let alone support it and we wish to voice our strong opposition to such
mineral leasing of our National Forest lands.

This area around the Eleven Point River is the heart of Missouri's Ozarks
containing the most outstanding elements of our outdoor natural beauty and our
recreational areas. This outstanding natural landscape, which is an attraction
for both residents and visitors, would be altered and changed by the openings
associated with drill sites, vent shaft clearing, mine/mill sites, dewatering
ponds, and tailing impoundments. Electric transmission lines, pipelines, and
roads would all create linear corridors subdividing the natural landscape with
unnatural walls of clearing.

The 119,000 acre study area either contains or is close to a number of

nationally significant natural resources and features. Each of these would be

affected by mining and mineral development.
Lead is a highly toxic and cumulative element in our environment. It has

been recognized as an industrial hazard for many years, but its long term

effects as an environmental hazard have now become important. One has only to
look at the effects of lead shot on waterfowl and eagles to see the long term

seriousness of lead poisoning.
The poisoning of groundwater systems from mine tailing ponds is a real

possibility. Due to the karst toppgraphy of the region, there are probably no

sites in the proposed mining area where even a single such impoundment could
be safely constructed. If leakage were to occur, it would not be detected
until groundwater had already been contaminated and there would not be a way

to repair the leak once it began. It is of interest to note that one of eight
tailing ponds in the more geologically stable Viburnum Trend collapsed in

1977. Lead has been found in abnormal quantities as high in the food chain as

the deer population near Viburnum. Groundwater from the proposed mining site
has been shown through dye tracings to drain into several large springs,

including Big Spring and Greer Spring, and numerous small springs, including
many along the Eleven Point National Scenic River. Lead poisoning would be

devastating to fish populations in these waters.

The most significant beneficiary of developing new mineral reserves in the

study area is the lead industry itself, not the market it serves. Preserving

the forest land and minimizing watershed degradation within the study area is

more important than guaranteeing continuation of the lead industry for a few
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more years of the early part of the 21st century. Nothing can prevent the
eventual decline and death of this industry. Industries, particularly those
based on the extraction of depletable resources, change and die as their
markets mature. In contrast, it is the U.S. Forest Service’s DUTY to preserve
the forest lands and wilderness values in perpetuity. We must insist that
these forest values take precedence in Federal Forest management decisions
over the perennial demands of mining interests to extract minerals.

River Bluffs Audubon Society, comprised of 150 members from Cole,
Callaway, Maries, and Moniteau Counties, asks the Forest Service to adopt

I

Alternative A: NO MINING/MAXIMUM Resource Protection. Only by adopting this
alternative can we assure that the beauty and natural heritage of Missouri
will be preserved within the Mark Twain National Forest. Please include this
letter with your public comments and we hope that you will give serious
consideration to our request.

Sincerely,

Margaret B. Ptacek
Conservation Chairman
River Bluffs Audubon Society
Jefferson City, MO

cc: Senator John Danforth, Senator Christopher Bond, Representative Ike
Skelton, and Representative Harold Volkmer

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain Natioal Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

|jj)
JL® B « » G

|g)

FEB - 3m
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MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROllA. MO.

January 30, 1988

Dear Mr. Morse,

I am a concerned citzen. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and the
Bureau of Land Management ( BLM) have issued a Draft Environmental
Impact Statement recommending that hardrock mineral leasing be
allowed within the Mark Twain National Forest in the Winona
District, Missouri. I do not support the proposed sale of
mineral leasing in the Mark Twain National Forest. I urge that

I Alternative A be adopted ip. order that our public land be
8 1 protected.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) did not go far
enough to insure that the water, land and wildlife resources of
the area would be protected. The DEIS does not present data
which includes investigation of potential impacts on ground water
contamination, acceptable concentration levels of lead and other

O heavy metals in the soil and water, or regulations and clean-up
plans for potential leakages or other catastrophic events. The
impact of mining tailings on aquatic organisms are severe and

D should be considered before the lease of this land. Without a
clear statement of the country's need for lead in the future, the
potential for ecological disasters is too great to allow mining
on this jewel of our public land system.

Again, I urge that you support efforts to have Alternative A
adopted in the interests of all. The State of Missouri has an
outstanding record of protecting it's natural wonders and hope
that we can continue to save our park lands for future
generations to enjoy.

Thank you

7w -t

^Ann Livingsto

Coium&a MO 65201 $
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JANUARY 25 , 1988

MRS. BONNIE SLATON
P.0. BOX 186
EMINENCE, MO. 65466

JLLLLO^
FEB-31T”,

1 HAVE LIVED IN MISSOURI SINCE 1969. I LIVE IN SHANNON COUNTY. POVERTv IS PRE-
DOMINANT. THE ONLY FACTOPY IN EMINENCE CLOSED SEVERAL YEARS AGO.

742

S>Ave the Fo rest !

A few reA5«nf to prevent the mining of
in the riArkTwAin National Forest At Winona:

6 defln water , clean air , the Eleven ft. Greer
Spring , the prairie o«\>UI, the b*U

I

THE MINES THAT ARE PROPOSED FOR THIS AREA, WILL NOT PROVIDE A SOLUTION TO OUR
UNEMPLOYMENT. IT IS A TEMPORARY FIX, FOR A FEW PEOPLE. WHAT WILL WE HAVE AFTER
THE LEAD HAS BEEN MINED?

c |
THE TAILING PONDS WILL POISON OUR WATER AND LAND RESOURCES. THE LAND IS TOO POROUS

D| AND OUR WATER TABLES ARE TOO IMPORTANT, TO DESTROY FOR. THE BENEFIT OF A FEW PEOPLE.

THE PEOPLE WORKING IN THESE MINES, WILL HAVE A LEAO eUILOUP IN THEIR BODIES. WOMEN
WHO WORK IN THESE MINES MUST BE STERILIZED, TO PREVENT BIRTH OEFECTS.

IT IS KNOW, THAT CHILDREN WHO LIVE NEAR HIGH VOLTAGE LINES, HAVE A HIGHER RATE OF
LUEKEMIA. THIS AFFECTS ALL ANIMAL LIFE ALSO.

SHANNON COUNTY AND THE SURROUNDING AREA, ALREADY HAVE A HIGHER THAN AVERAGE CANCER
RATE.

I BELEIVE THIS COUNTRY WOULD BE BETTER OFF, SPENDING FUNDS MID PROVIDE PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT THROUGH RECYCLING, AND IN TURN WE CLEAN UP THE EARTH.

I HAVE TRAVELED MANY MILES IN THE PAST, AND HAVE SEEN THE DAMAGE THAI MINES 00 TO
THE ENVIRONMENT. ACID RAIN DOES DESTROY THE T0RCSTS.

WE NEED DUPSTERS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT THE RURAL PARTS OF THE STATE.
THERE ARE NO TRASH SERVICES IN SEMI- ISOLATED AREAS. MANY STATES PROVIDE THIS*
SERVICE. (MAYBE USING THE CONSERVATION FUNDS PASSEO UY THE PEOPLE OF MISSOURI)

WE MUST FIND A SOLUTION TO THE WASTE PR0PLEM DEVELOPING IN THIS COUNTRY WE MUST
PROTECT OUR WATER ANO LAND, OUR MOST PRECIOUS COMMODITY, FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.

FOR MANY YEARS, I HAVE OONATED MY LABOR TO THE CAUSE OF CLEANING UP THIS AREA.
I HAVE PICKED UP TONS OF GLASS, CANS, PAPER, FILTERS OF CIGARETTES, PLASTICS,
AND VARIOUS OTHER REFUSE. I LIVE IN THIS BEAUTIFUL STATE

, AND WE SHOULD ALL 00
A PART IN KEEPING IT CLEAN.

POVERTY, WILL NEVER BE ELIMINATED FROM 0UP SOCIETY. THE POOR WILL ALWAYS BE HERE.
WE MUST KEEP OUR PEOPLE HEALTHY .EVEN THE POOP. WE CAN NOT AFFORD MFDICAL PROBLEMS.
CAUSEO BY THE GREED OF CORPORATIONS.

WE MUST LEARN FROM OUR PAST MISTAKES

.

Q|
I AM AGAINST THE OPENING OF MINES IN THIS AREA.

s : NCERr.i y ,

MRS. CONNIE SLATON
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STEVE SHOMAKER

1602 HIGHSCHOOL

BRENTWOOD. MO. 63144

~3 uri

“(.VAIN NATIONAL HJHtSl
,

ROLLA. MO

I WANT TO EXPRESS MY RESERVATIONS ABOUT THE FOREST SERVICE PLAN TO LEASE LAND

FOR LEAD MINING IN THE MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST.

I AM VERY FAMILIAR WITH THF STUDY AREA, HAVING FLOATFD THE ELEVEN POINT RIVER

THREE TIMES LAST YEAR ALONE, BACK-PACKED RECENTLY IN THE NEAR-BY IRISH

WILDERNESS, AND DRIVEN THROUGH THE FOREST A NUMBER OF TIMES.

I AM VERY WORRIED, AND YOUR DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY DOES NOTHING TO

ALLEVIATE THE FEARS, THAT ANY MINING IN THE AREA WOULD HAVE DRAMATIC AND

DEVASTATING EFFECTS.

MUCH OF YOUR REPORT READS LIKE A TRAVEL BRGUCHURE, HIGHLIGHTING THE NATURAL

ASPECTS OF THE REGION: WITH ITS RARE SPECIES, CLEAN WATER. UNPOLLUTED

ENVIRONMENT AND STRIKING VISUAL FEATURES.

ALLOWING MINING, AS YOUR OWN REPORTS POINTS OUT, WOULD NECESSITATE THE

CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS, POWER TRANSMISSION LINFS. BUILDINGS, AND OF COURSE THE

MINES THEMSELVES: THIS IN AN AREA THAT STILL HAS NOT RECOVERED FULLY FROM THE

RAVAGES OF EXTENSIVE TIMBER CUTTING EARLIER IN THIS CENTURY.

ITS OUTRAGEOUS THAT IN A' TIME WHEN SO MUCH ATTENTION IS BEING GIVEN TO

PRESERVING WHAT FEW NATURAL HABBITATS WE HAVE LEFT. THF FOREST SERVICE WOULD BF

CONTEMPLATING THE DESTRUCTION OF A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF THE REMAINING

MISSOURI WILD LANDS.

THE STUDY AREA IS ONLY TWO MILES FROM THE ELEVEN POINT; AND SEVERAL MILES

MORE FROM THE IRISH WILDERNESS ! TWO AREAS THAT WOULD UNDOUBTEDLY SUFFER FROM

THE INCREASED TRAFFIC AND ACTIVITY IN THE MINING AREA. YOUR OWN REPORT CITFS

B. ERIC MORSE, FOREST SUPERVISOR

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

401 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD

ROLLA. MISSOURI 65401

DEAR MR. MORSE,

I

6
|

THE POTENTIAL DANGERS TO GROUND WATER CONTAMINATION.

THE STUDY AREA SHOULD BE UP FOR CONSIDERATION FOR PROTECTION UNDER WILDERNESS

REGULATIONS, AND SHOULD NOT BE UP FOR CONSIDERATION FOR DESTRUCTION.

SORRY THAT THIS NOTE COMES SO FAR INTO THE PUBLIC COMMFNT PERIOD, BUT I

WANTED TO READ THE ENTIRE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY. THE TARDINESS OF

THIS LETER DOES NOT INDICATE A LACK OF INTEREST.

STEVE SHOMAKER

P.S. WHILE THIS LETTER WAS NOT WRITTEN ON BEHALF OF ANY ENVIRONMENTAL

ORGANIZATION, A NUMBER OF FRIENDS WANTED TO ADD THEIR NAMES TO THIS STATEMENT

OF CONCERN.
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Feb. 1, 1983

B. Eric Morse, Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd

.

Rolla , MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morses

I have carefully studied the draft environmental impact
statement on Hardrock Mineral Leasing in the Mark Twain Nat-
ional Forest and have concluded that Alternative A - prohibi-
ting mining - is the only valid option.

It is apparent that mitigation strategies will be inadequate
to fully protect the outstanding natural resources of the
area - especially Greer Spring, the Eleven Point River and
the Irish Wilderness. Noise from drilling and vent shafts,
construction of roads and buildings and the destruction of
vast amounts of land for tailings impoundments will all im-
pair the beauty and serenity of the area and reduce its
value for recreation - certainly one of the most important
uses for national forest lands.

It is also clear from the discussion on pp. 70-74 that the
region's water resources will be at risk if mining is allowed.
Collapse of tailings impoundments or overtopping as a result
of storm runoffs is a major threat, as this problem has oc-
curred and caused contamination of other rivers, such as Big
River. The adverse impacts of inadvertent spillage or migra-
tion of heavy metals, milling reagents and petroleum are well
described also. The EIS admits that mitigation measures would
reduce, not elliminate, the hazard.

e|

The draft EIS also concedes that the karst topography of the
region is a major concern in siting a tailings impoundment,
because of losing streams, caves, sinkholes and underground
drainage questions. It seems to me that mining would put
this fragile area at serious risk since contamination could
affect both surface and ground waters and the aquatic life
in them. Once contaminated, ground water is notoriously dif-
ficult to clean up. Major fish kills have resulted from
other mining activities, in spite of state and federal water
and mining regulations.

6

The draft EIS fails to show that mining is essential for the
economic well-being of the region. Indeed, the data indicates
that the economy is well-diversified and that tourism gener-
ates significant business for the area. The region has also
become attractive for retirees. These factors demonstrate
that mining could reduce, rather than enhance, the economic
health of the area by impairing its beauty, solitude and re-
creational attractions.

Mining EIS Colwill -2-

The draft EIS also fails to make a convincing case concerning
the need for additional lead mine exploration at this time.
Two mines have been temporarily closed, growth in lead usage
has slowed for several reasons and, it states, domestic pro-
duction is espected to be sufficient for at least the next 20
years

.

For all of the reasons stated above, I urge that
lease application be rejected for the Mark Twain
Forest

.

the mining
National

Very truly yours,

Jo
Winifred S. Colwill
Rt. 11. Countryshire
Columbia, MO 65202
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Mr. B. Erie Morse, Feb. 2, 1988

This letter is to register my objections to mining in the

Mark Twain National Forest, near Winona.

I believe the Draft Environmental Impact Statement to be

incomplete, inadequate, and misleading.

After 250 exploration holes were drilled with only a few

pay holes, I am convinced that a sufficient orebody does not

exist that would cover, not only the expenses of mining including

profits^but also the expenses of the likely clean-up of

"accidents" that are so prominently referred to throughout

the EIS. As we have recently seen with oil spill "accidents",

the likelihood of something going wrong is highly probable.

This proposed mining area is too valuable in other resources

to even consider the possible ruination of it all by a mine.

I realize that new technology exists as to the processing

of tailings; but, having been a roughneck in the oil patch

in Oklahoma, I can tell you that technology is only as good

as the user or the desire of the company to utilize it. I

have seen intentional dumping of chemicals and complete dis-

regard for environmental regulations by oil drilling companies.

I can not believe the mine will be any more respectful of the

law. Under normal conditions this would be possible to

control or live with, but with the karst terrain here we can

not afford the risk to the ground water.

No short term jobs are worth the risk to the health of

our population.

-urn :

J^nuuNkAJiON^Kttlr
mim

I believe you are under considerable political pressure

to approve this lease. Realize the politics may, and probably

will, change in the near future. So, let's see a more complete

EIS that takes into consideration the potential for mismanage-

ment. Can the karst terrain handle this "accidential mis-

management scenario"?

Rt. 3 Box 166

Alton, MO 65606
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For 503 Viburnum, MO 655 66
February*!, 1988

Dear Sir:
Thank you for extending t“b comment period on the

Forest' e Hardrock Mineral Leaeing Jraft Environmental statement, for
at letter-wrltin? I ea a terrible procrastinator.

I am VERY MUCH OPPOSED to mining In Rational Foreste. Rational
Forests were set aside from the beginning to BE national forests eafe
fraom predators of the lumbering nod mining iaaustrjee, end now It seems
the government also wants to ge t into the business of destroying end
enoroaoblng on national lands to use the money therefrom for current
expenses and deficits. Theodore Roosevelt would turn over in hie ^rave.

In the December 15, 1987 issue of the lued County S tar I expressed
my view of this matter. A copy of this "Letter to the fid itor" is
eacloeed. Please read.

Since 1981, when James Watt fired the openin'* eclvoe of the moet
antl-coneervet ion Administration in thle century, it bee teen increasingly
•' 5?

rd to ^pe P lnduetry'e ltobing bands off our nationel aseets as ay
tbeyTLuet to loir, mine, drill, buy", leaee, or exploit
every available acre of federal lend. Let ue leave something for our
children. And the U.S.U.A. «nd Interior °nd th* PUT seem ee«*er to
oermlt these predators to run roughshod over national l^nde.

’"lnine* devastation wt>uld ruin the tourist Industry, a major eouroe
of income here. Senator D-nforth seye tourlets spend five pillion dollars
annually in Missouri. Re eays; "Varle come to v l?eourl fo"r a thousand
reasons. They come to Mlesourl • to eee the Ozarke. They vlelt the
Qateway Arch °nd the St. Louie Too...” He mentions the Ozarke firet.
The Ozarke are beautiful and restful. ?.e wont to keep them the try,
in their pristine beauty. They are worth more this w- y than they would
be to a few stockholders of the mine. People of our large cities need
this area as r. relaxation and rest from the hot asphalt Jungles.

When I came be e ten years ago, I was toll these mines would not
aot run out for 60 years, nd with the decreasing use of lead and beoause
of its health hazards, vby look further? Said one company man, "We Just
want a chance to see wbat is there." Yes, for them. I don't think the
Ozarke 9houli be sacrificed to satisfy someone's curiosity, or irreed for
gain. I see no reason for any of this clearing and logging going on
now, nor any proposed drilling.

Stored tailings seep, break, flood, poleon eurface and ground water,
destroy., flsb, wildlife, AND US. No, THE HORROR 0? MIN PIG IS TOO GREAT.
KEEP THE HANDS OF INDUSTRY AND THIS ADMINISTRATION OF? THE NATIONAL
FORESTS

.

Thaok you.
Sincerely,

-o* ertn “. -4 yyLz~/d-

B8 Ilf 6
l|

FEB - 4 1968

ARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
R0LLA, MO

I960

Mr. Eric Morse. Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rol 1 a , Mo. 65401

February 2,

Dear Mr. Morse.
The draft Environmental Impact Statement on the

proposed lead mining In the Mark Twain National Forest was
certainly a tremendous amount of Information to absorb by
December 24th. 1 do not favor the proposal for the
following reasons:

6

6

8

The primary purposes for which the National Forest land
was acquired Include: soil conservation, watershed
protection, wilderness protection, outdoor recreation and
timber production. The 119,000 acre study area either
contains or Is close to a number of nationally significant
natural resources and features. Within this region lie our
largest springs, clean and clear waters of streams and
rivers, large underground caves, extensive forests of oak
and pine and spectacular bluffs. Greer and other springs
feeding the Eleven Point River are recharged from watersheds
throughout the study area. The Ozark National Scenic
Rlverways are fed by numerous springs throughout the study
area. These complex, karst hydrogeological systems are
particularly vulnerable to degradation from mining Impacts.
Mineral development would also risk severe degradation to
most of these areas In the event of a tailings Impoundment
failure, toxic substance spill or other unplanned event.

This outstanding natural landscape, which Is an
attraction for both residents and visitors, would be
permanently altered by the openings associated with drill
sites, vent shaft clearing, mlne/mlll sites, dewatering ponds
and tailing Impoundments. Dead trees, exposed tailings,
dams and large polluted flatwater areas are a stark contrast
to the rolling hills and clean streams of the Mlssoul
Ozark s

.

After careful consideration of the Environmental
Statement. I feel that the only feasible alternative to this
proposal would be Alternative A.

'-S+ocere I y Yours.
SaiitA.W

Pam Saber ton

{Missouri
,

bPeu£DU>GiCfu. SueueN

^epeesczfOTATHje f^e-THcr

HtoOie Mississippi OftvutM ftCnRi
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February 3, 1988

Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain Nat'l Forest
401 Fairgrounds Hoad
Holla. Missouri 65401

I ar.i a concerned citizen writing to you in regard to the proposed

I

hard rock mining in Mark Twain National Forest. I want to urge
you to reconsider your position in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement of November. 1987, recommencing that mining be allowed
by the Doe Run Corporation.

If any mining is allowed in this area it will ruin forever our most
outstanding elements of outdoor natural beauty and our recreational
areas. Economically speaking, the mining would interfere with
Missouri's 2nd largest revenue producer, tourism, which is concentrated
ir. the Ozarks. The benefits of mining would only be for the short life
of the mine and would benefit only the lead industry itself, not the
market it serves.

There are also the effects of the mining on ground water, human
exposure to lead and noise as well as the scenic and economic
considerations. I 'could continue, but my main point is that s a
citizen of Missouri I don't want to see our state torn apart for
reasons tha.t do r.ot take precedence over preserving our natural

E B w e_

FEB - 4 I

&
/) ^yC

JjLt- s&bsL-t-

&C(,

)og/o 7717/2^
yf. C. ">7u Ov/^7

Thank you for your time and attention.

Einccrol

y

faU*, W
‘-'arer; '. "amphoefucr

1724 Preston Place

St. Louis, Missouri 63104
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Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morsei

166 N. Brentwood Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105
February 2, 1988

,7, JjLJJJUljfp'j;

W £3-d» M
?:,h twain MtiAMLftMsr

ROtLA MO I

I am writing to ask that the proposed hardrock mineral leasing in

Q the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest be prohibited
and that Alternative A be adopted.

There seems to be no question that mining would have a severe negative
impact on this prime scenic and recreational area of the Ozarks . It

g would be short-sighted to ruin the possibilities for future tourism by
allowing mining, which could play out in twenty or thirty years, leaving
the area with a devastated landscape.

Even worse is the prospect of groundwater contamination. In a recent
interview with a reporter from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch the chief
geologist for the Doe Run Company, Harold Myers, acknowledged that
the porous limestone underlying the area is much more susceptible to
groundwater pollution them in the Viburnum area. He made the chilling
statement that if the ore is high-grade, the company could afford to
spend money on environmental protection measures, but if the ore is
low-grade, such measures might be too expensive. He also stated, in
regard to keeping the tailings in place, "We don't yet know how to
deal with that." The mining industry is not known for scrupulously
following environmental regulations, and the federal government does
not have a flawless record in enforcing them.

6

There are many other reasons for not allowing mining in this area,
with its caves, springs, fens and seeps and its vegetation and
wildlife that are not really known thoroughly. It just doesn't
make sense to sacrifice the area for the extraction of lead which
is not in great demand. Much of the need can be supplied by recycling,
so why not concentrate on that. We should set a better example for
the third world countries we are preaching to about the destruction
of their rainforests for misguided development.

I hope the Management Plan you worked so hard on will not be over-
turned for the short-term purpose of propping up the lead industry.

Sincerely,

Joanna M. Turner

cc Senator John Danforth, Senator Kit Bond, Representative William Clay.

fjj]
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MARK IWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROUAMO

13 Hill Street
Morristown, NJ 07960

February 1, 1988
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Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65^1
Dear Mr. Morse:

I am AGAINST the renewal of Exploratory Leases for
U.S.X. Corporation, and Doe Run Minerals in the Mark
Twain National Forest.

I am AGAINST any mining in the Mark Twain National Forest
--such as those sites being considered and proposed by
U.S.X. ,

and Doe Run—which would ruin the cleanliness of
ALL Water in the area forever.

The technology DOES NOT EXIST to guarantee that wastes from
Lead Mining in the Mark Twain National Forest would not
pollute and toxify ALL WATER naturally available in the area.—Until such technology can be developed, any and all Mining
in the Mark Twain National Forest must not be permitted.

My suggestion: LEAVE THE MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST ALONE
until such time as the Chemists and Geologists can come up
with a GUARANTEE that Mining for ANY Mineral would not
drive away and kill the delicate animals and plants”tHat
now thrive in your beautiful Forest I

767 768
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Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I have reviewed information related to the proposed hardrock
mineral leasing proposal in the Winona District and I recommend
that Alternative A (no mining - maximum resource protection) be
adopted. I make this recommendation for several reasons.

Structures and utility corridors required to support the
mining and milling facilities would create unsightly and unneeded
visual intrusions in relatively natural areas. The potential
water quality degradation to the Eleven Point National Scenic
River, Greer Spring, the Ozark National Scenic Riverways and
other ground and surface water resources is unacceptable. These
environmentally sensitive areas are composed of karst
hydrogeological systems and are particularly vulnerable to water
quality degradation. The values of the adjacent Irish Wilderness
Area would be subject to threats from both the structural
development aspects and potential water quality degradation
aspects of the proposed hardrock mineral leasing. Both the near
and long term economic aspects of the proposal are questionable
considering both near term and long term adverse environmental
consequences that will accompany the proposal. It is not clear
at all that from an overall economic standpoint Alternative D is
preferred.

I encourage you to adopt Alternative A in this matter
wherein the maintenance of forest values takes precedence over
the development of hardrock mineral leasing. I appreciate your
consideration in this matter.

Yours truly,

^tbJOaiz jtdJdujL
Stewart Noland
President

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond

BE B II W
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! r ~ri~ l.orse. Forest Supervisor
l.ark Twain National Forest
1:01 Fair."rounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65U01

Dear Mr. Horse:

RD: ’J S ? S; Bureau of Land Management
DEIS ( Draft Inpact Statement

I very much object to the prospect of any mining in the
Mar: Twain National Forest:

1. Retain it for i -s environmental beauty—forests,
caves, lar^e springs, caves, rivers, clean sparking
waters, its wilderness.

1

2. .^reserve the water quality. The area, and our entire
nation depends upon clean pure ground water, and too much
has already been lost.

«l

Tailings and other waste products will mar the scenic
beauty, and cannot always be guaranteed not to pollute,
even thoftigh buried (or perhaps especially if buried.)

Lot's keep the Missouri Tzarks unspoiled. I(ve camped
in the area, and love it.

Sincerely,

Edna Easter
2SU2 Scott Ave
Independence, Mo 6h0$2

need more lead, let's itart a recycling program.
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John Plttenger
P.O. Box 108
Cameron. HO 64429

Hr. Eric Horae, Forest Supervisor
Hark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, HO 65401 February 2, 19B8

Dear Hr. Horses

I am writing you concerning the US Forest Service's prelerred
alternative lor proposed hardrock alneral leasing In the Winona
District of the Hark Twain National Forest.

s|

ef

I strongly disagree with the Forest Service's preferred
alternative D. No mining should be allowed within the 157,000-
acre study area. Alternative A is the only reasonable choice and
I urge you to support it. I disagree with the Forest Service's
decision based on the following points.

1 ) Toxic heavy aetal contaainatlon

8

The adverse environmental Impacts ol lead mining are well
documented. Studies done in the Old Lead Belt in the Big
River watershed revealed high concentrations ol lead,
cadmium and zinc in all levels ox the biological
community; from algae to fish (2). Fish llesh in the
study areas was found to contain lead concentrations
which exceeded recommended safety levels lor human
consumption. In fact, the Hlssouri Department ox
Conservation and the Hlssouri Department ol Health lssuea
a public notice advising that fish caught in the area not
be consumed. That was in I960} the warning remains in
effect today.

The draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on
mineral leasing summarily dismisses the adverse effects
of mining by saying that these effects would be

". . .minimized or eliminated through carefully applied
mitigating measures. . . • (1)

Nowhere in the DEIS are these "mitigating measures"
described.

Lead, cadmium and zinc are highly toxic ana persist in
the environment for long periods ox time.

The DEIS also states that

". . .very little, if any heavy metal or milling

reagents would be in the tailings because current state
water quality standards restrict eilluent levels. "(1)

6

If these standards are the only assurance the public has
against the potential poisoning of a scenic ana pristine
area, we are being duped. The DEIS does not explain how
the mining companies will eliminate the occurence of lead
and other heavy metals in tailings. The DEIS also does
not address the problem of runoff from tailings piles, a

documented source of heavy metal contamination ol stream
biota (3).

The DEIS states that the major adverse environmental
impact from the breaching of a tailings pond would be
from sediment. While this would be a dramatic and
catastrophic initial effect, the presence of heavy metals
in the sediments would be a devastating long-term effect.
Heavy metals do enter the biological community from the
sediments.

I

In summary, the issue of potential contamination by heavy
metals, resulting from lead mining, is inadequately ana
incompletely addressed in the DEIS.

2. Groundwater effects
The problem of heavy metal contamination is further
complicated by the geology and groundwater movements in

O the study area. The karst topography and presence of
^ many fissures or lineaments, which allow surxece water to

enter the groundwater. Increase the risk ol heavy-metal
contaminated water entering the groundwater. Groundwater
is virtually Impossible to clean up. Groundwater flows
from the study area to Big Spring and the Ozark National
Scenic Riverways} extremely popular recreation areas.

3. Disruption of a popular unique and pristine area
Hlning in the study area would create scars on the
unspoiled landscape, regardless of the percentages used
by the Forest Service. Limiting construction in the area
will not serve to prevent its ruin. Any construction
would greatly reduce the quality of the area and
surrounding places such as the Irish and Upper Jacks Fork
Wildernesses, the Cardareva Wilderness, the Eleven Point
River, and the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. These
areas are Hlssouri 's natural treasures, ana draw large
numbers of recreationists from many states.

769 770

It is unthinkable to contemplate sacrificing this area in order
to maintain a failing lead industry for another 5 or 10 years.
Hore emphasis needs to be placed on recycling and renewable
resources rather than continued exploitation and exhaustion of
our natural resources.

John Plttenger

(1) USDA Dept, of the Interior. 1987. Hardrock mineral leasing.
Hark Twain National Forest, Hlssouri. Draft EIS.

(2) Scmltt, C. J. and S. E. Finger. 1962. The dynamics of metals
from past and present mining activities in the Big and Black
River watersheds, southeastern Hlssouri. Final Report for the US
Army Corps of Engineers, Project No. DACW 43-80- A-0109.

(3) Besser, J. H. and C. F. Rabenl. 1987. Bioavailabiiity and
toxicity of metals leached from lead-mine tailings to aquatic
invertebrates. Environmental Toxicology, 6:679-890.

cc: Representative Tom Coleman
Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
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To whom it may concern,

8|
P1£ASE, NO MINING IN MARK TWAIN FORESTlliillll.

Sincerely,

Too & Martha Jane Rodman
7710 E. Gregory Blvd.

Kansas City, Mo. 6U133
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SupenvLaon Fhnk Twain National Fone*t

401 Faingnound* 'Road

Kalla, fib.

Dean SlMJ iWUN NATIONAL >ueo* miu, MO

Aften /leading an editonial in ihe Kanaa* City line* neuapapen, l wa*

vtinned and *unpni*ed lhat ihene wane i/mediate plana lo open up the

anea la lead mining/ Although l am nol a ainie neaident 1 am veny

inlene*ted in what happen* in and anourtd ihe beautiful O^anh* anea

and apend nidi lime ihene. Thane La alwaya aomeone wanting la apoll

ihe nalunal environment in onden la make rrvney. We all know il La

imponlani ia have ovine of bold but aunely Ide anea La mane imponlant

aa a launLai altnactian than it La lo allow aucd ihnealening devel-

opment
. fy&uy dag one heana of pollution paoblema in new anea* and

tdi* could certainly pnove la be a real ldneal lo the waten in the

vicinity.

I do hope you will neconaiden and atop ihi* fnom happening. What La

ihe meaning of a pooleded fane*! if it La nol pnoieded?

Hour* Inultp

Fnance* Weed*

yhO® flhnon Kd.

Leawood\ Kama*

66206
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February 3, 1988

Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Forest Supervisor:

on record as saying that I am opposed to the
lead mining on 119,000 acres of Mark Twain National

A crucial lesson I have learned thus far In the business world
is to consider the risk you take versus the gains you make. It
sounds to me like the Idea of mining, always a short-sighted act
In terms of our environment. Is In this instance also a very

9 short-sighted proposal as a business plan. Future demand for
lead may be very low as a result of Its decreased usage In fuel
and paints. A questionable gain.

The risk Is not uncertain at all. Involving as It does the

g Industrialization of a national forest area. And not only doesw the immediate area stand to suffer, but the contiguous waterways,
which Include the Ozarks National Scenic Rlverways, could be affected.

It Is difficult, but not Impossible to believe that the U.S.
Forest Service would support such a proposal. After all, the
blazing of thousands of miles of logging roads Is fairly routine
In “protected 1

' wilderness areas in the United States.

I

I hope that the consequences to the land (and Incidentally to a
separate industry, the tourist Industry) are thoughtfully
reviewed before plans to mine in this area are actually carried
out

.

Thank you.

S 1 nc^r e 1 y

,

t S.

Jennifer S. Newlin
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3 FEBRUARY 1988

Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO. 65401

jjjjr
FEB - « r

jm NATIONAL fOKLS!
ROUAMO.

Sirs,

The purpose of this letter is to convey my comments on the DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ( DEIS ) Hardrock Mineral
Leasing Mark Twain National Forest - October 1987

After reading the DEIS, I was astounded that the Forest Service could
inexplicably state that “Alternative D“ was the preferred alternative
This after all evidence and logic in the document relating to forest
management clearly point to “Alternative A“.

The total and complete protection and maintenance of the integrity
of the Eleven Point National Scenic River, The Ozark National Scenic
Riverways, and the Irish Wilderness, all designated as nationally
significant natural areas by statute, should have paramount priority
and precedence in regional management planning. To adopt any
other course of action that threatens these critical resources, as
“Alternative D“ would certainly do, is or should be illegal.

I believe that a serious management blunder will be committed by
the Forest Service if it actually implements "Alternative D“.

I urge the Mark Twain National Forest to adopt “Alternative A"
without modification

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this plan

Sincerely

ack H Hams
i708 Green Park Road
St Louis, MO, 63123

314-894-9021
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Say it isn’t so! This article says you are considering allowing lead

mining in the Mark Twain Forest. I’ve always admired how well managed

and maintained this National Forest has always been. You guys have done

such an excellent job of carrying out your duties of preserving beautiful

forests and now to consider allowing lead mining, its sacreligious . Have

you ever been to Picher Oklahoma? Look what lead i

Its

did to that

of the most hideous and poisonous areas in the country. Its a

asteland! Please don’t allow ANY mining in the forest, that is what :

the first place, to preserve it from commercial

exploitation! Please don’t neglect your duties and responsibilities U«.-

public for whom you are charged with protecting and preserving the forests.

Id is is is n is e r

1® FEB - 0 1988

UMMW NAIIONALFORtSl
ROLLA. MO

Thank you for your concern,

Larry Sjeitter

16204 w. 126th St.

Olathe, Ks. 66062

Mining in Mark Twain
1 The U.S. Forest Service should back off its

proposal which would permit lead mining on
1 J 9,000 acres of Mark Twain National Forest
south of Winona. There is too much to risk

with.water pollution and scenic destruction of
this pretty Ozarks area near the Irish Wilder-
ness which includes or is bordered by numer-
ous springs, underground caves, clear rivers

and acres of trees.

Under no circumstances should the simple
pleasures to be had there — Fishing, camping,
float trips and other outdoor activities — be
threatened by a plan to help an industry
which, because of decreased use of lead-based
materials such as gasoline and paint, is facing

an uncertain future.

Great openings in the earth, drilling equip-
ment, dams, transmission lines and polluted

lakes created to hold mining tailings and
other residues would mar the Ozarks natural

beauty, which the Mark Twain Forest was
acquired in part to preserve. Environmental
protections are promised under the plan, but
the very least ofmining activities would hurt

Leakage from a tailings pond or contamina-

tion from mining activities into the ground-

.

water could tum forever toxic the drinking
water and Fish in the streams. The porous
aspect of the proposed mining area makes it

more susceptible to contamination. Mining
discharges could reach into the many springs
and rivers which are interconnected through-
out the area, as well as into the Ozarks
National Scenic Riverways to the north.
This endorsement of mining by the Forest

Service in conjunction with the Bureau of
Land Management runs counter to the
government’s own resource management plan
adopted in 1986 for the national forest. The
lure of potential jobs to the area is not worth
cutting up Missouri’s greatest gift, its Ozarks.

Missourians who don’t want to risk this

natural resource should write the supervisor
of the Mark Twain National Forest, 401
Fairgrounds Road, in Rolla by Friday, the

deadline for public comment, as well as their

congressman and senators. There is too much
to lose and not nearly enough to gain by this

plan for mining in the Mark Twain forest.

<.C. Ti/»e s a/3/00
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Dick and Barbara van Benschoten

11117 E. 56 Terr.

Raytown, Mo 64133

February 3, 1988

Mark Twain National Forest Supervisor

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Mo

Dear Sir;

I am dismayed that, once again, we are haying to prove

the strengiit of support for keeping the Missouri 'wilds'

free from deliberate encroachment by humans.

The mining benefits seem to be so short lived compareo

to the soars, both immediate and forever, that would

result.

The Mark Twain can be whittled away until there is

nothing but shavings, or we can prevent any whittling !

Please count us as 'no more whittling'

Dick and Barbara van Benschoten

13L
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12007 E 48th St
Independence MO 64055
February 4, 1988

Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd
Rolla M0

Dear Sir j

We firmly disapprove the proposal which would permit
lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest.
Residents of Jackson County, M0 have been shown the
disaster of allowing oil drilling interests come
into our park areas, destroy the natural beauty,
then leave without any gain to themselves or to
the county. Once destroyed, we could never rebuild
or replace the natural beauty of Missouri’s Ozarks.

Respectfully,

Mrs. James M. Psfejer

Mr. James M. Peelej;
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MARK TWAIN NATIONAL roRL:

February 3, 1988

Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri

The Kansas City Star suggested writing to this address to express
an opinion on allowing mining in the Irish Wilderness area.

The generation of Jobs for the area cannot offset the destruction
of part of the wilderness. Jobs should be created in other

I ways. Please do not allow mining in the Irish Wilderness; the

Ol wilderness is a precious asset that cannot be replaced.

Sincerely,

—--*/

Melissa Farrand '

6103 Noland Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64133
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February 3, 1988
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Dear Sir:

6 II II

fra
February 4 . 1988

Supervisor
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri

Dear Sir or Madam:

I just read with considerable dismay an article describing a proposal to permit
lead mining on 119.000 acres in the Mark Twain National Forest.

I moved to Kansas City in January, 1986 from Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Prior
to that my husband and I have lived In Ohio, Colorado, Virginia and Iowa. We
have also traveled the nation extensively.

Within the past two years we have visited the Mark Twain National Forest five
times and have also recommended that family members vacation there. They have
then recommended that other friends and relatives vacation there.

I am just dumbfounded that you could possibly back this proposal and take a
chance that this area could be damaged. I can honestly say, in all our travels,
this is one of the few beautiful, unspoiled areas in this country.

I hope you will reconsider this proposal and keep this area a place that our
children and grandchildren can enjoy in the future.

Sincerely,

Wendy M. Trhlin
13625 S. Brougham
Olathe, Kansas 66062

After reviewing the environmental impact statement on mineral leasing
within the Mark Twain National Forest. I believe the optimal choice for the
Forest Service and the public is the no action (no mining) alternative.

The geology, ecology, and potential development of tourism are factors
which far outweigh any of the benefits of the proposed lead mining. True, jobs
will be created through mining, but they are mainly short term, and can not be
relied upon to exist in the distant future. If protection of the area through
the Forest Service is developed, the smaller towns surrounding the region may
benefit from an increased tourism trade, as more inhabitants of Missouri and
surrounding states visit the area for its scenic beauty and a desire to view
the Missouri Ozarks in a fairly natural state.

5

It is important to note that the area proposed for lead mining development
is unique. It represents the largest tract of semi-primitive Ozarks left in
the state of Missouri. Because of the uniqueness of the environment, the
number and type of animals present in this area is large. Many of the
flora/fauna populations will be affected by the development of mining in this
area, although one can not predict the results. The effects of large scale
mining could have a disastrous effect on many local populations, and until more
research has been done to determine the exact effects on the populations the
development should not be approved.

The area of land between the Eleven point and the Current rivers is unique
and sensitive with regards to geology and groundwater. Tests have shown that
this area has many underground rivers which transport dyes, sediments and
markers for over twenty miles. In this region are two large, protected springs
which would most likely be affected should the groundwateff become
contaiminated. That the groundwater would not become contaminated from the

Q mining is a ridiculous assumption. Most of the underground streams and

waterflows are connected, and mining in any area where local water would be
contaminated would have a deleterious effect upon the whole underground
ecosystem. Groundwater contamination is one of the worst problems of
environmental pollution today, and the proposed mining in this area would

further increase that problem. The Forest Service has a legal obligation to

prove that the mining would indeed not affect the groundwater supply and that

_ the two large springs would not be adversely affected by any mining. I do not
O feel that these questions are addressed effectively by the Forest Service in

the EIS, and further studies must be completed to insure the safety of the

groundwater

.
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Noise will become quite a problem should the plan be implemented. Users of
both the Current and Eleven point rivers will experience excessive and
obnoxious levels of noise while they are using these "protected" rivers should
the plan be instituted. Mining would be allowed (and indeed encouraged) in
many regions near the rivers, and floaters who have come to this semi-pristine
area for peace, relaxation, or a wilderness experience would be annoyed by the
noise of mining operations nearby. Indeed the end result of the mining
operations could be a total decline in the economy of the local communities.
Tourists would be discouraged from visiting the area due to the noise and
visual pollution of the mining operations.

As a transplanted Missourian now living in Oregon I still take great pride
in the state of Missouri. However, implementation of this plan would be just
another reason why I don’t live there at present. Following policies which
sacrifice the health and well-being of the environment for short term economic
gains is leading us all on a path of internal destruction. The Forest Service
could help the general public the most by increasing protection of the land
between the Current and Eleven point rivers, offering more recreation
activities (through trail, campground, equestrian development) and educating
the public as to the unique nature of the ecosystems in the region. The jobs
created through increased mining in this area are short term, and the economy
of the communities surrounding the Forest could be bettered through the
development of tourism not mining.

I hope my comments and ideas are used when making a final decision about
the proposed lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. A revised draft
environmental impact statement may be necessary to completely document all
impacts on the Forest through mining. As it is, the DEIS is incomplete and
should not be used as an arguement for the decision.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Huff
P.0. Box 473
Welches, OR 97067

(503) 622-5227
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February 2, 1908

Jaaea H . Moon
729 Wsst 44th Street
Kan to b City, HO. 64111

Foraat Supervisor
Hark Twain National Foraat
401 Fairground* Road
Rolla, HO 64901
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Dear Foraat Supervisor,

1 am writing because of my concern about Forest Service

plans to allow hordrock eineral leasing in the Hark Twa:

Hatlonal Forest. t

8

6

Ths environssntal lspacts and hazards asaoclatsd with such

activity are at odda with the intent of the Forest

Hanagesent Plan and are PEFEWnfilY Hfil i" *he *>•»* long-ter.

intereata of the people of this State. There say be such

talk of new gobs and help for a troubled economy but the

short ters gain obtained through eineral developaent and

exploration would be inf lnitesisal ly aeall compared to the

very large permanent environmental damage that would occur.

Therefore I believe you have no

recommend that 'Alternative A',

study area, be implemented.
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Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain Nationl Forest

401 Fairgrounds Rd

.

Rolla , Mo. 65401

Dear Supervisor Morse:

251 Stillbrook Est. Dr.

Fenton, Mo. 63026

1933 jj

f /.AIN NATIONAL FOREST
KOLIA MO. I

In the year 1811, the same year as the New Madrid Earthquake (which he

experienced), an English naturalist named John Bradbury journeyed from England

to explore the wonderful "Missouri territory" recently acquired by the federal

government by the Louisiana purchase. Bradbury in his Travels in the

Interior of America 1809, 1810, and 1811" found to his delight that the Ozarks

were uniquely beautiful and interesting and of the Ozark, s most dramatic

manifestation, what we now term "the Irish Wilderness" he stated, "...the

surface of this country wears quite anothe aspect. The numerous rivers which

fall towards the Mississippi in this region, together with their various

ramifications, run in deep and narrow valleys, which give this country a very

uneven appearance." Being possibly the first naturalist to bring a scientific

eye to bear on the wonders of this area he also stated, "When the subterranean

geography of this country becomes better known, it will probably be found to

be one of the most interesting in the world! In many parts of this country,

there are great numbers of what the inhabitants call 'sink holes'. I have

examined many of these sink holes, and in several have heard the noise of

water, as of a considerable stream, running below the bottom of the cavity.

Later in 1819 the famous explorer-writer Henry Roew Schoolcraft gazed upon the

rugged grandeur of the Eleven Point river and the Irish Wilderness and

prononced it the grandest sight he had ever witnessed!

Louella Owens, a pionerring woman geologist, just before the turn of the

century, journeyed to the area and immediately became enamoured by the grand

beauty and the fascinating geology of the area, particularly that of Greeg

Spring and nearby Grand Gulf, one of the worlds largest sinkholes!

More recenty J Harlan Bretz, of the University of Illinois, on of the great

scientists of our times, toured the area in the 1950' s while working on his

book. "Caves of Missouri". Bretz, though an old hand exploring cave and

spring (karst) terrain found, the Eleven Point river and the surrounding

country to be very unusual and important in substantiating his theories about

caverns and their relationship to springs and groundwater.

More recently still, the United States government, recongnising this area to

be one of the few prime examples of a rugged, wild, pure water river in the

eastern U.S., added the Eleven Point river to the list of the few other

supremely special rivers deserving inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic

river system, to be preserved for the enjoyment of all Americans in

perpetuity! Then just a few years ago 17,000 (apprx) acres of adjacent lands

of special beauty close by were given federal protection (finally!) as the

Irish Wilderness!

However! And the reason I am writing to you today, is because of the fact that

due to some very mistaken reasoning on the part of the U.S. Forest service,

these lands, recognised as unique for nearly two centuries far and wide, are

in grave danger of having their fragile beauty and possibly the health of

local residents, severly compromised!

The draft E.I.S. as written is flawed because of the following reasons:

1. It fails to recognise that, political boundary s notwithstanding, the part
of the historic Irish Wilderness outside the official boundarys, is exactly
the area deemed suitable for mining investigations. The 119,000 acre study
area contains the same rugged character, the same groundwater, the same
plant and animal communities, in short, everything that was considered
unique and desirable about the area in order to make some of it official
wilderness! Most of this 119.00 acres is desparately needed in its pristine
state as a buffer to protect the integrity of the official wilderness!

2. It fails to give serious consideration to the likelyhood for contamination
of the Eleven Point river, now of the purest sort, by mining wastes and

run-off! As documented by the Mo Dept, of Natural resources, elevated
levels of lead in the river are an absolute certainty if large-scale mining
is carried out and these levels could be horrendously high if a tailings
pond were to give way into the river as has happened before! your own

E.I.S. states that "such a collapse would be very difficult, if not
impossible, to plug at a reasonable cost" !

3. The E.I.S. is totally wrong in assuming that this outstanding natural
landscape can possibly coexist with large scale mining operations and their
attendant demands for space, roads, power lines, and noise levels. The two

types of enviornments are mutually exclusive must always remain so! It is
a betrayal of the public trust and your own 50 year management plan to
approve the adoption of alternative D. .

4. The need for lead production at this time or in the foreseeable future has
not been demonstrated in this document and the main justifiction seems to

be to create a short term boost to the local economy. To that I can only
respond that to ruin a priceless, irreplaceable national resource like the

Irish Wilderness and the Eleven Point river flies totally in the face of

the will of Congress, the traditions of the U. S. Forest service, and the

legacy of wilderness preservation starting with the establishment of
Yellowstone National Park in 1876!

I think the forest service must rethink their position and not yield to
political pressures calling for developement of all public land mineral
resources anytime possible at any environmental cost. Please go with
Alternative A.

Richard A. Orr

SOL

WILLIAM CONE. M.D.

Community Mental Health Services

of the Ozarks, Inc.

February 4, 1988

Eric B. Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,
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I am writing in response to my review of the draft EIS concerning lead
mining in the Winona section of the Mark Twain National Forest. I want
to protest your recarmendat ion that mining occur in any form. A careful
review of the draft EIS indicates that you do not have scientific data
to make a responsible recommendation of any sort except that the natter
be studied further.

6
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In my judgement, the key issue is whether or not there is a significant risk
to the contamination of the ground water system, in the study area, in the
event that mining were to be undertaken. It is well known that opponents of
mining have raised all kinds of objections based upon the possibilities of
contamination of the entire ground water system and that proponents of the
mining process have claimed that mining could take place without contamination
of ground water. The fact is there is not enough evidence to honestly support
either position in this argument, and it is irresponsible of the Forest
Service to make a recommendation until that issue has been resolved. The
considerations involving mining in this area are such that it might be
reasonable to permit a revision of the Forest Service Plan to favor mining
in the event that environmental hazards were only those involving scenic
degradation and changes in the socioeconomic nature of the area. If there
is a reasonable doubt concerning the possibility of contamination of the
ground water supply in this area there is no realistic reason for permitting
mining at this time.

First of all, as you know, the Environmental Protection Agency is reducing
the amount of allowable lead in gasoline and reducing the circumstances in

which lead can continue to be used in other areas of American life. This
will reduce the demand for new lead. Also, it is probable that the information
in the draft EIS suggesting that the Viburnum Trend will be depleted by the
year 2000 is totally inaccurate. Information from a previous study done for

Stuart Symington and Senator Long indicates that reserves will last well into

the 21st century. In addition, there are other reserves in Missouri and

we have lead available frcm foreign sources, such as Canada and Mexico, that

can not be embargoed. These are areas that would not adversely affect our

balance of payment. Hence, there is no responsible reason to rush development

of lead mining in the Winona section of the Mark Twain National Forest . The
lead will remain there in the event of a national emergency and the potential
threat to water quality is too great to make a decision concerning this
natter without a definitive hydrologic and geologic study of the area in question

to determine, beyond a reasonable doubt, whether or not lead mining and the

ensuing handling of tailings would pose a realistic threat to water quality.

I urge the Forest Service to revise the draft EIS and to deter a decision
on lead mining until an appropriate study of the potential impact of lead

mining and tailing disposal of water quality can be appropriately addressed
by a definitive scientific study.

I hope you find this information helpful.

Sincerely,

William Cone, M.D.

30L
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669 S. Kickapoo
Springfield. Mo.

February 5. 1988

Mr. Eric Morse. Forest Suprevlsor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO. 65601

Dear Mr. Morse:

After reviewing the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS),
we are writing to urge that Alternative A be adopted. Our position
stems from our interest in canoeing, photography, and hiking, but our
appreciation for the particular environment that is under consideration
and it's continued preservation are foremost.

As members fo the Ozark Mountain Paddlers. Conservation Federation of
Missouri, and the National Wildlife Federation, we have tried to stay
well-informed on issues concerning our natural environment and it's
interaction with us. We do not pretend to have any advanced scientific
knowledge, but none is necessary given the publicity concerning lead
poisoning. Given the potential risk to the environment

. the
unique and exceptional characteristics of the area under study, and
the unfounded optimism of the DEIS, nothing short of Alternative A
should be considered.

If we had a wealth of rivers worthy of the designation National
Wild and Scenic River or Ozark National Scenic Riverway, numerous
springs of the volume and beauty of Greer and Big Springs, and
extensive holdings of wilderness areas, we might be Inclined to
recommend some risk-taking. However, the area under study for hardrock
mineral leasing is beyond doubt the wildest, most scenic, and well-
preserved area within Missouri. There is no area approaching comparable
Quality to fall hack upon.

Please don't risk the irreplaceable. The area under consideration is
truly the heart and soul of Missouri.
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Mr. Eric B. Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Rd.
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dr. Mr. Morse,

Kitty Cone
Riverton Rural Branch
Alton, Mo. 656O6

« mi KJMMSiL—"«uu».

This is my personal comment to you concerning lead mining in
the Mark Twain National Forest, more specifically, within the
study area outlined in the draft EIS. I live with my family
on a farm adjoining the Eleven Point River. I am recommending
that the Forest Service adopt Alternative A.
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A few re«ion< io prevent the Mining of
fig A'J in the MartTwAin Forest At Vjinonw
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In this letter I will restrict my comments to a plea for the
spiritual quality, as it now exists, of the Mark Twain National
Forest. While lead mining is the central issue, I am
becoming more and more concerned with how the Forest Service
is managing these forests currently; e.g. the clear cutting
on Highway 19 and 181, the planned cutting near Carmen Springs,
and the recent and shocking clear cutting allowed on the banks
of the Eleven Point River near Riverton. In my opinion, lead
mining can only continue the negative impact of the current
management policy the Forest Service seems "hellbent" to
implement

.

Many of us fortunate enough to have grown up within close
proximity to the various segments of the Mark Twain National
Forest, and who deeply love these islands of the Ozarks, feel
we can no longer depend upon the Forest Service to protect our
rights to have these fragile treasures maintained in a
responsible manner. Many persons locally , and from across
the nation, come to these forests to feed their souls and to
renew their spirits before returning to the rigors of modern
culture. Grief is put into perspective during rare moments
among the trees and the wild flowers and the creatures of
the Mark Twain Forests. It is possible to come away from a
spring day among thousands of new wild violets seeing those
same soft flowers everytime you close your eyes.

These are the "resources" that are gradually, but very
systematically, being stolen from the citizens of this great
country. And after lead mining we are surely to come away
feeling, again, cheated and misled. To quote from an editorial
in the Joplin Globe (against lead mining) November 11, 1987

«

A national commitment has been made to protect the integrity
of the Mark Twain National Forest. It represents a solemn
pledge made to ourselves and to future generations that we
must preserve the forest to the best of our abilities. That
means keeping it intact."

Again, Mr. Morse, I implore you to influence the policy makers
in the Forest Service to accept Alternative A. Thank you for
your consideration.
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6665 Delmar, Room 304. St. Louis. MO 63130 (314) 727-8674
B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
2/1/88, page 2

m
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF MISSOURI

February 1, 1988

B. Eric Morse, Forest Super

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 6S401

Dear Mr. Morse:

The League of Women Voters of Missouri is a nonpartisan political

organization that encourages the informed and active participation of

citizens in government and influences public policy through education and

advocacy. There are fifteen local Leagues throughout, the state.

- The League has arrived at positions supporting preservation of the

physical, chemical and biological integrity of the ecosystem, and maximum

protection of health and the environment.
- It further supports policies to ensure safe treatment, transport,

storage and disposal of hazardous wastes, in order to protect public

health, and air, water and land resources.
- It is the League's view that watersheds, aquifers and aquifer recharge

areas are mong the rare and valuable ecosystems that should be regulated

and protected.

The League has reviewed the Environmental Impact Statement, "Hard-

rock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National Forest" which proposes to issue

mineral leases .for the extraction of lead and other minerals in a

119,000 acre area in southcentral Missouri (Shannon, Oregon and Carter

counties)

.

m EJJJJJL

i - 3 088

The Environmental Impact Statement establishes that the study area

is in the watershed of the Eleven Point River and that it also provides

aquifer recharge to an outstanding concentration of large springs and

to the Current River—all part of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways.

6
i

Only one of the proposed Alternatives (A, Maximum Resource Protection)

would protect this valuable and sensitive region, already set aside for

public use and enjoyment, from the impact of mine tailings disposal.

The mine tailings are a hazardous waste that would require attention in

perpetuity; even then damage is very likely to occur to the hydrology

of the region.

The Statement mentions but postpones resolution of the problem of
tailings disposal. The League's past experience with failure to properly
control and manage hazardous waste is that over the long term, the cost
is transferred from the generators of the waste to the public, and the

costs of cleanup are magnified many times from what a forward-looking
management plan would have cost originally.

The Statement is deficient on the issue of waste management. The
League finds that Alternative A is the only appropriate choice to insure
that hazardous waste from lead mining will not harm the public health
and a valuable and rare ecosystem.

Sincerely yours,

/(L~^7L^jL
Roseanne Newcomb . President

38L
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Mr. Frio Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, October, 1987
Hardrock Mineral Leasing
Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri

A revi?w of th° subject DFIS by the society's executive
board, reoresenting 500 members, has resulted in the following
decisions

:

®l

6

6

6

8

Mineral activities under Alternative D would severely
scar the national forest.

Also degradation of the national forest seems inevitable
as no satisfactory (only mitigating) solutions are pres-nted
to Prevent a negative impact on the environment, particularly
water resources and lend character.

This is not consistent wi-h the purposes for which the
lands were acquired and are being administered.

Tt is imperative that the Forest Service maintain its
position that the resources of wilderness, solitude and
natural integrity are eaually important as, and in some cases
more so than, consumptive exploitation.

Alternative A.

John S. Molyneaux '

co; Senator John Hanforth
Chairman, Conservation Committee

Senator Christopher Bond

Representative Richard Gephardt
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The Audubon Society of Missouri

FtModMl 1901

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla , MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

On behalf of the Audubon Society of Missouri, I would like to

express our concern about the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of

Land Management recommendation to allow hardrock mineral leasing

within 119,000 acres (Winona District) of the Mark Twain National

Forest.

February 4, 1988

pmiT|
~3 -

:S38

8

5

We believe that the area contains some of Missouri's most

significant natural resources and features, all of which would

be adversely affected by inining and mineral development activities.

Based on the geology of the area the DEIS does not adequately
address the potential for groundwater contamination from
lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest.

The Audubon Society of Missouri urges the adoption of

Alternative A to protect and reserve the natural resource

features and wilderness values of the area.

We appreciate the opportunity to

Senator
Represei

John Danforth
Christopher Bond
ntative Ike Skelton

comment on this proposal.

U. /(asJLllf UoJ&~
W. RANDALL WASHBURN
President
Audubon Society of Missouri
659 Oak Creek Court
Jefferson City, M0 65101

While the DEIS discusses possible economic benefits for the area
from mining it doesn't acknowledge the economic benefit from
tourists visiting the natural resource features and the

exceptional wilderness landscape. If permitted, it is questionable
that the economic benefits would be very long lasting. On

the other hand, if the area is preserved as proposed in
Alternative A, the economic benefits would last for generations.
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2402 Oakview Drive
Jefferson City. MO 65109

February 2 ,
1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing to express my dismay at the proposed lead mining within the
Mark Twain National Forest. As you are probably aware, neither Missouri
nor the federal government have legislation requiring the reclamation of
lead-mined lands, nor do they have legislation requiring the

environmentally safe disposal of lead tailings. Without such protective
legislation, the proposed lead mining will result in the permanent gross
destruction and environmental pollution of large areas of a most beautiful
portion of Missouri.

The United States Geological Survey's study "The Preliminary Assessment of
the Effects of Mineral Extraction on Water Resources as Related to Human

. Health and Aquatic Life in Missouri" by Brenda J. Smith, 1988 indicates

I that past lead mining in the Old Lead Belt in Missouri has resulted in the

b| long term pollution of water resources and high levels of lead

|
concentrations in benthic organisms and river sediments.

I Please work to prevent this destruction of our environment, and support

Oj the no mining Alternative A in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely,

'Vs.
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2613 Suaait Rd.

Columbia. MO 65203
January 28, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse.

I aa writing in regard to the proposal that hardrock

ineral leasing be allowed within the Winona District of

the Mark Twain National Forest. I feel that the plan aust

be stopped because the alnlng and alneral developaent

would have an undesirable lapact on the wilderness areas

and significant national natural resources. The landscape

would be defaced, noise pollution would be evident, and

groundwater flowing into springs would be contaa i nated

.

ongly rge that Alternative A (no

protection) be adopted in

and preserve this area of outstanding natur

Sincerely

C~^^

ining-

iL

c. Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond

Representative Harold Volkaer
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February 5. 1988
Coffman, MO.

Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fair Grounds Road
Rolla, MO. 65401

IH^I
FEB - ;

|9S*

Dear Supervisor Morse:

I am eitremeljr concerned regarding the proposed mining of any National
Forest Land and particularly Clark (Mark Twain) National Forest. These
lands as you know were set aside for our and future generations to enjoy.

They are also vital preserves for all manner of FLORA AND FAUNA, AS WELL
AS A SOURCE OF GOOD CLEAN WATER so vital to our health.

The ravaging of our only protected lands seems to be absolutely un-neccessary

,

as many producing mines have been closed, and workers are laid off.

a
I

I therefore request that you use all the power needed to refuse permission
for any drilling or mining of our last frontiers by anyone.

6
I

Mining of these lands may well lead to further depletion of our oxygen from the
loss of greenery to produce this LIFE giving element which we need for the

survival of our race.

Again I ask, PLEASE VOTE AGAINST THE DEIS PROPOSAL.

Yours very truly.

Douglas ni. Anderson

HCR #1 Box 227

Ste. Genevieve, MO. 63670

P.S. I am a registered voter.
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Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolls, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I have reviewed the U.S. Forest Services' proposal that mineral leasing be allowed in

the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest. The main concern of those for the

mining and those opposed to mining seems to be the physical effect on the mining region

itself. While I may agree that the mining structures, tailings ponds, noise from ventilation

shafts, roads, transmission, lines, and other environmentally destructive operations are

not not the type or things we are supposed to have in National Forests, I am not convinced

that should be our major area of concern when considering lead mining. I think an area of

much greater concern should be the effect of low-level lead intake on public health, and

should we be dumping more and more lead in our environment?

As you can see I have sent you a copy of an article from December's issue of Discover

Magazine on lead poisoning. It was written by Michael Weisskopf who has the "poisons beat"

on the Washington Post. To summarize Mr. Weisskopf 's article: a growing body of medical

research is reporting that millions of Americans, mostly children, are suffering from low-

level lead poisoning. The Center for Disease Control has set 24 micrograms of lead per

deciliter of blood as the official safe level. New studies are uncovering evidence that

children with amounts of lead in their blood far below the 24 micrograms per deciliter

show serious physical and intellectual impairment. A report to be submitted to Congress

by the Agency for the Toxic Substances and Disease Registry of the Public Health Service

states that an estimated 17% of preschool children have blood lead levels exceeding 15

micrograms per deciliter. At that level children are susceptible to a range of psycholog-

ical, neurological, kidney and blood abnormalities, including partial hearing loss; slower

neural transmission, hyperactivity, learning disabilities, lower IQ scores, impaired ability

to metabolize vitamin D, absorb iron, use calcium, disturbances in the formation and main-

tenance of red blood cells, decreased muscle tone, and interference with the creation and

function of certain enzymes.

In 1979 Herbert Needleman, then at Harvard, tested first and second grade students

in the Boston area. He found the lowest IQ, academic achievement, language skills, and

attention span among children with the highest body count of lead. None of the lead levels

exceeded the CDC.s toxicity threshold. Needleman found also that the intellectual impair-

ment caused in children by lead may be irreversible. When the first graders in the studies

were retested (5) years later, those who had originally shown high lead levels still had

significant IQ defects, and required more special education classes.

Another group adversely affected by small amounts of lead are middle aged men. Accord-

ing to the CDC as little as 5 micrograms per deciliter of blood can increase blood pressure.

A third high risk group is pregnant women and their unborn children. To them lead means

a greater chance of miscarriage, premature delivery, and still birth, and the unborn children

can absorb lead from their mothers. Needleman also found that children who absorbed the most

in the womb performed significantly worse on development tests that did children with low

lead levels.
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February 4, 1988

Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolls, Missouri 65401

Some physicians have called lead poisoning "the silent epidemic". Lead isn't excreted
from the body, but stored for many years, chiefly in bone, from which it is released back
into the blood stream to wreak cellular havoc. In 1982 according to the National Health
and Nutrition Survey even after measures were instituted from the mid 70' s to 1980 which
caused a 37% drop in U.S. blood lead levels, about half the U.S. population surveyed still
had 10 micrograms of lead per deciliter of blood. 88% of preschoolers had blood lead levels
at or above that level, and 9.1% of them met CDC's criteria for lead poisoning.

Lead enters the body through the food we eat, dust in our homes, and the water we drink.

Two years ago the EPA surveyed the nations tap water, and found that 15 to 40% of the lead
which Americans are exposed to comes from our drinking water. According to Ron Levin,

the author of the EPA report, 42 millions Americans, one out of every five served by public
water systems, consumes dangerous amounts of lead in their household drinking water.

At present the EPA considers drinking water safe only if it contains less than 50 parts
per billion of lead. However, the EPA plans to reduce by 60% to 80% the amount of lead per-

mitted in drinking water, from 50 ppb to no more than 20 ppb. Furthermore, in October of
1987 the agency ruled that most water companies must inform customers of lead levels in

their drinking water, and the dangers posed by the metal.

I

My question to you at this point is, do we really want to dig all that lead up in the

National Forest, and spread it all throughout the environment? Do you really know what you're

doing in releasing more lead to be ingested by the public? It comes down to the fact that we

simply don't need the amount of lead in our society that we once thought we did. They have

gotten it out of paints, the EPA is completely ridding it from gasoline ( I personally burn

no-lead in an older vehicle, and just add a lead substitute), and the are trying to find an

alternative to the lead storage battery as lead batteries do not last, and they are totally

"j unsuitable to operating an electric car. For what uses of lead remain we could easily meet
* that demand by careful recycling of the millions of tons of lead we already have lying

around.

America's concept has always been that we need bigger and bigger, and more and more.

I think it is time we revaluate some of those concepts, and ask ourselves at just what

price to future gererations are we willing to pay for more and more lead that we don't need

5
I

in the first place? Finally, if the National Forest Service decides to go ahead, and permit

lead mining in the proposed area, can you guarantee me that none of that lead which is mined
will ever end up in mine or my children's food, air, or water, and that we will never need
to fear the above mentioned health problems associated with that lead ?

Jim Swain
1442 S. Fort

ccj Senator Jack Danforth, Senator Christopher
Bond, and Representative Gene Taylor. 417-866-0743
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February 4. 1988

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

8

8

River Bluffs Audubon Society, Jefferson City, Missouri,

opposes hardrock mineral leasing in the Winona District

of the Mark Twain National Forest as recommended in the

Draft Environmental Impact Statement issued by the U.S.

Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management. We

believe the Forest Service haould adopt Alternative A

This statement is submitted on behalf of the River Bluffs

Audubon Society and its 150 members.

W. RANDALL WASHBURN
President
River Bluffs Audubon Society
659 Oak Creek Court
Jefferson City, M0 65101

A STATE?{ENT AGAINST PROPOSED nLAN TO PERMIT

LEAD MINING IN THE HARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

The Ozark Area Community Congress delegates, represent-
ing 25 organizations with Hundreds of members throughout the

Ozarks met in plenary session at 0ACC VIII, held at Drury
College, Springfield, M0, Nov. 6-8, 1987. A resolution was
passed at that time against a proposed plan to permit lead
mining in the Mark Twain National Forest. (Consensed 11/8/87)

One of the Green Laws consensed on at an earlier Congress
has to do with maintaining and improving quality of ground-

27

For the Earth,

Member, Steering Council

water in the Ozarks. 0ACC is opposed to the proposed lead
mining as it would seriously undermine the quality of groundwater
in two scenic rivers, Creer Springs and Big Spring, and other

8

PO BOX 1193 FAYETTEVILLE
,
ARKANSAS 72702 (501)442-9037
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The Audubon Society of Missouri

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Hardrock Mineral Leasing in the Winona District of the Mark

Twain Nation Forest as recommended in the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement issued by the U.S. Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management is opposed by the Audubon Society of

Missouri. It is our feeling that the Forest Service should

adopt Alternative A (no mining-maximum resource protection).

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Audubon Society

of Missouri and its 350 members.

Uj

.

—
W. RANDALL WASHBURN

President
Audubon Society of Missouri
659 Oak Creek Court
Jefferson City. MO 65101
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(AMERICAN HOLISTIC NURSES' ASSOCIATION)

February 8, 1988

Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO. 65401

Re: Hardrock mineral leasing in Missouri

Dear Mr. Eric Morse,

As the President of the American Holistic Nurses'
Association, I am writing to represent the 1200 nurse
members who are strongly, opposed to the Hardrock Mineral
Leasing and lead mine proposal in the Mark Twain National
Forest in Carter, Oregon, and Shannon Counties in Missouri.

We strongly support Alternative A of the DEIS No mineral
leasing in the study area. Tha American Holistic Nurses'
national headquarters is located here in Springfield, Missouri.
Our purpose is to facilitate the health of individuals,
families, communities, and the planet earth. We offer
re-creational experiences in the Mark Twain National Forest
for members and associates. We are committed to being stewards
of the land, promoting the preservation of wilderness land
throughout the United States, but especially here in our
home state.

fill
E ffi G OWH

fij]

FEB-9B88
l

1
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

KM.W,

Please make this comment part of the DEIS record on
Hardrock Mineral Leasing in Missouri.

Health regards

Patricia Lee, R.N., M.S.N.
President

cc: Senator John Danforth, Senator Christopher Bond, Representative
Gene Taylor, President Ronald Reagan

Administrative Offices • 205 St. Louis Street. Suite 506 • SprlnQtletd. MO 65806 • (417)864-5160
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2804 PAULA DRIVE
WEST PLAINS, MO 65775
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B. ERIC MORSE, FOREST SUPERVISOR
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
401 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD
ROLLA. MISSOURI 65401

DEAR MR. MORSE:

7

AFTER READING SEVERAL ARTICLES IN OUR LOCAL PAPER AND THE DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT OBTAINED FROM THE LOCAL LIBRARY,
I AM BEGINNING TO QUESTION THE SAFTEY OF MINING IN THE MARK
TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST SOUTH OF WINONA. ALSO AT THE PRESENT
TIME. I DO NOT SEE THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL LEAD PRODUCTION IN
MISSOURI. IF THERE WAS A NEED FOR MORE LEAD TO BE MINED AND IT
COULD BE DONE WITHOUT HARMING THE ENVIRONMENT. I WOULD NOT BE
OPPOSED TO THE MINING.

I

SINCE MUNICIAL SEWAGE LAGOONS ARE NOT PERMITTED IN THIS PART OF
THE STATE FOR FEAR OF GROUNDWATER POLLUTION. I DO NOT SEE MUCH
POSSIBLE WAY FOR A MINING COMPANY TO USE A LARGE 200 ACRE POND
FOR TAILINGS WITHOUT POLLUTING THE GROUND WATER.

5
1 PLEASE MAKE SURE THE DECISION THAT IS MADE NOW. WILL NOT BE
I

REGRETTED lO OR 20 YEARS FROM NOW.

RESPECTFULLY.

CHARLES E. GLENN

60L 61L

£>we Final Comments on Hard Rock Mineral Leasing

in the Mark Twain National Forest.

6
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Linda Beline

Route 1 Box 51 D

Doniphan, Missouri

63935
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Lead mining and the Mark Twain National Forest are incompatable.

Even the inadequate Draft Environmental Impact Statement shows that.

The consequences of mining will be horrendous and irrevocable. Anyone

that has been in the previously mined areas of our state can see that.

In the mid-1900's, our forefathers protected this area from destructive

industry, and as a result we are fortunate enough to have a safe, clean

place to live. Now it is our turn to protect it for the future generations.

It is an obligation that we cannot afford to ignore.

We need to use, not abuse our natural resources. There are other

means for employing our citizens without jeopardizing our fragile

environment. Our clean water is one of our most precious resources.

We cannot be foolish enough to put our water, actually our very lives,

in danger of being destroyed by toxic lead poisoning. Tourism is also

one of this area's leading income sources. Can we expect people to come

here to see our tailings ponds and lead raining sites? NOtilim They

come here to see and enjoy the beatiful Ozarks in thier natural, undesicrated

splendor. The same reason that most of us live here.

I don't believe that we have the right to destroy the environment,

especially for monetary reasons. The earth has been here long before

we arrived, and will be here long after we are gone. It is up to us,

as citizens of this world, to protect our beatiful lands, streams,

rivers, ponds, springs and other wilderness areas. Do we want to be

remembered for saving, or destroying the land? After all, we are

supposed to be the most intelligent creatures on this planet, isn't it
about time we started acting like it??

Thank You, Sincerly;

Linda Beline
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LEAD is:

Mr. B. Eric Morse

j

9mmi
i

™ iii

ra-9®8 3
i

5 February 1988

- One of the top 6 polluters of water and air In the world.

- Listed as a deadly poison to humans (even in very small amounts).

- Causes health effects ranging from brain damage and birth defects

to Death!

My final comments and petitions from Doniphan are enclosed. I have sent
them overnight express, I don’t know if that will do any good or not. I
was in Rolla today for the press conference and to meet with you about
this mining issue. I guess it just wasn't my day. After the press
conference, ray car would not start. And to top that off, everyone
else had already left. I waited to see if anyone would come back to
help me start my car, no such luck. I called my husband and he called
a wrecker , and we finally got the car stated. By this time it was getting
late, and with a car I couldn't be sure of, I had to head back to Doniphan.
I am very disappointed, to say the least. I just hope that you can
still accept these petitions and comments. I did my very best to get
them to you on time, but when that became impossible, I rushed them to
you as fast as I could. Thank you very much for listening to all the
comments that I have made concerning this issue. It is an issue that
should be addressed by the whole nation, after all it is a National
Forest. I feel that you, along with others have made a special effort
to listen to what the public has had to say, and I really appreciate
the time and effort the Forest Dept, has taken in this matter.

Sincerest Thanks;

6
I

We depend on the groundwater for our drinking water and
upon the air for our very breath. The Environmental Impact
Statement released by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management admits that this toxic metal can enter our water,
air and food chain - through the mining and milling processes.

7

The small number of jobs that would be created are not
worth the risks. The economic gains benefit the lead Industry
while the people who live here pay the price In human costs to
health. It Is a proven fact that the need for lead Is declining
and that most of what already exists can be recycled. US Geo-
logical Survey shows already existing lead mines will provide
enough lead through the year 2030 and probably beyond. Considering
these f-cts, there Is no Justification for ruining one of the
last remaining unspoiled environments on this continent.

6

Our water has been rated "excellent*1 and "pristine 11 by
water quality specialists - a fact of which we are proud.
We have something of value here In our unspoiled corner of
the world - a precious resource - clean water. We want to
preserve it. Laws and regulations can not protect our water
from lead contamination - the previous record of the Industry
shows that. The only way to ensure that lead will not enter
our air and water Is to prevent lead mining.

Since the National Forest is "public domain", we as
resldents/landowners/citlzens should have priority over
corporate Interests. Don't take chances with our health and
our lives. Don't turn our forest Into a waste dump. Don't
risk the quality of our water and air to profit the few.

Say "NO" to leasing of National Forest lands to lead mining.

Linda Beline

Route One Box 51 D

Doniphan, Missouri

63935
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SAY "NO" TO LEAD MINING
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IN THE NATIONAL FOREST!
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Final Comments on Hard Rock Mineral Leasing
in the Mark Twain National Forest.

You know, if lead gets into our ground water, and it's a pretty
sure thing it will, given the geological formation in our area, there
is no way for us to clean it up. With an oil slick, well, maybe you
get a chance to scoop it up, but there is no way to reach ground water.
So contamination stays there, maybe a hundred years, maybe a thousand
years, maybe more. Who Knows?

And during that time— now, and in the future-- we are drinking the
water and our children are being born with brain damage. And the saddest
thing about it is that lead mining, already today is a doomed industry.
People already know that there's not much lead left, and industries are
phasing it out. So these lead mining companies come in here, irreprably
contaminate our water in order to support an industry that's already
dead

.

Mau Blossom

Spokesperson for the Doniphan

Coalition for Birth Defects.
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To: 3. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

In re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Hardrock Mineral Leasing - M.T.N.F.

Missouri

2/5/88
Don and Becky Horton
-representing concerned
citizens of Oregon,
Shannon, Carter, Howell
Ripley and Butler Co.

HC 7 Box 197E
Doniphan , Mo.
63935

The failure of the DEIS has been recognized. We urge you,
as Forest Supervisor to rectify the following shortcomings In the DEIS.

We charge the DEIS coordinators with, at best, a half-hearted
attempt to study the environmental consequences of hardrock mineral

5 leasing In Shannon, Oregon and Carter Counties of the Mark Twain
National Forest. This Incompetence has resulted In: erroneous and
misrepresented data; failure to supply critical references; serious
shortage of credible sources; and chronic ommlsslons of Information
of vital Importance to a wise decision on the Issue. Futhermore,
there Is overwhelming evidence that coordinators and preparers of the
DEIS appear to be weighted heavily in the area of minerals expertise,
and appallingly lacking In specialists In the environmental sciences.
In the preparation of an environmental Impact statement, logic would
dictate that a study of environmental effects should be undertaken by
persons with expertise In environmental science. Such has not been the
case. While we can only speculate as to the reasons for such an over-
sight, It 1 8 obvious that the outcome Is a document slanted from the
outset - In favor of mineral leasing. This presupposition has biased
the entire DEIS and produced systematic error In researching and com-
piling data, by encouraging one outcome over another. This unreasoned

I

distortion In Judgement Implies that the authors of the DEIS are mere
concerned with protection of the profits of the lead Industry and
federal treasuries, than In protecting public health and safety, and
In wise stewardship of National Forests.

For all of these reasons (see amplication), the DEIS:is deficient
In quality of Information on an Issue in which citizens have a right
to the truth; Is not up to the standards for which the National Envi-
ronmental Policy Act was created; and. Is an Inadequate attempt to
access the full scope of environmental Impacts of mineral leasing In
this portion of the Mark Twain National Forest.

We sincerely hope, and maintain faith, that, as a silviculturist,
you will seriously consider your obligation to the protection 3nd
care of the forest, and will rectify these serious defects In the DEIS.
We Insist that the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Mangement with-
draw this DEIS: reappoint a balanced team of coordinators and preparers
(Including reputable environmental scientists); and prepare an ammended
draft addressing these concerns. Further, that the ammended draft
be distributed to the public for reevaluatlon (Including another round
of public hearings and adequate time for response). Failure to do so,

will force citizens to hold the following persons liable and accountable
for the ramifications of the defective and Invalid document; Leon

Krldelbaugh, L. Stanley Freese, Dorothy Hardesty a^.d Wink Hastings -

coordinators of the report, and r. Eric Morse, who holds ultimate

responsibility for the actions of his subordinate appointees.

AMPLIFICATION OF CONCERNS
DON & BECKY HORTON

6

6

6

One of the most serious ommlsslons of the DEIS, and most
far reaching Impacts of lead mining Is the human health factor.
The long term effects on the health and safety of human beings
has been Ignored altogether, virtually left unmeasured. The DEIS
Includes lengthy sections on Impacts to threatened and endangered
species, but there Is barely mention of the toxic effects of lead
to humans. Surely the coordinators of the report have not forgotten
that the study area, and adjacent areas are host to human Inhabitants
as well as threatened and endangered species. We who reside In and
near the study area are outraged that there is no apparent regard
for our well-being. The human health factor should be high on the
list of priority, and be addressed In detail by an environmental
Impact study.

Independent research yielded from highly reputable sources 1-1 2
have revealed the seriousness of the effects of lead poisoning on
human beings. These sources tell us, that, In lead poisoning, the
risk of serious brain disorder Is great, and may result In Irrever-
sible effects. Children are especially susceptible because of their
Increased capacity to absorb lead. It Is revealed that not only does
lead poisoning effect the brain, but also: the nervous system, diges-
tive system, blood and reproductive system (Including sterility,
still births, Infant mortality and mental retardation In offspring).
Specialists Inform us that lead Is a cumulative poison; that gradual
intake of lead, through Ingesting or Inhaling, accumulates In the
bones, liver, kidneys, brain and muscles - and can be suddenly
released Into the system to be manifested as acute poisoning, with
the following effects possible: paralysis, blindness, Insanity,
brain damage and finally death. Lead Is listed as a "Class J -

Serlcus Threat". The continued Intake of lead In small amounts
over long periods of time, may result In a type of poisoning
similar to that which follows the Ingestion of a large amount at
one time. Lead Is stored in the body to be released later into
circulation. The threat Is certainly to be taken seriously,
whether we are referring to a gradual build up of poisons or a
massive dose of toxins.

Knowledgeable persons Inform us that the risk of release of
tailings and mill waste (Including toxic metals) Into water Is
unavoidable, and to a certain degree of scientific certainty,
will happeni3 The DEIS Itself admits that there will be dustblown
contamination. These toxic metal particles will find their ways
Into the water, air and enter the food chain, and will be magnified
as they move through the chain. Increasing lr. concentration at each
level. Such parameters are difficult to measure and access. But,
this difficulty should not preclude facts about these health effects
and how these toxins enter the food chain from being addressed,
fully and throughly, in an environmental Impact study. The DEIS
team has not done this; has not even attempted to address this
vital Issue. Human health effects have been conveniently Ignored.
Nowhere In the DEIS bibliography Is there any Indication that such
research was even conducted. This Is a grave ommisslon.
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AMPLIFICATION OF CONCERNS
DON AND BECKY HORTON

DRAFT EIS - HARDROCK MINERAL
LEASING IN MARK TWAIN FOREST

In a related area, In a discussion of "acceptable" limits of
levels of heavy metals (page 72, paragraph 2), the DEIS states that
water quality standards and water quality criteria limits dissolved
and particulate heavy metal to harmless levels In surface and ground-
water. This Is In error. It Is a misrepresentation which Is In-
excusable. It alters the basic premise of your argument. The limits
are "maximum allowable", NOT "harmless"^ Lead Is one of the most
pernicious of all pollutants. Experts tells us that lead Is toxic
at extremely low concentrations 7 The Safe Drinking Water Act
of 1974 required the EPA to set standards on "hov much Is too much",
but there has been difficulty In addressing the "safe" levels of

toxic compounds such as lead. They are persistent, non-degraiable and

toxic In very small amounts. Current federal standards are 50 ppb,

but recent findings suggest that concentrations long believed "safe",

now pose significant threats. The EPA has proposed cutting back the
amount of lead allowable, to 20 ppb, and their own calculations make a

strong case for a limit of 10 ppb, and less . Medical researchers at

Harvard Medical School believe there may not be a threshold below
which lead Is safe. The Center for Disease Control has reduced what:

has been previously deemed allowable levels in children's blood,

three times since 1971.
Since lead is biologically magnified in the food chain,

concentrations can Increase with no apparrent effect, until the
threshold is exceeded, which triggers harmful or even fatal effects-

much like the straw that broke the camels back. Therefore, no

level of this toxic metal Is "harmless" or "safe". Toxic response
Increases with Increasing dose levels of the toxin. Recommendation

that X amount of toxins be permitted In air, water or food is

irresponsible, at best. Even If there were a safe level, these

standards are difficult, If not Impossible to enforce - especially
from non-point sources, such as lead mining.

There are several points on groundwater Issues, within the

DEIS, that are misleading, Inadequately covered or in error. You
have been provided a review of these deflencles by Mr. Tom Aley,

who, by virtue of his credentials and extensive research In water

and soluble rock terrian In the study area, can be considered the

hydrogeological expert. While we note that the DEIS lists Mr. Aley

as a private consultant, we are dismayed at the minimal use of his

expertise In assessing the Impacts of mining on the hydrogeology

of the area. You list only one reference to his important work.

In vour bibliography (with reference to caves). Other Investigations

of Mr Aley's are highly relevant to the water Issue. Though you

have had access to those references, you appear not to have given them

consideration. Or, If you have considered them, chosen not to utilize

them. This is an Inexcusable oversight, as Mr. Aley s Investigations

Into the hydrogeology of the study area reveal aspects of the

nature of water movement and land character neccessary to assess

the environmental impacts of mining there. That you have chosen

not to utilize these resources reveals a bias on the part of DEIS

coordinators. Highly relevant data has been excluded, which would

undoubtedly contraindicate the Forest Service's preferred alternative.

AMPLIFICATION OF CONCERNS
DON AND BECKY HORTON

DRAFT EIS - HARDROCK MINERAL
LEASING IN MARK TWAIN FOREST

1 cl I* Is not given to the Forest Service DEIS Team to pick and choose
1 °| the research that supports their preferred alternative, and to omit

I data that contraindicates their preferred alternative. Your ommls-
slon of the larger body of Mr. Aley's study of the area Is repre-
hensible and falls short of National Environmental Policy Act
standards for "detailed" consideration of relevant data. In a
competent DEIS, these resources would have been utilized and refe-
renced (see bibliography Items 18-22, also Items 23-29).

6

6

The water quality of the area has received the highest marks
possible: has been rated "pristine" and "excellent" by water quality
experts.-50 Those of us who live here are proud of this fact and
intend to protect this precious resource for future generations.
The DEIS clearly states the potential for, not only "significant"
negative effects upon groundwater, but also "Irreversible", "long-
term" and "unavoidable adverse effects". The DEIS admits that
there Is potential for failure of tailings Impoundments that could
choke groundwater and contaminate springs, and possibilities of
chronic leakages that could contaminate surface and subsurface water.
Despite such possibilities, Alternative D has been recommended. This
Indicates that you have not put sufficient value on this natural
resource - water - to keep it clean.

The DEIS team has omitted Information regarding the serious
threat posed by conventional methods of tailings disposal. Tailings
Impoundments, by your definition, are designed to hold approximately
15 million tons of tailings and mill wastes, consisting of toxic
heavy metals and mining reagents, In a 200 - 300 acre area. This
represents the disposal of residuals In as large an operation In sheer
tonnage, as In basic materials production. Recreational, agricul-
tural and sewage Impoundments In the area, have historically been
subject to failure. Neither the Tram Pond, nor the Dean Davis Lake
hold water; the failure of the West Plains sewage lagoon and Its
discharge Into Mammoth Springs Is well-documented. All were cons-
tructed on what were considered highly favorable sites. The record
for tailings impoundment failures In the mining Industry has been
fraught with accidents In Missouri; the tailings dam failure In
the Big River basin In 1978; the collapse of lead mine tailings pond
In Madison County; Codaway Creek. But the most dramatic ommlsslon
of this nature Is the Impoundment failure In the south end of the
Viburnum Trend In the spring of 1977. This was the sweetwater mine
Impoundment which failed due to a combination of dam erosion and
heavy run-off during a normal April rain. The discharge of toxic
substances into Logan Creek was substantial. In light of the
use of Viburnum's mining methods as a model for the DEIS, we wonder
why there was no mention of this highly relevant Information. Did
the DEIS team not have this information? If not, it Is an indication
of the narrowness of their research effort, for this accident Is on
record. If they had this Information, why was It not revealed? Was

It ommltted because, again, It did not support the preferred
alternative? Or, perhaps, because it Is a piece of Information that
might well draw concern and criticism from the public? A conscientious
DEIS would have Included mention of these accidents for consideration.

3

2
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DRAFT EIS - HARDROCK MINERAL
LEASING IN MARK TWAIN FOREST

To Ignore these accidents is to Ignore the broader ecological conse-
quences of mining.

There are no sites In the study area where a tailings Impound-
ment can be safely constructed. The DEIS misrepresents this fact on
page 12, In the section, Tailings Disposal. "The siting of a conven-
tional tailings impoundment In the study area Is a major concern due
to the presence of Karst topography. Studies have not yet been
conducted within the area to determine the potential for suitable
sites." This Is false. Studies have been done, revealing that,
essentially all of the stream segments In the area are losing streams,
and are major groundwater recharge zones for springs and groundwater
suppLles. 1 ” Since losing streams are not suitable sites - there are
no suitable sites. Same page, same section, "In the event studies
concluded that suitable sites did not exist, other methods of tailings
disposal would be evaluated." The ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF TAILINGS
DISPOSAL described on page 117 also constitute long term dangers to the
water resource and quality of the environment. Once an impoundment
dam failure occurs, which, in light of the Information above seems
a distinct possibility, the damage is done and cannot be undone. If
a leakage were to occur, It would not be detected until groundwater
had already been contaminated, and such leaks, the DEIS tells us,
would be difficult, if not impossible to plug at reasonable cost.
How many will suffer lead poisoning If an accident occurs? It Is
impossible to spell out conditions under which the disposal of these
toxins is safe. No more kidding about the disposing of this waste.
It Is Impossible to ensure safety. 15 million tons Is an Incredible
volume to be disposed of ( x eight mines?) - It cannot seriously be

planned for. The environment has limited capacity to absorb wastes
without harmful effects. The health of the environment In which the
residents here must live, Is crucial for their well-being In the
here and now, and In the future. We humans exist and enjoy life
only by virtue of the conditions created and maintained on the
surface of the earth by microbes, plants and animals that have
converted it's Inanimate matter into a highly Integrated living
structure. Any disturbance In the ecological equilibrium Is a threat

to the malntainence of human life. Therefore, the phrase, health
of the environment" has real biological meaning. The fact that the

DEIS admits the potential for the degradation of a resource as
fundamental to human survival, as water - and still recommends the

leasing of lands for lead mines despite that threat - shows a lack

of understanding of the web of life. Persons without that under-
standing have no business undertaking an environmental Impact state-

ment.
To propose to use conventional tailings disposal methods Is to

utilize rivers and groundwater as a disposal unit - no matter^what
^

industry Jargon Is used to attempt to obscure it. Using the "commons

(In this case - groundwater) as a toxic cesspool does harm the

general public. What of property rights? The air we breathe and

the water we drink cannot be fenced - and so, "the tragedy of the

commons" . If the industry finds its share of the costs of the wastes

it discharges into the commons Is less than the "profits of pollutlng"-

who pays the price? The upstream river may be polluted by the lead

industry, and the downstream user can't control the quality of the

water that is neccessary to his health and well-being and that of his

family and neighbors. If the polluted water wipes out the health,

llvllhoods and recreation, then there Is a price (the health, Income
and recreation of the downstream user) - there Is a cost that does
not appear on the balance sheet of the industry. The activities
of an economic unit thus generate real effects that are external to
It. In a cost/benefit analysis - you list all consequences arising
from an action, and make estimates of benefits or costs to the com-
munity of all these consequences - in terms of money values - compared
with similar estimates of consequences of the alternative decisions.
The DEIS has not even acknowledged these human costs to downstream
users, much less to attempt to measure them. In fact, the DEIS puts
forth the arrogant assumption that - If the residents don't want to
live with lead mining and It's resultant offenses - then, they can
leave. This attitude Is rut a good way to win friends and Influence
people. Our answer to this position Is simple - We haven't offerred
to shit In your backyard - don't propose to shit In ours.

21
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The basis of the DEIS notion of "mitigation" of adverse effects,
and the preservation of environmental quality, are federal and state
laws regulating the lead industry. However, the existence of such
laws does not ensure compliance with them. Although these laws and
regulations are Important pieces of pollution control legislation,
there are a number of reasons why they do not protect what they are
designed to. One of those reasons is with regard to enforcement.
Congress has not provided adequate funds to monitor and enforce
the laws; regulations set up by the government (certain water qualtly
laws), are difficult to enforce, especially if there are high monetary
returns Involved, and the likelihood of being caught is small. In

Information released by Doe Run Company Itself, It is stated that

operational plants are tested above and below mine water discharge
points only once or twice a year, by Missouri Department of Conser-
vation and the Department of Natural Resources^ There remains, then,

363 days a year water quality may not be monitored. Even If they
were monitored one day a week - the Industry would have ample times

for non-compliance. Are we to believe that the lead industry would
police themselves voluntarily? Prohibition Is easy to legislate -

but not to enforce.
Many of these laws have been Ineffective because most deal with

point-sources of pollution and Ignore non-point-sources, Including

leadmining, which are much more difficult to control, and nearly
impossible to hold the Industry accountable for. Despite existing

laws, pollution Is increasing In several categories, one of which

includes the heavy metal compounds that threaten air and water in

leadmining areas. It has been suggested that "massive fines" will

keep the industry in line. 31 Such has not been the case up to now,

and once the damage is done, massive fines cannot undo. Pressure

from the industry has weakened the ability of the EPA to perform it s

Job; what good are regulations If the EPA can grant "waivers to

industries who don't comply, or If special permits to pollute are

granted? A Supreme Court Decision in 1985 has given hardcore violators

Immunity from the laws - the SPA can exempt Individual industries . -> d

In many Instances, polluters are usually given up to a year to clean

up before punitive action Is considered.
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The EPA , In a report to Congress In November, concluded that,
01 Non-point source pollution was t.-.e leading cause of water quality

I Impairment nationwide'* and, that run-off from abandoned lead and
| zinc mining operations have caused considerable problems In Missouri?^

The Council for Environmental Quality have Identified 933 of water
pollution comes from non-point sources. 34 Non-point sources involve
discharge of wastes from sources difficult to Identify and control,
and Includes drainage of minerals from active and abandoned mines.
About 35 billion tons of hazardous waste Is produced In the U.3.
per year- 343 of that amount Is mining wasted The Council for
Environmental Quality and the EPA say these wastes Include a variety
of toxic substances, including compounds of lead^and cadmium, that
must be prevented from entering water and food. 36 The legal system,
and laws with regard to pollution control. In theory, provide a solution.
In practice, they are Inefficient. By laws we deleaate the details
to bureaus, but, "Quis custodlet lpsos custodes?" - "who shall watch
the watchers themselves?" What feedbacks keep the custodians honest?
Both federal and state agencies are seemingly eager to avoid respon-
sibility for regulating and policing water polluters. In this case -
It Is the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management who are
ultimately the custodians. If these agencies cannot comply with
standard requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act with
regard to the preparation of an environmental Impact statement - how
can they ask for our faith In their ability to force the lead Industry
to comply with regulations?

6

The proposal to permit Hardrock Mineral Leasing to Doe Run
Corporation for extraction of lead and associated metals - Is a
proposal to use the Natloaal Forest as a hazardous waste dumpl
The DEIS tells us that these hazardous waste sites must be maintained
"in perpetuity", forever. Will Doe Run Corporation exist forever?
Or, when the life of the mine is exhausted - will Doe Run then "cease
to exist", abandoning the hazardous waste sites "in perpetuity" to
those who remain behind? There Is no argument that convince the public
that a dying Industry will exist to maintain it's responsibilities
"in perpetuity". The Forest Service Is authorized to'allow the
Department of Interior to Issue mining leases. If It Is found that
such mining Is consistent with the purposes for rhlch the land
was aqulred; and, that such mining could occur, "or.lv In accordance
with such conditions as may protect such purposes. "37 The primary
purposes for which the National Forest lands were aqulred include:
soli conservation .watershed protection, wilderness protection, out-
door recreation and timber production. These objectives are set
forth In the Forest Plan. It is then, clear, that it is the duty
of the US Forest Service to preserve forest lands and wilderness
values, "In perpetuity" - not to house the nations mining waste.

The lead industry would nave us believe that our nation's
security depends upon the exploitation of these lead reserves.
It does not. DEIS, page 24, " Alternative A would not result In
significant threat to the security of lead supplies to the U.S."
The lead industry would have us believe tnat we are running out of

6

1 " The Forest Service seems to accept at face value the datasubmitted by the industry, as to this estimate of leaSreseJves!S' Pa
f®

d9 ' Domestic reserves should be more than adequate tosatisfy the expected cumulative demand for primary lead In the U S

thP SV e
S
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?
20 years * even lf imports were reduced". But)the U.S. Geological Survey puts the supply of lead reserves adequateto the year 2030, quite well beyond 20 years. 38, 39 How was thisfigure missed by the DEIS team? Given the slowed growth in demandand anticipated Increases In recycling, the supply could concievably

last far longer. This non-renewable resource Is not currently beingoptimally used. Ey recycling, there will be less demand for the
minerals from mining companies. Recycling will be a new "source" of
these materials, f rom a less "waste" intensive source. The market
demand into the 21 st century are very uncertain; new alloys and
materials are constantly being developed to replace the old. Lead
Is one of those. The U.S. does not need the Mark Twain's lead.
The only security threatened is that of the lead Industry. The
DEIS falls to differentiate between what Is good for the lead
Industry and what Is good for the lead market. Congress has notmandated the Forest Service under the Department of Agriculture,
to subsidize or maintain mining Industry. The opposite Is true:
that forest values take precedence over the demands of mining
interests in the management of the National Forests.

Don and Becky Horton
Oregon County Residents

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Bill Emerson

" William Clay
Jack Buechner
Richard Gephardt
Ike Skelton
Allen Wheat
Tom Coleman

" Gene Taylor
Governor John Ashcroft
Secretary of Agriculture,
Asst. Secretary of Agriculture, Peter Myers
Representative Harold Volkmer, Forestry Sub-committee
Missouri Deptartment of Conservation
US Fish and Wildlife Service
National Fark Service
Missouri Dept of Natural Resources
Environmental Protection Agency
Tom Aley
Sierra Club
Audubon Society
Coalition for the Environment
National Environmental Law Society
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Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO £540

1

6

It is not possible (this report ’ s comnfents on mitigation not
withstanding) to conduct a mining operation without adversely impacting
water quality. The suggestion that mitigation measures would minimize
or eliminate the majority of environmental consequences 13 simply not
true. (Referring to page VIII.) I base my comments on years spent with
the Coal Research Center at Southern Illinois University where as a
hydrologist I prepared impact statements for small coal mines.

RE s Hardrock Mineral Leasing Mark Twain National Forest

Dear Mr. Morse

i

A sense of moral outrage has prompted me to respond.

I attended the scoping meeting which was held at Winona in December,
1986. Having now reviewed the Draft DEIS, I wish to express my
disappointment with the Preferred Alternative. For various reasons
which will be enumerated, 1 feel the most reasonable finding Is
Alternative A (no mi n i ng—max i mum resource protection).

Each night when I go to bed, I see a pencil sketch of Greer Mill over
my dresser. It is there as a constant reminder of the unique natural
environment which exists in Oregon, Carter and Shannon Counties, thanks
in part to the wise stewartship which the U. S. Forest Service has
maintained over an area rernakable for hydrologic, geologic and
geographic reasons.

It is my understanding that when the U. S. Forest Service was formed
originally under President Theodore Roosevelt and with the foresight of
its first director, Gillford Pichot, the two primary reasons for its
existance were to (1) conserve and propogate wisely the forest lands
for timber production and (£) to preserve water quality. All other
uses are secondary to these two basic objectives. Reviewing this DEIS,
I am struck with a sense of wonder at how far the Service seems to have
strayed from its original objectives.

Roads at the public expense — cheap royalities - these are in effect
subsidies to the lead industry. The Forest Service has modified its
fifty year plan. Truely, this finding is not according to wise

The environmental record of the company in question is dubious when you
recall that over thirty miles of Big River has been polluted by their
operations. There are health advisories now in effect on Big River as
a result of their tailings piles. It is ridiculous to seriously
consider their operation for a such an environmental ly sensitive and
significant region as the Winona District*

Many times you refer to the Missouri Department of Natural Resources as
the chief regulatory agency which will determine that water quality
standards will be preserved. It is therefore, uncomfortable to
realiz|re that MDNR did not bother to have a reoresent at i ve present at
your Jefferson City hearing! This is the agency which will police
matters and they don’t show up. Pardon me if I beg to differ with some
of your conclusions concerning preservat ion of water quality, revoking
of permits and Issuance of fines.

Your preferred alternative seems especially lacking when you consider
its emphasis on visual quality. The chief measurement seems to be how
far from a highway the facilities will be. "Out of sight - out of
mind" will not work here and its not even going to be out of sight.

6

On page IX, £nd paragraph, the report discusses tailing impoundments.
I would pose the question, "Do you really think those tailings
Impoundments will minimize chances for release as alluded to or will
they eventually be abandoned, become a maintainence problem for our
future generations and eventually give way? Can any reasonable person
honestly say he believes those tailings will always stay once dams are
built. I’m talking about what the land is going to look like for the
rest of this century and next century and the century after that. We
have an obligation to consider our actions here in the light of who
comes after us. (What will we be leaving our children and their
ch i Idren?

)

7

My understanding of the Doe Run Corporation is that they have plenty of
lead to mine in one of their Viburnam Mines (just south of Missouri
Highway 3£) which they shut down within the last couple of years.
According to an ex-employee, the reason wasn’t lack of lead but rather
labor troubles. The answer to this then is Doe Run can go back its
current mines and not try to solve their labor problems by coming to
Oregon County.

The establishment of Alternative D as the Preferred Alternatvie could
well be politically motivated with the timing as it is under a lame
duck president who has the worst environmental record in recent
history. Many of the Forsest Service and Bureau personnel who
assembled this document probably do not realize that they could be
acting as puppets of the present administration.

On page IX, under Land Character, 3rd paragraph, I can agree: "...For
others there is no acceptable mitigation Cof adverse effects on land
character! except to prohibit all mi nera 1 —rel ated activites. " You are
not going to mitigate the effects on land character. And you are not
going to mitigate the effects on water resources. You may kid the
public into thinking it can De done.

I sincerely hope you will consider this letter and thank you for the
opportuni ty.

Respectfully Submitted,
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JIM COURTER

Congress of the United States

iaonse of 'Rtprescmarioto

ARMED SERVICES

SELECT COMMITTEE

Washington, ©£ 20515

February 3, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rella, Missouri 65401

II FEB - d 1988 !

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing at the reguest of one of my constituents regarding
the renewal of the exploratory leases for U.S.X. Corporation and Doe
Run Minerals in the Mark Twain National Forest.

It is my understanding that in 1983 the U.S. Forest Service and
the Bureau of Land Management issued exploratory leases to the U.S.X.
Corporation and Doe Run Minerals for the mining of approximately
119,000 acres of the Forest. Both companies now wish to extend their
leases to further develop exploration. I believe that a draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been done and that a final EIS
is in the works.

While obvious employment opportunities will be created in such a

move, I urge you to give careful consideration to the EIS before making
any final decision in this regard. The impact on the environment must
be a consideration in the granting of this reguest.

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

2422 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING . WASHINGTON. DC 206 16 . (202)225-6801
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February 2, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, ^orest iunervisor
Mark Twain National ’’orest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

I have read carts of the DEIS on Hardrock Mineral Leasing
Mark Twain National Forest Missouri. T also attended theoublic
review on Dec. 1, 1987 at Missouri Botanical Gardens.

q I feel very strongly that Alternative A is the best alter-
O native for the most ceoole. The National Forest was set aside for

citizens of the United States and the orimary purposes were to bet
soil conservation, watershed protection , wilderness crotection,

o outdoor recreation and timber production. By allowing mining in^ the Mark Twain National ^orest, the area would be ruined for most
of these purposes.

|

'*'hat the mining industry gains cannot comoare to what we and
our children would lose. The pollution of those beautiful strings
would be a loss beyond measure. The possible risk is not worth
any of the gains set forth in the DEI 3.

Please adopt Alternative A, no mining. Protect the wilder-
ness.

Sincerely,

Anna Oacich and Gary Gacich
1272 Pequeno
penton, MO 63026

cci Senator Danforth
Senator Bond
Representative Gephardt

941 Syndicate Trust Bldg.

St. Louis, Ho. 63101

February 5, 1988

Mr. Eric Horse, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounas Road

Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Having just executed an option agreement with the Dennig family looking toward the acquisi-

tion of Greer Spring I wish to offer a few observations on the draft Environmental Impact

Statement on Hardrock Mineral Leasing from the perspective of a lndowner of a significant

natural resource which might or might not be adversely impacted by a change in the present

Forest Plan which would permit further mineral exploration and exploitation in the immediate

vicinity of Greer Spring and the Eleven Point frontage coverred by this option agreement.

5

The point I wish to stress for your thoughtful consideration is that the federal government

is proposing to proceed with mineral leasing in the face of so many uncertainties, unknowns

and unknowables which could have the most extremely deleterious consequences on outstanding

natural resources. Though many of these unknowns are mentioned in the draft EIS, the draft

would nevertheless put these resources at risk through adoption of the "preferred alternative'

without explanation of the rationale which guided this decision. Since it therefore is im-

possible to weigh this decision and comment intelligently on it, I shall merely Buggest that

your final EIS should detail the justification which h.,9 led to the adopted conclusion.

7

I shall here simply outline a single troubling uncertainty about which I have heard little

to date: It is my impression that the minerals that Doe Run is seeking, if they in fact exist,

are being sought at a greater depth than the other orebodies presently being exploited. If

such is indeed the case, then what might be the consequences of the drilling which Doe Run

wishes to pursue? To reach any mineralized levels, might not its drilling pass through sev-

eral different strata, at different depths, which strata might carry distinct and separate

underground streams to different debouchments, one conceivably surfacing at Big Spring and

another at Greer Spring. If, through this drilling, the waters of the underground streams

are offered an easy connection, might not the waters take advantage of this passageway to

mingle in 6ome fashion, thus perhaps vastly diminishing with unstoppable force one spring

or the other. Is this likely? Do you know that it is impossible? Is the need for lead

really so pressing at this time that the risk is justified - - particularly considering the

fact that this hazardous activity may or may not lead to the discovery of a commercial ore-

body?

While I do not know how our courts might view the damages attendant on the granting of a

drilling permit under such circumstances, I think such unknowns should be given thoughtful

attention and most carefully weighed in the final EIS to see if Alternative "A" may not,

after all, be the most reasonable alternative. May I therefore ask that you give to all

such uncertainties your best prefessional consideration lest a rash judgment should lead
to adverse and irreversible consequences for some of the nation's most outstanding natural
resources, for whose preservation Congress has enacted protective legislation in the Ozark
National Scenic Riverways Act and the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
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NORTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY

FEB - B 1988

February 3, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I write to express my alarm at the proposed lead mining in the

Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest. The proposal

trades off certain and enduring values of the existing forest

for many people against uncertain and, at best, highly temporary
values for a select few who would benefit from the mining.

Mining would bring inevitable degradation to a very special
region. Attendant on this mining are risks of unknown magnitude
associated with pollution by a highly toxic material.

The entire scheme is a bad one, and implementing it would be a

violation of the trust the public places in your agency.
Alternative A is the proper course for this region.

Yours truly:
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9819 Mar-Ann Ct.
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Mr. Erlo Morse, Forest Supervisor soi’A M°

Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Re 1 Draft EIS—Hardrock Mineral Leas lng--MTNF

Dear Mr. Morse 1

Thank you for the opportunity to review the above document.
As a regular visitor to the Mark Twain, and as a civil engineer
who has been professionally involved in the development of recrea-
tional' alternatives in the Forest, I have to dtsagreecwttbnyour
conclusion. Por the sake of l4l new Jobs (p.103) and the ex-
tension of a few years (only) of the era of high grade lead mining
In Missouri, our willingness to exploit the great', recreational
resource that Is the Mark Twain is unjustlfled/lriustrates extrome
shortsightedness. There Is no Industry-wide Indication that
lead Is soon to become a scarce resource. Said fact is conspi-
cuously absent from the report. In fact, lead as a recyclable re-
source is an Industry waiting for Its opportunity.

Concerns for ®t>undwater quality, visual and noise degradation,
and potential catastrophic tailings pond failure (one of eight
have failed In the Viburnum Trend) have to override the USFS's
desire to aid a falling local lead mining company.

The^Tects of the new mining activities. If permitted, will be
visible In the forest for 100 years, not to speak of the destruction
of what precious little seml-wlld area this state now possesses.
In one hundred years however, the earth's population will have
long since looked to lead as a recycled raw material, and new lead
exploration will be an antlqwited oonoept. I urge you to be far-
sighted, to folldw the recently adopted forest master plan, and
to follow the primary purposed by which the Forest is to be managed.
I urge you to adopt Alternate A—no mlnlng--maxlmum resource pro-
tection.
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6349 Alamo Avenue.
Clayton, MO 63105
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UU feb - s tges % STEPHEN A. HODGE
h ARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

‘

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA, MO.

Route 1 ,
Box 200

Summersville
, MO 65571

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

February 3, 1988

Supervisor Eric Morse
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, M0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
concerning mining in the Mark Twain National National Forest. From
our reading of the document it seems clear that there are no good
reasons for going ahead with mining in this great natural resource
area and several excellent reasons for preventing it.

The DEIS fails to consider the dollar value of tourism to this
area. As lovers of the 11 Point River and Greer Spring area, we
can testify that the region would indeed lose nature lovers,
floaters and hunters should the region and its waters become
victims of the inevitable process of mining. The very nature of

the area, with its myriad underground rivers and springs, should
01 caution you. The DEIS itself casts considerable doubt on whether

|
mining can occur without irreparable harm. You would trade the
area's natural beauty and tourism dollars for questionable mining
jobs and dollars? From what we understand, the economic condition
of the lead and zinc market isn't good and doesn't warrant such
investment.

We are adamantly opposed to mining
economic or aesthetic sense.

this region. It doesn't make

111 li fewfc
/7

Copies: Governor John Ashcroft
Representative Bill Clay
Senator John Danforth
Senator ChristopherBond

Re: Proposed mining in Mark Twain National Forest

Gentlemen

:

q| I oppose any mining in the Mark Twain National Forest for the reasons
°| set forth below.

I I do not feel the draft environmental impact statement addresses fully
41 and fairly the broad picture of modern inroads into the Ozark area.

1 On the northern portion, the Army is expanding operations at Fort
Leonard Wood with an expected inroad into the Licking area. On
the west, the Springfield area is rapidly expanding. The rivers
through the Ozarks are currently heavily taxed by tourists, especially
during summer months. Towns in the Ozark area, formerly considered
"small", are actively soliciting business interests and seeking
growth in financial position ?and community size.

Against that backdrop, and other issues not brought out in the
EIS, the effect of permitting mining is in fact dangerous to the
rest of the environment in the Ozark national forest areas. The
bringing of investments into the Ozark forest cannot be evaluated

0 solely by the immediate impact on the forest, and its possible
"reversibility", but must be examined as a portion of the greater
tax upon the resource.

An additional factor is the multiplier type effect the mining
will have by infusing money into the area. Other support services
and staff always cater to a major money source. If these indus-

0 tries and support personnel do not move directly onto forest land,
they most certainly will move close enough to the money source
so as to affect the forest land.

In the broad picture, the mining is a long term project involving
a fastly changing area. Greater care is necessary than Just evaluating
the ability of the miners to restore surrounding landscape.
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Mr. B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, M0 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

I

I urge you and the Forest Service to adopt Alternative A of
the DEIS issued with regard to authorizing hardrock mineral
leasing within the 119,0^0 acrea study area within the Mark
Twain National Forest.

According to the DEIS, the proposed mining will have very
serious environmental consequences in the area. Among those
that concern me are the following:

1. Mining would damage the natural beauty of the area.

2. Noise caused by mining operations would destroy the peace
and wilderness like feeling of the places like the Eleven
Point River.

3. Ground water contamination from heavy metals could cause
health hazards for humans and be toxic to fish and wildlife.
I am especially concerned about the fact that substances can
move across wide areas and contaminate springs like Greer and
Big Springs.

I also do not feel that the economic argument for mining is
very convincing. The data presented in the DEIS does not
suggest that there is strong need for additional supplies of
lead.

Finally, it seems to me that authorizing mining in the Mark
Twain is in conflict with the Forest Service's responsiblity
to protect the public health and to manage and preserve the
biological and recreational resources of the Forest.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

j)asux- has&l

Dana Barhard

7104 Northmoor Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63105
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B. Eric Morse. Forest Supervi
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Hoad
Roll a, MO 65401

Dear Sir,

Having lately hoard aoout cne

Twain Mac i Goal Forest. l s»
Environmental Impact Statement

The primary reason tor my opp<

of Ozark water resources. I'

Ozark ground structure c.n such
would be harmful and danger ou
the Os arks, no matter what sa

very least, the Forest Eervi 1

without prior knowledge or z

leasing companies can and will

San Fintonio. TX '0212

3001 Erie
North Kansas City, M0 64116-2937 PH (816) 471-5832
2-3-88

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, M0 65401

Dear Blric Morse:

This letter is to reiterate my opposition to mining in
the Winona-Van Buren-Doniphan District of Mark Twain
National Forest. Some of the reasons:

This is one of the least disturbed of all MTNF
districts, with no previous mining of any significance
according to the DEIS. Until all the rest of MTNF has
been checked out, I think prospecting should be stopped,
as soon as possible, and no longer be allowed in this district.

water of the area,
the land. Insuffi'
me to be a prob

6

With 90% of U.S. lead mining concentrated in one
relatively small part of Missouri, it is common sense to
develop lead mining in other parts of the country, to
avoid the potential of easy disruption or sabotage in
time of urgent need of mining products.

This district is one of the most-protected natural
areas of the state. It has

— many federally-protected areas and features and
qualities (pp 38; 42-3);

— more MDC Natural Areas than any other part of the
6 state ( Berrestrlal Natural Communities . Nelson, 1985,

p 187; or Missouri state highway map);
many county, local and privately conserved features.

This is due to the unique diversity of habitat and flora.
Mining, once allowed, over-rides all purposes (p 121) and
thus wastes decades of conservation effort and millions of
dollars spent earlier for acquisition, planning and protection.

The DEIS does not guarantee ground water quality. (Abstract

p 34-5) . The Viburnum experience cannot compare with this
. area — with 62 springs of known waterflow in the three-
4 county impact area. This is not something that can be

tried to see if it works. Once there is a problem, the
damage is done, and cannot be corrected for years, perhaps
not at all. It is common sense to immediately deny permission
to mine, without further consideration until it can be
guaranteed that polihfction standards can be met or bettered.

77L 77
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5

Air pollution: standards are the maximum allowed.
The DEIS does not take into consideration the
fact that such areas as the National Forest serve
as backups, or oven filters, that must be much
cleaner than urban quality, if all air quality is
to be maintained.

Toxic pollution: According to the DEIS (p 68) the
toxic effect of several chemicals commonly used
in lining is unknown. Again, once used, only
hindsight, nothing real, will protect us; and it
As oommonsense to deny permission to expose ground
water, surrounding communities, and the wildlife
to possible toxic residue.

Tailings: ponds and impoundments most be tested else-
where before exposing this near pristine area to risk.

Enforcement: Current cut-back of government staffs mean
there is little or no way state and EPA standards can
be effectively monitored and maintained; but the
legal requirement to maintain these standards is
a repeated argument in DEIS mitigation paragraphs.

Too many things planned in good faith for the public good,
enacted in law or begun by local or privated groups, remain
undone in this section of the MTNF:

— Forest Plan only newly completed;
-- Irish Wilderness less than ten years old in designation;— Hiking trails yet to be completed (p 44)p— Natural history, piant discovery, archaeology.

Cave exploration all incompletely surveyed, according
to the DEIS and to numerous people with expertise;— serious question as to existence of mountain lion
in the area (Mo Conservationist . Jan 88);
etc., etc.

To mine an area known internationally for its special
Q natural features (see Jan, 1988 Natural History ) makes the

Forest Service seem like a patsy for serving profit instead
of the public interest and land protection.

c The additional threat to endangered species is too great.u This was highlighted by the recent killing of three bald eagles.
One of these was acquired by MDC to ee-establish nesting
population. What is needed in this area is protection,
not development. ^aRjM$80 that slaughters its own national
symbol and makes/xtmore possible through its government
agencies has lost any spirit it has as a viable nation.

The assumptions of the DEIS as to lead residue are
questionable, at best, and the potential danger to all
life in the Forest, as a result of mining activity, is
much too great to consider it as potentially beneficial,

7

In searching the DEIS, I cannot find any economic
advantage. This is public land, and it is my opinion
that the royalty system must be reversed, with the
company taking royalties for the right to serve the
nation in taking lumber and mineral products. The
use of these products must be for all, not for a few
compahies, a few employees. I will send my thoughts
on this needed change to members of Congress at a later date.
But in the DEIS, the number.gf Jobs, the amount of
royalty and PILT payments xxl so meager that it
must be considered a.^gatl^e , not a positive in considering
this proposal WilSncea against the potential of
totally destroying the tourist industry of the area.

Many thanks for your attention. I know a lot of
work goes into a DEIS, like this, into considering
a proposal. It is difficult for me to understand why
it took more than ten minutes for this particular part
of Missouri and the Ozarke, but that is democracy — my
one opinion, any one company, does not make a majority.

AlV^iVt Po

Paul Williams

cc: Senator Danforth
Senator Bond
Congressman Coleman
Audubon Society
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James H. Arneson
P.O. Box 26530

Kansas City, Missouri 64196

February 3, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

RE: Hard Rock Mineral Leasing Mark Twain
National Forest

Dear Mr. Morse:

I have had the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement Summary that was prepared by the Forest Service
on the effect that issuance of mineral leases by the Bureau of
Land Management would have on a section of the Mark Twain National
Forest in Missouri. The area being studied consisted of 119,000
acres located within the Winona District of the Mark Twain
National Forest. This area is bordered by the Eleven Point River
on the south and west, the Irish Wilderness on the southeast,
Greer Spring on the south, the Current and Jacks Fork Rivers on
the north and northeast which are part of the Ozark National
Scenic Riverways and three proposed wilderness areas. Big Spring
Wilderness, Jacks Fork Wilderness and the Cardareva Wilderness.

4

6

6

I find the Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary to be
inadequate in its assessment of the impact on this area of mining
activities. Geography in this area consists of Karst topography.
There are numerous springs, sink holes, and caves in the area.
The effect of mining activity in an area exhibiting this type of
geography is not adequately addressed in the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement Summary (DEIS) . While it is acknowledged that
there is a great risk to water resources from mining activities,
especially from chronic leakage or failure of an impoundment, the
summary simply states that these effects are unlikely because
"tailing impoundments will be strictly controlled in the study
area." The summary does make brief mention of the potential
impact of a failure of a tailing impoundment and briefly describes
the impact such a failure could create. However, no alternative
for development of mineral resources supported by the Forest
Service outlines any way to prevent the impact of such an
occurrence.
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Water quality in the area is also not addressed by the DEIS.
Because of the geography of this area toxic waste materials
produced by the mining activities could contaminate the water
supply of the area. Surface water is allowed to enter the ground
water system and it is allowed to interact with water from
different levels because of the nature of the geography. The DEIS
completely fails to adequately address the effects of lead mining
on water purity and how this would affect the ecology of the
region. Nor does the DEIS determine to what degree water quality
in the area would be affected.

Concerning water quality there is no mention in the Draft

6
Environmental Impact Statement Summary of what levels of lead and
other associated heavy metals would be released into the water in
the study area if mining were to take place. Missouri standards
for water quality are not stringent enough to adequately protect
the aquatic ecosystem of the study area. There is no mention in
the DEIS of what standards will apply and what levels of lead and
other heavy metals would be allowed. This is a problem which must
be addressed in light of the nature of the geography of the area.

I

It is entirely possible given the geography of the area that
contamination from heavy metals and other toxic effects of
tailings impoundment on the ground water of the area could
severely affect the water quality in the area generally.

The entire DEIS appears to have been designed to benefit the
lead industry. The Forest Service Manual requires evaluation of
the impact of a hypothetical mining operation including production

oq and milling. This DEIS does not adequately address the impact of
a hypothetical mining operation on the water quality of the area
and thus the Forest Service is not in compliance with the
requirements of its own manual.

After review of the DEIS the only alternative proposed by the
Forest Service that adequately addresses concerns for the water

O quality of the area is Alternative A. Besides the water quality
there are obvious effects on visual quality, impacts on
surrounding wilderness, impacts on the Eleven Point National
Scenic River, the Ozark National Scenic River Ways and other areas

4 of significant natural resource value. None of the potential
impacts that a hypothetical mining operation would have on those
areas is addressed by the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Summary. As a result I must urge that the Forest Service adopt
Alternative A and that no mining-maximum resource protection be

the position of the Forest Service and that the Forest Servi<
should refuse to consent to hard rock mineral leasing taking plac
within the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Forest.

JHA/sb
cc: Senator John C. Danforth

Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Allen Wheat

SOL

301 Sunderland Court
Lee's Summit, Missouri 64064
February 2, 1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

It has recently come to my attention that a draft EIS was
released for public comment concerning Hardrock Mineral Leasing
in Mark Twain National Forest. Due to time constraints, I have
not had the opportunity to review the EIS document itself,
however I have familiarized myself with the issues through
various articles. Having gone to school at UMR, I am familiar
with the area under consideration, especially since I have gone
canoeing and caving in the area. I am currently working as a
Civil Engineer in the hazardous waste field, so that I am quite
knowledgable about the potential risks to human health and the
environment that could result from the mining development.

Although there are many areas of concern associated with mineral
leasing, I will limit my comments to three major areas, those
being dam failures, groundwater contamination, and degradation of
the environment.

- '!»

6

Dam failures: Part of the mining operations will undoubtably
include the formation of tailings dams, to "contain” the mining
wastes. The wastes are generally slimes, which remain in a semi-
solid state for extended periods of time, and are not easily
disposed of. Since the tailings dams are formed as part of the
mining operations, the degree of control over the safety of the
dam is not generally as good as for a conventional dam.
Considering that all dams have a certain probability of failure,
the impact of such a failure must be given full consideration,
including the potential loss of life and property. Even if the
dam does not fail, seepage through the dam will occur, with
possible detrimental effects to downstream environments.

Groundwater contamination: Due to the karst topography in the
area, it is highly probable that contaminants will eventually
reach the groundwater, either through longterm leaching or the
formation of sinkholes. Historically, many smaller impoundments
in the area have failed; hence, the probability of failure of a
large tailings impoundment is even greater. Knowing that
contaminants can leach through clay and synthetic liners in
impoundments, it seems foolish that consideration is given to
building these tailings impoundments in areas of karst
topography

.

Environmental degradation: This third issue may be more of
aestheic, rather than scientific, importance, however it is just

I as significant. The area under consideration for mineral leasing
0l is one of the most beautiful areas in the state. Even if no

I

serious environmental contamination occured, the mining
activities would irreparably scar the land and influence wildlife
populations. As I have discovered in my hazardous waste studies,
once an area is contaminated, it is almost impossible to return
it to its original state, and the cost to try to clean up wastes

6

1 to acceptable levels is astounding. Likewise, the natural
I environmental beauty of the Missouri Ozarks can never be replaced
I once it has been destroyed. Preservation is the only means to
|
save this area for future generations.

Because of the above mentioned reasons.
Alternative A of the draft EIS, so that
the area under consideration.

I urge you to adopt
no mining is allowed in

I would appreciate receiving a copy of the EIS and the reponse to
public comments at the above address. If you have any questions,
I can be reached at 913/491—6030 (work) or 816/795-1182 (home). I

hope you will give full consideration to your stewardship role in
protecting our National Forests.

Sincerely,

(3\ikjj)

Virginia L. Bretzke

cc: Senator John Danforth
Senator Christopher Bond
Representative Allan Wheat

80L
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MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA MO

School of Mines and Metallurgy

Department of Geology and Geophysics

125 McNull Hall

Rolla. Missouri 6540 1 0249
Telephone (314) 341-4616

February 05, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

8

The purpose of this letter is to comment on the Forest's Hardrock Mineral

Leasing Draft Environmental Statement of October 1987. I want to strongly

support alternative B that would permit standard mining practices currently used

in the Viburnum Trend. The Viburnum Trend is known worldwide for its

environmental -conscious mining, milling and smelting practices. All of the

mining companies and especially Doe Run Corporation (formerly St. Joe Minerals),

have devoted strong efforts toward a minimal disturbance of the environment.

All mining in the Viburnum Trend has been by underground methods, disturbance of

the surface has been restricted to small areas for mine buildings and mill

tailings and the surface installations are largely concealed within the forest

environment. In fact, I have commonly had visitors to our department in Rolla,

who had driven their automobiles through the heart of the Viburnum Trend, ask

where the mines were located. That is, the mines were so inconspicuous that

they were not able to find them even though they had driven along highway KK

northward and southward along the entire length of the Trend. The mining

industry in the Viburnum Trend is a shining example of the development of a

major mining district under conditions of very minimal disturbance of the
environment. The mining industry in Missouri should not only be congratulated

for this accomplishment but based upon this superior effort should place our

faith in their ability to mine new areas with minimal environmental impact.

It is important that we recognize that the presence of lead deposits in

Missouri is a unique occurrence and that these lead resources are extremely
important to the welfare of Missouri and the nation. Mining companies cannot
find lead deposits anywhere. The deposits occur only in certain geologically
favorable localities. Missouri is extremely fortunate to have the favorable

geology and these deposits should be utilized fully for the benefit of Missouri
and the nation. Where lead deposits occur in the national forest, land use for

mining should take place over all other uses. Nowhere else in the United states

do lead deposits of this magnitude occur.

The Missouri lead deposits are so important, in fact, that the Viburnum
Trend has become the world's largest lead producer, as well as a major producer
of associated metals, such as zinc, copper and silver. It is extremely

Page 2

important to Missouri and the United States that this metal production continue.
The only way it can continue is through the initiation of new mines to take the
place of the eventual decline in production from the older mines in the Viburnum
irend. Because of the length of time involved in development drilling and
start-up delays, a period of years is required to prove and outline a lead
deposit and initiate a mine. Thus, irregardless of market conditions at any
given time, it is important to fully promote exploration, development and mining
interest in new lead deposits at this time.

8 A
alternative B cannot be adopted, alternatives E or D certainly should be

adopted. strongly urge that an alternate be adopted that will encourage lead

8 u - s - Forest lands and thereby benefit the people of Missouri and the^ United States.

Sincerely yours,

Richard D. Hagni, ChairmaT
Department of Geology and Geophysics and
Gulf Oil Foundation Professor

RDH/kwm
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MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FORtST

ROH-A, MO.

Febr. 5 . 1988

Dear Sirs;

6

6

6

6

6

8

This letter is being written to address my concerns on the
PROPOSED LEAD MINING PROJECT IN OREGON COUNTY.

This project seems to me to be blatant exploitation of the
PEOPLE AND RESOURCES OF THE OZARKS FOR THE BENEFIT OF USX (AND
MAYBE A FEW GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE'S?). USX THINKS IT CAN WAVE A
FEW LOW PAYING DANGEROUS JOBS IN THE FACE OF THE IGNORANT NATIVES
AND WE WILL GLADLY TURN OVER OUR HERITAGE OF CLEAN WATER AND
STREAMS TO THEM. AND FOR ANYONE TO PRETEND THAT THE ULTIMATE
RESULT WILL BE ANYTHING OTHER THAN THE ULTIMATE DESTRUCTION OF
OUR GROUNDWATER AND STREAMS IS TO BE EITHER VERY NAIVE OR VERY
DECEPTIVE.

Lead shafts that will ultimately by filled with water can
ONLY LEAD TO THE INEVITABLE PERMEATION OF ALL THE GROUND WATER IN
A FRACTURED KARST TOPOGRAPHY AS IS FOUND IN THE OZARKS.

And to imagine that wastes will be stored in huge
IMPOUNDMENTS IS TO INVITE DISASTER. DOES ANYONE REMEMBER THE
West Plains lagoon disaster. Polluting bacteria breaks down,
lead doesn t.

If people would stop to think what are the true assets of
the Ozark region they would not think of throwing it away for thf
TEMPORARY BENEFITS OF A FEW MINING JOBS. PEOPLE LIVl I" Hi

OZARKS BECAUSE IT IS A GOOn PI ALE l(. I1VF. I LL„N A.ii, CLEAN
WATER, "FAIUHTU f*!FPY, Mil u WLATIIER. AND A REASONABLE PACE OF
'III. m i.LclN i AliliCLE ABOUT WEST PLAINS REMARKED THAT 1/4 OF
I HE AREA S DISPOSABLE INCOME WAS FROM RETIREMENT INCOME. THE
RETIREMENT INDUSTRY IS A GROWING PART OF OUR LOCAL ECONOMY THAT
NEITHER DEPLETES OR POLLUTES . RETIREMENT AGE PEOPLE ARE VERY
HEALTH ORIENTED. HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE GOING TO WANT TO MOVE TO
THE OZARKS AND RETIRE DRINKING WATER POLLUTED WITH LEAD.

Depleting our natural resources while exporting jobs and
MONEY TO THE CITY. Tills IS WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN THE TIMBER
INDUSTRY AND TO A GREATCR EXTENT THIS IS WHAT WOULD HAPPEN WITH
LEAD MINING At LEAST TIMBER IS A RENEWABLE RESOURCE IF MANAGED
properly. Lead is a one time shot.

Lets not blow it all for a few trinkets and beads offered by
the big city promoters. Lets utilize the renewable resources of
THE OZARKS TO MAKE IT A BETTER AND TRULY RICHER PLACE TO LIVE.

Sincerely.

Dim S Margie Reiners

Owners Morn ingland Dairy

fit 1 Box 188BB
Mountain View,

Cheese Co.

Mo. 65548

B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

3236 Coleman Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64111
February 3, 1988

Subject: Comments on Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National
Forest (Extension of My Verbal Testimony at Jefferson City
on December 2, 1987)

I wish to urge adoption of Alternative A, no development, for the
proposed hardrock mineral leasing area in the Winona unit of Mark Twain
National Forest.

I have come to know and appreciate this area of Missouri over the past
10-15 years through numerous canoe trips on the Current, Jacks Fork, and
Eleven Point rivers, and through backpacking in the Irish Wilderness
area. (One of the most significant moments in my growing appreciation
for the natural environment was seeing the White's Creek valley in flood
one spring, and realizing that such a flood was not a natural calamity
but merely a routine cleansing act of nature in the maintenance of the
valley's ecosystem.)

Our society has evolved from an agricultural economy to an industrial
economy, and now to an information/service economy. That may seem an
odd premise to introduce into comments on a proposed environmental
action, but I think it bears consideration. Under our industrial
economy mode of thinking, the environment was there to tame, to exploit,
and to subjugate: there was little need to question that mode of
thinking because we had bountiful resources, and little desire to do so
because of our economic-man-over-all mindset. Our society is now
increasingly based on information and services, and one implication of
this is that we use the information gathered by our inate intelligence
to consider not just "How should we do it?" but more important, "Should
we do it at all?" The process of preparing an environmental impact
statement is evidence of this new attitude; such a statement must be
prepared conscientiously and represent our best collective thinking from

a broad and long-range perspective.

Let me suggest two sets of reasons not to develop the mineral resources
beneath the Mark Twain national forest lands at this time. One set of
reasons is very local (even though it may appear to run counter to the
prevailing sentiment among many of the citizens of the district), and
the other set is strategic.

If mineral resources are one asset of this region of Missouri, then
surely the great natural beauty of its hardwood forests, springs, rivers
and streams, and wildlife are an even greater asset. The mineral
resources are exhaustable: once the ore is removed from the ground it

is gone forever. The few dozen (or even few hundred) jobs which have
resulted for a few years disappear. By contrast, the great natural
beauty of the area, properly managed and protected, serves as a

renewable and potentially perpetual resource for a local service
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industry based on recreation and tourism: not a tourist industry at the
scale or intensity of the Branson area, but a small-scale industry
catering to the needs of those seeking enrichment and renewal through
intimate contact with the natural environment. This natural beauty
resource will be threatened by mining, not only because of the
unavoidable increases (even after mitigation) of noise, truck traffic,
and air and water pollution, but also because of the very real risk of
significant water pollution resulting from seepage into the extensive
underground waterway systems of this area, or from cataclysmic failure
of holding ponds resulting from seismic activity in this earthquake
prone region of the country. In short, exploitation of the mineral
resources of this region carries with it the very real risk of loss of
the greater resource of natural beauty and wilderness, a resource which
can only appreciate in value in the future as other wilderness areas are
destroyed and as population increases.

7

From the strategic standpoint, we know that lead is an environmental
pollutant and health hazard. It is being phased out of many products,
and it probably should be eliminated from many more. This will happen
as substitutes are developed, and the process of substitution can best
be encouraged by allowing the price of lead to rise. Development of
the lead deposits under the Mark Twain national forest will help
keep the market price of lead low, thereby retarding development of
substitutes and reducing the effectiveness of efforts to recycle the
lead which is already available to us in discarded manufactured items.
And even if it becomes essential for our survival at some future time
to exploit these lead deposits, the national budget will benefit from
the higher price which mineral rights will bring at that time.

I encourage you to consider the long-run benefits of Alternative A as
you revise the Environmental Impact Statement, and be conscious of the
very real risks of seriously degrading this part of our natural
heritage (which we should feel obligated to pass along to future
generations) attendant to the other alternatives.

cc: The Honorable John Dan forth
The Honorable Christopher Bond
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NATIONAL FOR£ST
- One of the top 6 polluters of water and air In the woirl'ffi*

- Listed as a deadly poison to humans (even In very small amounts).

- Causes health effects ranging from brain damage and birth defects

to Death I

We depend on the groundwater for our drinking water and
upon the air for our very breath. The Environmental Impact
Statement released by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management admits that this toxic metal can enter our water,
air and food chain - through the mining and milling processes.

The small number of Jobs that would be created are not
worth the risks. The economic gains benefit the lead Industry
while the people who live here pay the price In human costs to
health. It Is a proven fact that the need for lead Is declining
and that most of what already exists can be recycled. US Geo-
logical Survey shows already existing lead mines will provide
enough lead through the year 2030 and probably beyond. Considering
these f.»cts, there Is no Justification for ruining one of the
last remaining unspoiled environments on this continent.

Our water has been rated "excellent* and "pristine* by
water quality specialists - a fact of which we are proud.
We have something of value here In our unspoiled corner of
the world - a precious resource - clean water. We want to
preserve It. Laws and regulations can not protect our water
from lead contamination - the previous record of the industry
shows that. The only way to ensure that lead will not enter
our air and water is to prevent lead mining.

Since. the National Forest Is "public domain", we as
resldents/landowners/cltlzens should have priority over
corporate interests. Don't take chances with our health and
our lives. Don't turn our forest Into a waste dump. Don't
riSK the quality of our water and air to profit the few.

Say "NO" to leasing of National Forest lands to lead mining.

4H»4i4Hi444J4»4<4»4H«44444*4i4*4t44 44 4t4*'tt444<4t4*4*4*4»4*4H44f#4HHHt4H»»*4t-iH»4l4**4t444^4t4»4i4»-444f44 4»

name address
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(continued)

SAY "NO" TO LEAD MINING IN THE NATIONAL FOREST I
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(continued)

SAY "NO" TO LEAD MINING IN THE NATIONAL FOREST I
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United States Department of the Interior

L7619(MUR-PQ)
DES 87/0035

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

MIDWEST REGION

1709 JACKSON STREET

OMAHA NEBRASKA 68102 2571

FIB - 5 1300

Hr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
901 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, Missouri 65901
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[ml' ~S- 1988
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aw national forest
R0L1A MO

Dear Mr. Horse:

5

At a January 22 meeting In Milwaukee regarding the Mark Twain National
Forest Hardrock Mineral Leasing Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), the
National Park Service agreed to provide the EIS study team with further
recommendations regarding the lease stipulations that we feel would be
necessary to protect the resources of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways.
Our primary concerns are protection of the hydrology of Big Spring and the
water quality of Big Spring and the Current River, which are directly
connected to the groundwater of the study area. We will therefore limit our
reconmendatlons to stipulations necessary to protect the water quality and
hydrology of the groundwater system. While we are only recommending
stipulations for groundwater protection, we would like to review the final
compilation of stipulations and reaffirm our January 22 commitment to attend
a meeting to discuss the list with the study team, if such a meeting is

Our recommendations are in three areas—refinement of mitigation measures,
premining plan study requirements, and monitoring requirements. They were
developed using the "Mitigation Measures" section on page 116 of the DEIS as
a starting point. The recommendations are as follows:

Specific Mitigation Measures

We recommend expanding the stipulations area of the "Design and locate
facilities to reduce disturbance and facilitate reclamation" section to
specifically describe all prohibited activities rather than describing some
and referring to a map for others. Recommended additions related to
groundwater system protection are as follows:

No tailings disposal or development of other point source pollution
generators within 1000 feet of discrete groundwater recharge areas.
These include losing stream valleys and lineaments, both of which ar
reasonably well identified in the study area, as well as areas
subject to sinkhole formation and fracture traces.
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United States Department of the Interior 3£Ss

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
FEDERAL BUILDING, FORT SNELUNG

TWIN Crrt£8. MINNESOTA 55111

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
U.S. Forest Service
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, Missouri 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

d)JJJ_LU,

The Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (Statement) for Hardrock Mineral Leasing in
the Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri. We have organized our comments
(Enclosure 1) into three areas: administrative-procedural, general, and
specific.

We find the Statement lacks adequate information in a number of areas of
concern to the Service. These include the prevention of water quality
deterioration, probability of tailings impoundment failure, tailings
impoundment reclamation, and the protection of sensitive habitats including
glades, springs, and caves. In addition, the Statement contains little
reference to, or description of, actions to be followed in the event of an
Impoundment failure, or the spill of processing chemicals or hydrocarbons,
beyond attempting to secure the source of contamination.

At the meeting between concerned Interior bureaus and the Forest Service in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on January 22, 1988, some positive beginnings were
made to resolve the issues associated with the proposed hardrock mineral
leasing. At that meeting, the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management
(Bureau) agreed to utilize an appropriate National Environmental Policy Act
process at the plan development stage for each mine proposal. In addition,
the Bureau also agreed to Include stipulations for the protection of
environmental values on any preference leases issued.

I

The above two commitments (further environmental analyses and stipulations
to protect the environment), as well as significant augmentation of
information as indicated in our enclosed comments, should be incorporated
into the final Statement.

5

Enclosures

Enclosure 1

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
REVIEW OF THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING
MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

ADMINISTRATIVE-PROCEDURAL COMMENTS

The Statement (page 1) states that the primary decision to be made is
"whether or not to consent to and issue competitive and non-competitive
mineral leases..." On page 22 (Alternatives Eliminated From Detailed
Study) the statement is made that a determination as to "...whether or not
lead should or needs to be mined is outside the scope of this environmental
analysis." This determination cannot be outside the scope of a document
that has, as its primary purpose, providing decisionmakers with adequate
information. The Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of
the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) (1502.13)
state that "The statement shall briefly specify the underlying purpose and
need to which the agency is responding in proposing the alternative
including the proposed action."

6

The underlying purpose of the proposed leases is to ensure an adequate
supply of lead to meet National needs. Alternatives that may meet these
needs, such as reprocessing the environmentally damaging lead mine tailings
of the old lead belt or Increased recycling, should be analyzed to
determine the public need for the proposed action.

An objective discussion of all reasonable alternatives, and a brief
discussion of the reasons for eliminating alternatives from further

Q discussion, are key to an adequate statement. That a reasonable
alternative lies outside of the Jurisdiction of the lead agencies does not
excuse its failure to be considered.

The Statement (page 22) states that "A lease decision cannot be postponed
for any reason." A decision to deny a lease at this time is, in fact, a
postponement. At any future time that Congress should determine that the
lead resources of this area were essential to the National interest they.

Of or the President, could direct either the reinitiation of the lease process
or even the immediate commencement of the mining process. The minerals, if
present, will not disappear in the interim.

At several points, the Statement refers to the effects of a catastrophic
collapse of a tailings impoundment. The impacts of such a failure are
acknowledged as being destructive to wetland, aquatic, and cave habitats.
Similar impoundments have been constructed as part of mineral mining
activities in Missouri and other places. The Statement should discuss any
Impoundments that have failed and the effects, both chronic and acute, of
such failures. Based on prior experience, the probability of such failures
should be calculated. Given the information available, we see no reason
for not developing and displaying an analysis of the probability of such a
failure in the Statement.

85L 85L

2 3

The Statement lacks sufficient project specific detail to allow a

0 reasonable prediction of impacts on fish and wildlife resources. The

commitments to adequate protective measures are so frequently modified by
statements of economic or technical feasibility as to be of little value.
Given the paucity of specific information (e.g., method of tailings
disposal, need for the lead in the foreseeable future) at this time, the
Fish and Wildlife Service supports the selection of Alternative A (no

g mining), which provides maximum resource protection. Should the Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management select any of the production
alternatives, it is essential that the needed information is obtained and
site/project specific environmental impact statements be prepared.

35

The Statement does not clearly explain the mining/leasing process. The
various stages in the process (e.g., prospecting permit, leasing) need to
be laid out in the final Statement with a description of what happens at
each stage. Of particular importance are the points at which certain
rights (e.g., right to mine) are conveyed to the lessees.

8

In a letter commenting on the proposed Land and Resource Management Plan
for the Mark Twain National Forest, the Department of the Interior informed
the Forest Service that if the management strategies were Implemented as
outlined in the document, then the proposed plan would not adversely affect
the aquatic and terrestrial resources in the forest. However, the
preferred alternative is inconsistent with the plan and will negatively
Impact these resources. It may be appropriate to undertake a revision of
the Forest Plan prior to issuance of the leases and provide an opportunity
for review of these revisions.

If the lease is Issued, then State of Missouri regulatory agencies will be
responsible for enforcement. We believe this is inappropriate because the
present compliance rate for the requirements of the State Water Quality
Plan is only 65 percent. This low rate of compliance is primarily due to a

lack of adequate staff. The enforcement of the standards will be left to

State agencies that are already experiencing problems enforcing
requirements in other areas.

GENERAL COMMENTS

In our view, the Statement does not fully address key issues of concern to

_| the Fish and Wildlife Service. The discussion of fish and wildlife
Dl resources lacks sufficient information and data to assess Impacts and

I develop appropriate mitigation measures. More studies, particularly with
I regard to the hydrology of the area, are necessary prior to the Issuance of

Ol the lease in order to determine the feasibility of conducting mineral

| development in this area in an environmentally acceptable manner.

One of the reviewers of the Statement was the Fish and Wildlife Services'
National Fisheries Contaminants Research Center (Center). The Center has
done research on the effect of lead on aquatic resources. The researchers
take exception to the comments in the Statement indicating that the metals
remaining in the tailings are relatively harmless and environmentally
immobile. The Center has proven that the contamination of environmental
resources is unavoidable from mining and ore processing, as well as from
tailings.

Cooperating agencies, including the Fish and Wildlife Service, were given
very limited time periods to review the individual chapters of the

preliminary Statement. While some of our comments were taken into
consideration, many of the significant ones relative to impacts and
mitigation measures were not adequately addressed in the Statement. This
has resulted in a Statement that minimizes known and potential negative
Impacts to aquatic and terrestrial resources while accommodating mineral
development. Accordingly, we cannot endorse the Forest Service's and
Bureau of Land Management's preferred alternative.

Given that the mining would be a federally-licensed activity conducted on

Federal lands, the primary enforcement responsibility, and attendant

expenses, should rest with the responsible Federal agencies.

The final Statement should reflect our general comments and the following

specific comments.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

38
Page 5, Table 2. The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 is

indicated as governing "Designations of land for surface non-coal mining."
As the proposed mining activity is not a surface mining activity, please
explain the applicability of the statute.

Page 7. In the section on the History of Lead Mining in Missouri, no
mention was made of the Tri State District mining activities. This area is

J located in the southwest part of Missouri. We note that Figure 3 on page 9

reflects only mining in southeast Missouri. By not addressing all lead
mining activities in Missouri, the total impact of these operations is
diminished. The enclosed letter (Enclosure 2) from Mr. James A. Martin,
Geologist for the Department of Natural Resources, Division of Geology &
Land Survey lists a minimum of 13,120 acres of Missouri land that have been
affected by lead-zinc mining and milling. The figure is actually larger
because it does not Include either the counties that had less than 100

^
acres affected or the stream bed of the Big River that had the contents of

' a tailings pile released into it by the failure of a tailings impoundment.
Furthermore, additional acres have been disturbed by other hardrock mining
activities. The Statement should be revised to reflect the impacts of all
mining activities in Missouri.
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Page 8. It is stated here that "Efforts are presently underway to

stabilize these piles and These efforts should be discussed In more

. detail to show how much progress has been made to date, who Is doing the
• work, and what the cost of these cleanup efforts Is to date. * The

percentage of the more than 13,000 acres that has been reclaimed for
constructive purpose should be presented in the Statement.

The Statement should note that no Federal Statute governs the minerals
industry that is similar to the Surface Mining Control And Reclamation Act
governing the mining of coal. This law requires the recovery of mined or

'I
disturbed lands. In addition, no requirements or provisions exist for the
creation of, or contribution to, a fund to repair such lands should they be
abandoned by the mining company or should such a company declare
bankruptcy.

5

Page 25. The statement is made (Alternative C) that "...tailings and mine
water clarification impoundments may improve water quantity by regulating
flows." This statement needs a fuller explanation, literature citations,
and examples of where such Impoundments have had favorable effects on the
aquatic environment through the regulation of water quantity.

6

Page 33. A comparison of Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 with Figure 14 Indicates
that mining could occur in areas that directly feed Big Spring and other
springs that contribute to flows in the Current and Eleven Point Rivers.

The establishment of a Federal reservation, such as a Wild and Scenic
River, establishes legal rights to a quantity and quality of water adequate

to meet those purposes. The Statement should discuss how the fish and

wildlife resources of these rivers would be maintained If these natural

sources of water are diminished or contaminated.

Page 12. Mine water, pumped at 300-5,000 gallons per minute, could affect
springs, seeps, and shallow water-table glades. If these effects occur,
legally binding provisions to ensure that the situation is corrected must
be Identified In the Statement and made a part of the lease.

6

Page 12. The first paragraph of the Tailings Disposal section states that
the dam will Include a spillway to handle stormwater overflow. However,
the following paragraph states that the tailings Impoundment is designed as
a zero discharge facility. Any water that comes In contact with the
tailings would be contaminated by reagents and should not be released to
surface or ground water. This conflict regarding the release of
potentially contaminated stormwater overflow should be resolved in the
Statement

.

Page 16. Paragraph two begins with the statement, "The Issue of mine
tailings suggests a general ban on any mine waste disposal method that may
fall or leak." This paragraph then goes on to state that the determination

g of disposal method will be based on "...site specific technical and
economic factors." Given the nationally significant surface and ground
waters found In this area, the selection of the disposal method should be
based on technical and environmental factors. Economic determinations
should not reduce necessary environmental protection.

Page 24. The last full paragraph discussing Alternative A (no action)

begins by stating that this alternative would "... significantly affect the

lead mining industry...." The following two sentences Identify the effects

5 of not granting the lease. The subsequent sentence states, "the magnitude
of these effects In uncertain." If the magnitude of these effects Is

uncertain, then the basis for stating that the effects on the lead mining
Industry would be significant should be presented in the Statement.

6

Page 35. A tailings pond break or collapse would not flush through the

system as quickly as a pipeline break or a sewage lagoon collapse. The

materials In a tailings pond are Inorganic solids, are much heavier, and

would move more slowly through a system. They would persist for years,

perhaps decades or longer. Such an event would probably destroy the

ecosystem of the affected system. This could be Irreversible. Such

Impacts should be discussed In the Statement.

6

Pages 42 and 43. On these two pages a large number of significant or

special springs, waterways, ponds, and caves are listed that have two

things in common (l.e., located In the study area and a dependency on

ground water). With the potential of eight operational mines and their

many shafts. Including vent holes, there is a high likelihood that one or

more of these signlflcant/special resources will be affected. As noted In

the Statement, a number of these sites are the habitat of federally-listed

endangered species. Contamination or reduction of water supplies to these

areas is one of the most significant potential effects of this proposal.

Page 43. Cupola Pond Is referred to as a small, water-filled sinkhole. We

do not consider a five acre water-filled sinkhole as "small." The word
small should be deleted as It diminishes the Importance of Cupola Pond.

Page 43. A comparison of Figure 2 on page 2 with Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10

shows that the areas Identified in Alternatives B, C, D, and E for mining
development encompass the majority of the non-U. S. Forest Service lands in

the area. The Statement should clarify if a selection of any of these

alternatives would preempt Individuals or other agencies from refusing to

have any mining activities occur on their lands. For example. It is

unclear if a mining operation is e&tabllshed if the lessee could Insist on
constructing a high voltage line or establishing a haul road across private

or State lands against the wishes of the owners.
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Page 44. As noted In the vegetation section, glade areas are sensitive to
disturbance. Therefore, all of these areas within the study area should be
identified in the Statement. Glades are unique habitats that should not be
mined or despoiled. It would be difficult to mitigate for th%m and
probably Impossible to re-create them after mining ceased. Contaminants,
Including airborne sources such as dust, would most certainly affect such

I Page 47. According to the Statement, the numerous springs that feed the
,1 Current River provide conditions suitable for fish that are normally
*1 confined to streams of much larger size. This is another reason to not

| have the quantity or quality of the waters In the study area disturbed.

1

Page 47. The Statement discusses springs and cave waters providing
habitats for species that have adapted to distinctive conditions, such as
stable temperatures and chemical factors. The Statement continues to point
out that the numbers of individuals, especially Invertebrates, can be
extremely high. There have been several cases where similar unique
habitats in Missouri have met with disaster due to contaminant spills. One
such Incident that occurred recently was at Meramac Springs where large
numbers of vertebrates and invertebrates of many species were killed. Hie
Environmental Consequences Section should consider incidents such as this

23

Page 65. According to the Statement, "Combined, the effects of
implementing the Forest Plan and issuing mineral leases would equal the
cumulative effects resulting from a leasing decision." This statement
needs clarification as It seems contradictory. It appears to us that
Implementing the Forest Plan and issuing mineral leases would have greater
Impacts than those resulting from a leasing decision alone. This sensitive
area may not be able to stand these combined impacts. Perhaps before the
lead leasing issue is settled, the Forest Plan and mineral lease concept
should be re-examined for this area.

24

Page 65. The section on Future Non-Mineral Activities was about a half
page long. The rest of chapter four concerning the Future (with) Mineral
Activities is 56 pages long. This seems to be a rather disproportionate
discussion and treatment of these two topics. The Statement must state
clearly that other activities permitted under the Forest Plan (e.g. , timber
harvest) will occur In addition to mining activities.

Page 66. The wording, "Natural soil. . .except the tailings Impoundment..."
pre-supposes the use of a tailings impoundment. Other alternatives for
handling tailings, that do not Include use of a tailings Impoundment, would
result In less soli erosion. Such alternatives should be discussed In the
Statement.

Page 66. The statement concerning tailings not containing, "those elements
of soil...," should be expanded to point out that with the addition of
fertilizers and various soli stabilization techniques, soil erosion could
be considerably reduced.

6

6
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Page 66. The Statement assumes that the tailings impoundment would not

erode because it would be underwater. Not all of a tailings Impoundment's
surface is wet or Inundated at the same time. Thus, there Is ample

opportunity for wind erosion. The amount of wind erosion, the physical
nature of the particles, and effects on vegetation, wildlife, water
quality, and human health should be described in the Statement.

Page 66. The Statement notes that "revegetating tailings Impoundment (sic)

may be of limited success over the long term." The long-term (50-100 year)

measures proposed to ensure the recovery of these areas to some. If not

productive at least non-eroding, stable condition should be described. The

entity who would bear the costs and responsibility for such measures should

be Identified. In addition, any tailings Impoundments that have been

successfully revegetated should be identified In the Statement. An

examination of earlier, closed impoundments may provide examples,

information, and techniques applicable to the proposed activities.

Page 67. In the Mitigation Measures section, avoidance of fragile soils

should Include glades. Glades are both fragile and unique.

Page 67. There are many mitigation measures mentioned on this and the

following pages. As a part of these mitigation measures, the Statement

should identify: Who will monitor the mining companies; how often

inspections will be made; if there will be semi-annual or annual reports

prepared by the monitoring agency and made available to the public; what

the penalties are for non-compliance; and who will bear the cost of any

additional required Inspectors.

Page 67. On-site disposal of drilling effluents should be prohibited.

These effluents, as acknowledged on page 68, are not Just rock and water,

but contain elements toxic to biota. They should be pumped into a tank

truck and disposed of in a manner appropriate for their chemical content.

Page 67. The covering of all stock piles of processed ore and all haul

trucks Is proposed as a mltigative measure to minimize wind blown

contaminants. The Statement should discuss if these measures been

implemented at any existing mining facility and if there is any record

regarding compliance with this requirement.

Page 69. This page states that, "general water quality criteria. .. (10CSR

20-7.031(3)) prohibit sedimentation...." Since the mining will occur on

Federal lands, additional standards, inspections, and penalties should be

required by the Federal lessor. Therefore, the lessors should require that

as a starting point all State and Federal regulations be adhered to, and

then delineate specific other measures designed to protect these natural

resources. A task force of State and Federal agencies can develop a list

of specific criteria.
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Page 69. In unique and sensitive areas, such as the project area, more

atringent levels of protection than the mlnimums utilized in State water

quality standards are appropriate. The springs, streams, and rivers of

this area are nationally significant because of their water quality;

consequently, this water quality should not be degraded. Degradation may

occur even if State water quality standards are met.

6
I

Page 69. An unpaved haul road is unlikely to develop an erosion-resistant

chert pavement. Any roads that are to be subject to frequent or heavy

truck use should be appropriately surfaced.

Page 72. In Mitigation Measures (column 1) it is said that treatment

"...would reduce heavy metal concentrations to within state limits." This

would be reassuring except for the statement on the previous page

concerning discharges in the Viburnum area exceeding these standards. It

should also be recognized that even achieving "State limits" represents a

degradation in the water quality that presently exists.

6

Pages 78-79. Inclusion of the statement, "...Corps of Engineers' Section
404 permit requirements were complied with, ..." should be removed from
this section. Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
requires authorization to conduct certain activities in "Waters of the
United States," including wetlands. There is no requirement for project
review under this statute for activities in floodplains unless that
activity is taking place in a wetland within a floodplain. The boundaries
of wetlands and floodplains may, but frequently are not, coincident.

6

Page 84. The Statement indicates that because the Current River is 8-1/2
miles away that the Impacts would be confined to mining personnel and
equipment that travel through the Current River area. Page 33, Figure 14

shows a direct connection between mining activities and Che Current River.
Figure 14 depicts at least seven different points in the study area that
have dye tracings directly to the Current River. The Statement should
reflect these impacts in the section on the Ozark National Scenic
Riverway s.

Page 72. Heavy metals are persistent in the aquatic environment. The

Statement should discuss how often water quality standards have been

exceeded in the Viburnum Trend and if studies been undertaken to determine
if levels of heavy metals have Increased downstream of existing facilities.

Page 73. The statement is made that the insoluble fractions of petroleum
products could be trapped in underground systems and that, "the effects
might last for years." A discussion of this type of incident is omitted
from "mitigation measures," as is any discussion of contingency plans. In

addition, possible penalties arising from such an incident are not
discussed

.

Page 77. The Statement states that "Assuming all Forest Plan
standards. . .were complied with, there would be little likelihood of wetland
values being affected." Because the recommended plan involves revising the

Forest Plan, this may not be a realistic view of the effects after
mitigation. Wetlands may not be assured of equal protection after the
Forest Plan is revised.

I

Page 85. The statement that "Increased noise and activity could result in
a change in wildlife sighting..." should be changed to would result in a
change in wildlife sightings.

I

Page 85. The Statement acknowledges that "...noise from vent shaft fans
can be heard for up to 2 miles from a vent site." The Statement should
Include information on how far noise from a vent shaft fan can be heard
after the application of noise abatement techniques.

I

Page 85. We disagree with the Statement that, "Development and operation
would not significantly affect the opportunity for wildlife sighting." Due
to noise, activity, and habitat destruction, we believe there will be major
affects on the sighting of wildlife due to lead mining operations in the
study area.

I

Page 86. We recommend that the statement "No problem with animal
populations or sightings would be anticipated throughout the study area."
be deleted from the statement.

Page 77. The statement that "...tailings impoundments could enhance this

floodplain value by keeping heavy metals and other substances from reaching

area waters, if the water tightness and no-discharge requirements were

met." should be removed from the Statement. We make this recommendation

because (1) "If not successfully vegetated and reestablished tailings could

well serve as a continual source of sediment to streams and perhaps,

subterranean drainages." (Statement page 66); (2) the downstream face of

the impoundment structure itself has been identified as a "...significant

source of water contamination by tailings." (Statement page 70); (3)

"Spillage and the wind inevitably scatter small amounts (of heavy metals)

around... tailings impoundments..." (Statement page 71); and (4) the

impoundment structures are constructed with spillways to prevent failure by

over topping. The clear implication is that run-off that has been in

contact with the tailings and reagents would be released to surface waters.

Overall, we believe it to be highly unlikely that tailings impoundments

would keep contaminants from reaching area waters.

Page 88. The Statement states that, "There would still be a chance that
mineral activities would be located near some listed plants under these two
alternatives. If the habitat of an endangered plant is destroyed by
surface or ground-water contaminants caused by mining activities, the
Forest Service would be held accountable for allowing these damaging
activities. The mining company may also be held accountable.

I

Page 88. The access roads, vent shafts, and drill sites that provide edge
habitat also reduce the extent of contiguous forest cover. Recent research
has shown such cover to be important to other, particularly some bird,
species.

I

Pages 88-89. Most power poles are treated with various wood preservatives
that discourage insects for many years. Therefore, it is unlikely that
woodpeckers would find the poles attractive.
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Page 89. There are conflicting figures with the previous page (e.g., 3,335
acres of cleared sites v. 1,175 acres of habitat change). Any cleared site
is a habitat change. This discrepancy should be corrected.

Page 89. At a number of points, including pages 66, 67, 68, and 89 of the
Statement, the difficulty of establishing any long-term vegetative cover on
the impoundment structure or surface is acknowledged. In fact, no example
of long-term restoration is given anywhere in the document. Yet the
implication is made that "...the impoundment could..." provide suitable

I habitat for various species, Including woodchucks. Woodchucks are
burrowing animals. The possibility of their constructing a burrow in
tailings is, at the very least, doubtful. Unless examples of successful
reclamation or observed wildlife use of existing lead mine Impoundments can
be made, the unsupported assertions of this section should be deleted.

Page 90. Construction of roads will have an effect on wildlife populations
due to road kills. Even use of existing roads or old logging roads will
increase the number of road kills because of heavier traffic from both the
mining equipment and the Increased human population in the area associated
with the mining Industry. In a forest setting, particularly in such a
unique Isolated area, the chance of road killed animals is much higher.

6

Page 90. Blasting and other sources of noise, shocks, and vibrations may
be sufficient to disturb roosting bats. The disturbance of hibernating and
female bats with young is known to have major effects on their survival.
At least one federally-listed species is known to occupy caves in, and
adjacent to, the study area. The cave conditions required by the bats are
very specific and colonies do not readily relocate. A buffer around a cave
entrance will do little to protect the cave, its passages, and its
inhabitants from the effects of blast, shock, or vibrations and noise that
could destroy the value of the cave as habitat. Aa acknowledged in the
Statement, "All these could result in reductions of long-term animal
populations." In the case of endangered species, this is unacceptable.

Page 90. White-tailed deer should be included among the species that would
be involved in vehicle/animal collisions.

3

3

Page 90. On this page and in several other places in the Statement chere
are references to the movement of animals away from the mining activities
when there was no apparent way to prevent the disturbing factor. It

implies that this would not affect the individual animals Involved. This
is not the case. When any animal moves or is moved from its home

territory, it does not have the options that humans have. It cannot just
go across the logging road and find a new apartment so to speak. All of
the apartments are full. In order to find a place to stay it has to
displace another animal. The end result is roaming, causing constant
stress on the system. Small animals also become more subject to predation.
It is also stated that because of the buffer zone on the Riverways that the
mining activities will not affect animals there. This is also untrue.
Animals driven out of a mining activity area near the buffer zone will be
forced into the buffer zone area and will cause the problems described
above.

6
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Page 90. The section on noise pollution is one of several sections in the
Statement where someone has done much good work to research the problem,
list references, and present the appropriate facts. These sections are
appreciated and make the review process much easier.

Page 91. The section on Mitigation Measures Includes measures that "...the
company could do..." to reduce the potential for unintentional damage, such
as regulating traffic, prohibiting the carrying of firearms, and dismissal
for violations of (presumably Federal as well as) State wildlife
regulations. However, this does not provide any assurance as to what the
mining company or Forest Service will do. Vague pleasantries are not
commitments to mitigate for avoidable project Impacts. Positive
commitments to such measures should be made in the Statement and Record of
Decision.

Page 92. The Statement cites a 1977 publication by Wixon that showed
elevated lead levels in leg bones from deer in mining areas, but no
clinical symptoms were noted. This citation (Wixon 1977) does not appear
in the bibliography. Without examining the reference, it cannot be
determined whether or not anyone actually made clinical observations. It
is doubtful that anyone has seriously looked for clinical or chronic
symptoms of lead poisoning in deer.

Page 92. The statement that "If facilities were spread throughout the
study area, there would be little Impact to habitat or populations as a

whole." is misleading. Greater dispersal of facilities results in more
roads, power lines, tailings impoundments, noise, drainages exposed to
potential water contamination, and greater areas subject to and releasing
dust. Each facility will become the center of a zone of destroyed and
diminished habitat.

Page 94. The passage of ore shafts, vent shafts, or drill holes through
caves occupied by bats would, in all probability, destroy the caves as
usable habitat. The vibration and noise would be disruptive of perching,
intra-species communication, and hibernation. If the cave is wet, the
shaft may drain the cave; if dry, the shaft may create a connection to
ground water. In either case, the existing ecosystem is disrupted. If
chemicals are introduced to the cave system, their presence either in water
or as fumes may render the cave unusuable as habitat.

Pages 94-95. A 5 acre no occupancy zone surrounding the entrance to a cave
will not protect the below ground passages which can extend for significant
distances. The closing of access roads "...immediately after use." is
meaningless if these roads are to be used frequently or for extended
periods of time.

Page 95. An employee education program would be helpful, but not as
effective as the gating of all caves containing federally-listed or
candidate species.

Page 95. The statement is made here that, "Given the highly alkaline
ground water of the study area, it is unlikely that significant toxic
effects would occur, but this has not been tested or proven." The first
paragraph on page 98 contradicts the statement made on page 95.
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Page 95. The statement that "Recolonization of the affected area could be
fairly rapid if there were individuals in unaffected areas connected to the
affected cave system." should be followed by this statement:
"Recolonization would in all probability be very slow and dependent upon
the rate at which the pollutants were removed from the area ar>d the
generally low rates of reproduction common in many cave dwelling species."
(See page 49 of Statement) As noted "Gasoline is extremely mobile in
ground water." It is also volatile and will release its lighter fractions
into the cave atmosphere where, depending on many variables, it could
narcotize, drive out, or kill cave dwelling species. The volatility of the
mining reagents should also be determined and considered.

Page 95. The following statement should be deleted from the Statement,
"Some reports indicate that cavefish have survived beneath floating layers

of chemically potent crud in Kentucky (Crawford, personal communication),

even though observations are unproven." This statement, by its own

admission, is unsubstantiated. The statement implies that the spilling of

toxic contaminants during the mining process would have no effect.

3

Page 96. The Statement makes an incorrect presumption in saying that, "The

fact that aquatic cave life exists under highly variable and sometimes

rapidly changing natural conditions suggests that cave species can tolerate

change." These species have adapted to these special sets of criteria and

do not tolerate rapid changes to those criteria (a fluctuating water level

being a required criteria for their survival). They may adapt as a species

over many generations if some individuals survive the change, but generally

they do not. That is why there is a growing list of cave dwelling

endangered and threatened species. This statement is also a contradiction

of information on page 48.

Page 96. The statement that "It is unlikely that fluctuating ground-water

levels would result in any major adverse effects to aquatic cave life"

should be preceded by additional statements. These should state that to

the degree that these artificially induced changes can be made to mimic

naturally occurring fluctuations in seasonality, temperature, and quantity

and quality' of inflow, then ground-water fluctuations may be unlikely to

cause major effects.

3

Page 96. The paragraph addressing the effects of a permanent drop in
ground water on cave species needs revision and additions. A temporary or
permanent drop in ground water that dried up or drained cave pools would
result in the death of all organisms that could not retreat with the water.
If the water were being drained to a deeper aquifer by a shaft or being
drawn into a pump then the organisms would be killed. If the drop in

ground water is permanent, then the habitat is destroyed.

Page 96. The Statement notes that several caves would not be affected
under Alternative D and caves along the Eleven Point River corridor also
would not be affected. Any cave in the study area could be potentially
affected due to ground-water contamination from the mining pfbcesses. The
Statement even states this in a subsequent paragraph. These contradictions
should be resolved.

Page 97. No mitigation is discussed for the permanent dewatering of
surface waters. The Forest Plan standards do not address water quantity.
Mitigation or compensation for these impacts should be discussed in the
Statement. Such dewatering could affect miles of productive stream
habitat.

I

Page 98. There is also no discussion addressing mitigation or cleanup
actions, who might undertake them, and at whose expense, if there was a
large release of tailings into area waters.

3

Page 98. The reduction in numbers of invertebrates would, as noted, force
other organisms to compete for a limited food supply or find food
elsewhere. There will be competition for food wherever a consuming or
predacious species may seek it. A reduction in food organisms results in
reductions in all species dependent on that food source. The implied,
unutilized, or underutilized alternate food source is probably non-
existent.

Pages 98-99. If 20 years of Missouri Department of Conservation research
In the Viburnum Trend have shown that "Diversity reductions have ranged
from minor to extreme," then this paragraph should be revised. The first
sentence should state that "...aquatic Insect diversity will be reduced in
streams receiving mine/mill discharges." "May" implies that there are
streams receiving discharges where the diversity has not been reduced to
any degree.

3

1

Page 99. The statement that "...no adverse effects on aquatic communities
would be expected unless an accident occurred." is a direct contradiction
of the two preceding paragraphs. Diversity is a key component of biotic
communities. If the diversity is reduced, then the community is effected.
The expected "rapid" rebound of Insect communities deserves some
elaboration. The Statement should discuss how long it took after the
accidental releases in the Old Lead Belt for the insect communities
recover. The statement is made that "Many reagents are biodegradable and,
given enough time in a holding facility, would break down." The Statement
should Identify which reagents are, and are which are not, biodegradable
and under what conditions these reagents biodegrade (e.g., does the process
require sunlight or oxygen, how much time is required?).
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Page 99. Reference is made to "Regulations and new technologies..." chat
have been implemented since mining operations were carried out in the Old
Lead Belt and the Viburnum Trend. Considerable reliance is placed on these
regulations and new technologies to reduce or eliminate significant
environmental impacts that are associated with lead mining. It would be
appropriate to identify the new regulations and technologies, and compare
them to those used or applied in the past. There are several references in
the Statement to the possibility of a tailings Impoundment collapse or the

release of mine/mill effluents. As this has happened in the past, it

should be possible to prepare an engineering analysis of the probability of

this occurring at from one to eight impoundments. This should be included
in any subsequent Statements.

Page 116. The mitigation measure of "no surface occupancy within 100 feet

of fens, springs, seeps and raparian areas" is too small. We suggest a

minimum of 500 feet.

Page 116. Conditions of Approval: No. (8), the Impoundment Operation and

Maintenance Plan, does not include any mention of what steps will be taken

and by whom to restore any areas impacted by impoundment failure. In

addition there is no reference in the document to the inclusion of

instrumentation in the dam to alert anyone to deteriorating conditions not

visible from the surface. There are also no financial arrangements

indicated to ensure maintenance in perpetuity.

Page 116. Add an item (10). Lessee must post a bond to ensure cleanup of

conditions should the lessee go bankrupt or otherwise fault on the

obligations. Additionally, a levee of a certain monetary amount per ton of

material mined must be placed in an account to be maintained by the Federal

Government to be used for cleanup and restoration of the mining area.

Page 117. Any discussion of the costs of a liner for the tailings

impoundments should include the comparative costs of impoundment failure.

All costs, including possible stream restoration and penalties, should be

Included.

Page 118. The notion on page 118 and elsewhere that the metals in tailings

would remain forever as "...relatively harmless particulates in mines and

tailings pile..." reflects an overall lack of knowledge of environmental

chemistry. Research has clearly shown that once the material is removed

from the parent rock and exposed to biotic and abiotic weathering

processes, metals are solubilized and released to the environment. It is

also established that particulate metals are biologically available through

the detritus food chain.

Page 118. The discussion of the thickened discharge disposal method states

that "Successful reclamation could help these piles blend into the

surrounding landscape." The Statement should discuss any of these piles

that have been successfully reclaimed.

Page 119. The statement is made that "Impoundments located in floodplains

would cause a long-term loss of floodplain values." Unless the authors of

the statement know of, or anticipate, a use for the tailings, the

appropriate description is a permanent loss of floodplain values.

Page 120. The sections addressing Plants of Special Concern, Terrestrial

Wildlife, and Aquatic Wildlife all contain similar statements that "...the

risk of such a release happening is very low," and "the chance of a release

occurring would be very small." The Statement should Include documentation

to support these conclusions.

Page 121. The section on Mineral Resources states that if a lease or
leases are issued, then "Those resources discovered and economically
producible would be irreversibly committed to development." The Statement
should clarify if the Imposition of restrictions and stipulations to
protect the environment, should they not prove to be economically
acceptable to the lessee, would be legally binding on their operations.

Page 121. Reference is made to the irreversible commitment of the water
resources within or adjacent to the study area. This would include the
drying up or contamination of springs and wells. Should these effects

occur and affect federally-listed (threatened or endangered) species or the

Ozark National Scenic Riverway, the Statement should describe the course of

action available to require the lessee to modify or, if necessary, suspend

operations to protect these resources.

Page 121. The Statement states that, "Due to the self-cleansing ability of

water resources in the study area, however, such a loss is unlikely to

occur." One has only to look within the State of Missouri at the Big River

to see how water resources can be irreversibly affected. The waters cannot
self cleanse enough to take care of a tailings impoundment failure.

6

Page 122. The Statement indicates that a productive use for a tailings

area is as a sanitary landfill. The leachate from landfills is generally

acidic. When metal-bearing substrates, such as tailings, are brought into

contact with acids, the metal ions are mobilized. Thus, there is every

reason to expect that the leachate, or drainage, from the combined

landfill/tailings impoundment would be contaminated with lead. Other

constituents of both the organic waste and the tailings would also be

mobilized. This would appear to compound problems of waste
disposal/containment/site recovery

.

Page 122. The collapse of a tailings impoundment into an underlying void

is described as being "...very difficult, if not impossible, to plug at

reasonable cost." The inference is that the lessee is not responsible for

costs that might be necessary to correct major problems should they occur.

The Statement should indicate if these costs are to be accepted by the

Federal leasing agencies. The accountability for damages to fish and

wildlife resources, water supplies, and other resources should be clearly

delineated.
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DEPARTMENT OP NATURAL RESOURCES

Sopr.nsbar 20, 1935

Joe Ticger
Fish & Wildlife Service
705 Hitt Street
Columbia, MO 65211

Enclosure 2

BECwVED

S%p z 3 3c5

c 7 o

Dear Mr. Tieger:

Attached is a map of counties having 100 or more surface acres affected

by lead-zinc mining and milling. Acreage was determined frcm air photcs

—

circa 1972-79. Acreage includes plant/Dill sites as well as tailings,

ponds, chat piles, etc.

Acreage measured:

Iron Co. 1125 ac.

Jasper Co. 5810

Lawrence Co. 1020

Madison Co. 575

Newton Co.

Reynolds Co.

St. Francois Co.

Washington Co.

530

635

3160

265

Lead-zinc mining had largely ceased by the 1950's in the southwest part

of the State (Tri State District - M0, KS
,

& OK); in Madison County in

1961; St. Francois County in 1972; and Washington County in 1982. Current
activity is along the Viburnum Trend in Iron and Reynolds Counties.

Minor surface and near surface deposits have been worked in a number of

other counties but the deposits were very small, widely distributed, and

the surface acreage affected negligible. The small piles of waste rock

are largely overgrown and stabilized. Total acreage identified per county

is generally less than 50 acreas and individual sites usually less than

10 acreas.

Call if you need additional information or classification of the above.

Yours truly,

Janes A. Martin, Geologist
^ Ceological Investigations

JAM: s

j

CjyVFiei i~// 7% y^arr /oo

acres a /Z-cScS/V /eaS-j.-r

fAo »sl ii.
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Flonte C. Phillips

University of nissouri- Kansas City

Department of Political Science

Haay Hall~52tu£ and HockhiU Hoad
Kansas City, 7TO 64110

(913 ) 492-0181 home

area, T would state my objections in order- then my
comments:

I

I . The time from issuance of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement(DEXS) until the public heartnys u?as

only one month-allowing insufficient time for analysis

and comment by the public

.

Wed, Eeb 3, 1980

B. Eric Morse
Eorest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Eorest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rotla, no 65401

Re: Hardroch Mining Application

Mark Twain National Forest

Dear Eric:

T am sending you this letter as my formal comment on
the Draft Environmental Statement issued November 2,
1987 and the application process. Since 1 grew up in
Doniphan, nissouri and many of my relatives reside in
the area, \ have a particularly keen interest in this issue,
ny son and 1 enjoy camping and boating on the Current
River several times per year. X also testified at the
scoping meeting in Winona last year and filed a
statement for the record at that time.

Since the various Federal agencies involved have approved
a plan which would grant extensive lead mining in the

13

2. No public hearing was set in Kansas City even though
many people in the Kansas City area use the rivers

affected by the proposed mining; and, have an interest

and a right to input into the process.

I 3. The DEIS is inadequate. It does not fully identify all

5 1 impacts upon the environment, nor does it adequately

I discuss those it does identify . (As required by law)

4. The recommendation in favor of lead mining is not
supported by earlier research and opinion of the US
Forest Service. (See page 9 of the Us Forest Service

Environmental Analysis filed 5-16-85)

5. The recommendation in favor of lead mining is not
supported by the DEIS itself.

DISCUSSION - THE DUE PROCESS ISSUE

Point 1
,
questioning the lack of time for public hearing

preparation and Point 2, questioning the lack of hearing

sites goes to the basic procedural due process; which. If
absent from the administration of a legal procedure,

denies fundamdental fairness to the process and
undermines the intent of Congress and the Courts in the
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pokey moving process. Such procedural due process is

necessary to support decision making under a democratic

political system. When it is lacking, administration of

policy decisions becomes a farce and is, in fact, violative

of riyhts yuaranteed in the 5th. and 14th. Amendments
of the US Constitution. It should be observed in all

events.

7HE PRATT ENUXROMMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Points 3, 4, and 5 deal with the DEIS and will be

discussed toyether for the sake of clarity. Two of the

issues identified by the assessment team from the

scopiny process as beiny of concern were the types and
duration of any jobs created in the local area from a lead

mininy operation and the need to the nation for lead

from the Ozarks. These issues are not evaluated or

discussed in the PETS

.

The charts in the DEIS give only a
total of jobs for miners, not any other dotal Tor example:

the number of metiers from the local areas , the rates of

pay , expected benefits ,
the quality of the work,

environment for mine workers , the lenyth of expected

employment, etc. ) 1 know personally that the towns
near the tease area have an economy based on farminy
and tourism. Also, many people choose to retire in the

areas surroundiny these rivers and natural resources.

There is no in depth evaluation of the effect of mining on
the economy of the local areas , or the quality of local life.

further ,
the DEIS mentions the comparison of mining

in the "lead belt" of Missouri but gives very tittle data

about the effect upon streams and the environment from
that mining, except to say that mining methods are more

a "efficient" now. ( Tor example, well documented tailings

I
spills from lead mines in Missouri are not discussed)

i of lead released by the

mininy process is not discussed in the DEIS. (See Smith,
Eleanor. "Angry Wives." Omni, Dec. 1986., 23% of 1000

wells checked by the EPA had chemical contamination.
See also Weisskopf , Michael. "Lead Astray: The Poisoning

of America." Discover, Dec. 1907., Estimated that 17% of

our preschool children have dangerously high blood lead

levels .

)

The US Forest Service, in it's analysis of this issue in
1985 stated, "mine and mill development and operation

would pose a potentially significant adverse effect to

groundwater quality, and to surface water quality ...".

And, " The best professional judgment is that use of

technology developed in the Viburnum Trend will not be

direcdu transferable to the tease areas vicinity . (See page

9, US Forest Service Environmental Analysis filed 5~ 16~

85)

The DEIS itself reiterates the professional dye studies

which show groundwater flow from many sites in the

(ease areas to springs feeding the Current and Eleven

Point Rivers. It also states that the Karst geology of the

proposed lease area features numerous underground
caves and fissures, and that this makes the situation

difficult; but, states that problem will be solved by
"studies" which would eliminate"high risk." areas.

Page 6 of the Executive Summary of the DETS states,
"

the majority of adverse effects would be minimized or
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eliminated through carefully applied mitigating

measures , using the lessons (earned and technology

acquired from existing development in the Uibernum
Trend and previous activlies of the old belt." This

summary is the opposite of the earlier US Forest Service

analysis quoted earlier . Mot mentioned is the lead

poisoning of the Big River by the same mining company

.

And, from the looks of the dam holding back lead

tailings from a Doe Run mine near Reynolds, Missouri,

the statement "carefully applied mitigating measures"

seems a cruel joke. (This dam, which creates a lake of

liquid lead tailings , is deeply eroded at present and
seems poised to dump it’s chemicals into the

environment

)

In summary
, the scoping and evaluation process seem to

be an example of Federal agencies "going through the

paperwork" without due process as intended by Congress

and without even providing the minimal legally required

identification and analysis of issues. There is no

information in the DEIS that lead mining in the

proposed area would benefit anyone but the investors in

the United States Steel Corporation. The Current and
Eleven Point Rivers are too important to the residents of

the Ozarks, to me, and to future generations of

Americans to become another victim of plutocratic

procedure in the policy making process-policy by big

business, for the profits of big business, without regard

for the people and our remaining natural resources.

The scientific evidence indicates that lead mining cannot

be done without eventual irreparable damage to the

Ozarks and the Current and Eleven Point Rivers

.

The lease should be denied.

Respectfully submitted.

Monte C. Phillips
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- No tailings disposal within the lease area unless credible studies
conclusively show that such facilities will function In perpetuity
without exceeding currently applicable discharge, groundwater, or
surface water quality regulations and standards (e. g. , 10 CSR
20-7.015(6)(c)).

- No groundwater pumping at (cumulative) levels which would measurably
decrease discharge from Big Spring or other springs within the Ozark
National Scenic Riverways.

- A perpetual care fund will be established, (amount to be determined
by the Forest Service and paid by the mining company), to assure that
adequate funds are available for the perpetual care of mining waste
sites.

Pre-Mining Plan Studies

Studies which should be required prior to the conpletlon of site-epeclflo
NEPA conpllance are as follows. These should be listed as conditions of
approval in the "Design and locate facilities to reduce disturbance and
facilitate reclamation" section.

- Site-epeclflc hydrogeologic Investigations are required to ascertain
If subterranean karstic waterways are present which could be
intercepted and lnpacted by mine shafts or serve as groundwater
recharge oondults for point sources of pollution.

Such an investigation should Include the Installation of deep monitoring
wells, which could be used as dye Injection points to further refine the
hydrogeologic relationship between the proposed mining area and the water
resources of the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. We request that the
Forest Service and/or the Bureau of Land Management consult with the
Department of Interior's hydrological experts, the U.S. Geological Survey,
(USGS) for their reconmendatlons and technical Input on this and any other
hydrological studies which are needed. We further recommend that the USGS
be Involved In the technical analysis of any hydrological studies performed
related to mining plan approval In the study area.

The following should be listed as conditions of approval under "Design and
locate facilities to allcw natural surface and groundwater flows":

- An accurate determination of the volume of water to be puoped from
proposed mines and the aquifers from which it will be pumped.

- Hydrologic studies adequate to evaluate the risk of catastrophic
sinkhole collapse and the risk of Its Inducement by mining and/or
tailings disposal.

- Analysis and characterization of the proposed tailings. Including
61 permeabilities and particle size distribution.

These studies are needed to accurately assess the slte-epeclflc impacts of
mining proposals, especially hydrological impacts on existing springs and
the likelihood of these and groundwater quality lcpacts.

5
I

5
i

5

5

5

The following to be included as a condition of approval under "Control point
source pollutants" (If not included In the mining plan Itself).

- A spill prevention plan Is required for petroleum, sewage, milling
reagent, drilling effluent and herbicide spills.

Monitoring Requirements

The following should be Included as a condition of approval under "Control
of point source pollutants":

- A monitoring system Is required to monitor physical, chemical and
biological parameters of all point source discharges as well as
potentially affected surface, groundwater and cave resources.

6

The following should be Included as a condition of approval under "Tailing
disposal must meet Missouri Department of Natural Resources 'no discharge'
requirement:

"

- A monitoring and leak detection system for any tailings ponds Is
required.

A system or network of monitoring wells should be established to, at a

0 minimjm, monitor groundwater chemistry, pore water chemistry, pore
pressures, pH, suspended solids, resistivity, and conductivity. A leak
detection system will be built Into the tailings ponds (e. g., layering day,
followed by a synthetic liner, then a layer of sand, and finally another

0 layer of clay. Within the sand layer, a leak detection system consisting of
perforated PVC pipe could be Incorporated).

35

We also have a recommendation which is not directly related to the
stipulations and conditions of approval. Based on our discussions at the
January 22 meeting, we would like to reaffirm the inportance of clearly and
concisely describing the mineral leasing process In the FEIS. Such a

description should start at the prospecting permit stage, lndloate how the
BLM valuable deposit criteria are applied, indicate when a property right to
mine Is granted, and Indicate under what conditions decisions not to mine
can be made, both by the mining coopanles and either BLM or the Forest
Service.

In closing, we would like to restate, sunxnarlze, and reiterate the position
taken In our January 11 comment letter on the DEIS. The National Park
Service still believes that the FEIS should clearly demonstrate that the
environmental protection stipulations are achievable, both technically and
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economically, and that this should occur before a property right to mine Is

granted. Please dlreot any questions regarding these recommendations to
David Given, Regional Chief of Planning and Environmental Quality, at
402-221-3484 or FTS 86 4-3*184. We look forward to discussing and. If you
feel it necessary, meeting on these study requirements and mitigating
measures.

Sincerely,

Mr. Floyd J. Marita, Regional Forester, Eastern Region,
310 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

Mr. G. Curtis Jones, Jr., Director, Eastern States Office,
Bureau of Land Management, 350 So. Pickett Street,
Alexandria, Virginia 22304

Mr. James C. Grltman, Regional Dlreotor, Region 3, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Federal Building, Fort Snelllng, Twin Cities, Minnesota 55111

Ms. Sheila Minor Huff, Regional Environmental Officer, Office of
Environmental Project Review, Department of the Interior,
230 S. Dearborn, Suite 3422, Chicago, Illinois 60604

Mr. Arthur L. Sullivan, Superintendent, Ozark National Scenic Riverways,
P.0. Box 490, Van Buren, Missouri 63965

Mr. Jim Barks, U.S. Geological Survey, 1400 Independence Road,
Mall Stop 200, Rolla, Missouri 65401

Rolla Resource Area, Bureau of Land Management, 901 Pine Street, Suite 201,
Rolla, Missouri 65401

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND
1616 P Street. NW
Washington. DC 20036

1202) 387 3500

Tim
IB 1 on -

February 5, 1988

B. Eric Morse. Forest Supervisor

Hark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road

Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Hr . Morse

:

On behalf of the Environmental Defense Fund I submit

the attached comments concerning the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement entitled Hardrock Mineral Leasing In the

1 appreciate being afforded the opportunity to submit

the foregoing comments and suggestions for your

consideration.

Sincerely,

Marlon R. Sills
Science Associate

Njhon.il Mejdqu jncr'

257 Park Avenue South

New York. NY 10010

(212)505-2100

1405 Arapahoe Avenue

Boulder. CO 80302

(303)440-4901

2606 Dwight Way
Berkeley. CA 94704

(415)548-8906

1 108 East Mam Street

Richmond. VA 23219

(804)780-1297
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COMMENTS REGARDING THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING IiJ IH£ MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST

5

4

5

The Draft Envlronaental Impact Statement (DEIS) on Hardrock Mineral

Leasing In the Mark Twain National Forest is Inadequate In Its assessment of

the environmental Impact of the Doe Run Company's proposed mining projects and

needs extensive revision, correction and supplementation. The DEIS falls to

indicate the full range of environmental consequences of the proposed mining,

and falls to adequately consider the no-mlneral- leasing alternative. From our

perspective as a national organization, the Environmental Defense Fund would

like to call attention to the Impacts and Implications which extend beyond the

Immediate region, In addition to the large-scale environmental degradation

which would result from any hardrock mineral mining scenario in the Mark Twain

National Forest study area. In light of lead's well-known Impact on human

health, we contend that tightening the primary lead market and Increasing the

cost of new lead created by Alternative A of the DEIS- -the no mineral leasing

scenario- -would produce an economic benefit rather than a resource shortage,

and would avert an escalation of health risks for the local, as well as the

national, population.

Ll. HUMAN HEALTH

The most serious omission from the DEIS Is any discussion of the Impact

an expansion of lead mining would have on human health. Lead Is known to

cause adverse effects In several human organ systems; the severity of the

effects la related to the acuteness and duration of exposure. Exposure to low

levels of lead affects the hematopoietic system by Interfering with several

steps of heme synthesis, resulting in anemia. Central nervous system effects

of lead exposure range from Intellectual dullness, motor Impairment, minor

neurologic dysfunction and loss of IQ points at low blood levels to reduced

consciousness, seizures, coma and death at more acute exposures. The less

severe manifestations of lead encephalopathy also appear In cases of prenatal

and neonatal lead exposure. Peripheral neuropathy Is another common

Indication of lead toxicity- -frequent manifestations are wrist-drop and muscle

weakness. The effects of lead exposure on the kidneys begin with renal

tubular dysfunction caused by lead-proteln-based Inclusion bodies in the

tubular lining cells; continued exposure can lead to Increasing fibrosis

between tubules and eventual nephritis.

A. GENERAL POPULATION

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has performed several

cost-benefit analyses for lead, each of which shows that the annual dollar
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7

costs of lead exposure In the U.S. are In the billions. The regression

analyses in a February 1984 EPA report ( The Benefits of Reducing Lead in

Gasoline ) estimated that the agency's limitations on lead In gasoline reduced

the number of cases of lead toxicity In the 1970' s by 1-2 million per year and

calculated that the monetary benoflts of this decrease were $3-5 billion per

year for that period (1983 dollars). A December 1986 EPA report ( Reducing

Lead In Drinking Water: A Benefit Analysis ) calculated the total annual

monetized benefits of reducing exposure to lead in drinking water from 50 ug/1

to 20 ug/1 (1985 dollars) to be roughly $1.1 billion. These two examples

illustrate the monetarily appralsable benefits of reducing anthropogenic lead;

to discourage the release of envlronaental lead at Its ultimate source,

mining, would produce benefits of an even greater magnitude.

These economic benefits directly reflect Improvements In public health.

Because lead Is extremely toxic and persistent, decreasing the amount of lead

released Into the environment will reduce the overall risks to the general

population. For example, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Air

Quality Criteria Document for Lead described "highly significant associations

between the declining blood lead concentrations for the overall U.S.

population and decreasing amounts of lead used in gasoline In the United

States during the same time period." More than 99 percent of the lead In our

air, water, soil, food, products, Incinerators and landfills comes from lead

that has been mined rather than lead that occurs naturally; thus, reducing the

quantity of load taken out of the ground will decrease human exposure risks.

A 1980 report prepared by the National Academy of Sciences 's Committee on Lead

In the Human Environment concluded that "sufficient Information Is available

to Indicate that steps should be initiated now to reduce and eventually halt

the mining and smelting of lead and the manufacturing of leaded products

within the shortest possible time."

B. LOCAL POPULATION

6

6

In fact, some of the most severe risks fall upon those Involved in, or

living near the lead mining and smelting operations. Chapter Four of the DEIS

describes the Impact of the lead generated by mineral activities on the

physical environment: heavy-metal-contamlnatlon of mill effluent; spillage and

wind scattering around mlllsltes, tailings Impoundments and

concentrate- transport routes; contamination of surface water, wetlands and

groundwater; and toxicity to aquatic organisms. Only two sentences mention

possible toxicity to "animals or humans"
, the effects of which are

characterized as "genetic disruptions, eventual heavy metal poisoning

manifested In the form of nervous disorders, and contaminated flesh of game."

On page 76, a promising subsection title, "Public Health, Safety and Welfare",

heads a section which mentions not a word of health, safety or welfare. This

Is the entire scope of the DEIS's coverage of the localized health effects.

Numerous studies depicting occupational and community exposure to lead.
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Including the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s pioneering

occupational exposure Investigation, reveal the paucity of the two-sentence

evaluation. At obvious risk are the on-site mine workers; studies of

occupational lead exposure document effects on all the biological systems

mentioned above; a 1980 National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

report on Low-Level Exposure to Lead In the Workplace surveyed the range of

findings; hemoglobin levels as low as 40 to 60 ug/dl from lead- inhibited heme

synthesis; abnormal nerve conduction velocities, mental dullness, fatigue,

mood disturbances and Impaired neurobehavloral test performances; findings of

damaged kidneys In more than ten percent of lead workers; and symptoms In

children exposed prenatally through parents who are lead workers.

Also at risk are the families of the on-site workers. In a 1977 New

England Journal of Medicine article, E. L. Baker et al. found elevations In

blood lead and erythrocyte protoporphyrin In the children of lead workers as

compared to those of nonlead workers, with correlations observed between these

two biological Indicators and the lead levels In the household dust. W. J.

Elwood et al . observed In the British Journal of Preventive Social Medicine

(1977) that the mean blood lead levels In lead workers’ children were around 6

ug/dl higher than In families with no occupational sources of lead exposure.

In a 1981 article from the Medical Journal of Australia . F, Heyworth et al

.

examined the blood lead levels of children living in the vicinity of a lead

sulfide mine In Northhampton, West Australia. Samples of mine tailings were

4

6

5

6

found to range from 22,000-157,000 ug/g lead, and a playground and a

recreational area were found to have soil containing 11,000 ug/g and 12,000

uR/g l««d. respectively. The blood lead levels of the Northhampton children

were greater than those reported for children in Victoria, Australia, a

finding which Heyworth concluded was possibly attributable to the mine

tailings

.

Curiously, of the two health effects mentioned In the DEIS, "nervous

disorders" and "genetic disruptions", the latter Is not a commonly- identified

manifestation of lead toxicity- - there Is no evidence that lead is a mutagen.

The DEIS's detailed enumeration of employment benefits, Income Improvements

and other Impacts on the local economy stands in sharp contrast to the

unmentioned costs to the local population resulting from lead- exposure . The

forty-year production phase of the high development scenario of Alternative D

would generate a maximum Income increase of $72.1 million In its peak years,

and would Increase the total number of Jobs In the region by around three

percent, according to the DEIS (pages 105-106). The DEIS is admirably

detailed in Its analysis of the regional economic benefits of the project,

which only serves to emphasize the absence of costs such as those resulting

from lead exposure. And lead is only one of an array of hazards related to

lead mining: silica, cadmium, milling reagents and herbicides compound the

threat to public health. Even if expressed solely in economic terms, the

health costs to the local communities are considerable, and must not be
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•| omitted from the ElS's cost-benefit appraisal. And in a national context, the

costs of lead exposure to the general population would far outweigh any local

economic benefits.

II . LEAD MARKET

The DEIS Is deficient in its analysis of the current and projected status

of the two vital components of the domestic lead market: demand and supply.

In falling to consider the flexibility (and decline) of demand, the extent of

the current reserve base, and the significant position of the secondary lead

Industry, the DEIS overlooks several of Alternative D's major problems and

Alternative A's significant benefits.

’I

A. DEMAND

The DEIS states that "a rate of increase In domestic lead demand of

something less than 1% a year would not be surprising" (p. 58), yet does not

offer adequate support for this assertion. The DEIS's list of lead

applications Is fairly complete: storage batteries, corrosion- resistant paint,

cable-sheathing, anti-knock gasoline additive, ammunition, construction

Industry and radiation shielding. However, although the DEIS briefly mentions

that most of these uses are In decline. It falls to Indicate that this

signifies a shrink In overall demand. The Bureau of Mines’ figures on yearly

consumption within the major categories of lead products clearly plot the

shrinkage of demand In every category except storage batteries:

Storage Batteries 616,581
Pigments 73,701
Cable Covering 47,998
Gasoline Anti-Knock Additives 239,666

746,283 865,542

Ammunition (Shot, Bullets)
Construction Materials
Bearing Metals
Brass and Bronze
Caulking Lead
Pipe and Sheet Lead
Solder

TOTAL

79,423

90,704
14,456

217,566
66,677

76,808
12,270
78,933
47,828

17,061
98.0682

44,382

14,771 11,854 4,677 5,525
18,180 14,211 6,594 8,383
27,204 11,565 3,966 1,833
41,523 34,689 28,323 29,817
63,502 58,320 24,441 21,302

1,298,383 1,435,497 1.207.033 1.124.847

'Information not available
includes other chemicals and oxides.
It seems highly likely that the consistent decline in demand depicted by these

statistics will continue in these major categories; even lead-acid batteries

will probably start to see some rival cells encroaching on their monopoly of

the automotive battery market.

1. Storage Batteries

:

7

Numerous substitutes for lead-acid startlng-llghtlng-lgnitlon (SLI),

traction, vehicular propulsion, submarine, stationary and portable batteries

are being developed by the Department of Energy's Office of Electric and

Hybrid Vehicles and Office of Energy Storage, Including sodium-sulfide,

zinc-bromide, zinc-chloride
,
llthlum-metal-sulflde , iron-air, aluminum-air,

- 8 -
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zlnc-alr, zlnc-sllver, cadmium- silver
,
sliver -hydrogen, silver oxide,

manganese oxide, nickel -cadmium, nlckel-lron, nickel -hydrogen, nlckel-zlnc

polyacetylene and polyphenylene polymer, and fuel cells. In all categories

but the first, SLI batteries, replacements are being employed; however, even

for SLI automotive batteries several nickel batteries are near-term but are

prohibitively expensive when compared with lead's Inexpensive materials.

Several government and private laboratories have been working on

Improving alternative battery systems under Department of Energy contracts. A

researcher at Argonne National Laboratory said that Argonne was working on

developing batteries able to store 3 to 6 times as much power per pound as

lead-acid batteries The two major types of batteries being developed at this

lab, lithium- alumlnum/lron- sulfide and sodium sulfur, two high- temperature

,

sealed batteries, are made of reclalmable materials and generate no fumes. In

terms of the future for battery-powered electric vehicles, he said that

"having the technology available 10-20 years down the road Is most desirable

. . We are moving to a point where petroleum's availability Is becoming an

important question." He predicted an Increase In the use of electric vehicles
I

starting with fleets and then spreading to passenger car applications. The

principle difficulty In trying to replace the lead-acid battery Is that It Is

made with such low-cost material. A scientist at Chloride Silent Power says

that the three principle near-term batteries which are the leading candidates

for vehicular use are the sodium-sulfur, lithium metal sulfide and zinc

bromine batteries, all of which could out-perform lead but

expensive

.

prohibitively

2 . Paint:

Lead-based pigments have experienced a steady decline In usage since the

early seventies. Clba-Celgy stopped production of lead chromates and chrome

green (blend of chrome yellow and Iron oxide blue) In January 1988; according

to an expert there, it was an economic decision- - these pigments "have become a

losing proposition" and have "experienced a drop of approximately 50% In the

last 10-15 years." He pointed to the printing Industry's abandonment of lead

pigments as a major Influence, and the ban on the use of lead In household

paint as another factor. Lead chromate pigments are still used In plastics

and coatings, mostly In Industrial coatings and architectural coatings, with

virtually no uses In trade sales (l.e., household paints) - -even automotive

manufacturers are phasing out lead chromates, largely because automobile

manufacturers don't want to handle the toxic dust generated when the car Is

sanded and polished.

Traffic paint is the largest remaining use of lead pigments, although

several state transportation departments are either considering or pursuing a

phase-out of Its use on their roads and bridges. An administrator In the

Materials Division of the Virginia Department of Transportation said that

Virginia has been using lead- free traffic paint since 1981. He says the
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organic pigments they have been using Instead have met with a measure of

success. To use the organic yellow costs a dollar more per gallon, although

this is not entirely due to the materials expense --the companies which produce

the yellow paint from the pigment must clean the lead out of their systems

before manufacturing the organic paint. Once more states start to demand

lead- free paints, the cost will not be such a difference. Currently, the US

uses fifty million gallons of traffic paint a year; of that, half (25 million

gallons) is yellow, which translates Into forty million pounds of lead.

Kansas and Florida have also switched to organic traffic paint pigment; If

the trend continues, It could reduce domestic pigment consumption by at least

The performance of lead-based pigment replacements has helped accelerate

che trend. A technical expert In the General Printing Inks Division of Sun

Chemicals Corporation says that organic pigments can be used In place of lead

chromate for printing Inks of all kinds, and that lead chromate has been

pretty much phased out as an Ink, as well as In most of Its other uses. The

American Newspaper Printers Association recently alerted newspaper printers to

use only inks bearing the AD-LITHO or AdPro trademarks, which indicate that

the pigment does not contain lead or any other heavy metal, such as selenium,

arsenic or mercury. A manager at Graphic Color Corporation, a major

manufacturer of printing Inks says that "lead has such a bad name In the

printing Industry. It originated in the consumer packaging Industry, when

7

customers became very critical of lead and heavy-metal pigments Following

EPA Influence on use of heavy metals, the printing Ink Industry's trade

practice moved away from lead-, cadmium-, and mercury-based pigments -- this was

satisfactory In performance. Heavy-metal-based pigments have disappeared for

our Intents and purposes .

"

Lead pigments and chromates were previously used as inhlbltlve primers

because of their ability to resist corrosion, disbondment, and contaminants.

Zinc chromates , Inorganic and organic , can be used In place of lead chromates

In most primer applications. According to a 1987 OSHA contract report,

organic pigments are suitable substitutes In many applications as a yellow

coloring agent, and although the cost differential between the lead chromates

and the organics Is significant, ($. 75/lb vs. $5-10/lb), the amount of

organic pigment required is generally less, and the overall cost penalty

ranges from a two- to and eight- fold end-use cost Increase.

According to an expert at the International Lead-Zinc Research

Organization, the amount of lead used In cables Is about one -tenth of what it

was In 1967. Telephone cables, except In underseas applications, are all

protected with aluminum tape rather than lead. A technical director at AT&T

Technologies said that AT&T uses no lead In Its cable-coverings and have no

Intention of returning to lead coverings, although some lead may still persist
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in cables that have yet to be dug up and replaced. They currently have two

types of cables, copper coated with polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
,
and Lightguard,

which is a fiberglass cable coated with PVC and often wrapped in an aluminum

protective shielding. An expert at ConEd said that in the past "we have lead

quite extensively in our cables, but all of our new wiring is with aluminum.*

Aluminum's water resistance is comparable to that of lead, and it is no more

bulky, so that it can fit through conduits Just as easily.

4.

Gasoline additives:

7

lead content allowed for leaded gasoline was 0.1 g Pb/gallon, a marked

decrease from the 1.62 g Pb/gallon average lead content in 1975

The use of lead additives in gasoline is declining as a result of two

regulations promulgated by the U.S. EPA. The first required the availability

of unleaded fuel for use in automobiles designed to meet federal emission

standards and the second mandated a phase -down of the lead content in leaded

gasoline. According to the phase-down schedule, by January 1986, the maximum

5

.

Radiation Shielding

:

7

can be used as a laminate (on panels of wood, steel, wallboard, plastic, or

Density is the key factor in X-ray shielding: however, although tantalum,

tungsten, thorium and uranium are higher on the density scale, lead is more

readily available, and thus, much less costly. In hospital applications, lead

Marlon R. Sills
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aluminum), or as a plastic composite. According to the Bureau of Mines' 1985

Mineral Facts and Problems lead chapter, depleted uranium metal and steel

can substitute for radiation containment in storage and transport of

radioactive materials. In nuclear reactors, lead is used for radiation

shielding in the double annulus pipes. However, as the DEIS states, because

of the prohibitive costs of nuclear power, “there is little prospect for a

resurgence in nuclear power plant construction activity and the associated

demand for lead in radiation shielding in those plants .

“

6

.

Ammunition:

I

Lead is the major metal used for sporting ammunition, found in both shot

and small-caliber bullets, but is in the midst of a regulatory phase-down. In

a 1985 update of a U.S. Fish and Ulldllfe Service EIS, the FWS estimated that

waterfowl hunters annually deposited about 3,000 tons of lead pellets on the

ground and calculated thac hunters deposited 14,000 more cons of lead shot by

shooting at birds ocher than waterfowl. However, the use of lead shot is

declining in waterfowl hunting because of its toxicity to marine life.

Section 20 of Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations requires a six-year

phaseout of the use (or possession while hunting) of lead shot, beginning with

the zones having the highest annual levels of waterfowl harvest, so that by

the hunting season of 1991-92, nontoxic shot will be required for use in

wacerfowllng nationwide. This covers all all shot. Including loose shot,
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lead- loaded shotshells, and lead pellets, and is effective while hunting

waterfowl, coots, and/or other species covered by aggregate bag limits.

Nonpolsonous steel shot has been available as a substitute for lead for

twelve years. The three leading producers of ammunition, according to a

public affairs official at the National Rifle Association, are Federal

Cartridge of Anoka, Minnesota, Winchester of East Alton, Illinois, and

Remington Arms of Wilmington, Delaware; the catalog for each company lists

several types of no- lead “nontoxic* steel shot. Remington Arms's catalog says

“steel shot is here to stay. . .The truth is, you and your own level of

expertise can provide the answers. Remington has conducted extensive testing

at Remington Farms, and found no difference in game bagged with lead or steel

shot. . .Sportsmen who use the right size, the right choke, and keep their

gunning within 50 yards, will probably bag as many, if not more ducks every

time.

“

~L. lnduatrv:

The general decline in tonnage consumed by the construction industry

indicated by the Bureau of Mines' data is reflected in the trends within

several categories of construction materials.

(a) Roofing and Flashing

I

Lead as a roofing, siding, and flashing material has the

versatility, cost, easy Installation, stainproofness
,
and the

advantages of

absence of a

need for soldering or welding. However, numerous alternatives are on the

market. A Bradco Roofing (Washington, DC) salesman said he sells a wide range

of flat metal roofings: copper (including lead-coated copper), stainless steel

(also including lead-coated varieties), galvanized steel, terne-coated

stainless steel, tin, and various aluminum sidings. He said the alternatives

vary in performance, and that “you get what you paid for".

(b) Waterproofing

Lead membranes and pans can be used as lining for reflecting pools, plant

boxes, fountains, shower stalls and shower rooms, commercial and institutional

kitchen floors, soda fountains and bars. An experienced plumber at Bateman

Plumbing & Heating (Washington, DC) said that of the two types of

waterproofing pans one uses, lead and “rubber", the latter is generally

preferred because “the acid from cement will eat up a lead pan... lead Just

doesn't hold up“ . The rubber base is actually neoprene, a plastic, which is

lighter and less expensive than lead. An architect at Estrelch Associates, an

architecture firm in New York City, said that prefabricated fiberglass were

often used in place of lead pans.

(c) Plumbing

The 1986 Amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act banned the

future use of lead-containing materials in public water systems or in

residences connected to public water systems- -the ban became effective

immediately, although the States have up to two years to enforce it (until
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June 1988). AC lease cvenCy-flve states have already banned Che use of lead

solder In pocable water systems, according to a water regulations expert at

EPA.

7

A technical associate at the Tin Research Institute said that tln/copper Is a

suitable substitute for lead/tln; despite being weaker It Is still strong

enough for use as a pipe solder. Englehard Corporation produces a

tln/copper/sllver alloy which Is which a company business director claimed in

a July 1987 pi^ess release was "similar In ease of application and flow

characteristics to conventional tln/lead soldering alloys, making It

Increasingly acceptable for use not only In new potable water Installations,

but also In drainage and heating applications where Its Increased shear and

tensile strength over tln/lead solders are Important factors."

Several substitutes are steadily Increasing their share of the solder

market. The cost advantages of lead/tln are not of great significance In the

solder industry, as less than one pound of any type of solder Is used per new

house constructed. An expert from the Silver Institute said that the cost of

plumbing a house with tln/sllver solder would be only $5 to $10 more than

tln/lead because tln/sllver' s high strength translates Into of reduced

labor costs and the need for less solder due to shorter overlap In couplings.

7

9

Consumption statistics and expert commentary both Indicate that

lead-based products for which substitutes have been found are being phased out

on account of lead’s toxicity. The DEIS does mention this replacement trend

on page 57; however, the document does not use this type of Information In Its

analysis of the Alternatives. For example, In assessing the Impact of

Alternative A on the U.S. lead market, the DEIS predicts that the "amount of

forgone lead production from the Study Area" would drive the market to "rely

on Imports and secondary production to satisfy demand " [p. 108) This assumes

that demand la Inflexible and ignores the substitution trend which has been

causing a decline In demand over the last fifteen years for lead In all

categories of consumption except storage batteries. In light of the health

costs of any Increase In the amount of lead to which the population Is

exposed, the substitution of lead by feasible alternatives Is a social good.

Alternative A would encourage neither the status quo nor development of

further uses of lead, thereby reducing American consumers' dependence on lead

based products.

B. SUPPLY

9

7

In Its appraisal of U.S. lead supply, the DEIS is also far from accurate.

The goal of meeting essential demands without encouraging continued dependence

can be met by ore In existing mines and recoverable lead already above ground.

Although the Viburnum Trend is running out of lead which can be mined for this

low price, (l.e., high-grade lead which contains valuable impurities such as
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7
silver, zinc, cadmium and copper), plenty of mineable lead remains in the nine

Viburnum Trend mines mapped on page 9 of the DEIS On page 109, the DEIS

quotes Bureau of Mines statistics on "reserves", which are defined as "those

resources which could be economically extracted" when current lead market

conditions are taken Into account: "...measured and Indicated lead reserves In

the United States total 21.0 million metric tons of contained lead with 16

million metric tons located In Missouri.” The figure of 16 million metric tons

for Missouri Is based on a price of $0.66 per pound, as Indicated on page S9

of the DEIS. The more recent Bureau of Mines lead reserves figure is around 6

million metric tons, similar to the 6.6 million metric ton figure for the

Viburnum Trend, attributed on page 107 of the DEIS to a Missouri Department of

Natural Resources 1987 report. A lead expert at the Bureau of Mines projected

that United States mine production would level off at around 600,000 metric

tons a year. At this rate of consumption, the 6 million metric tons of

Viburnum lead reserves should last roughly 15 years, as the draft EIS

predicts.

However, we find fault In the use of "reserves" as the basis for this

prediction. Ue believe the more relevant figure Is that of total mineable

lead, Including lead which would not yield profits at current lead prices.

The Bureau of Mines chart reproduced In part on page 108 of the DEIS

omits a column from the original Bureau document which was headed "Reserve

base", a category which Included "demonstrated resources that are currently

5

7

7

economic (reserves), marginally economic (marginal reserves), and some of

those that are currently aubeconomlc (subeconomlc resources)." The reserve

base figure given for the United States Is 27 million metric tons The U.S.

Geological Survey's Branch of Western Mineral Resources estimated In January

1988 that the "total ldei.-ified resources" for the total country was 26.5

million metric tons (15.0 million for southeastern Missouri). The importance

of these figures Is that they give the closest approximation of the total

amount of mineable lead in the United States. Based on the Bureau-projected

consumption rates, the 26.5 or 27 million metric tons of mineable lead would

last more than 60 years. And according to simple resource economics, as lead

resources reach exhaustion, the net price will rise exponentially, causing

demand to constrict. Consumption, then, will decline gradually, effectively

extending the existing supply.

Prohibiting lead mining in the Mark Twain National Forest study area only

accelerates this process, while still leaving American Industries nearly a

century's time to adapt. Lead- free paint, solder, gasoline, ammunition and

wire -sheathing are recent demonstrations of our ability to quickly replace

lead. As an exhaustible resource, lead is doomed to decline anyway- -and the

metal's toxicity and substitutability well Justify a hastening of that

process

.

The DEIS bases Its explanation of the urgent need for new mines on a

projection that a shortage In "reserves" will occur In fifteen years If no new
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7

7

mines are pursued. However, this term only means that the lead remaining In

the Viburnum Trend mines will not be worth pulling out of the ground at

current lead prices because It contains relatively low amounts of silver,

copper and zinc. If no mining Is allowed in the Mark Twain National Forest,

the price of lead will go up and chat lower grade lead ore will become

"reserves" . The Doe Run Company is asking for permits not for the good of the

lead market, but for its own economic interest- -it is more economically

rewarding to mine In the national forest chan Co mine orebodles In already

existing mines.

The problem, then, is not one of an urgent shortage of lead supply, but

rather a question of short-term economics. The 60-year calculation takes Into

account lead which would be more expensive to mine chan current lead prices

would allow; however, the designation "economlcally-mlneable" Is quite fluid,

as Illustrated by the change from 25 million metric tons in 1985 Bureau of

Mines figures to 6 million metric tons In 1987 (page 107 of the DEIS)

.

The 1986 10-K Form of the Homestake Mining Company (which holds a 42.5 percent

interest in Doe Run Co.) further illustrates the fluidity of the term

"reserves": Homestake' s ore reserves figures for 1985 are about one third of

the 1986 numbers, the decrease reflecting "lower lead prices and therefore

higher reserve cut-off grade", a cut-off which went from 8.0 percent lead

content In 1985 to 5.5 percent In 1986. This change could just as easily go

In the ocher direction If the demand increased for the lower grade lead

7

eliminated from the more recent reserves calculations.

In addition to decreasing the real economic costs of human lead exposure,

constraining the lead market would also have the desirable effect of

supporting the secondary lead Industry. Any Increase In the price paid for

lead helps make the operation of secondary lead smelters and scrap dealers

more competitive. With this kind of influx of capital by continued mining of

lead, the secondary lead Industry can meet or exceed the DEIS’s

projections of 700,000 tons/year. In 1980, domestic secondary smelter

capacity stood at 1.3 million metric tons; in 1986, that capacity was 800,000.

Lead-acid batteries, if totally recovered and recycled, could supply over

800,000 tons/year, however, only 600,000 tons were actually recycled, leaving

about 22 million batteries (over 190,000 metric tons of lead) not collected,

and end up decaying in garages, landfills and roadside ditches. This figure of

batteries not being recycled has been increasing since the 1960s at a rate of

six percent a year, according to a September 1987 report prepared for the

EPA's Office of Policy Analysis. Higher lead prices would make the

accumulated "unaccounted for" batteries profitably recyclable, thereby

supplementing the lead supply without increasing the total volume of lead in

the environment.

If the lead mining industry were permitted to seek high-grade lead in the

Mark Twain National Forest study area, the resulting low lead prices would

make secondary smelting uneconomical, and could, according to a lead expert at
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the Bureau of Mines, easily shut down the entire lead recycling Industry. In

effect, we would be directing the lead Industry to haul fresh lead out of the

ground rather than mining lead already In the waste stream. Damage to human

health from lead already extracted can be reduced by preventing its dispersion

Into the environment through recycling and resource conservation. By

foregoing utilization of this stockpile in favor of mining lead ore, we are

maximizing human lead exposure, and In economic terms, maximizing the

health- related costs.

In the context of our $135.8 billion balance-of-payments trade deficit

for the first ten months of 1987, it is worth noting that any crippling of the

secondary lead industry would swell the U.S. import bill. Refined lead scrap

provides over half of the total domestic lead supply, with another thirty

percent contributed by refined U.S. ore. as illustrated in the table below.

Origin of Lead Consumed in U.S. for 1985, 1986 and First Ten Months 1987
(metric cons), and Proportion Between Refined Primary Lead, Secondary Lead,

and Lead Imported for Consumption (Bureau of Mines statistics)

Primary lead
Mined (recoverable)
Refined

Secondary lead (rounded)

Imports for consumption
Consumption (rounded)

1985 Final
tonnage ratio

413,955
416,091 35.0%
594,200 50.0%
180,112 15.1%

1,148,300

1986 Final
tonnage ratio

339,793
366,247 32.5%
614,900 54 6%

144,825 12.9%
1,124,800

1987 Jan-Oct
tonnage ratio

318,394
369,221 29.4%
691,800 55.2%’

192,957 15.4%

1,216,600

’includes only data from January- September 1987
Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding

This Bureau of Mines data shows the significance of the secondary lead

industry. Even were Mark Twain lead to expand the current percentage provided

by our mines, we would still be forced to approach Mexico, Peru, and Canada

for metal to fill most of the void once supplied by lead recycling. The

Environmental Defense Fund agrees with the DEIS's own statement that

"considering estimated reserves, the likely sources of U.S. lead imports, and

the expected greater emphasis on recycling, the probability of a disruption in

the supply of lead appears to be low, even if Alternative A is selected and

domestic reserves are not mined." [pages 108-9]

III. MATER QUALITY

The DEIS falls to consider seriously the large-scale environmental

degradation which could occur under Alternative D. These Impacts are grave

and, even with the maximum mitigation measures discussed in the DEIS, will

place the region's unique natural resources at extreme risk. Of particular

concern are the potential threats to water quality. A more adequate analysis

of the threats to surface- and groundwater is found in the Stage II

Environmental Analysis; U.S. Steel Preference Right Lease Applications , the

November 1983 predecessor of the Mark Twain DEIS. The DEIS does not

absolutely omit mention of groundwater threats, as it does with health

problems; however, the rationale behind its recommendation to proceede with
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6

mineral leasing In the face of all the groundwater evidence Is never

explained In the document.

The environmental assessment looks to Che experience In the Viburnum

Trend for indications of probable threats to water quality posed by mine and

mill development and operation In the Mark Twain study area. This experience,

according to the document, has demonstrated Che sources of several

water-contamination problems: "excessive erosion and stream sedimentation

during mine and mill construction, fugitive mill tailings and heavy metals,

and rampant algal growths and offensive odors caused by fugitive milling

reagents." [page 37]

Because of the geohydrologic character of the lease area, two of the

possible contamination routes are even more serious chan they were for the

Viburnum area, namely, the free and rapid movement of water from the surface

Into and through the groundwater transmission system, and the possibility of

subsidence or collapse in the vicinity of a mine or tailings pond. "The lease

areas lie In a region of Intensely developed karst terrain characterized by

sinkholes, caves, dry and disappearing streams, estavellas, springs, and a

complicated network of subterranean water-bearing conduits. Water moves

almost as freely vertically as It does horizontally." (page 11]

In light of measured flow rates of several hundred feet per hour, the

environmental assessment document concludes that "on and around the lease

areas, water Is virtually impossible to contain In any sizeable quantity on

6

6

the surface, and the excessive escape of mill tailings, heavy metals, and

milling reagents to the groundwater system seems Inevitable." [page 37] The

DEIS falls to make any definitive statement on the manner In which this higher

transmission rate would only exacerbate the Viburnum Trend problems with toxic

releases through mining and milling operations.

The other potentially adverse possibility In the mining area would be

surface subsidence, which may be caused by mine dewatering or by tailings pond

impoundments. In the Viburnum Trend, several sinkholes related to mine

development have formed. Including one which caused the collapse of the lead

mine tailings pond In Madison County, one of eight such ponds In the trend.

The environmental assessment concludes that mine waste Impoundments "possess

an extremely high probability of catastrophic collapse of the tailings pond

bottoms. The probability of successfully and economically repairing such

collapses Is low." The lease area already bears a sizable record of land

surface collapse and subsidence, some of which were of natural origin while

others "were apparently Induced by Impounding or otherwise concentrating

surface waters over unknown underlying voids In the bedrock and/or residuum."

[page 11] The DEIS does mention some of the disastrous consequences of such a

collapse [page 122)

.

Nevertheless, in the face of the "high probability" of a collapse, and

the "Inevitable" contamination of the groundwater system, the DEIS recommends

that mineral leasing proceede. The only statement the DEIS offers with regard
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to managing these risks Is that the Missouri Department of Natural Resources

policy allows no degradation of water quality. This hardly reconciles the

great threat to groundwater with the DEIS's recommendation of Alternative D.

IV. CONCLUSION

4
I

The Doe Run Company's lease applications have placed in the hands of the

Departments of Agriculture and Interior a decision central to the future of

lead mining. This Is not merely a issue of environmental preservation vs.

economic profit. The short-term economic interests of the Doe Run Company are

here pitted against the health of the residents of Shannon, Oregon, Carter,

Howell and Ripley Counties, the water quality of the entire region, the

survival of the secondary lead Industry, the balance of base -metal trade and

the overall public health of the general U.S. population. The DEIS Is

Inadequate in its analysis of these other Interests, and through these

omissions, reaches a recommendation which we feel Is unwise. In light of

these deficiencies, we urge that the DEIS be redone and that the new Draft

Environmental Impact Statement be subjected to further public scrutiny. The

Environmental Defense Fund also wishes to advocate Alternative A, a choice

which would encourage American Industries to look towards other materials, and

thereby reduce our nation's exposure to one of the most serious health threats

It faces today.

Mr Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
491 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

imrK WUUH (U(iu(**l >uNtii
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Dear Mr Morse,

My wife and I are writing as concerned citizens, regarding the proposed

mining in the Winona District of the Mark Twain National Foresc. I have

floated the Eleven Point River in this district several times, and frequently

camp, fish and hunt in Mark Twain Forest and the surrounding area I hate to

think that any mining is being considered In this area, particularly mining

for heavy metals, such as lead. I have several reasons for saying this.

1) The mine tailings produced by lead and zinc mining are unsightly

(usually huge chat piles), and heavy metals tend to leach from them into the

surrounding watershed.

2) Ground water In areas of mining often becomes contaminated. Once

active mining is over, the shafts fill with water, which then leachs minerals

from the walls.

3) Lead and other heavy metals are highly toxic, and their contamination

in the environment can be difficult to control or clean up.

4) The physical activity associated with mining is destructive to the

landscape and unsightly. This area is an Important tourist area and could be

adversely affected by mining operations.

I believe I am qualified to make these statements. I have a PhD in

pesticide toxicology/teratology and am presently engaged in heavy metal

toxicology research at the University of Kansas Medical Center. I am well

aware of the problems associated with heavy metal poisoning because of my

research. I also have personal experience with lead and zinc mining. My
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wifes* family lives in Baxter Springs. Kansas. This area has been the site of

intense lead and zinc mining activity. The chat piles are an eyesore, the

groundwater is contaminated (now a superfund cleanup site, I believe), and

the area is economically depressed, partially because the mining activity has

slacked off as the mines have been depleted. Many of the chat piles have

been sold to the county, which broadcasts this chat on the county roads as

gravel, further compounding the problem of environmental contamination.

We are afraid that any mining of the national forest will end up

creating a similar situation. If the chat piles are left in the forest, they

will poison the local environment. If they are hauled off, they will end up

contaminating some other area. Ground water contamination could severely

damage some unique and fragile ecosystems (particularly Greer Spring and che

Eleven Point River) . Any local economic benefits from the mining may prove

MISSOURI CHAPTER
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c
Vb\\h\\fo

P. O. BOX 372

COLUMBIA. MISSOURI 85205

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MD 65401

fij) IS G E ITS D

lit FEB -38® 1
1

HARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST
ROLLA, M0.

Dear Mr. Morse:

The Missouri Chapter of The Wildlife Society, is a professional organization
of over 250 wildlife biologists, nanagers, researchers, educators, and
administrators. As President of this organization, I wish to register our
major concerns with the Draft Environmental Inpact Statement (DEIS)

.

to be short-lived.

We urge you to adopt Alternative A (no mining-maximum resource

protection) for the Mark Twain National Forest. Thank you for your patience

in reading this letter.

Sincerely Yours
. (1 ,

fkT)

Oasof
James C. Garrison, PhD
Carol Burcham Garrison, MD
6533 Cottonwood
Shawnee, Ks 66216

phone: days (913) -588-7503
weekends &

evenings (913) -268- 7960

(913) -268-1267

Our first concern is that the LEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) process
for determining and evaluating alternatives has not been adequately conducted.
An important alternative that should have been explored is to allow
prospecting only, with mining to be considered after prospecting is conpleted.
By not having this alternative for evaluation, the entire range of alternative
actions has not received adequate review on which to base a decision.

6

5

21

The study area being considered for mining is a karst area with many species
that can be negatively impacted by degraded water quality. Some of these
species are federally endangered, such as the gray and Indiana bats (Myotis
grisescens and M. sodalis) . While past experiences in the old lead belt and
Viburnum trend of Missouri have shown lead mining activities to pollute and
degrade aquatic habitats, the DEIS lacks information that would suggest these
experiences would not be repeated. Contrarily, the DEIS attempts to rely on
state regulations regarding quality of effluent and the hope for better mining
technology, rather than data and experience to assure that water quality will
not be degraded.

I There is a lack of data presented that would describe the effects of degraded

cl ground and surface water on sensitive wildlife. This condition suggests that

^ I
decisions not be made until adequate data are obtained.

I

Similarly, mitigation for unintended degradation of water quality and loss of
habitat and wildlife has not been included in the DEIS. Certainly, potential
loss of habitat and populations of species warrants discussions of how such
results would be mitigated.

91L 92L

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Page Two
February 1, 1988

I

We suggest that a sixth alternative be added to the DEIS to only allow

prospecting with a second EIS to be prepared for mining after data have been
collected from prospecting. We also suggest that studies be conducted to

5
I

determine relations between sensitive species and discharge zones, and methods

of mitigating degradation of water quality and loss of wildlife due to mining

activities.

Sincerely,

Russ Titus
President
The Missouri Chapter of

The Wildlife Society

RT:lin

cc: Executive Board

Donald Wircshafter

ATTORNEY AT LAW

17 South Court Street -Room 12

Athens, Ohio 4)701

(611) 192-5297

February 4, 1988

mJJ 8 n w m
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B. Eric Morris
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MI 65401

Dear Mr. Morr

61

4

Last summer I had the opportunity of camping for a week in the
Mark Twain National Forest in the area proposed for lead mining
by the USX Corporation and Doe Run Minerals. As an amateur
botanist and hydrologist, and as a concerned citizen, I strongly
oppose any plan to disrupt this precious, scenic area. The
Eleven point and Current national scenic rivers must be
preserved. The wildlife, endangered orchids and other plants
should not be disturbed.

The information that I have received indicates that the area
proposed for mining is underlain with limestone karst. As you
may be aware, this karst will insure that any toxic wastes
generated by the lead mining would be carried for miles in the
local ground water. As our surface waters become more and more
polluted, ground water becomes more precious; once polluted it

will remain polluted for years.

I I urge The Forest Service to deny permitting to this dangerous

q| plan. I, instead, urge proper planning, perservation and
I Timberstand Improvement as the future for this beautiful forest.

cc Donald Hodel, Department of Interior
Senator John Dauforth
Senator Kit Bond
Senator John Glenn
Senator Howard Metzenbaum
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Oouglas Anderson, M.D.,
St. John's Regional Health Center
Clinical Laboratory
1235 E. Cherokee
Springfield, Mo. 65804

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Mo. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse,

It has come to my attention that there is a proposal for mineral

leasing in the Mark Twain Nation"! Forest for the purpose of mining

lead on public land. I object to public land being used for private

corporations, especially when such projects could be undertaken in

other areas on private lands. The area of proposed mineral leasing

is also a very special one on many other counts. It is near the

Eleven Point, Current, and Jacks Fork Rivers, the Irish Wilderness,

Cupola pond and Tupelo Gum Pond. These special features are worth

protecting

.

Not only are these features worth protecting, but so is our

health. I am well aware of the health hazards of lead. The karst

topography provides many avenues for lead to permeate the waters

of Eleven Point River and Big Spring. Aside from the pollution

factors, I feel that the mere prescence of the lead mine would

degrade the wilderness experience in the vicinity.

I give my support to Alternative A - for no mineral leasing

and maximum protection, and in all sincerity hope that you will also.

Douglas Anderson, M.D.
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B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO 65401

Dear Sirs

After a careful study of the Draft Environmental Impact
Study and other documents relating to the hydrology of the

I

proposed mining area, I must conclude that the information
available indicates that the water quality of the area
cannot be protected using currently available mining and
waste storage technologies.

I

It seems clear to me that any mining efforts in the proposed
area would be an experiment in mining lead from a karst
terrain and that models from the Viburnum Trend used in the
DEIS do not apply to the proposed lease area.

When dealing with such a delicate and valuable resource as
clean and abundant water we cannot "assume" that no mistakes
will be made and that no natural disasters will occur. No
one can afford to gamble away our water resources in order
to assure the continued survival of a particular mining
company — this is not acting in the public trust.

We therefore conclude that the proper action on the lease
request, given your responsibility to the public to preserve
an irreplacable resource, should be that no lease be issued.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hight
Conservation Chairperson,
Grand Gulf Audubon Society
Rt 2 Box 226
Pomona, Mo. 65789

Copies to i U.S. Rep. Bill Emerson
U.S. Sen. John Danforth

* • * « iw
i

5916 East Cherry
Springfield, Mo 65804
February 9,1988

Mr. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

8
|

As an outdoorswoman and citizen of an ecologically troubled Earth, I

protest the proposed mining development of the Mark Twain National Forest
(Ulnona Olstrlct ) and urge the adoption of alternative A. The ecological
effects of lead mining are not truly controllable, and will effect the
natural beauty of the land, Its wildlife denizens and drinking water
quality. The question is if we will conserve and protect our natural
treasures as Intended by the area's Inclusion In the National Forest
System or destroy them for a temporary gain that benefits only a troubled
Industry

.

For ourselves and our future, the land must be preserved.
Alternative A must be adopted!

Sincerely,

Carice Plngenot

98L 99L

Randy Waggoner
10127 West 96 Terrace
Overland Park, KS 66212

D.B. Equipment Sales
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February 2, 1988

Blue Springs. Mo. 64015
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J
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1

ROLLA. MO
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aAK TWJklM UAIktNZTKMdsi

U.S. Forest Service
Box 937
Rolla, MO 65401

(816) 229-9997

Gentlemen:

I would like to voice my opinion on the issue of strip mining for
zinfc and lead in the Mark Twain National Forest. I have enjoyed the
area for many years and value highly what the Mark Twain Forest has
to offer. I would like to express my very strong feelings for the
welfare of this National Treasure. I would "NOT" like to see the
Mark Twain National Forest compromised in any way.

/As

/ 5.

J

-r;-A£r

$ f+££

A-/-A Ls£

/V/t-A/r T
*> /=v A-a7

/Is A £ iS 6

As A-Tr

A?y V—

Fa A c
I felt that during this time when much thought is being given to this
issue, it might be enlightening to hear from someone like me. I heard
of this issue yesterday on the radio here in Kansas City. I feel very
strongly in a positive direction of the job the Missouri Conservation
Department is doing and I wanted to share my opinion with you.

8 Ibsvue, a- CsLCmas y-

$ E Cs £ . t

A
,

A- 1, (2, a-A AS TA-a-T 1 s %£ Afc'FnZy)

Fellow associates in the RE/MAX of Overland Park Real Estate Company in
which I work have voiced a similar opinion and they are as follows:

Specializing In plastics machinery
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January 26, 1986
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Department Director
USDA - Forest Service
P.0. Box 96090.
Washington, D.C. 20013-6090

Dear Dept. Director

i

The Local Committee For A Lead Free Ozarks was formed in

response to the draft Environmental Impact Statement
entitled, Hardrock Mineral Leasing, Mark Twain National
Forest, Missouri (October 1987).

In addition to our concern about the issues! Water Quality;
Land Character; Jobs, Economy and Lifestyle; Threatened and
Endangered Species; the Lead Market; Land Use Purpose; and
Areas of National Significance, we felt it imperative to
point out a critical error in the draft EIS.

The enclosed letter to B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor,
Mark Twain National Forest, delineates our finding.

We trust you will reqard this issue, among others, as one
which warrants your involvement in insuring that decisions
regarding our fragile environment are based on a detailed
understanding of the consequences of lead mining in the
National Forests of Missouri.

Sincerely,

LocSJJCommittee For A Lead Free Ozarks
Kitty Cone, Chairperson
Riverton Rural Branch
Alton, MO 65606
417 778 7777
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CANNON BU1UXNO

Congregg of tije ®nitrt fttateg

Souse of Representative*

SBasljlnoton. BC 20515

January 27 , 198{jL_

Mr. Eric Horse
Fewest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairground Road

Rolla, MO 65401

It 11 p
FEB - 3 BSS

um TWAIN NAII04A1 FOREST

am writing in regard to the recently completed Environmental

Impact Statement on the proposed mining in the Mark Twain National

Forest. There is no argument that the beauty of the Mark Twain National

Forest oust be preserved. The area included in the EIS contain seme of

our nation's greatest natural assets, such as the Eleven Point and

Current Rivers.

_ . . S 1*1%%

3. . _ 1
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£b<>*\ /kft .
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I am very concerned about the findings of the preliminary dye

testing of the underground water system and feel strongly that further

hydrology studies need to be conducted to ensure protection of surface

and subsurface water.

While many factors of a mining process can be mitigated, residues

allowed in the water cannot be. However, as I understand it, the

approval, if given at this time, would allow mining companies the

ability to formulate a site specific mine plan. I understand that will

take approximately one year and at that time the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management will do further review which will be more in

depth and site specific. Such further review should provide findings

that will assist the regulators and the applicants in making a decision

on whether or not to allow the actual mining process and to include

specific protection measures.

Again, I feel the further review is very important to insure

protection of our natural resources and at the same time attempt to

allow economic development of the region, which sorely needs Jobs and

income stimulation. Since the additional hydrology studies and site

specific review will be performed before the final approval is allowed,

I feel the interim lease approval can be granted. However, let me once

again state the mine plan that would result by the granting of a lease

must prove, in my opinion, that the environment is protected.

f Emerson
Member of Congress
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OCAMCOX REOULAR TERMS:

NORTHERN COMMISSIONER FIRST MONDAY IN FEBRUARY. MAY,

EMINENCE, MISSOURI AUGUST. NOVEMBER

LOYD RAINBOLT

PRESIDING JUDGE
EMINENCE. MISSOURI

MAE RUTH MEADE
COUNTY CLERK

FERN O'DELL

DEPUTY CLERK

JERRY DAILEY

SOUTHERN COMMISSIONER
WINONA, MISSOURI

February 1 , 1988

Ms. Jody Eberle
U.S. FOREST SERVICE
Winona , MO , 65588

RE: Mining

Ms. Eberle;

The Shannon County Commissioners wish to let you know
they are in favor of the mining in this area.

We feel it would greatly benefit the area for economy
and education, plus many other areas.

Liftrd Ralobolt
Presiding Commissioner

H
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The Golden Rule is ruiunl consequence of

ihe recognilion of the unity of being.

_ from THE PHILOSOPHY OF
COMPASSION.

Cenuur Press. 1970

by Esmd Wynne-Tysoo. 1898-1972

Forelaws On Board

P.O. Box 359

Welches, OR 97067 USA
(503)622-4328

February 12, 1988

Mr. Eric Moree, Forest Supervisor

Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolls, MO 65401

rajjsLULLQ

13

, ,

^-1
[ark rwAin MfrtaALHjkUT

R0UA.W0.

Dear Mr. Morse:

As a property owner (80 acres In Oregon County) whose future Is Intimately connected with the

environmental integrity of the Otarks, I wish to register my support for Alternative A (no

mining-maximum resource protection) in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement now being

considered by the U.S. Forest Service.

The views on this vitaUy Important subject as eloquently expressed by Joan Taylor and

Kitty Cone (South Missourian News, 2/4/88), 1 am certain, typify the deeply held feelings of

countless Missourians and others who are committed to the proposition that responsible human

stewardship is indispensable for the preservation of all life on Earth.

In forelawsship on board.

cc: Senator John Danforth

Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510

Senator Christopher Bond

Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510

Representative William Emerson

House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Seceivon

FEB 10 1988
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Enclosure

REVERENCE FOR ALL LIFE
THE GOLDEN RULE — THE FOUR LAWS OF ECOLOGY

GUIDELINES OF CREATIVE ENVIRONMENTAUSM
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Jerry M. Sugerman
4536 Shenandoah
St. Louis, MO 63110

Mr. B. Eric Morse
Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401

February 27, 1988

IBjJLi

F9291

urMiranarHEk
DOUAUa

Dear Mr. Morse:

I am writing in regard to your draft Environmental Impact Statement on
Hardrock Mineral Leasing in the Mark Twain National Forest, Missouri,
dated October 1987, and the Doe Run Corporation's Preference Right
Lease Applications.

In this draft EIS, your office identified Alternative D as the preferred
alternative. Alternative D would modify your most recent forest plan
by increasing the area of land available for mineral extraction within
the 157,000 acre study area.

.1 I am requesting that you change your preferred alternative to
>1 Alternative A ,

which would prohibit mineral development in this area.

6

I am intimately familiar with this area, having hiked, camped, canoed,
swam, and conducted nature study trips in it numerous times over the
past seventeen years. This area embodies some of the finest wild and
natural places, wilderness setting, and groundwater resources remaining
in Missouri. I would like to see the Forest Service manage this entire
area for maximum watershed and resource protection and to prohibit all
mining activities.

6

6

6

At best, mineral extraction would disturb the landscape of backcountry
areas by generating construction of new buildings, roads, and power
lines, and additional noise, traffic, and support services in nearby
places. IT IS THE VERY SPARSENESS OF THESE ACTIVITIES THAT GIVES THIS
AREA ITS IMPORTANCE TODAY AS ONE OF THE WILDEST FOREST AREAS REMAINING
IN MISSOURI.

If tailings ponds were constructed in this area, as they would have to
be in order to have economical mineral extraction, then some deteriora-
tion of the groundwater would be almost inevitable over an extended
period of time because of the porous nature of the groundwater geology
and the fact that all streams in the area are losing streams.

6
I

At worst, a collapse or major leak from a tailings pond would be
devastating to the quality of water in springs and rivers in and near
the study area. Three of these rivers, the Eleven Point, the Jacks
Fork, and the Current, are federally designated wild rivers, and their
watersheds should be managed for maximum protection.

I equally disturbed by the apparent senseless need for the proposed

Sugerman/Morse 2/27/88 p. 2

mining activity. Missouri's Viburnum Trend is the source of 90% of
the lead presently mined in the United States, but this represents
only about 40% of the U.S. supply of newly refined lead because nearly
half of this supply comes from recycled lead-acid batteries. The
depletion of accessible high-grade lead reserves in Missouri is
inevitable regardless of what decision you make on the Preference Right
Lease Applications. Reserves in the study area are estimated to be
"... similar to, but on a much lower level than that presently being
mined in the Viburnum Trend." (DEIS, p. 8) What we have here, then,
is a choice between seeing the inevitable depletion come fifty years
or so after the commencement of mining in the Viburnum Trend or about
150 years after the commencement of large scale lead mining in Missouri
and seeing it come perhaps ten years or so later if the study area in
question were mined.

At the same time, the demand for lead is expected to remain flat, and
this assumes that alternatives to the lead-acid battery will not be
developed, as this battery accounts for more than 70% of the domestic
use of lead. Your policy choice is between having a few extra years
of high-grade ore production for a soft futures market, and providing
maximum long term resource protection to Missouri's most extensive
"high-grade" forested area.

Clearly, domestic lead market needs have not driven this request for
Ol mineral development, but rather the needs of the mining company itself.

I While a few extra years of ore production would be of little signi-
ficance in the domestic or world lead markets, they would have greater
significance to the Doe Run Corporation. The people of the United
States, whom you represent, have a greater interest in the preservation
of this area for its natural and wild qualities.

q| Therefore, I am asking you to change your preferred alternative to
Alternative A , denying the Doe Run Corporation its Preference Right
Leases and denying the Bureau of Land Management authority to issue
mining permits.

Sincerely,

Jerry M. Sugerman
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Thomas M. Kelly
5589 Viewpoint Ln.
Melhville ,

MO 63128

February 26, 1988

5)
s c s i w t d

Mr. Eric Morse JO mu iH»jl

Mark Twain National Forest
Rolla , MO 65401 -

Dear Mr. Morse,

I am writing to support the approval of the application
permits for exploration and possible mining development as
recommended in the draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Over the past several years The Doe Run Company (previously
St Joe Lead Company) has had a solid record of environmental
responsibility. With a responsible company, modern mining
and exploration methods, and rigorously enforced state and
federal regulations I feel the environment can safely co-
exist with industry. The mining industry has been in the
Viburnum area for years and the area is still beautiful.
Taxes and royalties from lead mining provide excellent
schools, municipal services, job3 and amenities far beyond
what might normally be found in a similar area.

In the interest of economic development with minimal
environmental disruption please consider supporting these
permits

.

//
Thomas M. Kelly* ^

111L 112L

QYPSUM DRYWALL SYSTEMS

29 February 88

Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest

401 Fairgrounds Rd.

Rolls, MO 75401

LULIi
MAR 21988

,

!

IJ

j

(314)928-1224

P O Box 632

St. Charles, Mo. 63302

Re: Draft EIS Hard Rock Mineral Lease to Doe Run in Carter, Oregon and Shannon

Counties.

8

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the proposed lease of

mining rights to Doe Run in Carter, Oregon and Shannon Counties . I attended

the public meeting ln St. Louis on this and was impressed by the fact that

the first twelve or so commentors scheduled were brought in from Winona,

Missouri in order to provide a stronger pro-leasing slant at the St. Louis

meeting. I do not feel that the estimated benefits and somewhat questionable

need for this project outweight its cost in terms of the long term environmental

consequences outlined in the draft EIS, and therefore urge the adoption of

Alternate A - No Mineral Leasing on the Study Area. In addition, to my

understanding the National Forest is public land and as such belongs to

all of the public equally without special consideration to for a particular

group that would allow "coins" to ring in the government coffers. In Missouri,

1 believe we have more of the public involved in hunting, fishing and camping

on the Mark Twain National Forest than receive economic benefits from the

development of new lead mines. I might also add that the economic benefits

of outdoor recreation to Missouri might surprise us all if the real dollar

amounts were known.

5540 Walsh Street
St. Louis, MO 63109
March 9. 1988

8

U. S. Forest Service
Bureau of Land Management
Missouri Department of Natural Resources
Sierra Club

This week a story appeared in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch regarding a
request by the Doe Run Mining Company to lease 3,743 acres of the Mark
Twain National Forest for lead mining. The story also mentioned *-haf

Oininq could <-*ke olace in vp to one half Of the 120 00 »cres . It am
very mucr. opposeo to cnis proposition ana wnoienearteaiy agree with the
statements by Don and Becky Horton as printed and that "environmental

vdeqradation is a poor trade-off for jobs that mioht never materialize."

About 15 years ago, I involved my children in a national forest
building program. I can’t remember the particulars but we collected
labels, I believe, and these enabled seedling trees to be planted in
their names in a national forest which was closest their home. They
received several certificates, a map and other information and over the
years it has been a pleasure to us as we passed near or through Mark
Twain National Forest to think they contributed to its existence. I

have enclosed copies of two of the documents. As one certificate
states, "The tree. . .will become a part of a National ’Working’ Forest
dedicated to provide outdoor recreation, wildlife food and shelter,
natural sound barriers, soil and water preservation, oxygen and wood
products for future generations...". We as yet have not reached these
"future generations" and already the plan is to destroy a large part of
the forest. It was inconceivable to me that this would ever happen and
I join in the Sierra Club and others who voice opposition to this
proposal.

Carole D. Heiland

Respectfully,
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C. FRANKLIN SMITH, M, D., President ROBERT D. SHAW, JR., M 0.

THE MEDICAL CLINIC OF WILLOW SPRINGS, INC.
016 E. Second

WILLOW SPRINGS, MISSOURI 65793

PHONE (417) 469-31 16

February 11, 1988

Bill Ertmerson

U.S. Representative
418 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Emnerson:

As one of your long time supporters as well as a native of southern Missouri I

would like to bring to your attention a matter that is affecting our district
which is of considerable concern to me. I am talking about the recommendation
by the Forest Service regarding leasing of acres within the Winona district
for rock mining. Being a native of this area I am very well aware of the need
for new jobs in this district. However one of the major attractions for me
returning to southern Missouri and my hometown to practice medicine was the

I

unspoiled beauty of the rivers and hills of this area. I believe that what we
may sacrifice in short term for jobs will end up hurting the area in the long

term. This same sort of situation has already happened in Ironton area in what

I

appeared to initially be a boon to the area ended up being its death knell. I

therefore am very much against any leasing of national forest lands for rock
mining.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Shaw, Jr., M.D.

RDS/nlp

A <'>u>

tU. fUsOfJXXLeP ^ -dca. /AUyjL~r-ulo3.

fna*1$.

cc: Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, Missouri 65401
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1601 Fairway drive
O'Fallon II. 62269
Febuary 29. 1988

Mr. Brie Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla. Mo. 65401

[d

lio

£33 1 » E
fill

cr-i
iAKKDyAlHMIHMLFOftBsmm

Dear Mr. Morse:

1 am writing to urge the U.S.F.S. to not allow lead mining within
the proposed 119,000 acres in the Winona District of Mark Twain
National Forest.

This area contains valuable natural features that should not be
disturbed for any reason including lead mining. Portions of the study
area recharge many springs including Greer and Big springs which feed
the Eleven Point and Current rivers, respectively. The study area also
contains Cupola Pond and Tupelo Gum Pond which have rare and endangered
plant species. This is also a valuable habitat for many plants and
animals

.

6
1 It is inevitable that the lead industry in Missouri will decline due to
I depletion of reserves. Then recycling will be necessary. Doesn't it
I make more sense to start recycling lead now instead of sacrificing this
(and other) wild areas to prolong the inevitable death of the Missouri
lead industry?

Thank you for your time and attention.

From: a lover of, and a frequent visitor to Missouri's rivers and
Wild places.

Sincerely

,

Eric Ratcliff

Powerlines, roads. machinery , traffic, and noise would
superfically marr this area. Less noticeable but perhaps more
detrimental would be lead dust and lead contaminated water
generated in the mining process.

The karst topography of the area makes it difficult to contain
water within a specific area: The failure of the West Plains sewage
lagoon and its subsequent discharge into Mammoth spring is a

documented example. Should we risk a similar discharge of lead-
laden water into qdjacent springs such as Greer and Big spring?

So-what if new mining jobs will be created by allowing mining:
Outdoor recreation jobs will be lost because many people (including
myself) who previously frequented this area will seek recreation
elsewhere

.

I understand that if lead mining is allowed here, the lead will be
tapped-out by the early 21st century. Then, the lead industry will be
back to square one and an irreplaceable wild area of national
significance will have been ruined.
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18991 Woodland Way
Trabuco Canyon. Calif. 92679

17141 858-9408

Toll Free 1-800-525-9491

May 17, 1988

Director of Porest Services
Mark Twain National Porest
401 Pairgrounds Road
Rolla , MO 65401

Dear Director:

1 have recently learned that possible mining rights may be
granted to companies so that mining or drilling could take place in
the Current and Eleven Point River area.

I am not a member of a special interest group, but I am a person
who has enjoyed this area on almost a yearly basis since my teenage
years. I would like to see this beautiful nature resource stay as it
is.

8

I know that the nearby communities would welcome new employment
opportunities, but I feel that mining is not the best alternative.
This land once it is lost, can never be reclaimed, other alternatives
such as tourism would preserve the natural beauty as well as
stimulate local economy.

Please proceed to look at this request for mining rights with
all due caution. As a Missourian at heart, I trust you will do the
right thing for our 3tate.

Please respond to my letter. *,

jzitair? /

MISSOURI SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS

June 27, 1988

Mr. B. Eric Morse, Forest Supervisor
Mark Twain National Forest
401 Fairgrounds Road
Rolla, MO. 65401

Dear Mr. Morse:

Attached is a Position Statement of the Missouri Society
of American Foresters concerning the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement on Hardrock Mineral Leasing on the Mark
Twain National Forest.

This position was adopted by Missouri Society of American
Foresters at our June 9, 1988 meeting in St. Louis. We
look forward to reviewing the final document.

Sincerely

,

-M0 SAF Chairman

GS/jb

cc: MO SAF Executive Committee
Bill Hahenberg
Society of American Foresters

REGIONAL OFFICES: KANSAS CITY. KANSAS • DENVER, COLORADO • SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH
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POSITION STATEMENT - MISSOURI SOCIETY
OF AMERICAN FORESTERS

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
HARDROCK MINERAL LEASING

MARK TWAIN NATIONAL FOREST MISSOURI

Summary

The Doe Run corporation holds Interest In two mineral lease applications filed
with the Bureau of Land Management for the development of lead. zinc, copper

and associated minerals underlying the Mark Twain National Forest. Missouri.

To respond to Doe Run's application and to anticipated future mineral leasing

activities, an area larger than that applied for by Doe Run was considered for

possible mineral lease activities.

Alternative 6: Maximum mineral development

by allowing standard mining
practices

Alternative C: Mineral development consistent
with the current Forest Plan

Alternative D: Increases land available for

mineral activities over that
of Alternative C

Alternative E: Modifies Forest visual quality
standards and Increases land
available over that of

Alternative D

Because of the expanded analysis area, a high degree of public concern and the
fact that mining had not previously occurred In this part of the Forest. It was

determined that an environmental Impact statement should be prepared. The
draft document has been completed and subjected to review by Fereral. State and

local agencies as well as special Interest groups and Interested Individuals.

I

The Missouri Society of American Foresters (MOSAF) supports Alternative C as

described Ion the DEIS. Alternative C permits a level cf mineral development

consistent with the Mark Twain National Forest's. Forest Plan In which MOSAF

previously took a position of support.

Defin ition o f Issue

The DEIS and public response has been widely reported In the media. Various

view points both for and against the proposed mineral leasing have been

expressed. The Issue relates to whether or not mining should be allowed and

can It be accomplished with out unacceptable environmental Impacts and If so.

In what portion of the lease area. The lease area encompasses approximately
119,000 acres of National Forest System Lands and federally owned minerals.

The area Is bordered on the south by the Eleven Point National Scenic River, to
the east by the Ozark National Scenic River-ways and to the southeast by the

Irish Wilderness. Potential Impacts to the areas recreation attributes as well

as possible adverse environmental affects associated with large scale mineral

developments are a major concern. The potential positive economic effects on a

depressed local economy as well as the national significance of a valuable
mineral deposit are also Important considerations.

Eactarouud

DJ SCUSSJ on . gf-L£5£E-frlt£EPat < ve . C<? ursgs . gf .
Action

The MOSAF considered the following alternative possible courses of action

related to the DEIS.

1. No action - take no position

2. Develop a position against the leasing of minerals
as proposed for the area

3. Develop a position in support of Alternative D - the
Identified preferred alternative

4. Develop a position In support of Alternative C - the
Forest Plan Alternative

5. Develop a position In support of one of the other
alternatives

Recommendation

It's recommended that the MOSAF Executive committee and general membership take

a position In support of the PEIS Alternative C ( or PA under MOSAF Alternative
Courses of Action above). This Is based on:

1. MOSAF's previous support of the Mark Twain's Forest
Plan, which we found to be acceptabnle from a renewable
resource and environmental Impact standpoint and

Contained In the DEIS Is the development end consideration of five
Alternatives. Identified as Alternatives A-E. They are summarized as follows:

2. the SAF national position is supportive of mineral

extraction from forest land as further described below.

Alternative A: Prohibit mineral development Careful review of the Cels shows that safeguards, or steps to prohibit mining

If safeguards are later judged to be Inadequate, are built into the process.

Moreover, Alternative C. as described in the DEIS, best meets the objectives of

the Society of American Foresters, which state:

126L

"Minerals are essential to the nations economic and social welfare and are

Important nonrenewable resources of many forestlands. Extract of minerals

from forestlands affects most renewable forest resources and uses.

Consequently, renewable forest resource values should be protected from

adverse effects of mineral extraction."

The position further defines that plans should minimize adverse Impacts on

renewable forest resources plus include assurance and cost considerations of

reclaiming lands adversely affected.

This position should expire two years after acceptance by the MOSAF executive

committee or full membership.
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RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS

This section contains the responses to comments identified, from the hearing transcripts and letters during

the public comment period. The response numbers are the same numbers used in Tables 1 and 2 and
the compilation of transcripts and letters presented in the previous section.

Due to the nature of the proposed decision, that would provide for exploration only, the EIS team felt that

it was neither necessary nor appropriate to provide detailed responses to public comments other than

those relating to exploration. Areas of concern other than exploration were, Errors of Omission; Errors of

Fact; Additional Studies; Development; Alternative Specific; Issues Outside the Scope of Decision; Explo-

ration and; Other. Responses to the concerns are included in the following table. A large majority of the

comments on the DEIS related to things other than exploration.
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TABLE 3 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS

Response Number Response

1 The information you refer to was not considered in the preparation of the Draft Environmen-
tal Impact Statement (DEIS). However, since it is not relevant to the exploration decision it

will not be included in this analysis.

2 We considered the information in the preparation of the DEIS, but it was not included

because it was not relevant.

3 The information you refer to was incorrectly stated in the DEIS. However, since it is not

relevant to the exploration decision, it will not be corrected in this analysis.

4 We disagree with your information and believe that we have correctly stated the facts.

5 The DEIS was prepared using the best available information. We recognize that further

information is desirable, and in some cases necessary, prior to consenting to development

of a mineral resource. Additional studies will be required prior to making a development

decision. Other information requirements may be identified once development plans are

submitted by the leaseholder.

Site-specific information on locations and extent of proposed or potential development

activities will be known prior to considering development requests.

The lack of specific information dealing with potentially affected resources and the lack of

site-specific proposals is one of the primary reasons for deciding to issue leases allowing

exploration only without guaranteeing the right to mine.

6 Your comments are specifically related to potential impacts resulting from mine

development/production activities. As a result of environmental analysis and public com-

ments, the decision has been made to permit only exploration activities at this time. Develop-

ment concerns will be addressed through the NEPA process should a mine plan be

submitted.

7 Please refer to the lead market issue discussion in the Response to Issues and Public

Comments section of the Record of Decision.

8 After a review of the alternatives presented in the DEIS, and public comment addressing

them, the decision is to permit exploration only. This is consistent with the Forest Plan

standards, and was analyzed in the Draft Hardrock Leasing EIS. This finding is reflected in

the Record of Decision.

9 Your comment deals with a concern beyond the scope of the decision necessary to respond

to the lease applications.

10 Your comment is a true statement.

1 1 We agree these changes are important corrections to the DEIS. However, the decision now

being made does not require a draft revision and since this change does not affect the

decision we will not correct the DEIS at this time.
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Response Number Response

12 Each comment has been read and analyzed. Responses have been made as appropriate.

13 Locations for public hearings were based on population centers, either in close proximity

to the study area or residences of substantial numbers of Forest users. The St. Louis hearing

was scheduled due to comments received during the scoping process. Some residents of

the Kansas City area attended one or more of the public hearings and several written

comments were received.

14 In response to several requests, the comment period was extended to February 5, 1988.

15 The DEIS was prepared by a very diverse group of professionals from both the Forest

Service and Bureau of Land Management to ensure a reasoned and objective analysis. The
Team included experts in geology, engineering, forestry, recreation, landscape architec-

ture, planning, biology, hydrology, soil science, economics and sociology. Preparation of

the Final EIS included a wide variety of professionals to ensure an objective analysis

1 6 The EIS has been prepared to evaluate the potential effects of several alternatives, including

those which would require amending the Forest Plan. Such alternatives are considered in

the EIS because the potential effects of mineral development activities were not evaluated

in detail during preparation of the Forest Plan.

1 7 Congress has repeatedly stated that, except where withdrawn, public and acquired lands

are available for mineral activities. The Forest Service and other Federal land managers then

determine under what terms and conditions those activities may occur. In this case we are

significantly limiting activities because of potential risks to forest resources and uses based

on current knowledge.

18 The Record of Decision, along with the DEIS, explains the leasing authorities and leasing

process.

19 We agree that determination is critical to this analysis and is discussed in the Record of

Decision.

20 The FS is responsible for the administration of National Forest System lands and the

multiple-use management of surface values and resources. Such responsibility includes the

management of forest lands in order to 'maximize their net social and economic contribu-

tions to the nation’s well being, in an environmentally sound manner.*

21 State of Missouri regulations provide stringent guidelines for mineral-related activities,

particularly with respect to tailings impoundments. The Forest Service through the Land and

Resource Management Plan has adopted a similar standard which, as State regulations

also provide, prohibits all discharges from tailings impoundments within the study area. We
recognize that State Regulations and Forest Standards establish a level of protection with

which all development must conform. The actual attainment of such protection may be

achieved through various means including activity prohibition, performance standards and

design criteria. These will be evaluated in the subsequent and separate development

analysis.

22 All state and Federal listed threatened, endangered or rare species will be protected

regardless of what decision is made.
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Response Number Response

23 The Forest Plan, approved in 1 986, is being implemented now. The discussion on page 65
of the DEIS described the management programs, the goods and services provided and
the effects of implementing the plan. The effects of implementing the Forest Plan plus the

effects of issuing mineral leases equal cumulative effects.

24 Programs and projects described and authorized by the Forest Plan are currently on-going

and will continue, the DEIS made no attempt to reevaluate Forest Plan activities or repro-

duce the information found in the plan. The discussion on page 65 of the DEIS was a brief

summary of detailed information to be found in the Forest Plan.

25 We know of no such research.

26 We believe the sub-section discusses these topics well within the context of what Executive

Order 11990, Protection of Wet Lands, defines them to include.

27 The Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management will do their best to assure that

water quality is maintained.

28 It’s unlikely.

29 The Irish Wilderness lies outside the study area and would not be affected by exploration.

30 You, perhaps, are describing conditions on private lands on an old mining area. Current

regulations require plugging pipes, cutting them off and smoothing and revegetating the

disturbed area.

31 The botanical significance of this area is recognized in Chapter 3 of the DEIS.

32 The EIS Team is working with the Fish and Wildlife Service to develop mitigation measures

where necessary, to protect threatened and endangered species.

33 A number of references were inadvertently omitted from the bibliography for the DEIS.

The 1 967 USGS publication cited in your comment does not report the results of an analysis

by that agency of the potential resource of lead in the Viburnum Trend, but instead refers

to a comment made in the November 1965 issue of the Engineering and Mining Journal

by W. W. Weigel, a retired geologist for the St. Joseph Lead Company. Weigel states, ’...the

Viburnum Trend has a potential of ...upwards of 30 million tons of lead...'. In the next

sentence in the article, he goes on to say, "this is not a presently proven ore reserve figure,

of course."

Even ignoring the uncertain nature of this estimate, little credence should be given to the

30 million ton figure simply because the estimate was made more than 20 years ago.

Reserves change continuously due to such factors as fluctuations in prices and costs,

technological advances and changes in tax laws. Thus, a major consideration in determin-

ing the applicability of a particular reserves estimate is when the estimate was made. Given

the date of the Engineering and Mining Journal article (1965), as well as the uncertain

basis for the 30 million ton figure contained in it, this reference was not included in the

discussion of reserves.

34 The 100 foot buffer has proven successful in similar areas. We assume it will work equally

well here. However, it and other mitigation measures will be closely monitored to ensure

compliance and adequacy.
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Response Number Response

35 The mineral leasing process and agency authorities are discussed in the DEIS and the

Record of Decision.

36 The Forest Plan direction was not ignored, it’s standards were closely reviewed and evaluat-

ed in this analysis. All exploration activities will be consistent with the Plan.

37 The decision to deny lease consent or issuance is guided by existing laws and regulations.

Once an application is denied, the process must start anew; it cannot be reinitiated.

38 The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act does not apply to lead mining.

39 Because of the "no guaranteed development’ stipulation, the lessee must provide us with

a site-specific mine plan prior to obtaining development rights. We will then begin a new
environmental analysis and public involvement process to decide whether or not to consent

to development.

40 True. On the other hand, extensive use of these drilling chemicals for many years in Missouri

never, to anyone’s knowledge, has produced the slightest hint of any adverse environmental

effects. If you know of such evidence, we would be anxious to learn of it.

41 This is what the Record of Decision will do. Drill cores are routinely donated to the state and

stored for future study.

42 Based on many years of experience the mitigation measures are adequate to prevent soil

damage and vegetation contamination. The litter, humus and surface-soil environment

promotes rapid biodegradation of the "toxins" into relatively benign substances. No adverse

effects are known to have occurred in the Viburnum Trend by disposing of drilling effluents

in this way.

43 Glades are considered fragile soils on the Fristoe Unit.

44 Long corridor intrusions, such as powerlines, are not needed for exploration or developmen-

tal drilling. Access corridors to drill sites are both short and temporary in nature. Exploration

has been conducted in this area for over 20 years with little noticeable impact to any wildlife

species.

45 The five acre no occupancy zone around a cave entrance is only intended to protect the

entrance from disturbance. Complete cave maps would be necessary to develop mitigating

measures for protection of all cave passages. Most access roads to drill sites are used for

less than one month and are then close to vehicular use and revegetated.

46 Field surveys to determine State & Federal listed threatened, endangered, or rare species

locations will be made before any proposed activity can begin.

47 Although the scenario you suggest is remotely possible in localized areas at shallow depth,

it is virtually inconceivable that any but the very smallest of springs could be perceptibly

affected in this way. That springs the size of Big and Greer could be perceptibly affected

is, for all intents and purposes, indeed impossible.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1988-655-320/80082
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